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PREFACE 'AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

In February 1994, the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations (ACIR) endorsed an action agenda and implementation plan known as the 
Federal Infrastructure Investment Strategy. The purpose of the strategy, contained in 
ACIR's report High Per$onnance Public Works (Report SR- 16, November 1993), is 
to establish consistent governmentwide approaches to infrastructure investment and 
maintenance. 

The objectives of the Federal Infrastructure Investment Strategy are to ensure 
that future spending will be for: 

The highest quality investments that can yield maximum benefits 
compared to their costs; 

Cost-effective maintenance of existing facilities and equipment that will 
help avoid premature and costly repairs, rehabilitation, and replacement; 

Soundly and equitably regulated projects that can meet environmental 
and other performance requirements effectively and efficiently in the 
setting where they are located; and 

Affordable facilities that are priced efficiently and can be supported 
financially now and in the future. 

The elements of the recommended strategy and action agenda represent the 
culmination of three years of joint work between ACIR and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, plus intensive consultations with representatives of infrastructure agencies 
at all levels of government, research and academic institutions, and private and public 
organizations concerned with infrastructure programs and issues. 

During the last stage of the project, ACIR convened six intergovernmental, 
publiclprivate task forces to examine the six most urgent infrastructure issues that had 
been identified earlier: 

Improving the quality of infrastructure investments; 

Applying benefit-cost analysis more consistently to investment options; 

Improving the maintenance of infrastructure; 

Making federal regulation of infrastructure more effective, efficient, and 
equitable; 

Improving environmental decisionmaking for public works; and 

Improving the financing of infrastructure. 

Content 

The task forces were presented with resource documents totaling nearly 3,500 
pages. This sourcebook presents selected documents and excerpts from the materials 
judged to be the most useful references for planning, designing, and executing 
infrastructure policies. Some additional materials that were issued after the task forces 
completed their work have been added. 
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The purpose of this sourcebook is to make these fundamental documents 
conveniently available to a wide range of public works professionals and policymakers 
in the public and private sectors who may have an opportunity to help implement the 
recommended strategy. It should be used in conjunction with the High Performance 
Public Works report and the Action Agenda therein. 

We are encouraged to note that, since completion of the ACIR report, several 
federal infrastructure policy initiatives have been taken that reflect elements of the 
recommended Federal Infrastructure Investment Strategy. In particular, President Bill 
Clinton issued Executive Order 12893, which establishes sound investment principles 
as the basis for budgeting infrastructure programs; Executive Order 12866, which 
calls for fuller consideration of the benefits, costs, and intergovernmental implications 
of regulatory actions; and Executive Order 12875, which spells out the need for 
partnership between the levels of government to avoid new unfunded mandates. In 
addition, the Government Perfonnance and Results Act of 1993 became law, initiating 
several dozen pilot projects for innovative management, budgeting, and planning 
techniques to optimize the performance of government services. Each of these 
documents is included in the sourcebook to encourage continuing efforts to enhance 
the contribution of public infrastructure to a sound economy and a rising quality of 
life. 

Organization 

The material in this sourcebook is organized under the six key task force 
issues listed above. Each section begins with the Statement of Principles and 
Guidelines developed by the task force. Each statement concludes with a list of the 
references considered by the task force. The task force statement is followed by 
groups of documents addressing the main themes in the statement. 

Acknowledgments 
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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS 

Task Force One of the ACIR project to develop recommendations for a federal 
infrastructure investment strategy examined the literature and agency documents 
related to increasing the quality (and performance) of federal infrastructure 
investments. The resulting principles and guidelines are presented in the first selection 
of this chapter. This chapter should be read in conjunction with Chapter 2, which 
deals with benefit-cost analysis, a specific tool for helping assess the performance and 
quality of proposed investments. 

The source documents included in this chapter address three interrelated 
topics: 

Investment analysis; 

Performance measures; 

Performance budgeting. 

Economic benefits and program performance both are of key importance in 
budgeting to achieve the greatest returns on infrastructure investments. Documents 
under the heading of Investment Analysis include the President$ January 1994 
Executive Order outlining "Principles for Federal Infrastructure Investmentsw; criteria 
developed by Rep. Bob Cam, Chairman of the House Transportation Appropriations 
Subcommittee, for evaluating the quality of proposed transportation projects; and a 
portion of a Transportation Research Board report that illustrates performance criteria 
and assessment from the perspective of transportationb relationship to economic 
development 

Documents under the heading of Performance Measures contain proposed 
standards for federal accounting for capital assets; proposed standards for state and 
local governments to use in reporting the service efforts and accomplishments related 
to their budgets; federal agency use of performance reporting; and a n analysis of a 
broad range of infrastructure investments from a performance perspective. 

Selections in the Performance Budgeting section include a General 
Accounting Office proposal for an investment component for the federal budget and 
for the Government Pefonnance and Results Act of 1993, which is designed to begin 
with pilot programs to develop performance measures that might support performance 
budgeting in future years. 
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Statement of Principles and Guidelines, Federal Infrasmcture Tosk Force I 

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS 

I. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this statement of principles and 
guidelines is to improve the quality of infrastructure in- 
vestments in the United States by ensuring that all proj- 
ects funded are likely to yield maximum benefits 
compared to their costs. This can be accomplished by 
requiring sound investment analysis of proposed invest- 
ments as the basis for selecting and funding the construc- 
tion, maintenance, and operation options likely to yield 
the greatest net rates of return as measured by social, 
environmental, and economic benefits and costs. 

II. FINDINGS 

Importance of Infrastructure. A sound public infra- 
structure forms a key part of the nation's capital stock and 
thus plays a vital role in encouraging a more productive 
and competitive national economy. In addition, public 
works are vital to meeting immediate as well as long-term 
public demandsfor safety, health, and a clean and ecologi- 
cally healthy environment. 

Definition of Infrastructure. This statement applies 
to public works infrastructure broadly defined, including 
transportation, water, waste management, and environ- 
mental protection facilities, as well as public buildings. 

Need for Investment Analysis and Prioritization. Too 
many public works investments have been of questionable 
value. Charges of waste and favoritism often are leveled at 
public works spending proposals. Too often, projects with 
little or no demonstrable merit have been approved, while 
other projects with demonstrated merit have gone un- 
funded. With the current scarcity of federal, state, and 
local funds for infrastructure, these wasteful practices 
cannot be tolerated. They are not only inefficient but also 
are part of the reason for the loss of confidence in govern- 
ment by many citizens. 

Current Initiatives for Improving the Quality of In- 
frastructure Investments. The President, the Congress, 
and others appear to be moving rapidly toward the use of 

performance measures, investment budgeting, and other 
devices designed to improve the quality of public invest- 
ment. Examples include the following: 

The White House work group on infrastructure 
investment policy; 

Vice President A1 Gore's National Performance 
Review; 

Recent GAO reports on investment budgeting, 
performance budgeting, and federal agency col- 
lection and use of performance data; 

Inclusion of a public infrastructure investment 
policy in A Competitive Strategy for America, the 
second report to the President and Congress by 
the Competitiveness Policy Council; 

Enactment of the Chief Fmcid  Oflcm Act of 
1990; 

Enactment of the Government Performance and 
Results Act of 1993; 

Publication of preliminary views on Service Ef- 
forts and Accomplishments (SEA) reporting by 
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board 
(GASB); and 
Establishment of an FASAB work group to assist 
in developing infrastructure accounting and re- 
porting standards (July 1993). 

Ill. BASIC PRINCIPLE 

Given the profound economic and social importance 
of infrastructure, it is essential that the federal govern- 
ment identify, assess, and undertake infrastructure invest- 
ments that will pay the greatest possible dividends for the 
nation now and in the future. Citizens and taxpayers need 
to be assured that these public investments are not wasted 
and that they will help the nation respond to current and 
future economic and social demands. 

Achieving this objective requires a governmentwide 
commitment to better data, improved measures of per- 
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formance, and investment analysis that goes well beyond 
current practice. This improved analysis then needs to be 
communicated effectively to government off& and the 
general public 

lb merit public expenditure, an investment proposal 
should show a good likelihood of (a) returning future 
benefits (public and private) that substantially exceed its 
estimated costs, @) supporting related public and private 
investments, and (c) reinforcing other national strategic 
goals. These standards should apply to direct federal invest- 
ments as well as to investments by state, local, or private 
bodies that federal agencies encourage, assist, or regulate. 

This principle, and the guidelines that follow, should 
be applied by federal infrastructure agencies and their 
assisted and regulated partners to develop, plan, and im- 
plement improved infrastructure investment strategies. 
They also should be followed by all federal entities in the 
executive and legislative branches when they evaluate 
public works programs, projects, and systems. The ex- 
pected result is that i . u r e  investments will become 
inaeasingly effective, economical and equitable in meeting 
program goah, and more readily supported and understood 
by the public and their political representatives. 

IV. GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING 
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS 

Strengthening the analysis of infrastructure invest- 
ments requires: setting program goals, improving the 
measurement and analysis of program performance, sup  
porting a strategic framework for overall economic and 
environmental improvement, and improving the commu- 
nication of results. 

1. Define Performance Goals. Defining perform- 
ance goals is an essential first step in evaluating 
any program and set of related investment op- 
tions (public or private). An important part of 
this effort is to identify the customers of the 
program, consult with them, and assess their 
needs. Customers (or stakeholders) should be 
defined broadly, including direct users (trucking 
firms for highways, for example) as well as indi- 
rect clients (manufacturers and service f m s  that 
need on-time shipments). The goals of customers 
should not be assumed, but rather should be as- 
sessed as directly as possible, perhaps using mar- 
ket research and public involvement. 

In most cases, negotiating and setting goals 
will help define a meaningful set of performance 
measures. While the specific goals for each pro- 
gram will vary according to the category of infra- 
structure and the government responsible for 
making decisions, they are likely to include direct 
economic benefits, general economic productiv- 
ity, public health and safety, social well-being, 

quality of life, environmental protection, and na- 
tional security. 

'I)pically, this goal-setting should be under- 
taken as part of an agencywide strategic planning 
process that reexamines agency missions, legisla- 
tive requirements, and underlying trends. The 
recently completed strategic planning exercises 
at the Department of Thinsportation and the De- 
partment of Energy are examples worth examin- 
ing for lessons learned in crossing program 
boundaries, reconceptualizing issues, and refor- 
mulating goals in light of changing realities. 

2. Measure and Analyze Performance. Achieving 
these goals requires, in turn, better measurement 
and analysis. In addition to the analytic tech- 
niques highlighted below, these efforts should 
include descriptions of current physical condi- 
tions, level of demand, and service quality. Care 
should be taken to formulate performance indi- 
cators that go beyond simple averages and to 
work toward program-specific indicators. De- 
mand forecasts, along with high-capital and low- 
capital options for meeting and managing this 
demand, should be developed. The appropriate 
government to undertake this work will vary 
across programs. 

3. Establish an Investment Strategy. This improved 
measurement and analysis should be conducted 
within an overall framework that incorporates a 
strategic perspective. Infrastructure programs 
are only one of the ways available to each agency in 
canying out its overall mission. As such, the capital 
investment program should be coordinated with 
other agency activities and with the activities of 
agencies that have complementaxy roles and goals 
Frequent and full communication within the agency 
and with other agencies to develop a shared under- 
standing of these roles is important. 

Furthermore, public infrastructure invest- 
ments differ from most private investments in the 
longevity of their impacts (for example, such faci- 
lities as roads, airports, and dams are rarely tom 
down), and in their potential to have profound 
effects on the nature and quality of our lifestyles 
and the productivity of the private economy. This 
means that their evaluation should consider the 
qualitative aspects of the benefits and costs of 
infrastructure, assess and compare the risks of 
different programs, and consider their long-term 
public policy implications. 

4. Consider Alternative Program Designs. Program 
objectives can be achieved though several differ- 
ent means, including direct administration, fman- 
cia1 aid to others, regulation, or a combination. 
Each method has different pros and cons, differ- 
ent levels and patterns of benefits and costs, and 
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different implications for the roles of govern- 
ments. These differences should be explored be- 
fore new programs are proposed or old ones 
revised. Choices to consider might include block 
grants versus categorical grants, grants versus 
mandates, loans versus grants, regulation versus 
financial assistance, market-based incentives, 
pricing policies, and tax changes (tax expendi- 
tures) versus regulations or grants. Criteria for 
helping to make these choices are summarized in 
the 1988 Fragile Foundations report by the Nation- 
al Council on Public Works Improvement. 

In assessing these choices, it is useful to con- 
sider the near-term and long-term incentives that 
each may place on the builder and operator of the 
infrastructure facility. Any assessment of pro- 
gram alternatives will be more useful if it can be 
linked to changes in efficiency, effectiveness, ex- 
pected performance measures, and future bud- 
gets of affected parties. 

5. Examine Needs for Cross-Program Flexibility. 
The relative priorities among different programs 
typically are left to political judgment. Sole re- 
liance on these judgments, however, does not 
necessarily serve well to optimize national eco- 
nomic productivity and efficiency in meeting 
agreed-on societal objectives. 

For example, arbitrary national funding lev- 
els divided between highways and transit or be- 
tween new construction and rehabilitation can 
skew local investment decisions by requiring sub- 
optimal investments or programs that may not con- 
sider how to minimize lifecycle costs. Redefining 
program goals in terms of "zones of competition" 
(such as mobility rather than the speciiic means of 
achieving that mobility), can help overcome the 
inherent bias of some programs4 the program's 
performance measures reflect the broader concept. 

Achieving this outcome requires (a) enough 
flexibility among related programs to allow m i d -  
eration of alternative solutions using resources 
from multiple programs, (b) time and ability to ap- 
ply economic and program performance analysis, 
and (c) a role in the decision process for the people 
and governments affected most directly. 

Establishing investment priorities as legisla- 
tive mandates may set inappropriate spending 
priorities that do not take into account current 
data, more comprehensive performance goals, or 
analytic results. For example, agencies may be di- 
rected to implement statutory mandates against the 
advice of sound investment analysis or performance 
assessments. In some oses, Congress even prohib- 
its the economic analysis of some mandates, thus 
ensuring some wasteful investments. 

All budgets have limits, forcing hard choices. 
The role of consistent investment analysis pro- 
cesses is to encourage the funding of the most 
worthy programs and projects. While the political 
process will (and should) allow for oveniding pure 
analysis, the identification of direct and indirect 
subsidies and inefficiencies should be made explicit. 

Congress and the executive have taken some 
positive steps to provide the flexibility needed to 
seek out and make the best investments. For ex- 
ample, the Intennodal SuTface Tranrpoflation E n -  
ciency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) encourages greater 
flexliility and realism in setting project priorities 
by requiring state departments of transportation 
and metropolitan planning organizations-the 
agencies now responsible for making many of the 
investment decisions-to prepare financially 
constrained transportation improvement plans. 
In contrast to past "wish lists," these new project 
lists are limited in magnitude to the funds that 
can be demonstrated to be available over the 
six-year program period. This constraint requires 
much more f m l  discipline than has usually been 
exercised in the past, but it has also attracted great- 
er public and private interest since the projects in 
the plan are now more likely to be implemented. 
Also, a broader array of projects can be considered, 
including highways, bridges, transit, bicycle and pe- 
destrian facilities, intermodal facilities, and other 
forms of surface transportation that might be more 
effective in achieving program goals under particu- 
lar circumstances. 

6. Analyze Long-Term ~inancial Implications. Just 
as infrastructure investments provide services 
over long periods of time, so too they generate 
long-term financial impacts that can also affect 
the quality of services provided many years in the 
future. For example, limited explicit attention to 
the rehabilitation and maintenance costs of the 
Interstate Highway System in 1956 meant that it 
deteriorated faster and further than expected 
during the 1970s. Life-cycle costing of alternative 
designs and practices for operating and maintain- 
ing facilities would help to reduce long-term costs 
and eliminate biases toward construction. 

Some federal programs now require grant 
recipients to show the expected source of funds to 
operate and maintain the system as well as re- 
maining costs to complete. Such analysis should 
be required for directly administered federal pro- 
grams, federal-aid programs, and federal regula- 
tory programs, showing who will be responsible 
for meeting future costs and how they could do 
so. Financial analysis of this type should be per- 
formed for alternative program designs before 
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choices are made, and as a reality check on pro- 
grams being implemented. Simplified and inex- 
pensive means of performing this type of analysis 
should be developed and made widely available. 

Develop Confidence in Investment Analysis. 
Co&idence in the system of investment analysis 
requires implementing the decision-support 
tools in an even-handed and technically correct 
manner, with widespread understanding of the 
methods that are being applied. Such under- 
standing should spread beyond the staff who per- 
form the calculations. This means that the 
analytic results should be communicated effec- 
tively and fully to decisionmakers and the general 
public. Openness and full disclosure in this pro- 
cess are important, since the quality and extent of 
available data vary widely across infrastructure 
programs, as does the ease of implementing the 
techniques. Papering over these difficulties 
creates a false sense of the quality of analysis, 
exposes the process to attack, and hides the need 
for better data and better techniques. 

Communicate Effectively. The need for improved 
public awareness of the value of infrastructure 
means that investment analyses shoulq be devel- 
oped with inputs from and communicated effec- 
tively and fully to the public and to their elected 
representatives. Clarity and simplicity are impor- 
tant, as well as an active effort to explain what the 
analysis shows and does not show. 

V. MENU OF DECISION-SUPPORT TOOLS 

No single analytic method provides comprehensive 
answers. As many of the following types of analysis as 
practical should be used to help policymakers evaluate 
potential public works investments and develop sound 
investment strategies, plans, and budgets. Over time, the 
quality, extent, and consistency in applying these tools 
should be improved. The federal, state, and local govern- 
ments all should use equivalent methods-tailored to 
their own needs-to establish consistency in the analytical 
evaluations of directly administered federal infrastructure 
programs and related federal-aid and regulatory programs. 
These tools will need to be used differently in evaluating 
programs and projects, and in making cross-program com- 
parisons Some further development of these methods may 
be necessaty to meet all of these needs. 

Performance Measures. Relevant and internally consis- 
tent measures of p e r f o m c e  provide the key raw material 
for internal evaluations of the expected effectiveness of 
infrastructure investments while also helping to make the 
results more understandable to decisionmakers and the 
public. 

Different programs have different goals or provide a 
different emphasis to similar groups of goals. (For exam- 
ple, urban mobility is important for both transit and high- 
ways, but each may emphasize different aspects of 
mobility.) Some programs provide services; others empha- 
size risk reduction (better health or safety), while others 
aim to stimulate productive private investments. Most will 
serve a combination of goals. Program performance 
should be defined not by inputs, but in terms of program 
outputs and by the social, economic, and environmental 
outcomes that will result (such as a specific threshold or 
improved performance compared to the past). 

Efforts to evaluate investments need improved mea- 
sures of performance. The SEA reporting concepts being 
considered by GASB and FASAB should be pursued to 
help meet the need for better measures of conditions and 
performance. Such measures should be reported regular- 
ly, both to track specific programs (thus helping to hold 
their sponsors accountable) and to establish longitudinal 
data bases to aid in projecting future outcomes under new 
or changed programs. 

One of the few e&ting performance efforts in the 
federal government is DOT3 biennial report to 'Congress, 
The Status and Condition of the Nation's Highways, Bridges, 
and Ttamit. The 1993 volume is the latest to report on the 
characteristics, condition, and performance of these sys- 
tems. Future federal and non-federal investment require- 
ments for all highways and bridges are estimated based on 
the costs to meet different performance levels in pave- 
ment condition and traffic service. 

The report has not been static; regular efforts have 
been made to expand the scope and type of analyses, and 
to improve underlying data and analysis. Transit and high- 
ways are now combined, and changes are under way that 
should provide a more comprehensive assessment of al- 
ternative investments. A new Highway Economic Report- 
ing System (HERS) using a benefit-cost framework is 
being developed to complement the long-standing High- 
way Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), which uses 
an engineering-based analytic process. Improvements 
also are needed to incorporate operational options for 
improving "level-of-service" performance, focusing on 
outcomes, and tracking program performance and out- 
come trends over time. 

Although each infrastructure program has its own 
unique needs, other departments and agencies should 
consider adopting analytic and reporting systems similar 
to those developing in DOT. 

Benefit-Cost Analysis. This form of analysis incorpo- 
rates a range of traditional. evaluation techniques devel- 
oped by economists, including rate of return analysis, net 
present value of benefits, and various timing measures. As 
practiced by water resource agencies, benefit-cost analy- 
ses typically estimate how much better off the nation's 
economy would be if the project were to be built. Other 
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applications frequently have less expansive horizons, fo- 
cusing on more narrowly defined geographic regions and 
on more direct project benefits and costs. 

A minimum threshold for this type of analysis is usual- 
ly whether or not benefits exceed costs (after discounting 
future streams), but the methods can be used to rank 
projects according to the highest returns, thereby helping 
to select a program of projects that provides the greatest 
overall return within a limited budget. If applied consis- 
tently across programs, the techniques of benefit-cost 
analysis can provide information (however imperfect) that 
can help set cross-program priorities. This advantage 
should be cultivated. As mentioned below, the costs of 
externalities should be included in the benefit-cost analy- 
sis whenever possible. 

Timing measures such as pay-back period (how long 
before the benefits exceed costs) and first-year benefits 
(does the rate of return exceed a hurdle rate in the first year 
of operation) are important outputs from this analysis. 

Benefit-cost techniques, however, also present some 
shortcomings for infrastructure investments. First, results 
depend on the rate of discount used to convert future 
streams of benefits and costs to current dollars. As a 
practical matter, early-year impacts receive a much great- 
er weight-a possible problem in projects that may have 
useful lives of several decades. Second, these techniques 
are best suited to well-defined projects and may be awk- 
ward if used for regional or national systems. Third, as 
with many analytic tools, they are best suited for invest- 
ments not likely to stimulate a significant shift from busi- 
ness as usual. Thus, strategic implications and non-linear 
impacts are often missed (witness, for example, the effect 
of the Interstate Highway System on stimulating new na- 
tional-scale markets and the consequent changes in distri- 
bution networks and economic concentration) and their 
ability to remold market shares (witness the rapid growth 
in large trucks). 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Once performance mea- 
sures have been developed, they can be used to assess 
individual investments and programs in terms of their 
ability to improve performance and their cost-effective- 
ness in doing so. They can be particularly valuable when 
used as part of a strategic planning effort that assesses the 
relative merits of alternative program structures, includ- 
ing qualitative factors that can complement a comprehen- 
sive benefit-cost analysis. 

Analysis of Externalities and Unintended Conse- 
quences. In addition to their planned economic and envi- 
ronmental benefits, infrastructure investments often have 
unexpected positive and negative impacts on the environ- 
ment, health and safety, the financial condition of govern- 
ments and private parties, and established patterns of 
daily behavior. Some of these impacts become apparent 
only over long time periods, such as the role of Interstate 

Highways and other road improvements in encouraging 
suburbanization. The net effect is often difficult to calcu- 
late, but the potential scenarios should be searched out as 
much as possible. 

Adverse effects may have to be mitiga;ed by law or 
political necessity (the FAA, for example, makes federal 
funds available for a series of mitigation measures for 
neighborhoods in noise impact zones near airports). The 
costs of these impacts should be identifled and quantified in 
monetary terms where possible (many environmental im- 
pacts do not have a fonnal market place and thus may 
require using proxies to determine their monetary value.). 
Alternative pmgram or project de@u that would m a x h k  
net benefits or reduce adverse e£fects should be considered. 

Analysis of Risks. Inadequate, insensitively designed, 
and poorly maintained infrastructure puts environments 
at risk, raises health and safety risks, and creates potential 
financial liabilities. Prioritization of infrastructure invest- 
ments should take these factors into account. Formal risk 
analysis procedures should be used for major investments 
that have high-risk features. 

Long-Term kalysis. Traditional analytic methods 
grew out of the need to assess individual projects or specif- 
ic investments. As such, they may be misleading when 
considering the long-term or strategic impacts of infra- 
structure investments. The importance of these long-term 
impacts can outweigh the net economic value shown by 
benefit-cost analysis. In considering these projects, it is 
important not to ignore qualitative factors such as: 

System effects (How much does the value of the air 
traffic control system or the Interstate Highway 
System exceed the sum of their individual parts?); 

Non-linearities (Will the investment encourage 
shifts in how infrastructure systems are used by 
the private sector?) For example, investment in 
high-speed rail may change long-distance travel 
patterns; double-stack trains may generate signif- 
icant shifts in what and how much freight is 
moved over long distances. The importance of a 
global economy, with its emphasis on new pat- 
terns of producing goods and services, has impli- 
cations that are difficult to specify; and 

Quality of life, including long-term environmen- 
tal implications and possible effects on where 
people live and work. 'lhese issues are particularly 
diKicult to assess, since they require speculation 
about changes in individual values and behaviors. 
Nevertheless, they can have profound effects. 

Long-term impacts are difficult to assess with preci- 
sion. It may be useful to consider the consequences (eco- 
nomic, health, and safety risks) of alternative scenarios, 
including not building the facility, or designing facilities 
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with flexibility to adapt to changes in technology, life 
styles, and business practices. Flexibility and the treat- 
ment of risk are important factors in making strategic 
planning a realistic part of decisionmaking. 

Uncertainty. The analysis of any long-lived project 
needs to consider the issue of uncertainty. All forecasts 
will be wrong in their details. In some cases, this uncer- 
tainty can be assessed quantitatively using various types of 
sensitivity analyses. For example, OMB's Circular A-94 on 
benefitcost analysis highlights the value of probability- 
based techniques to help assess the multiple forces that 
influence investments. 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 

The principles and guidelines presented above offer an 
opportunity to generate a profound change in how federal 
(and state and local) agencies nominate, evaluate, imple- 
ment, and assess infrastructure investments. This should, in 
turn, result in more effective spending of scarce resources, a 
better understanding by decisionmakers and the public of 
infrastructure, improved infrastructure programs, and en- 
hanced social, economic, and environmental outcomes 

While full implementation of these changes will require 
some time, the following near-term actions can generate 
slgrufmt benefits and initiate more fundamental changes. 

Issue Principles and Guidelines to Require Invest. 
ment Analysis. The President should require all federal 
infrastructure agencies to justify their budget requestsand 
their legislative and regulatory initiatives with investment 
analysis, including life-cycle costing. 

Leadership in encouraging and developing analytical 
guidelines and supporting data systems should be assigned 
to OMB, GAO, CBO, FASAB, and the chief financial 
officers in each executive branch department and agency. 
The goal should be to establish widely accepted analytic 
procedures that: 

Are applicable and accepted across the executive 
and legislative branches; 

Account for all costs of alternatives, including de- 
velopment, construction, operation, and rnainte- 
nance; 

Can be validated by independent reviewers; 

Will permit regular audit of results; 

Can be readily understood by the public and the 
decisionmakers who must make use of them; and 

Are designed to foster interaction and construc- 
tive communication among analysts and decision- 
makers and across different agencies, levels, and 
branches of government. 

The analytic staffs of federal agencies should consider 
the data and methodologies appropriate to each analytic 
problem, rather than limiting themselves to the data avail- 
able. These data should be produced and verified objec- 
tively. A process for automated data collection, analysis, 
and reporting should be in place before agenqwide imple- 
mentation begins. 

The National Income Accounts should be revised to 
be more helpful in tracking the economic benefits and 
costs of infrastructure. 

Encourage Continued Interagency Cooperation, In- 
teragency cooperation should continue and expand to in- 
clude efforts to build an active dialogue on how best to 
implement the principles and guidelines described here, 
efforts to identlfy successful applications and areas for 
improvement, communication of successes and problems, 
and efforts to tie in with other performance-related 
studies or mandates (such as the White House National 
Performance Review and activities designed to respond to 
the Government Peformance and Results Act of 1993). 

A National Infrastructure Council should be estab- 
lished to pursue these tasks. It could take the form of the 
old interagency Water Resources Council or a Cabinet 
sub-council. 

Develop Examples. Application of these principles 
and guidelines will not be clear or easy. The methods need 
further development and demonstration within the com- 
plexities of public programs. This effort should begin as 
soon as practical, and it should be undertaken carefully, 
with the lessons learned shared widely among the relevant 
individuals in federal agencies. 

Establish an Interagency Working Group. The work 
of lhsk Force I benefited greatly from active participation 
by senior program analysts and policymakers from many 
key federal agencies involved in infrastructure. The pro- 
cess of sharing examples and techniques and discussing 
ways to apply performance analysis is stimulating and self- 
reinforcing. This working group mechanism should con- 
tinue under the auspices of the White House or OMB. 

Pursue Pilot Projects. The Gowmment Perfl~luu~ce 
and Results Act of I993 calls for agencies to volunteer to 
develop and implement appropriate performance mea- 
surements. Infrastructure agencies have an advantage 
in that it is relatively easy to quantiry many benefits and 
costs of their programs. Also, most infrastructure agen- 
cies already have some form of performance assessment 
under way. Coordinated pilot study reports by several infra- 
structure agencies would provide an early test of the new 
opportunities provided by this legislation. Federal infra- 
structure agencies should participate actively with OMB 
in the administration of the act. 

Provide Infrastructure 'hining. While a stand-alone 
infrastructure institute has much to recommend it, the 
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need to begin disseminating these ideas is too important to 
wait for agreement on organization, funding, and direc- 
tion for such an enterprise. Until these important details 
can be worked out, needed infrastructure investment train- 
ing should be provided by existing training programs, such as 
the National Highway Institute, the Federal Executive Insti- 
tute, and other agency and program-speaFic efforts. 

Convene a National Conference on Infrastructure 
Performance. An annual conference offers one way to 
speed up communication across agencies and govern- 
ments, among different levels of managers, and between 
managers and decisionmakers. 'Ib add prestige and to en- 
courage attendance by senior managers, this should be 
sponsored by the White House, perhaps as a follow-up to 
the National Performance Review efforts. The conference 
should be scheduled for more than one day, and should 
include sessions devoted to techniques and case studies, 
interaction with private-sector consumers of infrastruc- 
ture services, and feedback from public decisionmakers. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

Office of the Pre.8 Secretary 

?or Imdiate Releare January 27, 1994 

PRINCIPLES FOR FEDERAL 
INPRA8TRUCTURB INVESTWENTS 

A well-functioning infrartyucture ir vital to murtained 
economic growth, to the quality of life in our coannunitier, and 
to the protection of our environment and natural remourcer. TO 
develop and maintain it8 inframtructure facilitiem, our Nation 
reliem heavily on invertmentr by the Federal Government. 

Our Nation will achieve the greateat benefitr from it8 
inframtructure facilitie, if it invemtm wirely and continually 
improve8 the quality and perfonnancb of it8 inframtructure 
program.. Therefore, by the authority vemted in m e  am Prerident 
by the Conmtitution and the law8 of the United State8 of 
America, it ir hereby ordered a8 followm: 

1. &,QQS. The principle8 and plan8 referred to in 
thir order rhall apply to Federal .pending for infrastructure 
programs. For the purporer of thi8 order, Federal mpending for 
infrartructure programs rhall include direct .pending and grants 
for tran~portation, water remourcer, energy, and environmental 
protection. 

Each executive department and agency with infrartructure 
re8ponsibilitiem (hereinafter referred to collectively a8 
aagencierm) ahall develop and implement plan. for infrartnxture 
invemtment and management con8intent with the following 
principler: (a) Iv.tcnutic of meet- 
eo.t.. Infrartructure invemtmentr .hall be based on mystemtic 
analymim of expected benefitr and cortr, including both 
quantitative and qualitative mearurem, in accordance with the 
following: 

(1) Benefit8 and cort8 mhould be quantified and monetized 
to the mutimum extent practicable. All type8 of benefitr and 
cortm, both market and nonnurket, rhould be conaidered. To 
the extent that environmental and other nonmrket knefitr and 
comtm can be quantified, they ahall be given the maam weight a8 
quantifiable market knefitr and co~tm. 

(2)  Benefit8 and comtm 8hould be mamured and 
appropriately dimcounted over the full life cycle of each 
project. 8uch analyrir will enable informed tradeoff8 among 
capital outlayr, operating a d  maintenance comtr, and 
nonmonetary cortr borne by the public. 

more 
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( 3 )  When the amount and timing of important benefit8 and 
cortr are uncertain, analyrer rhall recognize the uncertainty 
and addrerr it through appropriate quantitative and qualitative 
ammerrmantr . 

(4 )  Analyrer rhall compare a comprthenrive met of optionr 
that include, among other thingr, managing demand, repairing 
facilitier, and expanding facilities. 

(51 Analyrer rhould conmider not only quantifiable 
measurer of knefitr and cortr, but 81.0 qualitative mearurer 
reflecting valuer that are not readily quantified. 

(b) Infrartructure ahall k managed 
efficiently in accordance with the following: 

(1) The efficient ure of infrartructure depend8 not only 
on phyrical derign feature., but 81.0 on operational practicer. 
To improve there practicer, agencier rhould conduct periodic 
review8 of the operation and maintenance of exirting facilitier. 

(2)  Agencier rhould ure theme reviewr to conrider a 
variety of management practicer that can improve the return 
from infrartructure invertmentr. ExampIem include contracting 
practicer that reward quality and innovation, and derign 
mtandardr that incorporate new technologier and conrtruction 
techniquer. 

( 3 )  Agencier a180 rhould ure there reviewr to identify 
the demand for different levelr of infrartructure rervicer. 
Since efficient levelr of rervice can often beat be achieved 
by properly pricing infrarttucture, the Federal Government - -  
through it. direct invertmentr, grantr, and regulation~ - -  
should promote conaideration of market-bared mtchanirmr for 
managing infrartructure. 

(c) Pfivate Sector Par-. Agencitr ahall reek 
private rector participation in infrartructure invertment and 
nmnagemtnt. Innovative public-private initiative8 can bring 
about greater private rector participation in the ownerrhip, 
financing, conrtruction, and operation of the infrartructure 
program8 referred to in rection 1 of thir order. Conrirtent 
with the public interert, agencier rhould work with State and 
local entitier to minimize legal and regulatory barrier8 to 
private rector participation in the provirion of infrartructure 
facilitiem and rervicer. 

(dl of f 
Prwr.m.. To promote the efficient ure of Federal infra- 
mtructure fundr, agencier rhould encourage the Itate and 
local recipientr of Ieder.1 grant. to implement planning and 
lnforaution management ry8teum that 8upport the principle8 ret 
forth in mection 2(a) through (c) of thir order. In turn, the 
Fader81 Qovemnnnt rhould ure the infonaation from the State and 
local recipient.' management ryrtemr to conduct the ryrtem-level 
reviewr of the Pederal Oovernment ' a inf rartructure programr 
that are required by thir order. 

I 
BIG. 3. Bnkai..ibnOfPlm.. Agencier ahall mubmit 

initial p l m 8  to implement there principler to the Director of 
the Off ice of Management ud Budget (.Omw) by March 15, 1994. 

more 
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Agency planr rhall lirt the action# that will be taken to 

4 rovide the data and analyrir necerrary for rupporting nfrartructure-related proporalr in future budget rubmirrionr. 
Agency implementation plmr rhould be conrirtent with OMB 
Circular A-94 that outliner the analytical methodr required 
under the principler ret forth in rection 2 of thir order. 

m. a. Awlic.tion fa  B-. Beginning with 
the fircal year 1996 budget rukairrion to UtB, each agency 
mhould ure theme principler to jurtify m j o r  infrartructure 
fnvertment and grant ptogranu. Major program. are defined a8 
thore programs with annual budgetary rerourcer in excerr of 
$50 million. 

Bnr. 5 .  to ve P-. Beginning 
March 15, 1 9 9 4 ~ r h a l ~ t h e  principler met forth 
in mection 1 of thir order and. at the requert of 013B, .hall 
rovide rupporting analyrer when requertixig OMB clearance for 

~wirlative proporalr that would authorize or reauthori~e 
inf rartructuie program. 

m. 4. a. The Office of wagemrnt and Budget 
rhall provide guidance to the agencier on the implementation of 
thir order. 

w. 2.  Judlci.l R e v b .  Thir order ir intended only to 
improve the internal management of the executive branch and doer 
not create any right or benefit, rubrtantive or procedural, 
anforceable by a party againat the United Statee, itr agencier 
or in~trumentalitier, itr officer. or employeem, or any other 
permon. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
January 26, 1994. 
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If the living standards to which all Americans aspire are to be satisfied over the next quarter- 
century and beyond, the United States will need to achieve a long-run rate of growth in the Gross 
National Product of some 3.5 percent annually. Yet most long-term forecasts foresee no more 
than 2.6 percent real growth if current trends continue. 

Productivity: The Key to Economic Vital@ 

Which "current trends" need to be redirected if the nation is to pick itself up by its economic 
bootstraps? The Gross National Product - the sum of all goods and services produced within 
domestic borders - may be viewed as the number of workers times the output, or production, 
per worker. Growth in the Gross National Product will come from these two sources, growth 
in the labor force and growth in productivity. 

The sources of growth which fueled America's 20th century rise to world prominence are 
changing sharply in their relative importance to future economic vitality. An aging society in 
particular, but also less net immigration, dictate much slower growth in the labor force in the 
1990s and beyond. As a result, there is now widespread consensus that productivity growth must 
shoulder the nation's economic development and expansion into the 21st century. To achieve the 
target level of some 3.5 percent annual growth over the next 25 years, an increase in the yearly 
growth rate in productivity of 0.8 percent is needed. Although a 0.8 percent growth target for 
productivity may seem small on an annual basis, the compound effect over many years would be 
substantial (Overview Figure 1). 

To be sure, growth in the Gross National Product is not to be regarded as a good thing regardless 
of its cost. Growth has implications for environmental and other living standards that are not 
measured by GNP and these have critical economic implications of their own. And the way in 
which economic expansion is shared between regions and individuals occasions independent 
priority. Growth for growth's sake has never been the center-piece of American public policy. 
Nevertheless, the fact stands that growth, through acceptable means and at acceptable costs - 
"sustainable development" - is the only means available to recover and sustain ground in 
American living standards, and most of the increased growth can be achieved only through 
increased levels of productivity. 

The Key Role of Capital Investment in Promoting Productivity Growth 

Whereas productivity is the key to economic growth, the rate of capital investment - all 
investment, both private and public - is key to improved productivity. It is well known that the 
productivity of labor depends to a large extent upon the total quantity and quality of capital per 
worker. The greater the capital intensity per worker, the more leverage the worker has on 
production. Research has documented a strong relationship between the growth rate in capital 
investment per worker on the one hand and the growth rate in labor productivity. Nations with 
high capital formation display high growth rates in labor productivity and vice versa. With the 
lowest growth rate in capital investment per worker among the nations of North America, Europe 
and Japan, the United States has also realized the lowest rate of growth in labor productivity. 
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SOIJRCE: D. Lewis, D. Hara and J. Revis. The Role of Public Infrastruaurr in the 21sl Century, "A 

Look Ahead - Ycar 2020" (adapted from). R Landau. US. Economic Growth, "Scientific 
American", June 1988. 

IVERVIEW FIGURE 1: PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
REAL GNP GROWTH 

How is it that capital investment stimulates technological advance and productivity growth? 
According to recent economic research, the answer may be found in the way technological change 
is incorporated into capital equipment and facilities (see Overview Figure 2). Except for a small 
part devoted to basic science, research and development is seldom undertaken unless its results 
are expected to be applied in new facilities and superior operating modes that can improve 
productivity, reduce costs or raise the quality of goods and services. 

Therefore, a larger rate of investment creates a market for technological improvements, spurring 
technological advance and improved productivity. The following quotation from the Brookings 
Institution Review1 sums up the importance of capital formation to the nation's economic future: 

If the United Stater wantr to take advantage of the robud high correlation between capital-perworker a d  
growth and nise real living rtmdardr, it will need to adopt stable policio favoring Iong-tcnn imemment. The 
burineu cycle a d  long-tenn growth mud be viewed from one ovenll penpcctive. Economirtr may q u m l  
over whether growth rtimulater inveltment or vice venr,  but in pnctice the order is imrmterul. Supply is no 
longer rrrured, even if demand ir dmulartd, becauv of the long gemtion period* now required to adopt 
Itchnology more efficiently. What matten ir that invertment in productive phyrical capital can p r o w  growth, 
ar can the proper and rtrble management of macraconomic policy by the govemmc~U and of individual 
companier by the private rector. 

Ralf L.anhu, Capital Investment: Key to Competitiveness a n d ~ r o w t h ,  The Brookinpn 
Review, September 1990 
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OVERVIEW iii 

Capital Investments 
Acts as a Catalvst 

Capital Investments 
Acts as a Catalyst 

INVESTMENT 

sc 

Self-generating 
"Virtuous 
Circle" 

Better Usage 
of Resources 

Application 
to 

Industry 

David Lewis, Daniel Hara md Joseph Revis, The Rde of Public InfrPstrudurc in the 2Ist 
Cmtury, S p e d  RcpOn 2% Transpatldo. Research Boud (National R c v u s b  Council). 
1988. 

I 

OVERVIEW FIGURE 2: ECONOMIC GROWTH THROUGH CAPITAL - 
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The Special Role of Public Investment 

There is wide-spread consensus that higher rates of capital investment are key to the future 
growth of productivity and living standards. What, then, is the specific role of investment in 
transportation infrastructure? 

Public works are a fundamental and necessary part of the nation's total capital stock. Chosen and 
planned carefully, transportation investments can generate time savings and reductions in vehicle 
operating expenses that yield productivity gains well in excess of the investment and 
environmental costs. In addition, recent studies of industrial logistics show how retail businesses 
and many other sectors of industry and commerce explicitly incorporate transportation 
improvements into their production and distribution technology, often "substituting" the 
transportation system for expensive storage facilities and heavy inventories to reduce overheads 
and improve competitiveness. Any strategy to boost productivity and achieve higher economic 
growth for states and the nation as a whole can recognize a legitimate and increasingly significant 
role for public infrastructure. 

TO say that more infrastructure investment is necessary, however, is partly to miss the point. In 
the private sector, profit seeking market forces help executives and decision makers ensure that 
more investment will be good investment. In the public sector, where market forces are weak 
and objectives multi-faceted, executives and decision makers need to make special efforts to 
ensure that transportation investments yield productive gains to the economy and that these exceed 
the costs of achieving them. The challenge is two-fold: 

The executive must ensure that the objectives assigned to transportation policies 
and investment programs are properly targeted; policies should not aim to 
influence aspects of the economy over which transportation has little effect or to 
achieve aims that are better served by non-transportation initiatives; and 

a The executive must ensure that transportation policy and investment opportunities 
are appraised with methodologies appropriate to the objectives at-hand. 

Appropriate Objectives for Transpo?taO0on In vestment 

The economic objectives of transportation policies and investments can relate to the distribution 
of economic activity (how the pie is shared); to growth in the volume of economic activity (the 
size of the pie); or to both. In general, transportation policies and investments are far more 
effective in promoting productivity, economic growth and improved living standards they are as 
instruments of redistribution. 

The weight of available evidence indicates that transportation policies and investments make very 
little difference to total employment and income in a region. While studies often report large 
numbers of jobs either directly or indirectly associated with transportation facilities, more in- 
depth investigations find that virtually all employment associated with transportation investments 
would be absorbed elsewhere in the labor market if the investment were not to take place. (The 
jobs are not "incremental"). Only where a regional economy displays long-term structural 
unemployment can regional net gains in employment and income stem from transportation 
policies and projects. Even then, the gains are typically small. 
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On the other hand, many transportation investments yield rates of return up to 10-times the yield 
on typical private sector investments. Many of these investment opportunities are long-overdue, 
as much as 10 years in some cases, from the viewpoint of spurring productivity and economic 
growth. Policies and investments aimed at reducing congestion and increasing the extent of 
automation in transportation systems offer especially high gains in productivity and growth. 
Congestion and aging technologies may thus be viewed as bottlenecks not just to traffic, but to 
productivity and economic growth itself. On the other hand, the impact of such projects on the 
distribution of regional economic activity (employment and income in particular) are very modest 
in relation to the overall size of regional economies, indicating a much smaller relative 
distributional impact. 

While productivity gains alone can often justify the economic costs of transportation investments, 
this is rarely (if ever) the case with the employment, income and other targets of regional 
redistribution. Shifting the uneven distribution of economic prosperity, both nationally and 
among the regions and localities of individual states, has long been a priority of state and local 
policy makers; more often than not, state and local transportation inve3tments claim employment 
impacts as their main objective. This emphasis needs to shift. If one region grows at the 
expense of others without generating a net addition to the sum of all economic activity, there will 
be no contribution to economic growth and living standards overall will stagnate and decline. 
Transportation executives need to emphasize productivity and growth over the redistribution of 
economic activity as the principal objectives of transportation policies and investment programs. 

Appropriate Methodologies for Transportahatron Investment 

From the executive's point of view, a "methodology" is simply a means of obtaining information 
to help guide policy and investment decisions towards the achievement of their objectives. 
Information is, without doubt, the decision maker's most important resource -- good information 
fosters good decisions while poor or inappropriate information fosters bad decisions. 

Only about one-third of all transportation investment appraisals conducted over the past twenty 
years applied methodologies of relevance to growth in productivity, output or living standards. 
The remaining two-thirds produced information about the prospective redistribution of 
employment and income alone. Without growth-related tests, decision makers cannot discern 
whether or not proposed policies will yield increases in productive economic activity and living 
standards. 

Whether growth is defined in terms of productivity, gross output or the standard of living, it can 
only occur if more of value is put into the economy than is taken out (spent) in order to achieve 
it. Only by gauging transportation policies and investments in terms of their rate of return can 
decision makers assess their implications for productivity and economic growth. 

In assessing transportation policies, rate of return computations must embody impacts beyond 
those of direct consequence to the executive's responsibility area. For .example, in addition to 
changes in the structural sufficiency of pavement expected to result from a proposed road 
improvement program, the highway executive needs to examine the proposal's monetary 
implications for vehicle operating costs and time savings, both in relation to the capital expense 
and future maintenance costs associated with the proposal. 
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As well, impacts on parties other than users of the transportation system need to be taken into 
account, including effects on the environment and noise. Accounting for these negative 
"spillovers" in "social" rate of return calculations ensures that transportation-related productivity 
and growth strategies are not at odds with the higher aim of improved living standards. With 
these modifications to the traditional rate of return principle, transportation executives can use 
rate of return as an index of transportation's contribution to productivity, economic growth and 
the standard of living. The Primer demonstrates that decision makers can be assured that policies 
based on social rate of return will not cause reduced economic competitiveness even where 
output-enhancing programs are rejected because of environmental costs. This is because such 
costs are ultimately, if not immediately, borne in the form of reduced efficiency and thus 
diminished output (see Chapter 3). 

In practice, the rate of return principle should be applied to establish both whether a policy or 
investment proposal promotes productivity and growth and when the economically appropriate 
time to invest occurs. 

Whether to Invest. Trenslating Rate of Return inio Net Presertt Value a Criterion of 
Pmductivity. The rate of return test permits decision makers to discern whether transportation 
policies and investments make a worthwhile contribution to productivity and economic growth. 
This requires the use of a procedure called "discounting" (see Chapter 8.0) under which the 
minimum-required rate of return - such as the social opportunity cost of capital - is used to align 
all forecasts of costs and benefits to a common basis of comparison. This is accomplished by 
computing their equivalent presentday values, a procedure designed to compensate for the fact 
that different policies produce costs and benefits at different rates over their service lives. The 
present value of the costs is then subtracted from the present value of the benefits, resulting in 
the net present vdue. As shown in Overview Table 1, there is a direct, simple relationship 
between rate of return and net present value. Although one is as good as the other in assessing 
a single investment proposal, net present value is the appropriate yardstick for comparing the 
economic merits of alternatives. 

If the net present value of a prospective policy or investment is greater than zero, it may be 
considered a worthwhile contribution to productivity and well worth funding (for it means that 
the minimum-required rate of return is assured). The net present value criterion also permits 
alternative policies and investments to be ranked in order of merit. Policies and programs with 
higher net present values promote more productivity and growth than those with lower results. 
Due to certain mathematical anomalies that can arise in the use of rate of return to rank 
alternatives, the executive should always insist that policy and investment proposals be presented 
in terms of their estimated net present values. 

In addition to net present value, there are other popular measures that provide interesting 
supplemental growth-related information for use in decision making. As shown in Overview 
Table 1, the "internal rate of return" indicates the extent to which the expected return on 
investment exceeds or falls short of the minimum-required rate of return and thus provides insight 
into project risk. The Benefit-Cost Ratio indicates the dollars of benefit generated by the policy 
or investment in question for each dollar cost. While these indicators provide decision makers 
with additional useful information, only net present value may be regarded as the basis for 
establishing, categorically, whether or not a prospective investment is economically worthwhile 
(see Overview Box 1). 
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OVERVIEW TABLE 1: 
KEY MEASURES OF PRODUCTIVITY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH - 

Net Present Value 

Rate of Return 

Benefit-Cost Ratio 

&feasures of Timing 

First-Year Benefit 

Pay-Back Period 

Present-day value of benefits 
minus presentday value of 
costs. 

The discount rate at which 
NPV=O 

Present value of benefits 
divided by the present value 
of costs. Indicates dollars 
of benefit per $1.00 of cost. 

Benefits in the first year 
after construction divided 
by costs to date including 
interest paid during 
construction, expressed as a 
percent. 

Number of years until 
capital recouped through 
the flow of benefits. 

NPV greater than zero means 
project is economically efficient 
Projects are ranked according to 
NPV. 

Rate of return should exceed 
pre-set hurdle rate to 
qualify for consideration. 

A ratio of greater than one means 
the project is worthwhile. 

A ratio equal to the hurdle rate 
means the project is optimally 
timed. A ratio below the hurdle 
rate means the project is 
premature. A ratio above the 
hurdle rate means the project is 
overdue. 

A short pay-back period means 
less risk. 
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OVERVIEW BOX 1 
CASeSNDY 

1982, tbe Federal Aviation AdminirtrPtion formulated a $24 biIlioa plPn to mod& the nation's air t f i  
c ~ M  system. 'nuougb automation, tbe Plan would increase capacity to handle M r ,  diminish rkks of mid-& 
~dtiriw nad other hazards, nod shorten flight times by &wing nirtrPft to follow more direct routes. Facility 
c o a w l k l ~ h  nad staff reductions from automation would iocrease productivity and reduce operating m d  
mahtemmce costs. 

tbe bpsis of fbge benefit and cost projectioos, tbe CBO calculated that the .sod rate of retPrn to k a ~ t d  
from the FAA p b  over tbe two decades it 2 4 3  percent - a bepHby return by my standad (m -8ry Tabk). 
wed, measured against the commonly used if somewhat arbitrpry standard of 10 p m m t  set by tbe O f f h  of 
-e#Dmt nad Budget (OMB) for federal investment, it was concluded that the FAA plPn b liLeiy to offer v e y  
good value. 

CBO noted tbst mother useful guide to the economic rdue of a capital project is the preseot value of (he expected 
benefits minus the costs (net preseot value). Us@ 10 perrent rate of return to adjust future costs and bmefi(s to 
their m t - b y  vdues, the benefits of the FAA plPa were estimated to exceed its costs by $9.1 billion in net 
productivity grrins. 

w r -  m 

F a s y  

Unda FAA - 
Unda Lam 

' b e  Congressional U y s i s  Plfo looked at the project's timing from the viewpoiit of productivity nad 
economic growth. Using the First-Yepr Benefit ratio, the study concluded that since the return in tbe fiRt year 
after project compktion was likely to exceed &e miaimtun--red rate of return, automation of tbe syJLe#D was 
rtuPIIy overdue. 

' h e  reC& ~ p p k ~ t h  of this test of in fwtnr tu re  investment timing to .irport expPadoD projects at VP~COUVW 
and Min~epp~lk-St. Paul indicate that these investments are each more thna 10 years overdue (Fust-YW Bewfit 
Ratios h each c p ~ e  exceed 100 pement, more than ten-times tbe 10 pencent miaimtun-required mad rate of 
mhm set for these investments. 

In tbe case of the air t raff i  control system m d  that of drporc expamion in Minneapolis-St. Paul, evidence about 
JLto@y kfiuenced decisions to undertake Largescale investments. 
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Net Pment Vdue Versus Sufficiency Ratings and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis as a Basis for 
Infrestructure Decision Making. Many states, localities, transportation authorities (and the 
federal government) use pavement sufficiency ratings, volume-to-capacity criteria and various 
forms of cost-effectiveness analysis to judge the merits of alternative investment policies, 
programs and projects. The executive thus needs to know whether these approaches will lead 
decision makers to the most economically productive projects. 

All the evidence, both theoretical and actual experience, indicates that sufficiency ratings, 
volume-to-capacity criteria and cost-effectiveness tests do a poor job of helping decision makers 
find the most productive transportation policies and projects. Where the economic aims of 
transportation policies include diminished vehicle operating costs, reduced congestion and delay, 
enhanced safety and environmental conditions and stronger busiiness and industrial productivity, 
net present value leads to different and substantially better investment decisions than sufficiency 
ratings or cost-effectiveness analysis. 

The Highway Case. Highway sufficiency ratings -- engineering standards used to evaluate the 
structural, safety and level of service attributes of roadways - are used by most states to rank 
construction projects. As well, the Federal Highway Administration and a number of states have 
devised cost-effectiveness tests as a basis for decision making. These tests are typically measured 
by the capital cost of a proposed improvement divided by the projected change in sufficiency 
rating. In some cases, the sufficiency rating is first multiplied by the annual average daily traffic 
over the roadway in question in order to favor the improvements of heavily travelled over lightly 
travelled roads. A few states use discounted life-cycle cost in forming the cost-effectiveness ratio 
(capital costs and plus maintenance costs expected to be incurred in each year of a project's 
estimated life, all expressed in the present day equivalent and then divided by the sufficiency 
rating). 

Economic theory predicts that the benefits of roadway and network improvements will be greater 
(maximized, in fact) if net present value is used instead of sufficiency ratings and cost- 
effectiveness tests as a basis for decision. This has been confirmed in tests of actual projects. 
These tests show that net present value test guides decision makers to projects with significantly 
greater highway benefits than those arising under other criteria. This means that more vehicle 
cost savings, reductions in delay, safety and environmental benefits and business and industrial 
productivity gains will be achieved if decisions are guided by the net present value criterion as 
compared with the application of sufficiency ratings or cost-effectiveness tests (see Overview Box 
2) 

An advantage of the sufficiency rating and cost-effectiveness approaches is their broad acceptance 
in the highway planning community. It is clear however that the use of these approaches for 
investment decision making causes a major sacrifice in the economic benefits to be drawn from 
transportation infrastructure and in the contribution of transportation investment to productivity 
and economic growth. Executives should thus insist upon the availability of net present value 
information as part of the highway investment decision making process. 

The Tmnsif Case. The net present value criterion has also been found to be the only reliable test 
of economic performance in other aspects of transportation infrastructure. In theoretical tests, 
the London School of Economics has concluded that sizeable reductions in welfare and economic 
living standards can result from the use of cost-effectiveness tests in lieu of net present value 
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OVERVIEW BOX 2 

CASE STUDY 

Net Present Value versus Sufficiency Ratings and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 
as a Basis for Highway Investment Decisions 

The Texas Transportation Institute compared three techniques for ranking and selecting 
highway construction projects under a budget constraint. Benefit-Cost Analysis was used 
t o  estimate net present values for 1,942 capacity-related projects. Sufficiency ratings and 
cost-effectiveness tests were also developed and all projects were ranked accordingly. 

The net present value criterion was found t o  guide decision makers t o  better and more 
economically sound highway projects than either of the other two  approaches. The table 
below reports cumulative estimated benefits in the form of vehicle cost savings; time 
savings; safety and environmental benefits; and business and industrial productivity gains. 
For a ten-year budget of $5.7 billion, decisions based on the Net Present Value procedure 
yield over $22 billion more benefits than decisions based upon the sufficiency rating and 
some $7.8 billion more than the cost-effectiveness approach. 

Cumulative Highway Improvemnt Benefits as %lected 
Budget Levels, by Decision Criterion 

Cumulative Benefits (6  Billion) 
for Cumulative Cost of: 

Ranking and Decision 
Criterion $0.785 Billion $3.55 1 Billion $5.742 Billion 

(One-Year (Five-Year CTen-Year 
Program) Program) Rogram) 

Tex as Suffibncy Rating $ 7.316 $ 24.610 $ 36.512 

Texas Cost Effectiveness 1 2 .980 39.034 51.618 

Net Present Valw 16.780 45.723 59.202 

SOURCE: Texas Transponation Institute, 1987 
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maximization in transit decision making. 

Tests with actual projects (see Overview Box 3) confirm that cost-effectiveness tests can deter 
decision makers from choosing transit projects with the highest potential contribution to 
productivity and economic growth. 

The Airport Case. Many airport authorities use volume-to-capacity criteria to make judgements 
about the need for runway, taxiway, terminal, parking and other capital investment decisions. 
Here the evidence mirrors that of the highway arid transit cases. Volume-to-capacity criteria are 
necessarily arbitrary, indicating nothing about whether or when newinvestment is economically 
worthwhile. Case studies demonstrate that volume-to-capacity tests in practice tend to understate 
the level of desirable investment and fail to reveal the urgency of investment opportunities from 
the perspective of their contribution to productivity and growth. 

when to Invest. Net Preserrt Value and the First- Year Benefl Ratio as an Index of Optintal 
m a g .  n o u g h  critical to economic success, the right timing for policies and investments is 
often overlooked in transportation investment planning. Since productivity benefits, such as fuel 
and time savings, often increase over time as traffic levels grow, an investment that appears 
worthwhile overall may draw principally on distant forecasts in order to display a strong net 
present value. In the early years, such projects often display very poor rates of return, to be off- 
set by stronger returns later on. The construction of Dulles International Airport near 
Washington DC is a case in point. Though clearly a highly productive investment, Dulles did 
not begin to generate reasonable returns until 15 years after its construction. In such cases, it 
is economically worthwhile to hold-off implementation until the rate of return is expected to 
achieve minimum-requirements in the nearer term, thereby liberating capital dollars for more 
productive policies and investments in the meantime. 

Table 1, the first-year Benefit test provides an unambiguous check on whether the proposed 
timing of a policy or investment is economically sensible in terms of net present value. 
Executives need to be aware that the optimum year in which to commission an investment is the 
startdate that maximizes its net present value. Net present value can be shown to be maximized 
when the benefits in the first year after commissioning an investment, divided by the total costs 
incurred to that date (including interest), is equal to the minimum-required rate of return. If this 
ratio - called thefirst-year BeneJt Ratio is more than the minimum-required rate of return, it 
means that delaying the project would increase its net present value. On the other hand, if the 
first-year benefit ratio is less than the minimum-required rate of return, the policy or investment 
may be said to be overdue. 

The application of this test to recent major transportation investment proposals in Minneapolis-St. 
Paul, Vancouver, British Columbia, the federal Air Traffic Control System and others indicate 
that a great many infrastructure investments are significantly overdue from the viewpoint of 
maximizing the rate of growth (both regionally and nationally) in productivity, output and living 
standards. Many projects display projected rates of return in their first year of operation in 
excess of 100 percent. 

Other measures of timing - such as the number of years an investment needs to break-even (ie, 
for the value of productivity gains to match the investment cost) -- provide useful information for 
decision makers. The faster they pay-back the less reliant the investment's return is upon 
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OVERVIEW BOX 3 

CASE STUDY 

Net Present Value versus Cost-Effectiveness Analysis as a Basis 
for Transit Investment Decisions 

Many transit authorities, as well as the federal government, use cost-effectiveness tests to  
help guide investment decisions. Tests such as cost per new-rider do help in the search 
for investments that maximize the number of travellers attracted to  transit for each dollar 
spent on facilities and services. Such tests do not, however, indicate which alternatives 
offer the highest net economic returns nor whether the economic benefits of transit 
Projects, such as time savings and environmental gains, outweigh their costs and thus 
contribute to  productivity and economic growth. 

Tests conducted in preparing the Primer confirm that cost-effectiveness and net present 
value tests can yield very different economic signals t o  decision makers. The Case Study 
reported in the Table below indicates that, for the city in question, the cost-effectiveness 
test favors a light rail option whereas the net present value criterion indicates that an 
express bus approach is likely t o  yield a higher net economic benefit. 

The Table also indicates a risk that none of the options considered are likely to  yield 
benefits in excess of costs (all net present values being negative). This information would 
be unavailable with only cost-effectiveness information. 

Like any forecast, however, net present values should be viewed in the context of 
sensitivity and risk analysis. Express Bus Option Two, for example, produces an NPV near 
zero, indicating a broadly satisfactory rate of return. As well, a longer assumed life for 
each of the options shows that the Light Rail Two alternative is likely to  yield a positive 
Net Present Value. The Express Bus Option Two, however, remains the most economically 
attractive from an economic perspective. 

Economic Benefits of Alternative Transit Improvements 
in a Selected Urban Area, by Alternative Decision Criteria 

Alternative Cost-Effectiveness 
(Cost Per New 

Rider) 

Net Present 
Value 

(Millions) 

Transportation System Management $ 3.71 -$  5.60 

Express Bus Option One $18.18 -$16.40 

Express Bus Option Two $ 3.12 -$  0.30 

Light Rail Option One S 5.86 -$46.90 

Light Rail Option Two 9 2.87 -$  8.60 
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OVERVIEW xiii 

relatively distant and uncertain forecasts. The is obviously an attractive trait of any prospective 
investment but, again, optimality requires the maximization of net present value. 

Returns Associated with Industry Restructuring and Network Economies 

In appraising the rate of return of many prospective transportation policy and investment 
possibilities it is sufficient to estimate the savings in vehicle operating costs and the value of time 
savings as the principal investment benefits. It is now understood however that this will only be 
sufficient when there is no significant change in the production processes and logistics of firms 
in response to the investment. 

Where changes in production logistics can be expected, however, the conventional yardstick of 
"user-benefit" fails to measure all significant economic benefits. This raises the concern that the 
sum of all infrastructure projects approved according to conventional approaches to rate of return 
and net present value maximization will fail to achieve the level ,and mix of transportation 
investments that maximizes transportation's contribution to productivity, economic growth and 
living standards. 

It is possible, for example, that major network improvements can lead firms to substantially 
restructure their logistics and distribution networks. This is because reduced congestion 
throughout a network improves the reliability of delivery schedules so that smaller and more 
frequent deliveries are made; this in-turn facilitates reduced inventory, handling and packaging 
costs. As shown in Overview Box 4, firms may also eliminate distribution centers, clustering 
fewer depots around key points in the improved transportation network. Case studies suggest that 
failure to account for such network economies can lead to a substantial understatement of the 
prospective impacts of transportation investment on productivity and economic growth. 

The Primer provides a newly developed technique, called Industrial Restructuring Analysis, to 
help measure and quantify these impacts. Such techniques, and the questions they address, are 
in their infancy and executives need to approach them with care. An awareness of the question, 
however, should open up productive new lines of reserch. 

Investment Appraisal, Living Standards and Sustainable Development 

Infrastructure projects are often delayed, sometimes indefinitely, because of local environmental 
concerns. To be sure, transportation investments can create measurable environmental costs; but 
new methods of evaluation also reveal that the economic benefits are often far larger still, large 
enough in fact to cover environmental mitigation costs (insulating homes against highway or 
aircraft noise, or replacing wildlife habitat, for example) while still earning a strong economic 
return. Yet this "sustainable development" aspect of transportation infrastructure is rarely 
conveyed to the public through the investment appraisal process. Nor do typical appraisals 
include mitigation and compensation programs within the range of alternatives and 
implementation plans considered. As pressures mount for enviromnentally stable public 
investment planning, executives will need to present investment plans that demonstrate their scope 
to generate economic gains that are sufticient to cover the costs of mitigation. 
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OYERVIEW BOX 4 

CASE STUDY 

Accounting for Industrial Productivity Benefits Associated with 
Mqjor Network Improvements 

Sainsbury's, Britains largest supermarket chain, considered the impact of a road network improvement on 
food distribution. The road improvements are seen to have two impacts. One is to reduce the driving time 
required for trips. The second, as a result of the faster driving time, is to permit the firm to make a major 
structural change in logistics, namely to reduce the number of its depots from 6 to 5. The closure of depots 
requires an increase in the number of miles travelled of 9.5%, but the additional cost is outweighed by the 
uvings from closing a depot. Savings in closing the depot come from reduced inventory holdings and 
economies of scale in handling increased volumes of goods with one leas depot. 

l'hc firm looked at the measurement of benefits in two ways. Case A, counts only the savings in driving 
time and associated costs, assuming that the structure of the fum's operations remains the same. Case B, 
considers the additional impact from the reduction in the number of depots. 

Savings from Improvetnenls in Road Network 

Per case handled 

Care A 

- Transport savings without restructuring 

Care B 

- With Rzstructuring 
Marginal volume benefit 
Stock saving 

Less extra transpofl cost 

Total 

- Extra benefl over transport savings 

British Pence (p) 

1.3 

1.6 
0.5 - 
2.1 

0.s 

1.6 

0.3 over 
1.3p=23% 

The analysis indicates that true benefits to the firm, including the benefits of restructuring, are 23 percent 
higher than those captured by conventional Benefit-Cost practice which would measure only the direct 
benefits from faster travel time. 

Formal theoretical extensions of the traditional Benefit-Cost framework developed for the Rimer c o n f i  
the validity of the Sainsbury's analysis (see Technical Report). Other tests conducted in the Technical 
Report indicate that failure to account for productivity impacts can understate the true economic of major 
improvements by more than 100 percent. 
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OVERVIEW xv 

17re Executive's Good-Practice Check List 

Although executives are in the hands of technical experts for the correct application of techniques 
and procedures, careful inquiry at periodic intervals throughout the evaluation process can ensure 
sound results. As every good manager knows, monitoring and challenging technical assumptions 
is critically important. It is also critical for executives to monitor and ask questions about seven 
key methodological attributes of any economic evaluation of transportation policies and 
investments, as follows: 

Objectives. Executives should insist that investment objectives be displayed first 
in terms of productivity, growth and living standards and secondarily in terms 
of distributional and other objectives. This proinotes the search for productive 
transportation investments while still exposing opportunities to influence 
employment levels and other redistributional aims (Chapter 2). 

Methodology. Methods of investment appraisal should emphasize rate of return 
and net present value techniques. Assessments of 'the regional employment, 
income and output implications of policy and investment proposals need to be 
expressed as differences from the "without" investment case (ie, incrementally) 
in order to draw valid conclusions regarding distributional implications (Chapter 
3) 

The Base Case. It is rarely adequate to treat the status quo as the basis of 
comparison for major investment proposals. Steps, including congestion pricing, 
to redress existing problems without the need for major capital investments can 
liberate scarce capital resources for even more productive transportation uses. 
The Base Case should represent, as closely as possible, the most efficient and 
productive use of existing assets, even if expenditures are required to achieve it 
(Chapter 4); 

Benefits. All benefits should be identified. Where major network improvements 
are contemplated (in all modes), benefits associated with industry restructuring 
and related logistics and productivity gains should be explored to the extent 
feasible (Chapter 6); 

Costs. All costs should be included in the economic appraisal, not just those to 
be financed from state and local resources. As well, all environmental costs 
should, to the fullest possible extent, be quantified and incorporated in the rate 
of return and net present value calculations (Chapter 7); 

Discounting. All benefits and costs must be projected over the expected service 
life of the longest-lived option under review and expressed in terms of their 
present-day values using the technique of discounting., Failure on either count 
can Iehd to very poor economic choices such as policies favoring annual pot-hole 
repair over long-term pavement reconstruction (Chapter 8); 
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Risk and Public Involvement. The economic evaluation of public investments 
involves judgements, forecasts and assumptions, all of which are uncertain and 
subject to public controversy. Appraisals should be conducted with public 
involvement; they should expose all risk and uncertainty and quantify the 
implications for decision making to the fullest extent feasible (Chapter 9). 
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Congress of the Bnited states 

MAY 5 ,  1993 

S U B C O ~  ON TRANSPORTATION 

AND RELATED AGENCIES 

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATlVES 
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HIGHWAY CRITERIA 

1. Describe exactly what the project demonstrates. 

2. Describe how the project's objectives will be measured. 

3. Indicate if the project is included in the state's 
transportation improvement program. Include reasons 
for projects not in state plan. 

4. Describe the scope of the project. For example, is it a 
complete project, a stand alone segment, or a segment 
contingent on later phases? 

1. Describe the base case. If the project under consideration is 
not approved, it is highly unlikely that in its place nothine 
would be done. It is more likely that smaller scale 
infrastructure modifications might be undertaken. 
Alternatively, electronic traffic control or other IVHS-type 
measures might be employed. Another alternative might 
use demand management techniques such as congestion 
pricing. These types of actions, in the absence of the 
principal project under consideration, constitute the base 
case. 

2. Describe the alternative solutions that were considered, 
including the costs and benefits of maintaining the base 
case. 

3. Describe extent of private sector involvement, especially 
regarding financing of the project. 
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS 

Please provide estimates for the following benefits: 

1. Value of reduced congestion. 

2. Value of energy conservation. 

3. Value of improved air quality. 

4. Value of reduced vehicle operating costs for fuel, oil, tires, 
depreciation, and repairslmaintenance. 

5. Value of travel time savings. 

6. Value of resulting safety improvements (e.g. reduced 
number of accidents). 

7. Value of enhanced business and industry activities. 

8. Value of other economic benefits, with description. 
For example, indicate recurring job creation resulting 
from the project. 

Please provide estimates of the following costs on an 
annual cash--not accrual--basis. 

1. Total cost of project, by year. 

2. Total non-federal share of project cost, by year. 

3. Nature of non-federal share of project cost (e.g. cash or 
in-kind). 

4. Total cost of annual operation and maintenance expenses 
for the project. 
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5. Sources of all funds to cover annual operating expenses. 
(If tax, indicate whether dedicated to specific project or 
transportation uses in general, as applicable.) 

6. Detail of total project costs by major functional category, 
including landkight-of-way acquisition, interest, and all 
other. 

7. Total life cycle costs of project, by year and functional 
category. Include copy of life cycle cost analysis. 

Please also provide the following information: 

1. Current credit rating of the unit(s) of local government 
sponsoring the project. Indicate any changes in credit 
rating during the past 12 months. 

2. Result of independent analysis performed on capital outlay 
estimate. 

3. Net present value of project, defined as the present day 
value of project benefits less present day value of project 
costs. Provide the net present value as of three years after 
completion of the project, and for the entire life-cycle 
of the project. 

4. The economic rate of return of the project, defined as the 
discount rate at which the project's net present value equals 
zero. Provide the estimated rate of return as of three years 
after completion of the project, and for the entire life-cycle 
of the project. 

5.  The benefit-cost ratio of the project, expressed as the 
present value of benefits divided by the present value of 
costs. 
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1. Explain the extent and manner that IVHS features have 
been taken into account. 

2. Provide estimated average traffic speeds, both in the base 
case and assuming completion of the project. 

3. Provide status of environmental impact statement, including 
estimated completion dates of both draft and final statements. 

4. Provide documentation of expressions of local opinion about 
the project. 

CLAL SUPPORT AND PERFORMAN= 

1. Identify all funding already provided for project by source 
and year in which funds were authorized. 

2. Of the funds previously authorized, identify the amount 
expended, obligated and committed to date. 

3. Indicate if project qualifies for existing federal program 
funds. If project does qualify, explain why specific 
federal funds are requested. If project doesn't qualify, 
explain why not. 
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TRANSIT CRITERIA 

1. Describe the scope of the project. For example, is it a 
complete project. a stand alone segment, o r  a segment 
contingent on later phases to reap maximum benefits? 

2. Indicate the nature of the project. Is it a feasibility 
study, vehicle purchase, new construction, expansion. of an 
existing facility, rehabilitation or r e c o n s t r ~ c t i b ~  of an existing 
facility, or other? 

3. Indicate if the project is included in the state's 
transportation improvement program. Include reasons 
for projects not in the state plan. 

4. Indicate the estimated change in vansit ridership 
associated with the new transit program. 

1. Describe the base case. If the project under consideration 
is not approved, it is highly unlikely that in its place ~ o t ~  
would be done. It is more likely that smaller scale 
infrastructure modifications might be undertaken. 
Alternatively, electronic traffic control, more buses, or IVHS 
type measures might be employed. Another alternative 
might use demand management techniques such as congestion 
pricing. These types of actions, in the absence of the principal 
project under consideration. constitute the base case. 

3. Describe the extent of private sector involvement, especially 
regarding financing of the project. 
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KEY ASSUMITIONS 

Please provide estimates for the following benefits: 

1. Value of reduced congestion. 

2. Value of energy conservation. 

3. Value of improved air quality. 

4. Value of costs avoided for future parking facilities. (Include 
number of future parking spaces eliminated,) 

5 .  Value of travel time savings (both transit and other). 
Include profiles of trip times. 

6. Value of reduced expenses resulting from fewer transit 
vehicles and consolidated operations. 

7. Value of resulting safety improvements (e.g. reduced 
number of accidents). 

8. Value of enhanced business and industry activities. 

9. Value of improved land use patterns. 

10. Value of other economic benefits, with description. 
For example, indicate recurring job creation resulting 
from the project. 

Please provide estimates of the following costs on an 
annual cash--not accrual--basis. 

1. Total cost of project, by year. 

2. Total section 3 share of project cost, by year. 

3. Total other federal share of project cost, by year. 

4. Total non-federal share of project cost, by year. 



f .  Nature of non-federal share of project cost (e.g. cash or in- 
kind). 

6. Source of non-federal share of project cost (e.g. dedicated 
tax, bonds). 

7. Total local share of project cost, by year. 

8. Nature of local share of project cost. 

9.  Source of local share of project cost, by year. 

10. Total cost per new transit trip. 

11. Total cost of annual operation and maintenance expenses. 

12. Sources of all funds to cover annual operating expenses. 
( ~ f  tax, indicate whether dedicated to transit project or 
general transportation programs, as applicable.) 

13. Detail of total project costs by major functional category, 
including landhight-of-way acquisition, parking facilities, 
other structures, vehicles, signalization and track, interest, 
and all other. 

14. Total life cycle costs of project, by year and functional 
category. Include copy of life cycle analysis. 

Please also provide the following information: 

1. Current credit rating of the unit@) of local government 
sponsoring the project. Indicate any changes in credit rating 
during the past 12 months. 

2. Result of independent analysis performed on ridership 
and capital outlay estimates. 



3. Net present value of project, defined as the present day 
value of project benefits less present day value of project 
costs. Provide the net present value as of three years after 
completion of the project, and for the life-cycle of the project. 

4. The economic rate of return of the project, defined as the 
discount rate at which the project's net present value equals 
zero. Provide the estimated rate of return as of three years 
after completion of the project, and for the life-cycle 
of the project. 

5. The benefit-cost ratio of the project, expressed as the 
present value of benefits divided by the present value of costs. 

OTHER ECONOMIC EXPECTATIONS 

1. Explain the extent and manner in which IVHS features have 
been incorporated. 

2. Provide status o 
estimated completion 

3.  Provide documen 
the project. 

tation of expressions of local opinion about 

~f environmental impact statement, including 
dates of both draft and final statements. 

1. Identify all funding already dedicated to project by source 
and year in which funds were provided. 

2. Of the funds previously authorized, identify the amount 
expended, obligated, and committed to date. 

3. Indicate if project qualifies for existing federal program 
funds. If project does qualify, explain why specific federal 
funds are requested. If project doesn't qualify, explain why 
not. 



AVIATION CRITERIA 

These items are intended to provide information on the 
anticipated benefits and costs of the proposed project, as well as 
pertinent background information on the airport to be served. 
Projects to be covered include requests for facilities and equipment 
(F&E) and airport improvement program (AIP) funds. Some items 
may be applicable only to AIP projects. 

1. Name and type of item(s) requested. 

2. Airport and location. 

3. Runway (if applicable). 

4. Describe the scope of the project. For example, is it a 
complete project, a stand alone segment, or a segment 
contingent on later phases? 

1. Describe the base case. Include, at a minimum, the 
following information, and explain cases where the 
information is not applicable or not available: 

(A). Number of aircraft operations for the past three years. 
(B). Current average enplanements per aircraft. 
(c). System revenue per enplaned passenger. 
(D). Airport concession revenues per enplaned 
passenger. 
(E). Maximum hourly parking utilization rate at 
the airport. 
(F). Percentage of O&D and connecting passengers. 



(G). Number of hours of daily operation. 
(H). Average number of operations per hour of service. 
(I). Current aircraft delay hours at this airportlyear. 
(J). Number of delay hours due to weather. 
(K). Average IFR conditions per month, expressed in number of 
operations and in percentage of total operations. 
(L). Current utilization per gate per day. 
(M). Current FAA airport-engineered performance standard 
for the predominant runway configuration at the airport: 

(i) number of IFR operations/hour 
(ii) number of VFR operations/hour 
(If not available, provide air traffic control tower 
estimates for that runway configuration). 

(N). Current average IFR and VFR operationshour. 
(0). ATC operational error rate at the airport 
for the past 12 months. 
(P). Near-midair collision rate at the airport 
for the past 12 months. 
(Q). A description of the actions that would be taken in the 
absence of the project under consideration to improve 
conditions at the facility. Examples could include other 
infrastructure improvements and alternative management 
techniques. 

FCONOMIC RATE OF RETURN 

KEY ASSUMPTIONS 

Please provide estimates for the following benefits: 

1. Growth in aircraft operations estimated for each year 
during the life of the project, expressed in both 
numbers and percentage growth. 

2. That portion of the additional operations per year stated 
above which is directly attributable to establishment of the 
facility/equipment (i,e., growth that would not occur without 
establishment of the facilitylequipment requested). 



3. Reduction in aircraft delay hours attributable to the item 
requested one year and three years after completion. 

4. Increase in utilization per gate per day resulting from the 
project one year and three years after completion. 

5 .  Expected increase in acceptance rate (to be reflected in 
updated engineered performance standard) for the 
predominant runway configuration at project completion, 
for both IFR and VFR operations. 

6. Change in ATC operational error rate resulting from h e  
item requested one year and three years after 
completion. 

7, Change in near midair-collision rate resulting from 
the item requested one year and three years after 
completion. 

8. Increase in annual concession revenues attributable 
to the project. 

9. Value of other economic benefits, with description. 
For example, provide the recurring job creation resulting 
from the project. 

Please provide estimates of the following costs on an 
annual cash--not accrual--basis: 

1. Project cost by fiscal year displayed by federal and non- 
federal funding. 

2. Analysis of non-federal funding by source (e.g., P F C ~ ,  
bonds)  

3. Recurring operations and maintenance cost after 
completion. 

4. Sources of all funds to cover annual operating expenses, 
( ~ f  tax, indicate whether dedicated to specific project or 
airport activities in general, as applicable.) 



5. Total life-cycle costs of project by year. Include copy 
of life cycle cost analysis. 

Please also provide the following information: 

1. The benefit-cost ratio of the project, expressed as the 
present value of benefits divided by the present value of costs. 

2. The economic rate of return of the project, defined as the 
discount rate at which the project's net present value 
equals zero. Provide the estimated rate of return as of three 
years after completion of the project, and for the life-cycle 
of the project. 

3. Net present value of project, defined as the present day 
value of project benefits less present day value of project 
costs. Provide the net present value as of three years 
after project completion, and for the entire life-cycle of 
the project. 

4. The value of passenger facility charges approved 
at the location, by fiscal year. 

5 .  The value of passenger facility charges applied for 
but not yet approved, by fiscal year. 

6 Indicate if the project qualifies for FAA entitlement 
funds for primary, cargo, or state airports funding. 

7. Current credit rating of the airport. Indicate any 
changes in credit rating during the past 12 months. 



ORMANCE 

I .  Indicate all funding already dedicated to project by source 
and year in which funds were provided. 

2. Of the funds previously authorized, identify the amount 
expended, obligated and committed to date. 

3. Provide documentation of expressions of local opinion 
about the project. 

4. Provide status of environmental impact statement, 
including estimated completion dates of both draft 
and final statements. 
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WE DIRECTOR 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF T H E  PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND B U D G n  

WASWINCTON. b.C 

May 21, 1993 

CIRCULAR NO. A-131  

THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS 

SUBSECT: Value Engineering 

1. Pumose. This Circular requires Federal Departments and 
Agencies to use value engineering (vE) as a management tool, where 
appropriate, to reduce program and acquisition costs .  

2. Suwersession ~ n f ~ m a t i o n .  This Circular supersedes and 
cancels OMB Circular No. A - 1 3 1 ,  Value  Enaineering, d a t e d  January 
26, 1988. 

3 .  W o r i t y .  This Circular is issued pursuant to 31 U . S . C .  
51111. 

4 .  Backaround. For the purposes of this Circular, value 
analysis, value management, and value control are considered 
synonymous with VE. VE is an effective technique for reducing 
costs, increasing productivity, and improving quality. It can be 
applied to hardware and software; development, production, and 
manufacturing; specifications, standards, contract requirements, 
and other acquisition program documentation; facilities design and 
construction. It may be successfully i n t r o d u c e d  at any point in 
the life-cycle of products, systems, or procedures. VE is a 
technique directed toward analyzing the functions of an item or 
process to determine "best value," or the best relationship 
between worth and cost .  In other words, "best valuew is 
represented by an item or process that consistently performs the 
required basic function and has the lowest total cost. In this 
context, t h e  application of VE in f a c i l i t i e s  construction can 
yield a better value vhen construction is approached in a manner 
that incorporates environmentally-sound and energy-efficient 
practices and materials. 

VE originated in t h e  industrial community, and it has spread to 
the Federal Government due to its potential for yielding a large 
return on investment. VE has long been recognized as an ef fect ive  
technique to lower the Governmentt+ cost while maintaining 
necessary quality levels. Its m o s t  extensive use has been in 
Federal acquisition programs. 



An August 1991 audit of VE in the Federal Government by the 
President's council on Integrity and Efficiency concluded that 
more can and should be done by Federal agencies to realize the 
benefits of VE. Reports issued by the General Accounting O f f i c e  
and agency Inspectors General have also consistently concluded 
that greater use of this technique would result in additional 
savings. to the Govermant. 

5 .  ~elstionsh* to other m-ment im~rovement processes. VE is 
a management tool that can be used alone or with other management 
techniques and.methodologie8 to improve operations and reduce 
costs. For example, the total quaiity management process can 
include VE and O t h e r  cost cutting-techniques, such as life-cycle 
costing, concurrent engineering, and design-to-cost approaches, by 
using these techniques as analytical tools in process and product 
improvement. 

VE contributes to the overall management objectives of 
streamlining operations, improving quality, reducing costs, and 
can result in the increased  use of environmentally-sound and 
energy-efficient practices and materials. The complementary * 

relationship between YE and other management techniques increases 
the l i k e l i h o o d  that ovarall management objectives are achieved. 

a. 89fncv. As used in this Circular, the term nagencyw 
means an executive department or an independent establishment 
v i t h i n  the meaning of s e c t i o n s  101, 102, 103(1) and i o 4 ( 1 ) ,  
respectively, of Title 5, United States Code. 

b- ~ife-cvcle cost. The total cost of a system, building, 
or other product, computed over its useful life. It includes all 
relevant costs involved in acquiring, owning, operating, 
maintaining, and disposing of the system or product over a 
specified period of tima, including environmental and energy 
costs. 

c1 Cast 8avinaSi. A reduction in actual expenditures below 
the projected level of  costs to achieve a specific objective. 

e. Cost svoidanc~. An action taken in the immediate time 
frame that will decrease costs i n  the future. For example, an 
engineering improvement that increases the mean time between 
failures and thereby decreases operation and maintenance costs is 
a cost avoidance action. 

d. ~n-house savinaa. Net life-cycle cost savings achieved 
by in-house agency staff using VE techniques. 
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e. contracted savinug. Net life-cycle cost savings 
realized by contracting for the performance of a VE study or by a 
Value Engineering Change Proposal submitted by a contractor. 

f .  Total Oualitv Hanaaement (TOM). A customer-based 
management philosophy for  improving t h e  quality of products and 
increasing customer satisfaction by restructuring traditional 
managebent practices. An integral part of TQM is continuous 
process improvement, which is achieved by using analytical 
t e ~ h n i q u e s . t o  determine the causes of problems. The goal is not 
just to fix problems but to improve processes so that the problems 
do not recur. Value engineering can be used as an analytical 
technique in the TQM process. 

g. Value Enqineerinq. An organized effort directed at 
analyzing the functions of systems, equipment, facilities, 
~ervices, and supplies for the purpose of achieving the essential 
functions at the lovest life-cycle cost consistent with required 
performance, reliability, quality, and safety. These organized 
efforts can be performed by both in-house agency personnel and by 
contractor personnel. 

h. Value Enaineeriha Chanae Pio~osal (VECP). A proposal 
submitted by a contractor under the VE provisions of the Federal 
Acquisition Regulations (FAR) that, through a change in a 
project's plans, designs, or specifications as defined in the 
contract, would lower the projectls life-cycle cost to the 
Government. 

i. V ue . . 
e m u  Pro~osal (VEPI . An in-house agency- 

developed-a proposal developed by a contractor under 
contract to provide VE services, to provide VE studies for a 
Government project/program. 

7 .  Policv. Federal agencies shall use VE as a managenent tool, 
where appropriate, to ensure realistic budgets, identify and 
remove nonessential capital and operating costs, and improve and 
maintain optimum quality of program and acquisition functions. 
Senior management will establish and maintain VE programs, 
procedures and processes to provide for the aggressive, systematic 
development and maintenance of the xnost ef fect ive,  efficient, and 
economical and environmentally-sound arrangements for conducting 
the work of agencies, and to provide a sound basis for identifying 
and reporting accomplishments. 

8. Bqency resbonsibilities. To ensure that systemic VE 
improvements are achieved, agencies shall, at a minimum: 

a. Designate a senior management official to monitor and 
coordinate agency VE efforts. 



b. Develop criteria and guidelines for both in-house 
personnel and contractors to identify programs/projects with the 
most potential to yield savings from the application of VE 
techniques. The criteria and guidelines should recognize that the 
potential savings are greatest during the planning, design, and 
other early phases of project/program/system/product development. 
Agency guidelines will include: 

(I) Measuring the net life-cycle cost savings from 
value engineering. The net life-cycle cost savings from value 
angineerrng is determined by subtracting 'the Government's cost of 
perfoming the value engineering function over  the life of the 
program from the value of the total saving generated by the value 
engineering function. 

(2) Dollar amount thresholds for projects/programs 
requiring the application of VE. The minimum threshold for agency 
projects and programs which require the application of VE is $1 
million. Lower thresholds may be established at agency discretion 
for projects having a major impact on agency operations. 

( 3 )  Criteria for granting waivers to the requirement to 
conduct VE studies, in accordance with the FAR 48.201(a). 

( 4 )  Guidance to ensure that the application of VE to 
construction projects/programs and other projects/programs, will 
include consideration of environmentally-sound and energy 
efficient considerations to arrive at environmentally-sound and 
energy efficient results. 

c. Assign responsibility to the senior management official 
designated pursuant to section 8a above, to grant waivers of the 
requirement to conduct VE studies on certain programs and 
projects. This responsibility may be delegated to other 
appropriate officials. 

d. Provide training in VE techniques to aqency staff 
responsible for coordinafing and monitoring vE Biioits and for 
staff responsible for developing, reviewing, analyzing, and 
carrying out VE proposals, change proposals, and evaluations. 

e. Ensure that funds necessary for conducting agency VE 
efforts are included in annual budget requests to Om, 

f. Maintain files on projects/programs/systems/products that 
meet agency criteria for requiring the use of VE techniques. 
Documentation should include reasons for granting waivers of VE 
studies on projects/programs which met agency criteria. Reasons 
for not implementing recommendations made in vE proposals should 
a l so  be docamented. 



g. Adhere t o  the acquisition requirements of the FAR, 
including the use of VE clauses set forth in Parts 48 and 52. 

h. Develop annual plans for using VE in the agency. A t  a 
minimum, the plans should identify both the in-house and 
contractor projects, programs, systems, products, etc., to which 
VE techniques vill be applied in the next fiscal year, and the 
est imated costs of t h e s e  projects. These projects should be 
listed by category, as required in the agency's annual report to 
OMB. VEPts and VECPts should be included under the appropriate 
category. Annual plans will be made available for OMB review upon 
reguest .  

. Report annually to OKB on VE activities, as outlined 
below. 

9. Re~orts to O m .  ' Each agency shall report the Fiscal Year 
results of using VE annually t o  O m ,  except those agencies vhose 
total budget is under $10 million or vhose total procurement 
obligations do not exceed $10 million in a  given fiscal year. The 
reports are due to o m  by December 3 l s t  of the calendar year, and 
Should include the current name, address, and telephone number of 
t h e  agency's VE manager. 

The report format is provided in the Attachment. 

Part I of t h e  report asks for net life-cycle cost savings achieved 
through VE. In add i t i on ,  it requires  agencies to show the 
project/program dollar amount thresholds the agency has 
established far requiring the use of VE if greater than $1 
million. If thresholds vary by category, show the thresholds for 
all categories. Savings resulting from VE proposals and VE change 
proposals should be included under the appropriate categories. 

Part 11 asks for a description of the top 20 fiscal year VE 
projects (or all projects if there are fewer than 20). L i s t  the  
projects by title and show the net life-cycle cost savings and 
q u a l i t y  improvements achieved through application of W. 

Part I11 requires  agencies t o  submit a detailed schedule o f  year- 
by-year cost savings, cost aveidances and cost sharing with 
contractors for each program/project for which the agency i s  
reporting cost savihgs or cost avoidances. The aggregate total of 
all schedules shall equal the totals reported in Part Z.A. of the 
annual report. 

10. f n s ~ e c t o r s  General audits. Two years after the issuance of 
this revised circular, Agency Heads shall ask the Inspectors 
General (IGs) to audit agency value engineering programs to (1) 
validate the accuracy of agency reported value engineering savings 
and (2) assess tbe adequacy of agency value engineering policies, 
procedures and impletnentation of this revised Circular. 



Periodically thereafter, agency IGS should audit agency reported 
VE savings as the need arises. 

11. a t e d  ~ u i m .  In general, value engineering investments 
should have oaitive net presmt Value when discounted with the P appropriate nte tes t  rate, as described in OMB Circular No. A-94, 
section 8.c. For detailed guidance on value engineering, rafer td 
the appropriate seatiom Of the Federal Acquisition Repulatiom. 

I t .  ffect This Circular takes 
effect w i t h e o n  in the p a d m  e. 
Heada of departments and agencies We responsible for taking all 
necessary actions to assure effective implmentation of these 
policies, such as disseminating this Circular to appropriate 
program and other staff, developing implementation rtrategies and 
initiating staff training. Since these policies must be 
implemented in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), agencies 
should not duplicate the d@velopment of impleznmtihg procurement 
regulations being undertaken by the Federal Acquisition ~e~fulatorjl 
councils. Bovever, implementation of these policies in the FAR 
sust be accomplished within the time period specified below, with 
inclusion in agency solicitations and resulting contracts, as 
rppropriate,.to occur immediately thareafter. 

Pursuant to subsections 6(a) of the Office of Federal procurunent 
policy A c t ,  as amended, (41 U.S.C. 401 st sea.), the Federal 
Acquisition Regulatory Councfl~ shall ensure t h a t  a e  policies 
established herein are incorporated in the FAR within 180 days 
from the date this Circular published in final f o m  in the 
ederal Re-. Promulgation of final FAR regulations within- 

L a t  180 day period .hall be considered issuance in a *tiaely 
manner1# as prescribed in 41 USC 405 (b) . 
1 .  sunset reviex* The policies contained in this circular will 
be reviewed by OMB five years from the date of i~rpumca. 
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plans and measures, such as an office that collects performance measures 
and prepares regular reports on progress toward goals set in strategic 
plans. 

Agencies we visited were using their performance measurement systems 
for a variety of purposes. Some were using them to ensure organizational 
accountability and efficiency. Others reported that they used existing 
performance measures to manage current operations (e.g., making budget 
decisions and determining individual employee performance assessments 
and rewards). However, few used them to help manage toward the 
long-term goals or standards set forth in their strategic plans. 

Background Traditional management practices involve the creation of long-term 
strategic plans and regular assessments of progress toward stated goals. 
Strategic planning is an effort to establish long-term goals and objectives 
that will shape and guide activities and programs to fulfil an organization's 
mission. Performance measures are a key tool to help managers assess 
progress toward the goals or objectives stated in their plans. They are also 
an important accountability tool to communicate agency progress to 
Congress and the public. 

Program performance measurement is commonly defined as the regular 
collection and reporting of a range of data, including a program's 

inputs, such as dollars, staff, and materials; 
workload or activity levels, such as the number of applications that are in 
process, usage rates, or inventory levels; 
outputs or final products, such as the number of children vaccinated, 
number of tax returns processed, or miles of road built; 
outcomes of products or services, such as the number of cases of 
childhood illnesses prevented or the percentage of taxes collected; and 
efficiency, such as productivity measures or measures of the unit costs for 
producing a service (e.g., the staff hours it takes to process a Social 
Security claim or the cost to build a mile of highway). 

Other data might include information on customer satisfaction, program 
timeliness, and service quality. 

Managers can use the data that performance measures provide to help 
them manage in three basic ways: to account for past activities, to manage 
current operations, or to assess progress toward planned objectives. When 
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general results are indicative of the overall status of performance measures 
in federal agendes. 

We did our work from June to December 1991 in accordance with 
generally accepted govement auditing standards. Our results are based 
on intendews with selected agencies as well as survey information; we did 
not attempt to verify information provided by each of the 102 agencies. 
Appendix I1 contains more details regarding our scope and methodology, 
and appendix ILI is a copy of the muvey sent to agencies. 

Most Agencies Had wide variety of program performance measures. About two-thirds of the 
Strate@ Plans and ~ e n d e s  (67) said they had a single long-tenn plan that contains go&, 
C o k ~ k d  a Wide s&ndards, or objectives for the entire agency or program. In addition, over 

Variety of Measures threequarters of the agencies (78) indicated they had long-term plans at 
the subcomponent lwel to set goals, standards, or objectives for their 
Pro@== 

Nearly all agencies said they measured a range of performance, such as 
program inputs, work activity levels, and program outputs. Over 80 
percent said they also collected internal quality and timeliness measures, 
and more than half measured external customer satisfaction, equity of 
sentice availability, or program outcomes. In all, over 82 percent of the 
agencies said they collected measures covering at least parts of their 
activities in 7 or more of the 1 1 broad categories of measures listed in the 
muvey. F'igure 1 shows the number of agencies and the different kinds of 
measures that the 102 responding agencies reported they use. 
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purposes. This finding is supported more broadly by our survey results. 
Relatively few agencies that responded to our survey said that they 
reported key information to Congress or OMB. For example, of the agencies 
that collected information on external customer satisfaction, 44 percent 
reported this information to Congress and 32 percent to OMB. Likewise, of 
those that collected program outcome data, 68 percent reported this 
information to Congress and 54 percent to OMB. 

Our interviews and a Depaxtment of Labor study of the use of employment Many 'gencies Visited and training performance measures in 39 federal programs indicated that 
Used Perfonmince measures typically were generated and used by program level units within 
Measures to h e s s  an agency and focused on measuring work activity levels and outputs at the 

Organizational subcomponent level. Our interviews also revealed that in some cases, such 
as in grant-making agencies, performance measures were used for 

Accountability statutory compliance. 

The following examples taken from our visits to the Federal Transit 
Administration (ETA), formerly the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) show how 
these agencies have used performance measures to achieve accountability. 

Federal Transit 
Administration 

ETA, in the Department of Transportation, provides grants to states and 
localities to help develop, maintain, and operate their mass transit systems. 
An official said that to track its grant-making activities, FTA created a series 
of indexes that served as standards to assess the grant-making status 
among its regional offices. The indexes were based on measures of specific 
work activities such as the number of grants developed, grants managed, 
transportation improvement program reviews, and triennial reviews. While 
these measures were related to the efficiency and compliance efforts of the 
agency's grant-making activities, they were not used to assess progress 
toward its strategic plan or that of the Department. 

Federal Aviation As a regulatory agency within the Department of Transportation, FAA said it 
Administration used a system of performance measures to assess overall organizational 

accountability toward its mission of fostering a safe, secure, and efficient 
aviation system. The use of existing data provided information to be used 
for general manbgement purposes instead of control of individuals or units. 
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FM reported that it foclLbed on program and actMties that promote safw 
by usfne performance Indicators of ratiw and comparisons. FM used t h a c  
hbtorid t m d  mtuutes to compare the targets set annually to measure 
agency progns .  mid indlcaton included year-myear comparisons of 
e e c w i ~  LMpections, air trriRc delays, and pilot deviations. 

FM add it delivered electronic monthly reports in an executive information 
rystun and prepued quarterly paper reports that contained concise 
Monnrtlon and were widely circulated among senior management. 
IUarugm were to use thb i n f o ~ o n  to get an overall sense of how FAA 
Waa doing. 

4 

In ordu to w how well re~ources were being managed to accomplish Many Agencies Used , many of, ,, we visitmi used pe,mce measures to help 
Measures to Manage d t  budget decisions, to asses employee performance, and to provide 

opeI7i!i0n~ incentives. On our visits, we found more ties to individual employee 
rsasamnt than any other management use. This was supported by surveY 
muha, which show over one-third of the agencies required the use of 
performmce mcrsures In senior management performance contracts. 
Thnc examples of agencies that we performance measures to manage 
opurtions ue the Department of Defense ( D ~ D ) ,  the National Archives and 
Records AdminWaUon, and the Job Tmntng Partnership Act (m~).  

+ 

Department of Defense At the time of our visit, the Omce of the ComptroUer of D ~ D  had begun to 
determine the unit coats of selected support activities, such as rrcruiting 
urd supply management, in order to identify efficiencies and to make 
budget dtdslons. With operation and maintenance outlays of about $85.7 
bWon in fbcd year 1992, 'unit cost resourcing" was intended to help D ~ D  
reduce the coats of hhg businem by helping managers identify the costs 
of &liver@ suvlce outputs and by helping them understand the long-tern 
urd indirect meta of producing specinc outputs. With h s  knowledge, unit 
codng waa intended to serve u 8 decision support system that could put 
DoD cloeu to budgeting 8 s-c set of activities on the basis of what it 
acullymetatodothejob. 

Accorciing to 8 mior DoD oindrl, unit coat resourcing was lrPed lu a tool 
to hnprove management with a focus on output, which requires employ- 
to know what they produce, identifies customer-provider relationships, 
cauaea workers to examine the process for needed changes, and mates 
better cooperation between management and employees. According to 



DOD'S Comptroller's Office, these efforts called for a change in the 
management culture to develop different expectations of management. 

National Archives and The work of the Archives consists of responding to requests for historical 
Records Admuustrab . . 'on records and preserving those records. At the technician level, this labor 

intensive work involves repetitive tasks and takes place in a nontraditional 
workplace setting where supervision is difficult because staff have to 
search for records located in many places throughout the building and may 
be gone from their workplaces for hours. For these reasons, the Archives, 
with the support of its agency head, said it chose to measure individual 
performance by using industrial engineering methods. This required 
setting optimal standards of how long various tasks took to complete. 

According to officials, operational technicians in two offices, the Office of 
National Archives and the Office of Federal Records Centers, started using 
engineered standards in 1985. The two offices that used the system 
covered about 11 percent of the of the National Archives' full-time 
equivalent employees and about 12 percent of the Office of Federal 
Records Centers' full-time equivalent employees. 

Officials said technicians were expected to meet the established standards, 
which were given to them by management. For example, a technician 
might have been expected to complete 42 genealogical searches of a 
particular type in an 8-hour period. At the time of our visits, the Archives 
was in the process of writing detailed manuals describing the procedures 
for accomplishing tasks and how long each task should take. 

The Archives's standards for routine tasks were the basis for quarterly 
incentive bonuses given to employees in the GS-4 to GS-6 range. When 
technicians reached or surpassed these standards, they were rewarded 
monetarily. Quarterly bonuses ranged from $250 to $400. 
Performance-based action had been taken against technicians who 
repeatedly failed to reach the standards. 

The Archives had contracted for a series of studies to dwelop their 
engineered standards. For example, the first study in 1985 developed an 
engineered standard for retrieving requests for Revolutionary War Military 
Senrice records. This new standard was 63 percent higher than the 
traditional standard for record retrievals. In 199 1, the Archives examined 
actual productivity figures for many of the work units covered by 
engineered standards and found, in most cases, significant increases in 
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sanctions. 

W l e w  performance meperformanrrurd Few Agencies Visited to mpMge towErd ,OW-&, 0bmvm ch? erpkinnllon may re& 
Used Measures to link we saw in most ~ e n o ~ w e   wed between measures and planning IE 

Manage for Results contrast, more than half of the agencies we sumeyed that ~d the? had 
stratcg~c p h  said they ~ o t e  moJt or of thew g d s  In quantlfi~ble 
tenns and used thew perfom- ~ ~ a s u r e s  to a%- progress toward the 
goals stated m their plans. Howewr, only nine of these reponed hawmg the 
t h e  organitatlonal charaaemm experts ~ e w  as necessary to tle plans 
and measures-(1) r undid m e @ c  plan with measurable goals. (2)  an 



oftice that collects perf0rmaIIce measures, and (3) regular consolidated 
reports. 

One agency we visited had these characteristics-the Ofice of Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP) in the Department of Health and 
Human Services. Here, top management Support for the creation and use 
of measures was seen as a critical element in the use of a measurement 
sY'stem. 

o f h e  of Disease Prevention 
and Health Promotion 

ODPHP oversees Healthy People 2000, a project aimed at increasing the 
healthy lifespan for Americans, decreasing health disparities among 
Americans, and achieving access to preventive services for all Ameri- 
within this decade. The Healthy People 2000 project was based on the 
results of a similar 10-year health improvement project undertaken by the 
ODPHP in the 1980s. The emphasis in the earlier project was to reduce 
mortality rates among various age Doups and to reduce the number of sick 
days for the elderly. h 1986, ODPHP undertook a midcourse review of 
progress toward the 1990 objectives. According to a senior official, the 
review process accomplished a number of positive results including 
clarifying opportunities for progress and addressing the issue of 
accountability for failures (such as in the disparities in health 
improvements between various populations). On the basis of that 
assessment, new goals were created for continuing to improve American 
health care in the next decade. ODPHP set over 300 specific objectives that 
were divided into 22 priority areag. The health objectives reflected the need 
for improvement in three broad areas: health promotion, health protection, 
and preventive se~vices. The responsibility for providing leadership in 
achieving the objectives of each priority area is to belong to a specific 
agency which is to organize an inter-agency team, define a leadership 
strategy, and ensure that data are collected to track progress. 

The Assistant Secretary for Public Health is to review each prioky area at 
least once a year. The planned and ongoing activities of each department, 
subunit are to be measured against the Healthy People 2000 objectives to 
monitor progress in achieving the project goals. 

For example, one of the stated priority areas of Healthy People 2000 is to 
reduce heart disease and strokes. The National Institutes of Health, 
through its National Heart, LUng, and B h d  hstltute, was named the lead 
agency in this effort. Two of the Institute's programs, the National High 
~ l o o d  Pressure Education Program and the National Cholesterol Education 
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Pmgmm, were to focus on program rctfvttlcs crttgorfKd into .rtu such d 
epecid populations and age groups. Thcsc rcttvttiea r ~ v e  design4 to (1) 
Incmee profcssionrl eduatlon opportunltita from the nsufts of studies, 
(2) public and patient education efforts to alert the population 
.bout the pmblun, and (3) krch ddlls to patients who have the dbo- 

/ 

Conclusion Many of the agencies we survr;lycd nportcd ha* a nmge of program 
performance mcuures. However, rrkttvely few reported having the 
orpnbtiorul  ch8mcWWa th82 would mrke It more likely for them to 
w thdr performance memurw to .ssess pmgmm towards goals in their 
stmwgic p h .  In fact, most of the agencies we visited wed meuures to 
prwldt intenul informrtion mUhg to their past activities or present 
opartlons. 

Aa budgcury rtaowrcs continut to aMnk, mrny agendu may And that 
uuing r m g e  of performance ~ ~ U W W  to help them beacr foctu on 
achitvlng muha envldontd in thtlr q c  p h  mry be beneficial. PId 
onty cur such r link provide nun8gera infornution .bout rccounubllity, 
~ d e n c y ,  and effectivcntso, but It rbo an pruvl& Congnss and the 
public with Lnfornutlon on how public r w o u r ~ ~  ur being used. 

A 

Aa anan@ wtth the Committee, w h a  you pubh3.y announce the repon 
tuiler, we p h  no mu distribution until 30 days from the date of this 
letter. At th.t the,  we will mmd copks of thb report to the Ch.lrman, 
H o w  Government Operatioxu Committee; the Director, Omce of 
Muu(~tment and Budget; and the qendcs th82 responded to our rmrwy. 
We wUI .Lso m d  copies to other hterrskd putits and make copies 
rvrll.ble to others upon request. 
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operetrng 
Performance 

a Fedrrolflnandal reporting should atsttt repori w e n  in 
ewlualing the service eflorts, c o ~ t s ,  and accomplishmtnfs of 
the reporting entir); the manner in which these eflorts and 
accomplishme~ts haw k e n  financtd; and the management of 
the endfy's assets and l h b U t s .  

This objective Irises h n  a democratic government's duty to 
be accountable to its citizens for muraging resources and 
providing services economically and efficiently and for 
effectiveness in atuining planned go&. Also, government 
should k accountable for *sing rrsources efficiently. 

Because govanwnt services ut not usually provided in 
exchange for volunury payments or fees, expenses cannot be 
matched against revenue to measure '"cunings" or "net income" 
as would be done in business accounting. Morrover, measuring 
directly the value added to society's welfare by government 
actions is dimcult Nonelhekss, expenses can k matched 
against the provision of servias  y e u  by y w .  The resulting cost 
can then be u u l y z t d  in rrlationdaip to r variety of measures of 
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the achievement of results. 

Certain subobjectives arise from the basic objective of 
reporting on operating performance, as discussed below. 

Federal financial reporting should enable the reader to 
determine: 

oo 2A.The costs of providing s p e c m  programs and activitks 
and the composition of, and changes in, these costs. 

Examples of financial information that can help to 
address this objective include 

information on the costs of programs and activities; 

cost comparisons with estimates, with similar functions, with 

standards, and over time; and 

relevant analyses of the composition and behavior of costs, such 
as full and incremental costs, fixed and variable costs, direct and 
indirect costs, and reimbursable and other costs, where 
appropriate. 

100 2B. The efforts and accomplishments associated with 
federal programs and the changes over time and in relation to 
costs. 

Examples of information that can help to address this 
objective include 

financial and nonfinancial indicators of service inputs, outputs, 
and outcomes, including comparisons with goals; 
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indicators of program efficiency urd effcctiventss; 

worL load measures and unit costs; and 

0 toul and marginal casts and benefits, the relationship of these to 
budget requests, and wkn  the benefits will be realized. 

to1 2C. The efficiency and eflecdveness of the government's 
management o/ib assets and liabifitits. 

This subobjective implies concern with the management of all 
federal assets and liabilities used by or under the conml  of 
agencies. Usas of financial repow focus on the use of these 
resources in program operations, not solely on their financial 
value. Reports intended to address this objective would provide 
information to help users assess the effectiveness with which 

cash is used; 

inventories of supplies, muerirls, urd similar items u e  
maintained; and 

forfeited ud other ungible rsscts an handled. 

Orher examples of information relevant to this 
objective might include 
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0 backlogs (and budgetary impact) of delayed maintenance, 
rehabilitation cost or replacement value of assets; 

the market value of forfeited and other assets, particularly those 
held f a  sale; 

0 the extent of unpaid expenses; and 
I 

estimates (and ranges of estimates) of other known liabilities 
(such as leases or deposit and other insurance liabilities) and 
other exposures to loss. 

Further discussion of performance measurement and how 
financial reporting can contribute to reporting on performance is 
provided in chapter 8. 
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EXPOSURE DRAFT EXPOSURE DRAFT 

Outputs measure the quantity of services provided; outcomes meas- 
ure the results of providing those outputs. 
(1 ) Output measures: 

(a) Quantity of a service provided: These indicators measure the 
physical quantity of a service provided. Measures may include 
the number of students promoted or graduated; the number of 
commuters using public transit; the number of lane-miles of 
road repaired; and the number of crimes investigated. 

(b) Quantity of a service provided that meets a certain quality re- 
quirement: These indicators measure the physical quantity of a 
service provided that meets a test of quality. Measures may in- 
clude the percentage of students graduated or promoted who 
have met a minimum prespecified standard of achievement; 
the percentage of buses meeting a prespecified on-time stan- 
dard of achievement; the percentage of lane-miles of road re- 
paired to a certain minimum satisfactory condition; and the 
percentage of criminal investigations performed that result in 
the identification of a prime suspect. In some cases, meeting a 
quality requirement may turn an "output" indicator into an 
"outcome" indicator. 

F (2) Outcome measures: 
vl (a) These indicators measure accomplishments or results that oc- 
k cur (at least partially) because of services pmvided.lg Results 

also include measures of public perceptions of outcomes. 
4 Measures may include the percentage of students achieving a 
g specified skill-level gain in reading; the percentage of the popu- 
B 
B lation being served by public transportation; the percentage of 
C 
B lane-miles of road in excellent, good, or fair condition; and the 
E 
o clearance rate for serious crimes or the percentage of resi- 
E - dents rating their neighborhood as safe or very safe. 

5 (b) Outcome measures are particularly useful when presented 

2 as comparisons with results from previous years, entity- 

I established targets or goals and objectives, generally accepted 
norms and standards, other parts of the entity, or other, compa- 

I 
C rable jurisdictions (both public and private). Measures may in- 

F clude 75 percent of the students achieving a specified skill- 

E 
S a 

-J 
l g ~ o r  many outcomes, a definite causeand-effect relationship between the output and 
the outcome cannot be established because of their complex nature and factors beyond 
the control of the entity that affect the outcome being measured. 

level gain in reading when the school district's objective is for 
at least 70 percent of the students to achieve a specified skill- 
level gain in reading or where 65 percent of the students state- 
wide achieve a specified skill-level gain; 25 percent of the pop 
ulation being served by public transportation when the transit 
system's objective is to serve at least 35 percent of the popula- 
tion or where the norm for similar transit systems is that 30 per- 
cent of the public is being served; 88 percent of the lane-miles 
of road in excellent, good, or fair condition when the entity's 
objective is for at least 85 percent of the lane-miles of road to 
be in excellent, good, or fair condition or where an average of 
80 percent of the lane-miles of road were in excellent, good, or 
fair condition for the previous five years; and 25 percent of seri- 
ous crimes cleared by indictment when the entity's objective is 
to clear 35 percent or where the national average is 21 percent. 

(c) Sometimes the secondary effects of a service on the recipi- 
ents, state, or community may be identified and may warrant re- 
porting. These measures include signlficant indirect conse- 
quences, intended or unintended and positive or negative, that 
occur as a result of providing a service. Measures may include 
a decrease in the unemployment rate in a community as a 
result of a decrease in the school dropout rate (more students 
are staying in school and are not looking for employment); a de- 
crease in traffic accidents because of an increase in the per- 
centage of the population using public transit; a decrease in ve- 
hicle repair costs because of an increase in the percentage of 
lane-miles of road in good condition; and an increase in the re- 
ported crime rate because a new street patrol system results in 
more crime being reported. These measures often are difficult 
to identify and to relate to the actual service being provided. 
This occurs because of an inability to establish a definite corre- 
lation between the secondary effects and the service and be- 
cause extraneous factors may affect the results. 

c. Measures that relate efforts to accomplishments: 
(1) Efficiency measures that relate efforts to outputs of services: 

These indicators measure the resources used or cost (in dollars, 
employee-hours, or equipment used) per unit of output. They pro- 
vide information about the production of an output at a given 
level of resource use and demonstrate an entity's relative effi- 
ciency when compared with previous results, internally estab- 
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lished goals and objectives, geoaraJly accepted norms or stan- 
dards, or results achieved by similar jurisdictions. Measures may 
include the cost per fujl-tlmequivalent student or the cost per 
student promoted or graduated; the cost per transit passenger or 
per passengermile; the cost per lane-mile of road repaired in to- 
tal or repaired to good condition; and the cost per serious crime 
investigated or per a m t .  

(2) Cost- outcome ~ s u r e s  that rslste efforts to the outcomes or 
results of sm'ms: Theset me8nurss mport the cost per unit of out- 
coma of mutt. They do te  costs and mults so that management. 
elected 0ffici.l~. md the puMk cn begin to awean the value of 
1he~prwldedbyanentity.Gont-outcomamsesummay 
include the con1 per student who achkwea a specified skill-lsvel 
W n  in mdng; the ccwt per t m i t  p o ~ e n ~ e r  wrMng al his or her 
slop wlthin 8 spbclfk tlme nchedde; the cost per lanemile of road 
impcoued or mJnWned in excdlant. m. or far condition; and 
the cost per nodous crime cleMd by indictment. 

51. In rdditior, (o the pmcedlng categories of SEA measurn, the ele- 
ments of SEA m i n g  Jso include expl~).tory Information. Explana- 
tory infornutior, lncludeb b d h  quantitative .nd narrative information that 
un help users to undecetvrd reported SEA moosum. mmss the entity's 
p e r f o r m .  MCI svduate the significance of underlying factors that may 
have affected the reported performance. 

52. Them am two primary types of quantitalve explanatory information 
that CM be reported with SEA m a s u m .  

a. Factors substrntially outside the control of the entity, such as environ- 
mental and demographic characteristics. Meawres may include the 
number of students in famllies below the poverty level; the density of 
population In the area where publlc transit is being provided; the per. 
centage of trucks in vehicle trafflc; and the unemployment rate. 

b. Factors over which the entity has significant controi, such as staffing 
patterns. Measures may include the teacher-pupil ratio; the number 
of buses In service per route mile; the type of construction used for 
highways; and the number of police officers per capita. 

53. Narrative information provided with SEA measures can prwide expla- 
nations of what the level of performance reported by the measure means. 
the possible effects that explanatory factors might have on performance, 
and actions that have been (or am being) t&en to change reporled per- 
formance. Explanations are particularly important when comparisons 
with other jurisdictions or among similar components within the same 
jurisdiction are reported. They are also important in conjunction with re- 
porting secondary, unintended effects of a mrvice. 

OWECTM AND CHARXTERJSWS OF SEA INFORMATION 

55. The ob/dctlvls of SEA m i n g  is lo prwMe morr complete intormu- 
tion about a gowrnmentrl ~ t l t y ' s  pufwmmca than a n  be prvvlded by 
the operating statement, tmknce 8hset. and budgetary compsrison state 
ments and schedules. The measursment of a Qovernmental entlty's per- 
formance rsqulm Information not only on the acquisition and use of re- 
wrces ,  but also on the outputs nd outcomes of the ~ l c e s  provided 
and the mlationship between the use of resources and outputs and out- 
comes. By focusing on a varlety of financial and nonflnancial measures of 
inputs, outputs end outcomes, and rneasums that relate efforts to accom- 
pllshments, SEA mporting pnwldes additional information needed to pro- 
vide a basis for usen of general purpose external financial reports to more 
fully assess governmental performance. 

56. To meet this objective, SEA lnformation should focus primerily on 
measures of service accomplishments (outputs and outcomes) end 
measures of the relationships between service efforts and service ac- 
complishments (efficiency end cost - outcome). Because the reporting of 
SEA information is directed at providing usen with information about the 
results of the governmental entity's services, the measures reported 
should emphasize performance. The performance of governmental enti- 
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ties is primarily measured by output, outcome, and efficiency measures. LIMITATIONS OF SEA lNFORMAflON 
These measures report what services the entity has provided, whether 
those services have achieved the objectives established, and what el- 67. SEA measures are but one component of the information used to as- 
fects they have had upon the recipients and others. This information sess accountability and make decisions, and with any reported measures 
when compared to service efforts (inputs) also provides a basis for as- of performance, there are limitations associated with using SEA informa- 
sessing the efficiency with which the entity or program operated. tion. Users of SEA information need to be aware of those limitations so 

that the information can be used appropriately. The following list is not 
meant to be all-inclusive, but is meant to provide a general understanding 
of the types of limitations that need to be considered: 

a. Generally, a single composite measure cannot adequately communi- 
cate the results of providing services. Therefore, it will be necessary 
for users to consider using several, perhaps widely disparate, meas- 
ures to assess the performance of an entity or its agencies, depart- 
ments, programs, and services. 

b. SEA information does not, by itself, explain why performance is at the 
level reported, how to improve performance, or the degree to which a 
service or an explanatory factor contributed to the outcome reported. 
Users may require additional information beyond what can be provided 
in the explanatory material to fully understand the relationship be- 
tween an outcome and the many factors affecting that outcome. For 
example, the reading level of fourth-grade students may be affected 
not only by the school's methods of teaching reading, but also by such 
factors as the amount of time the students have spent reading or that 
parents and others have spent reading with them. For many outcomes, 
there may be a number of factors that affect the level of outcome. 

c. The categories of SEA measures set forth by this Concepts Statement 
for external reporting do not include measures of the pmcesses or 
strategies being used to provide services. Nor do SEA measures pro- 
vide all the information needed to determine the relationship between 
processes or strategies and results. However, processes and strate- 
gies undertaken, such as whether police patrol exclusively from vehi- 
cles or use a combination of vehicle and walking patrols, represent im- 
portant information for understanding why outputs or outcomes are at 
the level reported. Measures of processes and strategies normally do 
not report the outputs or outcomes of an entity's operations; therefore, 
they have not been included as a category of SEA measurement. They 
may be useful, however, if reported as explanatory information. 



d. It may be difficult to determine whether the reported SEA measures are 
the most relevant measures of the achievement of a goal or objective. 
For example, many believe that the crime clearance rate is a useful 
measure of a police department's performance in achieving Its overall 
godl of crime prevention. But enmn that measure leaves open many 
questions rbout whether clearance of crimes actually results in fewer 
crimes. It Is possible that other m8sures not dlrbctly 88soclatad with 
the police department, such 8s keeping young people in school or 
gainfully employed. are more closely cmla ted  wlth crime rates. 

e. For m e  w r v i m ,  It may not be posslble to measure the most Impor- 
tmt outcome. so the SEA measure mpocted my be 8 sunog.te me=- 
urn that Is In borne way dated to the daslred artcome. For example, 
the primuy (pal of a firs department may be the mwntlon of flre, loss 
from flrss, nd injuries and deaths 888oclated wlth f l m .  6ut It my not 
be cmasiMe to m u m  prevention. InsIead, measurab such 8s trends 
in the m t  of flre kms or fire spread 8tter urhral may be used 8a rsb 

mn&e (thou* not fdfy srtlsf8cIofy) sumgateb. 
f. SEA Information provldee data &out  the achkremer\t of OoJs and 

ob)ectives, but does no( provide the InfomWlon naaded to maess 
whether the goals and ~ t h r e s  of m .gency, department, pmgnm, 
or eewice us the most appmprlale onsb .nd the onas that moet c l W y  
nllect the vJoes of the community. 

g. SEA information boes not pFovlde dl the data naeded to aaJst In as- 
reselng poky  8ccount.Mllty. This 8a8mmmnt In- determining 
the relative value of 8 mnrlce Io 8oclety or rsclglents. or the cornpub 
tlve vdue of two or more distlnct eewkm. For sxunp(e. m entlly nuy 
be facud wlth r sltuatlon In whlch It Is rsqulrod to Jlocate scuce rs- 
8ourcas to either publtc safety or prsventlve herlthcam. The need for 
both wnlcm Is well documented and understood wlthln (he commu- 
nity, md both pro~nms have been opentlng effklently andeffectively 
wlthln the constrJnts Imposed by the level of resources prwlded. A 
declslm aboul whlch p q r a m  should rbcelve addltlond funds do- 
pends, In luge meuum, on how declslon mskern valw the results that 
can be 8chkved by ewh wwlce. Information on the value of servlces 
Is extrematy sublective, and Is therefore not recommendad as part of 
the SEA Information to be consldemd for GPEFR. 
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CHAPTER ll 

REINVESTING IN AMERICA 

The previous ch8pter concluded that 
public and private capital investments 
complement each other m d  that there is 
n o d  tor brlmce between them. This 
chapter )oob at facton aflect~ng the 
demand and suppl of public works sew- 
i a s  in this light. &rims dimensions of 
the demmd tor public works sewices 
ruggost that such demand is incmaslng. 
lends in i n ~ r u c t u n  mpi-td accumula- 
t i o r \ ~ ~ i n g . m u p r o x ~ k r ~  
capacity of cumnt facilities to pronde 
nwices, a n  then examined. These 
trend8 indicate that, although annul ma1 
per capita public works wnd ing  has 
been incmas~ng o w  the last 25 p a n .  
public w o r k  spending ham declined 
mlative to Wal cpvernment spendtng, to 
the nation's total annual productan of 
goods and services, and to the level of 
prtvas investment. These trends suggesl 
an inmubb imbrlaccr between demand 
and supply that w~ll eventually bver the 
kvel and quality of services h n g  
provided 

WbLlC WORKS FACILITIES AND 
WRFORMANCE 

Infrastructun's tmpomnce ltes In the 
wwices it provid4s: the movement of 
people and goods, the prowon of ckan 
water, m d  efficient m d  safe mste dm- 
p o d ,  The qwstan is whether these 
w w h s  am adequate to moel the na- 
tion's demands. 

Answering this qwstlon is mom com- 

ri ~crted than tocusln on the phylrcal la. cilitm themsehms. per(wmrnc@ of 
the natlon's public work is a tslat~ve. not 
an rb.dute. concept. The domand for 
wrvices comes from bustnosses. house- 
holds, and the government. Dome 
qnphic8, indlvldul fmfemncr~ produc- 
t m  tochnquea mobtlrty. 8nd the d l r t r ib  
tkm of costlr all alf.ct demand Mom 
ohould be known rbout the i n f l w m  of 
thew factors on the cbfrund (w puMc 
mnk wwices il the p.rformance of 
~ i c ~ a l o k ~ 8 c c u m o t y  
md ryrtematicr~ly. 

Tho supply d publrc mnk sewices 
c&termimr how domand will k met. 
Supply is determ~nod by tho W i t o n  ol 

Witm 8nd how the h d i t a  u, 2% example, in 1980 tho Gonor81 
Accounting Otflce nporlwJ that 50 per- 
ant  d the nrtm's wutwator tmmont 

Plants were In v~olat~on of discharge 
strndards They reported that about haif 
these plants were not tmatmg wastewater 
8dquatel because of operations deft- + cmncres he most prevalent problems 
were Inadequate local operating budget: 
and under-tramed operating statf 
Thentors, to the extent that they can W 
Wmtecl more eklentty, extstmg tac~l~tles 
can p~ovde expanded sewlces w~thout 
rddltlonal caprtal Investment 

The demand for servlces and th0 
-City to meet that demand determlM 
the drlly pertormance of ~ndlv~dual pubis 
works mystems Mon~torlng performance 
I crrtlcal to evaluat~ng the state of the 
Mtlon's infrastructure and tts abhty to 
SuH8tn economtc actrvtty The next W 
SOCtIOns exsmlne factors that refled 
8ndbr influence demand and supply 
(WCOS The dynamc (orces undertylng the 
Performance waluat~ons summar~zed ~n 
the final mectton of the chapter am 
mwnted In depth In Appendix A 



EXHIBIT 11-13 
ILLUSTRATIVE MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE FOR THE NATION'S 

PUBLIC WORKS, BY CATEGORY 

Public 
Works 

Physical 
Ibsets 

Service 
Delivery 

Quality of Service 
To Users 

Highways Lanamiles 
Number of 

bridges 
Vehicle 

registration 
Flee4 size 

Passenger 
miles 

Vehicles 
miles 

Ton-miles 

Airports 

Transit 

Number of 
aircraft 

Commercial 
-at-miles 

Number and 
type of 
airports 

Number of 
buses 

Miles of 
heavy rail 

Subway seat- 
miles 

Bus miles 

Water Supply Water 
production 
capacit 

Number or  
water facilities 

Miles of 
water main 

Wastewater Capacity 
Treatment (mgd) 

Number 
of plants 

Miles of 
sewer 

Water Number of 
Resources Po*, 

waterwap 
Reservoir 

storage 
W a c 2  

Number 
dams 

Miles of 
Isvees, 
dikes 

brier 
miles 

Enplanements 
Aircraft 

movements 

Passenger 
miles 

Percent of 
work trips 

Transit 
trips 

Compliance 
with MCLs 

Reserve 
capacity 

Finished 
water 
production 

Fraction of 
population 
served 

Compliance 
rate 

Reserve 
capacity 

Infiltration1 
inflow 

Volume 
treated 

Fraction of 
population 
served 

Cargo ton- 
miles 

Recreation 
days 

Flood 
protected 
acreage 

Irrigated 
acreage 

Kwh hydropower 
produced 

Congestion or travel 
time 

Pavement 
condition 

VolumelCapacity ratio 
Accident rates 
Population with easy 

access to freeways 

Number and length of 
delays 

Accident rates 
Near miss rates 
Population with 

easy access 

Average delays 
Breakdown frequency 
Population with 

easy access 
Elderlylhandicapped 

access 
Crowding: passenger 

miles per 
seat-mile 

Water shortages 
Rate of water main 

breaks 
Incidence of water- 

borne disease 
Finished water 

purity 
Loss ratios 

Compliance with 
designated stream 
uses (local) 

Sewage treatment plan 
downtime 

Sewer moratoria 

Shippin delays 
Dam faifure rate 
Power loss rate 
Value of irrigated 

agricultural 
product 

Value of flood 
damages averted 
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Our Nation's productivity and international competitiveness depends on fast and reliable 
transportation. As we move toward the 2lst century, the status of our highways, bridges and 
transit is of paramount importance to the vitality of our economy. 

Americans travel roads and highways more often than any other mode of transportation. 
Highways, along with the automobiles, buses and trucks they carry, have provided the United 
States with an efficient network for movlng people and goods, carrying more than 90 percent of 
all travel, and three-quarters of the value of all goods and services produced. Growth and 
productivity in virtually every sector of the Nation's economy depend upon adequate 
transportation. 

The United States has 3.9 million miles of public roadway. which accommodate 2.2 trillion vehicle 
miles of travel. Expenditures for transportation are equivalent to about 17 percent of the gross 
national product (GNP), with almost 83 percent of this. or about 14 percent of GNP, devoted to 
h~ghway and transit transportation services. 

a Highway vehicles carry more than 80 percent of domestic intercity passenger miles of 
travel, and t h e  have done so slnce World War 11 .  

a The tmchng industry carries over 40 percent of all intercity freight tonnage, and cams 80 
percent of all freight revenues. 

In urban areas, automobiles and translt account for Over 92 percent of all work trip. 
About 87 perce~it of all passenger-m~les of trabel I S  h~ghway dependent. 

The I1.S. population now enjoys the greatest leiel of mobility i n  our history. While this level of 
mob~l~tv is of great direct benefit to us as ~ndlvlduals. the Impact of increased travel on traffic 
congestion and environmental quality is of g r o w g  concern. 

The Congressionally required report series. T),e Sfuruc of the NUlion '5 H i g h ~ ~ a v s ,  Bridges a d  
Trunsif, provides decision makers with an ongoing appraisal of the current condition and 
performance of the U.S. highway and transit systems. These continual assessments provide 
valuable information on how highway and transit Investment is used as well as the foundation for 
est~mating Investment levels needed to meet future demands of social and economlc growth. 

T h ~ s  booklet summar~zes the 1993 Congressional Report. starting h l t h  a "Report Card" for 
h~ghuals,  bndges, and translt In 1991 For the first time. the report mcludes ~nformat~on on 
translt and eniironmental Impacts In fact. the transit and hlghha!, Inbestment assessment 
methodolog~es are l~nked A portion of the forecasted increase In trabel demand I S  accommodated 
not by the add~t~on of new highway lane-miles but by an agpresslbe, coordinated demand 
management program that ~ncludes Increased translt panlclpatlon This ~ncreased trans~t 
partlclpatlon I S  included In the translt ~nbestment analysls Future reports w~ll expand on 
Integrating multi-modal and enitronmental Issues In the surface transportat~on Iniestment analys~s 



BOX A - REPORT CARD 

Highway and Transit Characteristics 

Total public road mileage reached almost 3.9 million miles in 1991 - an increase 
of approximately 13,000 miles over 1989. 

Total highway travel reached almost 2.2 trillion vehicle miles in 1991 - a total 
increase of 3 percent over 1989. Although the recession in 1989 and 1990 
significantly dampened highway travel, the travel growth rate in 1991 returned to 
a rate of 3.5 percent. This is consistent with the 3.5 percent average annual rate 
experienced since 1983. 

Transit passenger miies traveled increased by 8 percent from 1980 to 1990. 

Higbway and Transit Finance 

In 1991, disbursements for highway programs by all levels of government totaled 
$78.3 billion, with $3.8 billion spent for debt retirement and $74.5 billion for 
current operations. This expenditure for current operations equates to 3.4 cents 
per mile of travel, a decline in spending of more than 50 percent in constant 
dollars since 1960. i n  nominal dollars, however, 1991 spending for current 
operations increased more than $7 billion over 1989. 

Of the $74.5 billion for current operations, $36.1 billion were spent for highway 
and bridge capital improvements in 199 1, compared to $33.1 billion in 1989; 
$38.3 billion were spent for noncapital purposes. The Federal share of capital 
investment was 41 percent i n  1991, down from a high of 56 percent in 1980. 

In 1990, the cost to operate mass transit service in the United States was 
approximately $14.7 billion; capital expenditures accounted for $4.3 billion, for a 
total of $19.0 billion. In 1990, fares and other revenue collected from direct 
transit customers covered about 43 percent of operating costs with State and local 
subsidies covering 51 percent and Federal subsidy covering 6 percent. The 
Federal share of total reported cap; tal activity declined from 78 percent in 1980 
to 60 percent i n  1990. 

Zondition and Performance 

Pavement condition improved throughout the 1980's and continues to do so into 
the 1990's. However, approximately 234,500 miles are rated as "poor" or 
"mediocre. " 
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1 Highway performance declined through mosl of the l98O's, especially in the 
larger urbanized m. However, between 1989 and 1991, performance 
stabilized, as a result of the reduced rate of urban travel growth caused by the 
1989-1990 economic slowdown. In 1989. the total annual cost of congestion in 
the 50 largest urban areas exceeded $39 billion. 

~n 1992, about 118,500 of the Nation's 575,000 bridges were rated as structurally 
deficient. 

The fatalities rate on the Nation's highways continues to decrease, dropping from 
2.6 fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles of travel in 1983 to a low of 1.9 in 
1991. However, the total emnomic cost to the Nation of motor vehicle crashes in 
1990 was more than $137 billion. 

Ughway, Bridge, and Transit Investment Requirements 

The cost to immediately eliminate all existing backlog highway deficiencies on all 
major highways as of December 31, 1991. was approximately $212 billion, 
$7 billion more than the backlog in 1989. 

The cost to eliminate all backlog bridge deficiencies is approximately $78 billion. 

The cost to eliminate the 1992 backlog of bus and rail transit deficiencies, 
includjng equipment and facilities. is est~mated at $18 billion. 

The total annual mvestment to maintain overall 1991 highway and bridge 
conditions and performance is $5 1.6 billion through 201 1 .  This would q u i r e  an 
additional investment of 0.9 cents per mile of travel. 

The cost to systematicaliy irkprove uansit condition and prlorrnanm by (1) 
eliminating the backlog of bus and rail deficiencies and (2) addmg additional 
service to accommodate anticipated urban demand not included in either the 
highway cost to maintain or improve as*sSments and increase transit's market 
share, is $6.6 billion annually through 201 1. 

The cost to maintain transit condition and performance, including the cost to meet 
new statutory obligations to s m e  disabled Americans and improve vehicular 
emissions and continue recent growth, is estimated at 53.9 billion annually througt 
201 1. 
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GAO United Stater 
G e n e d  Accounting Omce 
WmNngton, D.C. 20548 

- -- 
Accoanting and I n l o r ~ u t i o n  
Management Dlvtrion 

November 9, 1993 

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Chairman 
Committee on Government Operabons 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

' h s  report responds to YOU request for an ewduation of capital 
(investment) budgetmg. YOU noted that our nation needs to 
simultaneously pursue the potentidy cod'hcting goals of deficit reduction 
and increased federal investment and you expressed interest in 
budget bresentations whch  may offer the oppo-ty to more e ~ c t i r . c l >  
address our nation's needs. T h ~ s  report examines possible definitions of 
investment and dscusses wa?s in whch  a budget with an investment 
component might help decisionmakers focus on makmg investment 
decisions w h c h  can promote long-term economic growth. It also i d e n ~ f i t ' ~  
questions w h c h  would need to be answered before an investment budget 
could be implemented. 

-- - -- / -- 
Results in Brief The current budget s t r u c t ~ . ~  does not hghl~ght for decisonrnakmg 

purposes the M e m n c e s  between spendmg for long-term investment and 
that for current cowAUWti0n because it treats all expendtures the same 
The current budget process does not encourage the Congress to make 
decisions about how much s p e n b g  overall should be devoted to 
programs ha\ing a cfirect bearing on long-term grow-th and productn-iQ' 

Refining the budget presentation to focus on how the composinon of 
spendng a e c t s  the long-term economy requires agreement on w h c h  
federal programs are i n ~ w b n e n t  in nature. Although numerous definihons 
of investment are possible, we concluded that the most appropriate 
definition would include federal spendrng. e~ther  duect or through grants- 
&ectly intended to enhance the prime sector's long-term productnity 
Such a dehrution Qshngushes between federally owned capital that the 
government itself uses and investments that promote private sector 
growth. Thus, primary emphasis is given to activities that would lower the 
cost of goods and senices pro\ided and delivered by the private sector 
economy. Accordin~ly. this definition includes spendng on some 
intangble acti\~ties such as research and development   an); human 
capital designed to increase worker productnity. part~cularly educahon 



and training; and spending for physical capital to improve infrastructure, 
such as hghways, bridges, and air traffic control systems. 

Such a definition differs markedly from a capital budget designed to focus 
on spending intended to have future benefits for the government as an 
operating entity because, under our premise, 'investmentn would not 
includk spendmg for physical capital designed to acheve federal agency 
programmatic goals such as spending for federal land, office b d d m g s ,  
and defense weapons systems because they do not directly enhance 
productivity in the private sector. 

Our assessment of several alternatives for using an investment component 
to  promote consideration of investment shows that establishing 
investment targets within a framework similar to that contained in the 
Budget Enforcement Act (BEA)' is the most promising way to use an 
investment component because the Congress and the administration 
would reach agreement on the appropriate level of investment spending. 
BEA chscretionary caps could be changed to mandate a separate investment 
target (or floor) to  protect against infringement fiom other activibes. 

-- -. - . . . . - - - 

Background D e c h n g  levels of domestically financed investment and nahonal savings 
in recent years have prompted concern that our economy may lack the 
capacity to grow at levels needed to provide for future generations. 
Federal budget deficits contribute to lower investment and savings levels. 
In adchtion, federal investment programs can also influence growth and 
productivity in the private economy. 

Recent budget trends are not encouragmg for either the deficit or  federal 
investment. The growing portion of the budget absorbed by interest 
payments and consumption programs, particularly health, has squeezed 
the dscretionary sector of the budget, which is the source of most federal 
investment funds. Federal outlays for physical capital, research and 
development, and education d e c h e d  as a share of gross national product 
(GNP) between 1980 and 19% and have remained relatively stable at the 
lower level since then. During the 1980s, both federal health spendmg and 
net interest payments on the national debt surpassed federal spenhng on 
public investment as a share of GNP. 

IThe ?!lidget Enforcement Act established spend~ng 11rmts for d~ fense  don~es t~c ,  and ~nternat~onal 
spendmg In fLscal years 1991 through 1993 and for all dwrpt~onar?. spending In fiscA years 1W4 and 
1995 The spendlnp llrmts wem extended through 10% by the Omnibus Hudgrt Reconc~lrat~crn Act of 
1993 



I L_I 

Because the deficit absorbs private savings otherwise a d a b l e  for 
domestic investment, it exerts the single most important federal influen@ 
on investment The surest way to increase national savings and i n v e ~ t m e ~  
would be to reduce this unprecedented level of federal &ssa\ing by 
reducing the deficit In our June 6, 1992, report, Budget Policy: Prompt 
Action Necessary to Avert Long-Term Damage to the Economy 
( - m a - s ) ,  we concluded that we have no choice but to deal with the 
deficit because failure to take action will result in the deficit rising to 
20 percent of GNP by 2020, due primarily to rising health and retirement 
costs and the associated interest costs. We stated that moving from a 
deficit to a budget surplus is essential for irnproking national sxings, 
investment, and long-term Wwth. Moreover, we cautioned that the 
objectivt of enhancing long-term economic growth through overall fix$ 
policy is not well served by a budget process wtuch focuses on short-tefl 
spending. 

The administration and some Members of the Congress have stressed the 
need to evaluate current levels of both public and p n b w  investment *I* 
the goal of increasing the hg- te rm productive capacity of the economy 
Concern about how the budget deals with spenhng that has long-term 
benefits has been a driving force b e b d  capital budget proposals. 

In considering capital budget proposals, it is important to r e c o w e  the 
dual nature of the government in h s  area The government makes both 
(1) long- and short-term decisions regardmg its own operations, and 
(2) decisions afkting the long-term economic health of the econornv. 
However, h s  report is not meant to preclude chanang the way the bud@ 
treats choices the government makes pertaining to its own operations. me 
govenunent's Iwo roles PPEmt Meren t  issues and may well demand 
different responses hfortunately, the Qstlnctlon is often ignored in 
discussions on the merits of capital budgeting. 

Objectives, Scope, 
and Methodology 

The objectives of ths review were to determine 

the Qpes of ptogm'ns or ~ t iv i t i e s  that should be included in the defirufJfl 
of 'investment' for a budget with an investment component, 
how focusing on an inwstment component in the budget presentation 
could be used to help the Chgress in makmg investment decisions, and 
what techniques, analytical tools, or devices might be used to help 
decisiorunakers focus on rndcmg investment decisions whch promote 
long-term economic gmwth. 



To meet these objectives, we reviewed pertinent literature and our prior 
work on capital budgeting, human capital, restructured budgets, and 
investment spending. We also reviewed relevant studles of the 
Congressional Budget Office (mo) and the Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA). We reviewed the alternative budget presentations 
contained in the Resident's budgets for fiscal years 1991 through 1994 
along with the Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) instructions on 
character classifications found in Circular A-1 1 'Preparation and 
Submission of Budget Estimates. "* 
To determine the most appropriate definition of investment, we developed 
five different definitions using o m  character classification and budget 
function data The definitions ranged from the most restrictive, which 
contained only spending for federally owned R B ~ D  facilities and equipment, 
grants for physical capital, education and training, and WD, to the most 
inclusive, which contained the aforementioned items plus spendmg for 
Defense and other non-Defense facilities and equipment, food and 
nutrition, social s e ~ c e s ,  and health. We convened two panels of experts 
from OMB, CBO, the Congressional Research Service, OTA, academia, and 
other organizations having an interest or involvement in the budget 
process. We asked the panelists for their views on the various definitions 
of investment. 

Based on our research and discussions with members of the panels and 
OMB and CBO officials, we then developed four alternative approaches for 
using an investment component in making budget decisions. We evaluated 
how each approach might assist the govenunent in focusing on long-term 
economic growth and how each would impact budgetay controls and the 
deficit. 

We performed our work in Washington, D.C., between September 1992 
and July 1993. 

The definition of investment used for budgetary purposes is extremely 
Defllljng Investment important, particularly if favorable budgetary treatment is accorded 
for Long-Term investment activities. 

Economic Growth 
%haracter classification codes are used by OMB to report budget outlays for Investment separately 
from noninvestment A fourdigit number identifies data on investment and noninvestment outlays All 
investment activities are classified in the 1000 wries, while all nontnvestment actlvlhes am c l a s ~ f i e d  
in the 2000 series. 
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There are many posslble defiruOons of Investment, rangng from o n l  
federally owned physical assets to all physlcal assets financed wth feded 
funds, educmon and m r u n g .  research and development, health 
programs, and soclal senices The defiruhon of mvestment used for 
budgetary purposes depends on the purpose that a budgetaq ~ n v e s t n d  
component IS expected to s e n e  k a u s e  we beheve that the need to 
enhance the natlon's long-term productwe capacity is among the most 
pressmg needs fac~ng  the country today, we defined Investment as f e d e d  
spendmg, either d m c t  or through grants, that IS Irectly ~ntended to 
enhance the pnvate sector's long-term produchnty ' 

OMB used two Qfferent defmhons of mvestrnent In the fiscal year 1991 
budget. ona Cuculrv A-1 1 defines Investment as those outlays that \leld 
benefits largely m the future. Its deiiruhon mcludes (1) duect federal 
spendmg and grants to state and local governments for construcbon a d  
rehabhtatlon of fachhes,  miyor eqwpment, research and development. 
and educatlon and -&! and ( 2 )  duect federal spendmg for con~rno&(? 
mventones and the purchase and sale of land and structures for federal 
use ' For a n a l ~ c a l  purposes. OMB a s s ~ ~ s  a dtshnct character 
classlficatlon code to each type of Investment and non-~nvestment 
spendmg OMB used the CucUlar A- 1 1 defiruhons and character 
class~ficatlon codes as the baas  for develop~ng the Federal Invcstnwnt 
Outlays summary presentmon w h ~ h  appears In the Pres~dent's lW-l 
budget proposal and m S p ~ l a j  Analysis DS whch  had been part of thc 
budget m fiscal years pnor to 1991 nxal year 1994 Investment outlaj's 
uslng t h s  defiruhon are estimated by OMB at $253 1 bthon 

The administration also used a broader defirution of investment than that 
contamed in Circular A-1 1 in the fiscal year 1994 budget request. .4 chapfer 
on investment proposals presented i t s  investment program, shou-tnp 
increased spendmg ofS7 b d l m  for fiscal year 1994 and $1 13.6 bdhon ot'er 
J y e a n  Ttus spendma included outlays for investment actniors a~ defind 
by Cucular A- 11 ,  such as physlcal assets, educatlon, and research and 
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development. It also included an increase of about $3.7 billion for 
programs such as child nutrition, substance abuse and mental health 
services, correctional facility improvements, and food stamps, which are 
not classSied as investment in the section on Federal Investment Outlays 
prepared on the basis of defirutions in Circular A-1 1. 

In a 1987 study, CBO outlined a range of definitions of investment for 
analyt~c purposes but did not endorse any specific definition. The most 
stringent definition applied national income accounting principles to 
federal accounts, thus including only physical assets (excluding defense 
weapons systems) financed and o w e d  by federal agencies. The broadest 
de!inition included spending on capital grants to state and local 
governments, federal credit subsidies for physical investment, intangible 
capital (research and development), and human capital (education and 
training ) . 

CBO &d not include health care spending as investment in human capital 
because, while such spending improves the nation's general welfare and 
creates a healthy work force, society primarily provides health care for 
reasons other than to increase productivity. 

Experts on the panels we convened considered a wide range of options for 
defining investment. Some panelists suggested includmg grants for 
infrastructure, R&D, and education and training, as well as some federally 
owned assets that are designed to increase long-term economic 
productivity. Most panelists rejected broadening the definition of 
investment to include social insurance and welfare programs because they 
are shorter-term programs whose primary purpose is consumption. Many, 
however, would include some preventive health programs, such as child 
immunization, and food and nutrition programs, such as the Special 
Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Cluldren (wc) 
because these programs involve current spendmg to reduce future 
spendmg by helping recipients lead more healthy, productive lives. The 
objective of wc, for example, is to reduce health problems in women, 
infants, and children that are the result of inadequate diets through 
nutrition education and food assistance. Accordmg to some, this could 
increase lifetime productivity. However, other research has shown that 
while these types of programs improve the nation's general welfare or 
reduce future federal costs, these, by themselves, would nct increase 
productivity. Rather, they contend that many other factors, such as 
education and training, are necessary to acheve long-term increases in 
productivity. 
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Based on these discussions, we developed a definition of investment as 
spending dvectly intended to promote the private sector's long-term 
economic growth. This definition includes spending for research and 
development, human capital, and some infrastructure. Research and 
development produce new technology * h t  leads to innovative products 
and production processes that lower casts; human capital is increased by 
the education and training that improves work force s w  and 
infrastructure includes roads, airports, and telecommunication systems 
and other facdties that lower private sector cost of producing and 
delivering goods and services. This would exclude s p e n h g  on 
assets for whch the principal purpose is use in agency missions, such sJ 
federal office buildings and weapon systems, rather than enhancement of 
long-term economic growth. 

Appendix I cbplays two ~Xampks of the activities based on om c h d  
class data that could be included in a definition of investment as -ndtrd 
intended to increase long-term economic growth. While both examples 
would be considered relamely restrictive, the second is somewhat 
broader than the 6rst. Under the 6rst example, about 8 percent 
($131 bdhon) of total f e d e d  outlays would be c M e d  8s investment It 
includes d w c t  federal and @ant outlays for (1) RAD constmchon and 
equipment, (2) RAD, except for Defense applied research and weapons 
activities development research, which we believe is unlikely to be 
applicable to civllran use, and (3) education and training. It also include 
grants to state and local governments for mfmstmcture, such as highWfl 
and acquisiaon of equipment, and a small selection of outlays for dued 
federal construction and acquisition of equipment, such as flood 
prevention and control, construction of power generahng f a c ~ t i e s ,  a d  
acquisition of air traffic control equipment Our research in&cated that if 
was reasonable to expect that such spendmg would contribute to f u t o  
economic growth. 

Under the second example, spendmg on chrldhood immunization 
programs and wc would be added to the items in the fm example. T h d  
were the addtional programs that some of our panelists believed were 
also Wtely to contribute to the d o n ' s  long-term productivity. ~lthough 
these addtions increased estimates of total investment outlays by 
$4 b a o n ,  the percentage of total federal outlays c-ed as mvesunenf 
remains essenhalIy unchanged at about 8 percent 



Investment and While we, the current administration, and some Members of the Congress 
have shwsed the need to review proposed levels of investment, this is not 

current operations an easy task. ' he  only distinction in the federal budget presentation 

Spending between spending for investment and spending for current operations has 
been in displays contained in alternative budget presentations, such as the Differentiated Only in mca~ md m e r  capital Presentation or in sped ~ y s i s  D,' which 

Supplemental Budget accompanied the Residents' budgeta 'I'hese supplemental presentations 

Displays have no effect on the executive branch's budget decision-making because 
they are assembled after budget formulation decisions have been &e. 
Equally important, the current presentations do not show the entire 
budget so that investment can be viewed in the context of all federal 
spending. 

Although the current presentations have provided some supplemental 
information to congressional decisionmakers, they are not part of the 
formal budget process. They have had little effect on the level of 
investment undertaken by the government because appropriations 
subcommittees provide funding by department and agency in 
appropriation accounts that do not distinguish between investment and 
consumption spending. 

As discussed earlier, the President's fiscal year 1994 budget contains a 
separate chapter on proposed increases in investment. However, this 
chapter shows only proposed increases, not the total level of proposed 
investment spending. In addition, this chapter dassitles certain activities 
as investment that are not included in the Federal Investment Outlays 
presentation elsewhere in the budget. This use of two different definitions 
of investment within the same budget document may create some 
confusion. 

Without aggregate numbers and consistent definitions, it is not possible to 
judge whether any particular proposed budget is more or less 
investment-oriented than that of prior years or than alternative budget 
proposals. In the current budgeting environment, the total level of 
investment in any year is the result of many individual decisions, not a 
conscious choice about an appropriate overall level of investment. The 
creation of a comprehensive investment component within the federal 
budget, comprised of aU federal spending that both the executive and 
legislative branches have agreed meets the definition of investment, would 
provide a framework for policymakern to evaluate and make a conscious 
decision about the level of spending for investment purposes. 
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Using an Investment A n c o u l d  be used in vanour 
ways. We developed four approaches that could be employed singly or in 

Component in the combinations that could reflect a range of possible uses, from cfispla>~n$ 

Federal Budget investment for analytic Purposes only, to creating a new investment 
budget category and esbbbshng targets for the appropriate level of 

Process investment We examined each approach to determine both how well it 
might ( I )  help decisionmakers focus on long-term economic growth and 
(2) affect budge- controls and the deficit. The four approaches are 

m d y m g  the existing &splay to show federal spendng as lnvestment 0' 

noninvestment, 
using an investment component for depreciating investment actikities. . using an investment component to permit deficit financing, and 
e s t a b h s h g  annual investment targets agreed upon by the Cone~ess  and  
the adrmrustrahon. 

We determined that the fourth approach. wtuch is an Investment target 
w h n  a BW type of framework. 1s the most promising because ~t would 
r e q w e  that the Congress and the admirustratlon agree on a defimhon of 
investment and on the appropriate levels of investment spendng wttun @ 

agreed-upon fiscal pohcy path 

The foUowing sections d w u s s  each approach. 

- -- 
Modify Existing Display of 'I7-m approach would categorize and &splay each acbrqt). m the 

investment Activities in the President's budget m te rns  of Investment and norunvestment based on [he 

Federal Budget mtent of the ach\?t). Such a &splay would dffer from OMB'S c ~ e n t  
'Federal Investment Outlays' Fresentatlon (whch  shows only l n v e s t n ~ d  
outlays) by showng Investment levels relanve to all federal spendng 

Changmg how imestment lnformatlon is &splayed in the budget does no: 
change the c w e n t  srtumon with regard to budget control and the drficlf. 
~t would p e m t  conscious considerahon of appropriate levels of 
investment and norunvestment as part of the budget deciaon-malang 
process, but it would not include any mechanism that would prompt 
decisionmakers to make specific choices between investment and 
consumpaon or to select a specific level of mvesment. ms approach 
slmply pro\ides adduonal mformaaon for the decisionmaker. 

As described prc\?ousl?., 0 % ~  has class~fied all spendng In the federal 
budget accounts .2.; mvestment or norunvestment using character 



clasdcation codes. The OMB character class coding structure could be 
used as the starting point in identifying investment activities based on any 
agreed-upon definition of investment. 

In addition to displaying investment outlays as they relate to total federal 
spending, other addido'ns to the investment information presented in the 
budget could be mful in evaluating total public investment. For example, 
the display could include information on the effectiveness of various 
investment programs; tax expenditures7 related to investment; defthed 
maintenance; and historical infomation about federal, state, and local 
spending on investment. 

Data on the effectiveness of investments could show what has been 
accomplished or is expected to be accomplished by the investment outlays 
in either program or economic terms. Tax expenditures and outlay data 
could show the collective impact of govenunent spending and tax policy 
on investment and consumption. Decisionmakers could then see both the 
trends and the mix of outlays and tax expenditures used to accomplish 
government investment objectives. 

Data on deferred maintenance of physical capital could be used by 
policymakers to identify the amount of maintenance expenditures that are 
being,delayed to a future period and of the decline in value of an asset due 
to deferred maintenance. Studies. such as mo's 1991 studv on How 
Federal Spending for lnfrsdtuc& and Other Public I . n v & n e ~ ~ f f e c t s  
the Economy, have shown that maintenance is often more cost-effective 

Displaying historical data on federal, state, and local investment spending 
would enable decisionmakers to compare investment spending levels 
between different levels of govenunent as well as with federal investment 
undertaken in the past. It also would provide data for analysis of total 
public investment spending and facilitate studies of shifts in spending 
between the various levels of government. 

Depreciate Investment This approach would report the total up-hnt cost of investments in a 

Activities capital poxtion of the budget, and the annual depreciation in an operating 
portion of the budget would spread the investment costs over the life of 
the investment. Thus, the operating budget would reflect the cost of goods 
and emices in the period that they are used or consumed. 

'A tax expenditure La lpvrnue laa rtlributable to a provision of the federal tax laws. 
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DepreciaQon has been a long accepted part of accounhng in business 
organizations. Under business accounhng practices, depreciation is the 
allocation of the costs, less salvage value, of fixed assets, includmg 
equipment, bulldmgs, and other structures, over their useful lives. It is 
recorded in a business organization's financial statements to reflect the 
use of assets during specific operating periods in order to match costs 
with related revenues in measuring income and to determine the 
organization's profit or loss, its federal tax liabhty, and the depreciated 
value of the asset. 

State governments neither budget for depreciation nor charge their 
operating budgets with depreciaon. They often use separate capital and 
operating budgets because they are legally required to balance their 
operating budgets. Most charge the operating budget with debt 
service-principal and interest-when bonds are sold to finance the 
capital. 

Depreciation is also not currently used in the federal budget, but some 
capital budget advocates argue for its use. Appropriations and outlays are 
normally recorded on a cash basis in the budget; thus the costs of 
programs intended to produce future benefits are recorded up front. 
Advocates of trachtional capital budgets argue that tJus large up-front 
commitment of resources, and the resulting addtions to total spendmg* 
makes investments unattractive spendmg decisions compared to other 
types of spenhng, especially under the current budget process with i t s  
spendmg caps.8 

Depreciation is not a practical alternative for the Congress and the 
administration to use in malang decisions on the appropriate level of 
spendmg intended to enhance the nahon's long-term economic growth for 
several reasons. Currently, the law requires agencies to have budget 
authority before they can obligate or spend funds. Unless the full amount 
of budget authority is appropriated up front. the abhty to control 
decisions when total resources are committed to a particular use is 
reduced. Appropriating only annual depreciaon, whch is only a fraction 
of the total cost of an investment, raises h s  control issue. 

In addtion to the funds control issue is the &fficulty of determining an 
appropriate depreciahon amount. Investments in human capita) would be 
part~cularly dmcult to depreciate because of the &mculties in measuring 



the value and appropriate period over which such human capital 
expenditures should be charged. Also, depreciation schedules are often 
arbitrary; thus, including depreciation in the budget could result in 
spending decisions being based on questionable data There could be 
incentives to use lower depreciation rates to make the operating expenses 
and the deficit look smaller by extending the periods over which costs are 
allocated. Questions have also arisen over the issue of the federal 
government allocating depreciation for physical assets, such as highways, 
that are financed with federal funds but owned by state and local - 
governments. 

The debate over depreciation could be relevant to the government's role as 
an operating entity--but not to its role in increasing private economic 
growth. Unlike the government's investments intended to increase 
long-term economic growth in the private sector, assets such as buildings 
or computer systems are more easily measured for depreciation. And, 
unlike most federal investment programs, the federal government fully 
owns the assets it purchases for internal operations. 

The Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) is addressing 
the appropriate use of depreciation for federal accounting purposes. It is 
not clear what types of spending, if any, would be depreciated for these 
purposes. If depreciation concepts are to be used in budgeting, it would be 
desirable that they be developed in concert with accounting concepts. 

If depreciation were to be included in the budget, various alternatives for 
depreciating investments are possible. We discuss some of these in 
appendix 11. 

Permit Deficit Financing of This approach would permit borrowing to finance investment activities 

Investment Activities while retaining a balanced operating budget. Some advocates of 
intergenerational equity (which calls for spreading the costs of 
government benefits fairly among the generations receiving benefits) 
argue that only capital items, which are used for many years, should be 
financed by borrowing. Other proponents favor deficit financing if the rate 
of return for the federal investment is better than the private investment it 
-laces. This would be a marked contrast to current practices which do 
not differentiate between current consumption and long-term investments. 

The majority of state governments have some form of a capital budget and 
use a combination of current revenues, short-term debt, and long-term 
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debt to flnance capital expenditures. The most frequently used debt 
Knancitrg tool for capital assets in state governments is long-term debt. If 
debt Knancing were implemented consistent with intergenerational equl?' 
theory, the tem of the borrowing would coincide with the Me of the 
capital et, and, as a project generated senices over a number of ye@, 
the services would be paid for by the people who use them. In practice, 
however, states finance capital projects through a combinahon of taxes. 
user fees, federal grants, and debt financing, and some states do not Lrnk 
the iInancing method and borrowing period either to a capital asset or its 
useful Me. 

Regardmg the rate of return argument, the long-term return on federal 
investment is less well understood than returns on prit-ate investment, ad 
it is not subject to the same market dmciphe. The choice, therefore, 
between spendmg for investment and spendmg for consumption can be 
seen as the s e w  of priorihes w i h n  an overall fiscal constraint, not as a 
reason for reladng that constraint and permitting a larger deficit. 

Regardless of how it were implemented, deficit financing of investment 
would create a problem for the integnty of any budget process. If 
investments can be deficit hnanced while other types of ach\Thes 
(noninvestment or operating) m w  not, there would be sigrUricant 
incentives to try to categorite operating activities as investment. I'nWte 
the rest of the budget, activities categorized as investment would not be 
subject to the same pressures to reduce the deficit C-g annual 
depreciation of investments to the operating budget (wtuch would be 
required to be balanced) could exert some control over the amount of 
investment undertaken. 

1 

Establish Annual The BEA established a set of caps on discretionary spendmg as part of the 

Investment Targets budget control process. Investment spendmg could be considered form&!' 
in the budget process by establishmg s~rmlar aggregate targets for 
investment Since we believe that a pnmary budge- objective should be 
to reduce the deficit, a declrrung urufied budget deficit path should be 
determined first Then, u i h  that path, a target for investment spendmg 
could be established. Policymakers could evaluate inchtidual investment 
programs to determine wtuch competing Investments should be selected 
within the overall target. 

Setting an investment target would requue policymakers to evaluate the 
current levels of investment and consumphon spendmg and would 



encourage a conscious decision about an appropriate overall level of 
investment In ow view, this approach has the advantage of focusing 
budget decisionmakers on the overall level of investment supported in the 
budget without losing sight of the unified budget deficit's impact on the 
economy. It also has the advantage of building on the current 
congressional budget process as the framework for making decisions. And 
it does not raise the budget control problems posed by the depreciation 
and deficit financing options. 

Given the way the budget process now operates, however, a nurnbw of 
implementation questions would be raised by deciding to set a target for 
investment These questions include the following: 

How can a decision be made on an appropriate level of investment and 
how can we be assured that only worthwhile projects are funded? 
Within the current budget enforcement fmework,  would separate floors 
as well as caps be necessary to assure a minimum level of investment? 
Would trade-offs be allowed between discretionary spending for 
investment and mandatory programs that support consumption to permit 
the Congress to shift resources from consumption to inve~tment?~ 
How would investment and noninvestment activities be allocated to 
congressional committees? 

These are important and difficult questions and the answers could change 
over time. Nevertheless, we believe working answers and procedures can 
be agreed upon. For example, although there is unlikely to be a single 
'rightw number for the share of federal spending that should support 
investment, most agree that share should rise. The Congress and the 
President might start by focusing on how much the share should increase 
each year. Selection of a range rather than a single number could provide 
some historical experience that could help in answering the first two 
questions listed above. 

The Budget Enforcement Act does not permit trade-offs between 
discretionary spending for investment and mandatory spending which 
supports consumption. it would be difficult for the Congress and the 
administration to make any shifts in the portion of federal spending 
devoted to investment without some increased flexibility to nlake 
trade-offs between discretionary and mandatory spending. However, the 
BEA does not offer such flexibility. How to achieve these trade-offs without 
destroying the existing controls in the Budget Enforcement Act is a 

- - 

%AO letter to the Honorable John Conyers, Jr., May 19, 1993, 5247667 
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question that must be addressed in order to implement investment  tar^* 
Closely related to this is the question of how the Congress would choose 
to consider investment and noninvestment activities-either through 
allocation of the targeted amount to existing congressional committees of 
through some new allocation process. 

Although there is no guarantee that any specldc project will by itself 
increase productivity, there are questions that can be asked to increase 
Likelihood that only worthwhile projects are funded. We provided one 
set of questions, a discussion of available analytical tools, and a 
framework for evaluating investment pmposals in our recent report, 
Federal Budget Choosing Public hPstment Programs ( G A W A I M D ~ ~ . ~ ~ ,  
July 23,1993). 

Conclusions 
- 

The most important contributions the f e d 4  government can make a 
healthy and growing economy are (1) reducing the federal deficit and 
(2) making wise decisions on investments that will foster long-term 
economic growth. However, the current budget structure does not 
facilitate making decisions on activities intended to promote long-term 
economic gmowfh. We beleve that an investment component in the f e d d  
budget could help the Congress and the Resident make more informed 
decisions regarding federal spendmg on noninvestment activities versus 
investments for the future. 

However, for an investment component to be effectively d by 
decisionmakers, it is imperative that a definition of investment be 6 
upon. While there are many possible demtions of investment, the most 
appropriate is one that includes only those programs chrectly intended to 
increase the long-term productive capaci$t of the private sector. 
Controversy over the debt ion mll Uely escalate if the investment 
component is pven any type of favorable budget treatment Proponeno d 
any program could be motiwed to define it as investment so as to ob& 
a favorable budget treatment Thus, the applicafion and integrity of the 
definition become very important- To develop and enforce a definition, @ 

agreement could be reached between the executive and leglslative 
branches s u n k  to the agreement that was reached in de5ning manciatoe 
and discretionary programs for BU. 

The most promising way to use an investment component is to establish 
targets for appropriate levels of investment spending similar to BEA'S 

discretionary spendmg Limits. Recognizing the importance of deficit 



reduction to long-term growth, it would be better to make decisions on the 
appropriate level of investment within the context of the unified budget in 
order to sustain focus on reducing the deficit over an appropriate period. 

We are sending copies of this report to interested Members of the 
Congress; the Directar;Congressional Budget Office; and the Director, 
OfEce of Management and Budget Copies will be made available to other 
parties upon request. 

Please contact me at (202) 612-9673 if you or your staff have any questions. 
hlajor contributors to this report are listed in appendix 111. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L Posner 
Director, Budget Issues 
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(b) P~~VORYANCE RuJs AND I k P o R F B . ~ b r  11 of f i le  
81, Unibd 8bbr Code, t amended by adding after d o n  1114 
tbo follorsing new mctiom: 
91116. Pgiorrrmroepl.nr 

'Y.) In 

h n  under nrkecfion (b); 

m ~ s d  values. 
Yb) If an agency, in c o d t a t i o n  with the Dhctor of the 

ma of Management and Budget, determineto that it t not fwible 
to e x p r e ~  the perfonname goals for a particular progun activity 
in an ob'ective, tifiable, and meaeurable form, the Mrsctor 
o f t b . O $ m o f x &  ement and Bu t may authorize an alter- 
native limn. su* dternative fmm &- 

'Yl) include eeparate d d p t i v e  statemenb of- 
'YAXi) a m;n;mlllly effective program, and 
'Yii) a w d  prqgram, or 
'YB) ouch alternattve a# author id  by the Director 

of the Office of Management and Budget, 
with &dent precision and in ouch terms that would dm 
fbr an accurate, independent determination of whether tbe pro- 

8ctivity'o performance meeb the criteria of thc Qlcrip 
K o r  

72) state wh it in linfeasible or impractical to axpmaa . perlonaaace Ep.r in any form for the rognm activity. 
'Yd For the p- of complying w i d  tbL &on, an -cy 

te, dhggmgate, or ool~b~lidate progun nctivitim, 
except t an aggregation or con~~lidation may not omit or mini- 
lnin tb. mgdcarrce of any activity comtituting a * 
ihnction or opemtion for tbe agency. 

'Yd) Ap agency may mabmit with it. annual ~~ plan 
anappenduawenngany r t ionoftheplanth. t  

71) * ~ p d d & a u t b m l d  under critui. as tab^ 
by an Executive order to be kept memet in h inbrut of 
national defenre or f o e  policy; and 

Y2) ir properly drclsified purnrant to mcb Eiecutive k. 
'Ye) The hrnctronr and activibw of tbir modion rh.ll be oondd- 
4 to be inherenly Oovernmental ttnctionr. Tbc d d b g  of 

orrrmnce plana under tU d o n  ahdl be p e r f d  only by e" &ral employee& 
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YC) if the rfmnuncd goal i m  impractical or i n f d l e ,  
why that i. tg: came and w h t  d o n  i. raammmdd; 
Y4) d d b e  the we and amam the eff'ective- in d m -  

iq performance qorlr of any waiver under & 9703 of 
thu htlei and 

76) rnclude the r?lmmary ~~ of thooe mogram d m -  
tiom completed d w  the &cd yw cove- by the report. 
Ye) An agency bead may include all pmqram perfommce 

infomation required annually oMbr thir m&on in an annual 
finnncial statement q u i d  under d o n  8616 if an nrch a t e -  
ment i. eubmittad to the Congreu no Lter than Kvoh 31 of 
the a licable f i e4  year. BR The functions and activities of t h ~  meetion ib.u be anwid- 
d to be inhexently Governmental functiom. The d d t h g  of pro- 
gnun performance reporb under thir meetion shall be performed 
only by Federal employees. 
*) 1117. Exemption 

'The Director of the 0 h c e  of Management and B u y  w y  
exempt from the uirementa of meetiom 1116 and 111 of t h e  
title and e o n  a of title c any agency with annual outlap 
of$20,000,000 or lm.". 
m. 6. XANAGXUU ACCOUNTABaSrP AND m I I J T P .  

(a) I~~AIVAOIWAU hC0UNTABILITY AND m I L I T Y . 4 h a p t e r  
07 of title 31 United Stateto Code, im amended by adding aRer 
d o n  9702, the following new meetion: 

9108. Managerial .ocountability mnd flexibility 

neration 

Yd) Any propod w d r s l  d p r o c e d d  req+memta or Cmtrolr 

~ O f L  
an ageaq (other than tbe 

t d Budget) ma= mali!? 
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range of Government functiom and apabilitim in mmmrkg md 
""Wrogran! P""". 

'Yb) ot p r a m  m the ded bd agencies rh.11 include pr~. 
p ~ r d  waiven in aax,rdanm wirmction 9708 one or mom 

'or functions and o ratiom of the agency. 
OTthG'%e ~inctn of E ~ m c e  of idampmeat and ~ u d p t  
ahall include in the report to the Reddent and to the Corrgrsu 
required under d o n  llle(c+ 

Y l )  an meemment of the benefits, c d a  and u d u h u  
of increasing managerial and organizational tisdbility, dbme- 
tion, and authority in axchange for improved per$bmumce 
thro h a waiver, and 3) em identification of any dgnit3cant difkultim experi- 
enced by the pilot nuem in preparine. pro@ waivere. 
Yd) For p of% d o n  the detLuhona under rctlon 

11 lMD shall a p r  
(c) PERPORIMNCE BUWGTMG.--Cha tar li'bt title 31, Unibd 

S t a b  Code, ia mended iaurting d&r modion 1118 (u ddd 
by d o n  6 of thb Act) the "# ollowing new rection: 
"8 Ills. W o t  pmjectr for psr fomae  budgeting 

Ya) The Director of the OBBm of Management and Budget, 
after arnsultation with the bead of eacb agency rhall -te 
not 1- than five agencies ss pilot projectr in rformnnca budget 
ing for fi8cal yeam 1998 and 1999. At leu t  tlk of +he agenciw 
hall  be lrelected from thoee deuignnted M pilot prow under 
section 11 18, and rhall also reflect a representative of Govern- 
ment iimetion~ and clpabilitiw in memuring and re- 
performance. 

PrPgram 

which Ilhell- 
'Yl) amm~ the M b i l i t y  and dviuMlity of including a 

performance b et u put of tba u r n d  budget nrbmitted 
under d o n  11 B . 

'Y2) dewrii & dif5cultiem en-hrsd by tbe pibt agwk 
q 3 y m M  ' Ip- budoet; 

rscommcn whether *a"tim np-.~fi- 
b u d g e b r h o u l d b e p r o ~ a n  t b a ~ p r o n d o ~ d . a g  
Iegblation; and 

74) met firrth any rsarmmendad duag# in tba a d m  
taoftheOov~tW'8ndIbmltrAet 

of-on w6 of title 6, retiom. 1lW. 1116, 1116, 1117, 
and 9703 of thir title, and thir rection. 
Ye) After d p t  of the report q u i d  under mdmction (dl 

- W = - Y ~  ~ ~ ( ~ b p d g s t ~ r u b m i d  
UJ part ofthe a m  th.w ltldro - 1105.m. 
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m. 7. UNLTQ) rnATt8 m A L  BWVICE. 

Part 111 of title 39, United States Code, in amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following new chapter: 

"CBWTER 2$-STRATEGIC PLANNING AND 
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

Ikfinitiom. 
m t e g i c  plmr. 
PerroRnanec plan% 
Rognm porforrmom reports. 
Inherently Qovemmentd functiom. 

a@ 8801. Definitiom 
"Forgurpoaes of this chapter the term- 

(1) 'outcome measure' refers to an asseeement of the 
xwulte of a program activity compared to its intended purpose; 

'(2) 'output measure' refers to the tabulation, calculation, 
or recording of activity or effort and can be expressed in a 
quantitative or qualitative manner; 

"(3) rformance goal' meane a et level of performance 
expreese F aa a tangible, measurable 7 o jective, ainet which 
a d d  achievement s h d  be compared, inclu%g a god 
expreeeed ae a quantitative standard value, or rate; 

'(4) 'performane mdcator' refere to a particular value 
or characteristic used to measure output or outcome; 

'Y5) 'program activity' meane a specific activity related 
to the miasion of the Postal Service; and 

"(6) 'program evaluation' meam an ameeement, through 
objective measurement and ayatematic analysis, of the manner 
and extent to which P08td k v i ~ e  programs achieve intended 
objectives. 

''8 e802. Shrtegic p h  
ya)  No later than September 30, 1997, the Postal Service 

shall submit to the President and the Congrese a rtra-c plan 
for ite program activities. Such plan shall contain- 

'(1) a comprehensive miasion statement covering the mejor 
functione and o rations of the Postal Semi=; 

"(2) geaen&oals and objectives, including outcome-related 
goals and ob'ect~ves, for the -or functions and operatiom 
oftbe poeta~ L i c e ;  

"(3) a dewription of how the goals and objectivas are to 
be achieved, including a descri tion of the operational roceesee, 

and technology, and J e  human, o p i w  &-tion, 
and other reeotym required to meet those gods &d objdvety 

"(4) a dmmption of how the performance goals mcluded 
in the plan required under d o n  2803 shall be rslated to 
the nerd goals md objectives in the strategic plan; 

y6) an identification of t h w  ke tactore. e r t e d  to the 
Poatal Service and beyond its mntro r that could 
dect  the achievement of the general goab aad objectivw; 
and 

"(6) a description of the ~ogram evaluations d in 
establishing or revising generafgoal~ and objectives, with a 
bchedule for future program evaluatione. 
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"(b) The rtra c plan rh.ll cover a period of not lsrr than 
five ysua forward % t h e f i d p a r i n r h i c h i t L r ~ W ,  
d r h a l l b e u p d a t e d a n d ~ a t l ~  -7-- Yc) The performa~lce plan mquired un er e o n  2 h  rhall 
be co-t with the P d  Servidr h b g i c  plan. A performance 
plan may not be rubmitted for a &rcrl year not m v e d  by a 
w r s n t  rtratetgic plan under this d o n .  

'Yd) When developing a mtmbgic plan, the P d  15emics rball 
rolicit and mndder the vie- and Ngeertionr of tbm entitier, 
potentially . i f i  by or inbreatd in nrcb a plan, d rhPll 
d v b e  the Cong1~8 of the conbntr of the plan. 
r teas. ~ d 0 - m  pknr 

Ya) Tbe P d  Service rhall prepare an r n n d  performance 
lanco each rogram activity met fortb in the Portrl Service &,@&a 8 d ' b e  incl& in the compmhensive rtrbment 

pmaented under &on UOl(g) of thir title. Such plan dull- 
''(1) ertrbbh performance goah to W e  the level of 

performance to be achieved by a program activity; 
Y2) e x p m  nrch goab in an objective, quantifiable, and 

measurable form d m  rur alternative form i m  wed under 
ntbwdion (b). 

YS) briedY d-be the operational p-, and 
technology, v d  the human, ca ital, information, or other 
m m m s  ~ l n d t o m r t t h e p e R 0  

Y I )  a l i s h  rfonnance indim=?& in m u n v -  
ing or a relevant outpub, rrvice leveh, and o u t  
mmea o w ! & p m  activia S Y6) provi e a W for comparing a c t d  program &b 
with the estabbhed performance goale; and 

76) describe the m w u  to be wed to nifl and validate 
mearrured values. 
"(b) If the Portal Service determiner, that it is not f e b l e  

to exprew the performance goal8 for a particular program activity 
in an objective, quantitiable, and measurable form, the P d  Serv- 
ice may we an alternative form. Such alternative fonn rhall- 

tion; or 
72) a t e  wh it ia~  i n f ' b l e  or impractical to axpmm 

a perfo-ce p a r  in any form for the 
Ye) In p r e p  a comprehensive an ormative p an under 

this &on, e Portal Service may 
r 

te, dwmir+, or 
cowlidate prqlnm activitia, except=.9Y ataon or 
con110litiation may not omit or miniml. tbe ,unSPnl cance of any 
pmgram activity conotituting a mqior fuaction or operation. 

Yd) The Portal Service may prepare a non-public rnnex to 
ib plan covering pmgram activitiee or pub of pmgram d v i t i w  
relating b 

7 1) the avoidance of interference with criminal pmmcution; 
or 

Y2) matters otherwibe exempt fiom public dibclwure under 
d o n  410(c) of thin title. 
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y m. P l q p m  performm- mP0l-b 
"(a) The Postal Senice shall pre a report on rogram 

performance for each brJ year, whicf?%d be includJ in the 
annual comprehensive h tement  presented under d o n  2401(g) 
of thie title. 

VX1) The program performance report shall set forth the 
performance in&catars established in the Postal Service perform- 
ance plan, gong with the actual program performance achieved 
compared with the performance goale expreaaed in the plan for 
that fiscal year. 

"(2) If performance goals are specified by d d p t i v e  statements 
of a minimaUy effective program activity and a successful program 
activity, the results of such rogram shall be deecribed in relation- P nhip to those categories, inc udmg whether the performance failed 
to meet the criteria of either category. 

"(c) The report for fiscal year 2000 shall include actual mul t s  
for the preceding fiecal year, the report for W year 2001 shall 
include actual results for the two preceding fiscal years, and the 
report for f i d  year 2002 and all sub uent reporte shall include 
& ruults for the thee  plmcediw a y w .  

"(d) Each report shall- 
"(1) revlew the succees of achieving the performance goals 

of the fiscal year; 
Y2) evaluate the performance plan for the current fiecal 

year relative to the performance achieved towarda the perform- 
ale in the fiecal ear covered by the re rt; d explain and eatxibe. where a p e ~ m a n e e  

not been met etincluding when a pro am activity's peXka% 
is determined not to have met d? e criteria of a suocessful 
program activity under d o n  2803(bX2))- 

"(A) why the goal was not met; 
YB) those plane and bcbedulee for achieving the eatab- 

liehed rformance goal; and 
"(&?if the rf~rmance god i. impractical or infeuible, 

r h  that i. ca8e and what action ie recommended; 
an B 
"(4) include the s findings of those rogram evalua- 

t ion~ completed during t h e h  year c o v e J  by the report. 
Y4 2806. Inherently Governmental functiom 

'The functions and activities of this cha ter shall be comidered 
to be inherently Governmental htnction~. l%e drafbng of ~ t n  
plane, performance plane, and program performance re rte un ?Y er 
this d o n   hall be performed only by employees OF. P0a.W 
Service.". 

31 USC 11 15 8%C. 8. CONOBBBeIONAL OYERBIGHT AND WLgLATION. 
note. (a) IN G E N E R A L - N o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in this Act shall be conetrued u 

limiting the ability of Congress to establish, amend, rue nd, or 
a performance d. ~ n y  such action s b . ~  b v e  t.E e a s t  

of superseding that Cp.I in the p b  Nbmitted under oection 
11OMaX29) of title 31, luted Staten Code. 
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PUBLIC LAW 103-82-AUG. 8,1993 107 STAT. 295 

(b) OAO REFORT.--No later than June 1,1997 Ute Comptmller 
~ o f t h e U n i t e d S t . t e a r h a l l m p o r t t o ~ O n h  
implementation of thir Act, including tbe pmqtecb for oompliance 
by Federal ageaciea beyond tho# putia ting u 

-a.TpAMMn. 

P% under awtion. 1118 d 9704 of title 3r United taw 
81 USC 1115 
Dote. 

The Office of Paronnel 

the Comptroller O e n d  of 
plannine and performano8 mea6urement component 
~b management tminiag pmgmm and otherrrire plwide 
witb an orientation on tbc development and w e  at mw= 
ning and p v  performance meammmmt. 
ac. ra APP~~CATION 01 ACT. 81 usc 1115 

No proviuion or amendment made by thir &-my be oanrtrped WSC. 

.b 
(1) creating any right, privilege, benefit, or entitlement 

for any perron who ir not M officer or emplop  of Ute United 
Statea acting in N& capacity, .nd no person who ir not an 
oShcer or employee of the United S t a b  act iq in much apecity 
ahall have -ding to 6le m y  civil action m a amrt of the 
United S t a b  to dbrw any p d o n  or unendment made 
bythiaMor 

(2) rnpel-eding MY h t u  3 requirement under d o n  w tX'Enited 8t.b 
. -Iu% 

11. -CAL AND COWIOBYMO A Y l P Y D m  
(a) A ~ ~ , M E N T  m TR%E 6, U~llrm, Br~m Corn.-The table 

ofrectiom for cha tsr 3 of title 6, United States Code, L amended 
by adding dter $ item dating to d o n  306 the f~~orring: 
#Is. plum.". 

(b) ~ Y ] G N T B  m TITLE 31, UNfim,  STATE^ CODE.- 
(1) AMENDY~LNT TO CHAPTER 11.-The table of &one for 

cha r 11 of title 31, United S t a b  Code, ir amended by 
ad& after the ibm relating to d o n  1114 the loll- 

-1115. E k h M n a  
m1116. & - 
-1117. hommtm~. 
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107 STAT. 296 PUBLIC LAW 103-62-AUG. 8,1993 

(c) h M E N T  'I'XTU 39, UNITED CODE.-T~~ table 
of cba tam for part IJJ of title 39 United States Code, k amended 
by a& at tbe end thereof t b  f~hming w item: 
.36. plaaahs .od F c b m m a a  - ........................... lb01'. 

Approved August 3,1993. 

LEOISLATIVE m R Y - - 6 .  !20 (H.R 826): 

HOUSE REKWX'& NO. 108-106, 1, aammpnying H.R W(Comm. aa ~oprrnment 

OR--)' SENATE REPORIS o. 103-68 (Comm. an GoPann#lrw ~if.irr). 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. Vol. 18B (lSD8): 

May 26, KR 826 corvldad rmd @ House. 
June 29 S. 20 onuidcd rad 
Jul 15,'wdded ud d?Mb. 

.IEEKLJCOMP~N OF PREsm- DOCWMS, VV. a (1993): 
Aug. 8, F i a s h t u l  Irmuts. 
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14.1 0. Government Performance and Results Act 
implementation. 

(a) B.ckgtound.-The Government Performance 
and Results Act (GPRA), Public Law 103-62, requires 
agencies to do the following: 

4 c ~ l o p  strategic plans prior to N 1998; 
-prepare annual plans setting performance goals 

beginning in FY 1999; and 
-&port annually on actual performance compared 

to performance goals; the fmt such report is 
due in March 2000. 

Two sets of pilot projects are required over the 
next several years to test and demonstrate: (1) annual 
performance plans and reports, and (2) managerial 
accountability and flexibility. At the conclusion of 
these pilot projects, OMB and GAO separately report 
to Congress in 1997 on the results and assess the 
government's ability to begin fulhcale implementa- 
tion. 

A third set of pilot projects on performance budg- 
eting are required during fiscal yean 1998 and 1999. 
OMB reports to the President and Congress in 2001 
on the results of this set of pilots with recommenda- 
tions on whether performance budgeting should be 
required. I 

(b) Definitions.-This section contains the defini- 
tions of key terms found in GPRA. 

(1) Oukmnc mctuun means an assessment of the 
results of a program activity compared to its in- 
tended purpose. 

(2) Wjwf meusun means the tabulation, calcu- 
lation, or recording of activity or effort and can 
be expressed in a quantitative or qualitative 
manner. 

(3) Pcrfina gwl means a target level of perform- 
ance expressed as a tangible, measurable objec- 
tive, against which actual achievement can be 
compared, including a goal expressed as a quan- 
titative standard, value, or rate. 

(4) Pcrfina indicdm means a particular value 
or characteristic used to measure output or out- 
come. 

(5) Progmm adivit~ means a specific activity or 
project as listed in the program and financing 

schedules of the annual budget of the United 
States Government. 

(6) Progmm eualwtion means an assessment, 
through objective measurement and systematic 
analysis, of the manner and extent to which fed- 
eral programs achieve intended objectives. 

(c) Implementation Activity.-Agencies are encour- 
aged to begin the work necessary to include 
more program performance indicators and per- 
formance goals in the budget decision-making 
process and budget document. In this regard, 
the focus should be toward developing quan- 
titative and qualitative measures of outputs and 
outcomes. It is emphasized that the spirit and 
experience of GPRA should not be limited only 
to the designated pilot programs. For the M 
1996 Budget, agencies are encouraged to do the 
.following: 
-increase the development and use of output 

and outcome based performance information 
in the budget decision-making process a ~ d  .. 
budget justification materials; 

--review all program workload and performance 
information u x d  in the FY 1995 Budget and 
increase the use of output and outcome based 
measures; 

It is recognized that implementation of GPRA and 
the development of output and outcome measures 
is a difficult and complex process. The etTorts started 
this year are expected to be a first step toward devel- 
opment of policies, procedures, and practices which 
will evolve over the course of the GPRA timetable. 

(d) Performance indiartora developed under the 
Chief F i i c i a l  Off~cem &-In the development 
of program performance indicators related to GPRA 
implementation, agencies are encouraged to review 
the program performance information included in 
their most recent financial statements pursuant Lo 
the Chief Financial Act Where appropriate, 
GPRA efforts this year can build on the experience 
under the Chief Financial Officers Act. (See addi- 
tional requirements related to program performance 
information in section 15). 

Cbruhr No. 
A-11 (1994) 
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19.10.-14.10. GENERAL POUCIFS 

(e) Table.-The following sections contain guid- 
ance related to program performance infonna- 
tion: 

GUIDANCE ON PERFORMANCE INFORMATION 

Cb.& No. 
A-11 (199J) 
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will also provide a credible base for projections of 
tuture costs and the need for budgetary resources. 
Upon request, agenaes will pmvide both unit cost 
and marginal cost information in the manner rpeci- 
fied by OMB representatives. 

(c) FedcrJ u d h  prog.mu-Agenaes will ensure 
that estimates for all direct and guaranteed lending 
programs arc prepared in accordance with OMB re- 
quirements (ace uctions 31.5, 33, OMB Circulv No. 
A-129, and the OMB credit subddy model and w r ' s  
guide). 

(d) Cooanmeot paquMta.-Agenaes will msure 
that estimates reflect Administration policy to limit 
the w of government vehicles, government aircraft, 
f i t  class air trawl, executive dining Mlities, and 
conferences, in accordance with Residential meme 
mda, dated February 10,1993. 
(t) CW-time equkimt (FI'E) anploymcnt-Esti- 

mates will be consistent with the limitations set by 
the Federal Workforce Rcsoucturing Act of 1994 
(Public Law 1 OSZ6). 

(f) - . . 
tipC expense ducdons.-Estimates 

will reflect the effect of reductions in adminisbative 
expenses required by Executive Order No. 19837, 
dated Febnury 10,1993. 

(g) Advisory committees.--Agencies will ensure that 
estimates rdlect the resulu of the committee reviews 
required by Executive Order No. 19838, dated Feb- 
nury 10, 1993, which required agencies to reduce 
the number and cost of nonstatutory advisory corn- 
mimes. The reduction ceilings required by the Exec- 
utive Order remain in effect, and agency estimates 
should reflect the continued reduced number and 
cost of advisory commiuees in their budget planning. 
The costs of advisory commiutes established by stat- 
ute that ue k i n g  proposed for termination will be 
identified separately (ace acction 12.2). 

(h) Performance iadicrtors, perfonnmce g o 4  
a ~ d  management improvemcnt-Agencies will ensure 
that estimates rdlcct full consideration of the Admin- 
istration's commitment to imprwe prognm perfom 
ance, management integrity and controls, prognm 
delivery, and financial management 

(1) Pev j i in tc  indicoLa and $e$ormo& pals.- 
Agencies will ensure that their estimates reflect 
the w of program performance indiaton and 
performance goals in the manner specified by 
OMB representatives. General submission re- 
quirements for performance indicators and per- 
formance goals are contained in Kction 15. 

(9) He rid cnas.-Agencies will ennue that their 
estimates reflect approved action plans to correct 

weaknesses and deficiencies identified on OMB's 
high risk list Submission requirements on high 
risk mas arc contained in d o n  41. 

(3) I;tiurndd qm.-Agencies  will ensure that 
their estimates rdlect plans to achieve a single, 
agenqwide, integrated financial management 
system and CFO plan initiatives. The scope of 
agency tinancia1 systems activities will include: 
+ore 6nancial systems, 8s described in the 
JFMIP Core Financial System Requirements - 

Document; 
4nanc ia l  and mixed systems critical to effective 

agency-wide financial management, financial 
reporting, or financial control; and 

-+my financial and mixed systems appearing on 
the high risk list in the most m e n t  annual 

'- budget 
Submission requirements for agency financial 

management systems are described in section 40. 
(i) Curtomer reRicc,--Agencies will ensure thil) e e  

timates rdlect fully the Administration's commitment 
to providing the highest quality service possible to 
the American people. As indicated in the Executive 
Order 19862, it is the Administration's goal to make 
all aspects of the Executive Branch's management 
practices and opentions equal to or better than the 
best ~ m c e  in the priwte uctor. 

In developing estimates, full consideration should 
be given to enhancement of customer service both 
to federal and non-federal clients, based on informa- 
tion obtained 6om customer urvice surveys and 
other murces. Estimates should also reflect implc 
mentation of customer service plans, including train- 
ing and information collection needed to achieve cus 
bmer service Uandarda. 

(j) FJcchPaJc commm!e.--Agencies will ensure that 
estimates reflect the Administration's commitment to 
governmentwide implementation of an electronic 
commerce capability to enable the Federal Gowm- 
ment and pCiYW vendon to electronically exchange 
standardized requests for quotations, quotes, pur- 
chase orden, and notices of awards. In the Resi- 
dent's memomdum of October 26, 1993, agencies 
were insvuctcd to implement a full scale federal elec- 
tronic commerce yslcm that includes electronic pay- 
ments, document interchange, and supporting 
databases by July 1995. By Januuy 1997, government- 
wide implementation of electronic commerce for a p  
propriate federal purchases should be completed, to 
the maximum extent possible. 

(k) E q d  opportuniq.-Agencies will ensure that 
estimates reflect fully the Administration's commit- 

cbuk No. 
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J U S V l c l r n O N S  AND OTHZR 
WORT~NG REQUIR~MENTS 15.1.-15.2. 

Justifications and Other Reporting Requirements 

15.1. Summay and &blight statement. 
A summary and highlight statement (in the form 

of a transmittal letter from the head of the agency) 
will cover the budget submhion of each agency. This 
narrative will summarize the highlights of the agen- 
cy's budget and related major legislative proposals, 
identifying: 

--the broad policies and saatcgies proposed and 
the total amounts of discretionary and mandatory 
budgetary resources and FI'E requested; 

--the relationship of the policies, strategies, and 
resources requested to the planning guidance for 
budgetary resources and for FIT provided by 
OMB; 

--significant proposed differences, if any, from cur- 
rent Administdon policies; 

--the most important program performance indica- 
tors and performance goals, including those that 
are positive and negative with respect to perform- 
ance and which are the bask for the major p r e  
posed policies; 

--the major management initiatives that will be 
used to monitor and evaluate program efficiency 
and effectiveness; 

-any significant proposals for changes in the cur- 
rent year budget, and the relationship of such 
changes to the budget year and outyear requests; 
and 

- a n y  significant proposals or changes in spending 
patterns for the five to ten year period beyond 
the budget year, and their relationship to outyear 
planning guidance and the policies proposed for 
the current and budget year. 

Agencies must submit a listing of the amounts oi 
budget authority and outlays and FI'E requested fox 
each fd year covered by the budget (see section 
15.4(a)(3)). This list will be itemized by occounl 
rhowing separately proposed supplementals, pending 
supplementals, rescission proposals, and legislative 
proposals. Offsetting receipts will be deducted to ar 
rive at the net amount of the agency request (set 
wction l4.4(d)). 

Agencies are also required to mbmit complimcc 
with stated policies required under sections 11.7 (re 
sponsibilities in reporting data), 12.3 (basis for thc 
estimates), 12.4 (required consultations), and 12.! 
(estimates relating to specific objects of expenditure) 

5.2. Justscation of programs and financing. 
A written justification will be provided for each 

~udget submission. The materials that generally are 
equired are described in subsection (a). Specific in- 
ormational requirements and formats will be deter- 
nined in consultation with OMB representatives. It 
I expected that each agency will have agreed with 
IMB representatives on the form and specific con- 
ent of the budget submission in the spring and sum- 
ner preceding the budget submission. 

The agency request should be consistent with the 
h d i n g  levels included in policy guidance. Lf the 
.equest is not consistent with policy guidance, the 
rgency must provide a summary display of what iu 
sudget request would be at the policy guidance levels 

the reasons why a budget request consistent with 
the guidance is not appropriate. In addition, agencie! 
may be asked by the OMB representatives rcsponsiblc 
lor review of the agency's budget submiuion to iden 
tify and discuss the implications of other fundint 
levels. 

The justification should be prepared in concise. 
Specific terms and cover all programs and activities 
of the agency. Tables, charts, and graphs may be 
used in lieu of or to supplement text  ater rids 
should be prepared in a manner designed to provide 

of the information which the agency and OMB 
have agreed to be necessary for OMB to understand 
and m h a t e  the agency's request and make its deter- 
minations. 

(8 )  hfatc&ls required.-The justification materids 
normally should include a comparison of total pro- 
gram benefits and total program costs, using quan- 
titative, objective data to the maximum extent pas- 
sible, as weU as qualitative or judgmental materid, 
a comparison of the marginal benefiu and the mar- 
ginal costs associated with the additional funds or 
reduced funding proposed, and supporting inform* 
tion. The supporting information should take into 
account agency and outside (e.g., think tank, univer- 
sity, interest groups) program d u a t i o n s  and related 
analytic Studie8, IC, and CAO and other congrek 
tional entity analyses, whether or not they agree with 
the proposed policy. 

Performance hdiuton and perfonmann go&.- 
Where appropriate, performance indicators and per- 
formance goals should be included to explain major 
program issues and financial requiremenu. Perform- 
ance indicators should be presented in terms of out- 

CirarLr No. 
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JvsnnanoNs AND m 
15.2 .-15.4. R~OMTNG WVIIIUIENT~ 

puts or outcomes and performance gods should be 
provided for short-ttrm as well u for long4erm 
ment of prognm p e r f o m c e .  Junificationr should 
emphvize outputs that reflect the producb and aew 
ices that are provided by the program and delivered 
or w d  outside the prognm, u o p p d  to procaa 
done. Justifications should llso emphasii outcomes 
that reflect the results of a prognm. For example, 
a justification tied only to in- the numbera 
of individuals ~ m d  is of little cansquence without 
evidence of the coat and the outcome, consistent 
with prognm gods. 

If the agency has not developed performance ma, 

urement aystems that provide this kind of informa- 
tion, other types of data may be wd to bdicate 
performance. W~thout performance indicaton, per- 
formance goals, or some other type of perfoxmance 
data, however, agency requests for significant funding 
to continue or increase an ongoing prognm are 
difficult to justify. If a new prognm I?ch perform- 
ance indicaton and performance goals, the justifitzt 
tion should indicate how the indicaton, g o 4  and 
data collection are being developed; the timetable 
for their review with OMB repmuntativer, when the 
data will become available; and on what bash the 
agency will assas performance of the prognm in 
the interim. 

Generally, performance indicaton, performance 
goals, and past measures of performance should be 
thoroughly reviewed and their continued applicability 
justified. In addition, agencies that prepare annual 
financial statements should confirm, for the budget 
year, continuing use of the prognm perfoxmance 
indicators wed in previous years or identify alter- 
native indicators they plan tq we. 

Additional requirements for information on p 
gram evaluation; infmtructure and gmnt prosnmr; 
Nency restructuring wtbitier; an 8 d p b  of 
bources; and a table showing the relationship of 
gramr to account structure am provided below. At 
the discretion of the agency's OMB rcprmnptive, 
these requirements may be modified or alternative 
justification materials rpedfied. Other material# rLo 
may be requested by OMB rcpre~notner 

(1) Informadon on program dludon.--ProgrPm 
evaluation is an important aspect of prognm plPn- 
ning and monitoring, d g  prognm mu14 and 
determining future funding levels. In budget jusdfica- 
tion materials, agencies are rquired to provide infor- 
mation on their program evaluation activities and on 
their prognm cvzluation agenda The agm& should 
desaibe the major program evaluation activities cur= 

rcndy undenvly or planned. Agencies rhould consult 
with their OMB repreuntative in development of 
their multiyev evaluation plans and agenda. 

(3) hformrrtbn on infrvtnrcturc invertmmt and 
gmat prog.mrcJustification materials for major in- 
htnrcaue inmtrnent and grant prognms should 
include copier of investment yrtematic economic 
an* of expected benetits and costs completed 
in accordance with Executive Order 12893. OMB Bul- 
ktin No. 94-16 provide8 additional guidance on this 
Execudve Order, including a listing of the accounts 
cavered by the Order. 

( 5 ) & - 7 ~ ~ p p c a r ~  
rtkiEiec--Agencies ahould identify restructuring or 
procerr reengineering activities resulting from pro- 
pored and current investments in information tech- 
nalogy that yield budgetary aavings. Justification mate 
rials should indicate haw there activities allow agen- 
cies to utilize existing resources better while improw 
ing prognm management and u m c e  delivery. 2, 

(4) h d p b  of raowcu.-A tabular presentation 
should be wd to iden* the financial and person- 
nel resources r e q u i d  at the prognm levels under 
consideration. 

k u r c e s  required should be presented for PY and 
CY, aa well as the estimated requirements for each 
Arnding option for BY through BY4. If current year 
rcrcissions, defemlr, or aupplementals are pending 
or proposed, the# will be identified upantely. A 
subsidiary breakdown of mch items as personnel com- 
penmation, capital outlay, or other categories of spe  
cial concern may a h  be uuful. 

Generally, financial data ahould be presented in 
vrnu of new budget authority and outlap. However, 
the agency's OMB representative may require addi- 
tional measures, such as unobligated balances and 
ofrutting collections. 

Penonnel rquirementr will be expressed in terms 
of full-time equivalents (see section 13.2). FTE re 
queru in total arc expected be within OMB guidance 
and must k consistent with the agencies streamlining 
plan (m part of the Executive Bmch  aotutory re 
q u h m m t  to reduce FIZ by 472,900 by FY 1999). 
Requests for changer to the FIZ ceiling in any year 
must k fully justified in term of prognm manage- 
ment rquirements, and if for an increw, must fully 
document the analysis of agency-wide ITE that indi- 
am why ITE ought not be moved from another 
function to meet the identified need 

Budgetvy mources and FTE requests must be d c  
acribed in the context of the agency's management 
plan for the prognmr and activities. The plan should 

c h d w  No. 
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make dear the analysis used to determine that the 
resources are needed in order to accomplish program 
and Administration gods, and that all opportunities 
for making more efficient and eEcctiw use of re- 
wurces have been explored. 

(5). Relationship of lrpdf~ation to account 
turc.-Where the major programs in the agency jus 
tification materials do not coincide with the budget 
account structure, a table will be prepared to show 
the relationship. This table should be arranged by 
program, with all relevant accounts and parts of ac- 
counts listed, showing budgetaq resources (usually 
budget authority and outlays) and FTE. Rognms 
that are mainly grants, contracts or other transfers 
of funds to entities other than the agency should 
have related S&E accounts and parts of accounts in- 
cluded, including allocations of werhead amounts. 
A format for the table L illutrilted by exhibit 15k  
Alternate formats may k w d  if rgreed upon by 
the agencies and their OMB representative. Where 
helpful to explain the coverage of the table or the 
relationship among accounts, a short narrative rhould 
accompany the table. This requirement only applies 
to major programs and activities. Agencies ahould 
consult their OMB representatives to e n w e  that ta- 
bles are only provided for approp&te activities and 
unnecessary paperwork is avoided. 
(b) Derivation of amount# r q u d  
Agencies should be prepared to submit information 

covering the following: 
--detailed analyses of workload, performance indi- 

cators, unit costs, productivity trends, the impact 
of capital investment proposals on productivity, 
changes in quality and timeliness of output, and 
demonstrated outcomes of past prognm activi- 
ties; and 

--the basis for distribution of fun6 (i.e., formula 
or principles for allocation, matching, policica 
regarding the awarding of loans, gmu, or con- 
bacts, etc.) and data on resulting geognphic db 
tribution (e.g., by State, etc.) with identification 
of any issues. 

Productivity measurement, unit costs, and  OF^ 
tional performance standards should be w d  to the 
maximum extent possible in justifying staffing and 
other requirements. 

A specific element in productivity improvement for 
activities of Federal staff should be the gains planned 
or being realized from streamlining, including reduc- 
ing unnecessuy overhead, creative use of technology, 

' and elimination of low priority tasks and programs. 

5.3. Explanations relating to supplemental ap 
propriation requests. 

When the need for a program supplemental appre 
'&tion is forecast (see section 12.2), justification 
~accrial should be prepared in accordance with s ~ C -  

ion 15.2. Information should be provided indicating 
rhy the request was not included in the regular e d -  
nates for the period concerned and the reasons why 
t is considered usential that the additional appr* 
wiadon be granted during the year. Requests for 
upplementals will be accompanied by proposals for 
bffsets to be made elsewhere in the agency for both 
nandatory and discretionary resources, and must in- 
ticate related FTE savings or requirements and a p  
wopriate financing changes. If the estimate is a p  
,roved for later transmittal (rather than in the budg- 
:t), further justification of the supplemental estimate 
dl be required when it is submitted to OMB (see 
mtion 61). The effect of requested supplementals 
rhould be shown in the appropriate portions of the 
iutifiution material for the program element3 
Eected. 

15.4. Information on fiaancial management. 
Agencies will ensure that their budget justifications 

provide resultmriented information on financial 
management operations and improvement initiatives 
in the context of the agency's mission and programs. 
This discussion should include the status and plans 
for financial management throughout the agency, 
and should represent an integrated discussion of fi- 
nancial management planning and associated re- 
rources. (Selected information on financial manage 
ment resources for agencies covered by the Chief 
Financial Oficen (CFOs) Act of 1990 is required 
by ~ c t i o n  40.) The content should be consistent with 
the governmentwide strategies and initiatives dib 
cussed in this year's Federal Financial Managemen1 
Status Report and %Year Plan issued by OMB. 

(8)  a v e r ~ g e  lad reporting.-All agencies are r e  
q u i d  to submit the materials prescribed by section 
15.4(b). There are three exceptions to this rule 
Agencies not covered by the CFOs Act are not re 
quired to submit the schematics, inventory, or discus 
sion of audited financial statemenu described below 

For the 23 agencies covered-by the CFOs Act, thf 
materials required by this section will fulfill the Act'! 
requirement that each agency CFO prepare a p la~  
to implement the government-wide financial manage 
ment 5year plan. The format in which this informa 
tion is presented may be determined by the agency 
unless 0thenvise specified by OMB. 

CirculP No. 
A-11 (1994) 
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Narrative Statements on Program and Perfoxnuance 

%I* l'wpose md anrtmt of atrrrrtke rt.tc- 
meats. 

~Z;nt ive  mtemmts dewxibe the ~erformznce 
goals, outputs, and outcomes related to an account 
The statements should discuss bow the budget year 
q u e s t  supporn these performance goals, outputs, 
and outcomes while addressing rigniticant in- 
or decreases in performance or financing from the 
current to the budget pear, including the tcnnination 
of a prognm in the budget par. 

Each w o u n t  q u i r e s  r n v n t i w  statement iT 
there is ongoing activity in the current or budget 
year. Supplemental requests, rrrdadon proposals, and 
items proposed for hter truumittd Plro require repa- 
nu nanative statements for qch presentation. . . t%qhmce m d a d m  d P8f- *.-The 
statements should discuss both the shortrurge and 
the long-~ange performance gods of the prognm, 
and include data on significant performance indica- 
ton where appropriate. The ratements could, for 
example, include performance indicaton contained 
in the agency's annual financial statements or other 
appropriate indiaton. 

Generally, performance indiaton which f a  on 
outputs or outcomes should be used instead of work- 
load and other process measures. Outputs should r e  
flect the products and umces which are provided 
by the account and delivered or wd outside of the 
account Outcomes should rdlect the rrrults related 
to the account If the agency has not developed out- 
put or outcome focused performance measures, other 
me?surrs may be wd. Tables may be wd to illub 
a t e  and compare these indiaton for the put, cur- 
rent, and anticipated budget par Ievcb. 

Colbcbiau d f=.-When collections and fees 
credited to the account finance a sizeable proportion 
or d o h  level of the obligations, the dircwrions 
should address the nature of the reimbursable work 
performed. The discussions may also provide informa- 
tion on other amounts collected by the prognm and 
deposited into the general fund of the Treasury when 
pertinent to the operations of the program. 

ErempCionr.-Unless otherwise requested by OMB, 
nanative statements are not required for (a) accounts 
in which there are only obligated balances for dl 
years (e.g., consoli&ted schedules for expired ac- 
counts); or (b) accounu in which there ye no unob 
ligated balances in any year, no obligations or out- 
are estimated in the current and budget y e w  and 

no further appropriations will be quested.  However, 
r brief nmarivc may be desirable to explain the 
discontinuation of an account 

S4.2. Style d fonn of nrPrrtioc ntatanmts. 
Narntiw statements for accounts presented in the 

previous year's budget wil l  be fonvvded on reprinted 
g d l ~  to the agencies for editing. Narrative state- 
menu for accounu not included in the reprinted 
g;rllyr (e.g., new accounts or supplemental requests) 
will be prepared as new print materials. More de- 
tailed inshuctions on reprinted gall? and new priht 
materials arc pmvided in section 30. 

The nanative mtcments should be written in a 
concise, focar?) manner. The statements should be 
oriented tamrd the policies and objectives for the 
budget year. The history, authorizing statutes, and 
other legal references should not be discusled except 
as indicated below. Howevcr, it is appropriate to db 
cum significant legislation enacted since the previous 
budget, as well as legislative initiatives proposed in 
the budget Compantiw quantitative tables on both 
significant prognm, performance, and dollar data 1 
should k included. 

Narrative statements n y y  usc the upante activities 
or subactivities listed in the program and financing 
schedule as the basis for the discussion. The items 
will be idenrified in side headings by the title used 
in the prognm by activities uction of the prognm 
and financing schedule. 

34.3. NurrtiPc statements for nlojor propms 
finurced by multiple budget mccounts. 

Where the total financing needed to conduct a 
major progrun is not contained within a single budg- 
et account, the nvntive statement of the account 
that finances the major portion of the program actiw 
ity (i.e., the "primary" account) m a y  include a table 
in the format of exhibit 34 that shows the total costs 
and aourcer of funding for the prognm. The table 
will list the primary account and any other accounts 
(i.e., "&pplementing" accounts) that support the 
activity performed by the primary account 

For these purpoaes, nujor programs are those that 
obtain goods and services of $50 million or more, 
in budget authority or outlays for the budget year, 
on a nomeimbursable basis from another account 

Support provided by rupplementing accounts in- 
clude, the non-reimbuned cost of central support 
services that ye directly attributable to implementa- 
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APPLYING BENEFm-COST ANALYSIS TO INVESTMQYT 0moNS 

Task Force Two of the ACIR project to develop recommendations for a 
federal infrastructure investment strategy examined the literature and agency 
documents related to benefitcost analysis of infrastructure investments to help spread 
the use of this technique and to promote common concepts for this purpose. The 
resulting principles and guidelines are the first selection of this chapter. Since 
benefithst analysis is a specific tool for assessing the performance and quality of 
infrastructure investments, this chapter should be read in conjunction with the more 
general discussion of investment analysis in Chapter 1. 

The source documents in this chapter are divided into two sections. The first 
section, titled OMB Guidance, contains the current version of the U.S. Office of 
Management and Budget& Circular A-94, prmtdgating guidelines for applying 
benefit-cost analysis to federal investments. Selections in the Agency Implementation 
Examples section present portions of benefit-cost procedures and principles used by 
several federal agencies. 
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Statement of Principles and Guidelines, Fedsral Infiartructure Task Force I .  

APPLYING BENEF'IT-COST ANALYSIS TO INVESTMENT OPTIONS 

This statement proposes a strategy for using 
economic analysis to improve the quality of 
decisionmaking associated with federal infrastructure 
investment. This can be done by (1) expanding the use 
of benefit- analysis by agencies that deal with 
federal, federally assisted, or federally regulated 
infr-astructure; (2) improving the accuracy and 
crediiility of benefit-cost analyses prepared by these 
agencies; and (3) promoting greater consistency in the 
use of this analytical method, thus enhancing its role in 
comparisons of diverse programs, projects, and 
regulations. 

11. FINDINGS 

The federal government faces the urgent tasks of 
maintaining and impruving the nation's Mastructure, 
during periods of fiscal stringency as well as other 
periods. More attention needs to be focused on 
improving the productivity of infr-astructure 
investments, the methods for investment analysis, and 
the quality of data available to support this analysis. 

A Powerful and Timely Tool. Of the vsrious 
tests of merit that may be applied to infriistructure 
investments, benefit-st analysis is useful and broadly 
applicable. It can be used to (1) develop and support 
initial decision strategies; (2) compare and prioritize 
investment options; (3) upgrade investment portfolios 
and reduce investment risks; and (4) evaluate post- 
investment decisions to help determine whether to 
continue, change the amount of, or redirect investment. 

Definition of Benefit-Cost Analysis. Benefit- 
cost analysis compares the expected beneficial 
consequences of a proposed action to its expected 
adverse effects. In comparing alternative proposals, 
benefitast analysis employs a decision rule derived 
from concepts of economic efficiency, for example, to 
maximize net benefits or benefit-st ratios. In 

practia, most bcncfit-cost analysis attempts to 
d d c r  non-monetized as well as monetized 
comapaas, although decision rules may deal with 
raonetized values only. 

Thio definition of benefit- analysis is broad 
and encompasses less comprehensive forms of anal*, 
such asast4Tectivcncss analysis and p e r f o d  
analysis. The following text refen specifically to 
standard bcnefit+mst analysis, although individual 
topics may be applicable to cost-efTective1lt88 aldy!3h 
ortoothervariantforms. 

Historical Development. The development of 
benefit-cost analysis within the federal government 
began with the Flood Control Act of 1936. By the 
1950s, the necessary techniques had progressed to the 
point when several water resources agencies were 
using benefit-cost analysis, interagency, guidelines for 
its use were developed, the President endorsed general 
principles for applying the technique, and Congress 
endorsed the procedure. An interagency Water 
Rtsaurces Couacil was established in 1966, chaired by 
the Sccntary of the Interior, and operated until 1983 
a8 the primary instrument for improving benefit-cost 
methods and promoting their use among all federal 
water resounxs agencies. Benefit+xst analysis 
continues to be used for water resoura projects 
thraugh-out the government. 

Since 1981, Executive Order 12291 has required 
benefit-cost analysis of all major federal regulations as 
part of the mandated regulatory impact analysis. OMB 
Circular A-94 establishes guidelines and discount rates 
to be used in bcnefit-cost analysis of federal progms. 

Although benefit-cost concepts are well 
developed and widely understood and applied, practical 
ditliculties have arisen in many cases for which the 
expertise, time, and funds required to perform 
adequate analyses have not been available. Thus, many 
applications of benefitxost analysis have used short- 
cut methods. 
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Spreading the Use of Benefit Cost Analysis. 
Since the 1960;s, some federal agencies outside the 
water resources programs have chosen to apply 
benefit-cost analysis. In addition to the Office of 
Management and Budget's (OMB) regulatory impact 
analysis program, other current examples include the 
U.S. Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the 
Federal Aviation Administration, the Federal Railroad 
Administration (in its railroad assistance program), 
and the Federal Transit Administration. In addition, 
Congressman Bob Carr, chairman of the 
Transportation Appropriations Committee, recently 
released a set of investment criteria for highway, 
transit, and airport investments emphasizing the need 
to consider benefit-costs as part of the justification for 
appropriations requests coming before that committee. 
Thus, many federal agencies now are using some form 
of benefit-cost analysis for one or more of these 
purposes. 

However, methods are not consistent from one 
agency to another. Application of benefit-cost analysis 
is governmentwide only in the case of regulatory 
impact analysis (following general guidance issued by 
OMB). The only functional program to make routine 
and consistent use of benefit-cost analysis across 
multiple agencies is water resource development. 

Diverse Applications of Benefit-Cost Analysis. 
In accordance with the three federal roles in 
infrastructure-direct federal projects, federal-aid 
projects and federal regulation-bencfit-cost analysis 
can be applied in at least three ways. Traditionally, this 
type of analysis was applied only to federal projects to 
be federally constructed, operated, and maintained. As 
cost-sharing came to these programs, benefit-cost 
analyses began to be prepared for projects with diverse 
sources of funding and responsibilities for ownership, 
operation, and/or maintenance. . In 1981, Executive 
Order 12291 extended the use of this analytical 
technique to a wide variety of regulatory programs. 

Now, as the federal government considers 
dividing its budget into "investment" and "current 
expense" sections, many federal aid programs for 
infrastructure are likely to be moved into the 
investment budget, where they will needed to j u s ~ e d  
on the basis of their likely future returns. For this 
reason and others, traditional project-by-project 

local govenunents receiving federal aid under these 
infrastructure programs, federal aid recipients should 
perform a benefit-cost type of analysis for the 
investment options that they consider. Consistency of 
benefit-cost analyses prepared by static and local 
govenunents with federal procedures would give 
further assurance that these funds would be well spent 
by state and local govenunents. 

Need to Improve Benefit-Cost Analysis. 
Benefit-cost analysis is an imperfect tool. When the 
practiceas embodied in the procedures of the various 
federal agencies-is contrasted to underlying principles, 
many deficiencies can be noted. In some cases, it may 
be possible to use present knowledge to improve 
practice. In other cases, further research and 
development efforts, and better data, may be needed. 
Nevertheless, the current state of the art of benefit-cost 
analysis provides an effective technique for investment 
analysis, provided it is applied in accordance with 
principles and guidelines discussed below. 

IIL PRINCIPLES 

Universal Application. All significant federal 
and federally assisted and regulated infrastructure 
proposals should be subjected to benefit-cost analysis. 

Accounting Stance. Federal programs should be 
evaluated from the point of view of national impacts, 
including direct and external benefits and costs, in both 
the private and public sectors. 

Multiple Objectives. The "best" project or 
program is the one that delivers the most desirable 
combination of net improvements with respect to 
economic efficiency, redistribution of income, 
envirorunental quality, intergenerational equity, and 
other objectives. 

Decision Criteria. From an economic efficiency 
standpoint, which is one of several important 
considerations, the purpose of investment analysis is to 
maximize the net benefit obtained from a portfolio of 
investments (e.g., from a program budget). 

Baseline Assumption. Benefitcost analysis 
requires the establishment of a plausible baseline 
assumption; beneficial and adverse effects are then 
measured against that baseline on a with-without 
basis. 

analysis may no longer be adequate. Programmatic 
analysis will be needed to help pick the most Optimality vs. Feasibility. Various analflcd 
economically meritorious programs and the most methods may be used to search for optimal projects; 
efficient forms of those programs. Benefit-cost analysis benefit-cost is then used to determine economic 

is developing as one technique that may be used for feasibility , and funding priorities. 

this evaluation. Risk and Uncertainty. Benefit-cost analyses 
Also. in order to reduce some of the uncertainty should present the expected values of beneficial and 

about the quality of investments made by state and adverse effects as well as statements regarding the 
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nature and magnitude of risk or other uncertainty Accounting Stance. In identifying and 
associated with those estimates. measuring benefits and costs, the- analyst must choose 

Non-Monetized Effects. Benefit-cost analysis 
should consider all ofthe beneficial and adverse effects 
of a proposed action, regardless of whether or not those 
effects can be expfcssed in monetary units. 

Discount Rate. To facilitate comparisons, 
benefit-cost analysis nquires that future streams of 
benefits and costs be converted to equivalent present 
values by discounting. 

IV. GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING 
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

The principles listed above may not always be 
easy to apply. The following guidance is provided to 
assist in thcca application of this method. 

Universal Application. When properly applied, 
benefit- ady& helps in the identificatjon of the 
most worthy projects, and in setting priorities for 
implementation. This is possible within a particular 
program only when all projects or elements of that 
program are subjected to consistent analysis. But, in 
practice, benefitcost analysis is applied selectively- 
routinely in some programs and agencies (e.g., water 
resource development), never in others, and 
occasionally elsewhere. OMB's required benefit-cost 
analysis guidelines for major proposed federal 
regulations (those likely to have an &ect on the 
economy of $100 million or more per year) are more 
broadly- applicable but not specific to -any particular 
project or program. Even though project selection may 
ultimately reflect noneconomic as well as economic 
criteria, insights gained through benefit-cost analysis 
should be given an important role in the decision 
P-. 

All significant federal infrastructure projects, 
programs, and regulations should, therefore, be 
subjected to benefit-cost analysis, using a consistent set 
of standards and approaches. These standards should 
provide for analyses of varying complexity and level of 
detail, as appropriate to each situation. In some cases, 
the standards may provide for cost-minimization 
studies, cost4eaiveness analysis, or performance 
analysis as alternatives to a complete benefit-cost 
study- 

Lacking universal application, benefitast 
analysis can be applied to specific programs, as it is to 
water resource development projects. In this case, 
benefit-cost analysis, at the appropriate level of 
complexity, should be applied to all significant 
infrastructure investments within each selected 
program. This guideline assumes that steps are taken 
to provide the necessary analytical capability within 
each affected agency if it does not exist. 

an .8ccounting stance: ~n benefits casts to be 
measured from a local, regional, or national 
perspective? An only direct, program-related benefits 
andcoastobemeasured,orrhouldexternaleffectsbe 
considered as well? If extrmal effects are to be 
considered, should they be limited to the United States, 
or should transboundary.effccts be computed? In tact, 
none of these effects can be omitted completely from 
the analysis, although somt may be treated less 
rigorously than others. 

For example, there &ay be a national intcnst in 
the distributional and other consequences of a program 
for a particular locality or region (or state or 
neighboring country), and it may be helpful to separate 
program-related effects from external effects. In some 
cases, such as revenue sharing and block grant 
programs, distributional effects may be of primary 
interest, with economic efficiency considerations as a 
secondary issue. In this ease, effects should be 
calculated at state and regional levels, as approp-, 
as well as at the national level. For projects wiihin 
federal-aid programs that are decided on by a state or 
local government, b e n e f i t 4  analysis should be 
performed by the federal-aid recipient for the 
geographic area affected. Care should be taken in the 
use of state and regional multipliers to avoid double- 
counting benefits and costs that may simply be shifted 
across borders. 

Multiple Objectives. Federal infrastructure 
projects affect the welfare of the nation in a number of 
ways. When economic benefits exceed costs, they 
increase the aggregate value of goods and s e ~ a s  
produced (promote economic efficiency). In the courst 
of doing this, benefits and costs may he redistniuted 
from some groups in society to others, or from one 
generation to another. Environmental quality may be 
affected, as might several other measurts of social 
well-being. In principle, these are all joint objectives. 
The most desirable investment is the one that delivers 
the best combination of improvements with respect to 
all objectives. But it is difficult to determine what is 
"btstn when some effects are difficult to monetize and 
the tradbaffs among the different objectives are not 
well understood. Better methods are needed for 
presenting and comparing combinations of impacts. 

In practia, benefit-cost analysis is most useful 
for determining the economic efficiency of alternatives 
when all effects are monetized. In the case of water 
resource projects, environmental quality changes, 
regional impacts, and effects on social well-being are 
assessed, but they arc not given official status as 
objectives. Benefit-cost procedures used for other 
programs speak only of economic (monetized) benefits 
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and costs. It should be noted that the ability to 
monetize project effects has improved in recent years. 
Some environmental effects can be characterized as 
non-market economic goods and can be valued by 
methods that utilize market data for related goods 
(hedonic price analysis, travel cost analysis, and 
alternative cost analysis) or survey data (contingent 
valuation studies). 

Pending the development of an improved 
capability for ranking investments according to 
multiple objectives, benefit-cost analysis should retain 
economic efficiency (e.g., maximize the benefit-cost 
ratio) as the primary decision rule. At the sac time, 
standards should require the tabulation of other 
categories of consequences, such as income 
redistribution, intergenerational equity, environmental 
quality, regional impacts, and other social well-being 
effects. 

Economic Decision Criteria. Where the size of 
the investment budget can be assumed to be fixed, total 
net economic benefit would be maximized by choosing 
a portfolio of projects with the highest benefit-cost 
ratios. In practice, however, the benefit-cost 
procedures of some agencies advocate formulating 
projects initially (by scaling and selecting among 
mutually exclusive alternatives) in the absence of 
budget constraints, based on a net-benefit decision rule 
(the present value of benefits minus costs, also k n o w  
as net present worth). Next, a budget-constrained 
investment program is developed by ranking projects 
according to their benefit-cost ratios (a measure of 
economic efficiency). Projects also may be ranked by 
internal rate of return. 

These approaches may require modification 
where projects are large relative to the available 
budget. In this case, a strict application of any single 
criterion might result in unspent funds. Further 
complications arise in the case of federally assisted or 
federally regulated infrastructure investment, where 
most project costs are borne by other levels of 
government or by the private sector. 

It should be noted that the use of a benefit-cost 
ratio decision criterion, instead of net benefit, requires 
attention to the way in which benefits and costs are 
categorized. Current practice often groups together all 
positive effects under the heading of "benefits" or 
"beneficial effects"; all negative effects are similarly 
grouped and termed "costs" or "adverse effects." In 
fact, there is a distinction between "benefit" and 
"beneficial effect," as there is between "cost" and 
"adverse effect." Economic benefits consist of all 
output-related effects, including those which are 
adverse (e.g., congestion costs due to recreation use of 
a reservoir). Economic costs include all input-related 

effects, including those which are beneficial (e.g., 
increased profits to local businesses as a result of 
highway construction activity). Failure to observe these 
distinctions biases benefit-cost ratios, but will not 
affect the net benefit measure 

or the calculated internal rate of return. The 
method used in each specific application, and the 
reasons for choosing it, should be explained, so that 
those using the analysis will not be misled. 

Baseline Assumption. The baseline assumption 
for direct federal projects and federal regulations 
should incorporate all future actions and conditions 
considered most likely to occur in the absence of 
federal investment: This includes the possibility of 
investment by state or local governments or by the 
private sector. The baseline assumption is rarely a 
status quo assumption. 

Similarly, the baseline assumption for benefit- 
cost analysis of federal-aid expenditures decided on by 
state or local governments should include all future 
actions most likely to occur in the absence of the 
federal-aid recipient's proposed action, including the 
possibility of investments by other governments and by 
the private sector. 

Optimality vs Feasibility. Economic feasibility 
is usually defined as requiring benefits to exceed costs; 
it is demonstrated through benefitcost analysis. The 
same analysis also permits the ranking of a specified 
set of investments according to economic returns, or 
other objectives. Selection of the "best" investment 
from among those considered, however, does not reveal 
whether some still better investment might exist. The 
best possible investment, according to the decision 
criterion used, is the optimal investment. Benefitcost 
analysis can be used to search for optimal projects, but 
it is a crude tool for this purpose. Better methods are 
available, including linear programming and other 
mathematical optimization approaches. Further 
development of these methods and expanded 
application is needed to improve analysts' ability to 
identrfy alternatives and test for optimality. 

Risk and Uncertainty. All estimates of benefits 
and costs of proposed investments are forecasts, and 
therefore inherently uncertain. Sometimes, it is 
possible to estimate the probability of occurrence for 
various outcomes to help put boundaries around the 
uncertainty. The methods for doing this include 
estimates of probabilities of various outcomes, 
confidence intervals, and certainty equivalents. In 
other cases, where nothing is known of the probability 
of alternative outcomes, the results are simply said to 
be uncertain. There has been relatively little 
development of methods for coping with this type of 
uncertainty. 
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Where inFrastnrcture proposals are related to 
health and safety risks, risks to the environment, and 
risks of external financial liabilities, it may be 
particularly important to apply formal risk analysis 
methods to dmlop a fuller understanding of these 
potential cost factors. Risk analysis is not always used 
in conjunction with bendit-cost analysis, however. 
This may reflect, in part, the difEculty of performing 
risk analysis and communicating the results to 
decisionmakers and to the public. 

Better methods are needed for estimating, 
expressing, and communicating the estimated 
uncertainties and risk factors incorporated into benefit- 
cost inputs, assumptions, and results so that 
decisionmakers may understand the range and 
likelihood of posslile outcomes. One result of better 
characterization of risk and uncertainty should be 
greater attention to risk reduction through data 
improvement. 

No*Monetb;ed Effects. Quantitative 
comparisons, determinations of economic feasibility, 
and rankings arc hcilitated by effects that can be 
measured in a common unit, such as money. Yet, in 
practice, many effects cannot be, or have not been, 
expressed in monetary units. As a result, conclusions 
are often based on monetized effects alone. Such 
conclusions are limited at best, seriously biased at 
worst. Much progress has been made in developing 
monetary measures for certain non-market goods, and 
more progress is needed. More importantly, methods 
must be found for evaluating investments having 
significant non-monetized consequences. 

Benefit-cost analysis should consider all 
consequences of an investment, whether monetized or 
not Every reasonable attempt should be made to 
monetize any effects which can be characterized as 
economic benefits or costs. Various market-based and 
non market-based methods are available, such as 
hedonic price analysis, travel cost methods, and 
contingent valuation surveys. These methods may be 
useful for some, but not all, project effects. Where 
monetization is not feasible, the effect should be fully 
described, and quantified to the degree possible. 

Discount Rate. Investments should be analyzed 
using "real" (inflation-) estimates of benefits and costs 
and a "real" discount rate. Depending on its conceptual 
basis, the discount rate may range from several percent 
to as much as 10 percent. It is relatively stable wer 
time, however, and does not vary with price inflation. 
Discount rates are mandated for some federal benefit- 
cost analysis, by legislation for water resource projects 
and by OMB Circular A-94 (1992) for regulatory and 
certain other programs. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASWINOTON, D.C. PlOI 

October 29, 1992 
tnt OlHCTOl 

CXRCULM NO* A094 
Revired 

Transmittal Hemorrndum No, 64 

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISH?fE)('TS 

SUBJECT: Guideline8 and Dircount Rater for Benefit-Cort Anrlyrlr 
of Federal Program8 

Circular A-94 provider guidance on benefit-cort, cort- 
offectivenerr, wid leare-purchrre analyrir to b8 ured by agencier 
in evaluating reder.1 activitiar. It include8 updated guidanca 
on the discount rater to be ured in evaluating activitier vhore 
benefitr and cortr are dlrtributed ov8r time. It rlro contalnr 
axpandad guidance on the mersurement of benefit6 and cortr, 
treatment of uncertainty, and related irrurr. Thir guidance murt 
be f0ll0~8d in all anrlymer rubmitted to O N  in rupport of 
lagirlative and budget programr. 

Thir Circular replacar and rescind8 0KB Circular NO, A-94, 
Vircount Rater to b8 Umed in hr81~8ting Time-Distributed Cortr 
and benefitr,a dated March 27, 1972. It 8180 raplrcar Circular 
No. A-204, %valuating Leamar of Capital Arretr,a drted June 1, 
1986, which vrr rercinded prrviourly. 

I Richard Darman 
Diractor 

Attachment 
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CIRCULAR NO. A-94 
Revised 10/29/92 

(Transmittal Memo No. 64) 

MEI~ORANDUM FOR HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS 

SUBJECT: Guidelines and Discount Rates for Benefit-cost Analysis 
of Federal Programs 

Purpose 2 
~escisoion 2 
~uthority 2 
Scope 2 
General Principles 3 
a. Net Present Value and Related Outcome Measures 
b. cost-Effectiveness Analysis 
c .  Elements of Benefit-Cost or Cost-Effectiveness 

~nalysis 
~dentifying and Measuring Benefits and Costs 
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1. -. The goal of this Circular is to promote efficient 
resource allocation through well-informed decisionmaking by the 
Federal Government. It provides general guidance for conducting 
benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses. It also provides 
specific guidance on the discount rates to be used in evaluating 
Federal programs whose benefits and costs are distributed over 
time. The general guidance will serve as a checklist of whether 
an agency has considered and properly dealt with all the elements 
for sound benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses. 

2. aeaciaa-. This Circular replaces and rescinds Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-94, @@Discount Rates to 
Be Used in hraluating Time-Distributed Costs and  benefit^,^ dated 
March 27, 1972, and Circular No. A-104, @@Evaluating Leases of 
Capital AssetsIn dated June 1, 1986, which has been rescinded. 
Lease-purchase analysis is only appropriate after a decision has 
been made to acquire the mervices of an asset. Guidance for .. 
lease-purchase analysis is provided in Section S.c.(2) and 
Section 13. 

3. authority. This Circular is issued under the authority of 
31 U.S.C. Section 1111 and the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, 
as amended. 

4. Icoma. This Circular does not supersede agency practices 
which are prescribed by or pursuant to law, Executive Order, or 
other relevant Circulars. The Circular's guidelines are sug- 
gested for use in the internal planning of Executive Branch 
agencies. The guidelines must be followed in a11 analyses 
submitted to OMB in support of legislative and budget programs in 
compliance with OMB Circulars No. A-11, mPreparation and Submis- 
sion of Annual Budget EstimatesIn and No. A-19, mLegislative 
Coordination and Clearan~e.~ These guidelines must also be 
followed in providing estimates submitted to OMB in compliance 
with Executive Order No. 12291, @@Federal Regulationla and the 
President's April 29, 1992 memorandum requiring benefit-cost 
analysis for certain legislative proposals. 

. Aside from the exceptions listed below, the guidelines in 
this Circular apply to any analysis used to support Govern- 
ment decisions to initiate, renew, or expand programs or 
projects which would result in a series of measurable bene- 
fits or costs extending for three or more years into the 
future. The Circular applies specifically to: 

( 1  Benefit-cost or cost-effectiveness analysis of Federal 
programs or policies. 

(2) Regulatory impact analysis. 
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3 )  Analysis of decisions whether to lease or purchase. 

b. 

C. 

d .  

5. 
the 

( 4 )  Asset valuation and sale analysis, 

specifically exempted from the scope of this Circular are 
decisions concerning: 

(1) Water resource projects (guidance for which is the 
approved Economic anQWlvironmenta1 Princi~ies and 
~uidelines for Water and Related Land Resources 
J J) 

(2) The acquisition of coEUWrcial-type services by Govern- 
ment or contractor operation (guidance for which is OMB 
circular No. A-76) .  

( 3 )  Federal energy management programs (guidance for which 
can be found in the Federal Reaiste~ of January 25, 
1990, and November 20, 1990). 
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in different time periods to a common unit of measurement. 
Programs with positive net present value increase social 
resources and are generally preferred. Programs with 
negative net present value should generally be avoided. 
(Section 8 considers discounting issues in more detail.) 

Although net present value is not always computable (and it 
does not usually reflect effects on income distribution), 
efforts to measure it can produce useful insights even when 
the monetary values of some benefits or costs cannot be 
determined. In these cases: 

(1) A m e n s i v e  e m e r a  of the different types of 
benefits and costs, monetized or not, can be helpful in 
identifying the full range of program effects. 

(2) Q u a n t i f v a  benefits and costs is worthwhile, even when 
it is not feasible to assign monetary values; physical:; 
measuremente may be possible and useful. 

Other marvlffectiveness measurea can provide useful 
supplementary information to net present value, and analysts 
are encouraged to report them also. Examples include the 
number of injuries prevented per dollar of cost (both 
measured in present value terms) or a project's internal 
rate of return. 

b. sort-tffectivenerr m. A program is cost-effective 
if, on the basis of life cycle cost analysis of competing 
alternatives, it is determined to have the.lowest costs 
expressed in present value terms for a given amount of 
benefits. Cost-effectiveness analysis is appropriate when- 
ever it is unnecessary or impractical to consider the dollar 
value of the benefits provided by the alternatives under 
consideration. This is the case whenever (i) each alter- 
native has the same annual benefits expressed in monetary 
terms; or (ii) each alternative has the same annual effects, 
but dollar values cannot be assigned to their benefits. 
Analysis of alternative defense systems often falls in this 
category. 

Cost-effectiveness analysis can also be umed to compare 
programs with identical costs but differing benefits. In 
this case, the decision criterion is the diecounted present 
value of benefits. The alternative program with the largest 
benefits would normally be favored. 

(1) Policv Ratio-. The rationale for the Government 
program beins examined should be clearly stated in the 
analysis. Programs may be justified on efficiency 
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grounds where they address market failure, such as 
public goods and externalities. They may also be 
justified where they improve the efficiency of the 
~overnment's internal operations, such as cost-saving 
investments. 

- l i c i t  Aan-. Analyses should be explicit 
about the underlying asSumptions used to arrive at 
estimates of future benefits and costs. In the case of 
public health programs, for example, it may be neces- 
oary to make a.rumptions about the number of future 
beneficiaries, the intensity of service, and the rate 
of increase in medical price.. The analysis should 
include a statement of the assumptions, the rationale 
behind them, and a review of their strengths and weak- 
nesses. Key data and results, Such as year-by-year 
estimates of benefits and costs. Should be reported to 
promote independent analysis and review. 
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costs ao measured in the marketplace because of imperfections 
arising from: (i) external economies or diseconomies where 
actions by one party impose benefits or costs on other groups 
that are not compensated in the market place; (ii) monopoly power 
that distorts the relationship between marginal costs and market 
prices; and (iii) taxes or subsidies. 

a. zdentiiyina Banefits and Cost@. Both intangible and tan- 
gible benefits and costs should be recognized. The relevant 
cost concept is broader than private-sector production and 
compliance costs or Government cash expenditures. Costs 
should reflect the opportunity oost of any resources used, 
measured by the return to those resources in their most 
productive application elsewhere. Below are some guidelines 
to consider when identifying benefits and costs. 

cromontal Benefits and Comt~. Calculation of net ., 
present value should be based on incremental benefits 
and costs. lunk eosts and realized benefits should be 
ignored. Past experience is relevant only in helping 
to estimate what the value of future benefits and costs 
might be. Analyses should take particular care to 
identify the extent to which a policy such as a subsidy 
program promotes substitutes for activities of a 
similar nature that would occur without the policy. 
Either displaced activities should be explicitly 
recorded as costs or only incremental gains should be 
recorded as benefits of the policy. 

Lgteractivo tffocts. Possible interactions between the 
benefits and costs being analyzed and other Government 
activities should be considered. For example, policies 
affecting agricultural output should reflect real 
economic values, as opposed to subsidized prices. 

tarnation81 tffecta. Analyses should focus on 
benefits and costs accruing to the citizens of the 
United States in determining net present value. Where 
programs or projects have effects outside the United 
States, these effects should be reported meparately. 

Transfers. There are no economic gains from a pure 
tranmfar payment because the benefits to those who 
receive such a transfer are matched by the costs borne 
by those who pay for it. Therefore, transfers ahould 
be excluded from the calculation of net present value. 
Transfers that arise as a result of the program or 
project being analyzed should be identified as such, 
however, and their distributional effects discussed. 
It should also be recognized that a transfer program 
may have benefits that are less than the program's real 
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economic costs due to inefficiencies that can arise in 
the program's delivery of benefits and financing. 

b. marurfna ~enofits 8nd C08tm- The principle of willingness- 
!0-p8y provides an aggregate measure of what individuals are 
willing to forgo to obtain a given benefit. Market prices 
provide an invaluable starting point for measuring willing- 
ness-to-pay, but prices sometimes do not adequately reflect 
the true value of a good to society. Externalities, monop- 
oly power, and taxes or subsidies can distort market prices. 

Taxes, for example, usually create an excess burban that 
represents a net loss to society. (The appropriate method 
for recognizing this excess burden in public investment 
analyses is discussed in Section 11.) In other cases, 
market prices do not exist for a relevant benefit or cost. 
When market prices are distorted or unavailable, other 
methods of valuing benefits may have to be employed. 
Measures derived from actual market behavior are  referred 

they are available. 
- 

nframaruinal Bmnafitr and Costa. Consumers would 
tenerally be willing to pay more than the market price 
rather than go entirely without a good they consume. 
The economistts concept of consusr  murpiur measures 
the extra value consumers derive from their consumption 
compared with the value measured at market prices. 
When it can be determined, consumer surplus provides 
the best measure of the total benefit to society from b 
Government program or project. Consumer surplus can 
sometimes be calculated by using econometric methods to 
estimate consumer demand. 

ndirect MeaSUrmS Of Benefits 8hd Costs. Willingness- 
:o-pay can sometimes be estimated indirectly through 
changes in land values, variations in wage rates, or 
other methods. Such methods are most reliable when 
they are based on actual market transactions. Measures 
should be consistent with basic economic principles and 
should be replicable. 

ulti~lier tff.ctr. Generally, analyses should treat 
Cesources as if they Were likely to be fully employed. 
Employment or output multipliers that purport to 
measure the secondary effects of government ewpendi- 
tures on employment and output Should not be included 
in measured social benefits or costs. 
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a. J B g l a l  Valuer. Economic analyses are often most 
readily accomplished using real or oonrtrnt-dollar values, 
i.e., by measuring benefits and costs in units of stable 
purchasing power. (Such estimates may reflect expected 
future changes in relative prices, however, where there is a 
reasonable basis for estimating such changes.) However, 
where future banefits and costs are given in nominal terms, 
i.e., in terns of the future purchasing power of the dollar, 
the analysis should use theme values rather than convert 
them to constant dollars am, for example, in the case of 
lease-purchase analysis. 

Nominal and real values must not be combined in the same 
analymie. Logical consistency'-requires that analysis be 
conducted either in constant dollars or in terms of nominal 
values. This may require converting some nominal values to, 
real values, or vice versa. 

b. Pecommende6 Inflation A r r ~ t i o p .  When a general inflation 
assumption is needed, the rate of increase in the Gross 
Domestic Product deflator from the Administrationta economic 
assumptions for the period of the analysis is recommended. 
For projects or programs that extend beyond the six-year 
budget horizon, the inflation assumption can be extended by 
using the inflation rate for the sixth year of the budget 
forecast. The Administrationts economic forecast is updated 
twice annually, at the time the budget is published in Janu- 
ary or February and at the time of the Mid-Session Review of 
the Budget in July. Alternative inflation estimates, based 
on credible private sector forecasts, may be umed for 
sensitivity analysis. 

8. Pircouat Rate Poligy. In order to compute net present 
value, it is necessary to discount future benefits and costs. 
This discounting reflects the time value of money. Benefitr and 
costs are worth more if they are experienced sooner. All future 
benefits and costs, including nomonetized benefits and costs, 
should be discounted. The higher the discount rate, the lower is 
the present value of future cash flows. For typical investments, 
with costs concentrated in early periods and benefits following 
in later periods, raising the discount rate tends to reduce the 
net present value. (Technical guidance on discounting and a table 
of dimcount factor8 are provided in Appendix 8 . )  

a. Par1 vorrum M o m i ~ # W  R.t.r. The proper discount 
rate to use depends on whether the benefits and coats are 
measured in to81 or aomin8l terms. 

(1) A real discount rate that has been adjusted to elimi- 
nate the effect of expected inflation should be used to 
discount constant-dollar or real benefits and costs. A 
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real discount rate can be approximated by subtracting 
expected inflation from a nominal interest rate. 

( 2 )  A nominal discount rate that reflects expected infla- 
tion should be used to discount nominal benefits and 
costs. Market interest rates are nominal interest 
rates in this sense. 

b. ublic Investment and Reaulatorv Anal~Ses. The guidance in 
this section applies to benefit-cost analyses of public , 
investments and regulatory programs that provide benefits 
and costs to the general public. Guidance related to cost- 
effectiveness analysis Of internal planning decisions of the 
Federal Government is provided in Section 8.c. 

In general, public investments and regulations displace both 
private investment and consumption. To account for this 
displacement and to promote efficient investment and regu- 
latory policies, the following guidance should be observed: 

pare-case Analvsir. Constant-dollar benefit-cost 
analyses of proposed investments and regulations should 
report net present value and other outcomes determined 
using a real discount rate of 7 percent. This rate 
approximates the marginal pretax rate of return on an 
average investment in the private sector in recent 
years. Significant changes in this rate will be re- 
flected in future updates of this Circular. 

Otb.r. Analyses should show the sensi- 
tivity of the discounted net present value and other 
outcomes to variations in the discount rate. The im- 
portance of these alternative calculations will depend 
on the specific economic characteristics of the program 
under analysis. For example, in analyzing a regulatory 
proposal whose main cost is to reduce business invest- 
ment, net present value Should also be calculated using 
a higher discount rate than 7 percent. 

Analyses may include among the reported outcomes the 
internal rate of raturn implied by the stream of 
benefits and costs. The internal rate of return is the 
discount rate that sets the net present value of the 
program or project to zero. While the internal rate of 
return does not generally provide an acceptable deci- 
sion criterion, it does provide useful information, 
particularly when budgets are constrained or there is 
uncertainty about the appropriate discount rate. 

Using the ahabow price of capital to value benefits and 
costs is the analytically preferred means of capturing 
the effects of Government projects on resource 
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allocation in the private sector. To use this method 
accurately, the analyst must be able to compute how the 
benefits and costs of a program or project affect the 
allocation of private consumption and investment. OMB 
concurrence is required if this method is used in place 
of the base case discount rate. 

(1) Comt .. tff.ctiv.n.mm l m l 3 W h  . Analyses that involve 
constant-dollar costs should use the real Treasury 
borrowing rate on marketable securities of comparable 
maturity to the period of analysis. This rate is com- 
puted using the Administrationf. economic assumptions 
for the budget, which are-published in January of each 
year. A table of discount rates based on the expected 
interest rates for the first year of the budget fore- 
cast is presented in Appendix C of this Circular. .. 
Appendix C is updated annually and is available upon 
request from OMB. Real Treasury rates are obtained by 
removing expected inflation over the period of analysis 
from nominal Treasury interest rates. (Analyses that 
involve nominal costs should use nominal Treasury rates 
for discounting, as described in the following para- 
graph * ) 

(2) k)ase-Purchase Aaalvri~. Analyses of.nomina1 lease 
payments should use the nominal Treasury borrowing rate 
on marketable securities of comparable maturity to the 
period of analysis. Nominal Treasury borrowing rates 
should be taken from the economic assumptions for the 
budget. A table of discount rates based on these as- 
sumptions is presented in Appendix C of this Circular, 
which is updated annually. (Constant dollar lease- 
purchase analyses should use the real Treasury 
borrowing rate, described in the preceding paragraph.) 

(3) fnternal Govergpent f n v e m ~ .  Some Federal 
investments provide winternaln benefits which take the 
form of increased Federal revenues or decreased Federal 
costs. An example would be an investment in an energy- 
efficient building system that reduces Federal 
operating costs. Unlike the case of a Federally funded 
highway (which provides wexternaln benefits to society 
as a whole), it is appropriate to calculate such a 
projectfs net present value using a comparable-maturity 
Treasury rate as a discount rate. The rate used may be 
either nominal or real, depending on how benefits and 
costs are measured. 
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Some Federal activities provide a mix of both Federal 
cost savings and external social benefits. For 
example, Federal investments in information technology 
can produce Federal savings in the form of lower 
administrative costs and external social benefits in 
the form of faster claims processing. The net present 
value of such investments should be evaluated with the 
7 percent real discount rate discussed in Section 8.b. 
unless the analysis is able to allocate the 
investment's costs between provision of Federal cost 
eavings and external social benefits. Where such an 
allocation is possible, Federal cost savings and their 
associated investment costs may be discounted at the 
Treasury rate, while the external social benefits and 
their associated investment costs should be discounted 
at the 7 percent real rate. 

(4) asset Sal0 Aaalvsia. Analysis of possible asset sales 
should reflect the following: 

The net present value to the Federal Government of 
holding an asset is best measured by discounting 
its future earnings stream using a Treasury rate. 
The rate used may be either nominal or real, 
depending on how earnings are measured. 

Analyses of Government asset values should 
explicitly deduct the cost of expected defaults or 
delays in payment from projected cash flows, along 
with Government administrative cqsts. Such 
analyses should also consider explicitly the prob- 
abilities of events that would cause the asset to 
become nonfunctional, impaired or obsolete, as 
well as probabilities of events that would 
increase asset value. 

Analyses of possible asset sales should assess the 
gain in social efficiency that can result when a 
Government asset is subject to market discipline 
and private incentives. Even though a Government 
asset may be used more efficiently in the private 
sector, potential private-sector purchasers will 
generally discount such an asset's earnings at a 
rate in excess of the Treasury rate, in part, due 
to the cost of bearing risk. When there is 
evidence that Government assets can be used more 
efficiently in the private sector, valuation 
analyses for these assets should include sensi- 
tivity comparisons that discount the returns from 
such assets with the rate of interest earned by 
assets of similar riskiness in the private sector* 
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9. Treatment of U n a e r t w .  Estimates of benefits and costs 
are typically uncertain because of imprecision in both underlying 
data and modeling assumptions. Because such uncertainty is basic 
to many analyses, its effects should be analyzed and reported. 
Useful information in such a report would include the key sources 
of uncertainty; expected value estimates of outcomes; the sensf- 
tivity of results to important sources of uncertainty; and, where 
possible, the probability distributions of benefits, costs, and 
net benefits. 

a. aaterisba Unaert.intP. Analyses should attempt to 
characterize the sources and nature of uncertainty. 
Ideally, probability distributions of potential benefits, 
costs, and net benefits 8hould be presented. It should be 
recognized that many phenomena that are treated as deter- 
ministic or certain are, in fact, uncertain. In analyzing 
uncertain data, objective estimates of probabilities should 
be used whenever possible. Market data, such as private 
insurance payments or interest rate differentials, may be .. 
useful in identifying and estimating relevant risks. Sto- 
chastic simulation methods can be useful for analyzing such 
phenomena and developing insights into the relevant 
probability distributions. In any case, the basis for the 
probability distribution assumptions should be reported. 
Any limitations of the analysis because of uncertainty or 
biases surrounding data or assumptions should be discussed. 

b. mect.6 Valuer. The expected values of the distributions 
of benefits, costs, and net benefits can be obtained by 
weighting each outcome by its probability of occurrence, and 
then summing across all potential outcomes. If estimated 
benefits, costs, and net benefits are characterized by point 
estimates rather than as probability dirtributions, the 
expected value (an unbiased estimate) is the appropriate 
estimate for use. 

Estimates that differ from expected values (such as worst- 
case estimates) may be provided in addition to expected 
values, but the rationale for such estimates must be clearly 
presented. For any such estimate, the analysis should iden- 
tify the nature and magnitude of any bias. For example, 
studies of past activities have documented tendencies for 
cost growth beyond initial expectations; analyses should 
consider whether past experience suggests that initial 
estimates of benefits or coots are optimistic. 

#enmitivitv knalvu. Major assumptions should be varied 
and net present value and other outcomar recomputed to 
determine how sensitive outcomes are to changes in the 
assumptions. The assumptions that deserve the most atten-# 
tion will depend on the dominant benefit and cost elements 
and the areas of greatest uncertainty of the program being 
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analyzed. For example, in analyzing a retirement program, 
one would consider changes in the number of beneficiaries, 
future wage growth, inflation, and the discount rate. In 
general, sensitivity analysis should be considered for esti- 
mates of: (f) benefits and costs; (ii) the discount rate; 
(iii) the general inflation rate; and (iv) distributional 
assumptions. Models used in the analysis should be well 
documented and, where possible, available to facilitate 
independent review. 

d. Otber ~djystmmntr for unc.rtaw. The absolute variability 
of a risky outcome can be much less significant than its 
correlation with other significant determinants of social 
welfare, such as real national income. In general, vari- 
ations in the discount rate are not the appropriate method 
of adjusting net present value for the special risks of 
particular projects. In some cases, it may be possible to 
estimate catt.inty-8~ivalontm which involve adjusting 
uncertain expected values to account for risk. 

lo. zncidenca and Dimttibutional Effects. The principle of 
maximizing net present value of benefits is based on the premise 
that gainers could fully comp@nsate the losers and still be 
better off. The presence or absence of such compensation should 
be indicated in the analysis. When benefits and costs have sig- 
nificant distributional effects, these effects should be analyzed 
and discussed, along with the analysis of net present value. 
(This will not usually be the case for Cost-effectiveness 
analysis where the scope of Government activity.is not changing.) 

a. ltornativa chsrification~. Distributional effects may be 
k l y z e d  by grouping individuals or households according to 
income class (e.g., income quintiles), geographical region, 
or demographic group (e.g.1 age). Other classifications, 
such as by industry or occupation, may be appropriate in 
gome circumstances. 

Analysis should aim at identifying the relevant gainers and 
losers from policy decisions* Effects on the preexirting 
assignment of property rights by the program under analysis 
should be reported. Where a policy is intended to benefit a 
specified subgroup of the population, such as the poor, the 
analysis should consider how effective the policy is in 
reaching its targeted group. 

b. conomic ~ncidonce~ Individuals or households are the ulti- 
:ate recipients of income; business enterprises are merely 
intermediaries. Analyses of distribution should identify 
economic incidance, or how costs and benefits are ultimately 
borne by households or individuals. 
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Determining economic incidence can be difficult because 
benefits and costs are often redistributed in unintended and 
unexpected ways. For example, a subsidy for the production 
of a commodity will usually raise the incomes of the com- 
modity'~ suppliers, but it can also benefit consumers of the 
commodity through lower prices and reduce the incomes for 
suppliers of competing products. A subsidy also raises the 
value of specialized resources used in the production of the 
subsidized commodity. As the subsidy is incorporated in 
asset valuas, its distributional affects can change. 

11. macia1 audanca for u c  Investment & n m .  This gui- 
dance applies only to public investments with social benefits 
apart from decreased Federal costs. It is not required for cost- 
effectiveness or lease-purchase analyses. Because taxes gener- 
ally distort relative prices, they impose a burden in excess of 
the revenues they raise. Recent studies of the U.S. tax system 
uuggest a range of values for the marginal excess burden, of 
which a reasonable estimate is 25 cents per dollar of revenue. 

a. alvrim of txcesm Burd8ng. The presentation of results for 
public investments that are not justified on cost-saving 
grounds should include a supplementary analysis with a 25 
percent excess burden. Thus, in such analyses, costs in the 
form of public expenditures should be multiplied by a factor 
of 1.25 and net present value recomputed. 

b. Fc8~tions. Where specific information clearly suggest6 
that the excess burden is lower (or higher). than 25 percent, 
analyses may use a different figure. When a different 
figure is used an explanation should be provided for it. An 
example of such an exception is an investment funded by user 
charges that function like market prices; in this case the 
excess burden would be zero. Another example would be a 
project that provides both cost savings to the Federal 
Government and external social benefits. If it is possible 
to make a quantitative determination of the portion of this 
projectfo costs that give rise to Federal savings, that 
portion of the costs may be exempted.from multiplication by 
the factor of 1.25. 

12. g~ecial Guidance for R8gul8tor~ Ilppact Aaalv&. Additional 
guidance for analysis of regulatory policies is provided in Beau- 

v Proaram o f - m t e d  States Government which is published 
annually by OMB. (See aRegulatory Impact Analysis Guidance," 
Appendix V of BBgulatorv P r o a r W ! ! ~ -  
for April 1, 1991 to March 31, 1992.) 
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13 ~ocial ~uidanco for Lease-Purchasa Analvsis. The special 
guidake in this section does Xu& apply to the decision to 
acquire the use of an asset. In deciding that, the agency should 
conduct a benefit-cost analysis, if possible. Only after the 
decision to acquire the services of an asset has been made is 
there a need to analyze the decision whether to lease or 
purchase. 

a. Cov8 . The Circular applies only when both of the 
tests of applicability are satisfied: 

(1) The lease-purchase analysis concerns a capital aaaat ,  
(including durable goods, equipment, buildings, facil- 
ities, installations, or land) which: 

(a) , IS leased to the Federal Government for a term of 
three or more years; or, 

(b) 1s new, with an economic life of less than three 
years, and leased to the Federal Government for a 
term of 75 percent or more of the economic life of 
the asset; or, 

(c) IS built for the express purpose of being leased 
to the Federal Government; or, 

(d) 1s leased to the Federal Government and clearly 
has no alternative commercial use (e.g., a 
special-purpose government installation). 

( 2 )  The lease-purchase analysis concerns a capital asset of 
a group of related assets whose total fair market value 
exceeds $1 million. 

b. 0uuir.d ~ustification for L8as.n. A11 leases of capital 
tssets must be justified as preferable to direct government 
purchase and ownership. This can be done in one of three 
ways : 

(1) BY conducting a separate lease-purchase analysis. This 
is the only acceptable method for major acquisitions. 
A lease represents a major acquisition if: 

(a) The acquisition represents a separate line-item in 
the agency's budget; 

(b) The agency or OMB determines the acquisition is a 
major one; or 

(c) The total purchase price of the asset or group of 
assets to be leased would exceed $500 million. 
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(2 )  By conducting periodic lease-purchase analyses of re- 
current decisions to lease similar assets used for the 
same general purpose. Such analyses would apply to the 
entire class of assets. OMB approval should be sought 
in determining the scope of any such generic analysis. 

( 3 )  By adopting a formal policy for smaller leases and 
submitting that policy to the OMB for approval. 
Following such a policy should generally result in the 
same lease-purchase decisions as would conducting 
separate lease-purchase analyses. Before adopting the 
policy, it should be demonstrated that: 

(a) The leases in question would generally result in 
substantial savings to the Government that could 
not be realized on a purchase; 

(b) The leases are so small or so short-term as to 
make separate lease-purchase analysis impractical; 
and 

(c) Leases of different types are scored consiotently 
with the instructions in Appendices B and C of O m  
Circular No. A-11. 

c. . Whenever a Federal 
agency needs to acquire the use of a capital asset, it 
should do so in the way that is least expensive for the 
Government as a whole. . 
(1) tifa Cvcla Cort. Lease-purchase analyses should 

compare the net discounted present value of the life- 
cycle cost of leasing with the full costs of buying or 
constructing an identical asset. The full costs of 
buying include the asset's purchase price plus the net 
discounted present value of any relevant ancillary 
services connected with the purchase. (Guidance on the 
discount rate to use for lease-purchase analysis is 
provided in Section 8.c.) 

(2) fcoaomic For purposes of lease-purchase analy- 
sis, the economic life of an asset is its remaining 
physical or productive lifetime. It begins when the 
asset is acquired and ends when the asset is retired 
from service. The economic life is frequently not the 
same as the useful life for tax purposes. 

(3) purcbrmm PricJ.  The purchase price of the a ~ s e t  for 
purposes of lease-purchase analysis is its fair market 
value, defined as the price a willing buyer could rea- 
sonably expect to pay a willing seller in a competitive 
market to acquire the asset. 
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(a) In the case of property that is already owned by 
the Federal Government or that has been donated or 
acquired by condemnation, an imputed purchase 
price should be estimated. (Guidance on making 
imputations is provided in Section 13.~.(6).) 

(b) If public land is used for the site of the asset, 
the imputed market value of the land should be 
added to the purchase price. 

(c) The  asset'^ estimated residual value, as of the 
end of the period of analysis, should be subtract- 
ed from its purchase price. (Guidance on estimat- 
ing residual value is provided in Section 
13.~. (7) .) 

( 4 )  paxes. In analyzing the cost of a lease, the normal 
payment of taxes on the lessor's income from the lease 
should not be subtracted from the lease costs since the 
normal payment of taxes will also be reflected in the 
purchase cost. The cost to the Treasury of special tax 
benefits, if any, associated with the lease should be 
added to the cost of the lease. Examples of such tax 
benefits might include highly accelerated depreciation 
allowances or tax-free financing. 

( 5 )  cillarv 88rvicar. If the terms of the lease include 
Ecillary services provided by the lessor, the present 
value of the cost of obtaining these services separ- 
ately should be added to the purchase,price. such 
costs may be excluded if they are estimated to be the 
eame for both lease and purchase alternatives or too 
small to affect the comparison. Examples of ancillary 
services include: 

(a) ~ l l  costs associated with acquiring the property 
and preparing it for use, including construction, 
installation, site, design, and management costs. 

(c )  operation and maintenance costs (if included in 
lease payments) . 

(d) Imputed property taxes (excluding foreign property 
taxes on overseas acquisitions except where actu- 
ally paid) . The imputed taxes approximate the 
costs of providing municipal services such as 
water, sewage, and police and fire protection. 
(See section (6) below.) 
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(e) Imputed insurance premiums. (See Section (6) 
below. ) 

(6) w u t e d  Corw. Certain costs associated 
with the Federal purchase of an asset may not involve a 
direct monetary payment. Some of these imputed costs 
may be astimated as follows: 

(a) m a r e  Pr-. An imputed purchase price for an 
asset that is already owned by the Federal Govern- 
ment or which ham been acquired by donation or 
condemnation should be based on the fair market 
value of similar properties that have been traded 
on commercial markets in the same or similar 
localities. The same method should be followed in 
estimating the imputed value of any Federal land 
used as a site for the asset. 

(b) Pro~ertv T-. Imputed property taxes may be 
estimated in two ways. 

.I. 

Determine the property tax rate and assessed 
(taxable) value for comparable property in 
the intended locality. If there is no basis 
on which to estimate future changes in tax 
rates or assessed values, the first-year tax 
rate and assessed value (inflation adjusted 
for each subsequent year) can be applied to 
all years. Multiply the assessed value by 
the tax rate to determine the annual imputa- 
tion for property taxes. 

As an alternative to step (i) above, obtain 
an estimate of the current local effective 
property tax rate from the Building Owners 
and Managers Association8s Regional Exchange 
Reports. Multiply the fair market value of 
the Government-owned property (inflation 
adjusted for each year) by the effective tax 
rate. 

(c) fnrurrnce Pro-. Determine local estimates of 
standard commercial coverage for similar property 
from the Building Owners and Managers Associa- 
tion's Regional Exchange Reports. 

(7) Baridurl Val=. A property's residual value is an 
astimate of the price that the property could be sold 
for at the end of the period of the lease-purchase 
analysis, measured in discounted present value terms. 
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The recommended way to estimate residual value is 
to determine what similar, comparably aged prop- 
erty is currently selling for in commercial 
markets. 

Alternatively, book estimates of the resale value 
of used property may be available from industry or 
Government sources. 

~ssessed values of similar, comparably aged prop- 
erties determined for property tax purposes may 
also be used. 
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17. fBtearetation. Questions concerning interpretation of this 
Circular should be addressed to the Office of Economic Policy, 
Office of Management and Budget (202-395-5873) or, in the case of 
regulatory issues and analysis, to the Office of Information and 
Ragulatory Affairs (202-395-4852). 
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APPENDIX A 

enefit - Cost A m v s i ~  -- A systematic quantitative method of 
:.sessing the desirability of Government projects or policies 
when it is important to take a long view of future effects and a 
broad view of possible side-effects. 

ltal -- Tangible property, including durable goods, 
z i p m e n t ,  buildings, installations, and land. 

certainty - eaui vales -- A certain (i.e., nonrandom) outcome that 
an individual values epually to an uncertain outcome, For a 
risk-averse individual, the certainty-equivalent for an uncertain 
set of benefits may be less than the mathematical expectation of 
the outcome; for example, an individual may value a 50-50 chance 
of winning $100 Or $0 as only $45. Analogously, a risk-averse 
individual may have a certainty equivalent for an uncertain set 
of costs that is larger in magnitude than the mathematical 
expectation of costs. 

ectiveness Analvsie -- A systematic quantitative method 
$or comparing the costs of alternative means of achieving the 
same stream of benefits or a given objective. 

consumer Surghs -- The maximum sum of money a consumer would be 
willing to pay to consume a given amount of a good, less the 
amount actually paid. ft ifs represented graphically by the area 
between the demand curve and the price line in a diagram repre- 
senting the consumer's demand for the good as aefunction of its 
price. 

iscount Ratq -- The interest rate used in calculating the 
iresent value of expected yearly benefits and costs. 

iscount Factor -- The factor that translates expected benefits 
:r costs in any given future year into present value temp. The 
discount factor is equal to 1/(1 + i)'where i is the interest 
rate and t is is the number of Years from the date of initiation 
for the program or policy until the given future year. 

xcess Burden -- Unless a tax is imposed in the form of a i m p -  
unrelated to economic activity, such as a head tax, it will 

affect economic decisions on the margin. Departures from .coo 
nomic efficiency resulting from the distorting effect of taxes 
are called excess burdens, because they disadvantage society 
without adding to Treasury receipts. This concept also 
sometimes referred to as deadweight loss. 
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1 Economv or Diseco -- A direct effect, either posi- 
tive or negative, on someo: profit or welfare arising as a by- 
product of some other person's or firm's activity. Also referred 
to as neighborhood or spillover effects, or externalities for 
short. 

Incidence -- The ultimate distributional effect of a tax, expend- 
iture, or regulatory program. 

fnilation -- The proportionate rate of change in the general 
price level, as opposed to the proportionate increase in a 
specific price. Inflation im usually measured by a broad-based 
price index, 8uch as the implicit deflator for Cross Domestic 
Product or the Consumer Price Index. 

ternal Rate of R e t ~  -- The discount rate that sets the net 
present value of the stream of net benefits equal to zero. The 
internal rate of return may have multiple values when the stream 
of net benefits alternates from negative to positive more than 
once. 

Life Cvcle Cost -- The overall estimated cost for a particular 2. 
program alternative over the time period corresponding to the 
life of the program including direct and indirect initial costs 
plus any periodic or continuing costs of operation and 
maintenance. 

ex -- The ratio between the direct effect on output or 
employment and the full effect, including the effects of aecond 
order rounds or spending. Multiplier effects greater than 1.0 
require the existence of involuntary unemployment. . 
Net -- The difference between the discounted 
present value of benefits and the discounted present value of 
costs. 

Nominal V a l u  -- Economic units measured in terms of purchasing 
power of the date in question. A nominal value reflects the 
effects of general price inflation. 

Nominal Interest Rate -- An interest rate that is not adjusted to 
remove the effects of actual or expected inflation. Market 
interest rates are generally nominal interest rates. 

p~~ortunitv Cost -- The maximum worth of a good or input among 
possible alternative uses. 

a1 or Constant Dollar Values -- Economic units measured in 
terms of constant purchasing power. A real value is not affected 
by general price inflation. Real values can be estimated by 
deflating nominal values with a general price index, such as the 
implicit deflator for Gross Domestic Product or the Consumer 
Price Index. 
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eal Interest Rate -- An interest rate that has been adjusted to 
!emove the effect of expected or actual inflation. Real intorest 
rates can be approximated by subtracting the expected or actual 
inflation rate from a nominal interest rate. (A precise estimate 
can be obtained by dividing one plus the nominal interest rate by 
one plus the expected or actual inflation rate, and subtracting 
one from the resulting quotient.) 

elative price -- A price ratio between two goods as, for 
%ample, the ratio of the price of energy to the price of 
equipment. 

hadow Price -- An estimate of what the price of a good or input 
lfould be in the absence of market distortions, such as exter- 
nalities or taxes. For example, the shadow price of capital is 
the present value of the social returns to capital (before 
corporate income taxes) measured in units of consumption. 

Sunk cost -- A cost incurred in the past that vill not be 
affected by any present or future decision. Sunk costs should be 
ignored in determining whether a new investment is worthwhile. 

ansfer Pavment -- A papent of money or goods. A pure transfer E unrelated to the provision of any goods or services in 
exchange. Such payments alter the distribution of income, but do 
not directly affect the allocation of resources on the margin. 

easurv Rates -- Rates of interest On marketable Treasury debt. 
E c h  debt is issued in maturities ranging from 91 days to 30 
years. 

illinaness to Pay -- The maximum amount an individual would be 
tilling to give up in order to secure a change in the provision 
of a good or service. 
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ADDITIONAL OUIDAHCt FOR DI8COUNTINO 

1. -18 Format for Dimoountina Deferred Cost# and Benefit8 

Assume a lo-year program which will commit the Government to the 
stream of real (or constant-dollar) expenditures appearing in 
column (2) of the table below and which will result in a series 
of real benefits appearing in column (3). The discount factor 
for a 7 percent discount rate is shown in column (4). The 
present value cost for each of the 10 years is calculated by 
multiplying column (2) by column (4); the present value benefit 
for each of the 10 years is calculated by.multiplying column (3) 
by column (4). The present values.of costs and benefits are 
presented in columns (5) and (6) respectively. 

Present ~resenk 
Year since ' value of value of 
initiation, Expected Expected Discount costs benefits 
renewal or yearly yearly factors Col. 2 x Col. 3 x 
s~12ansiOn. cost benefit for 7% Col. U 

(1) (2) (3 1 (4 a(5) (6) 

Total $106.40 $142.41 

NOTE: The discount factor ie calculated as 1/(1 + i)' where 1 is 
the interest rate (.07) and t is the year. 

The sum of column (5) is the total present value of costs and the 
sum of column (6) is the total present value of benefits. Net 
present value is $36.01, the difference between the sum of 
discounted benefits and the sum of discounted costs. 

The discount factors presented in the table above are calculated 
on the implicit assumption that costs and benefits occur as 
lump-sums at year-end. When costs and benefits occur in a steady 
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mtream, applying mid-year discount fa 
For instance, the first cost in the t 
occur after six months, rather than a 
approximate better a steady stream of 
ring over the first year. Similarly, 
other costs and benefits are advanced 
better a continuing steady flow. 

ctors is more appropriate. 
able may be estimated to 
t the end of one year to 
costs and benefits occur- 
it may be assumed that a11 
PIX months to approximate 

The present values of coats and benefits computed from the table 
above can be converted to a mid-year discounting basis by 
multiplying them by 1.0344 (the square root of 1.07). T ~ U S ,  if 
the above example were converted to a mid-year basis, the present 
value of cost. would b. $110.06, the present value of benefits 
would bg $147.31, and the net present value would be $37.25. 

3. Illustrative Dimcount ?actor. for Discount Rate - 
Year since 
Initiation, 
Renewal or 
Emansion 

Year-end 
Discount - 

0.9346 
0.8734 
0.8163 
0.7629 
0.7130 
0.6663 
0.6227 
0.5820 
0.5439 
0.5083 
0.4751 
0.4440 
0.4150 
0.3878 
0.3624 
0.3387 
0.3166 
0.2959 
0.2765 
0.2584 
0.2415 
0.2257 
0.2109 
0.1971 
0.1842 
0.1722 
0.1609 
0.1504 
0.1406 
0.1314 

Beginning- 
Wid-year of -year 
Discount Discount - - 
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DISCOUNT RATES ?OR COST-EIFLCTIVENE88, L t A B t  PURCBABI, 
AM) RELATED AUALYSCS 

Ufective Dates. This appendix is updated annually at the time 
of the President's budget submission to Congress. This version 
of the appendix is valid only through February, 1993. Updates of 
this appendix will be available upon request from the Office of 
Economic Policy in OMB (202-395-3381). Copies of the appendix 
and the Circular may also be obtained from the OMB Publications 
Office (202-395-7332). 

m n a l  Discount R a m .  Nominal interest rates based on the 
economic assumptions from t h m  Fiscal Year 1993 Budget are 
presented in the table klow. These nominal rates are to be used 
for discounting nominal flows, as in lease-purchase analysis. 

Analyses of programs with terms different from those presented 
above may ume a linear interpolation. For example, a four-year 
project can bo evalu@ted with a 6.3 percent nominal rate. Pro- 
grams with durations longer than 30 years may use the 30-year 
interest rate. 

Be81 Discount Rater. Real interest rates based on the economic 
as%umption% from the Fiscal Year 1993 Budget are presented below. 
These real rates are to be used for discounting real (constant- 
dollar) flows, as in cost-effectiveness analysis. 

Analyses of programs with terms different from those presented 
above may use a linear interpolation. For example, a four-year 
project can be evaluated with a 2.9 percent real rate. Programs 
with durations longer than 30 years.may use the 30-year interest 
rate. 
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ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES 

FOR WATER AND RELATED LAND RESOURCES 

IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES 
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Foreword 

These Economic and Environmental Principles and 
Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources 
Implementation Studies have been developed to 
guide the formulation and evaluation studies of the 
major Federal water resources development agen- 
cies. This document is the product of extensive 
work by experts from a variety of professions and 
was developed with the help of hundreds of com- 
ments from the public. It contains the best currently 
available methods for calculating the benefits and 
costs of water resources development alternatives 
accurately and consistently, and is intended to 
ensure proper and consistent planning by the cov- 
ered Federal agencies. I am confident that these 
Principles and Guidelines will enhance our ability to 
identify and recommend to the Congress economi- 
cally and environmentally sound water project alter- 
natives. 

In accordance with Section 103 of the Water Re- 
sources Planning Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 

1962a-2), the Water Resources Council voted On 
September 9, 1982, to repeal the existing Princi- 
ples, Standards and Procedures (18 CFR, Parts 
711, 713, 714 and 716) and to establish these Prin- 
ciples and Guidelines. The President approved the 
Principles on February 3, 1983. In accordance with 
Executive Order 11747 (38 FR 30993, November 7, 
1973), 1 hereby approve the new Standards (Chapter 
1) and Procedures (Chapters II and 111). 

I James G. Watt 
Chairman 
US. Water Resources council 
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Economic and Environmental Principles for Water and 
Related Land Resources lmplementation Studies 

These Principles are established pursuant to the 
Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 (Pub. L. 89- 
80), as amended (42 U.S.C. 1962a-2 and d-1). 
These Principles supersede the Principles estab- 
lished in connection with promulgation of principles, 
standards and procedures at 18 CFR, Parts 711, 
713, 714 and 716. 

1. Purpose and Scope 

These principles are intended to ensure proper 
and consistent planning by Federal agencies in the 
formulation and evaluation of water and related 
land resources implementation studies. 

lmplementation studies of the following agency 
activities are covered by these principles: 

(a) Corps of Engineers (Civil Works) water re- 
sources project plans; 

(b) Bureau of Reclamation water resources project 
plans; 

(c) Tennessee Valley Authority water resources 
project plans; 

(d) Soil Conservation Service water resources pro- 
ject plans. 

lmplementation studies are pre- or postauthoriza- 
tion project formulation or evaluation studies under- 
taken by Federal agencies. 

2. Federal Objective 

The Federal objective of water and related land 
resources project planning is to contribute to na- 
tional economic development consistent with pro- 
tecting the Nation's environment, pursuant to na- 
tional environmental statutes, applicable executive 
orders, and other Federal planning requirements. 

(a) Water and related land resources project plans 
shall be formulated to alleviate problems and 
take advantage of opportunities in ways that 
contribute to this objective. 

Contributions to national economic development 
(NED) are increases in the net value of the na- 
tional output of goods and services, expressed 
in monetary units. Contributions to NED are the 
direct net benefits that accrue in the planning 
area and the rest of the Nation. Contributions 
to NED include increases in the net value of 
those goods and services that are marketed, 
and also of those that may not be marketed. 

3. State and Local Concerns 

Federal water resources planning is to be re- 
sponsive to State and local concerns. Accordingly, 
State and local participation is to be encouraged in 
all aspects of water resources planning. Federal 
agencies are to contact Governors or designated 
State agencies .for each affected State before initi- 
ating studies, and to provide appropriate opportuni- 
ties for State participation. It is recognized, howev- 
er, that water projects which are local, regional, 
statewide, or even interstate in scope do not nec- 
essarily require a major role for the Federal Gov- 
ernment; non-Federal, voluntary arrangements be- 
tween affected jurisdictions may often be adequate. 
States and localities are free to initiate planning 
and implementation of water projects. 

4. Intematlonal Concerns 

Federal water resources planning is to take into 
account international implications, including treaty 
obligations. Timely consultations with the relevant 
foreign government should be undertaken when a 
Federal water project is likely to have a significant 
impact on any land or water resources within its 
territorial boundaries. 

5. Altematlve Plans 

Various alternative plans are to be formulated in 
a systematic manner to ensure that all reasonable 
alternatives are evaluated. 

A plan that reasonably maximizes net national 
economic development benefits, consistent 
with the Federal objective, is to be formulated. 
This plan is to be identified as the NED plan. 

Other plans which reduce net NED benefits in 
order to further address other Federal, State, 
local, and international concerns not fully ad- 
dressed by the NED plan should also be for- 
mulated. 

Plans may be formulated which require changes 
in existing statutes, administrative regulations, 
and established common law; such required 
changes are to be identified. 

Each alternative plan is to be formulated in con- 
sideration of four criteria: completeness, effec- 
tiveness, efficiency, and acceptability. Appropri- 
ate mitigation of adverse effects is to be an in- 
tegral part of each alternative plan. 
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(e) Existing water and related land resources plans, 
such as State water resources plans, are to be 
considered as alternat~ve plans if within the 
scope of the planning effort. 

6. Plan Selection 

A plan recommending Federal action is to be the 
alternative plan with the greatest net economic 
benefit consistent with protecting the Nation's envi- 
ronment (the NED plan), unless the Secretary of a 
department or head of an independent agency 
grants an exception to this rule. Exceptions may be 
made when there are overriding reasons for recom- 
mending another plan, based on other Federal, 
State, local and international concerns. 

7. Accounts 

Four accounts are established to facilitate evalu- 
ation and display of effects of alternative plans. 
The national economic development account is re- 
quired. Other information that is required by law or 
that will have a material bearing on the decision- 
making process should be included in the other ac- 
counts, or in some other appropriate format used to 
organize information on effects. 

(a) The national economic development (NED) ac- 
count displays changes in the economic value 
of the national output of goods and services. 

(b) The environmental quality (EQ) account displays 
nonmonetary effects on significant natural and 
cultural resources. 

(c) The regional economic development (RED) ac- 
count registers changes in the distribution of 
regional economic activity that result from each 
alternative plan. Evaluations of regional effects 
are to be carried out using nationally consistent 
projections of income, employment, output, 
and population. 

(d) The other social effects (OSE) account registers 
plan effects from perspectives that are relevant 
to the planning process, but are not reflected 
in the other three accounts. 

8. Discount Rate 

Discounting is to be used to convert future mone- 
tary values to present values. 

9. Period of Analysis 

The period of analysis to be be the same for 
each alternative plan. 

10. Risk and Uncertainty 

Planners shall identify areas of risk and uncer- 
tainty in their analysis and describe them clearly, so 
that decisions can be made with knowledge of the 
degree of reliability of the estimated benefits and 
costs and of the effectiveness of alternative plans, 

11. Cost Allocation 

For allocating total project financial costs among 
the purposes served by a plan, separable costs *ill 
be assigned to their respective purposes, and all 
joint costs will be allocated to  purposes for which 
the plan was formulated. (Cost sharing policies for 
water projects will be addressed separately.) 

12. Planning Guidelines 

In order to ensure consistency of Federal agency 
planning necessary for purposes of budget and 
policy decisions and to aid States and the public In 

evaluation of project alternatives, the Water Re- 
sources Council (WRC), in cooperation with the 
Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environ- 
ment, shall issue standards and procedures, in the 
form of guidelines, implementing these Principles 
The head of each Federal agency subject to this 
order will be responsible for consistent application 
of the guidelines. An agency may propose agency 
guidelines which differ from the guidelines issued 
by WRC. Such agency guidelines and suggestions 
for improvements in the WRC guidelines are to be 
submitted to WRC for review and approval. The 
WRC will forward all agency proposed guidelines 
which represent changes in established policy to 
the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and En- 
vironment for its consideration. 

13. Effective Date 

These Principles shall apply to implementation 
studies completed more than 120 days after issu- 
ance of the standards and procedures referenced 
in Section 12, and concommitant repeal of 18 CFRr 
Parts 711, 713, 714, and 716. 

These economic and environmental Principles 
are hereby approved. 

February 3, 1983 
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Economic and Environmental Guidelines for 
Related Land Resources Implementation 

Chapter I-Standards 

Section I-Introduction 

1.1.1 Purpose and Scope. 
1.1.2 Authority. 
1.1.3 Applicability. 

Section Il-The Federal Objective 

Section VII-Accounts 

1.7.1 General. 
1.7.2 National economic development account. 
1.7.3 Environmental quality account. 
1.7.4 Regional economic development account. 
1.7.5 Other social effects account. 

Section VIII-Displays 

1.8.1 General. 
1.8.2 Content and format 

Section ill-Summary of the Planning Proceu 
Sectlon IX--Cost Allocation 

1.3.1 Introduction. 
1.3.2 Major Steps. 
1.3.3 Specification of the proMems and opportunities cllurociclt- 

ed with the Federal objective and speck State .nd local 
concerns. 

1.3.4 Inventory and forecast of water and related land re- 
sources conditions. 

1.3.5 Formulation of alternative plans. 
1.3.6 Evaluation of effects. 
1.3.7 Comparison of alternative plans. 
1.3.8 Plan selection. 

Section IV-General Planning Conslderatlons 

Federal-State relationship in planning. 
International consultations. 
General public participation. 
Review and conurltation. 
Interdisciplinary planning. 
Agency decisionmaking. 
Planning area. 
Scoping. 
Forecasting. 

1.4.10 Prices. 
1.4.11 Discount rate. 
1.4.12 Periodof analysis. 
1.4.1 3 Risk and uncertninty-mritivity analysis. 
1.4.14 Documentation. 

Section V-Inventory and Forocast of 
Condltlons Wlthout a Plan 

1.5.1 R m r c e  conditions. 
1.5.2 Problems and opportunities. 

Section VI-Alternative Plans 

1.8.1 General. 
1.6.2 Fmulation. 
1.6.3 The NED plan. 
1.6.4 Other alternative plans. 

Water and 
Studies 

1.9.1 General. 
,1.9.2 Definitions. 
1.9.3 Cost allocation standard. 
13.4 Allocation of constituent cost. 

Section X-Plan Selection 

1.10.1 General. 
1.10.2 Selection. 

Supplement I-Risk and Uncertainty 

S1 Concepts. 
S2 Application. 
S3 Report and display. 

Chapter Il-National Economic 
Development (NED) Benefit 
Evaluation Procedures 

2.1.1 Purpose. 
2.1.2 Conceptual basis. 
2.1.3 Calculating net NED benefits in average annual eWiva- 

lent terms. 
2.1.4 Definitions. 

Section 11-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedure- 
Municlpal and Industrial (M6l) Water Supply 

2.2.1 Introduction. 
2.2.2 Conceptual basis. 
2.2.3 Planning setting. 
2.2.4 Evaluation procedure: General. 
2.2.5 Evaluation procedure: Identity study area. 
2.2.6 Evaluation procedure: Estimate future MBI water rup. 

plies. 
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2.2.7 Evaluation procedure: Project future Ma1 water use. 
2.2.8 Evaluation procedure: Identify the deficit between future 

water supplres 
2.2.9 Evaluatron 

and use. 
procedure: Identify alternatives without Fed- 

eral plan. 
2.2.10 Evaluation procedure: Rank and display the alternative 

plans based on least cost analysrs. 
2.2.1 1 Evaluatron procedure: Identity the most likely alternative. 
2.2.12 Evaluation procedure: Compute Ma1 water supply 

annual benefrts. 
2.2 13 Evaluatron procedure: Problems in application. 
2.2.1 4 Report and drsplay procedures. 

Section Ill-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedures: 
Agriculture 

2.3.1 Introduction. 
2.3.2 Conceptual bass  
2.3.3 Evaluation components. 
2.3.4 Plannrng setting. 
2.3.5 Evaluat~on procedure: Crops. 
2.3.6 Evaluatron procedure: Damage reduction for other agrl- 

cultural properties and associated agricultural enterprrses. 
2.3.7 Evaluatron procedure: Off-srte sedrment reduction. 
2.3.8 Evaluation procedure. Problems in application. 
2.3.9 Evaluatron procedure. Data sources. 
2.3 10 Report and display procedures. 

Section IV-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedures: 
Urban Flood Damage 

2 4.1 lntroductron 
2 4.2 Conceptual basis. 
2 4.3 Plannrng settlng. 
2.4 4 Evaluat~on procedure: General. 
2.4.5 Evaluation procedure: Step 1-delineate affected area. 
2.4.6 Evaluation procedure: Step 2-determrne floodplarn 

characterrstrcs 
2.4.7 Evaluatron procedure: Step 3-project act~vitres In af- 

fected area. 
2.4.8 Evaluatron procedure: Step 4-estrmate potential land 

use. 
2.4.9 Evaluatron procedure: Step 5-project land use. 
2.4.10 Evaluatron procedure: Step 6-determine existrng flood 

damages. 
2.4.1 1 Evaluatron procedure: Step 7-project future flood dam- 

ages. 
2.4 12 Evaluatron procedure: Step 8-determine other costs of 

usrng floodplarn. 
2.4.1 3 Evaluat~on procedure. Step 9-collect land market value 

and related data. 
2.4.14 Evaluat~on procedure: Step 10-compute NED benefits. 
2.4.15 Evaluatron procedure: Problems In application. 
2 4.16 Evaluatton procedure. Data sources. 
2.4.17 Report and drsplay procedures. 

Section V-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedures: 
Power (Hydropower) 

2.5.1 Introduction. 
2.5.2 Conceptual basis. 
2.5.3 Plannrng settmg. 
2.5.4 Evaluatron procedure. General 
2.5.5 Evaluatron procedure: Identify system for analysis. 
2.5.6 Evaluat~on procedure: Determme need for future genera- 

tron. 
2.5.7 Evaluatron procedure: Determine most likely non-Federal 

alternatrve. 

2.5.8 Evaluation procedure: Compute benefits. 
2.5.9 Evaluation procedure: Data sources. 
2.5.10 Alternative Procedure: Financral Evaluat~on 
2.5.1 1 Report and display procedures. 

Section VI-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedures: 
Transportation (Inland Navigation) 

2.6.1 Introduction. 
2.6.2 Conceptual basrs. 
2.6.3 Planning setting. 
2.6.4 Evaluation procedure: General. 
2.6.5 Evaluation procedure: Step 1-~dentify the commod~ty 

types. 
2.6.6 Evaluation procedure: Step 2-identrty the study area. 
2.6.7 Evaluat~on procedure: Step 3-determine current com- 

modity flow. 
2.6.8 Evaluat~on procedure: Step 4-determrne current costs 

of waterway use. 
2.6.9 Evaluation procedure: Step 5-determrne current cost of 

alternative movement. 
2.6.10 Evaluatron procedure: Step 6-forecast potentla1 water- 

way traff~c by commodity. 
2.6.1 1 Evaluation procedure. Step 7-determine future cost of 

alternative modes. 
2.6.12 Evaluation procedur'ei Step 8-determrne future costs of 

waterway use. 
2.6.13 Evaluation procedure: Step 9-determine waterway use. 

w~th and without project. 
2.6.14 Evaluation procedure: Step 10-compute NED benefrts. 
2.6.15 Evaluation procedure: Problems rn applicat~on. 
2.6.16 Report and display procedures. 

Section VII-NED Benefit Evaluation 
Procedures: Transportation (Deep-Draft 
Navigation) 

2.7.1 Introductron. 
2.7.2 Conceptual basis. 
2.7.3 Plannmg settmg. 
2.7.4 Evaluation procedures. 
2.7.5 Problems in applrcatron. 
2.7.6 Report and display procedures 

Section VIII-NED Benefit Evaluation 
Procedures: Recreation 

2.8.1 Introductron. 
2.8.2 Conceptual basrs. 
2.8.3 Planning setting. 
2.8.4 Evaluation procedure. General. 
2.8.5 Evaluation procedure: Defrne the study area. 
2.8.6 Evaluation procedure: Estrmate recreatron resource. 
2.8.7 Evaluatron procedure. Forecast potentla1 recreation use 

in the study area. 
2.8.8 Evaluatron procedure: Determme the wrthout-project 

conditron. 
2.8.9 Evaluation procedure: Forecast recreatron use wrth pro- 

ject. 
2.8.10 Evaluation procedure: Est~mate value of use wrth the 

project. 
2.8.11 Evaluation procedure: Forecast recreat~on use drmrn- 

ished with the pro~ect 
2.8.12 Evaluation procedure: Estrmate value of recreatron use 

diminished with the project. 
2.8.13 Evaluatron procedure: Compute net project benef~ts 
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2.8.14 Report and display procedures. 
Appendix 1 -Travel Cost Method 
Appendix 2-Contmgent Valuation (Survey) Methods 
Appendix 3-Unit Day Value Method 

Section IX-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedure: 
Commercial Fishing 

2.9.1 Introduction. 
2.9.2 Conceptual basis. 
2.9.3 Planning sening. 
2.9.4 ~valuatkn proc-edure: General. 
2.9.5 Evaluation procedure: Identify the affected areas. 
2.9.6 Evaluation ' procedure: Determine the without-project 

condition. 
2.9.7 Evaluation procedure: Determine conditions that would 

exist with an alternative plan. 
2.9.8 Evaluation procedure: Estimate NED benefits. 
2.9.9 Problems in application. 
2.9.10 Data sources. 
2.9.1 1 Report and display procedures. 

Section X-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedure: 
Other Direct Benefits 

Introduction. 
Conceptual basis. 
Planning setting. 
Evaluation procedure: General. 
Evaluatton procedure: Problems In application. 
Evaluation procedure: Data sources. 
Evaluation procedure: Risk and uncertainty. 
Report and display procedures. 

Section XI-NED Benefit Evaluation Procedures: 
Unemployed or Underemployed Labor 
Resources 

2.1 1.1 Introduction. 
2.1 1.2 Conceptual bass. 
2.1 1.3 Plann~ng setting. 
2.1 1.4 Evaluation procedure. 
2.11.5 Report and d~splay procedures. 
Appendix 1 -Occupational Tables 

Section XII-National Economic Development 
(NED) Cost Evaluation Procedures 

2.12.1 Introduction. 
2.1 2.2 Conceptual basis 
2.1 2.3 Plann~ng setting. 
2.12.4 ~valuatbn procedure: General. 
2.12.5 Evaluation procedure: Implementation outlays 
2.12.6 Evaluation procedure: Associated costs. 
2.12.7 Evaluation procedure: Other direct costs. 

2.12.8 Evaluation procedure: Problems in application. 
2.12.9 Evaluation procedure: Data sources. 
2.1 2.10 Report and display procedures. 

Chapter Ill-Environmental Quality (EQ) 
Evaluation Procedures 

Section I-Introduction 

3.1.1 Purpose. 
3.1.2 Limitations. 

Section Il-Definitions 

3.2.1 Definitions. 
3.2.2 References for terms. 
3.2.3 Abbreviat~ons and acronyms. 

Section Ill-General Evaluation Requirements 

3.3.1 Interdisciplinary planning. 
3.3.2 Public involvement. 
3.3.3 Integration of other review, coordination, and consultation 

requirements. 
3.3.4 Documentatton. 
3.3.5 Performance objectives. 

Section IV-EQ Evaluation Process 

Orientation. 
Define resources phase. 
Identify resources act~vity. 
Develop evaluation framework activity. 
Inventory resources phase. 
Survey existmg conditions activtty. 
Forecast without-plans condttions activ~ty. 
Forecast with-plan conditions activity. 
Assess effects phase. 
ldentify effects activtty. 
Describe effects activity. 
Determine significant ettects activity. 
Appraise effects phase. 
Appraise significant effects activity. 
Judge net EO effects actiwty. 

Appendix A-Example Documentation Formats 

Appendix B-Relationships Between NEPA 
Requirements for EIS Contents and the 
requirements of these procedures. 
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CHAPTER I-STANDARDS 

Section I-Introduction 

1.1.1 Purpose and Scope. 

(a) These Guidelines establish standards and 
procedures for use by Federal agencies in formulat- 
ing and evaluating alternative plans for water and 
related land resources implementation studies. 
These Guidelines implement the Principles for 
Water and Related Land Resources lmplementation 
Studies. 

(b) These Guidelines are for Federal administra- 
tive purposes and shall not create any substantive 
or procedural rights in private parties. 

(c) Departures in an individual study from these 
Guidelines are to be documented and justified in 
the study report. 

(d) lmplementation studies are pre- or postauth- 
orization project formulation or evaluation studies 
undertaken by a Federal agency. Studies for the 
following agency activities are covered: 

(1) Corps of Engineers (Civil Works) water re- 
sources project plans. 

(2) Bureau of Reclamation water resources pro- 
ject plans. 

(3) Tennessee Valley Authority water resources 
project plans. 

(4) Soil Conservation ,Service water resources 
project plans. 

(e) These Guidelines establish the basic process 
for Federal agencies in carrying out implementation 
studies. Activities conducted pursuant to the re- 
quirements of the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321, et. seq.) are 
to be fully integrated with this process. 

(f) The accounts described in these Guidelines 
encompass and are consistent with the concept of 
human environment as used in NEPA and the ap- 
propriate portions of the NEPA regulations estab- 
lished by the Council on Environmental Quality 
(CEQ) in 40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508. 

1.1.2 Authority. 

These Guidelines are established pursuant to 
Section 103 of the Water Resources Planning Act 
(Pub. L. 89-80) and Executive Order 11747. 

1.1.3 Applicability. 

(a) These Guidelines apply to implementation 
studies completed more than 120 days after issu- 
ance of the Guidelines. Studies completed within 
120 days should be concluded in accordance with 
the guidance applicable to them prior to issuance 
of these Guidelines. 

(b) Preauthorization or postauthorization studies 
are considered completed when the appropriate 
planning documents have been approved by the re- 
sponsible agency's field office. 

(c) In the case of reevaluation studies in which 
there is no reformulation of the plan, the portions of 
this chapter dealing with plan formulation do not 
apply. 

(d) The administrator of each Federal or Federal- 
ly assisted program covered is responsible for ap- 
plying these Guidelines. 

Section Il-The Federal Objective 

(a) The Federal objective of water and related 
land resources planning is to contribute to national 
economic development consistent with protecting 
the Nation's environment, pursuant to national envi- 
ronmental statutes, applicable executive orders, 
and other Federal planning requirements. 

(b) Contributions to national economic develop- 
ment (NED) are increases in the net value of the 
national output of goods and services, expressed in 
monetary units. Contributions to NED are the direct 
net benefits that accrue in the planning area and 
the rest of the nation. Contributions to NED include 
increases in the net value of those goods and serv- 
ices that are marketed, and also of those that may 
not be marketed. 

(c) The Federal objective for the relevant plan- 
ning setting should be stated in terms of an ex- 
pressed desire to alleviate problems and realize op- 
portunities related to the output of goods and serv- 
ices or to increased economic efficiency. 

(d) Each statement of a problem or opportunity 
should be expressed in terms of a desired output. 
Example statements are- 

(1) Reduce flood losses in the Red River flood- 
plain to increase agriculture production; 

(2) Reduce the cost of agricultural production in 
the irrigated sector of Tolland County; and 
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(3) Increase the value of the recreational experi- 1.3.3 Specification of the Problems and 
ence at Lake Zoar. Opportunities Associated With the Federal 

Objective and Specific State and Local 
Concerns. 

Section Ill-Summary of the Planning 
Process 

1.3.1 Introduction. 

The planning process consists of a series of 
steps that identifies or responds to problems and 
opportunities associated with the Federal objective 
and specific State and local concerns, and culmi- 
nates in the selection of a recommended plan. The 
process involves an orderly and systematic ap- 
proach to making determinations and decisions at 
each step so that the interested public and deci- 
sionmakers in the planning organization can be fully 
aware of: the basic assumptions employed; the 
data and information analyzed; the areas of risk 
and uncertainty; the reasons and rationales used; 
and the significant implications of each alternative 
plan. 

1.3.2 Major Steps. 

(a) The planning process consists of the follow- 
ing major steps: 

\ 

(1) Specification of the water and related land re- 
sources problems and opportunities (relevant to the 
planning setting) associated with the Federal objec- 
tive and specific State and local concerns. 

(2) Inventory, forecast, and analysis of water and 
related land resource conditions within the planning 
area relevant to the identified problems and oppor- 
tunities. 

(3) Formulation of alternative plans. 

(4) Evaluation of the effects of the alternative 
plans. 

(5) Comparison of alternative plans. 

(6) Selection of a recommended plan based upon 
the comparison of alternative plans. 

(b) Plan formulation is a dynamic process with 
various steps that should be iterated one or more 
times. This iteration process, which may occur at 
any step, may sharpen the planning focus or 
change its emphasis as new data are obtained or 
as the specification of problems or opportunities 
changes or becomes more clearly defined. 

(a) The desire to alleviate problems and realize 
opportunities should be specified for the planning 
area in terms of the Federal objective and specific 
State and local concerns. The problems and oppor- 
tunities should be defined so that their definition 
does not dictate a narrow range of alternatives. 

(b) The problems and opportunities should be de- 
fined in such a way that meaningful levels of 
achievement can be identified. This will facilitate 
the formulation of alternative plans in cases in 
which there may be financial, environmental, techni- 
cal, legislative, or administrative constraints on the 
total alleviation of a problem or realization of an op- 
portunity. 

(c) The problems and opportunities should be 
stated for both current and future conditions. De- 
sired conditlsns for the future should be explicitly 
stated. 

(d) The problems and opportunities should reflect 
",.e specific effects that are desired by groups and 
individuals as well as the problems and opportuni- 
ties declared to be in the national interest by the 
Congress or the Executive Branch. This identifica- 
tion and detailing of problems and opportunities is 
the process of making explicit the range of prefer- 
ences and desires of those affected by resource 
development. It should be understood that the ini- 
tial expressions of problems and opportunities may 
be modified during the planning process. 

1.3.4 Inventory and Forecast of Water and 
Related Land Resource Conditions. 

The potential for alleviating problems and realiz- 
ing opportunities is determined during inventorying 
and forecasting. The inventory and forecast of re- 
source conditions should be related to the prob- 
lems and opportunities previously identified. 

1.3.5 Formulation of Alternatlve Plans. 

Alternative plans are to be formulated in a sys- 
tematic manner to insure that all reasonable alter- 
natives are evaluated. Usually, a number of alterna- 
tive plans are identified early in the planning proc- 
ess and become more refined through additional 
development and through subsequent iterations. 
Additional alternative plans may be introduced at 
any time. 
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1.3.6 Evalurtlon of Effects. 

(a) General The evaluation of the effects of each 
alternative plan consists of assessment and ap- 
praisal. 

(b) Assessment. Assessment is the process of 
measuring or estimating the effects of an alterna- 
tive plan. Assessment determines the difference 
between without-plan and with-plan conditions for 
each of the categories of effects. 

(c) Appraisal. 
(1) Appraisal is the process of assigning social 

values to the technical information gathered as part 
of the assessment process. 

(2) Since technical data concerning benefits and 
costs in the NED account are expressed in mone- 
tary units, the NED account already contains a 
weighting of effects; therefore, appraisal is applica- 
ble only to the EQ, RED, and OSE evaluations. 

(d) Displays. The results of the evaluation should 
be displayed according to the directions provided in 
Section VIII-Displays. 

1.3.7 Comparison of Alternative Plans. 

(a) The comparison of plans focuses on the dif- 
ferences among the alternative plans as deter- 
mined in the evaluation phase. 

(b) The differences should be organized on the 
basis of the effects in the four accounts or on a 
combination of the NED account and another ap- 
propriate format for other significant effects. 

1.3.8 Plan Selectton. 

After consideration of the various alternative 
plans, their effects, and public comments, a plan is 
selected following the general guidance in Section 
X-Plan Selection. 

Section IV-General Planning 
Considerations 

1.4.1 Federal-State Relatlonshlp In Planning. 

(a) The responsible Federal planning agency is to 
contact the Gownor or designated agency for 
each affected State before initiating a study and 
enter into such agreements as are appropriate to 
carry out a coordinated planning effort. 

(b) The State agency or agencies responsible for 
or concerned with water planning are to be pro- 
vided with appropriate opportunities to participate in 

defining the problems and opportunities, in scoping 
the study, and in review and consultation. 

1.4.2 Intematlonal Consultations. 

When a Federal water project is likely to have a 
significant impact on any land or resources situated 
in a foreign country or to affect treaty obligations, 
the responsible Federal planning agency, through 
the Department of State, should enter into consul- 
tations with the government of the affected country, 
with a view to determining the international implica- 
tions of the project under consideration. 

1.4.3 General Publlc~Participation. 

(a) Interested and affected agencies, groups, and 
individuals should be provided opportunities to par- 
ticipate throughout the planning process. The re- 
sponsible Federal planning agency should contact 
and solicit participation of: other Federal agencies; 
appropriate regional, State, and local agencies; na- 
tional, regional and local groups; other appropriate 
groups such as affected Indian tribes; and individ- 
uals. A coordinated public participation program 
should be established with willing agencies and 
groups. 

(b) Efforts to secure public participation should 
be pursued through appropriate means such as 
public hearings, public meetings, workshops, infor- 
mation programs, and citizen committees. 

1.4.4 Review and Consultation. 

Review and consultation with interested and af- 
fected agencies, groups, and individuals are 
needed in the planning process. Reviews are to be 
consistent with the requirements of applicable Fed- 
eral statutes and the CEQ .NEPA regulations (40 
CFR Parts 1500-1508). The planning process de- 
scribed in these Guidelines and the CEQ and NEPA 
regulations are complementary. 

1.4.5 Interdisciplinary Planning. 

An interdisciplinary approach should be used in 
planning to ensure the integrated use of the natural 
and social sciences and the environmental design 
arts. The disciplines of the planners should be ap- 
propriate to the issues identified in the scoping 
process. The planning agency should supplement 
its available expertise, as necessary, with knowl- 
edgeable experts from cooperating agencies, uni- 
versities, consultants, etc. 
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1.4.6 Agency Decisionmaking. 

Decisionmaking is a dynamic process that leads 
to selection of a recommended plan. Decisionmak- 
ing begins at the field level and occurs at different 
levels through subsequent reviews and approvals 
as required by the agency until it reaches the level 
having authority to approve the project (final level). 
The individual in the responsible planning agency 
making the decisions at each level is referred to as 
the "agency decisionmaker." The identity of the 
agency decisionmaker depends upon the level of 
project development and review. For projects re- 
quiring congressional authorization, the final agency 
decisionmaker is the Secretary of the Department 
or head of the independent, agency. For projects 
that do not require congressional approval, the final 
decisionmaker is the Secretary of the Department, 
head of the agency, or such other official as appro- 
priately delegated. 

1.4.7 Planning Area. 

(2) Define the planning area based on the prob- 
lems and opportunities and the geographic areas 
likely to be affected by alternative plans. 

(3) ldentify and eliminate from detailed study any 
issues that are not significant or that have been 
adequately covered by prior study. However, impor- 
tant issues, even though covered by other studies, 
should still be considered in the analysis. 

(4) Identify any current or future planning that is 
related to but not p ~ r t  of the study under considera- 
tion. 

(5) ldentify review and consultation requirements 
so that cooperating agencies (as defined in 40 CFR 
1508.5) may prepare required analyses and studies 
concurrently with' the study under consideration. 

(6) Indicate the tentative planning and decision- 
making schedule. 

(7) The scoping process should be integrated 
with other early planning activities. 

(c) Scoping may be used to combine or narrow 
the number of problems and opportunities, meas- 

The planning area is a geographic space with an ures, plans, effects, etc., under consideration so 

identified boundary that includes: that meaningful and efficient analysis and choice 
among alternative plans can occur. - 

(a) The area identified in the study's authorizing Scoping should include Consideration of 
document; ground water problems and opportunities, including 

(b) The locations of alternative plans, often called conjunctive use of ground and surface water, and 
"project areas"; and instream flow problems. Appropriate consideration 

should be given to existing water rights in scoping 
(c) The locations of resources that would be di- the planning effort, 

rectly, indirectly, or cumulatively affected by alterna- 
tive plans, often called the "affected area." 

1.4.9 Forecasting. 

1.4.8 Scoping. 

(a) Planning should include an early and open 
process termed "scoping" to identify both the likely 
significant issues to be addressed and the range of 
those issues. This process is complementary with 
the scoping process described in the CEQ NEPA 
regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). The agency 
should begin scoping as soon as practicable after a 
decision to begin planning. The scoping process 
should include affected Federal, State, and local 
agencies and other interested groups or persons. 
Scoping should be used as appropriate throughout 
planning to ensure that all significant decisionmak- 
ing factors are addressed and that unneeded and 
extraneous studies are not undertaken. 

(b) As part of the scoping process, the ager-cy 
should: 

(1) Determine the extent to which the likely sig- 
nificant issues will be analyzed. 

(a) Formulation and evaluation of alternative 
plans should be based on the most likely conditions 
expected to exist in the future with and without the 
plan. The without-plan condition is the condition ex- 
pected to prevail if no action is taken. The with-plan 
condition is the condition expected to prevail with 
the particular plan under consideration. 

(b) The forecasts of with- and without-plan condi- 
tions should use the inventory of existing conditions 
as the baseline, and should be based on considera- 
tion of the following (including direct, indirect, and 
cumulative effects)- 

(1) NationaVregional projections of income, em- 
ployment, output, and population prepared and pub- 
lished by the Department of Commerce. 

(2) Other aggregate projections such as exports, 
land use trends, and amounts of goods and serv- 
ices likely to be demanded; 

(3) Expected environmental conditions; and 
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(4) Specific, authoritative projections for small 
areas. 

Appropriate national and regional projections 
should be used as an underlying forecasting frame- 
work, and inconsistencies therewith, while permissi- 
ble, should be documented and justified. 

(c) National projections used in planning are to 
be based on a full employment economy. In this 
context, assumption of a full employment economy 
establishes a rationale for general use of market 
prices in estimating economic benefits and costs, 
but does not preclude consideration of special anal- 
yses of regions with high rates of unemployment 
and underemployment in calculating benefits from 
using unemployed and underemployed labor re- 
sources. 

(d) National and State environmental and health 
standards and regulations should be recognized 
and appropriately considered in scoping the plan- 
ning effort. Standards and regulations concerning 
water quality, air quality, public health, wetlands 
protection, and floodplain management should be 
given specific consideration in forecasting the with- 
and without-plan condition. 

(e) Other plans that have been adopted for the 
planning area and other current planning efforts 
should be considered. 

(1) Forecasts should be made for selected years 
over the period of analysis to indicate how changes 
in economic and other conditions are likely to have 
an impact on problems and opportunities. 

1.4.10 Prices. 

(a) The prices of goods and services used for 
evaluation should reflect the real exchange values 
expected to prevail over the period of analysis. For 
this purpose, relative price relationships of outputs 
and inputs prevailing during, or immediately preced- 
ing, the period of planning generally represent the 
real price relationships expected over the life of the 
plan, unless specific considerations indicate real 
exchange values are expected to change. 

(b) The general level of prices for outputs and 
inputs prevailing during or immediately preceding 
the period of planning is to be used for the entire 
period of analysis. In the case of agricultural plan- 
ning, normalized prices prepared by the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture should be used. 

1.4.1 1 Discount Rate. 

Discounting is to be used to convert future mone- 
tary values to present values. Calculate present 
values using the discount rate established annually 

for the formulation and economic evaluation of 
plans for water and related land resources plans. 

1.4.12 Period of Analysis. 

(a) The period of analysis is to be the same for 
each alternative plan. The period of analysis is to 
be the time required for implementation plus the 
lesser of- 

(1) The period of time over which any alternative 
plan would have significant beneficial or adverse ef- 
fects; or 

(2) A period not to exceed 100 years. 

(b) Appropriate consideration should be given to 
environmental factors that may extend beyond the 
period of analysis. 

1.4.13 Risk and Uncertainty-Sensitivity 
Analysis. 

(a) Plans and their effects should be examined to 
determine the uncertainty inherent in the data or 
various assumptions of future economic, demo- 
graphic, social, attitudinal, environmental, and tech- 
nological trends. A limited number of reasonable al- 
ternative forecasts that would, if realized, apprecia- 
bly affect plan design should be considered. 

(b) The planner's primary role in dealing with risk 
and uncertainty is to identify the areas of sensitivity 
and describe them clearly so that decisions can be 
made with knowledge of the degree of reliability of 
available information. 

(c) Situations of risk are defined as those in 
which the potential outcomes can be described in 
reasonably well-known probability distributions such 
as the probability of particular flood events. Situa- 
tions of uncertainty are defined as those in which 
potential outcomes cannot be described in objec- 
tively known probability distributions. 

(d) Risk and uncertainty arise from measurement 
errors and from the underlying variability of complex 
natural, social, and economic situations. Methods 
of dealing with risk and uncertainty include: 

(1) Collecting more detailed data to reduce mea- 
surement error. 

(2) Using more refined analytic techniques. 

(3) Increasing safety factors in design. 

(4) Selecting measures with better known per- 
formance characteristics. 

(5) Reducing the irreversible or irretrievable com- 
mitments of resources. 
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(6) Performing a sensitivity analysis of the esti- 
mated benefits and costs of alternative plans. 

(e) Reducing risk and uncertainty may involve in- 
creased costs or loss of benefits. The advantages 
and costs of reducing risk and uncertainty should 
be considered in the planning process. Additional 
information on risk and uncertainty can be found in 
Supplement I to this chapter. 

1.4.14 Documentation. 

Planning studies are to be documented in a 
clear, concise manner that explains the basic as- 
sumptions and decisions that were made and the 
reasons for them. The documentation should be 
prepared in a manner to expedite review and deci- 
sionmaking. 

Section V-Inventory and Forecast of 
Conditions Without a Plan 

1.5.1 Resource Conditions. 

(a) An inventory should be made to determine 
the quantity and quality of water and related land 
resources of the planning area and to identify op- 
portunities for protection and enhancement of 
those resources. The inventoi'y should include data 
appropriate to the identified problems and opportu- 
nities, as determined by scoping, and the potential 
for formulating and evaluating alternative plans. 
The inventory does not necessarily include an ex- 
haustive listing of resources of the area. This inven- 
tory should describe the existing conditions and 
should be the baseline for forecasting with- and 
without-plan conditions. 

(b) The most likely future condition without a plan 
should be used for evaluating the effects of alterna- 
tive plans. 

1.5.2 Problems and Opportunities. 

(a) Inventory and forecasting should include an 
analysis of the identified problems and opportuni- 
ties and their implications for the planning setting. 
Resource inventories should be limited to resources 
affecting the problems and opportunities or likely to 
be affected by the alternative plans. As alternative 
plans are developed or refined, the adequacy of 
these resource inventories should be reassessed. 
This analysis should be used to redefine the specif- 
ic problems and opportunities associated with the 
Federal objective and other State and local con- 
cerns. 

(b) Based on this analysis, an appraisal should 
be made of the potential for alleviating the prob- 
lems and realizing the opportunities. The appraisal 
provides guidance on the possible scope and mag- 
nitude of actions needed to address each problem 
or opportunity. This appraisal should identify possi- 
bilities for management, development, preservation, 
and other opportunities for action. Resource inven- 
tories and forecasts may suggest additional prob- 
lems or opportunities. These possibilities will indi- 
cate the resource capabilities relative to specific 
commodities, services, or environmental amenities 
desired by the public. By proper selection of these 
development or management possibilities, alterna- 
tives may be formulated for each problem or oppor- 
tunity. 

Section VI-Alternative Plans 

1 . 1  General. 

(a) An alternative plan consists of a system of 
structural andlor nonstructural measures, strate- 
gies, or programs formulated to alleviate specific 
problems or take advantage of specific opportuni- 
ties associated with water and related land re- 
sources in the planning area. 

(b) Alternative plans should be significantly differ- 
entiated from each other. 

(c) Alternative plans should not be limited to 
those the Federal planning agency could implement 
directly under current authorities. Plans that could 
be implemented under the authorities of other Fed- 
eral agencies, State and local entities, and nongo- 
vernment interests should also be considered. 

(d) Alternative plans may either- 

(1) Be in compliance with existing statutes, ad- 
ministrative regulations, and established common 
law; or 

(2) Propose necessary changes in such statutes, 
regulations, or common law. 

(e) A range of measures that can, over time, bal- 
ance water demand for various purposes with water 
availability should be considered, including meas- 
ures that will- 

(1) Reduce the demand for water; 

(2) lmprove efficiency in use and reduce losses 
and waste; 

(3) lmprove land management practices to con- 
serve water; and/or 

(4) Increase the available supply of water. 
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(f) Nonstructural measures should be considered 
as means for addressing problems and opportuni- 
ties. 

(1) Nonstructural measures are complete or par- 
tial alternatives to traditional structural measures. 
Nonstructural measures include modifications in 
public policy, management practice, regulatory 
policy, and pricing policy. 

(2) A nonstructural measure or measures may in 
some cases offer a complete alternative to a tradi- 
tional structural measure or measures. In other 
cases, nonstructural measures may be combined 
with fewer or smaller traditional structural measures 
to produce a complete alternative plan. 

(g) Protection of the Nation's environment is to 
be provided by mitigation (as defined in 40 CFR 
1508.20) of the adverse effects (as defined in 40 
CFR 1508.8) of each alternative plan. Accordingly, 
each alternative plan should include mitigation de- 
termined to be appropriate by the agency decision- 
maker. 

(1) Appropriate mitigation to address effects on 
fish and wildlife and their habitat should be deter- 
mined in consultation with Federal and State fish 
and wildlife agencies in accordance with the Fish 
and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958 (16 U.S.C. 
661 -666(c)), or other appropriate authority. 

(2) Appropriate mitigation to address other ad- 
verse effects should be determined in accordance 
with applicable laws, regulations and Executive 
Orders. 

(3) Mitigation measures determined to be appro- 
priate should be planned for concurrent implemen- 
tation with other major project features, where prac- 
tical. 

(h) Other existing water and related land re- 
sources plans, such as State water resources 
plans, should be considered as alternative plans if 
within the scope of the planning effort. 

(i) Various schedules, including staged construc- 
tion, for implementing alternative plans should be 
considered. 

1.6.2 Formulation. 

to judge whether these beneficial effects outweigh 
the corresponding NED losses. 

(b) In general, in the formulation of alternative 
plans, an effort is made to include only increments 
that provide net NED benefits after accounting for 
appropriate mitigation costs. Include appropriate 
mitigation of adverse environmental effects, as re- 
quired by law, in all alternative plans. Increments 
that do not provide net NED benefits may be in- 
cluded, except in the NED plan, if they are cost-ef- 
fective measures for addressing specific concerns. 

(c) Alternative plans, including the NED plan, 
should be formulated in consideration of four crite- 
ria: Completeness; effectiveness; efficiency; and 
acceptability. 

(1) Completeness is the extent to which a given 
alternative plan provides and accounts for all nec- 
essary investments or other actions to ensure the 
realization of the planned effects. This may require 
relating the plan to other types of public or private 
plans if the other plans are crucial to realization of 
the contributions to the objective. 

(2) Effectiveness is the extent to which an alter- 
native plan alleviates the specified problems and 
achieves the specified opportunities. 

(3) Efficiency is the extent to which an alternative 
plan is the most cost effective means of alleviating 
the specified problems and realizing the specified 
opportunities, consistent with protecting the Na- 
tion's environment. 

(4) Acceptability is the workability and viability of 
the alternative plan with respect to acceptance by 
State and local entities and the public and compati- 
bility with existing laws, regulations, and public poli- 
cies. 

1.6.3 The NED Plan. 

A plan that reasonably maximizes net national 
economic development benefits, consistent with the 
Federal objective, is to be formulated. This plan is 
to be identified as the national economic develop- 
ment plan. 

(a) Alternative plans which contribute to the Fed- 1.6.4 Other Alternative Plans, 
era1 objective should be systematically formulated. 
In addiiion to a plan which reasonably maximizes 

(8) Other alternative plans should be formulated contributions to NED, other plans may be formulat- 
to adequately explore oppo~unities to address ed which reduce net NED benefits in Order to fur- other Federal, State, local, and international con- ther address other Federal. State, local, and inter- 
cerns not fully addressed by the NED plan. national concerns not fullv addressed bv the NED 

These additional ~ l a n s  should be iormulated (b) The number and variety of alternative plans 
in order to allow the decisionmaker the opportunity should be governed by- 
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(1) The problems and opportunities associated (d) Relationships between short-term use of the 
with the water and related land resources in the human environment and the maintenance and en- 
study area; hancement of long-term productivity should be dis- 

played. Any irreversible or irretrievable commit- 
(2) The overall resource capabilities of the study ments of resources be displayed. 

area: 

(3) The available alternative measures; and 

(4) Preferences of and conflicts among State and 
local entitles and different segments of the public. 

(c) When institutional barriers would prevent im- 
plementation of an economically attractive plan, al- 
ternative plans whlch include removal of those bar- 
riers should be presented where such plans are im- 
plementable. 

Section V11-Accounts 

1.7.1 General. 

(a) Four accounts are established to fscilltate 
evaluation and dlsplav of the effects of alternative 
plans. These accounts are: national economic de- 
velopment (NED), environmental quality (EQ), re- 
giona! economc development (RED), and other 
social effects (OSE). These four accounts encom- 
pass all significant effects of a plan on the human 
environment as required by the National Environ- 
mental Policy Ac! of 1969 (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 
et seq.). They also encompass social well-being as 
required by Section 122 of the Flood Control Act of 
1970 (Pub L. 91-61 1, 84 Stat. 1823). The EQ ac- 
count shows effects on ecological, cultural, and 
aesthetic attributes of significant natural and cultur- 
al resources that canno! be measured in monetary 
terms. The OSE account shows urban and commu- 
nity impacts and effects on life, health and safety. 
The NED account shows effects on the national 
economy. The RED account shows the regional in- 
cidence of NED effects, income transfers, and em- 
ployment effects. 

(b) The NED account is the only required ac- 
count. Other information that is required by law or 
that will have a material bearing on the decision- 
making process should be included in the other ac- 
counts (EQ, RED, and OSE) or in some other ap- 
propriate format used to organize information on ef- 
fects. 

(c) The same effect may be shown only once 
within a given account except that the OSE ac- 
count may show the incidence of an effect from 
more than one point of view. Beyond this excep- 
tion, claiming the same benefi!, cost, change in a 
resource attribute, or effect more than once in a 
given account would constitute double counting. 

(e) Effects on the values and attributes of ground 
water and instream flow should be displayed. 

(f) Effects of an alternative plan in the displays 
are the differences between the forecasted condi- 
tions with the plan and forecasted conditions with- 
out the plan. 

(g) Effects in the NED account are to be ex- 
pressed in monetary units. EQ effects are to be ex- 
pressed in approprate numeric units or non-numeric 
terms. RED and OSE effects are to be expressed 
in monetary units, other numeric units, or non-nu- 
meric terms. 

(h) Monetary values are to be expressed in aver- 
age annual equivalents by appropriate discounting 
and annualizing techniques using the applcable 
discouni rate 

1.7.2 National Economic Development Account. 

(a) General. 

(1) The NED account describes that part of the 
NEPA human environment, as defined in 40 CFR 
1508.14, that identifies beneficiai and adverse ef- 
fects on the economy. 

(2) Beneficial effects in the NED account are in- 
creases in the economic value of the national 
output of goods and servces from a plan; the value 
of output resulting from external economies causea 
by a plan; and the value associated with the use of 
otherwise unemployed or under-employed labor re- 
sources. 

(3) Adverse effects in the NED account are the 
opportunity costs of resources used in implement- 
ing a plan. These adverse effects include: Imple- 
mentation outlays, associated costs, an3 other 
direct costs. 

(4) Procedures which should be used for evaluat- 
ing NED effects are in Chapter II of these Guide- 
lines. 

(i) When an alternative procedure provides a 
more accurate estimate of a benefit, the alternative 
estimate may also be shown if the procedure IS 

documented. 

(ii) Steps in a procedure may be abbreviated by 
reducing the extent of the analysis and amount of 
data collected where greater accuracy or detail IS 
cleariy not justified by the cost of the plan compo- 
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nents being analyzed. The steps abbreviated and 
the reason for abbreviation should be documented. 

(iii) Proposals for additions to or changes in the 
procedures in Chapter II may be made when an 
agency head determines that the new technique 
will improve plan formulation and evaluation. These 
proposals are to be submitted to the Water Re- 
sources Council for review and approval for inclu- 
sion in Chapter II. Procedures which represent 
changes in established policy are to be referred to 
the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and En- 
vironment for its considreation. 

(b) Goods and services: General measurement 
standard. The general measurement standard of 
the value of goods and services is defined as the 
willingness of users to pay for each increment of 
output from a plan. Such a value would be obtained 
if the "seller" of the output were able to apply a 
variable unit price and charge each user an individ- 
ual price to capture the full value of the output to 
the user. Since it is not possible in most instances 
for the planner to measure the actual demand situ- 
ation, fou! alternative techniques can be used to 
obtain an estimate of the total value of the output 
of a plan: Willingness to pay based on actual or 
simulated market price; change in net income; cost 
of the most likely alternative; and administratively 
established values. 

(1 ) Actual or simulated market price. If the addi- 
tional output from a plan is too small to have a sig- 
nificant effect on price, acutal or simulated market 
price will closely approximate the totai value of the 
output and may be used to estimate willingness to 
pay. If the additional output is expected to have a 
significant effect on market price and if the price 
cannot be estimated for each increment of the 
change in output, a price midway between the price 
expected with and without the plan may be used to 
estimate the total value. 

(2 )  Change in net income. The value of the 
change in output of intermediate goods and serv- 
ices from a plan is measured by their total value as 
inputs to producers. The total value of intermediate 
goods or services to producers is properly meas- 
ured as the net income received by producers with 
a plan compared to net income received without a 
plan. Net income is defined as the market value of 
producers' outputs less the market value of produc- 
ers' inputs exclusive of the cost of the intermediate 
goods or services from a plan. Increased net 
income from reduced cost of maintaining a given 
level of output is considered a benefit since re- 
leased resources will be available for production of 
other goods and services. 

(3 )  Cost of the most likely alternative. The cost of 
the most likely alternative may be used to estimate 
NED benefits for a particular output if non-Federal 

entities are likely to provide a similar output in the 
absence of any of the alternative plans under con- 
sideration and if NED benefits cannot be estimated 
from market price or change in net income. This 
assumes, of course, that society would in fact un- 
dertake the alternative means. Estimates of benefit 
should be based on the cost of the most likely al- 
ternative only if there is evidence that the alterna- 
tive would be implemented. In determining the most 
likely alternative, the planner should give adequate 
consideration to nonstructural and demand man- 
agement measures as well as structural measures. 

(4) Administratively established values. Ad minis- 
tratively established values are proxy values for 
specific goods and services cooperatively estab- 
lished by'the water resources agencies. An exam- 
ple of administratively established values is the 
range of unit-day values for recreation. 

(c) Goods and services: Categories. The N E D  
account includes goods and services in the follow- 
ing categories:, 

(1) Municipal and industrial (M&l) water supply 

(2) Agricultural floodwater, erosion and sedlmen- 
tation reduction 

(3) Agricultural drainage 

(4) Agricultural irrigation 

(5) Urban flood damage reduction 

(6) Power (hydropower) 

(7) Transportation (inland navigation) 

(8) Transportation (deep draft navigation) 

(9) Recreation 

(1 0) Commercial fishing 

(1 1) Other categories of benefits for which proce- 
dures are documented in the planning report and 
which are in accordance with the general measure- 
ment starjards in paragraph (b) of this section. 

(d) Other direct benefits. The other direct benefits 
in the NED benefit evaluation are the incidental 
direct effects of a project that increase economic 
efficiency and are not otherwise accounted for in 
the evaluation of the plan or project. They are mi- 
dental to the purposes for which the water re- 
sources plan is being formulated. They include inci- 
dental increases in output of goods and services 
and incidental reductions in production costs. For 
example, a project planned only for flood damage 
reduction and hydropower purposes might reduce 
downstream water treatment costs; this reduction in 
costs would be shown as another direct benefit in 
the NED account. 

(e) Use of otherwise unemployed or underem- 
ployed labor resources. 
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(1) The opportunity cost of employing otherwise 
unemployed and underemployed workers is equal 
to their earnings under the without plan conditions. 

(2) Conceptually, the effects of the use of unem- 
ployed or underemployed labor resources should 
be treated as an adjustment to the adverse effects 
of a plan on national economic development. Since 
this approach leads to difficulties in cost allocation 
and cost sharing calculations, the effects from the 
use of such labor resources are to be treated as an 
addition to the benefits resulting from a plan. 

(3) Beneficial effects from the use of unemployed 
or underemployed labor resources are limited to 
labor employed on site in the construction or instal- 
lation of a plan. This limitation reflects identification 
and measurement problems' and the requirement 
that national projections are to be based on a full 
employment economy. 

(4) If the planning region has substantial and 
persistent unemployment and these labor re- 
sources will be employed or more effectively em- 
ployed in installation of the plan, the net additional 
payments to the unemployed and underemployed 
labor resources are defined as a benefit. 

(1) Adverse NED effects: Measurement stand- 
ards. 

(1) In evaluating NED costs, resource use is 
broadly definsd to include all aspects of the eco- 
nomic value of the resource. This broad definition 
requires consideration of the direct private and 
public uses that producers and consumers are cur- 
rently making of 'available resources or are expect- 
ed to make of them in the future. 

(2) If market prices reflect the full economic 
value of a resource to society, they are to be used 
to determine NED costs. If market prices do not re- 
flect these values, then an estimate of ths other 
direct costs should be included in the NED costs. 

(3) NED costs may reflect allowance for the sal- 
vage value of land, equipment, and facilities that 
would have value at the end of the period of analy- 
sis. 

(2) Associated costs. These are the costs in ad- 
dition to implementation outlays for measures 
needed to achieve the benefits claimed during the 
period of analysis. For example, associated costs 
would include the cost of irrigation water supply la- 
terals if they are not accounted for in the benefit 
estimate. 

(3) Other direct costs. These are the costs of re- 
sources directly required for a project or plan, but 
for which no implementation outlays are made. 
These costs are uncompensated, unmitigated NED 
losses caused by the installation, operation, mainte- 
nance, or replacement of project or plan measures. 
Examples of other direct costs include increased 
downstream flood damages caused by channel 
modifications, dikes, or the drainage of wetlands, 
increased water supply treatment costs caused by 
irrigation return flows, and displaced public recrea- 
tion. 

1.7.3 Environmental Quality Account. 

(a) General. 

(1) The EQ account is a means of displaying and 
integrating into water resources planning that infor- 
mation on the effects of alternative plans on signifi- 
cant EQ resources and attributes of the NEPA 
human environment, as defined in 40 CFR 1507.14, 
that is essential to a reasoned choice among alter- 
native plans. Significant means likely to have a ma- 
terial bearing on the decisionmaking process. 

(2) Beneficial effects in the EQ account are fa- 
vorable changes in the ecological, aesthetic, and 
cultural attributes of natural and cultural resources. 

(3) Adverse effects in the EQ account are unfa- 
vorable changes in the ecological, aesthetic, and 
cultural attributes of natural and cultural resources. 

(4) A suggested procedure which may be used 
for evaluating effects included in the EQ account 
appears in Chapter Ill of these Guidelines. 

(b) Significant EQ resources and attributes. 
- - 

(1) An EQ resource is a natural or cultural form, 
(9) NED cost For Of process, system, or other phenomenon that- 

measurement and analysis, NED costs should be 
classified as implementation outlays, associated (i) Is related to land, water, atmosphere, plants, 
costs and other direct costs. animals, or historic or cultural objects. 

(1) Implementation outlays. These are the finan- (ii) Has one or more EQ attributes (ecological, 
cia1 outlays (including operation, maintenance and cultural, aesthetic). 

incurred by the responsible (2) EQ attributes are the ecological, cultural, and Federal and by other Federal or non-Federai aesthetic properties of natural and cultural re- entities for implementation of the plan in accord- sources that sustain and enrich human life. 
ance with sound manaaement ~ r inc i~ les .  These 
costs do not include transfer payments such as re- (i) Ecological attributes are components of the 
placement housing assistance payments as speci- environment and the interactions among all its 
fied in 42 U.S.C. 4623 and 4624. living (including people) and nonliving components 
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that directly or indirectly sustain dynamic, diverse, 
viable ecosystems. In this category are functional 
and structural aspects that require special consider- 
ation because of their unusual characteristics. 

(ii) Cultural attributes are evidence of past and 
present habitation that can be used to reconstruct 
or preserve human lifeways. lncluded in this cate- 
gory are structures, sites, artifacts, environments, 
and other relevant information, and the physical 
contexts in which these occur. 

(iii) Aesthetic attributes are perceptual stimuli that 
provide diverse and pleasant surroundings for 
human enjoyment and appreciation. lncluded in this 
category are sights, sounds, scents, tastes, and 
tactile impressions, and the interactions of these 
sensations, of natural and cultural resources. 

(3) Significant EQ resources and attributes 
should be identified based on institutional, public, 
and technical recognition. 

(c) Significant effects. 

(1) An effect on an EQ resource occurs when- 
ever estimates of future with- and without-plan con- 
ditions of the resource are different. 

(2) An effect may be described in terms of dura- 
tion, frequency, location, magnitude, and other 
characteristics, such as reversibility, retrievability, 
and the relationships to long-term productivity, 
where their description is relevant and useful to 
decisionmaking. 

(3) The significance of an effect may be estab- 
lished based on institutional, public, and technical 
recognition. 

(d) Summary. There should be an overall sum- 
mary of significant beneficial and adverse effects 
on EQ resources. 

1.7.4 Regional Economic Development 
Account. 

(a) General. 

(1) The RED account registers changes in the 
distribution of regional economic activity that result 
from each alternative plan. Two measures of the 
effects of the plan on regional economies are used 
in the account: Regional income and regional em- 
ployment. 

(2) The regions used for RED analysis are those 
regions within which the plan will have particularly 
significant income and employment effects. Effects 
of a plan not occurring in the significantly affected 
regions are to be placed in a "rest of nation" cate- 
gory. 

(3) Effects that cannot be satisfactorily quantified 
or described with available methods, data, and in- 

formation or that will not have a material bearing on 
the decisionmaking process may be excluded from 
the RED account. 

(b) Positive effects on regional economic devel- 
opment. 

(1) Regional income. The positive effects of a 
plan on a region's income are equal to the sum of 
the NED benefits that accrue to that region, plus 
transfers of income to the region from outside the 
region. 

(i) Regional incidence of NED benefits. Because 
of the definition of region used for the RED ac- 
count, all or almost all of the NED benefits for the 
plan will accrue to that region, plus transfers of 
income to the region from outside the region. 

(ii) Transfers. lncome transfers to a region as a 
result of a plan include income from: Implementa- 
tion outlays, transfers of basic economic activity, in- 
direct effects, and induced effects. In each case 
income transfers refer to increases in net income 
within the region rather than to increases in total 
expenditure. 

(A) lncome from implementation outlays is that 
portion of project outlays that becomes net income 
in the regional economy, exclusive of NED benefits 
from use of otherwise unemployed or underem- 
ployed labor resources. 

(0) lncome from transfers of basic economic ac- 
tivity is net income from economic activity that lo- 
cates in the region as a direct result of differences 
between the with- and without-plan conditions. 

(C) lncome from indirect effects is regional net 
income resulting from expansion in the production 
of inputs to industries supplying increased final 
products and regional exports. 

(D) lncome from induced effects is regional net 
income resulting from changes in consumption ex- 
penditures generated by increases in personal 
income. 

(2) Regional employment. 

(i) The positive effects of a plan on regional em- 
ployment are directly parallel to the positive effects 
on regional income, so that analysis of regional em- 
ployment effects should be organized in the same 
categories using the same conceptual bases as the 
analysis of positive regional income effects. Re- 
gional employment associated with each of the re- 
gional income categories should be calculated and 
listed accordingly. 

(ii) To the extent practical, planning reports 
should provide reasonable estimates of the compo- 
sition of increased employment according to rele- 
vant service, trade, and industrial sectors, including 
a separate estimate for agriculture. The nature of 
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the employment increase to each sector should be 
classified as to the level of skill required-unskilled, 
semiskilled, and highly skilled. 

(c) Negative effects on regional economic devel- 
opment. 

(1) Regional income. The negative effects of a 
plan on a region's net income are equal to the sum 
of the NED costs of the plan that are borne by the 
region, plus transfers of income from the region to 
the rest of the Nation. 

(i) Regional incidence of NED costs. The NED 
costs of a plan that are borne by a region should 
be organized in the same categories used in the 
cost section of the NED account. Information from 
the cost allocation and cost sharing analysis under- 
taken as a part of the planning process will be 
needed to estimate these direct expenditures. 

(ii) Transfers. lncome transfers from the region 
include net income losses from plan-induced shifts 
of economic activity from the region to the rest of 
the Nation and losses in existing transfer payments, 
plus any impacts that may affect the region as a 
result of NED costs or transfers from the region. 

(2) Regional employment. 

(i) The negative effects of a plan on regional em- 
ployment should be organized and analyzed using 
the same categories and conceptual bases used 
for negative regional income effects (paragraph 
(c)(l) of this section). 

(ii) The incidence of negative regional employ- 
ment effects should be shown in a manner similar 
to that required for the positive regional employ- 
ment effects. 

(d) Relationship between RED and NED effects. 
lncome information in the RED account should be 
organized in the same categories as the NED ef- 
fects. The relationship between the affected region- 
al economies and the national economy should be 
recognized. Since the NED account registers all ef- 
fects on the national economy, any differences be- 
tween the regional and national economic effects 
of a plan take the form of transfers from the rest of 
Nation. The effects of these transfers should be 
listed in a "rest of Nation" category. The effects in 
the rest of Nation category are equal to the differ- 
ence between the RED effects and NED effects of 
a plan. This rest of nation category should be dis- 
played in the RED account together with the RED 
and NED effects. I 

1.7.5 Other Social Effects Account. 

(1) The OSE account is a means of displaying 
and integrating into water resource planning infor- 
mation on alternative plan effects from perspec- 
tives that are not reflected in the other three ac- 
counts. The categories of effects in the OSE ac- 
count include the following: Urban and community 
impacts; life, health, and safety factors; displace- 
ment; long-term productivity; and energy require- 
ments and energy conservation. 

(2) Effects may be evaluated in terms of their im- 
pacts on the separate regions and communities af- 
fected. 

(3) Effects on income, employment, and popula- 
tion distribution, fiscal condition, energy require- 
ments, and energy conservation may be reported 
on a positive or negative basis. Effects on life, 
health, and safety may be reported as either bene- 
ficial or adverse. Other effects may be reported on 
either a positive/negative basis or a beneficial/ad- 
verse basis. 

(4) Effects that cannot be satisfactorily quantified 
or described with available methods, data, and in- 
formation or that will not have a material bearing on 
the decisionmaking process may be excluded from 
the OSE account. 

(b) Urban and community impacts. 

(1) A formal treatment of urban related impacts is 
not required for implementation studies. However, 
types and locations of significant impacts, broken 
down by salient population groups and geographic 
areas, may be reported in the OSE account. 

(2) The principal types of urban and community 
impacts are- 

(i) lncome distribution; 

(ii) Employment distribution, especially the share 
to minorities; 

(iii) Population distribution and composition; 

(iv) The fiscal condition of the State and local 
governments; and 

(v) The quality of community life. 

(c) Life, health, and safety. Effects in this catego- 
ry include such items as risk of flood, drought, or 
other disaster affecting the secuity of life, health, 
and safety; potential loss of life, property, and es- 
sential public services due to structural failure; and 
other environmental effects such as changes in air 
or water quality not reported in the NED and EQ 
accounts. 

(d) Displacement. Effects in this category include 
the displacement of people, businesses, and farms. 

(a) General. 
(e) Long-term productivity. Effects in this catego- 

ry include maintenance and enhancement of the 
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Table 1.8.2.-Effects of the Recommended Plan on productivity of resources, such as agricultural land, 
for use by future generations. 

Section VIII-Displays 

1.8.1 General. 

(a) Displays are graphs, tables, drawings, photo- 
graphs, summary statements, and other graphics in 
a format that facilitates the analysis and compari- 
son of alternative plans. Concise, understandable 
displays ars helpful during the planning process 
and provide documentation in compliance with 
NEPA. 

(b) Displays should facilitate the evaluation and 
comparison of alternative plans necessary to make 
the following determination: 

(1) The effectiveness of given plans in solving 
the problems and taking advantage of the opportu- 
nities identified in the planning process. 

(2) What must be given up in monetary and non- 
monetary terms to enjoy the benefits of the various 
alternative plans. 

(3) The differences among alternative plans. 

1.8.2 Content and Format. 

The content and format of the displays should be 
determined by the planning agency according to 
the following guidance: 

(a) Existing and forecasted resource conditions 
without any of the alternative plans and the prob- 
lems and opportunities related to the planning set- 
ting should be reported. 

Table 1.8.2.-Effects of the Recommenqled Plan on 
Natural and Cultural Resources 

-7- 

I 
Types of resources Author~t~es Measurement of effects 

Air quality ................... Clean Air Act, as ' (Enter area, in 
1 amended (42 square miles. 

U.S.C. 1857h-7 where State air 
e l  seq. ) . I quality 

i I Classifications 
1 would change for 

I ! each affected 

i classification.) 
Areas of particular Coastal Zone (Enter gains and 

concern within Management Act losses, in 
the coastal zone. I of 1972, as 1 appropriate 

: amended (16 1 units.) 
1 U.S.C. 1451 et 1 
I seq.). I 

Natural and Cultural Resources-Continued 

Types of resources Author~t~es Measurement of 

. - A .  . - - . -  effects ' 
Endangered and Endangered 

threatened Speces Act of 
specles 1973, as 

amended (1 6 
U S C  1531 et 

I seq) 
F~sh and Wlldhfe F~sh ar~d W~ldl~fe 

hab~tat Coord~nat~on Act 
' ( 16USC 661 et 
I seq) 

Floodpla~ns Execut~ve Order 
1 1988, 
Floodpla~n 

(Enter Itst of 
species affected 
and area of each 
cr~t~cal hab~tat 
type gamed and 
lost, In acres.) 

(Enter area of each 
hab~tat type 
gained and lost, 
in acres.) 

(Enter area gamed 
and lost, in 
acres. 

Management 
H~stor~c and cultural Nat~onak H~stor~c (Enter number and 

propert~es Prese~atlon Act type of Nat~onal 
of 1966, as Reg~ster [I~sted or 
amended (1 6 ehg~ble] 
U s C 470 et propert~es 
seq affected ) 

Prme and Unlque CEO Memorandum (Enter area of each 
farmland of August 1, farmland type 

1980 Anaylss of gamed and lost. 
Impacts on Pr~me In acres ) 
or Un~que 
Agricultural 
Lands In 
lmplement~ng the 
Nat~onal 
Env~ronmental 
Poky  Act 

Water qual~ty Clean Water Act of (Enter length In 
1977, as mtles for water 
amended (42 course, and area 
U S C 1857h-7 tn acres for water 
e l  seq ) bodles, where 

State water 
qual~ty 
class~fcat~ons 
would change for 
each affected 

: class~fication.) 
Wetlands .................... Executive Order , (Enter area of each 

1 1990, Protection wetland tvDe 
of Wetlands, : gamed and lost, 

I Clean Water Act In acres ) , of 1977, as 
amended (42 
U.S.C 1857h-7 I 
etseq.). 

Wild and Scenic Wild and Scenic : (Enter length of 
Rivers. I Rivers Act, as / each river type 

! amended (16 gained and lost, 
; U.S.C. 1271 et in miles.) 
i seq.). 

-- i -- 
I If a type Of resource is not present in the planning area, 

enter "Not present in planning area." If a type of resource is not 
affected, enter "No effect." 
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(b) Displays regarding reasonable alternatives, in- 
cluding those required by NEPA, should include the 
following items: 

(1) Measures in each plan. 

(2) Effects in the NED account. 

(3) Other effects, when shown in either the EQ, 
RED, and OSE accounts, or in some other appro- 
priate format. 

(c) For the recommended plan, an aggregate dis- 
play of effects on natural and cultural resources, in 
the format of Table 1.8.2, should be included. 

(d) A matrix should be included which shows ex- 
isting or planned Federal and non-Federal projects 
or facilities having significant economic, environ- 
mental, or physical interactions with the recom- 
mended plan together with a brief narrative descrip- 
tion of these interactions. 

(e) Alternative actions that were considered but 
were not developed into plans should be described 
briefly. The descriptions should include the meas- 
ures and effects and the reasons for not proceed- 
ing further. 

Section IX-Cost Allocation 

1.9.1 General. 

(a) The need for cost allocation stems from pric- 
ing and cost-sharing policies that vary among pur- 
poses. Cost allocation is the process of apportion- 
ing total project financial costs among purposes 
served by a plan. 

(b) Financial costs are implementation outlays, 
transfer payments such as replacement housing as- 
sistance payments as specified in 42 U.S.C. 4623 
and 4624, and the market value of contributions in 
kind, e.g., lands. 

(c) Financial costs are to be allocated to those 
purposes for which the plan is formulated. These 
purposes do not include other direct benefits (see 
Section 1.7.2(d)) and use of otherwise unemployed 
or underemployed labor resources. All purposes are 
to be treated comparably. 

(2) Reductions in the financial cost of measures 
serving multiple purposes. In some cases removal 
of a purpose would result in selection of different 
measures to address the remaining purposes. 

(b) Joint cost is the total financial cost for a plan 
minus the sum of separable financial costs for all 
purposes. 

(c) Alternative cost for each purpose is the finan- 
cial cost of achieving the same or equivalent bene- 
fits with a single-purpose plan. 

(d) Remaining benefit for each purpose is the 
amount, if any, by which the NED benefit or, when 
appropriate, the alternative financial cost exceeds 
the separable financial cost for that purpose. The 
use of alternative cost is appropriate when alterna- 
tive financial cost for the purpose is less than the 
NED benefit, or when there are project purposes 
that do not address the NED objective. 

1.9.3 Cost Allocation Standard. 

Costs allocated to each purpose are the sum of 
the separable cost for the purpose and a share of 
joint cost as specified below: 

(a) Joint cost may be allocated among purposes 
in proportion to remaining benefits. 

(b) Joint cost may be allocated in proportion to 
the use of facilities, provided that the sum of allo- 
cated joint cost and separable cost for any purpose 
does not exceed the lesser of the benefit or the al- 
ternative cost for that purpose. 

1.9.4 Allocatlon of Constituent Cost. 

Cost-sharing policies for some purposes pertain 
to cost constituents such as construction costs, 
and operation and maintenance costs. Costs for 
each cost constituent specified in the relevant cost- 
sharing policy should be allocated among purposes. 

Section X-Plan Selection 

1.10.1 General. 

1.9.2 Deflnltlons. The planning process leads to the identification 
of alternative plans that could be recommended or 

(a) Separable cost for each purpose in a pian is selected. The culmination of the planning process 
the reduction in financial cost that would result if is the of the recommended plan or the 
that purpose were excluded from the plan. This re- decision to take no action. The selection should be 
duction in cost includes- based on a comparison of the effects of alternative 

(1) The financial cost of measures serving only plans. (See Section 1.6.2-Alternative Plans, For- 
the excluded purpose; and mulation.) 
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in 20 years, a situation of risk, rather than uncer- 
tainty, exists. 

(a) The alternative plan with the greatest net eco- 
nomic benefit consistent with protecting the Na- 
tion's environment (the NED plan) is to be selected 
unless the Secretary of a department or head of an 
independent agency grants an exception when 
there is some overriding reason for selecting an- 
other plan, based upon other Federal, State, local, 
and international concerns. 

(b) The alternative of taking no action, i.e., se- 
lecting none of the alternative plans, should be fully 
considered. 

(c) Plan selection is made by the agency deci- 
sionmaker for Federal and Federally-assisted plans. 
Agency officials and State and local sponsors may 
recommend selection of a plan other than the NED 
plan. The agency decisionmaker (the Secretary of a 
department or the head of an independent agency) 
will determine whether the reasons for selecting a 
plan other than the NED plan merit the granting of 
an exception. 

(d) The basis for selection of the recommended 
plan should be fully reported, including consider- 
ations used in the selection process. 

(e) Plans should not be recommended for Feder- 
al development if they would physically or economi- 
cally preclude non-Federal plans that would likely 
be undertaken in the absence of the Federal plan 
and that would more effectively contribute to the 
Federal objective when comparably evaluated. 

Supplement I 

Risk and uncertainty-Sensitivity analysis 

Uncertainty and variability are inherent in water 
resources planning. For example, there is uncer- 
tainty in projecting such factors as stream flows, 
population growth, and the demand for water. 
Therefore, the consideration of risk and uncertainty 
is important in water resources planning. 

This slrpplement provides guidance for the evalu- 
ation of risk and uncertainty in the formulation of 
water resources management and development 
plans. 

S1 Conceptr. 

(a) Risk. Situations of risk are conventionally de- 
fined as those in which the potential outcomes can 
be described in reasonably well known probability 
distributions. For example, if it is known that a river 
will flood to a specific level on the average of once 

(b) Uncertainty. In situations of uncertainty, po- 
tential outcomes cannot be described in objectively 
known probability distributions. Uncertainty is char- 
acteristic of many aspects of water resources plan- 
ning. Because there are no known probability distri- 
butions to describe uncertain outcomes, uncertainty 
is substantially more difficult to analyze than risk. 

(c) Sources of risk and uncertainty, ( 1  ) Risk and 
uncertainty arise from measurement errors and 
from the underlying variability of complex natural, 
social, and economic situations. If the analyst is un- 
certain because the data are imperfect or the ana- 
lytical tools crude, the plan is subject to measure- 
ment errors. Improved data and refined analytic 
techniques will obviously help minimize measure- 
ment errors. 

(2) Some future demographic, economic, hydrolo- 
gic, and meteorological events are essentially un- 
predictable because they are subject to random in- 
fluences. The question for the analyst is whether 
the randomness can be described by some prob- 
ability distribution. If there is an historical data base 
that is applicable to the future, distributions can be 
described or approximated by objective techniques. 

(3) If there is no such historical data base, the 
probability distribution of random future events can 
be described subjectively, based upon the best 
available insight and judgment. 

(d) Degrees of risk and uncertainty. The degree 
of risk and uncertainty generally differs among var- 
ious aspects of a project. It also differs over time, 
because benefits from a particular purpose or costs 
in a particular category may be relatively certain 
during one time period and uncertain during an- 
other. Finally, the degree of uncertainty differs at 
different stages of the analysis-for example, be- 
tween rough screening and final detailed design, 
when more precise analytic methods can be ap- 
plied. 

(e) Attitudes. The attitudes of decisionmakers 
toward risk and uncertainty will govern the final se- 
lection of projects and of adjustments in design to 
accommodate risk and uncertainty. In principle, the 
government can be neutral toward risk and uncer- 
tainty, but the private sector may not be. These dif- 
ferences in attitudes should be taken into account 
in estimating the potential success of projects. 

52 Application. 

(a) The role of the planner. ( 1 )  The planner's pri- 
mary role in dealing with risk and uncertainty is to 
characterize to the extent possible the different de- 
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grees of risk and wcertainty and to describe them 
clearly so that decisions can be based on the best 
available information. The planner should also sug- 
gest adjustments in design to reflect various atti- 
tudes of decisionmakers toward risk and uncertain- 
ty. If the planner can identify in qualitative teams the 
uncertainty inherent in important design, economic, 
and environmental variables, these judgments can 
be transformed into or assigned subjective probabil- 
ity distributions. A formal model characterizing the 
relationship of these and other relevant variables 
may be used to transform such distributions to ex- 
hibit the uncertainty in the final outcome, which 
again is represented by a probability distribution. 

(2) At all stages of the planning process, the 
planning can incorporate any changes in project 
features that, as a result of information gained at 
that stage, could lead to a reduction in risk and un- 
certainty at a cost consistent with improvement in 
project performance. 

(b) Some risk and uncertainty are assumed in 
nearly every aspect of a water resources project. 
Some types of risk and uncertainty are dealt with in 
terms of national planning parameters-for exam- 
ple, ranges of population projections and other prin- 
cipal economic and demographic variables. Other 
types of risk and uncertainty are dealt with in terms 
of project or regional estimates and forecasts. 
When projects are related to other projects and 
programs in their risk and uncdrtainty aspects (e.g., 
interrelated hydrologic systems), reasonable at- 
tempts should be made to see that the same analy- 
ses and presumed probability distributions are used 
for all of them. 

(c) The risk and uncertainty aspects of projects 
are likely to be seen and analyzed differently as 
planning proceeds from rough screening to detailed 
project proposals. An effort should be made, there- 
fore, to relate the techniques used in characterizing 
and dealing with risk and uncertainty to the stage of 
the planning process. 

(d) The resources available for analyzing aspects 
of risk and uncertainty should be allocated to those 
assessments that appear to be the most important 
in their effects on project and program design. 
Rather than assuming in advance that one or an- 
other variable is a more important source of risk 
and uncertainty, the planner should make a thor- 
ough effort to determine which variables will be 
most useful in dealing with measurement errors and 
natural sources of risk and uncertainty. 

(e) The aspects of project evaluation that can be 
characterized by a probability distribution based on 
reasonably firm data, such as hydrologic risk, can 
be treated by standard methods of risk evaluation 
developed by Federal agencies and others. 

(f) Most risk and uncertainty aspects of projects 
cannot be characterized by probability distributions 
based on well established empirical data. A first 
step in dealing with this problem is to describe why 
the project or specific aspects of it are uncertain, 
as well as the time periods in which different de- 
grees of uncertainty are likely. A range of reason- 
ably likely outcomes can then be described by 
using sensitivity analysis-the technique of varying 
assumptions as to alternative economic, demo- 
graphic, environmental, and other factors, and ex- 
amining the effects of these varying assumptions 
on outcomes of benefits and costs. In some cases 
and in some stages of planning, this approach, 
when accompanied by a carefu! description of the 
dimensions of uncertainty, will be sufficient. It can 
be accompanied by descriptions of design adjust- 
ments representing various attitudes toward uncer- 
tainty. 

(g) It may be appropriate in some cases to char- 
acterize the range of outcomes with a set of sub- 
jective probability estimates, but the project report 
should make clear that the numerical estimates are 
subjective. Moreover, subjective probability distribu- 
tions should be chosen and justified case by case, 
and some description of the impact on design of 
other subjective distributions should be given. 
Design alternatives reflecting various attitudes 
toward uncertainty may be suggested. 

(h) Utility functions may be used in c~njunction 
with assessments of uncertainty to explore design 
adaptations reflecting specific preferences. Public 
preferences, if well known, may be used to illus- 
trate to decisionmakers what the best design would 
be, given the uncertainties and preferences in a 
particular case. If public preferences are not well 
known, justification could be given for the selection 
of various utility functions, which can be used only 
to illustrate the effects on design of various prefer- 
ences. 

(i) At each level of analysis, the planner should 
take into account the differences in risk and uncer- 
tainty among project purposes and costs, among 
various time periods, and among different stages of 
planning. 

(j) Adjustments to risk and uncertainty in project 
evaluation can be characterized as general or spe- 
cific. General adjustments include the addition of a 
premium rate to the interest, overestimation of 
costs, underestimation of benefits, and limitations 
on the period of analysis. Such general adjustments 
are usually inappropriate for public investment deci- 
sions because they tend to obscure the different 
degrees of uncertainty in different aspects of pro- 
jects and programs. Specific adjustments-includ- 
ing explicit assessments of different degrees of risk 
and uncertainty in specific aspects of a project or 
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program and specific adjustments to them-are 
preferable. Additional information on methods of 
dealing with risk and uncertainty can be found in 
Section 1.4.13(d) of Chapter I. 

(k) One guide to the use of the techniques dis- 
cussed here is displayed in Table S-2. In general, 
more complex techniques are appropriate as plan- 
ning proceeds from the initial development and the 
screening of alternatives to the analysis and pres- 
entation of the final set of alternative plans. For ex- 
ample, sensitivity analysis-testing the sensitivity of 
the outcome of project evaluation to variation in the 
magnitude of key parameters-may be most useful 
and applicable in the early stages of planning, 
when the concern is to understand single factors or 
relatively general multiple-factor relationships. Multi- 
ple-factor sensitivity analysis, in which the joint ef- 
fects or correlations among underlying parameters 
are studied in greater depth, may be more appropri- 
ate in the detailed analytic stage than in the 
screening stage. 

(I) Similarly, analysis of risk and uncertainty 
based on objective or subjective probability distribu- 
tions would be more appropriate in the detailed 
analytic stage than in the early screening stage. Al- 
though hydrologic and economic probabilities may 
be used in the screening stage, the full use of inde- 
pendent and joint probability distributions, possibly 
developed from computer simulation methods, to 
describe expected values and variances, is more 
appropriately reserved for the detailed stage. 

Table S-2-Planning Task and Approaches to Risk 
and Uncertainty 

Fmal Screen- Detalled presen- 

'"9 an%s1s tatlon of alterna- 
ttves , projects ali:z- 

Sensitivity analysis ......................... X X X 
Use of objective and subjective 

probability distributions ............ .; X X 
lllustratlve application of public : 

preferences and decision- 
makers' attitudes ...................... X X 

I -------..-... - ~ - -  

(m) Although decisionmakers' attitudes and deci- 
sion rules can be used to give perspective on alter- 
native designs throughout the planning process, 
they are more appropriate at the stage of displaying 
alternative designs. 

(n) The differences among the underlying de- 
grees of risk and uncertainty, the design adapta- 
tions to them, and the preferences of decision- 
makers should be kept clear throughout the analy- 
sis. The first two depend primarily on technical ex- 
pertise; the last is the set of preferences based on 
various attitudes toward risk and uncertainty. 

S3 Report and dlrplay. 

The assessment of risk and uncertainty in project 
evaluation should be reported and displayed in a 
manner that makes clear to the decisionmaker the 
types and degrees of risk and uncertainty believed 
to characterize the benefits and costs of the alter- 
native plans considered. 
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Chapter 

'Contrlbutions 

1: INTRODUCTION 

to national 
economic devekpment (NED) are 
increases in the net value of the 
natknal output of good8 nd 
senrices, expressed in monetary 
units. Contr&Rkns to NED are 
the dlred net beneflta that acme 
hthephningqreaandthereatof 
the natbn. Contributions to NED 
include increa8es in the net vakre 
of those goods and bewicss that 
are marketed, and atso of @ w o  
that may nat be marl<otd.' 
. .. Etwnomic and Envimmental 
Pnhcgles and Qu&W&ms for 
Water and Related Land 
Resources Implementation 
Studies, p. 1, March 1983 

Thk manual provides an overvkw of the 
MUOMI oconomk d.v.loprrmt (NED) prindpk 
that &I essential to determine m e r  the Fodoml 
government will constmt any water mwurce 
p+. The NED prhciple articulates a fnnwwork 
to assist in making this decision. kralysta woddng 
within this framework and deckion makon uho 
must undemtand it are the manual's Mended 
audience. 

The NED principle k often mhnd~mtood 
by analysts and a rnydery to docidon mdcm. 
Such misunderstandircg and mystery m l n d  to 
problems in formulating projects. The mrnrrl 
uda to unravel some of the mystery of tho NED 
principle for laymen and to provide now and -Ye 
old &might8 for Corps' economists and planrwn. By 
clat#yhg the NED prhdpb, projects can be 
formulated and evaluated with greater  cons^^ 
and better informed cWsions can be made and 
wrderrdood by all interested parties. 

Corpe projects produce outputs. Project 
outpids have value because they satisfy people and 
contribute to their happiness. Inputs are required to 
produce Corps projects. Inputs have value because 
we have the opportunity to use them for other 
purposes. The challenge is deciding how to use 
these inputs to achieve socially valued outputs. 

The NED principle articulates a very 
apcifk perspective to be used in valuing project 
outprrt6, or benefits, and project Inputs, or costs. 
The NED p-le represents the current state of a 
continuous)), evolving Federal policy on water 
reaoum projects. The NED principle is not 
furdamentaly an m o r n i c  principle. II is 
fundamentally a normative emomic policy, i.e., 
one that addresses what decision makers feel ought 
to be the Corps' economic priorities. As such, it is 
a matter of hw, policy and interpretation rather than 
one of economic fact or theory, although it is a 
policy firmly rooted in economic theory. 

a r l y r i r  is undertaken to 
amwr lhrt the value of the outputs exceeds the 
value of lho hputs. Benefitoost analysis is not the 
NED phc@k. Benefitcost analysis is an 
evaluatkm technique used to aM deciiion makers in 
dotermhhg the economic worth of a project. The 
NED prhdple provkks the basis for identifying 
appmphte benefits and costs, from a Federal 
pempective, to include in the benefitcost anatysis. 

AUDIENCE 

Thh manual has been written for those who 
are hvotvod in the devdopment of water resource 

and who need to h w  how and why the 
NED pthcipk can dfed the scope and magnitude 
d wch pram. It b intended for Corps and other 
p d m s i o d  planners as well as interested non- 
Federal parties. Though we hope it will provide an 
instructhre Mrodudion to the NED principle for new 
Corps oaxwkts and a useful refresher for 
experknced ecomwnh, this manual is not 
intended mbty for economh. 
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WHAT THIS MANUAL IS NOT 

Many of the topics introduced in this 
manual are the subjects of entire courses and texts 
h the fidd of economics. All readers should be 
aware that there is much more to the subject matter 
then is introduced here. Thii manual does not 
describe techniques for conducting NED analysis. 
These techniques are described in the National 
Economic Development Pmcdures Manuals 
referenced in Apperrdk 1. The manual tries to 
present as much htultion on a topic as possible, 
with a minimal amount of theory and technical 
detail. Economists will frequently recognize this as 
a liiitatkm of the manual. The principles and 
analyses in actual practice will rarely be as simple 
as they are made to appear in this manual. 

In some instances, economists will 
reco~lize that the manual does not provide 
complete descriptions of undertying assumptions or 
well-known exceptkms ' to  the principles and 
statements the manual makes. It is not the 
intention of this manual to teach economics. Nor is 
It intended to clarify the details of the Economic and 
Envimmental Prhc@Ies and Guidelines for Water 
end Related Land Resources Implementation 
Suckies, March 1983 (P&G). Our goal is to foster 
intuition about relevant economic concepts, rather 
than to provide a rigorous explanation of them. The 
non-economist reader of this manual need not be 
concerned about receiving an inaccurate picture of 
the concepts presented. The principles are not 
wmg; their complexities have just not been 
completely devebped in some cases. 

Perhaps most importantly, this is not a 
policy manual. There are many conflicts between 
economic theory and principles (i.e., positive 
economics) and the economic policies (i.e., 
normative economics) of the Corps of Engineers 
that have been devebped over time as a result of 
legislation and other policy decisions. Where 
appropriate, these conflicts will be identified. This 
manual intench no advocacy positions on any of 
these conflis. Eamomic theory is the domain of 
the economist. Economic policy, in the context of 
this manual, is the domain of the decision makers. 
Where economic theory has been compromised in 
favor of policy it is almost invariably done to make 
the task of economic analysb and evaluatbn more 
manageable within the context of project study 
condralnts. Though Corps poky and economic 

theory may diverge at tknes the policies are 
generally fonulated to approximate willingnm to 
pay or opportunity costs, since mtional government 
decisions and policies may depend on the resulting 
estimates, even though they are imperfect. 

On a closely related note, lt must be 
pointed out that this manual does not address any 
of the many plan formulation issues related to the 
NED principle. These issues are pernaps the most 
difficult facing Corps and non-Federal personnel 
alike. What constitutes 'acceptability' of a plan is 
a question of great importance. Designation of the 
NED plan hinges on the answer. Thii manual will 
not address this or other questions that are the 
'domain of policy makemaand planners. 

In summary, the manual attempts to 
provide both a broader and deeper understanding 
of the NED principle. It does not provide an 
economically rigorous treatment of the issues. The 
manual strives for a sound intuttive understanding 
of the basic economic principles invotved. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL 

The Foreword provides a summary of the 
process by which this manual was developed. The 
manual consists of 6 chapters and 2 appendices 
organized into three basic parts. Chapters 2 
through 5 provide an overview of the economic 
concepts that underlie the NED principle and, 
hence, economic anatysis of Corps projects. 
Chapter 6 provides example applications of the 
principles and concepts htroduced earlier in the 
manual. The manual concludes wlth 2 appendices 
that provide suggestions for further reading, 
additional material on the history of the NED 
principle, and cunent guidance related to it. 

Chapter 2 deals with some general 
concepts and economic principles that are used to 
help hprove decision making. The basic problem 
is that we can't do everything. Given this fact of 
life, economics provides some guidelines on how to 
bok at choices and decisions to at least avoid 
waste, or what economists call 'inefficiency'. The 
prhcigles of economic decision making criteria, one 
of which is the banofit-cost nth, are introduced in 
this chapter. 
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The economic nature of NED k n d i t s  is 
the subject of Chapter 3. This chapter provides an 
htroductbn to dunand and supply theory and 
presents more economic concepts than any other 
chapter. It addresses the questbn, What are we 
trying to measure under the NED principle?' and 
takes il from the general concepts to examples of 
specnic project purposes. 

NED costs are the subject of Chapter 4. 
While a great deal of guidance has been written on 
the subject of project benefits, relatively little has 
been written about project costs. Costs are of 
paramount interest to non-F-l prrtnors, and 
the taxonomy of costs is becoming more and more 
complex. Cost concepts introduced in Chapter 3 
are expanded here, and diierent perspectives in 
common usage are explained. 

Chapter 5 addresses a small, but 
significant, collection of other issues relevant to the 
Corps' NED principle. First among these is the 
value of marpinal thinking. Stifle the snkers, we 
do not mean the value of just barely thinking, but 
the value of considering only those benefits and 
costs that are relevant to the deckdon problem, i.e., 
the marginal values. This discussbn leads to 
consideration of the bend! maximizing requirement 
of the NED plan. 

Chapter 5 also addresses the with- and 
withoutproject conditions with emphasis on the 
requirement of assuming oconomk ntionrllty and 
its meaning for the with and without analyses. 
Imposing this assumptbn of rationality on the with 
and without analyses precludes certain ilbgical 
resuks that could othemise arise during plan 
formulatbn. 

Chapter 6 provides discussion of selected 
topics that were identified by a group of practicing 
Corps p b ~ e t ' s  during the development of this 
manual. Appendix 1 contains suggestions for 
further reading on the topics contained in the 
manual as well as references to selected Corps' 
documents. Appendix 2 provides a brief historicel 
8 m r y  of the evdutbn of the NED phdple. 
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Chapter 2: GENERAL CONCEPTS 
UNDERLYING NED ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

Why do we need an NED objective to 
ess&st in fmulating and evaluating water resource 
projects? Because d the fundamental economic 
prablem-we can7 do everything! This chapter 
explains some of the underlying economic concepts 
upon which NED analysis is based. 

SCARCITY-THE FUNDAMENTAL ECONOMIC 
PROBLEM 

The NED principle is a policy devekped to 
gukie Federal water resource planners in their 
choice of problem solutions. Choice is the 
fundammtal business of economics. Economics is 
the s c h m  of making rational choices, based on a 
sd d assumptions that have been remarkably 
successful in predicting behavior. 

Consider a shgle stretch of river. It can be 
pfmwed in its natural state with restricted access. 
Or, it can be moderately developed for recreational 
uses, such as hiking, fishing, hunting, and 
canoeing. Or, the banks wuld be cleared and 
developed for industrial, commercial, and residential 
usage. Yet another altemative WUM be to dam the 
bwer end of the reach and fkod the entire sttetch 
of river to provide flood protectii, hydropower, 
water supply and recreation to thousands of people. 
The reach can't be used for all these purposes, so 
the fundamental problem becomes how, and on 
what h i s ,  to dedde among these competing 
cMce8. 

Becawe all resources are rcrrca, we are 
forced to meke choices when they are wed. 
choose more d one thing and you simultaneously 
are choose less of anather. Thus, wery choke 
costs us something. If we make the best choice 
from among the river reach alternatives, at a 
mhhum # costs us the opportunity to do the neH 
best thing with the reach, this is called opportunlly 
d. 

The process of developing a plan for the 
use of a water resource is an exercise in dealing 
with the fundamental economic problem of scarcity. 
The fundamental problem of scarcity is not confined 
to such broad issues as what to do with a unique 
reach of river. The concrete and steel used in a 
fkod wall could be used in many other ways as 
well. Using these resources in a fkod wall means 
they will not be available for alternative use 
elsewhere in, for example, an offiie building. Thus, 
the fkod wall costs the Nation an opportunity to do 
something else with the resources. In essence, the 
NED principle is intended to ensure that the 
benefits to the Nation of the use of these resources 
in a project exceed the costs of the project to the 
Nation. In other words, the NED principle ensures 
thet concrete and steel will be used in a flood wall 
only il the benefit to the Nation of wing it exceeds 
the wst of using it. Thorn non-economists might 
be inclined to argue that concrete and steel are not 
'scarce' in the common usage of the word, that is 
precisely the point. All resources are scarce, their 
prices are an indimtion of their relative scarcity. 
Thus, concrete and steel, though easy to obtain are 
indeed scarce. 

DRERMlNlNQ BENEFITS AND COSTS TO 
THE NATION 

Water resource projects produce outputs- 
goods and services that have value. Produdng 
water resource projects requires hputs-goods and 
sewices that have value. The bas& question 

ana))rsis tries to answer is, K h s  the 
value of the project's outputs exceed the value of 
the hputs used to produce the project?' What 
could be simpler? 

Any expiemed planner will attest that this 
is much easier said then done. Nonetheless, to 
answer the question 'Is a project worth it?' requires 
understanding a few simQle concepts. 
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To urderstand the NED objective requires 
some understanding of a field of economics know 
as woUm oconomka. Welfare economics 
focuses on using resources optimally so as to 
achieve the maximum well-being for the individuals 
in society. 

Evaluating Cows projects is complicated by 
the fad that 'welfare' is not an observable variable 
like bushels of wheat, kilowatts of energy, or 
pounds of fish. The economic wellare of an 
MMdual is formally given by his or her utility lwel. 
Utility is a term that is generally synonymous with 
happiness or satisfaction. Thus, project outputs 
have value because they make people happy or 
provide them with satisfaction. 

H is commonly accepted among economists 
that the only objective basis under which one can 
say that sodety is better off with a water resource 
praject than without it, is when sinne people are 
made better off and no one is made worse off by 
the pmject. This adaptation of what has come to 
be b u m  as the h m b  princlph is not 
experienced in the Corps' realm of practice. Cops' 
project benefits are generally localized, while the 
Federal share of costs come from trucpeyers acrom 
the countty. Thus, thoGgh the reddents of a 
protected fkod plain are made better d, some 
taxpayers are made worse off because they receive 
no benefits from the pmjed and must pay some of 
the costs. H wen one person is made worse off, 
there are no pbiective grounds to support the 
project on the basis of increased utility because it is 
mpossb  to objectively ampare the increased 
happhess of the protected beneficiaries with the 
decreased happiness of the taxpayers. 

If economic theory stopped here, there 
would be no such thing as economically j u d f i d  
public woks p r w s .  In an effort to extend the 
class of hues that can be addressed by welfare 
6Hmomks, the cmpnutkn princlpk was 
developed in 1939. Again adapting the prlndple to 
water resome development, # says a pmject 
h u l d  be undertaken if potential 'wibh-proj8N 
gains are sufficiently large that everyone wuld be 
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nudo better off by m e  redistribution of or 
hcom fobwing implementation of the project . 

The siQlificant difference is that the 
compensatbn principle recognizes the existence of 
'winners' and 'losers'. ll goes on to allow that if 
the whners gain enough frwn the project that they 
could, hypothetically, reimburse the bsers, then the 
projed is worth urdertaking whether there is a 
r e h b u m t  or not. Sodety as a whole is better 
off, even if some of its members are worse off. 

For example, if a project costs 1,000,000 
people $1 eech and 100,000 people realize $20 in 
benefits each, there are clearly winners (the 
100,000) and losers (the 1,000,000). However, the 
$2,000,000 in benefits could be redMbuted in 
such a way that eech of the 1,000,000 gets his $1 
back so no one is made worse off and each of the 
100,000 could dl have $10 each. This 
cornpensetion principle provides the theoreticsll 
bask for underlaking water resource projects- 
society can, hypotheticelly, be better off. 

For any given water resource project, we 
would like to know if the 'winners' could 
hypothetically cunpensete the 'losers', i.e., dew 
the value of the outputs exceed the value of the 
inputs? There are many decision criteria suitable 
for answering this question (see box). The Corps 
uses the benefitcost ratio (BCR) as #s deciskn 
crtterion. It is only one of many such criteria. 

Benefit-cost analysis is used to determhe 
if total benefits produced by the project exceed the 
total cosb of the project. Benefits are measured 
as the willingness to pay for project outputs, and 
costs are the true opportunity costs of the project. 
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The Corps uses two decision critaia in its 
formulation process, the benefitcost ratio and net 
benefits. All altanative projects must have a BCR 
equal to or greater than cme to be cmsidend for 
implanatation. Unda the NED principle, the kt, or 
NED, plan is tbe one that maximizes net -ts. 'Ibe 
Corps aaditionally expresses all monetary values as 
equivalent m u d  values. 'Ibt BCR is armual bencfits 
divided by annual costs. Net beoefits can be ieadily 
exp.essed as a Net Resent Value (NPV) and v i a  
versa Otber decision aiteria arc oftar nported to 
provide additional information. 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

Apart from the decision criteria desaibcd 
above, there art a variety of tools md tbcbniquts for 
conducting economic analysis in genaal md NED 
analysis in particuler. Fa example, while the bencfit- 
cost ratio is a decision critaioa, benefit-cost analysis is 
au analytical technique. 'Ihis manual docs not address 
analytical techniques. Tbe Corps is developing a series 
of Procedures Manuals to describe tbe techaiques 
applicable for NED analysis. 

STREAMS OF BENEFITS AND COSTS 

The bulk of project costs are g e n d y  
incurred during the umstruction paiod. Benefits, on 
tbe otber band, typically are nalizcd as uneven flows 
of income a monetary benefits that acaue ova a long 
period of time. Decision critaia must provide a means 
of comparing tbe values of tbesc streams of moaey on 
an equal basis. 

We all recognize tbet a dollar today is worth evaluating cboias have bem introduced. ~~ 3 
more than a dollar five years 6rom now or at my provides an inaoductioo to the basic concepts nc&d 
reasonable time in the future. To account for tbcse to identify and evaluate project beaefiu, and to a ksser 
differences in the time value of money, monetary extent, project costs. 
values arc "discounted", is., amounts of money 
realized in the future are expressed as equivalent 
amounts of money today. 'Ibis topic is taken up again 
in Chapter 3 in tbe section on Late& mtm. 

PREVIEW TO CEAPTER 3 

This chapta has provided an introdudioa to 
the fimdamatal cc01lomic problan of scllrcity which 
requires us to make choices. Decision criteria for 
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Chapter 3: NED BENEFITS 

Tbe P&G generally defines NED benefits as 
follows: 

"Bmefcial effects m tbc NED 
a a m m t e n i a a a s e s m t b c  
ecoaomic value of tbc aatioaal 
output of goods and services fmn a 
plan; tbc value of output resulting 
fnnn e x t e n d  eamomim caused by 
a plan; aad tbe value associated with 
tbe use of otbawisc unemployed or 
u n d e r - e m p l o y e d  l a b o r  
resources ..." Economic and 
Environmental Principles and 
Guidelines for Water and Related 
kurd Resources lmplemcntation 
Studies, p. 8, Marcb 1983 

' h i s  cbaper cooccam on economic concepts 
~eccssary to un&snd thc nature of NED benefits. 
Tbe first seaioas develop aitical economic umcepts 
and relationships. By tbe end of tbe chapter, tbese 
coaxpts will be used to illusme several categories of 
benefits in tbc NED acawnt 'Ibc cbapttr concludes 
witb a discussion of tbe diffaences between benefits to 
tbc Natim and bcnefits to tbc local economy. 

OVERVIEW OF NED BENEFIT ESTIMATION 

Anticipating what follows, we want tbe nadct 
to see that, at beat, muwptment of NED benefits is a 
difficult task. Roject outputs have value because they 
make people happy. We can't measure happiness so 
we use a poxy; bow much would a pason be willing 
to pay f a  that chaDgc in ha9piaerrr? ?his willingness 
to pay car be measwed rstba precisely as areas under 
&maod aDd supply curves. Unfortunately, tbe 
#cessary danaad aad supply c w e s  an not always 
available. Wbea tbcy an not, alternative techniques 
arc wed to approximate tbc relevant tmss. At times, 
the oools fa implemcntiag Ume altmatlve techniques 
8fcieeotbaaperfect. 

Tbus, the tcoaomist bas to meesun what 
cannot be measured using umcqts that cannot be 
observed. So be must resort to using 1~-tban-pcrfect 
W s  m proxy measuns of approximate values of 
things that don't really exist! Not an easy task! It's 
uadas-e that so many people g a  so confused. 

WILLINGNESS TO PAY 

Willingness to pay can be measured in one of 
two ways, depending on bow we curnparc tbe 
alternatives people are cboosing between. One 
estimates tbe amount of money one would be willing 
to pay for a project, tbe ocbtr estimates tbe money m 
would have to receive to willingly forego a pmjcct and 
be as satisfied in each case. 'Iksc two measures will 
be presented in the context of a simpk flood contrd 
project witb and without cundition comparison. 

First, to see what a project is worth we could 
start with the with-project condition and move back 
to tbe witbout-project condition. How mucb money 
could we take away from a person who is protected by 
a flood control project tbat would leave ber just as well 
off as sbe was before she was protected? 

Flood control inmases her utility, i.e., it 
iaaeases her happiness. Conceptually, it would be 
possible to cake away some amount of income such 
that she would be just as bappy with flood protection 
and k s s  income as sbe was witbout flood control and 
with man incane. 'his difference in income is Y measure of ba willingness to pay for flood convol . 

' T h  mucue of willin8nur-*pry u called crryr- 
rari.bion. It ir OK unouat of money which, w h e ~  ukea away from 
.D iadividrul after an economic w e ,  l a v a  OK p m  jlU( u 
wen dT u before. In  aha words, her utility k f m  cbe pmjca is 
exadly the nmc u her utility rfin the pojea, w a  the income u 
u t c n  away. 
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For an increase in ber utility, we are looking 
for tbe maximum amount sbe is willing to pay f a  tbe 
cbange. If tbe witb-project condition d e d  ber 
utility for any reasan, say she valued a pristine 
environment more than flood protection, we would be 
lodting for tbe minimum amount tbe person would 
rcquirc as compensation for tbe cbange. 

Tbe second approach to estimating a project's 
value begins witb tbe witbout-project condition and 
proceeds to tbe witb-prow amditim. How mucb 
money would we have to give to an individual wbo, if 
tbe flood coatrol project is not built, is as well off as 
sbe would have been had tbe project been built? 

Again, flood conml would iaaease her utility. 
By not providing flood control, sbe is deprived of 
utility and it would be possible to give ba somt 
amount of income that would kave ba as well off as 
sbe would h v e  been witb tbe p j e c t .  This difference 
in income is an alternative measure of h a  willingness 
to pa?. 

For an increase in ber utility, this income is 
tbe minimum compensation sbe would have to fweive 
to f ago  flood conml. If tbe project deacased ber 
utility, it is the negative of tbe maximum amount sbe 
would be willing to pay to avoid tbe project. 

3 w is the rqui+nt d m ,  the u n w ~  of mooey pid w 
iodividlul which, if the ecot~omic c h q e  doer aoc happen, krnr h a  
~ ~ e U o f f u i f 1 & c h m g e h d a r u r r c d  
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These utility and willingness to pay 
concepts are equally applicable for f m  as well. 
On tbe produca side of our tconomy, howeva, 
more well-known quantities, such as profits, 
substitute for utility'. 

Economists generally measure these 
willingness to pay values as tbe areas unda 
curves. For consumers, we measure arcas, called 
comumer surplus, unda rtmlmd c w e s  and f a  
firms we measure areas, called producer surplus, 
ova supply curves. Consumer surplus is defined 

below the demand curve and above the 

above the supply curve and below tbe prim line. 
Consumer and producer surplus are discussed in 
 deraill la term this chapter. 

PRICES AND THE NED PRINCIPLE 

All tbe techniques used to estimate NED 
beocfits and costs rely on the availability of prices 
or the ability to reasoaably estimate prices if they 
arc unavailable. If prices arc so impwtant to 
NED, and tbey are, we need to understand a lide 
bit about them. 

5 A ~ I Y ,  pofit, ravc G function only when f~mr ccmriwe 
to opntc in both #ro.rior, i.c.. with 4 withart the e c o n d c  
&age.  It would be technically more c a r d  to my U qwi- 
rent, ue the q d t i u  we rhould munrc f a  firnu. However, 
profitr will do f i e  f a  cur pupau h m  

5 ~a individu~s, tbe willingnor to p y  utimrtiao is 
mae crmplex. In ada to avoid r plnctcd d i d o n  d 
& m d  dreary, we will simply ~lpn thc an i n d i v i W r  
welfare cm k dmrted by c o w m a  nrplw. In catda a#r, 
tbir mume of M iadividd'r williagncu to p y  an be 
&oprly flawed However, f a  r f a y  wide male d 
c i r c u t ~ ~ c u ,  it in r rsuomble ucimrte of UI individurl'r 
c* ib#pw to ply f a  r h p .  

E m  munru of c a a p e a  aod quivdeat 
vrrirtion, cm k f o u d  from uau under the Hichian a 
Idility-mnumt demrrd m e .  Hiclrrh demrad a ~ v s r  n 
v d y  lrnobravrble. ?be &mad cpmr tht mod peqk 
rn f.miliu with re tbe M.nbdli.P, r L  ordinary a income- 
fiaed ma. lbeu m u  are different from the 
N&i.o arvea. To the extent tbey ue n w a r b l y  clone to ooe 
e, the am pada M OCdiPw &W m e  will provide 
rnuoorbbdmue d t b e h u e  w i l l i a p o r t o p y .  
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In the following sections, supply and dalmd 
curves an introduced separately. 'Iben we look at how 
tbe foxes of supply aad danand cunbme to produce 
priw. F d y ,  we will coasider bow the equilibrium 
price deteimiaed by supply and demand repnscnts a 
social optimum. 

DEMAND CURVE 

Demaod is the msximurn quantity of a good 
or m i c e  people an willing and able to purchase at 
various prices. Tbe "Law d Dcmmd" states bat, ell 
otber things equal, if tbe pice of a good goes up, tbe 
quantity purchased wiU go down, and v i a  vasa 

Tbe delnand curve is somttimes rcfarcd to as 
a willingness to pay a w e  because it meesurts bow 
much people an willing to pay for each additioaal unit 
of the good or mi&. Pwpk buy edditional amouars 
of a good until the last unit is wortb exactly what it 
costs. 

Figure 1 shows a hypothetical consumer's 
demand curve for ncreation days at a -c Corps 
project. If a $5 usa fee is m effect, tbe consumer will 
purcbese 10 d o n  days. Tbe loth d o n  day 
is wortb exactly five dollars to the cmsuma. 

Eachoftbtfirstnioenaeationdaysisworth 
more tbau $5 to tbe coasuma. Sbe would bave 
purchased tban if tbt prim wen higher than $5. In 
fact, tbe figure sbows that tbc consumer would still 
have purched 8 of tbc 10 natatioa days at a price 
of $6. Even though tbc price of each day is $5 she 
was willing to pay more than that for tbem. 
Willingness to pay should DOC be coafused with price. 

Tbe arm under tbe demand m e  is an 
approximation of the total b e f i t  a person &rives 
fmm bemg able to consume a cataia amount of a 
good. It is tbe person's tMal willingness to pay for the 
good. In Figure 1 total willingness to pay is $100 

Figure 1 
l nd l v i dua l Demand Curve 

Number o f  Recreation Days 
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(areas wbtc), is., 20 days of recreation at this site 
is warn a maximum of $ 1 ~  to our owsum&. 
How many days our coasuma will actually buy 
depends on the price. 

For example, our consumer won't use the 
site at all if b e  fee is $10. Sbe is willing-to-pay a 
maximum of $9.50 for the fmt rcuWion day 
because tbe utility sbe gets 6rom this one day is 
worth $9.50 to her. Because the price is only $5, 
and tbe day is worth $9.50, she'll surely purcbase it. 
Tbe utility of the second day is worth $9 to her, and 
it costs only $5, so she'll clearly purchase it, and so 
it goes until the 10th remation day, which is woRh 
$5 and costs $5. Though she will purchase the lOtb 
day, tb:: 11th day is worth only $4.50 to ber and it 
costs $5. She will not buy it. Her purchase rule is, 
like your own, if you are willing to pay an amount 
qual to or greater than tbe price, you buy. If you 
aren't, you pass. 

CONSUMER SURPLUS 

Tbe willingness to pay interpretation of the 
demand curve allows us to measure how mucb beaer 
(worse) off a person is wben tbe price decreases 
(incteases). At a price of $9.50, our consumer buys 
one day of recreation use. To induce tbe purchase 
of a second day, the price must be reduced to $9. 
At a price of $9, she pays $9 for each of tbe two 
rtacaton days she buys even though sbe would 
have paid $9.50 for tbe first day. The area under 
tbe demand c w e  and above the price (area a in 
Ftgure 1) represents the surplus the consumer 
tealizes from having the lower price. This consumer 
surplus is only an approximation of the value of the 
increased utility to our consumer, but it will do well 
for our purposes. The am under the demand curve 
to the kfi of a quantity of 10 is $75' (arcas wb in 
Figure 1). This represents the total benefit of 10 
rcaeation days to our coosuma, hence, it also 

Total willinpur to pay is the entire uu under the demad 
curve. It b obtained by tinding the uu d (he dangle, i.e., 

l ~ ~ ,  who are not mnwrnlng the good or 
wfce,may bewilEingtupey someormowttsfmoney 
t o p r s s e r v e t M r ~ . t o o o n s u m e ~ s e r v b e a t  
wme later We. fMs vab ,  oalied *option vrrlua* is a 
value over and above thi, oamurner surplus because 
therPb~amnprksclodedinthemarkeddbmand 
ourve. This option k importcud if there u eome 
-iblilt)( that lhe resource witt not be wdlsMe at 

wer msming it. V- urgenitdom, such as 
the one organized to prsesfve the status af Llktty, 
prov idepry ldancao f~~vahre .  P W w h o w U t  
nww vb& the 8#4 oontdbutod to iQ premmmth. A 
more esoteric c#lenslon of &b Id- b thnt mme 
PsPoQtemaybewi~ingtopay~amountdm~r)~)r  
tobeabb?opeedewtlqusrc#lwrrw,mtotuture 
~nerations.l'hese~e,whoamnotadwiflnotb 
o c m u m i n g t h e ~ ~ , a t f k ~ v a f u e h a r ~  
bscdwreobwhatitrnigMmc8anloMure~. 
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npesents h a  total willingness to pay for 10 days of 
natation at this site. At a price of $5, she pays only 
$50 (am b in Figure I )  for 10 recreation days tbough 
she was willing to pay $75. She realizes a consumer 
surplus of $25, is., the difference between ha total 
willingness to pay and what sbe a c W y  pays or the 
area below the demand curve and above the price line. 

If we add all the individual demand curves to 
get tbc market demand curve, we can obtain a measure 
of consumer surplus for all consumers by taking the 
area unda the demand curve md above the price line. 
Figure 2 sbows tbe consumer surplus for our consumer. 
Consumer surplus fa the, entire market would be 
measured in the same way, but the quantities of 
reutation days would reflect the quantity demanded by 
rll usas of this site, as sbown in Figure 3. 

Relating this to benefits is a simple matter. 
Tbe sna under the individual's demand curve ($75 in 
tbe Figure 2 exampk) is a measure of total benefits for 
tbe quantity of output (10 in the example). ?be cost of 
these benefits is tbe area below the demand curve 
tbe price liae ($50). The consumer surplus of $25 is, 
analogously, the consumer's net benefits. 

PROFIT MAXIMIZATION 

Rational people are assumed to maximize their 
utility subject to tbeir available budgets. Whea those 
rational peopk organize as fums, we can be a bit more 
specific about bow tbey maximize thcir utility. Finns 
are assumed to be maximizas. If profit is 
&fined as btrl nvcnucs (TR) minus total costs 0, 
it is impossible to maximize profits uoless costs are 
minimized If total revenues arc fixed at any level 
profit will not be as large as possible unless costs are 
as small as possible. Ibus, profit nrrxhhation 
implies cost mlnbnllltbn. 

It is a simple maw to make tbe jump frum 
profit maximization to n a  benefit maximization. Total 
revenues become total bcnefits (TB), total costs ranain 
total costs. 'Ibc Corps becomes rbe rational firm and 
the diffcmcc betwteo TB and TC an net beaefits. 

In some instances actual benefits are not 
known and arc not estimated. For example, municipal 
water supply benefits arc garerally assumed to exceed 

Figure 2 
Consumer Surplus 

\ / Consumer Swpl us = $25 

o i 1 a 4 s I 7 I s m ~ t u i s ~ ~ ~ s i ? ~ ~ m  

Number o f  Recreat ion Days 
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-0 4. Market Demand and Consumer Surp l us 

Consumer Surplus = S25,000 

Cost to a l l Consumers = s50, 

0  1 I 8  4 7 ~ l 4 l S l 1 7 1 1 ~ 1 0  

Thousands of Recreatlon Days 

tbe costs of water supply but tbey arc ranly eaimatd 
In such cases benefits, tbougb rakrrown, an assumed 
to be fwd at sane level mat e x a d s  costs. To 
maximize net bcnefits in such cases, it is nrrtllparv to 
minimize the costs of providing tbat kvel of wafer 
supply. 

EnvlronmtnW mitigation is offen based on 
tbe assumption tbat tbc bareflts of providing aomc 
fu@ level of mitigation (TB) excead tbc cobts CrC) of 
doing so. Rational ecoa0mic behavior requk.8 tbc 
analysts to minimize tbe costs of providing tbese 
benefits. 

'IIus, cost minimiztng behavior b an 
important subcatcgay of p f l t  martimiziog behavior 
used wben tbe kvel of benefits is unknown but 
assumed to e d  costs. 

OPPORTUNITY corn 
Because we have scarcity, we have to meke 

cbohw. Wbeoeva we make a choice, it cou, us 

something. A cboice to Q oae dring is a cboice not to 
do another. Cboosing to use a resource, say ieservoir 
stomp, fa any one purpose costs us tbc qppommity to 
u r e t h a t u o r a g e f a ~ p u p o s e .  Tbwifstorage 
b dloceted to flood umtrol it caunot be allocated to - rupply. If water supply is tbc next best 
rltaaadve use of tbe storage, tbe oost of tbe flood 
control storage is tbe value of that storage as water 
W P ~ Y -  

Ria is routinely used as tbe measure of the 
aM of a good a m i c e .  While $50 per aae-foot 
may be tbe @a of water, that may not be its cost 
'Ibeecaromicddinitloaofcustisthatwlrichmrcstbe 
fingone @ we the resource in a given way. Tbe 
appatmity cat of my decision is the fwcgoae value 
of the next best alwnative not chosen. Foramately, for 
mat  goodr pvchastd in a competitive market price is 
appatmity cost Unf~r t l l~~ t~ ly  f a  water ruroutce 
~tberearcmanygoodsandsavicesuscdmd 
produced by warer moura p r o m  tbat are not 
produced in competitive market% and f a  wbicb price 
~mtexiM,apricebasnotcqualopportunity~t 
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Procedures and Technical Methods 
for Transit Project Planning 
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p l e r e a r e s e v l e r a l p c s s i b l e ~ t h a t ~ b e c a m ~ i p c r r e d f a r t h e  
evaluatim of major -it alternatives. Prey rarrpe fran a fme-foxm 
discussian of the aptims to a very alrrhcaate analysis -1- 
w i t h  weigfrting arrd saaring of paoject attrihrtes. A mmdew of the evaluatiaa 
effarts in poPvic11ls alterati- analyses anclwiarrs. First, the 
&a& of scme basic struchaP far the evaluatim rb&s a ranbliq, unfocused 
dbcussim that nrre often repeats r a m  thsn ths data. Seoard, 
colrplex"weirplttrsam3m~sehanes~tooantuae~therthanill\nninate 
t h e ~ a m 3 ~ ~ ~ o f t e n a n l y t e r r # l s l y r e l a t m d t o t h e ~ t i e s o f  
decishmakJq. A s  a resul t ,  IXIl an that Wces the M e  
gxum3, offer* scme structrae fa0 the analysis, &t ralying an the i.nfoarmed 
j ~ o f 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 j B C t s t a f f ~ ~ c d l ~ C h n n l ~ ~ f ~ t h e  
evaluaticn an t b  key iaalar. 
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- @w - tha t  the casts ard benefits be distrihrtad fair ly  
a m  different I#Pilatim w. 

~tisusefultoreoognizethattheemluationphaseof projectplarpling-and 
of rvly of canplex qtiars - is rmt restrictad to the final @ase of 
the analysis. Bther, it is a ard  mqxelmsive within 
uhi&thetdmicaluorkpo9aeeas.  --is-inthatthereis 
a series of d e c i s i m  that & be made the analysis -- dli- 
m i a t i m s ,  design m t i n g  policies, etc. - that together shape 
the nature arrd perfarmarroe of eaa a l w t i v e .  It is m i v e  in that 
the final evaluatim of an alternative oc~rsiders a bmad mrqe of cri ter ia  - 
tranSpaatati~~, --kt aosts, f w ,  etc. -- tha t  r q u i r e  a broad 

've in the of design decisians. Clearly then, the cryohq 
P a r n n a k i n g  ptnrld be carried cut w i t h  to its ultimate inpact cn the 
evdluaticn of each dl-tive ard S b J M  be r w i d  by the ?eddcal A M s a y  
CmmittaP in tha t  light. 

It is also hqmrtmt to meqhasize tha t  the evaluatim is primarily focusd an 
1- decisiaxmkhq. W e  this s tmld  be ~ a ~ s ,  parti-1~ far projects 
that a .  not subject totMIA's Major Lnvestmerrt Policy, there have been cases 
in whia the entire evaluaticn has fmlrnrl c n  nqualifym far Federal furdhq 
rather than on identify* ttqrcIirtclticn needs d solutirxss. Faa exaaple, 
several reoent alterrratives analyses hawe papduced initial drafts of evaluation 

fml.parl gn WIR policy, nearly to the e#=lusicn of local 
mnsiaeratiarrs. Pris czspbsis cn the Federal decision is mt -istent w i t h  
the intent ar -tam of WIR's mjor Dmsbmt Policy. Zhe policy magnhes 
that legitimate diff- often e x i s t  kbmm the local ard Federal views of 
major transit pmjects. It v i f i c a l l y  iderrtifies the Federal hbrest  in 
t z a n s i t a r d a x t U n e s t h e ~ a g a i n s t i h i & A P d i r r J ~ w i l l b e  
m. 'lhe intenticm i s  that luca l  off ic ials  ewmirre the -it 
alternatives their rn objectives, so that ,  i b a i l y ,  an can 
b e r e a c h e d m t h c w 0 6 a p j e c t t h a t a r e o a r ; M w i t h F e d e r a l g o a l s  
(a attractive far Federal hvmrbmt )  ard thoee Umt are primarily local 
abjectims tba t  sharld be i\Pded l d y .  Therefaop, the evaluation pmmss 
&ald  aarsider all pempctims fran the alterrratives w i l l  be examctned. 
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- ilpmd lmbility to the -it beperrderrt. 
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mbU.iw, &. -- are the primary basis for amsideration of a majar acticn in 
theaxridar. OUler---QpicaUyu&anQvlelapPent--am 
W i e d  as motivatbq factrPs as well. Goals an3 objectives that aorrStrain 
the optdm a m  primarily mwms - mise, bkmsian  an 
parWarrds a histoaic sites, visual 1Slrpacts, an3 so forth. 

P l i s & e l w b a n a b v i ~ s t e p t o e n s a K e t h e ~ a n d ~ e f t h e  
infarmatian. The evaluation -1qy should be a high priority iten in the 
early stages of the analysis. D e v e l w  of a written explanatian of the 
evaluation pmo&3s is o m  the catalyst far local officials to aome to g r i p  
w i t h  the m i f i c  that are of b p r t a r ~  for local nrakirrg. 
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w i t h i n  ttese general g u i d e l h ,  the iderrtiiicatian of specific of 
effecti- gnly an the loedLly identified goals an3 objectives, 

w i t h  the j- of local analysts arrd officials on the most 
ways of m y i q  the effectiveness of each altorrvrtive. 

primary issues arise in any atterrpt to fashion nmmms of 
e -e f fect i t~ness:  
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GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 
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GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 
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GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING REGULATORY IMPACT AVALYSIS 

On Fobnuy 17,1981, the Rosident i u u d  Exomtive Order l.2291. According to this order, 
nqulrtoy agencies must prepare regulatory impact mdyses G U S )  on all mqjor regulations. In 
addition, More  taking action, they must n n d  d l  RUI and pro- p o d  regulations to the Mcc of 
Mmagemont and Budget (OMB) for review. 

An RU -r+s the andyriul ruultr of studies emductad during a regulation's 
d e ~ l o p m e n t . ~  Each RIA should c r Jda t0  the benefits and costs of a propond r&tionls M l  range 
ofriTocta and rhould compare them with thow ofotber mgdatoy and nonregulatory approaches. For 
onviroclmentrl regulations, thir range extan& h m  the r e l u ~  of pollutants to their ultimate hvmful 
d k t a  oa humane and the environment. 

Bendts  and costs should be quantified and monetized in the RL4 to themtsnt possible. The 
RIA rhould discuu fully benetits and cooto that cannot k quantified and should u n s s  their 
importance da t i ve  to those that are qurntified or monetized. When many benefits -not euily be 
monetized, or when law requires a specific regulatory objective, cort-offectiveness malyris t4.y be used 
to evaluate regulatory aItematives. 

These guiddines are designed to help andysts a t  the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
m A )  prepare RIAa that ntirfy OMB's requirements. They generally follow the outline of OMB8s 

latow Im~ac t  Anrlvsir Gui guidance docummt, Interim and provide information on the 
types of . n a l y b d  p r o a d u r ? ~ E x t i v e  Odor's requirements. 
Specificrlly, they d i m  the analytical techniques that may be u d  and the information to be 
developed when 0)  stating the need for the p ropod  r&atoy action; (2) examining 8Itemative 
approaches to the problem; (3) qruntifyinO bencQSts and mrtr and valuing them in dollar brms (when 
feasible); and (4) wduating the findings on benetitr, cortr, and distributional effectr. 

Mme detaild information on benefit andyris, tort mdysis, choice of dircount rate, and 
mdyris  of distributional fiecto is provided in appndiccs. The appendices elaborate on many of the 
eonceptud issues raised in the Guidelines and suggest how to proceed with the mdysis. 

The god ofrogulatory impact andysis is to develop and organize information on benefits, costs, 
and economic impacts w u to clvify tmdesffs among akemative regulatory  option^.^ Rfk may v u y  
in terms of level of detail; quontifhtion of benefits, cork, and economic impacts; and precision of 
intormation. Then  diirennws may m u l t  b u n  of vviations in the nature and quantity of 
underlying datr or in the ad- of the avulable analytical t.chniqws, kcrun of r e o o w  or time 
mnrtrrinta, or bemum oome environmmt.l problem or mgdatmy approaches .n l e u  amambb to 
formal urdysir. However, by developing and orlrniring information, quurtifyinl and monetizing 
benefits and mrtr to the extent pouible, and debmining dirnibutiond off- and economic imprcta, 
the A d d  provide decision mrlters with 8 oompnhendve aawsnnent of the implications of 

It should inmrpotate d l  analyses r&nd by the Ibgulatoy Flexibility Act and the Paperwork 
Reduction Act (the rquiremmfr under the Paprworf Reduction Act replace EPA's raquirement for 
a "reportr impact uulyds"). Howewr, OMB no longer requires a "urban impact d y d s . "  

When the Agency is logally precluded from wing the information provided in the RLA for 
regulatoy decision making, the RtA should nt forth the legal basis for that &termination. 
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a l ~ m a t i v e  regulatory actions. 

These Guidelines have been designed for evaluating specific mgdations controlling individud 
pollutant, or puticular w u t e  meams. They are not readily applicable b regulations for pneric 
infonnation grtherinq, testing, m d  procedural ruler. In thew utut ions,  program &ces rhould 
contact EPA's OfKce of Policy, Planning and Evaluation and OMB in the e u l y  stages about the 
p d w s ,  extbnt of detail, and degree of quantification appropriate for the RIA 

The Executive Order s p e d e s  when R k  u, rquired m d  
establishes r rchedule for rule uukhg.' 

o For wry d o t  de' with a notice ofnrowad ~ l e q & g ,  the Agony murt rubmit: 

- a preliminary RU to OMB at 1- &tv M o r e  publishing the notice d 
proposed rule making and 

- a final RIA and a final nrlp to OMB a t  least Jhirtv days before publishing the rule 
u final. 

o For evtrv maior nonememncv rule with no notice of ~rowsed nrle making, the 
Agency must submit r final RIA to OMB at  I e u t  drtv d a u  kfore  publishing the d e  
u tsnal. 

o For fill rules other than maior ruler, the b n c y  must rubmit gverv notice of ~ r o w s d  
rule mrkinn and everv final rule to OhiB at but b n  &YE before publieation. 
Although a f u l l - d e  RIA will not be nquired, d c i e n t  analysis murt be performed 
to demonstrat, that the rule meeta the objectives of the Executive Order. At a 
minimum, this rhould include cost and economic impact (dirtributional effects) 
analyses. 

111. mATING THE NEED F'OR AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE PROPOSAL 

An RU should describe mnciwly 'the nature of the environmontrl problem u p r e d w d  by the 
Agency, industy,  labor, and public intmest groups.' It should explain that the p r o p o d  r+qulatoy 
action is within the Ageny's r k t u t o y  authority and should indicau whether W 6 c  action by the 

OMB h u  no firm guidelines on deragulatmy proposals. I t  examines mch proposal mpurtely 
to decide whether to waive the RU requirement. 

' "'&jot d o '  mmnr my regulation that is likely to result in: 
(I) An annual off" on the economy of $100 million or mom; 
(2) A mqjor incream in costa or prices for eonsumen, individual industries, Federal, State, or 
local government agencies, or geographic ngions; or 
(3) Significant rdverae &ecb on competition, employment, investment, productivity, 
innovation, or on the ability of the Unitbd St.tes-brad mtt rp r in s  to compett with 
foreign-bad enterprises in domestic or export marketa." [Executive Order lZ2911 

' The Agoncy's public participation policy for the tbqulatory process also applies to RUI. 
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b n c y  is required by statute. The RIA also should provide infomation on the following points:' 

o the d e t  impedections that necessitate regulatory action; 

o the pollutant creating the problem, its wurl discharge mus ,  and its principal 
aourcas, both now and, where feasible, over the time horizon d the uulysis; 

o the degree of the pollutant's current or projectad impact on the environment, health 
and d e t y ,  and the ocmomy; 

o curnnt control tmhniqws and their effectivenew; and 

Q the amount or proportion (or both) ofthe pollutant that the p ropod  r d a t o y  &on 
would control and the nsulting beneficial OR&. 

In rtrting the c o n m n m r  of the p ropod  regulation, an RIA should discus8 how, if 
promulgmted, the regulatory proposal would: 

o improve the wry the muket functions (primarily through internalizing the damages 
from pollution) or otherwise meet the mgdabry objectives, and 

o produce better r e d t s  than no ehurge, taking into account the pouibility 
that regulation f.ils to achieve its ~ r t r t d  gods (this may result 6om poorly designed 
rules, u well as from werkness in enforcement and lack of compliance). 

N. CONSIDERING ACTERNATWE APPROACHES 

The Executive Order mquires that RU, thoroughly examine the most impo-t regulatory 
dtematives. I t  dm rrquiros RUI b explain why the p ropod  approach has boen ulocted. 

In developing this part of the R I 4  the analyst should fint define the bueline, which will be 
the standard against which the incremental k n d t s  and cow of d l  dkmrt ive  actions will be 
compared. The baseline is what is likely to occur in the absence ofregulation. Certain mdyses, such 
as those dealing with new rources of pollution, may roquire more than one busline b u m  of 
uncertainties about what might happen without the p ropod  toplation. 

The next s b p  is to devdop an initial ut of ~ a t o r y  8Itemativu that would mitigak or 
eliminak the mvironmentd problem.' An RIA should consider four mqjor m s  of dtdmatives. 

C o n d t  the puideliner for Evd- developed by EPA's OiRm of 8mdudr m d  
Regulations. 

Consult the ~ e c k l i s t  of @gulatorv Altemative~ developed by EPA's Omce of Standards and 
Regulations. 
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methods of ensuring compliance. The second category, for inrtmce, could involve 
issuing relatad regulations jointly to allow the 8ffect.d industries to modify their 
products or operations to comply simultaneously with d l  tho regulations. Alternrtive 
methods of ensuring compliance could involve employing various enforcement options 
(o.g., on-site inspections vorsus periodic reporting and shuing  implementation 
responsibilities among the different Iewls of govemmmt); uaine various compliance 
methods for different segments of industy or types of eamomic activity when co- 
of compliance v a y  sharply (o.g., different trwtmont fbr small and luge firms); or 
allowing vuiances under cortrin conditions. 

o Jbfarket-oriented r e d r b r v  alternatives (whether or not they ue omlicitlv authorized 
jn the kencv's Iemslative m m d a a .  Tbmo mothods include using information or 
labeling to enable consumon or workorr to ovalu te  h& themselvu m d  using 
m o m i c  incentives, such u f w  or eh.rg#, mukohblo prrmita or duts, changes 
in insurance provisionr, or changes in property Wta. 

o wciaior alternatives beyond the wow of the I ~ s l a t i v e  ~rovision under which the 
pr0~0bed renulation is b t i n n ~ r o m u ~ e a ~ .  These would include regulatory dtematives 
that controlled other routes of orposure and that pouibly would k authorized under 
other legislation. 

ORcn there may be a tradeoff botween considering more dbmat ivos  m d  dweloping more 
detailed, quantified, and reliable benefit and cost ortimatas for fewor dhmatives.  In each cuc,the 
choice will be subjective, t.king into account the nature of the environmental problem, current 
government regulations and status of complirncr, the amount of floniility permitted by the law 
governing the regulation under conridoration, the whedulo of -red d o n ,  and romurce 
constraints. 

V. WSESSING BENEFITS 

The benefits of decreased pollution u o  tho resulting improvomonta in health m d  aostheticr 
and reductions in damages to plants, animals, and nubti.ls. To m o u r n  knefits,  one must 
ordinarily follow a chain of evonts from (1) the relorw of pollutants by industry, haumholds, 
.qn'culture, and municipal 10urces to (2) tho impact d those rebases on ambient q d t y  to (3) 
orposures of people, plants, mimds ,  and nutsrirls through various nWdi8 (ur,water, rtc.) to (4) the 
adverse f locts  to (51, when fumble, what w k  w d d  pry to avoid t h e n  &-. Pinally, tho 
uralysis of benefits should wver tho entire rp.ctrum of knotits, h m  those that cur be a w e d  a 
dollar value to those that cur only k denmibed qurlitrtivoly, and from those that .n direct and 
immediate to those that u e  remoh in distanm or time. 

The direct chain of ovonta ir, in ifulf, mmplex to modeLBoyond that, on0 should trL0 into 
account altsmative bohavior that muld mitigata tho ff- of pollution, ma& u wing nrbrtitute 
materials and obtaining m o d i d  cue.  Thus, b u m  of the m m p b i t y  of ameuing k n f i t s ,  the 
uralyris should report not only most likoly e t i m a b s  but dro upper- and lower-mnfidenm Imitr. 

Benrflts should be m m s d  d a t i v e  to an assumed h l i n o .  All underlying ummptions 
should be consistent, and all mhkd information should bo documontod in detail and a form onabling 
reproduction of tho malysis. 
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A Quantifying Health Effects 

To u#ss the health risks posed by a pollutant, one must have information on the nature and 
extent of human exposure urd on the toxicity of the pollutant.' Such information may be used to 
estimate the likely number and type of harmhrl effectr, u well u to chamcterize the uncertainty 
underlying the estimates. Often, however, the information availrble m y  be insufficient to 
quantitatively u r c u  health &&a. 

A comprehensive uralyris of health eRectr would include: 

Q a discusrion of the likelihood that the substance may be hvmArl to humans and a 
description of the nature and duration of the harmful effctr (this should be h r c d  on 
a weiq)ltsf-evidence evalrution of kentifie information, including the resultr of both 
positive urd negative studies); 

o estimation of dose-response relationships ta extnipolata risk' a t  low doses or, if the 
information available for noncarcinogens do not permit deve1oping dosatesponse 
relationships, determination of a no-obwmd-effect-level or a related parameter (these 
should include a discussion of the mechanism of action and the procedures wed to 
convert evidence from other organisms to predictions of potential buman dhcu); 

o information on the exposure of people to the nrbstmce (thir should include the numbor 
of people in and the composition of the exposed populations; the level, fioqueny, and 
duration of their exposurer; and the rouks of exposure); 

o an estimate of the distribution of risk to individuals or, if information available for 
noncarcinogens do not permit risks b be quantified, a margin d d e t y  or 
recommended limit of exposure (the population and rqc p u p  witb grmtar 
sensitivititr rhould be identified where possible); 

o m estimate d the expected numbcr of adverse health effects; and 

o a dimssion of the science policy judgments and uncertainties prrrant in all the 
uralyrcs. 

The Agency's ability to provide this information may vuy,  depending on the quality and m s  
of data available, the nature of the h u m ,  and the capability to predict erposures. 

To the oxtmt possiile, an RU should include idormation on the types of . d v a r  the 
s ~ r p e c t  subs tma  c r w s ,  whether or not thew effectr u e  reversible, and whether they follow single 
or repeated exponuor. It should predict the maenitude, paturn, and length ofhuman u ~ u r o ,  dong 
with the nature and composition of the e r p o d  groups (including aensitivt subgroups). Pinally, it 
rhould combine tho information on the r u b s t m d s  toncity with erpanm e8timaks to pndict the 

' Risk is defined u the probability of experiencing an adverse health effect from the pollutant 
under consideration. 
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effect each regulatory alternative has on improving human health. 

More ~ p e i f l e  guidance on ev.huting the health e f f u  of carcinogens and noncminqens is 
provided below. I t  should be mcognud that risk usessment policies u e  u p d ~ t d  from time to time, 
and u changes u e  made these will be modifled appropriately. 

1. Carcinogens 

o Cvdnogenic risk uaesnnent should k orr a -by- basis. 

o A determination of the likelihood that r rubrturm b a human audnogen should k 
based on a weight4ovidenm judgment All available information h m  human 
epidemiologhl studies and from m i d  rtudiw should k ev r l tu td ,  d m g  with 
evidence from &or;-tern mtr, studies of comparative metrbolim, -ctum-activity 
analysis and other nlevant todaologicrl and biolgicrl uu lyus .  The w d u t i o n  
should consider the number and kind of tumorigenic m p o n w s  and their ahtistid 
significance, u well u the quality ofthe available studies. Fhpt r ly  evaluated animal 
data may be used to p d c t  human nsponus .  

o A variety of models may be used to estimak the risk of u n m r  a t  low dons, bued on 
what is known about possible mochmisms of action urd the qrulity of data available. 
Where possible, most likely estimates, u well u upper- and lowor-aon!3dence limits, 
should be provided. When lack of data or of rcieneific understanding prevent the 
Agency from providing a "most likely" wtimate, it may w e  plaurible upper-limit 
estimates of risk, w, long u they are identibod u such. 

o Where epidemiologid data permit, the u w d  types ofanoer  should k dercrikd 
in k n n s  of the fimbilities they produce and their duntion. 

Some risk usessmenk will be more conmrknt with t h u  guidurca than others due ta 
differences in the amount and quality of irrformrtion available for nrbrturms, u well u 
unceruinties in understanding of the d i u u o .  

2. Noncarcinogens 

o Noncucinogtnic health rtTcctr, which include target organ todaty,  nourotoriaty, 
adverse reproductive effects, and other health dm, should k rvdtuthd on a 
euc-by-cue h i s .  m e s a  off& tnditiondly have boen 4 u a t . d  dmiluly to w h  
other, but a s  a group in a M e r e n t  way h m  dnogen ie i ty . )  

o An u u u m e n t  of the likelihood that the Nkturm m u a s  noncvdnogonic h r l t h  
d e c ~  should be b u s d  on a thorough evaluation ofhunun opidemiolgid audies urd 
animal studies. It should d i m  the Qpo af h d t h  f lwtq their nverity md 
potential reversibility, and whether they may octur from mingle, n p e a t d ,  or 
continuous erporun. 

o A judgment of the extent of potentid hedth  h u v d r  p o d  by a Alkturm (at ambient 
concentrations or at estimrtod dosages) should k M an an evaluation d human 
or, mom cammady, arpnrimmtd m i d  W e 8  in which pruoloctod uncwt.inty 
factors at, appliod to no b n m d  &ut h l s  (NOEL) or other pvrmotor) to 
determine the level b low which human e r p o n m  should fall. Alternatively, m s  
of d e t y  ern k computd that e r p n u  the mtio ktwoen th NOEL (or other 
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puameten)  and estimated human exposure. Judgments about the adequacy of 
protection of public health can be based on such ratios. Occasionally, mote complete 
data may be avulable m d  it may be possible to conrtruct do=-response knctions for 
predicting h u l t h  effecta a t  alternative exposure levelr. 

. . 
B. QuurhfvrnP Environmental EffecQ 

Pollution may d m  r e d t  in a number of environmental eiTectr. They include advem effects 
on p h t n  and m i d r ,  including emlogid disruptions m d  off- on endangered H e r ;  increased 
soiling and mrteridr damage; and dver rc  effecta on mcrertional rctivitier and aertheticr. The 
objective of a bend ta  8ueument  is to quantify them imp.ctr in physical terms, provide meuut ts  of 
the uncertainty inhennt in the ertimater, and trace the linh to human activities md valuer. 

Where datr permit, the analysis ahould conrider the likely actions individdr may take to 
mitigate the &ects of pollution. For instance, ozone may adversely d e c t  .griculturrl productivity, 
but farmers may loman the impact6 by planting different cropr. 

The Ageny'r ability to provide this information will depend on the qtulity m d  types of data 
avulable, the nature of the environmental effects, and the ability to estimate the fate and transport 
of m h t m m r  in the environment. 

C. Valuing Health m d  Environmental Effects 

The major objective of economic ~ 8 l ~ t i o n  ir to trrnsfom e s t i m k r  of changer in physical or 
biological effects into monetary estimates of benefits. This is done by using the amount individuals 
would pay for ruch changer u a meuure of their value, i.e., benefits should be meuured in terms of 
willingnerr to pay. 

When mrrkrta exist, ruch u for consumer M r  m d  n d c o r ,  ortimating k n & k  in brms of 
willingnerr to pry ir uwntially r problem of estimating r damand c i e  h m  obwrvod pricer and 
quantities. But organized markets for environment~l quality typically do not exirt, even though people 
u e  willing to pay for environmentrl improvement@. T h u ,  other bchniquer for valuing the health m d  
environmental d k t s  umciated with regulatory proqrrmr m u t  be rwd. 

1. Jiealth Effects 

Morbidity (illnear) should be valued by wtimating ita diroct cort, unleu i t  ir fusible to use 
wi l l ingne~ to pay m e u u n r .  lhir ertimats provider a lower bound on the d u e  of morbidity. It  
ineluder medical cmt4, IOU of work m d  -, and imprcta on futum productivity. Since this 
procedure doer not conrider pain m d  d e r i n g ,  u well u the value of time for rick people who u e  
not in the labor fom, i t  ir  likely to undemrfimate the k n & b  of dud morbidity. It ir dm likely 
to ignore the d u e  ofroduciw the incidence o f v ~  rubtle health rirectr attributable to pollution, e.g. 
diwmfort and imprirmenta in cognitive development 

Modality m y  b valued either d i m l y  or i n d i r d y  through tbe implicit valuation technique. 
In d ther  approach, however, r due  u placed on uving r puLiculu individual's We. 
Environmental mguhtionr generally ptovide health knrditn by rmducing the rid that people 
experience d m  hedtb dm, at, 8 w l a t i o n  My mduw the probability that individuals 
contract curcar over their lifetimar h n  1 in 1,000 to 1 in 10,000. Tbe u t e n t  of likely improvement@ 
in health to the total population may k e t i m r t d  by aggregating the e x p e e d  roductimr in health 
rirkr to individdr.  When r rwuing potential We-threatmine illnesaer, auch u curcar, the resulting 
meuure is termed "rtrtistiul lives uved." Thus, "atatitid lives uved" n f e n  not to particular lives, 
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but to the sum of small reductions in risk to large numbers of people. This m e u u n  is useful for 
comparing the aggregate health effects likely to result from regulatory dtematives and for 
determining the relative cost of attaining health benefitr. 

If mortality is to be valwd dinctly, a range of vduos cm be u d  to dotermine the wnsitivity 
of the results to alternative d u o s .  h n t  studies that m e u u n  how much poople need to k 
compennted to incur mrdl  risks provide a means for n l d n g  such vJws. For uunp le ,  many of 
t h e n  srtudios exunine the relationddp ktwoon rirlts in tbo workplace, which typically rang, betwoen 
1 in 100,000 and 1 in 1,000 on an u r n 4  buis ,  and wagas. They have found that m n d  wages uc 
between about $4 and $70 higher for jobs with 1 in 100,000 gnakr risk. This trurshkr into a valw 
for a rtrtistical lifo of roughly $400,000 to $7,000,000 (in 1982 d o h ) .  

Alternatively, mortality may be v d u d  indirectly by uiculrting the implicit cost per statistical 
life uvod. This is done by subtracting the m o n e t i d  k n o b t s  of a ngu la toy  d k n u t i v o  h m  ita costs 
and dividing the result by the ortimatad number drt.tistid lives uvod. When pomible, the implicit 
cost per r t . t i s t i4  lif'e uvod should k uiculatad on an incrrmontal U s ,  i.0.. dividing the dmnge 
in cortr (bss  benefits) betwwn regulatory alkmativos by the change in ~ t r t i s t i d  lives nvod. The 
r e d t i n g  implicit vdue  may be ovduatad in light of the compensation pwple have been *wed ta 
require to incur smdl  risks or the costs of other government regulations. However, when t h e n  are 
other important nonmonetized knobts ,  the implicit valuation k h n i q w  will worestimate a 
regulation's cost per statistical lift uv td .  

2. Environmental Effects 

There are  four b u i c  methods for valuing environmant.l riroctr: diroct cost, trawl cost, 
properfy v d u t ,  and contingent valuation. All load to ostimaks of what groups m willing to pey to 
avoid the damages of the pollutylt(s) to bt regulated. Clhese bchniqws sometimes may measure both 
nonhealth and health effects.) However, mch tschnique is best suited for estimating only m n  typea 
of onvironmontal bnebta.  

o The direct cost mothod is best suitad for ortimating the valw ofthe commotcial &ectr 
of reduced pollution, ruth u reduced & m y ,  to fisheries, forests, and yriculture and 
i n c r e d  lifetimes of building or machinery. The monetuy value of these effectr is 
estimakd u the savings in c o w  to industry and to consumon. 

o The p a w l  cost mothod may be u8ed to wtim8b the vdue  of the m n r t i o n a l  fleets 
of reduced pollution. monotwy values m estimated by developing a demand curve 
for recreational activities and dotormining how i t  would change b u r +  of 
improvements to the environmmt. 

o Tho prowrtv d u ~  method may be und  to estimate the vduo of tho h d t h ,  usthetic, 
m d  m a t i o n d  rtTocta of d u d  pollution. This mothod rolakr differences in 
property valurs to housing chu.ckristicr, location, and onvironmontal characbristics 
to infor the d u o s  p h c d  on onvironmontd imptwomentr. 

o Tho pnt innsnt  vduation method primuily h u  boon d b ortimak the v d w  of 
nonmarket goods and n ~ w ,  such u imprwomonts in u r t h e t i u  (gains in vidbility 
or wrtar ctuity and reductions in odor) m d  the pnwrvrtion of wildlife m d  wildomou 
.nu. In this mothod pooplo m ulted what thoy would k willing to pay to onjoy 
altarnative kvols of mvironmontrl quality. 

A more detailed dimurion of t d n i q u e s  for valuing environmental riroct~ is provided in the 
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appendix on benefits analysis. 

EPA generatas cost estimates for r number of purposes during the nale-making proms. There 
estimates typically have bean used to help determine the economic dTocts of nqulrtions on the 
reguI8t.d community. 

Pedorming cost analysis appropriate to the bendtcort w s m e n t  nquind in RUI lould  
involve mom than prodieting the compliance awtr ofputios diroctly rffectetd by reguhtian. It mquires 
d m a t i n g  total costs to d o t y ,  drfined as  the v d w  of pods and nmcos lost by d e t y  rerulting 
h n  the use drnrourws to comply with and implement a regulation, m d  hom duct ions  in output. 
Thus, a comprehmrive analysis ad& up d l  oort, society incurs. Those fdl  into four general 
catagories: private-ucfor d - r e s o u r a  cortr, govomment regulatory costs, dead-weight welfare loues, 
m d  aust rnent  cork ( then cwtr are d e s d b d  below). For most regulations, firms' red-remura costs 
will account for nar ly  all the wrtr to rodety. Thus, adapting Agency cost mdyses to incorporate the 
b t r l  d d  art concept noodd fm RIAa d l y  will q u i r e  only minor adjustments. 

As in k n & t  u r d y n s  all urumptions underlying cost analyses must be canristent m d  d l  
related mfonnation should be documented in a form enabling reproduction of the malysis. To account 
for uncertainty, most-likely estimates of costs rhould be presented, dong with cost ranges and 
st.tsments h u t  their likelihood. 

A select in^ a Cost hamework 

The use of a rtrtic, putidquilibrium a n d y t i d  fhmework is the most practical means for 
estimating totrl social cow. Thir h e w o r k ,  in its most mphistiutbd form, is b a d  on an analyas 
of apply-mddemand relationships in the directly ~~ mukets. 

When an industry is regulated, compliance nquirements genedly result in increased unit 
costs of production. This, in turn, loads to an upward shift in the industrfs supply curve, which 
normally results in higher prices and a lower production Iwel. Compliance cork, and net welfare 
l o w s  incurred by producers and consumen of docread output, ue meuurrble within this 
h e w o r k ;  other costs, d e m i  below, u e  not. 

Each of the unconventional ngulatoy dtematiws (such u u n r  chuges, o f f ~ t h b b l e s ,  
pollution indemnity) involves its own particular set of cost oonsideratians. Thew u e  discussed in the 
appendix on cost mdysis. 

B. Pcfininn the Comwnentr of Cost &nalvsit 

The first ~p in estimating the cortr of r mgdrtion ir to determine the kwlino - whrt is 
Uely to happon in the b n c a  ofthe roguhtion. l'be population of the nqul.t.d community must 
be e r t imad ,  as well u the d m  d pollution tonkol that may occur without the w r t i o n .  

An estimate ofthe total costs that regulations impon on d e t y  A d d  begin with prink* 
prource costs. I h e n  are pretax complimm coats, net of m y  t m d e r  payments (e.g., emission fees, 
licensing fms, or rubridies). Campliurcc mtr &odd include costs imposed on both existing m d  new 
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Calculating the net present vdue of compliance corta requires adding the discounted stream 
of operating and mht .n .nce  costr to the initial investment costr. In many u r c s  oompliance is not 
&red irnmdiataly, and the initid investment must be &#counted. 

Eatiumtm of privata red-resource art, ruurlly rely on engineering cwt ertimat4r. They 
should be b a d  on a rollistic appn iu l  of the quipment or process changes n d e d  to xwet the 
nquinrnent, of each regulatory dkmative. A most likely, u wdl u an upper- and lower-bound 
ostirnata of cost should k provided. For dtemativor that do not involve engineering controls, the cost 
andyds component, will have to be modified d g l y .  

For most mgdations requiring the u e  of ponution control tabology, private red-rerourcc 
wrtr wil l  account for neuly d l  of the total cost to d e t y ,  and little fwtba dart to estimate costs 
is necasuy. In rome craes, however, other costa to rodety may be dgnifiourt. 

Although some of the following a r b  am ditRcult to p d c t  and quurtifl, they &odd be 
condderod when estimating total costs to rociety. The amount o f r u o u ~ ~ s  devoted to such analyses 
rhould depend on the erpeckd contribution of then  a8t4 to totd cost,. If certain componentr are 
likely to be small, leu analytical effoort ahodd be d to me- them than when they art likely to 
substrntirlly change estimatsd total cost. 

o @vemment Rt~ulrtorv Costs - Fderal, state, and l m l  govemmentr may incur cost, 
to issue permits for fiected plmta, to monitor performurce, and to enforce compliance. 

o Qud-Weieht  elfa art Lost - Net lorus in consumers' and producers' m l w  may 
occur from the &crease in output of goods and wrvimr nnrlting fbm a rrqJatory 
action. Generally these l o sw  are a rehtively d l  put d the totrl tort, to wit ty ,  
except when there us no readily available sub8titut.s for a product that i, banned or 
that h u  itr w wverely nstriebd. Doad-weight w e b  low &odd k ut imrbd 
within the conceptual fnmework d i d  in the appendix on coat mdysu. 

o - Reguhtoy action &en n d t r  in 
dislomtim of b r  and other productive r w w m  Thrn types of mat, may occur. 
First, if an induty 's  production drneues,  some of the resouma thrt had been 
required to produce the lost output fail to be uned drcwhen in the economy. The 
v d t u  ofreaaurcor thrt  M &loutad to other w k e ~  i, mttod out. Socond, then 
ia  8 rosoum m ~ ~ a u t i a n  cost, typiflod by 8 pT80n'S spending time and money looking 
for a job and moving to r new location. PLndly, society expond, reaourcor b operate 
p-mr to help the unemployed (thb b s  not include trurder prymenu to 
individuals). 

The analysis conductad to conform with the mquirement, of the Paperwork Itduction Act 
rhould be inwrporrt.d into thir &on d t h e  RIA. The mpoting requirement, i m p 4  on i n d u m  
are a part of prinapd cortr, while those incurred by the Agency will  be in tho "otbrr mrtr" -my. 
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VII. BVALUATRJG BENEFITS AND COSTS 

The Anal &on of an RU should be a comprehensive evaluation hrv- the following 
ehmtnk: 

o wtimates of the net benefits of each major altcmative, b a d  on the knefitr m d  casts 
for which a dollar vdue cm be udgned, m d  r dircwrion of nonmonetiuble or 
unquantifhble bend t r  m d  costa; 

0 8 nchedule of k n d t r  and costa for o8ch major dbmative, including wnomic 
impacta and intrrg8neruion.l dkb; m d  

o the results ofcost~act iwness  a n d m  dmrjor Jtamatives, when many b e n d h  u e  
not easily monetized or when the law rvts forth spo&c ragulrtoy objectives. 

A &timatinn Net BentfitQ 

The net bentfib of each rnqior alternative may be estimated by subtracting the present vdue 
of monetuy social costs (u defied in s d o n  V) from the present value of monetry wid benefits 
fu &tined in &on M. For this dculrtion the same baseline murt be ured in both the benefit m d  
cost mdywr .  Plausible upper- m d  lower-bound ertimabr of net benefits ahould be providd, and the 
sensitivity of the net bencrflts estimate to ~8fiatiOns in ~martrin pammeten (including the rate d 
compliance) &odd be examined. . 

The choice of discount rate is d t i d  in e r l d t i n g  the pronnt d u e  d ertimatar of net 
bendts.  OMB's Wdmg requires wing m m n d  m l  diroount rrta of 10 percent. It dao statas 
that "where it appeus desirable, other discount rates dao may be used to b r t  the sensitivity of the 
results." 

In many inrtmces, the prewnt due af net bendts  rhould be ulcu1at.d wing m additional 
discount rate h u e  8 10 percent n t h  may not rrfloct the opportunity costs urocirted with (I) each 
ofthe many ways dttnulcing public invmtmmtr, (2) dfireronar in their riskinma, (3) diirerences in 
the form of the benefits and cork, and (4) diirerencos in thdr  dir tni t ion.  Four Jtamative 
approaches are avrilable for wlecting diroount nus for benefbart uulyrsr of government 
programs m d  projects: shadow prim of capital, opportunity cort, weighted averago, and aodd ratr of 
time preference. One or more ofthem approreher m y  best fit the pvticuh economic cirnmrrt.nces 
of the ngulation being considered. The rpprndix on k u n t  rrtm provider mom detail on them 
a p p d e s .  

The inmemental benetita, w-, m d  net bmdb of moving h m  one nqulr toy dt.mrtive to 
the next d m  &odd k p m m k d .  This h o d d  indude r dircwdon of hcnmental in 
quurtifjed and qditrtively described benefits and wtr. 

Pinally, this d o n  should dircuu other potantid mrtr and bondtr  that m y  k bygroductr 
of the proposed action. There include t r u r d i n  of tho polhrtant pmblem h a  orre orporn medium 
or program office juridiction to mother, or pouible exrccrbrtion of exponuem for m e  p u p r  (e.g., 
very sensitive populations, mrrimum exposure m u p r ,  or 8pIciAc type, of wortem). 
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The criterion of economic efKciency used in benef!ttost malyds is not designed to urerr  
whether the dirtribution ofthe bendtr  and costs of r particular regulatoy action ir equitable, either 
among different groups a t  a point in time or among different generrtionr. Both E.D. 13391 and the 
Agony recognize th.t regulatoy d d d m s  &odd d d r e u  distributional iuws.  

Thus, OMB's d l a  fbr scheduler rhowing the distribution ofkn&ts and corn. The 
k n d t  rchedule rhodd rhow the of knofSt, to whom it will .ccnu, and when it will a m e .  The 
cost d o d u l e  rhould iden* the typo aC cort (e.g., capital, ncupring), who will bear it, and when m d  
whore it will k incurnd Imporlurt bendt ,  or cort, rhould k hightiq)rtod and their rohtive 
fmportmca to the dollar estimata ofnmt k n o h  ahodd k mmmd. 

The put d the nchedule ahowing the dhtribution of k n o t h  rhould be tmaed on an malysis 
of the dirtribution of health rirltr to the current population (dewlopod in the wction of the RU that 
u n m r  hodth fleets), .low with an d y s i r  of intergenemtimal rquity. The part of the rhadule 
ahowing the incidence of COW l ou ld  nly  on the 'type of economic impact analysis the Agency 
historically h u  performed. 

Conridering intergenerational equity ir rnrticularly impo-t fat EPA because of the uneven 
dirtribution over time of the benf ik  and cork of mmy envitonmmtd nqulationr. For r8guIrtory 
actions with intergenerrtiorul impactr - time horizons exweding the 25- to %you range - the 
oanomic efficiency criterion umd in benetit-cost analydr is l eu  Nitable u a guide for decision 
making. For ezample, many people consider the mqior in- in dimring of long-lived huudour  
wastar as how to equitably distribute benefits and cortr m o u  generrtionr. 

# 

No entirely utirfrctoy method existr for evaluating inhrgenemtiond  off^. For analytical 
purposes, wveral dtemative procedures may be helpfid in portraydng t a m d d s  in benefitr and cost, 
betwoon generations. Them would include: 

o dircounting k n d h  and a t 8  at a lower d nu ofdiwwnt, rather thmn at the rrte 
of return on capital; 

o indicating the number of y e m  until net undilcountd b m e f h  h o m e  positive and the 
number of y e w  and amount8 by which they remain positive; and 

o directly comparing benefitr to fttun generatima with art, fo the m n t  pnention. 

D. onomie Imorct An- 

The omnomic &- t~ be examined an k divided into two gene-] m ~ r i o s :  (1) primary 
offectr, which &odd k e d n d  in evrry cam, and (2) woondvy Mctr, which ahould be uamined 
if primuy ~~ appear substantid or if there is n u o n  to k l i w e  that my  of the m w r i e s  d 
impactr uo likely to k important to the deaaion pMa8.  The primvy off- conrist of changes in 
priur (for both produarr and consumers), production, indurty profitability and capital availability 
(including plant closures), and mploymont. The reeandvy flm u e  influoncoo on n l a t d  muketr, 
wcondary employment, the community, the klmw of trade, and onorgy ooluumption. 

Although many of the mcondmy Heeta may be nwtivo, mme may k positive (auch u 
expansions for producm of pollution eontrol equipment or &klths for tho pollution-nbtd 
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product). The appendix on economic impact analysis discusses kchniques for analyzing each of thew 
offbct8. 

Qurntihble wnomic e f f ~  cm be estimatad fhm a combination of ilnandrl and market 
uralyws. For ptoqnm oiRm that do not have such wphisticatd methods u dmuhtion techniques, 
the analysis ahould begin by wqmrnting the indurty into catagorim of plank that will k similarly 
.itW - e.g., according to sim didbution, yr, and pollution control p-. Whenem poasibb, 
industrial analysis ahould be perfarmod at a plant h l  ofdetail for the Mktd m e n u .  I a q -  and 
rhort-nm offoctm ahodd k m & m d  Pinurdd UUIysir, whether perfonnod oa ur rctPrl p h b b y -  
plant k d s  or br "model plmtr" that npreaent dqrificurt indwtty sogmontr, rbould normrlly k 
employed to address eonomic impact burs. W-rwoum rihctr &odd k no- h m  trmders, 
BO that efficiency oondderrtiona m W n c t  h m  dbtributiorul oonarrnr. 

A dircauntd cub flow .arrlyds rhould k umed to determine whether the d u e  of pmjoc&d 
fiatawe c u h  flows minus tbe cortr of pollution ca~trol (u indi#kd by m#noerkrg estimates of 
compliance wrtr) is f l c i e n t  to oontinue oprrting the plant at  curront h b .  When data ua 
~ . v . i l a b l e  to pedorm this QQO of analysis, a nturnsn-invertment d y d r  ahould k pdormod. 

Each of thew analyses should users how much of the c a t  i n m w s  plmfr will k able to pur 
through. They should consider both supply and demand factors. Rnmd.l a n a l p s  gmndly should 
use both a most-likely e8timate of cost pus-through for (mo&l) plantr and a worrtcua usumption 
ofno cost pus-throughs. They alw should  dim^ the likelihoed ofthere king no cort pru-throughs. 

When many benefit, cannot w i l y  be monetitod, or when tho law r t r  forth a rCwcific 
regulatory obpctive, the RIA should present the resultr of8 cart-riToctivmeu (CE) malyds. This will 
provide useful information to docision makers and canfornu with the Exocutiw Ordo? s requirement 
to minimite the cost of achieving -toy g d s .  

The cort4ectivmess of8 medatmy dkmative is dcul.tod by dividing the a n n u l i 4  coat 
of the regulatoy alternative by a measure of its dTectivmeu. That m e u u n  may ruy, h m  the 
amount of the reduction in pollution to the ultimate improvementr in human health or the 
envimrnent. Each measure has dvmtrqes and disadvantages: "pound, dpollution remowdw is the 
easiest to ulculate across a broad nngb of rsetlations but ignorer wide differmass in pollutant 
toxiatits and dilutions, "unitr of exporun avoided" may mquh wphirticrkd dirpmion models, md  
"statistical lives nved" requires a detriled understanding of population exponu, and doao-response 
rehtionships. In general, the measure of effectiveneu used ahould k u d o n  u possible to the a n d  
&ecu thought to result h m  the ngul.tion. 

CE analysis can be d to identify: 

o the moEt rfflaent 0-t-cost) Way of achieving r pdetormined objective, nrch u 
avoiding a given bvel of pollutant emirdons or related h d t h  rihctr;" 

o polides that muimize the low1 of8 statad W o f b m d t  (e.g., reductions in expomar, 
to a certain cutinogenic pollutant) for a given c o m p k m  cat; m d  

Other criteria, such as legislative requirement& enforcement problems, kchnol@crl furibility, 
or quantity and location of to& emissions abated, may preclude mlocting tho I -es t  wlution in a 
regulatory decision. 
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o incremental trade-offs between successively more stringent levels of control when then 
u e  no firm knchmarks that must be attained. 

CE analysis does not n ~ s s a r i l y  reveal what level of control is nuonable. However, it a 
indiutr which control meuurw or policies are inferior options md, thus, usually should k m inbed 
part of benefit-cost analysis. 

CE analysis also cm be d to make compuirons m o s s  industries when the riCw d 
emissions or didmrges of pollutants u e  similar. ItrFJ.tions for controlling the n m e  pollutant in 
other indurtriw cm provide r general "nnge ofnuon.blenwr"yrinst which the corkffictiveness 
ofa p r o p o d  regulation our be usosaod. When proporly conductad, comparative CE ulalyrir cm take 
a statad goal for reductions in -to pollution and determine which distribution d reductions in 
pollution across indurtries is least cortly. 

Regulations estrblishod by W e r m t  prugmm dbes within the rrme medium should also be 
oomprrrd if pouible. This rquim wing compurble rneuuns of&octiveneu. Thu, dther a pound 
ofr polluhnt removed a t  one place m w t  be dmilu b one d u d  at mother, or more aophirticrrkd 
measures of effectiveness must k d Them would include dollars per exposure avoided or dollus 
per health effect prevented. When furible, this pves a wmp8riron of "payoffs" relative to mrtr across 
program offices. 

F. Usinn the RIA in Deanon M.kipp . . 

One of the purposes of E.O. 12291 is to improve the economic efficiency of government 
regulations. In theory, this is achieved by mlecting regulatoy options that muimite net d 
benefits. Unfortunately, determining which rogulatoy options w best in 
b rms  of economic efficiency often ir made difficult by uncertainties in data, by inadequacies in 
malytiul  tachniques, and b y 4 w  presenm of k n e i t r  m d  eorta that our be quantified but not 
monetized or that can only be qualitatively unaaed. Thw, wen if the critorion ofoamomic oBciency 
were the sole guide to policy deasions, the andytierl rnulta of the RU m y  not Jways point 
unambiguously ta a specific n g u h t o y  option u k ing  nrporior. 

Additionally, u recognized by E.O. 12291 and the Agency, regulatoy dociaions should address 
distributional issues. Analysis can n v u l  the likely distribution of benefits m d  costs among groups 
or between generations. But it cannot determine whether the dirtribution is quitable or bow 
distributional issues u e  to be weightbd relative to conmms h u t  wnomic d&iency. 

In view of the limitations ofcurnnt ma ly t i d  kchniquea and the mnq, offacton that may 
entar into decision making, the RU is k r t  viewed u a document that orgurites information m d  
comprshenrively w u 4 s  the Heeta ofdbnut ive  aetions and the trade-offs among them. The results 
should iden* which m g d a b y  dkmativos am nuonabk ,  while leaving contiderable Irtitude to 
decision makers in ulecting the p d e r r d  roguhby  r p p m h .  
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IMPROVING TEE lWMMENANCE OF IINFRASTRU- 

Task Force Three of the ACIR project to develop recommendations for a 
federal infrastructure investment strategy examined the literature and agency 
documents related to: (1) planning and managing for better maintenance and (2) 
public reporting of the status of maintenance. The results of this effort are presented 
in the first selection of this chapter. 

The selections that follow are grouped under the headings of: 

Selecting maintenance strategies; 

Assessing infrastructure condition; 

Agency examples. 
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Statement of Principles and Guidelines, Federal Infi.artructurc Task Force 11. 

IMPROVING THE MAINTENANCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this statement of principles and 
guidelines is to provide guidance to federal agencies 
and their state and local partners that will enable them 
to ensure effective and efficient maintenance of capital 
assas and reduce or avoid defemng needed 
maintenance. 

The term "maintenance" applied here is used 
broadly. It includes preventive and routine 
maintenance, minor and major repairs, rehabilitation, 
and even replacement costs if a component has 
deteriorated to a point where partial or f d l  replacement 
is cost effective. Some maintenance expenditures, thus, 
may be funded from operating funds and some from 
capital funds. 

The term maintenance used here excludes work 
aimed primarily at expanding the capacity of a facility 
othenvise upgrading it in order to serve needs different 
than or significantly greater than, those originally 
intended. 

Federal concerns include not only capital assets 
that it owns and maintains but also assets obtained by 
other governments with federal support and assets 
regulated by the federal government. 

The findings and recommendations contained 
here have two primary purposes: ( 1 )  to reduce long- 
term costs by identifying infrastructure maintenance 
early enough to avoid higher costs later, and (2) to help 
public officials better prioritize maintenance needs and 
make more informed decisions on maintenance budgets 
by providing them with fuller information on the 
implications of maintenance options. 

11. FINDINGS 

Importance of Maintenance. Maintaining public 
infrastructure assets is a major responsibility and cost 
of federal, state, and local governments. Dollars for 
maintenance compete with many other claimants for 

public funds. Proper maintenance is vital if 
government agencies are to deliver quality SerYicts to 
citizens e£fectively and efiiciently. Every capital asset 
suffers wear and tear of components through usage and 
due to the attrition caused by environmental 
conditions, damage by accident, and improper design 
or operation or inadequate maintenana. Adequate 
attention to maintenance needs is important in the 
design and construction of facilities as well as after 
they are operational. 

Deferral of Maintenance. Maintenana of 
existing infrastruchubroads, bridges, water and sewer 
systems, or dams and reservoirs, buildings, and other 
public faci l i t iesoh does not receive adequate 
attention-whether the infrastructure is owned by 
federal, state, or local governments. This is especially 
so in times of tight budgets . Seldom, for example, are 
the likely cost and setvice consequences of not doing 
maintenana reported. If maintenance is deferred, this 
can result later in poor quality public facilities, reduced 
public safety, higher later repair costs, and poor service 
for the public-both citizens and businesses- including 
added vehicle wear and tear, sewer back-ups into 
homes, and flooded streets. In its final report to the 
President and the Congress in 1988 (Fragile 
Foundations), the National Council on Public Works 
Improvement made a strong case for reducing deferred 
maintenana. 

Recent Initiatives Focusing on Maintenance. 
Recently, two major approaches have developed to deal 
with the too prevalent practice of deferring 
infrastructure maintenana. Onc requires the 
preparation of maintenance mauagement systems as 
par& of the planning and federal funding of state and 
local surface transportation projects under the = 
Surtace Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 
(ISTEA). The other is an initiative by the 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) to 
develop guidelines for reporting information on capital 
assets. 
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GASB's work is expected to include guidelines on 
of reporting the condition of these assets, their ability 
to meet service needs, and the estimated cost (if any) to 
return assets to acceptable condition. GASB sets 
accounting standards to guide state and local 
governments, and it works with the Federal 
Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB), a 
recently established body that recommends federal 
accounting standards and has also begun to consider 
capital expenditure accounting issues. 

Under ISTEA, new construction of highways and 
transit facilities is no longer the central focus; good 
management and maintenance of existing facilities 
now receives emphasis. Three maintenance 
management systems are required before federal grants 
can be made. They cover pavements, bridges, and 
public transportation facilities and equipment. The 
purpose of these management systems is to develop 
proposals for optimal allocation of limited funds to 
help minimize lifecycle governmental and user costs. 
Analysis of maintenance needs is required, making use 
of inventory and condition assessment data. The 
analysis and resulting plans are required to be aired in 
public. 

Other examples of maintenance planning are 
increasingly common among agencies directly 
responsible for facilities: 

0 The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has a 
mature maintenance planning process for its 
navigation facilities that is directly linked to 
its annual budget process. It includes regular 
condition assessments and performance- 
based evaluations of facility operations in 
relation to the missions being performed. The 
process is a dynamic one that responds to 
changing needs. In recent years, as user fees 
have begun to fund a significant share of the 
Corps' maintenance costs, theCorps has 
found itself in partnership with the Inland 
Waterways Users Board (IWUB) whose 
members pay the fees and are very sensitive 
to cash flow projections that reflect the 
relationship between revenues and 
expenditures. Conversely, IWUB is skeptical 
about traditional Corps rules based on net 
benefits to the national economy. 

New York City has established a regular 
condition survey of all its cityowned 
buildings and public facilities as a result of a 
city charter requirement enacted after the 
West Side Highway collapse several years 
ago. The survey is automated and provides 
well justified cost estimates of maintenance 
needs for the city's annual budget process. 

The U.S. Department of Energy is in the 
second year of a five-year effort to establish a 
Capital Asset Management Program (CAMP) 
based on condition assessments, liftcycle 
planning that evaluates alternative "what if" 
scenarios, and prioritization of maintenance 
needs in the context of changing 
departmental missions. 

111. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES 
ON MAMTENANCE 

The task force recommends that federal, state, 
and local agencies apply the following principles and 
guidelines when they make decisions about the 
maintenance of capital assets. These principles and 
guidelines focus on two complementary approaches to 
improving the effectiveness and &ciency of 
maintenance: (1) planning and (2) accounting and 
reporting. 

Planning for Maintenance 

Maintenance Should Be Planned. Maintenance 
is too important to be just allowed to occur when the 
need for repairs arises. Federal, state, and local 
agencies should develop annual maintenana plans, 
with the objective of enabling the public assets to 
continue to deliver quality service in the most cost- 
effective manner. 

Multiyear maintenance plans should be provided 
in support of the first-year plan and budget. Thcsc 
plans are needed to enable public afficials to consider 
the future costs and service quality implications of 
various levels of maintenance, changing demands for 
service, and the implications of any maintenance that 
the plan defers. Routine maintenance as well as large 
cost items, such as major repairs and rehabilitation, 
should be included. The plan should specify why major 
maintenance elements have been included, including 
external factors such as expected increases in the usage 
of facilities. In addition, intentional lack of 
maintenance or minimal maintenana strategies 
recommended because of declining demands for 
service or obsolescence of facilities, should be 
explained. 

Assess Condition of Infrastructure. Agencies 
should regularly assess the condition of their 
infrastructure assets. This information is vital as an 
early step toward estimating maintenana needs. 

Systematic, rkliable, and &cient proadures 
should be used. Condition assessment is well developed 
for roads, bridges, and transit. It is less well developed 
for many other assets, such as water and sewer 
systems. Where adequate methodologies for condition 
assessment do not exist, research programs, new 
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technologies, and user review processes should be used 
to establish them. 

Before the condition assessment, agencies will 
need to develop an inventory of facilities to include in 
the maintenance plan. The inventory should include 
relevant, significant characteristics of each facility 
(such as materials used, capacity, past loads, and past 
maintenance and problem history). 

Infrastructure System Needs Should Be 
Reviewed Periodically. The planning process should 
also provide for periodic review of each infrastnrcture 
system for which an organization has responsibility 
(for example, the transportation system, the water 
system, and the school system). This can provide a 
much improved perspective on maintenance needs. For 
example, a bridge (or building or road or park facility) 
in poor condition might be found, based on 
information about future land use and demographic 
changes, not to be needed currently or in a few years- 
thus changing the costeffectiveness of repair options. 
Obsolescence is an important consideration. 

Explicitly Consider Future Maintenance Costs 
When Selecting New or Replacement Capital 
Assets, Including Low-Maintenance Design 
Alternatives. When procuring new facilities, or 
purchasing new capital equipment, or replacing or 
rehabilitating major components of existing capital 
assets, the planners and designers should consider 
future maintenance requirements and options to reduce 
future maintenance costs. 

In some instances, this may lead to selection of 
assets with higher initial costs, but whose added cost is 
shown by analysis and experience to be more than 
compensated for by future savings on maintenance, as 
well as yielding more trouble-free service. For 
example, designing for more expensive materials in 
some instances can lead to less frequent repairs and 
reduced repair costs-and would minimize future service 
intermptions. 

This analysis effort will require the agency to 
estimate such elements as future asset deterioration, the 
asset's service life for different maintenance options, 
the costs of various repair strategies, and the likely 
impacts of deterioration on such features as service 
intemptions, safety, and business impacts. The timing 
of the benefits and costs associated with each 
maintenance option should also be examined explicitly. 
These analyses should consider not only "immediate" 
performance, such as pavement rideability, water main 
breaks, and number of service intemptions, but also 
should consider other, longer-term impacts, such as 
safety, pollution, and costs to users of the facilities 
(including citizens and businesses) and costs to the 
local economy. If quantitative data cannot be obtained, 

the best available qualitative information should be 
provided. 

Such information, combined with information 
from regular condition assessments, will enable the 
government to make more informed decisions about 
the level and mix of funding needed and which 
maintenance- related activities to undertake and when. 

Use V a l u e  AndysieValue Engineering." 
Agencies not doing so should incorporate some form of 
"value analysis-value engineering" and life-cycle 
costing into their development of maintenance 
strategies, at least for major repairs. This approach 
involves examining each element of a proposed asset, 
the asset as a whole, and the asset's relation to the 
overall service to which it contributes-to ascertain that 
the asset is really needed and is provided in the most 
costeffective way possible. 

Prioritize Maintenance Needs. Agencies should 
use regular condition assessments and other relevant 
information to prioritize maintenance needs. This 
information should include the importance of the asset 
(e.g., usage information), the likely impacts on service 
levels and performance, risks to health and safety, and 
costs to the government and users (assuming, as 
usually will be the case, that not all such needs can be 
funded right away). This will help the agency 
determine which maintenance actions should be 
undertaken and when, given funding constraints. 

These priorities should consider the 
interrelationships of projects, for example, by 
combining lower priority with higher priority projects 
when doing so would substantially lower the overall 
costs while maintaining a standard of quality. This 
might occur, for example, if a lower priority road 
repair project could be combined with a higher priority 
underground pipe project so that the road work would 
need to be done only once. 

Give Explicit Attention to Preventive 
Maintenance. As has been found often, "an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure." Too often, 
agencies have been faced with major needs to catch up 
on repairs, and preventive maintenance is neglected. 
This can lead to a nevercnding cycle of playing catch- 
up, usually costing more and providing lower quality 
services to customers. Each agency should develop 
annual preventive maintenance work plans and budgets 
as a high priority. Adequate preventive maintenance 
planning requires a multiyear perspective, including 
consideration of designs based on lifecycle costs, 
performance, and usage of the asset as well as costs. 

Communicate the Maintenance Plan 
Effectively. It is not enough for an agency merely to 
develop plans on its own without communicating with 
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those who will be affected. Federal, state, and local 
infrasbucture agencies should communicate effectively 
about the plan with those who will be served and those 
who will have to act on it. This includes persons both 
within and outside the agency. Different 
communication approaches will likely be needed for 
the various types of users of the plan, such as 
department executives, cost-sharing partners, OMB, 
Congress, federahid recipients, federally regulated 
infrastructure agencies, the media, and the public. In 
most cases, communication should start early in the 
planning process and should be actively pursued as a 
two-way learning experience. 

Use the Plan as a Means to an End. The goal of 
all infrastructure is to deliver services, and the goal of 
maintenance is to ensure regular, costcffective 
delivery of those services. To be useful, plans must be 
carried out, and to be carried out, they must be 
manageable in scope, careful in their use of resources, 
and executed with commitment and persistence. Thus, 
the planning process should collect only the 
information needed and collect it only as often as 
needed. Planning and reporting should not become as 
big a job as the maintenance itself. 

Accounting and Reporting for Maintenance 

Report Condition of Infrastructure. Agencies 
should regularly report to upper management, elected 
officials, and the public the condition of their 
infrastructure assets. This reporting, using the latest 
available information, should occur at relevant times 
during the decisionmaking cycle (such as during 
preparation of the annual budget). The findings of the 
condition assessments process (discussed earlier) 
should be reported in a clear, understandable way. 

Report Costs of Unfunded Maintenance. The 
costs of needed maintenance should be estimated by 
establishing condition standards for each capital asset 
and calculating the cost to return assets to an 
"acceptable" condition based on established standards. 
This amount should be reported annually to public 
officials and the public as part of the budget and 
financial reporting processes. 

In many cases, no universally accepted standard 
may exist. Developing more than one condition level 
might be useful. For example, condition level might be 
categorized by different serviceability levels (e.g., a 
"minimally acceptable" and a "fully acceptable 
service" condition). A combination of expert and 
political judgment, along with citizen inputs, is likely 
to be needed to establish these standards. The 
standards, however, should be reasonably consistent 
aver time to avoid being haphazard or manipulated. 

By subtracting the amount of maintenance dollars 
budgeted from the cost to bring assets to acceptable 
condition, the agency can establish the amount that is 
unfunded. This cost estimate is sometimes called 
"unfunded maintenance" or "deferred maintcnancc." 

As with the establishment d "acceptable" 
condition standards, unfunded maintemna costs 
might be presented for different serviceability levels, 
such as by reporting both the amount needed to return 
the assets to a "minimally acceptable" and to a "fully 
acceptable" level. 

The cost of unfunded maintenana might also be 
categorized by priority/importance (e.g., high priority 
versus lower priority, based on each asset's usage and 
risk/safety/impact potential). 

Report the Consequencer of Unfunded 
Maintenance. Estimates of unfunded maintenana are 
important to enable management, elected officials, and 
citizens to obtain a more accurate pichue d the 
financial condition of the government. The information 
on unfunded maintenance reported by the 
infrastructure agency should include not only the dollar 
gap but also the performance implications d the 
unfunded maintenana, including the risks to health 
and safety and likely economic losses. These estimates 
also indicate the magnitude of what might be a major 
deferred liability. The information, espuMly when 
tracked over time, also can encourage public of6cials 
to consciously and explicitly consider and take 
appropriate actions to correct the deficiencies and to 
gain support from the public for the corrections. 

Agencies should include with maintcnance 
budget requests estimates of likely consequences if the 
maintenance is not funded. This information should 
indicate the consequences of si@cant unfunded 
maintenance in terms of both cost and performance. 
Maintenance expenditures should be justified in the 
same performance terms as new construction so that 
these priorities can be considered in relation to one 
another (as well as other funding claimants). 

Report Degree of Uncertainty. Agencies should 
identify and include in their maintenatlcbneeds 
reports the extent of uncertainty in the tstimatts used 
by them in making their major maintenana decisions. 
Predicting the future (such as future usage and scrvia 
life of a facility) is diflicult at best. However, it is better 
to obtain the best available professional tstimatts on 
these elements than not to consider information on 
fiture costs, service lives, and performane. 

The organization providing the estimates also 
should provide information on the key analytical 
assumptions made and the magnitude of the 
uncertainty in the estimates. This might be done, for 
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example, by providing ranges of estimates on the key 
numbers, rather than a single value. More 
sophisticated methods are available for estimating the 
magnitude of uncertainties, but these will not always be 
practical to use. 
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Mmy state and local governments am facing critical problems in 
mdntrining, nhtbilitating, replacing, md expanding their infrastructure 
-8. C u m t  gemenlly m e d  vxounting principles permit the 
optional mporting of infrastructure &ssets infOTmaW! by state and local 
governmts. The result is that few st8te and local governments include 
lntrrstructure ~ t s  information in their firuncial reports. This remarch 
study was deaigned to the needs of selected financial report 
wsrs for information M i n g  to infmtructure rssets nd to determine 
t~mmmdatlons for f i nmid  mporting. This chapter is divided into w o  
aoctkm. The first 8octlon contdns a summary of the results and a list of 
m i f k  mrnendations. Specific ?mas for future research are identi- 
fied in the second a t ion .  

Five groups of individuals presumed to be governmental financial 
nbport usen were selected to participate in this study: m i c ,  inves- 
tor, citioen, -1, and legislator grwP8. A total of 677 question- 
naires were returned of the 1,321 mailed to participants, which 
repmerits an overall response rate of 51 pcent. 

Ow abjective of the project was to determine whether the selected 
prrticipants are actual u s m  of governmental financial reports. As 
ahown in Tsbie 63, the percentage of umn  ranged frwn 64 percent to 99 
perwnt. Seventy-four percent of dl respondents reported that they are 
wen of governmental financial reports. AS T&ie 4-4 indicates, the 
majority of mpondents have 10 or more years of experience in their pro- 
fessions, indicating that they may be considered experienced financial 
mport umn. 

Deferred meintenma has been identified 8s a major infrastructure 
pmbkm. An appropriate definition for deferred maintenance, an accept- 
rMe mewre of deferred maintenance, nd the appropriate disclobure of 
deferred mcrintenanm information in the financial report were investi- 
wed. Most respondents indicated that defining defemd meintenance 
m "1he delayed repein UKI upkmp that wouM be required to restore an 
W to its full operating crpaclty" was an accetpt- definition. (See 
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TWe 4-5.) However, mmal suggestions wem received for substituting 
m a 1  optwatlng c8pmcity for full operating cep8clt)c There appears to be 
a substntial defnand for presenting deferred maintefmce infomation 
in finenciai reports. At least 84 percent of the academic, inmtor, legisla 
tor, nd citizen groups wem in favor of pmmnting d e f d  mdntenance 
Information in the financial reports; however, only 52 g e m t  of the 
muqpmnt  group wnted the information included in the reports. (See 
RMe 44.) Among thosa respondents who favor disclowm, the esti- 
mated cumnt cost of eliminating d e f e d  maintenance wrrs accepted 
.b an appropriate meesum. No single section of the financid nport was 
preferred by a majority of the respondents for disclodng deferred main- 
ten- infomution. Them was little support, however, for diwio8ing 
the deferred maintenance information in the introductory 8ectlon. 

Historical cost, mplaeement cost, constmt dollar a t ,  budget to 
etual information, financial plans information, and engineering inform- 
tbn were wduated for their usefulness in meeting specific rsporting 
uld accounting obwtives. The following specific ob/ecthm~ for in fn  
8tructure assets information were adapted from the obbCthn#, set forth 
in NCGA m p t s  Statement l,Ob/ectIws of Accounting and Fir#nc&l 
Reporting for t3owrnrnental Units: 

To'provrcle information useful for fommting the cost of maintaining 
the infrastructure assets 
To provide information useful for f o m t i n g  the cost of replacing the 
service potential of t b  infracltructure assets 
To provide information useful for fommting the impact on short-term 
financial mom88 of planned pmgrams dating to infmtructure 
m s  
To provide infomution useful for determining the benrlce potential of 
the infrastructum assets 
To provide information useful for determining whether the service 
potential of the infrastructure assets has been maintdned during the 
Pried 
Ti, pmMe informdlon w f u l  for determining the cost of the inftb 
structure -8 in r mnner that f rc l l i ts t~ cndyds nd WM com- 
prrlsocls vnong time periods end wlth other govemmmtd units 
Ti, pmdde information uwful for determining whether the infrastruc- 
tun m8e4s havo been rmmqed OffOdhIy 
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To w i d e  information useful for determining whether the governmen- 
tal unit has a significant deferred maintenance problem 
To prwide information useful in achieving full and fair disclosure in 
the financial reports. 

In addition to these objectives, two other objectives were considered 
important in evaluating the six information types: the overall usefulness 
of the information and the urrefulness of a schedule of additions and 
retirements. The respondents used a wen-point scale similar to athe 
Ukert scale to indicate their evaluations of the usefulness of each piece 
of information for each objective. 

Historical cost was considered by the respondents to be of limited 
usefulness in meeting 7 of the 11 specific objectives. For all five user 
groups, the mean ratings of historical cost were 3.0 or e v e  on only 
three objectives: for determining the cost of the infrastructure assets in a 
manner that facilitates analysis and valid comparisons among time 
periods and wlth other governmental units, in achieving full and fair dis- 
closure in the financial report, d in preparing a schedule of additions 
and retirements for infrastructure assets. 

The academic group generally rated the usefulness of historical cost 
significantly lower than did the four other groups. (See TaMe 49.) The 
mean rstings of thaw four groups were generally similar, (See Table 
4-10.) In comparison wlth the other information types, historical cost was 
generally rated lowest on each objective. (See Table 512.) This is further 
reflected in the last-place ranking given to historical cost by all five 
groups. Respondents who am in favor of presenting historical cost Infor- 
mation most frequently cited the financial section as the preferred locs 
tion for the information. (See Table 515.) 

Retplacement cost was gemrally reported to be moderately useful in 
meeting most of the specific objectives and was rated 4.7 or above by all 
groups for forecasting the cost of replacing the service potential of the 
infrastmcture assets. In comparing the five groups, management gener- 
ally rated replacement cost significantly lower than did the other groups. 
(See T i e s  4-12 and 4-13.) 
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In comparison wlth the other types of information, replacement cost 
was generally rated higher than constant dollar cost and historical cost 
but lower than engineering information. With the exception of the 
management group, there was substantial support for reporting replace 
ment cost information in the financial report. (See Table 514.) The statis- 
tical section was chomn most frequently by those respondents who 
prefer presenting replacement cost information in the financial report. 
(See Table 515.) 

Constant dollar cost was generally pted higher than historical cost on 
most objectives. Constant dollar cost was evaluated to be most useful in 
determining the cost of the infrastructure &wets in a manner that facili- 
tates analysis and valM comparisons among time periods and with other 
governmental units. In a comparison of the five groups, the legislator 
grwp generally had significantly higher mean ratings. Constant dollar 
cost was considered to be more useful than historical cost but less use- 
ful than the four other types of information. (See Table 5 1  2.) In general, 
most of the respondents indicated that constant dollar cost information 
need not be disClosed in the financial reports. If COnStant dollar cost 
information is reported, the statistical section appears to be the appro- 
priate location. (See Table 515.) 

Budget to actual information was generally rated moderately useful by 
the five groups for all objectives except one. Budget to actual informa 
tion has limited usefulness for determining the service potential of 
infrastructure assets. The ratings of budget to actual information on all 
other objectives were 3.0 or above. A comparison of all the ratings 
reveals that the management group generally rated budget to actual dol- 
lar information lower than did the other groups. (see f ' k  4-16.) 

Most mpondents in all grwps prefer pW30ntlng budget to actual 
information in the financial report. (See T W  5 1  4.) only 58 percent of the 
magcrment group f m r  p m t i n g  budget to actual information in the 
financial report. This type of information is the only type that a majority 
of management favor presenting. Budget to actual information was Wn- 
orally rated higbr than historical cost end constant dollar cost but lower 
than enginewing information and financial plans information. Most of 
the respondents in the five groups indicated that the financial section 
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wrs the appropriate location for budget to actual information. (See Table 
515.) 

f l m i a l  p h s  information was generally rated as being moderately 
useful by the five groups. Financial plans information was rated highest 
for fcmcasting the impact on short-term financial resources of planned 
pmgrvns W i n g  to infrabtructure assets. (See Table 4-19.) The manage- 
m t  grwp generally g m  financid plans information significantly lower 
rrtityp thm dld the four other groups. In comparison with the other 
t y p s  of information, financial plans information was considered to be 
the flmt or second most useful type of information to be included in 
finncial w s  for infrastructure assets. (See TaMe 512.) ~ a l f  of the 
mpondmts In the manaOement group and over 80 percent of the 
mpondemts in the other groups prefer pmnting the Information in 
finncid r w a  (See Tale 514.) Oenerally, mpondents prefer present- 
ing the infonnation in the statistical section. 

Since the~ engineering information used in this project was not finan- 
ckl in nature, the information was not evaluated on those objectives that 
invoked costs. Engineering information was considered by all five 
groups to be dther moderately or highly useful in meeting all objectives. 
Engineedng information was rated 4.0 md above by all groups on all 
~~, except in achieving full and fair disclosure in the financial 
mpofb. (S~O Table 4-22.) 

The mma@mmt g a p  generally rated engineering information sig. 
n-tly lower thm dM the four other groups. Engineering information 
wm considmd the most useful of the six information types. Four of the 
fhm groups wbstmtidly supported presenting engineering information 
in the f i m i a l  report. The management group was almost evenly 
divided on whether the information should be pmnted. (SW Table 
514,)The statistical aection was the lacation most frequently chosen for 
mglneering information by those respondents favoring pmntation. 
(See T '  5 1  5.) 
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Disclosing information in financial reports that c o w  prior periods 
cen be useful in determining trends. For each of the six types of info- 
tion, the issue of pmanting prior-period information was rddreswd. 
The questionnaira contained specific questions regading the number of 
prior periods to be m t e d  md the location of the information in the 
financial mport. The highest pencentages of the five gmps indicate that 
no prior-period information bswd on cmstnt dollar cost needs to be 
disclosed in the financial reports. For the five other types of information, 
a majority of each g m p  reported that some prior-period information 
8houid be pmsented. (See Tble 516.) Most respot'Mjents chose five yeam 
ss the appropriate number of prior periods to be d i a c W .  If five years 
of information was ectualiy provided, the needs of those individuals who 
indicated fewer thun five yeam also should be met. 

If respondents want prior-period information reported in the financial 
reports, an appropriate location must be determined. Based on survey 
msponses, most mpondents favor pmmting replacement cust, finan- 
cial plans information, and engineering information in the statistical aec- 
tion. Respondents generally favor presenting budget to actual 
information in the financial section. Respondents pmfer the statistical 
aection if prior-period constant dollar cost information is presented. 
There was little agrsement among the five group on the location of 
prior-period historical cost information. The academic g m p  f m n  pre- 
senting prior-period historical cost information in the finrncW wtion. 
The management, legislator, and citizen groups prefer the statistical sec- 
tion. The investor grwp was evenly divided between p rm t i ng  the 
information in the financial section end in the statistical section. (See 
Table 51 7.) 

Based on an analysis of the survey data, the following infrastructure 
assets information recommendations am made: 

Defened maintenance W i d  be defined m "delayed mpain end 
upkeep that would be required to restore an qllset to Its normal operat- 
ing capacity." 
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The appropriate -re of deferred dntenance is the estimated 
cumnt cost of eiiminding the deferred maintenance. 
Defened Mntensnce infomation should be discioeed in the finan- 
cial reports. 
Disclosure of deferred maintenance information 8ttouid be in either 
the financial section M the ?tatistical section, but not the introductory 
=tion, of the financial report. 

Historical cost information for infrsstructum assets does not need to 
be presented. 
if historical cost information is paented, it shouid be presented in 
the financial section of the financial report. 
if prior-period historical CQS~ information is pmnted, five years of 
information shouid be presented in the financial section or the statisti- 
cal section. 

e Due to inconclusive findings, a specific recommendation for replace- 
ment cost is not appropriate. if repkament cost information is to be 
presented, it shouid be presented in either the financial section or the 
statistical section. 
if prlor-period information for replacement cost is presented, a period 
covering five years should be shown in the statistical section. 

Constant dollar cost information does not need to be presented in 
financial reports for infrastructure assets. 
If constant doilar cost information is presented, it shouid be presented 
in the statistical section. 
Prior-period constant doilar cost information does not need to be pre- 
wnted. If it is presented, five years of information should be premnted 
in the statistical section of the financial report. 

Budget to actual information should be pmnted in the financiai sec- 
tion of the financial report. 
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Five years of prior-period budget to actwl information should be pre- 
sented in the financial ssction of the financial report. 

Financial plans information should be presented in the statistical sec- 
tlon of the financial report. 
Five years of prior-period financial plans information should also be 
pmented in the statistical section. 

Engineering information should be presented in the statistical section 
of the financial report. 
Five years of prior-period engineering information should be pm- 
sented in the statistical section. 

The results of this project highlight a demand for information in addi- 
tion to traditional accounting information. Engineering information best 
illustrates the demand, since engineering information wss rated highest 
on most of the objectives on which it was eveluated. An nalysis of the 
survey responses highlight another finding-that respondents generally 
rated historical cost lowest. Although the limited usefulness of histori- 
cal cost is not a new dimwry, this research confirms the lack of mie 
vmce of historical cost information to most financial report users. This 
mearch also confirms the limited demand for constant doliar cost infor- 
mation. Members of the accounting profeSSion must recognize that 
there are other types of. information that are probably more useful to 
financial report users than historicel cost or m s t m t  dollar cost. 

This project pments cn initial study on the f i m i a i  reporting of 
lnfmtructure assets in financial nports of state and local governments. 
The problems sssocleted wlth infrastructure eesets are emwmous and 
complex and cannot be completely dudkd in a single Fbseerch project. 
Certain topics have been defemd for future mearch. AS is true with 
most mearch projects, dditionrl Ideas md topics b c m e  wident as 
the project prognmed. AdditionJ topics that have beten identified for 
Mum research are discussed in this section. 
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Five groups of state md tocai governmental financial report users- 
rcademic, investor, cltlrsrr, kgisl8tor, Md management-were suweyed. 
Other gloups of potential and actual users of financial reports can be 
Identified and should be conskiered for future research on this topic. 

fhe 75 most populous cities were included in this suwey because it 
W P ~  anticipated that those cities wouid have most of the infrastructure 
m t s  problems and would be most likely to h m  knowledgeable staff 
who wouid mpond to the survey. There are thousands of smaller local 
~overnments-smaller cities, towns, villages, counties, and town- 
&ips-that have infrsst~cture eesets. Whether officials of smaller local 
governments would respond to questions on the questionnaire in a man- 
ner similar to the largest cities is an empirical question that should be 
researched. if smaller local governments have unique infrastructure 
assets problems, then additional mearch is necessarynecessary 

Congressional committee staff members and state legislative taxation 
nd budgeting committee members and staff were chosen as being rep 
mntative of legislative bodies in this project. This group was believed 
to be familiar with some of the issues and topics eddmsed in this proj- 
ect. Determining if this group is a sumgate for all members of leg- 
islatures is an empirical question that should be investigated. Legislative 
bodies at the localgovernment level represent another category of finan- 
cial reports users that should be surveyed. 

As the GASB addresses the reporting of and accounting for infrastruc- 
ture assets, the needs and concerns of auditors of the financial state- 
ments will need to be considered. Auditors n d  to determine if 
infrastructure assets information should be colversd by the audit report. 
If so, then the actud method of disclosure will need to be determined. 

Many of the respondents indicated a strong interest in the concept of 
deferred maintenance. An acceptable definition and an acceptable 
measure for deferred maintenance were determined. Although esti- 
mates of the cunent cost of eliminating the defened maintenance prob 
Iems generally were found to be acceptable, then may be other 
mecrsures that are more appropriate. Additional research on alternative 
meosures of deferred maintenance may be fruitful. Joint research 
bstween members of the engineering profession and members of the 
m n t i n g  p r o f e ~ ~ b  may be p.rticululy useful in ddressing various 
deferred maintenance issues. in addition, research on tho uses of 
deferred maintenance information 8houM be conducted. 

Overell, engineering Infomation is conskjered highly useful for the 
objectives developed for this project. The rsplacement cycle and aging 
achedule were c b n  to illustrate various types of engineering informa 
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tlon. There ulb m y  other type8 of englmring information that could 
luve beon p d d d .  A )dnt pmject of tho engimlng pmfetsslon md the 
@mounting profe8siorr to compik uld wdurte t b  Jtematlve types of 
englmring infomution would 1rbpR38ent 8 good starting point. 
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 

This report focuses on the process by which local 
governments, especially their operating agencies, se- 
lect the type and amount of maintenance for their 
capital facilities. This report uses the following def- 
initions: The term facilities includes streets, bridges, 
sewer lines, water mains, public buildings, or any 
other major element of a jurisdiction's infrastructure 
system. Facility maintenance includes both activities 
typically included in the capital budget (such as the 
replacement, reconstruction, and rehabilitation of 
facilities) and more routine operation and mainte- 
nance activities such as painting, patching, emer- 
gency repairs, and trouble shooting, whose funding 
is contained in the operating budget. This report has 
the following three objectives: 

1. To identify the current processes that local gov- 
ernments use to select the type and amount of 
maintenance for their capital infrastructure. 

2. To provide illustrations of those processes that 
appear to have widespread applicability. These 
illustrations seldom contain ideal procedures; 
nevertheless they represent constructive at-  
tempts to make the determination of mainte- 
nance s t rategies  more systematic.  These 
illustrations are presented here to encourage more 
such activity. 

3. To provide recommendations to local govern- 
ments for ways to improve their selection of strat- 
egies for maintaining capital facilities. 

In any period, good times or bad, putting public 
funds to their best possible use is just good govern- 
ment. In times when revenue resources are quite 

scarce, governments have a speck1 responsibility to 
use their funds for the most cost-effective purposes. 
This certainly applies to the maintenance of capital 
facilities. Governments should fund projects that 
provide the maximum level of service with minimum 
cost. The corollary is that governments should not 
put funds into relatively expensive maintenance ap- 
proaches (e.g., rehabilitation or repair) when less 
expensive options (e.g., prevention or ongoing main- 
tenance and repair) would be effective. 

Agencies need to determine at least annually 
which facilities need some form of maintenance, what 
specific form of maintenance should be applied, and 
what total level of facility maintenance is appropri- 
ate (and can be afforded) for the year. 

Unless operating agencies have a sound way to 
address these issues, the priorities that they rec- 
ommend to central officials are likely to be faulty. 

In addition, to the extent that agency proposals 
are backed by evidence, the government's chief ad- 
ministrative or executive officer and elected legis- 
lative officials should be better able to obtain support 
for individual proposals and for the proposed budget 
funding levels (those for both the capital and oper- 
ating maintenance budgets). Typically, the lack of 
information currently provided to central oficials to 
support proposals makes the review process highly 
subjective and subject to chance judgments. As a 
result, otherwise laudatory proposals are more sus- 
ceptible to being dropped, perhaps to be replaced by 
less cost-effective proposals. 

Agency personnel sometimes blame politicians 
and other elected officials for not having the courage 
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to press for a more expensive investment program 
with sizable, long-term payoffs for the community. 
But weak backup justification for capital project pro- 
posals puts elected officials out on a limb with little 
timber-in the form of backup evidence-to support 
their position. 

Scope 

This report explores procedures for examining ways 
to maintain capital facilities and the issues involved. 
It focuses on the maintenance of existing facilities. 

The examples used in this report primarily, but 
not exclusively, concern roads, bridges, water dis- 
tribution systems, and wastewater collection sys- 
tems (i.e., sewers). This report is not organized by 
service, but rather by type of procedure used to iden- 
tify the appropriate maintenance strategy for par- 
ticular facilities. The examples used to illustrate any 
particular type of procedure are'drawn from more 
than one service, for example, both roads and sewers. 
Most procedures appear applicable to many services, 
and this report tries to highlight this similarity. As 
a result, personnel from individual service areas may 
find the report less specific to their interests than 
they would like, but the authors hope that these 
readers will agree that most if not all of the prin- 
ciples discussed are adaptable to their own services. 

This report does not- 
-Examine procedures for assessing options re- 

lated to expansion or growth of the commu- 
nity (although many of the issues discussed 
here should apply as well to growth issues). 

-Examine in detail how an agency can project 
the demand for the capital facility, for ex- 
ample, how an agency can estimate the future 
average daily traffic for road systems, the fu- 
ture need for water and sewer capacity, or 
future bridge traffic. Such projections are be- 
yond the scope of this document. 

-Attempt to identify specific optimal mainte- 
nance options, but rather the process by which 
such options can be selected. 

-Examine the detailed engineering design pro- 
cess, such as  the process by which technical 
staff select a specific design for a replacement 
bridge. 

-Examine procedures for assessing the condi- 
tion of facilities. This is an important part of 
the process of initiating maintenance options, 

but it is covered in a separate report in this 
series.' 

-Examine procedures for comparing and mak- 
ing trade-offs between facilities in different 
services. This topic is also covered in a sepa- 
rate report in this s e r i e ~ . ~  

This report, it should be emphasized, deals with 
determining the best ways to maintain existing cap- 
ital facilities-regardless of whether these ways ac- 
tually require capital funds. This report takes the 
view that maintenance efforts funded from the op- 
erating budget are important options for local gov- 
ernments in maintaining capital facilities. Thus, the 
report discusses noncapital, as well as capital, bud- 
get actions for maintaining facilities. 

Study Methodology 

Information for this report was obtained from these 
sources: 

We examined the professional literature in the 
public sector, especially that on roads, bridges, 
and water and sewer distribution systems, in- 
cluding publications such as the Journal of the 
American Waterworks Association, Public Works, 
and American City and County, which describe 
the activities of local and state agencies. The team 
also examined materials from organizations such 
as the Asphalt Institute, the Transportation Re- 
search Board, the U.S. Department of Transpor- 
tation, and the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, which are rich sources of information on 
applied research efforts. 

We examined literature on capital budgeting, en- 
gineering economy, and operations research in 
academia and the public sector. Much of the ac- 
ademic literature focuses on private-sector issues 
and on present-worth, return-on-investment 
analysese3 Much of this work is quite technical, 
and some, particularly the more recent literature, 
also dwells on tax issues of little interest to public- 
sector agencies. The public-sector literature on 
capital budgeting and planning has focused al- 
most exclusively on the overall capital budgeting 
process and has very seldom delved into details 
involving the selection of detailed maintenance 
options.' 

We used the findings from our parallel exami- 
nation of central priority-setting practices5 That 
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work included interviews with central staff in a 
random sample of twenty-five cities with popu- 
lations between 125,000 and 500,000 plus an ex- 
amination of written materials provided by twenty- 
two of those governments. Although that  effort 
focused on the central review process and not the 
operating agency process, i t  nevertheless pro- 
vided useful information on the type of infor- 
mation operating agencies give central reviewers. 

4. We undertook a series of field visits and field 
interviews with personnel in ten local govern- 
ments (Dallas, Dayton, District of Columbia, King 
County (Washington State), Milwaukee, Minne- 
apolis, Montgomery County (Maryland), New York 
City, Savannah, and Seattle) and three special 
districts (Little Rock Municipal Water Works, Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey, and the 
Washington (D.C.) Suburban Sanitary Commis- 
sion). These were governments (or special dis- 
tricts) that  a preliminary survey had indicated 
were using systematic approaches to capital 
maintenance planning and budgeting in a t  least 
some of their operating agencies. (None of these 
thirteen was included in the  twenty-five-city 
sample described earlier.) We interviewed ap- 
proximately 137 people in these thirteen orga- 
nizations, including 51 persons in transportation 
agencies, 52 in water and sewer agencies, plus 34 
persons in central offices of the governments. At 
each site, and for each operating agency, we re- 
viewed written materials that  documented or il- 
lustrated the types of procedures used to help the 
agency examine facility maintenance options. In 
the agencies responsible for roads, bridges, water 
distribution, and wastewater collection, we iden- 
tified the procedures used to: (1) assess facility 
condition, (2) set priorities within the service area, 
and (3 )  examine maintenance options. 

5. We also interviewed personnel from four federal 
agencies about their procedures for capital invest- 
ment selection. These were the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers (especially active in the area of cost- 
benefit analysis for projects such as flood control), 
the Postal Service, the Veterans Administration, 
and the General Services Administration. These 
agencies have considerable resources, a t  least by 
local government standards. Those procedures that 
seemed particularly applicable to local govern- 
ments, have been included in this report. 

6. We obtained materials  and suggestions from 
members of our project advisory group and mem- 

bers of the Urban Consortium Task Force on 
Management, Finance, and Personnel (repre- 
senting large city and county governments) on 
their local governments' practices. 

Remaining Chapters 

Chapter 2 discusses the various maintenance strat- 
egies and options that we found to be used by local 
governments. Chapters 3 through 5 discuss individ- 
ual analytical approaches that  we observed in use, 
a t  least on occasion, and present examples from the 
local agencies t h a t  were  examined. These ap-  
proaches have been categorized into three basic types: 
(1) procedures for setting priorities as  to which par- 
ticular capital facility projects will be in the oper- 
ating agency's maintenance program (chapter 3); (2) 
"failure analyses," which relate facility failures 
(breakdowns) to various characteristics of the facil- 
ity and its environment to identify facilities that  are 
most a t  risk of "failing" (chapter 4); one subclass of 
this type of analysis is the "life," or "survival," study 
that examines the rates of deterioration of facilities; 
and (3) economic comparisons of various mainte- 
nance alternatives for any given type of facility, such 
as  road pavements or water mains (chapter 5 ) .  Chap- 
ter 6 discusses the important role of new technology 
and the need to consider it explicitly when selecting 
maintenance options. Chapter 7 provides summary 
findings and overall recommendations. 

The emphasis in this report is to present, wher- 
ever possible, examples of work that has been done 
by, or for, a local government, particularly work done 
by government employees. On occasion, the report 
includes examples from other levels of government 
and from work done by consultants, when the pro- 
cedures appear to have broad applicability for local 
agency use. 

The examples of systematic approaches to se- 
lecting among maintenance options for capital fa- 
cilities in chapters 4 and 5 are all those found in the 
governments we examined. We have made no at- 
tempt to dress these examples up. Most are far from 
ideal procedures, but they appear to represent the 
current state-of-the-art a s  i t  is being applied in local 
governments today. 

The examples are not presented in a how-to-do- 
i t  format. Most of the full procedures are too detailed 
and too complex to describe in a few brief para- 
graphs. Rather, interested agencies are encouraged 
to contact the agencies directly for further details. 
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Important questions that local governments need to 
address in planning and budgeting for their capital 
facility maintenance include the foUowing: 

Which facility components should be "main- 
tained" during each year? 
What particular type of maintenance treat- 
ment should be applied-preventive main- 
tenance? emergency maintenance only? 
rehabilitation? replacement? 

More detailed questions include these: 
What is the condition of the existing infra- 
structure? (As noted earlier, condition as- 
sessment procedures are covered in a separate 
report in this series.) How does one item of 
infrastructure compare with another in con- 
dition, importance, and overall need for main- 
tenance? 
Can preventive maintenance effort reduce the 
amount of future, and more expensive, repairs 
(or replacements) while also reducing the fu- 
ture incidence of service disruption and citi- 
zen inconvenience? To what extent does 
preventive maintenance increase the "life" of 
capital facilities? What types and what inter- 
vals of preventive maintenance are needed to 
accomplish these savings? 
Conversely, are there situations in which it 
would be less costly not to undertake advance 
maintenance, rehabilitation, or replacement 
activities, but rather allow the capital items 
to degrade or fail-because the estimated con- 
sequences in cost, service disruption, and cit- 

izen inconvenience (and associated liabilities) 
are low compared with the cost of advance 
repair. 

0 Are new maintenance technologies, materi- 
als, or procedures available that make new 
maintenance methods more cost-effective than 
the ones currently being used? 

0 Would abandonment, sale, or leasing of the 
facility be preferable to undertaking major 
rehabilitation or replacement, permitting 
other parts of the infrastructure to take up 
the load? Are the overall cost savings, com- 
pared with reduced service levels and citizen 
inconvenience, large enough to warrant the 
abandonment? 

0 Which maintenance approach should be used 
in any particular instance? 

0 What are the consequences if maintenance 
is deferred one more year (i.e., to the next 
budget)? 

We found in use a number of basic strategies for 
maintaining capital facilities. These are discussed 
in the following section. 

Basic Maintenance Strategies 

In examining the operating agency practices of city 
and county governments, we found a number of basic 
general strategies in use. These strategies are first 
briefly identified and defined and then each is dis- 
cussed in more detail. These strategies are listed in 
exhibit 1. 
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EXHIBIT 1 BASIC FACILITY MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES 

1. Only Do Crisis Maintenance. Do only that maintenance that has to be done. This is a purely reactive ap- 
proach. 

2. Worst First. Repair (or replace) those infrastructure components of capital facilities that are in the worst 
condition, thus basing choices primarily on information about the condition and level of problem. 

3. Opportunistic Scheduling. Repair or replace defective components when other related work is scheduled. 

4. Prespecif~d Maintenance Cycle "Standatds." Select and follow a set repair cycle; for example, resurface par- 
ticular types of roads every so many years. 

5 .  Repair Components "At Risk." Identify and repair those infrastructure segments most likely to have major 
problems in the pear future, even though the current condition of the segments is not known to be a signifi- 
cant problem. 

6. Preventice Maintenance. Install a systematic maintenance program to reduce the need for later, and presum- 
ably more costly and more disruptive, repairs. Such a program typically involves a scheduled program, in- 
cluding regular inspections and relatively light maintenance. 

7 .  Reduce the Demand for and Wear and Tear on the Facility. Reduce the need for maintenance activity by 
reducing the demand on the facility and thus the wear and tear. A variation is to alter the original construc- 
tion or rehabilitation design so as to make the item easier and less costly to repair. 

8. Economic Comparison of Alternatives. Undertake some systematic economic analysis to decide which seg- 
ments to repair and in what way. The analysis is intended to help an agency select which of the previous 
maintenance strategies, and what specific maintenance treatment, is most appropriate. 

These strategies are not mutually exclusive; an 
operating agency can undertake more than one 
strategy. In fact, most agencies probably use some 
combination of these. 

1.  Only Do Crisis Maintenance. Do only that main- 
tenance that has to be done. This is a purely re- 
active approach. 

2 .  Worst First. Repair (or replace) those infra- 
structure components of capital facilities that are 
in the worst condition, thus basing choices pri- 
marily on information about the condition and 
level of problem. 

3. Opportunistic Scheduling. Repair or replace de- 
fedive components when other related work is 
scheduled, thus saving money. For example, re- 
pairs to sewers or water mains would wait until 
street repairs are scheduled. 

4 .  Prespecifwd Maintenance Cycle "Standards." Se- 
lect and follow a set repair cycle; for example, 
resurface particular types of roads every so many 
years. 

5.  Repair Components "At Risk." Identify and work 
on thoee facilities most likely to have major prob- 
lems in the near future, even though the current 

condition of the segmeht is not known to be a 
significant problem. (Age, for example, is often 
used as a criterion for components a t  risk, but a 
number of recent analyses have indicated that 
other characteristics such as material, size, traflic 
volume, and soil conditions, are more important.) 

6.  Preventive Maintenance. Install a systematic pre- 
ventive maintenance program to reduce the need 
for later, and presumably more costly and more 
disruptive, repairs. Such a program typically in- 
volves a scheduled program, including regular in- 
spections and relatively light maintenance such 
as cleaning or flushing pipe, painting bridge com- 
ponents to avoid bridge corrosion, and sealing road 
joints to delay the need for resurfacing. 

7 .  Reduce the Dernand for and Wear and Tear on the 
Facility. This strategy is to reduce the need for 
maintenance activity by reducing the wear and 
tear on the facility through (a) designing the orig- 
inal construction, replacement, or rehabilitation 
so that the facility is subsequently easier and less 
costly to repair or (b) introducing fees based on 
amount of use to reduce the demand for the 
service. 

8.  Economic Comparison ofAlternatives. Undertake 
some form of systematic trade-off analysis to de- 
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cide which segments to repair and in what way. 
The analysis is intended to help an agency select 
which of the previous maintenance strategies, and 
what specific maintenance treatment is most ap- 
propriate. This analysis would consider the cost, 
the number and extent of potential future service 
disruptions and their implications, and the var- 
ious risks involved in not undertaking the repair 
of the segment. We rarely found this strategy to 
be an ongoing activity. Most often it was used 
highly selectively, usually for particularly costly 
facility maintenance projects. 

The remainder of this section discusses and pro- 
vides examples of each of these strategies. 

Only Do Crisis Maintenance 

Most operating and central personnel seemed to agree 
that relying solely on crisis maintenance was un- 
desirable. This strategy is used primarily when a 
government a t  a particular time is under severe rev- 
enue constraints or when elected oficials believe it 
is better to crack down severely on expenditures in 
order to lower, or a t  least maintain, existing tax 
rates. 

In the immediate short run, this strategy will 
be the cheapest, but deferring maintenance may lead 
to a buildup in future maintenance requirements 
and, in later years, reduce service quality and in- 
crease service interruptions. The extent to which these 
problems occur depends on how long maintenance is 
deferred and the rate of deterioration. 

There may, however, be situations for which it 
is cost-effective not to do any work until a breakdown 
occurs, for example, when breakdowns are unlikely 
to be severe, when early work is unlikely to produce 
much gain in service life, and when early work is 
expensive. Cost comparisons undertaken by New York 
City for its ten-year capital needs assessment indi- 
cated that, even considering liability costs, advance 
replacement of certain of its water mains that had 
relatively large rates of breaks would take in one 
case 280 years and in another 490 years before the 
investment would be recouped in the form of lower 
annual break repair costs. (There may be other rea- 
sons for making the replacements, but in these in- 
stances economic savings is not one of them.) 

We do not, of course, recommend that crisis 
maintenance be the dominant maintenance strat- 
egy, but it is important to note that even this disliked 
strategy can in some instances be cost-effective. 

Worst First 

The "worst first" is a widely used strategy. Many of 
the agencies examined for this study ueed some con- 
dition assessment procedure to identify the top can- 
didates for specific maintenance efforts, particularly 
in the case of roads and bridges, and somewhat less 
so with water and sewer systems (where condition 
assessment procedures are less developed). 

This strategy has the advantage of being based 
on information that is obviously relevant to choices, 
information on the condition of individual facilities. 
In recent years, there have been many developments 
in obtaining information on the condition of infra- 
structure segments. Local governments can take ad- 
vantage of these developments to improve their own 
conditions assessment procedures.' 

The work of the Washington Suburban S a n i w  
Commission (WSSC) for Prince George's and Mont- 
gomery counties (Maryland) illustrates how this 
strategy can be applied. WSSC undertakes special 
studies of problems in areas with numerous s top  
pages and backups during intense rainfalls. To iden- 
tify the nature and source of particular problems, 
the WSSC uses smoke-testing, dyed-water-testing, 
and flow-monitoring procedures. Specific actions rn 
developed based on this information (e.g., enforce- 
ment of the local plumbing codes to disconnect illegal 
inflow sources such as roof drains connected to san- 
itary sewers, lining of sewers, and the repair of man- 
holes that are permitting i n f l ~ w ) . ~  

Similarly, condition assessment information and 
failure rates are used in Little Rock and San Diego. 
The Little Rock waterworks regularly replaces two- 
inch mains whenever a street scheduled for resur- 
facing in the coming year has had two or more prob- 
lems in the past year, and regardless of street 
resurfacing plans if there were three or more prob- 
lems in the past year. San Diego replaces old cast 
iron water mains and concrete sewers that have the 
highest sewage stoppage and watermain break rates.3 

Dependence on condition assessment informa- 
tion, however, can be overdone. The basic drawback 
of this approach is that if condition is the only cri- 
terion or the dominant criterion used to establish 
priorities, it can lead to misallocations of funds. 

Governments using condition and failure rate 
information seldom compare this strategy with other 
possible strategies-such as by estimating the long- 
run future cost savings or the amount of reduced 
service disruption that could occur with earlier re- 
habilitation or replacement. Such analysis could in- 
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dicate that  it is better to repair some facilities whose 
current condition is not the worst, but where early 
repair or preventive maintenance has larger future 
payoffs. Underlying the decision is the relative value 
of avoiding stoppages and breaks (with their costs 
and user inconvenience) versus the added costs of 
rehabilitating or replacing the items in advance of 
breakdown, given that  some of the facilities might 
not break down for many years. For example, the 
state of Minnesota determined that i t  was more ef- 
ficient to allocate funds to preventive maintenance 
on slightly deteriorated, heavily traveled bridges than 
to repair more highly deteriorated but less trafficked 
bridges (see chapter 5 for more details). 

Opportunistic Scheduling 

We found a surprisingly large number of agencies 
using opportunistic scheduling as a major part of 
their maintenance choice process. The key advan- 
tage is the savings in cost if one agency can wait 
until another agency "breaks ground." When two 
types of repair, such as street repair and sewer or 
water-main repairs, are scheduled to be undertaken 
a t  the same location at about the same time, doing 
them jointly means the roadway can be torn up and 
replaced just once. This practice not only saves money, 
but also reduces service disruption and consumer 
irritation. The local agency may also be able to take 
advantage of work scheduled by a private utility or 
private construction firm, or other public entity such 
as  a separate public utility. Some agencies schedule 
television inspections of sewer lines in advance of 
scheduled private or public construction or utility 
work to determine whether sewer rehabilitation 
should be done during that work. 

This strategy requires, or a t  least encourages, 
close coordination of scheduling between agencies, 
including private and external public agencies. The 
governments examined in this study often had some 
provision for such coordination, but most also thought 
that  such coordination could be improved, for both 
long-term and short-term (i.e., during the year) pro- 
ject planning. 

The main disadvantage of this strategy is the 
danger that  the government, on the one hand, ex- 
cessively defers maintenance activities for extended 
periods of time while waiting for such opportunities, 
or, on the other, makes premature marginal im- 
provements merely to take advantage of the other 
activity. Moreover, the cost (and disruption) advan- 
tages ofjoint projects can be illusory as these projects 

sometimes do not actually eliminate major steps. For 
example, in combining street paving with utility work, 
costs and disruption may not be substantially re- 
duced if temporary street paving is still required. 

We found few examples of a local government's 
explicitly analyzing the potential cost savings from 
the joint work or the consequences of deferrals while 
awaiting joint opportunities. Nor did we find explicit 
attempts to determine under what circumstances such 
joint scheduling would lead to better choices of which 
facility segments to repair or replace. 

It is reasonable for local governments that have 
already selected priority items for repair or replace- 
ment to seek opportunities for reducing the costs and 
inconvenience to the public by scheduling them in 
conjunction with other work when that  other work 
does not overly delay the action. It is a matter of 
concern, however, if scheduling completely deter- 
mines priorities rather than merely affecting them. 

Here  a r e  some examples  of oppor tunis t ic  
scheduling: 

Minneapolis seldom has had multiple water-main 
breaks in the same block and thus believes i t  can 
wait for a street to be paved before repairing or re- 
placing mains, such as mains with inadequate flows 
or pressures. The city estimates that  by replacing 
mains during street-paving projects, it saves roughly 
40 percent of the overall cost of a water-main re- 
placement project. Most of its non-emergency water- 
main replacements are performed in conjunction with 
the city's residential paving program. 

Minneapolis also links sewer repairs to the street 
repavement program. I t  undertakes television in- 
spections of sewers under streets scheduled for pav- 
ing in the coming year. Sewers that  are judged 
unlikely to last thirty years ( the expected lifetime 
of the new road surface) are scheduled for repair or 
replacementjust before the street is paved. The lines, 
however, are installed prior to the paving projects, 
therefore requiring temporary street patches be- 
tween the completion of the sewer project and the 
start of the paving project. Thus, the principal gain 
from joint road-repaving and sewer replacement 
projects is a lessening of public opposition to sewer 
projects on newly resurfaced streets; there is no sig- 
nificant cost savings. 

Similarly, much of Dallas's sewer and water- 
main replacement activity is triggered by projects . 
requiring roadway excavation. Dallas's Department 
of Public Works notifies the water utilities depart- 
ment of scheduled street excavations. The water de- 
partment checks the main-break file for possible 
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problems (and for proper size, given the current and 
planned flow). The majority of pipe replacements oc- 
cur in areas being excavated for other purposes. The 
water utilities department also routinely examines 
the  need for replacing sewer pipe and fifteen-year- 
old and older water mains underlying all impending 
street and storm drainage improvement projects. 

Opportunistic scheduling is also central to Day- 
ton's street resurfacing and curbisidewalk replace- 
ment programs. Dayton programs specific streets for 
resurfacing one year in advance of the actual road- 
work to allow time for curbs and gutters to be re- 
paired first. Before the city instituted this practice, 
newly surfaced streets were frequently torn up to 
repair or replace curbs and sidewalks. 

The City of San Diego deletes as candidates for 
resurfacing those streets near or adjacent to a lo- 
cation scheduled for later major construction. The 
city resurfaces the street after construction is com- 
pleted since the excessive use of the street by heavy 
construction equipment would greatly shorten the 
expected life of that  street. 

Pre-Specified Maintenance Cycle 
"Standards" 

Many agencies reported attempts to adhere to reg- 
ular rehabilitation or replacement cycles, such as 
painting bridges every seven years and resurfacing 
roads every twenty years. Although these cycle tar-  
gets are  popular, agency officials also pointed out 
t h a t  such cycles tended to be goals that  were sel- 
dom adhered to, the  intervals between repairs usu- 
ally being much longer than the recommended 
standards. 

Estimation of the average number of years be- 
fore deterioration (and thus before the need for re- 
p lacement  or  rehabi l i ta t ion)  seems useful for 
determining future long-term maintenance needs, 
but does not appear helpful in dealing with near- 
future maintenance decisions about individual fa- 
cilities. Too many factors other than time affect de- 
terioration of facilities (whether roads, bridges, water 
and sewer mains, or buildings). Average lifetimes 
will seldom match actual lifetimes (i.e., the actual 
time interval before individual facilities need re- 
habilitation or replacement). Basing rehabilitation 
or replacement decisions solely on average lifetime 
standards would lead to extra costs because about 
half the facilities would be prematurely replaced, 
and some facilities would have to be rehabilitated 
anyway prior to the average cycles. 

The main use of such cycles is for long-range 
planning rather than for establishing which spe- 
cific facilities should be repaired or replaced during 
the next year. If the cycles are  sound, an  agency 
can deduce whether in future years there will or 
will not be a major buildup in repairlreplacement 
requirements. 

The validity of the cycle values is questionable. 
The team found that many cycle values were ob- 
tained from somc national estimate, such as  from a 
national professional association, or were based on 
local experience. In both cases, the research on which 
the values was based was often done many years 
previously with little or no documentation available. 

The actual deterioration of individual capital 
items is affected by many factors-not just age. For 
example, lifetime and deterioration rate are much 
affected by weather conditions (including the num- 
ber of freeze-thaw cycles and the amount of salt used 
for roads and bridges), soil conditions, traffic con- 
ditions, the extent and quality of maintenance, the 
quality of construction in the original facility, a s  well 
as other characteristics of the facility and its specific 
location. 

A few examples of the use of cycles are given in 
the following paragraphs. 

The City of San Diego uses a twenty-one-year 
cycle for resurfacing its asphalt streets. The stan- 
dard calls for slurry sealing in the seventh and four- 
teenth years with resurfacing in the twenty-first year. 
City officials are not sure about the basis for the 
standard, which was adopted many years ago, but 
believe it was based on a survey of San Diego streets 
performed about twenty years ago. City officials re- 
ported that  the standard has never been met. The 
standard is used to make the initial determination 
of which streets will receive maintenance. Over the 
nine-year period from 1974 to 1982, San Diego's as- 
phalt streets have been resurfaced an average of once 
every thirty-one years and slurry-sealed an average 
of once every eleven years. (Note that San Diego 
streets do not experience the stresses of freezing and 
thawing that can cause extensive damage. There- 
fore, their resurfacing intervals are likely to be longer 
than would be appropriate in many northern and 
rainy locations. ) 

Montgomery County, Maryland, tries to resur- 
face secondary roadways with liquid and stone on a 
minimum cycle of every six to eight years, and pri- 
mary roads with an asphalt resurface every ten to 
twelve years. The county's department of transpor- 
tation reported that if the roads are not properly 
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maintained they will "literally self-destruct so that 
by the 16th year, they will completely deteriorate 
and require rebuilding." 

In 1979, the departments of budget and public 
works in King County, Washington, jointly under- 
took an examination of the seal-coating and overlay 
frequency standards used in its road maintenance 
program. King County used a target cycle of seven 
years for seal coating and fiReen to twenty years for 
overlays.' The county's study team could not find the 
specific derivations for these cycles, reporting that 
county roads personnel indicated that these were 
"generally accepted goals throughout the asphalt and 
concrete industries as well as other jurisdictions." 
The team tried to check the validity of the seven- 
year seal-coat life cycle but because of the unreli- 
ability of the historical information available could 
not. 

Ae part of the examination, King County sur- 
veyed other local governments in the State of Wash- 
ington and the other state highway departments in 
the United States about the interval each used for 
overlays and seal coating. (King County asked the 
other local governments about actual repair fre- 
quencies as well as their targeted intervals.) Of the 
thirty-two states responding to the survey, eleven 
had numerical frequency targets for overlays and 
seal coats, sixteen relied primarily on engineering 
judgment, and the remaining five reported some form 
of a more systematic procedure, such as condition 
ratings, for determining frequencies. The other State 
of Washington local governments reported having 
intervals for ideal repair frequencies similar to those 
used by King County. In all cases, however, the ac- 
tual frequencies differed widely from targets. When 
King County asked representatives from these ju- 
risdictions the reasons for the difference between the 
desired and actual frequencies, the usual response 
was limited funds. 

The King County study team concluded that fre- 
quency intervals are guidelines only, depicting an 
average life expectancy of a system's roadway sur- 
face. Their utility is only marginal in dealing with 
individual road segments. The study team recom- 
mended that the county road engineer should de- 
velop and implement a systematic, objective method 
for determining specific maintenance needs. 

Repair Components "At Risk" 

Repairing components a t  risk is a more complex pro- 
cedure. It  involves identifying those characteristics 

(of a particular type of facility) that are most closely 
related to failure and, thus, to service disruptions 
and inconvenience to the public. This information is 
then used to help design a repair-replacement- 
rehabilitation program that emphasizes preventive 
maintenance (or replacement) on the particular fa- 
cilities with those characteristics. These facilities may 
be components whose current condition is not so bad 
as to give them a high priority under the "worst first" 
maintenance strategy. In a sense, this strategy is a 
form of preventive maintenance (discussed later), but 
here the maintenance generally involves a substan- 
tial effort usually requiring capital funds, such as 
for rehabilitation or replacement. 

The advantage of this strategy is that, if the 
analysis is done well, future service disruptions and 
inconvenience are likely to be substantially reduced. 
Its primary limitation is that this strategy by itself 
does not considpr whether a replacement program is 
actually worth the future reductions in emergency 
repair costs, service disruption, and public conve- 
nience. The strategy is likely to result in major re- 
habilitation or replacement work for some facilities 
that might not have failed for many years. 

New York City's water-main replacement policy 
included "at risk" analysis combined with opportun- 
istic scheduling. New York's first strategy is to re- 
place components a t  risk. Its at-risk priorities are 
first to replace mains that have had multiple breaks, 
then unlined cast-iron pipe (generally pipe laid prior 
to 1930), and finally six-inch mains. These priorities 
result partly from its study of main breaks conducted 
in 1980 (and discussed in chapter 4). Opportunistic 
scheduling is also applied, since replacements under 
the second and third priorities are made primarily 
when street reconstruction is scheduled for other 
purposes. The street reconstruction program pro- 
vided replacements for about half the total main- 
replacement program; individual projects are de- 
layed if they can be constructed under a subsequent 
joint highway-water project. 

This type of analysis-the identification of fa- 
cility characteristics that are predictive of facility 
failure-is of considerable importance, and thus 
chapter 4 has been devoted to it. Some examples are 
given there; however, the study team found system- 
atic procedures to identify at-risk facilities to be only 
rarely used. Although this strategy appears to have 
considerable potential usefulness, some form of eco- 
nomic analysis (discussed later) should be used along 
with it before final decisions on replacement or re- 
habilitation of specific at-risk facilities are made. 
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Preventive Maintenance 

The City of Dallas has defined preventive mainte- 
nance as  those repairs that can "interrupt the de- 
terioration cycle and extend the life expectancy, thus 
avoiding more extensive and costly maintenan~e."~ 
A preventive maintenance program typically con- 
sists of a scheduled program of regular inspections 
and relatively low-cost maintenance, such as clean- 
ing or flushing pipe, painting bridge components to 
avoid bridge corrosion, and sealing road joints to 
delay the need for resurfacing. 

The concept of preventive maintenance is highly 
attractive. Its very name implies that relatively low- 
cost actions can be taken now that will prevent larger 
costs from being incurred in future years. The va- 
lidity of this strategy (combined with repairing com- 
ponents a t  risk) is supported by studies of the New 
York City water distribution system and Savannah, 
Georgia, water and sewer systems, each of which 
indicated that a significant portion of the reported 
sewer stoppages and water-main breaks were ac- 
counted for by recurring problems in a relatively 
small portion of each system. These statistics imply 
that a program of preventive maintenance targeted 
a t  these high-risk segments would be an effective 
means of reducing future system problems. The Min- 
nesota cost-benefit analysis of bridge maintenance 
options (described in chapter 5 )  reached the same 
conclusion, stating that "an ounce of prevention would 
in fact be worth a pound of cure." 

In our discussions with agency personnel, we 
found a surprising lack of current emphasis on pre- 
ventive maintenance. Many agencies wanted to do 
more but felt hindered by lack of funds. It also seems 
likely that the agencies did more preventive main- 
tenance than they reported, but did not think of some 
of the things they were doing as preventive main- 
tenance. Nevertheless, it seems clear that most local 
agencies do not explicitly and systematically con- 
sider preventive maintenance opportunities. And, as 
already noted, preventive maintenance programs have 
been particularly vulnerable to cutbacks when fund- 
ing gets tight. 

Even preventive maintenance can be wasteful 
if overdone-if its cost becomes large compared with 
the future costs it averts (including the cost of service 
disruption and inconvenience). Seattle, for instance, 
cut its sewer and water-main cleaning programs sig- 
nificantly with no apparent increase in complaints 
or problems. An analysis of television inspections 
showed that mains were being cleaned too frequently 

and, in some cases, the frequent cleaning was doing 
more harm than good. Also, less frequent cleaning 
was needed for some of the newer lines that were 
plastic and easier to keep clean.6 Similarly, informal 
studies by Minneapolis and the Little Rock Water 
Works indicate that water mains that are cleaned 
but leR unlined rapidly deteriorate to their state 
before cleaning; thus cleaning without lining the 
water main was found to be wasteful. 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 
has given some explicit attention to a preventive 
maintenance strategy. Its 1980 "guidebook" pre- 
pared by a special Operations Standards Division 
Maintenance Task Force suggests a more formal pro- 
cedure for designing preventive maintenance efforts, 
but the guide does not give specific procedures for 
assessing whether preventive maintenance is desir- 
able as compared to other  alternative^.^ 

The guide identifies a number of factors offi- 
cials should consider when selecting capital facil- 
ities to include in the preventive maintenance 
program and for determining the frequency of pre- 
ventive maintenance: 

0 The deterioration rate of the item 
The criticality of the impact on facility o p  
erations if a breakdown of the item occurs, 
including the likely duration of the downtime 

0 The age and condition of the item 
0 Repair versus replacement costa 
0 Location (accessibility, visibility, etc.) 
0 Severity of service, rate of wear, corrosion, 

etc. 
0 Hours of use per day, week, month, year 
0 Seasonal requirements 
0 Environmental conditions 
0 Energy conservation conditions 
0 Agency safety requirements 
0 Federal and state regulations and local or- 

dinances 
Expected life of item 

Examples of preventive maintenance programs are 
as follows: 

1. Bees -New York City paints its major city- 
owned bridges every ten years to protect the 
steel against corrosion. The city's department 
of transportation is also attempting to sell an 
expanded preventive maintenance program 
consisting of bridge painting every eight years, 
bridge roadway resurfacing and resealing ev- 
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ery ten to fifteen years (to keep salt from rust- 
i n g  a n d  expanding t h e  roadways' steel  
reinforcing bars), and frequent maintenance 
or replacement of expansion joints on non- 
waterway bridges. 

2. Sewers-Savannah, Georgia, has established 
a preventive maintenance group to clean sewer 
lines with repetitive stoppages, and has s h i W  
work responsibilities to enable its lift station 
maintenance division to institute a program 
of regular inspection, pump lubrication, back 
flushing, and debris removal. 

3. Sewers-Milwaukee has instituted a pro- 
gram of cleaning its trunk sewers every eigh- 
teen to twenty-four months. The cleaning 
frequency and method are based on an eval- 
uation of past problems, current land uses, 
and complaints. 

4. Water Mains-Relying on research con- 
ducted by the Cast Iron Pipe Research As- 
s o ~ i a t i o n , ~  the  Little Rock Water Works 
encloses all fittings, used in water-main re- 
pairs with a protective polyethylene wrap. 
Other  cities, including Minneapolis and 
Dayton, have installed a cathodic protection 
system to protect against soil corrosion. (But 
Dayton has since abandoned its system as 
not being cost-effective.) 

Reduce the Demand for and Wear and 
Tear on the Facility 

Local officials should consider whether they can 
somehow affect the wear and tear on capital facilities 
and thus reduce future maintenance needs-without 
reducing service quality. This strategy could take a 
number of forms: - 

Encouraging the public to use the facility in 
such a way as to reduce unnecessary or in- 
correct use of the facility. The expanded use 
of time-based or location-based user charges 
is one approach sometimes proposed to accom- 
plish this objective. 
Designing capital facilities to make them less 
subject to wear and easier and less costly to 
repair. A related action is to examine basic 
facility design standards (e.g., standards for 
bridge and wastewater treatment facilities) to 
determine whether maintainability is consid- 
ered in their derivation. The local agency, 

however, may not have much control over these 
standards. 
Assuring quality construction so facilities do 
not wear as  fast or break down prematurely. 

An example would be switching sewer or water- 
main materials to longer-lasting material. (For ex- 
ample, when the City of San Diego replaces water 
mains, it is switching from cast iron to asbestos ce- 
ment pipe; other cities are also switching to more 
durable materials). Not only the design of the com- 
ponent but also the quality of construction is im- 
portant. Poor construction (or reconstruction) will 
make the component harder and costlier to main- 
tain. Hence, more quality control of construction can 
reduce future maintenance needs. 

Another way to reduce demand and wear and 
tear is for a city to actively promote increased ri- 
dership on the city's bus system, to promote carpools 
and vanpools, and to encourage staggered work hours. 
This policy itself is not unusual, but Lincoln, Ne- 
braska, is following this policy for the explicit pur- 
pose of reducing traffic congestion and peak hour 
traffic in order to defer widening of streets and to 
reduce the wear and tear on the roads. 

Economic Comparison of Alternatives 

None of the strategies just described calls for an ex- 
plicit examination of the costs of an action and the 
consequences (such as  on future service levels or 
number of disruptions). Nor do the previous strate- 
gies explicitly indicate what particular maintenance 
treatment to use for a particular facility (e.g., whether 
to rehabilitate or replace it).  The role of the strategy 
of an  economic comparison of alternatives is to ex- 
amine systematically and explicitly the other main- 
tenance strategies and specific maintenance and 
repair treatment options to determine the full cost 
and service implications of each. This analysis con- 
siders life-cycle costs (i.e., both initial investment 
costs and subsequent operating and maintenance 
costs) and future service levels (such as the number 
and extent of potential future service disruptions 
and their implications). Such analysis might, for ex- 
ample, find that t,he best strategy for some facilities 
a t  a given time is to repair only when absolutely 
necessary, while for others preventive maintenance 
is preferable. 

The major disadvantages of this approach are 
its cost and the scarcity of local resources to under- 
take such analyses, especially on a regular basis. We 
found that  most detailed analysis of options done by 
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local governments was contracted. Usually the work 
has been done only for very expensive items such as 
individual bridge construction projects or area storm 
or sanitary sewer construction decisions. Often such 
studies, which can be quite costly, were funded by 
the federal or state governments, or both. 

Because of the importance of such systematic 
examinations, chapter 5 has been devoted to this 
subject, emphasizing practical approaches that local 
agencies themselves can undertake. 

In general, local agencies appear to be doing 
little of this analysis. Local agencies such as public 
works departments, especially in the larger govern- 
ments, have professional staff, such as engineers, 
potentially qualified to handle such analysis. What 
they appear to lack is experience (and perhaps in- 
terest) in economic analysis, but many are likely to 
have had some exposure to such related concepts as 
"engineering economy." 

Chapter 7 suggests some reasons why local 
agencies are not doing more of such analysis. 

Specific Maintenance Treatment 
Options for Individual Capital 
Facilities 

In any given year, a local government has a number 
of possible options for each of its capital facilities 

(such as for individual road segments, bridges, or 
individual segments of its water and sewer systems). 
These include five basic treatment options: 

Do nothing, except emergency repairs when, and 
if, a need for them arises 
Apply preventive maintenance 
Rehabilitate the item 
Replace the item 
A bandonlsellllease the item 

How choices among these options might be made 
by local agencies is the central subject of chapter 5. 

Most of these treatment options are self-explan- 
atory, but abandonment is not a common one. We 
did, however, find some examples of its consideration 
(described in chapter 5 ) .  If land or buildings that  are 
candidates for abandonment also are potentially at- 
tractive for leasing or sale to private developers, this 
may become a particularly attractive option. Local 
governments can sometimes obtain significant rev- 
enues for many years through leasing or selling the 
property and through the ar?ditional property taxes. 

As chapter 5 indicates, we found a number of 
one-time, ad hoc examples but very few instances in 
which an agency undertook systematic examina- 
tions of these options on a regular, routine basis. 
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Overall Findings 

This section lists our major overall findings.' The de- 
tailed findings are contained in chapters 2 through 6. 

1 .  Opportunity for Reducing Cost or Improving 
Service. Many of the examples in chapters 5 and 6 
indicate that local governments can save consider- 
able amounts of money by choosing cost-effective op- 
tions for capital facility maintenance identified by 
valid analyses. (Note, however, that any attempt to 
validate the apparent savings was beyond the scope 
of this effort.) Chapters 3 and 4 also indicate that 
local governments can identify improved mainte- 
nance strategies, which should lead to improved use 
of government funds. 

2. Amount of Regular Systemtic Examination 
ofMaintenance Options. On the whole we found that 
local government operating agencies undertook only 
a small amount of regular, systematic examination 
of maintenance strategies and particular options. 
Particularly lacking were regular efforts by internal 
agency staffs, even though staffs appear to have many 
quantitatively oriented, competent members (e.g., 
engineers). The lack of regular, systematic analysis 
and selection of maintenance strategies and treat- 
ments does not mean that different design options 
are not considered and analyzed as part of design 
engineering. This activity, however, does not nor- 
mally involve the analysis of specific economic or 
social effects for alternative. maintenance options; 
rather, design engineering is aimed a t  determining 
the preferred design for a given infrastructure seg- 

ment-a subject not within the scope of this report. 
A partial exception occurs with choices between re- 
habilitation and replacement. In such cases, design 
personnel in many agencies do make such decisions 
explicitly, but again the decisions seem to be typi- 
cally based more on engineering judgment than on 
formal analysis of economic and service impacts. 

3. In-House versus Contract Analysis. Most 
major analyses of facility maintenance that were made 
were done under contract, not by local government 
employees themselves. Most of these were special- 
purpose, quite costly studies, for which major fund- 
ing came from the federal or state government. Stud- 
ies of wastewater t rea tment  facilities were 
particularly common in the large governments. The 
main cost of such studies was for data collection, not 
for the subsequent comparison of options (i.e., not 
for the later cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, or cost- 
comparison analyses). For example in wastewater 
facility studies, considerable effort is required to as- 
sess the condition of the system. This effort may 
include television and manhole inspections, and smoke 
and dyed-water testing of pipes. Such studies will 
probably continue to be done by outside contractors, 
if only because of their intermittent and sporadic 
nature. 

4 .  Existence of Comparisons ofpreventive Main- 
tenance versus Repair Options. We found no exam- 
ples of load governments regularly and systematically 
examining trade-offs between preventive mainte- 
nance activity (such as painting bridges or cleaning 
sewers) and other major options such as rehabili- 
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tation or reconstruction. This is not to say that gov- 
ernments do not subjectively or qualitatively consider 
these trade-offs, but specific, systematic, or quanti- 
tative comparisons were lacking. There were some 
one-time examples (such as cost-benefit analysis un- 
dertaken by the State of Minnesota discussed in 
chapter 5 and some recent attention by the Depart- 
ment of Transportation of the Regional Municipality 
of Ottawa-Carleton, Canada). 

5. Presentation of Evidence on Impacts of De- 
ferred Maintenance. We found no examples in which 
a local government appeared to have developed a 
strong case, indeed any case at  all, for the future 
savings or other benefits that would be gained if a 
maintenance effort was undertaken rather than de- 
ferred. There are, however, some states that have 
done this (e.g., see the effort in Utah discussed in 
chapter 5). 

6. Formal Requirements'for Analysis of Options 
by Centml Offices. We seldom found any explicit re- 
quirement for analysis of maintenance options to be 
included as input into the central review process. 
This is likely to be one reason for the lack of regular, 
systematic analysis of maintenance options in op- 
erating agencies. 

In our random sample of twenty-five (of approx- 
imately 100) cities between 125,000 and 500,000 
population, only one, Lincoln, Nebraska, had an ex- 
plicit written request for analyses of alternatives 
(and it had just introduced this request). The Capital 
Improvement Program (CIP) instruction manual in 
Lincoln contained the following request: 

It would be desirable to conduct a cost-benefit analysis 
for all major projects and discuss viable, less costly, 
alternatives that can substitute for the project or achieve 
the same objectives, especially for those projects ex- 
ceeding $100,000. If it is not feasible to conduct such a 
costlbenefit analysis, please state reason in your trans- 
mittal letter.3 

This somewhat hedged requirement encourages 
agencies submitting project proposals for the capital 
improvements programs to examine alternatives and 
to undertake some cost-benefit analysis. As of the 
time this report was prepared, we had not seen any 
specific examples of the application of this request, 
which was in its first year of implementation. This 
request was included in the Capital Improvement 
Program Instruction Manual transmittal from the 
mayor to all department heads. At this time it is not 
clear whether this will become a regular part of the 
capital improvement programbudgeting process. 

We found one other example indicating interest 
by a central office in establishing a formal require- 
ment for analysis of options. Austin's research and 
budget department considered a series of suggestions 
for modifying its capital improvements program pro- 
cess to require selected city departments to conduct 
cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analyses on their 
major capital improvement program requests, with 
the research and budget office conducting project 
analyses for departments without the capability to 
undertake such ana lyse~.~  However, this has not been 
implemented as yet. 

7. Extent of Decentralization of the Mainte- 
nances Strategies Selection Function. Most. exami- 
nation of maintenance strategies and selection of 
maintenance treatments is highly decentralized; op- 
erat ing agency management determines what 
analysis, if any, should be undertaken and deter- 
mines priorities. There were, however, a few in- 
stances in which a central analysis ofice played a 
major role in examining maintenance options (see, 
e.g., Savannah's water and sewer analysis in chapter 
4, and King County's road seal-coating and overlay 
study cited in chapter 21, but these were primarily 
special studies rather than continuing efforts. An- 
other exception occurs in states such as Washington, 
where receiving state funding depends on submis- 
sion of specific cost-benefit kinds of analyses (see 
chapter 5 ) .  Even in these cases, however, it is by no 
means clear that the local operating agencies are 
using the information these techniques provide in 
their own internal process for establishing maintenance 
priorities. 

8. Existence of Formal Project Rating or Rank- 
ing Procedures. A number of city and county oper- 
ating agencies have formal procedures for rating and 
ranking potential projects. These procedures are based 
primarily on condition assessment information, which 
in some agencies is obtained systematically and in 
others, subjectively and judgmentally. These efforts, 
however, generally do not provide explicit estimates 
of the improvement in service levels or reductions 
in future costs expected from individual projects. Nor 
do they generally involve any explicit examinations 
of alternative ways to maintain the individual 
facilities. 

9. Existence of Occasional Analyses Comparing 
Mairttenance Options. We found a variety of special, 
one-time studies. These included both failure rate 
analyses (see chapter 4) and analyses of alternatives 
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(see chapter 5 ) .  Most of these did not use highly 
sophisticated types of quantitative analysis. The lack 
of sophisticated quantitative analysis in itself is not 
a weakness; the principal concern is that these stud- 
ies may be leaving out major factors that should be 
considered. Nevertheless, such procedures as the 
Dallas analyses of water-main repair versus replace- 
ment appear to have wide applicability-to many 
different sizes and types of agencies. 

10. Influence of Federal and  State Govern- 
ments. The federal government has greatly influ- 
enced the analytical work associated with major 
federal programs. For example, the federal govern- 
ment has sponsored and, in one way or another, funded 
much of the effort to develop road pavement rating 
systems. Also, the federal biennial bridge assess- 
ment requirements meant that assessment of bridge 
condition by inspectors exists in many, if not most 
cities. The federal requirement for infiltratiordin- 
flow (UI) analyses and sewer system evaluation stud- 
ies (SSESs) prior to approving grants for new major 
wastewater treatment facilities has led to a number 
of contractor studies for local governments contain- 
ing comparisons of alternatives, often using quite 
sophisticated analytical procedures. 

In addition, state governments have had some 
influence, particularly in the area of bridge and street 
condition assessment, partly because of their role as 
an intermediary between the federal and local gov- 
ernments. Many states have developed procedures, 
probably with the help of federal funds, to develop 
pavement management systems, to assess road con- 
ditions, and to examine road maintenance alterna- 
tives. Such state procedures as those presented in 
this report appear adaptable to local government 
needs. 

11. Use of Rules of Thumb a n d  "Stan- 
dards." We frequently found operating agencies ap- 
plying various rules of thumb to maintenance 
decisions, such as the choice of whether to clean a 
pipe, reline it, or replace it. Agencies also often used 
rules relating to the proper intervals between re- 
pairs or replacements. We attempted to determine 
the basis for these rules of thumb and standards to 
find out what evidence supported them. 

Invariably, the basis was either "professional 
judgment," a study done many years in the past for 
which the backup data were not currently available, 
or some state or national standard whose applica- 
bility to the jurisdiction had not been verified. Rules 
of thumb often were ambiguous and old, based on 

assumptions that were not known to current users 
and might not apply to current local  condition^.^ 

12. Consideration of Technology. We found few 
examples of the examination by individual local 
agencies of the cost-effectiveness of new mainte- 
nance techniques. We found no examples of individ- 
ual local governments using formal experimentation 
to test new approaches, that is, employing the new 
technology in one sample of facilities and the older 
technology in another, comparable sample. 

13. Use of Sophisticated Quantitative Tech- 
niques. We found that local government operating 
agency personnel rarely used complex quantitative 
techniques. Most of the analyses conducted inter- 
nally (as indicated in chapters 3 through 6 )  were cost 
comparisons using basic statistics and on occasion 
including present-worth analysis (with the use of 
discount rates to reflect the time value of money). 
Present-worth analysis is somewhat complex but it 
has become familiar to many technical people. With 
the advent of pocket calculators and the ready avail- 
ability of interest rate tables, present-worth calcu- 
lations can be easily made. 

Sophisticated statistical analyses, large-scale 
computer modeling (such as simulation), and a va- 
riety of mathematical and operations research tech- 
niques were seldom used in the work undertaken by 
local agency staff.6 These techniques were used on 
occasion, however, in some contractor studies. Con- 
tractors are probably better able to undertake such 
special-purpose efforts because sophisticated tech- 
niques can be used more frequently in their work 
(e.g., in more than one jurisdiction). 

We found two local agencies that had done pre- 
liminary work using the more sophisticated tech- 
niques, but in both cases the techniques had not 
become operational. One example was the Mont- 
gomery County, Maryland, highway priority allo- 
cation model discussed in chapter 3. The other was 
a "decision-tree expected-payoff table" approach pre- 
pared by staff in the City of Minneapolis to aid in 
decisions on bridge rehabilitation versus replace- 
ment.? Both attempts appear to have run into imple- 
mentation problems related to the complexity of the 
procedures. 

We found almost no examples of uncertainty and 
risk analysis in which the probabilities of various 
negative events occurring are estimated and the pos- 
sible consequences of such events examined. Ideally, 
examination of uncertainty and risk would be done 
for each maintenance option for a facility when ma- 
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jor potential uncertainties exist in costs, facility life, 
future traffic, or other factors. Such analyses are 
used to give officials a clearer perspective as to the 
nature and likelihood of the risks that are associated 
with specific maintenance actions (or nonactions). 
The major example of attention to this issue is the 
flood plains analysis for Dallas (sse chapter 5 ) .  For 
each flood-control option, flood damage was esti- 
mated for rainfalls of various sizes occurring with 
various frequencies. The analysis indicates the 
amount of frequency of damage expected, given that 
the city chooses an alternative that protects against 
rainfalls of a certain size but not against larger ones. 

14. How Is the Total Dollar Allocation for Var- 
ious Types of Capital Facilities Determined? The pri- 
mary factor determining total capital or operating 
budget maintenance allocations for an agency seemed 
to be the amount determined centrally to be avail- 
able for the year. The numbers were heavily affected 
by the previous year's funding level and projections 
of next year's revenues. We did not find any local 
government in which a service's funding level was 
determined by a formal, systematic examination of 
needs, such as by providing evidence that added funds 
could be applied to significantly increase service 
quality. Although we did not find formal systematic 
procedures, informal give-and-take probably per- 
mits the original budget levels to be increased some- 
what if an agency makes the case for meeting a need 
exceeding the amount initially specified (with the 
amount based predominantlgon revenue consider- 
ations). Even those agencies having formal rating 
and ranking systems (such as those described in 
chapter 3) did not appear to use them to determine 
the total size of the budget. 

15. Use of Cititen Input. In few cases did op- 
erating agencies identify explicitly what level of ser- 
vice was acceptable to the public or systematically 
obtain public input into the analysis of facility main- 
tenance. Twelve percent of the cities in our sample 
of cities between 125,000-500,000 population used 
citizen surveys to obtain input into the central re- 
view of capital proposals, but these surveys were not 
used to obtain citizens ratings of the condition of 
individual facilities or information as to citizen ex- 
pectations regarding service levels. Citizen repre- 
sentatives, however, were often included in the central 
review process for capital improvement programs.* 

Citizen input at  the operating agency level ap- 
pears to come primarily from complaints. Agency 
personnel often cited complaints as generating the 

condition of facilities and, if complaints recur, for 
selecting projects for the capital improvement pro- 
gram or capital budget. In addition, some operating 
agencies have formal advisory boards that review 
capital project committees (e.g., a park and recrea- 
tion board). 

16. Why Is Systematic Examination of Mainte- 
nance Options Not More Common? A central ques- 
tion is why operating agencies do not undertake more 
systematic examination of maintenance options. Op- 
erating agencies, particularly the larger agencies, 
often have a considerable number of professionals, 
including many who have considerable technical 
background and could potentially undertake such 
examination. The reasons why agencies do not sys- 
tematically examine options appear to be as follows: 

a Operating agency staff are heavily involved 
with emergency and operational responsibil- 
ities, and most do not have the time to un- 
dertake such examinations. Contractors 
usually conduct the intense examinations that 
are done. 

a Similarly, funds for such activities are very 
limited in local governments. And because of 
the technical limitations to be noted later, re- 
sources for analysis are not believed to be a 
high priority. 

a The data needed to make comprehensive 
analyses-for example, information on each 
facility's physical characteristics and condi- 
tion-are unavailable in most operating 
agencies. 

a The analytical tools for using such data to 
undertake analyses of options have substan- 
tial weaknesses, in part because the agencies 
have had little experience with such tools and 
thus have not adapted them to their needs. 
Those parts of the analysis that require pro- 
jections of the future have innate weaknesses, 
as do any attempts to forecast the future (in- 
cluding stock-market projections or projec- 
tions of the economy for even several months, 
let alone one or more years, into the future). 

a Operating agency personnel, particularly at  
the top level, are unaccustomed to such analy- 
sis and do not perceive its use and utility. 

a Higher-level officials, both chief executive of- 
ficers and other elected officials, have not in- 
sisted on the information for which the analyses 
are needed and are inexperienced in how the 
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information obtained might be used, e.g., to 
gain public support for capital proposals. 
Even when such analyses are undertaken and 
are subsequently transmitted for central re- 
view, the information may not be presented 
clearly and concisely so that central review 
officials can understand the material and its 
implications. 

Some of these problems are inherent obstacles. 
Many, however, can be reduced, even if only grad- 
ually. For example, data on facility condition can be 
obtained, the various analytical tools such as those 
discussed in this report can be tried and refined, and 
improvements can be made in the communications 
between operating agencies, central review person- 
nel, and elected officials. 

Recommendations 

Based on our examination we make the following 
recommendations for local operating agencies, local 
central management, and state and national orga- 
nizations. 

Recommendations for Local Operating 
Agencies 

L-1 Develop a more formal process for consid- 
ering and selecting maintenance needs each year. More 
systematic analysis of alternatives seems needed. 
Condition assessment procedures (discussed in an- 
other paper in this series), priority-ranking proce- 
dures (see chapter 31, and periodic failure analysis 
(see chapter 4) should be combined with basic com- 
parisons of options, including economic analysis (see 
chapter 5), to help select which projects should be 
maintained, how, and when. Procedures should be 
established that not only rank projects but also ex- 
plicitly examine each project's impacts on fbture costs 
and service levels. Such procedures can help agency 
officials determine which additional projects should be 
funded if additional funds become available and which 
can best be deferred if funds are reduced. 

C2 Review and adapt at k m t  some of the pro- 
cedures identifwd in chapters 3 through 6 .  Although 
the examples are far from ideal, they do offer op- 
portunities for improvement over what in local gov- 
ernments a r e  often haphazard procedures for 
maintenance option selection. Highly sophisticated 

quantitative techniques are not needed in order to 
make substantial progress. 

L-3 Place less reliance on rules of thumb and 
standards. When these are used, they should be re- 
viewed and updated periodically fe.g., at kaat every 
two to three years). In many cases, rules of thumb 
and standards based on old studies will become ob- 
solete if for no reason other than that continuing 
changes in materials, processes, and technology can 
alter trade-off decisions. 

Rules of thumb are needed to avoid having to 
do timeconsuming analyses on each occasion, but 
rules of thumb appear to be overused. These rules 
should be reexamined periodically, the basis for each 
should be documented (to permit easier subsequent 
review), and each rule should be updated periodi- 
cally when the review indicates that the information 
is out of date. Economic analyses such as  those de- 
scribed in chapter 5 can sometimes be used to develop 
such rules. For example, analyses such as  the Utah 
pavement analysis in chapter 5 could be used to iden- 
tify the desirable approximate interval between 
overlays, which in turn, could be used to help develop 
annual pavement overlay schedules and budgets. The 
interval, however, should be periodically reviewed. 

In any case, strict application of such rules may 
not be appropriate for individual facilities. For fa- 
cilities whose maintenance can involve substantial 
sums of money, rules should not be used alone. Every 
year brings new information: prices change (often 
quite substantially), new information on the dura- 
bility of materials and reliability of current practices 
becomes available, and other aspects of the local en- 
vironment can change. These changes all alter the 
relative costs and benefits of various maintenance 
options. 

L-4 Explicitly consider maintainability when 
designing capital facilities. Designing a facility to 
make it easier to maintain can be an excellent in- 
vestment, even if it requires extra costs, if the analy- 
sis indicates that the investment will save more than 
it costs. The analysis requires a careful examination 
of life-cycle costs (including future operating and 
maintenance costs). Establish a formal "maintain- 
ability" review process to examine the design of each 
major new or rehabilitated facility so that trade-offs 
between initial investment costa and long-term op- 
erating and maintenance costs are explicitly consid- 
ered. 

L S  Coordinate the scheduling of work involving 
street excavation to save maintenance costs and to 
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reduce service disruptions. Coordinate scheduling not 
only for government water, sewer, and street work, 
but also for work on all utilities, including telephone, 
electricity, and steam. Coordinate with work done 
by private as well as public organizations, including 
other public agencies such as special water, sewer, 
and transportation districts. But before doing addi- 
tional mqjor work at a site just because it will be 
torn up anyway, make sure, through analysis, that 
the added work is cost-effective. 

E6 Periodically examine the potential for reg- 
ularly scheduled preventive maintenance to avoid 
larger future costs. Explicitly analyze the costs and 
benefits of preventive maintenance against other op- 
tions. Such a review probably should be scheduled 
on major facilities at  least every two to three years. 
Preventive maintenance includes inspections (e.g., 
television inspections of sewers and visual or ride- 
meter inspections of roads), as well as direct main- 
tenance activities such as cleaning, painting, and 
basic repairs. 

L-7 To reduce overall costs and m i m u e  the 
likelihood of catching problems early, use different 
frequencies ofpreventive maintenance activities; have 
more frequent activity on those facilities most at 
risk. The frequency of preventive maintenance ac- 
tivities should be decided on after explicit exami- 
nation of the costs and service implications of various 
frequencies, taking into consideration the risk-re- 
lated characteristics of the facilities (see L-9). 

E8 Consider the abandonment of marginal fa- 
cilities as an option. Abandoning marginal facilities 
can reduce maintenance costs. Consider selling or 
leasing a marginal facility to the private sector for 
development. But take such action only when it is 
found to be cost-effective. 

L-9 Periodically undertake failure analysis to 
identify the deterioration rate of facilities and to iden- 
tifj, key characteristics that are related to deteriom- 
tion. As discussed in chapter 4, failure analysis has 
been used to establish long-range needs for facility 
replacement and rehabilitation. In addition, there 
appears to be another, perhaps more important, use: 
linking the failure analysis findings to an economic 
comparison of alternative maintenance options. The 
comparison could then be used to help develop op- 
timum inspection, preventive maintenance, and re- 
habilitationheplacement cycles. The State of Utah's 
analysis of preferred intervals of pavement resur- 
facing is an example of what can be done (see chapter 

5). The New York City procedures for analyzing water- 
main failures and economics, discussed in chapters 
4 and 5, also indicate what can be done. 

L10 Develop and use a more systematic way to 
keep track of mu1 technologies and include them in 
analyses of altertuztives. Agencies should regularly 
consider new technologies that may enhance main- 
tainability, reduce maintenance costs, or improve 
service quality. Where feasible, agencies should test 
such new technologies, preferably using a random- 
assignment, experimental approach (see chapter 5) 
to obtain information on the relative costs and ef- 
fectiveness of the new, as compared to older, main- 
tenance methods. Local agencies often receive reports 
of new techniques from research organizations or 
other local agencies. Useful as these are, however, 
they will seldom replace the need for examining the 
new techniques in the locality-considering local 
factors such as local soil conditions, weather condi- 
tions, demand conditions, and traffic conditions. 

A limitation with such experiments, however, 
is that for technologies with major long-term con- 
sequences (such as impacts on long-term deteriora- 
tion rates), the full impacts will not be available for 
many years. In such cases, governments will have 
to rely on information from research reports on tests 
of technologies such as those done in national testing 
facilities. 

To reduce the need for each locality to undertake 
its own experimentation and testing, a number of 
local governments could jointly sponsor testing. 
Though joint testing has been done to some extent 
(e.g., by Public Technology, Inc., on street-patching 
materials), this approach has not been widely used. 
In any case, communities will continue to need to 
undertake some trials locally to test applicability of 
new technologies to local conditions. 

L11 Develop an adequate process for regularly 
assessing facility condition. Current information on 
the condition of individual facilities and historical 
information on both maintenance activity and facil- 
ity condition are essential for making maintenance 
choices. Almost all the analyses described in chap- 
ters 3 through 6 used condition information. To re- 
duce the annual cost of assessing condition, differential 
frequencies could be applied to different facilities 
depending on their risk level, as determined by 
analyses such as those discussed in chapter 4. (Con- 
dition assessment is the subject of another report in 
this series.) 
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G12 Consider establishing a geographical in- 
formation file fprefembly computerized). Both the 
New York City Manhattan water-main analysis team 
and the Savannah condition assessment team (which 
provided priority-ranking information for a variety 
of service areas) proposed the use of a geographically 
coded file to enable operating agencies to maintain 
their records by location. Maintaining records by lo- 
cation would permit operating agencies to more 
readily track problems geographically, identifying 
those segments of the infrastructure where problems 
are recurring. If regular reports are generated on 
components with recurring problems, the operating 
agencies would become less dependent on the mem- 
ories and observation of their technical staffs. 

The same basic computer program could prob- 
ably be adopted for use by more than one agency or 
more than one service. The geographic file would 
then also facilitate coordination of maintenance ac- 
tivities (such as suggested in L-5). 

C 1 3  Be selective each year in choosing the sub- 
jects for a d  hoe, in-depth, failure analyses and  ex- 
aminations of maintenance options. Analytical 
resources will be scarce, and special in-depth studies 
can consume considerable time and dollars (espe- 
cially if they must be done by contractors). Select 
subjects that involve the greatest costs or have the 
greatest service implications and for which adequate 
information can be obtained in a timely way. 

L-14 Use the results of the systematic exami- 
nation of maintenance options to help market the 
choices made. One of the big advantages of system- 
atic analyses is that  they can provide strong evidence 
for the desirability of a particular course of action 
(for example, that  a current investment will repay 
itself many times over in future savings). When the 
findings make such a case, these findings can be used 
to gain- the support of elected officials, the public, 
and the business community (which also has direct 
interest in the condition of the roads, water supply, 
and sewer systems). 

Recommendations for Central 
Management 

C-1 Encourage, if not require, operating agen- 
cies to undertake regular, systematic examinations of 
maintenance options for capital facilities and  to pro- 
viak the findings as backup to operating agency bud- 
get proposals. Agencies should be asked to include 
a no-action option and to consider increased use of 

preventive maintenance. (To avoid excessive and im- 
practical demands on operating agencies, however, 
requirements for these examinations should not be 
excessive. I t  is not feasible to analyze thoroughly all 
facilities every year. Requirements should focus on 
the most needed substantiation for proposals such 
as for those proposals with the most dollar value, 
service impact, and the extent to which the analysis 
is likely to aid the decision.) 

C-2 Establish a process for explicitly consider- 
ing "need" and  not only revenue estimates when es- 
tablishing the level of annual capital and  operating 
budget funding for maintenance activities. Obtain 
from operating agencies information on the effects 
on service levels and costs, especially for projects 
near the revenue cutoff line on agency priority lists 
(both above and below it). 

C-3 Use the information from operating agency 
examinations of maintenance options to help market 
the choices made. Central management, as well as 
agency management, can make good use of such in- 
formation. (See recommendation L-14 for further 
discussion. ) 

Recommendations for State and National 
Organizations 

The following recommendations are for state- and 
national-level organizations such as  state govern- 
ments, the federal government, national profes- 
s ional  groups,  o r  o the r  organizat ions  wi th  a 
nationwide perspective. These are tasks that  seem 
to be most efficiently, and most effectively, sponsored 
a t  a nonlocal level because the issues cross local and 
state boundaries. 

N-1 Review national material and  process stan- 
dards relevant to capital facilities to modify or delete 
standards that require "overbuilding" or  inhibit 
maintainability. Include standards on maintaina- 
bility. Maintainability should be explicitly consid- 
ered in developing facility "standards." 

N-2 Sponsor development, and  regular updat- 
ing, of detailed handbooks that would provide infor- 
mation to local agencies on typical costs and  service 
lives for specific types of maintenance-related activ- 
ities and  procedures-for various environmental con- 
di t ions  (such a s  weather,  soil ,  a n d  traffic 
conditions). Handbooks could provide badly needed 
information to local staff to help them compare main- 
tenance strategies and specific maintenance options. 
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N-3 Sponsor research, demonstrations, and  
evaluations of new products, materials, and processes 
that have the potential for reducing the facility main- 
tenance problems of many local govern- 
ments. Individual local governments seldom have 
the resources for such efforts. Private firms play an 
important role in developing products, but innova- 
tion often requires work on ideas that have less im- 
mediate payoffs than those that private firms may 
require. Moreover, it is not always appropriate to 
expect individual for-profit organizations to perform 
a systematic, objective demonstration and evalua- 
tion role. 

Although this report focuses on what local gov- 
ernments themselves can do to improve maintenance 
of infrastructure, the issue of new technology is not 
solely the concern of, or under the control of, individual 
city or county governments. Sponsoring research, dem- 
onstration, and evaluation efforts is an important and 
legitimate role for the federal government or other 
national organizations. State governments or coali- 
tions of local governments can help, but since products 
and issues clearly cross state lines, a central, national 
effort seems more efficient both to cover a wide spec- 
trum of applications and to avoid the need to have 
multiple states repeat the same work. 

N-4 Encourage educators and researchers (e.g., 
in engineering schoolsl to pay more attention to fa- 
cility maintenance as a major subject a m .  Currently, 
this area appears to be a poor cousin to more "glam- 
orous" subjects. More attention to maintenance tech- 
niques-both procedures and materials-is highly 
desirable, both to improve facility durability and 
performance and to reduce maintenance costs. 

Conclusions 

The American Public Works Association (APWA) 
included these resolutions in its 1982 "Resolutions 
and Policy Statements:" 

Resolved: that public works administrators ac- 
cept a greater responsibility for doc- 
umenting and reporting the conhtion 
of public works facilities in their re- 
spective jurisdictions and for com- 
municating the factual consequences 
of neglected infrastructure needs to 
elected officials and to the general 
public in such manner that better de- 
cisions can be made with respect to 
the allocation of fiscal resources for 
the protection of the enormous exist- 
ing investment in public facilities. . . . 

Resolved: that public and private agencies place 
more emphasis on the analysis and 
evaluation of new or existing technol- 
ogies and methods to assist decision 
makers in choosing the most cost-ef- 
fective means for constructing and 
maintaining public works facilities. . . . 

This report substantiates the need for the activ- 
ities called for in the APWA resolutions, and we 
heartily endorse them. 

In times of scarce resources, local governments 
must make the best use of the resources available. 
Cities and counties have numerous options for im- 
proving their maintenance of capital facilities. Rec- 
ommendations such as those listed here will by no 
means solve the many major problems facing local 
governments, but they can help to identify the best 
maintenance options and better enable them to be 
marketed to elected officials and the public. 
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Notes to Chapter 1 

1. Steve Godwin and George E. Peterson, Guide to Assessing 
Capital Stock Condition, (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute 
Press, 1984). 

2. Harry Hatry, Annie Millar, and James H. Evans, Guide 
to Setting Priorities for Capital Investment, (Washington, D.C.: 
The Urban Institute Press, 1984). 

3. For example, Eugene L. Grant, W. Grant Ireson, and Rich- 
ard S. Leavenworth, Principles of Engineering Economy, 6th ed., 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1976) is a basic text in 
the field. An example of a text on capital budgeting is John J .  
Clark, Thomas J .  Hindelang, and Robert E. Pritchard, Capital 
Budgeting: Planning and Control of Capital Expenditures (En- 
glewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentjce Hall, Inc., 1979). 

4. A more extensive discussion of these points is provided in 
Harry P. Hatry, Maintaining the Existing Infrastructure: Ooer- 
view of Current Issues and Practices in Local Government Plan- 
ning t Washington, D.C.: Office of Policy Development and Research, 
U S .  Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1982). 

5. See Hatry, Millar, and Evans, Guide to Setting Priorities 
for Capital Investment. 

Notes to Chapter 2 

1. Godwin and Peterson, Guide to Assessing Capital Stock 
Condition. 

2. See, for example, WSSC Bureau of Maintenance, "Inflow 
Study for the Chevy Chase Village Sewerage Problem Area" 
(Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission, Hyattsville, Md., 
January 1981 ). 

3. "Water Utilities" (Working Paper, City of San Diego, Calif., 
August 11, 1982). 

4. King County Departments of Budget and Program De- 
velopment and Public Works, "Road Maintenance Study: Seal 
Coating and Overlay." Working Paper, August 1979, Seattle, 
Washington. 

5. "Deferred Maintenance Issue Paper" (Dallas M i c e  of 
Management and Budget, Dallas, Tex., January 13, 1982), p.8. 

6. Discussions with agency staff, "Deferred Maintenance 
Study: The Sewer Utility: A Survey Report to the Seattle City 
Council" (City of Seattle, Wash., September 1981). 

7. Port Authority Management Services Department, "De- 
veloping a Facility Preventive Maintenance Program: OSD 
Guidebook No. 2" (Management Services Department, Port Au- 
thority of New York and New Jersey, New York, N.Y., April 
1980,. Unfortunately, the guide does not indicate how to consider 
these factors. 

8. Harry Smith, "Corrosion Resistance of Cast Iron and Duc- 
tile Iron Pipe" (Cast Iron Pipe Research Association (now known 
as the Ductile Iron and Pipe Research Association), April 1976). 

Notes to Chapter 3 

1. The reader may also find useful the report in this series 
devoted to priority-setting systems used by central agencies (e.g., 
budget offices) in their review of phjects proposed by operating 
agencies. While the focus there is on choices among services rather 
than within any one service, many of the procedural issues are 
the same. See Hatry, Millar, and Evans, Guide to Setting Priorities 
for Capital Investment. 

2. The traflc ratings are for the following average daily traffic 
volume categories: 0-1.500; 1,500-3,600; 3,600-5,000; 5,000-8,000; 
8,000-12,500; 12.500-18.500; 18,500-26,000; 26,000-35,000; and 
over 35,000. 

3. Factor ratings are weighted by multiplying them by the 
following normalization factor (NF): 

4. Delon, Hampton and Associates, "Bridge Reconstruction 
Fiscal Needs Study: The District of Columbia" (Washington, D.C., 
District of Columbia Department of fiansportation, August 1980). 

Notes to Chapter 4 

I. M. J .  Rouse, "Progress in Current Research" (Water Re- 
search Centre, Swindon, England, February 1981). 

2. See Edwin J .  Laszewski, "Average Annual Funding Needs 
for Street Repaving andlor Reconstruction for Forty-Year Period 
1979-2018" Milwaukee Bureau of Engineers, (Milwaukee, Wisc., 
August 1979). 

3. See Robley Winfrey, Statistical Analysis of Industrial 
Property Retirements, Bulletin 125 revised (Arnes, Iowa: Iowa State 
University Engineering Reeearch Institute, 1967). 

4. District of Columbia, Department of Transportation, "Street 
I k &  1981-1991'' (Waehington, D.C., July 25, 1979). 

5. Betz, Converse, and Murdoch. Inc. "New York Citv Water . - ~ ~ -  - 

Supply Infrastructure Study:  anh hat tan" ( ~ l ~ m o u t h  ~ e e t i n g ,  
Pa., May 1980). 

6. Gvannah Management and Auditing Department, "Water 
and Sewer Operations Study" (Savannah, Ga., September 1980). 
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they spray at  a larger, 45" angle la 60" angle was tried but did 
not work). The result was more cleaning power ( the nozzle now 
rests towards the middle of the sewer main, with less water. 

5. WSSC has begun to consider the Steinscruv inline-flow 
regulator as a means to eliminate surcharging by reducing the 
peak flow. WSSC considered this option in 1981 and pointed out 
that it is yet to be applied in this country to sewers smaller than 
thirty-six inches in diameter. If successful, the Steinscruv can 
eliminate or reduce storm-induced sewer backups by improving 
the carrying capacity of a sewer system. See Washington Sub- 
urban Sanitary commission. "Inflow Study for the Chevy Chase 
Village Sewage Problem Area" (WSSC Bureau of Maintenance, 
Hyat~sville, Md., January 1981), pp. 11-12. 

6. Dayton. Los Angeles, New York City, and others have 
ongoing leak-detection programs. A procedure for deciding whether 
to introduce such a program is described later in this chapter. 

7. Many cities (e.g., Dayton, Minneapolis, and Seattle) use 
or have used cathodic protection systems. Little Rock uses a 
polyethylene wrap which. according to the Ductile Iron Pipe 
Research Association. is more effective than a cathodic protec- 
tion system. See W. Harry Smith "A Report on Corrosion Re- 
sistance of Cast Iron and Ductile Iroe Pipe." Cast Iron Pipe 
News, May J u n e  1968. 

8. For example, Dayton has determined that a protective 
membrane called "Petromat" is quite effective at preventing a 
recurrence of water problems and reflective cracking in repaired 
potholes and other newly surfaced small areas. 

9. Some examples of the professional research literature fo- 
cusing on new technologies and new products are the following: 
Smith, "A Report on Corrosion Resistance of Cast Iron and Ductile 
Iron Pipe," Leonard Hartvigasd, "Patching Flexible and Rigid 
Pavements," in Research Report 74 (Engineering Research and 
Development Bureau, New York State Department of Transpor- 
tation, October 1979); John C. Kliethermes, "Repair of Spalling 
Bridge Decks," in Htghway Research Record #400, Bridge Design, 
Construction and Repaw (Washington. D.C.: Highway Research 
Board, 1972); and Paul L. Andrews and Stephen A. Yonker, "Sewer 
Maintenance and Rehab Options," Water Engineering and Man- 
agement, May 1982. 

10. William L. Kingston, "A Do-it-Yourself Leak Survey 
Benefit-Cost Study," Journal AWWA, February 1979; and "Leak 
Detection Is Worth the Effort," The American City and County, 
November 1978. 

11. The East Bay cost estimate is from Gordon L. Laverty. 
"Leak Detection: Modern Methods, Cost, and Benefits." Jourml  
A WWA, February 1979. 

12. City of Los Angeles. "1982-83 Expenditure Program: Water 
Operations" (Department of Water and Power, Los Angeles, Calif., 
February 23, 1982). 

Notes to Chapter 7 

1. A reminder: Throughout this report the word maintenance 
includes the full range of work that might be required to keep a 
facility in good condition, including both minor work (usually 
funded out of the operating budget) and major work (usually funded 
out of the capital budget). 

2. See, for example, M. J .  E. Sheflin, "Can We Afford Bad 
Roads? or Your Choice: Bad Roads a t  High Cost or Good Roads 
a t  Low Cost" (Ministry of Transportation and Communications, 
Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, Ottawa, Canada, June 
1982). But even in this case we have not been able to obtain any 
empirical work b a d  on analyses actually done by the govern- 
ment. Thus far, the agency has used information primarily de- 
rived from various research studies. 

3. Lincoln-hncaster County Planning Department and the 
Capital Improvement Advieory Committee, "Instruction Manual 
for the Preparation of the 1982-88 Capital Improvement Pro- 
gram" (Lincoln, Neb., December 1981). p, iii. 

4. See Austin h e a r c h  and Budget Department, "Some Sug- 
gestions for City of Austin CIP Planning Reform" (Austin, Tex., 
August 12, 1981). * . 

5. A typical example was New York City's use of a guideline 
that the city replace any bridge for which the cost of rehabilitation 
exceeds 70 percent of the cost of replacement-based on guidelines 
from the New York State Department of Transportation. When 
we checked the basis for this guideline with a representative from 
the New York State Department of Transportation, he said that 
the state used a 50 percent guideline b a d  on discussions with 
the Federal Highway Administration. The rationale here was that 
the expected life of replacement is 50 years, twice that of bridge 
rehabilitation projects. The New York State official knew of no 
analytical study supporting these estimates. 

6. For water distribution systems, network analysis has been 
used extensively. This is primarily a procedure for system con- 
dition assessment and a n  approach to identifying possible pres- 
sure problems arising from new housing construction. Its use 
suggests that a t  least the large governments can potentially han- 
dle quite sophisticated procedures. 

7. See Arumprakash Shirole and James T. Hill, "Systems 
Approach to Bridge Structure Rehabilitation or Replacement De- 
cision-Making," TransporLation Research Record 661 Bridge En-  
gmneering, Vol. 1 Conference Roccedings, Transportation b a r c h  
Board, Washington, D.C., Sept. 1978) pp. 22-31. 

8. See Hatry, Millar, and Evans, Guide to Setting Priorities 
for Capital Investment. 
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DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE 
CONDITION ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 

Local officials can improve their management of cap- 
ital assets by making better use of information about 
capital condition and performance. Local govern- 
ments with disparate responsibilities in streets, 
bridges, and water and sewer systems clearly need 
to develop more systematic ways of assessing a city's 
physical plant. The examples in the previous sec- 
tions demonstrate new developments in condition 
measurements, maintenance strategies, and the 
technology for storing and retrieving information. 
No single government has yet applied these deyel- 
opments across all functional areas to create a com- 
prehensive inventory of infrastructure condition. As 
a result it is too early to convincingly assess the costs 
and benefits of such a system. 

Local officials have good reasons to be hesitant 
before investing in a capital information system. Al- 
triough the technological developments in storing, 
retrieving, and displaying information are impres- 
sive, the measures and models of capital condition 
and performance are less well developed. Many con- 
dition measures, though systematic, are based on 
visual observations or subjective ratings, or both. 
Models and projections of future asset life depend on 
engineering judgment rather than empirical evi- 
dence. The inherent subjectivity of these aspects of 
condition assessment limits the practical usefulness 
of analytical models and the information that goes 
into them. These limitations raise legitimate ques- 
tions about how far a local government should go in 
designing a comprehensive information system. 

At the same time, however, local officials have 
important reasons to consider the development of a 

condition assessment system. Condition assessment 
measures are improving. As demonstrated in the King 
County example, condition ratings can be made more 
objective. The growing concern about the nation's 
infrastructure has stimulated much research in areas 
related to condition assessment. In addition, re- 
searchers are collecting the trend data needed to 
better understand asset life cycles. The state of New 
York, for example, is currently monitoring a set of 
pavements to develop a better understanding of the 
rate of pavement deterioration.' Texas has been col- 
lecting pavement distress measures for a stratified 
random sample of roads since 1972.2 

If the existing examples of systems already in 
use are any guide, it should be possible for govern- 
ments to develop information systems that can aid 
current management needs, while at  the same time 
building an information base that would further im- 
prove capital planning and management for the fu- 
ture. The following section sketches the basic elements 
of an information system that would have immediate 
applications to management and capital planning. 
The subsequent sections suggest further extensions 
of such systems with potential for improved planning 
and more cost-effective asset management. 

Elements of a Condition Assessment 
Information Svstem 

A relatively basic and simple system can serve two 
important purposes: (1) It can provide the informa- 
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tion needed to establish a baseline measure of the 
extent and condition of a government's assets. Sur- 
prisingly few local governments have this informa- 
tion. (2) For system managers, an information system 
is essential for identifying potential areas of cost 
savings. The case cited of Savannah's water-line re- 
placement strategy is a good example. Once the city 
had determined that a small number of water lines 
accounted for a large percentage of the breaks, cap- 
ital funds could be targeted to areas promising the 
greatest cost savings. 

The actual data to be collected will vary across 
infrastructure areas, but the type of information is 
likely to fall into two basic categories: inventory 
measures and measures of condition or performance. 
Table 4 summarizes the types of information needed 
and table 5 gives examples across infrastructure areas 
of data that would be stored in a file. 

Whether an information system would need to 
be automated is largely determined by the size of 
the inventory and the type of information collected. 
Dallas has a complete inventory of all 425 city build- 
ing roofs that is simple enough to be maintained in 
a paper file.3 Conversely, the city's street network 
of more than 3,000 miles is much more efficiently 
maintained as an automated ~ y s t e r n . ~  

Application to Infrastructure 
Management - 
Maintenance managers can also use condition and 
performance information in day-to-day management 
of maintenance work forces. As noted under the dis- 
cussion of water distribution systems, the Little Rock 
Municipal Water Works has implemented an auto- 

Table 4 BASIC ELEMENTS OF  AN 
INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Inventory ConditionlPerformance 

Unit, e.g., street segment, Current condition rating 
bridge, pipe and date 

Type of material Percentage of capacity in 
Location use on average 
Physical dimensions Repair history 
Initial valuekost - 5 p e  of repair 
Responsible department -Cost 
Funding source/eligibility -Date 

Trends in performance of 
key variables 

mated system of work orders, which simplifies rou- 
tine paperwork. In addition, the  computer is 
programmed to pull relevant data off the work rec- 
ords to provide managers with reports of where breaks 
and leaks are occurring in the system. Management 
information is also reported on the unit cost of re- 
pairs and provides trends regarding low pressure 
problems. These key pieces of information for system 
management allow long-term trends in system per- 
formance to be observed. Knowledge about the fre- 
quency of breaks by type of pipe and by location 
would vastly improve the information needed for more 
cost-effective repair and replacement decisions. 

Application to Capital Planning and 
Budgeting 

Information systems provide information that not 
only has utility a t  the operating division level, but 
also has practical applications to capital planning. 
Even the most basic inventory and condition infor- 
mation provides a baseline for defining infra- 
structure needs. There is a tendency to assume 
widespread capital deterioration because of the spec- 
tacular failures of one or two major capital items. 
Information on the extent of the inventory and its 
condition will provide to planners and officials a first 
cut at  establishing the seriousness of their city's 
infrastructure needs. 

Once local officials have realistically defined their 
city's capital investment needs, they can use the same 
data in setting priorities in the capital improvement 
plan (CIP). Capital plans often have been charac- 
terized as compilations of the wish lists of municipal 
operating divisions. A city manager, mayor, or city 
council may decide that the best policy is to target 
capital repair funds to items in the inventory that 
are in the worst condition or offer the highest prob- 
ability of failure and serious service disruption. Al- 
ternatively, officials may choose to target funds to 
capital items that are just beginning to deteriorate 
in order to stem decline-as the state of Minnesota 
did with its bridge inventory. Whatever policy a local 
government chooses to follow, the data that inform 
it are essential. 

Better definitions of capital needs will also help 
in the distribution of scarce funds in the budget pro- 
cess. Such information is useful in communicating 
to the public and to elected officials the legitimacy 
of capital demands. Often the restoration of major 
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Table 5 ELEMENTS OF A CONDITION ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Examples of Inventory Characteristics 

Streets Brrdges Waier Sewer 

Material 

Dimensions 

Date of Installation 

Responsible 
Agency 

Funding Eligibility 

Initial Cost 

Condition Rating 

Performance 
Indicators 

Block segment or 
DIME* coordinates 

Flexible or rigid, and 
base characteristics 

Number and width of 
lanes, pavement 
depth, sq. yd., length 

List 

Eligibility for state or 
federal funding, and 
type eligible for 

3 
Present serviceability 
or pounds per square 
inch 

Volumelcapacity ratio, 
average daily traflk, 
5% traffic heavy 
vehicles 

Repair History (for Date of resurfacing or 
each occasion) rehabilitation; seal 

coat, and type of 
material 

Repair Coet 3 
Other Key Type of bedding 
Variables drainage; individual 

components of present 
serviceability rating 

Bridge number and/or 
DIME coordinates or 
street termini 

Material in deck, 
wearing surface, 
substructure and 
superstructure 

Number and width of 
spans, number and 
width of lanes, 
wearing surface 
thickness 

DayIMonthlYear 

List 

Eligibility for state or 
federal funding, and 
type eligible for 

3 
Sufficiency rating for 
deck, superstructure, 
and substructure 

Design loading, 
average daily traffic, 
9 traffic heavy 
vehicles 

Date of deck 
resurfacing, and type 
of material; date of 

Pipe, hydrant, or Code for pipe, joint, or 
valve andlor DIME manhole and/or DIME 
coordinates or street coordinates or street 
address address 

Ductile or cast iron, or Clay, brick or cast 
plastic. Type of lining, iron and type of 
if present lining, if present 

Pipe diameter and Pipe diameter and 
length; valve size length 

DaylMonthNear 

List 

Eligibility for state or 
federal funding, and 
type eligible for 

$ 

TV monitoring reports 

Breaks per 1,000 ft., 
leaks per 1,000 ft., 
Hazen-Williams 
Coefficient 

Design capacity/ 
average capacity 

Date of break leak, 
repair, relining; type 
of repair and material 

major repainting; date used- 
and type of 
rehabilitation 

3 $ 

Condition of drainage Type of soil and 
system, joints, etc. whether corrosive; 
Detour length to proximity to other 
alternative bridge. service lines, 

underground tunnels, 

DaylMonthNear 

List 

Eligibility for state or 
federal funding, and 
type eligible for 

3 
TV monitoring reports 

Breaks per 1,000 ft., 
stoppages, flooding, 
peak flow, average 
flow 

Manning coefficient.' 
average flow 

Date of patching, 
grouting, sealing; trpe 
of repair and material 
used 

Slope, bearing load 
characteristics, 
proximity to 
underground systems, 
depth underground, 
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capital items will require new local revenues. In these 
times of austere budgets and tax limitations, local 
governments quite properly will have to make a con- 
vincing case for greater capital spending. Trend data 
showing that  an  increasing percentage of the capital 
stock is in poor condition, revealing rapidly escalat- 
ing maintenance costs, or demonstrating the prob- 
abi l i ty  of system failure represent t h e  kind of 
information that  can persuade elected oficials and 
the public a t  large of the need for increased capital 
funding. Or individual localities may find that their 
capital facilities are in better condition than the na- 
tional concern over infrastructure would suggest. The 
substitution of local information for national gen- 
eralities is one of the significant benefits of system- 
atic condition assessment. 

Future Applications 

As information systems are developed and managers 
and planners become familiar with their use, these 
systems can be extended to other applications. 

Repair versus Replacement Decisions 

In deciding whether to repair or replace an item when 
some failure occurs, local oflicialgrely heavily on data 
that reflect trends in the performance of individual 
capital items. The Dallas water department has de- 
veloped a standard procedure to determine when a 
main that has a history of breaks should be replaced.= 
When a main shows an increase in the rate of breaks 
over time, the repair cost is compared with the re- 
placement cost in a standard formula. At present this 
system is maintained by hand and the calculations are 
made whenever a departmental employee notices an 
increase in breaks. In a system with automated work 
records this process could easily be added to the pro- 
gramming. Then routine reports could be generated 
for all mains a t  or nearing a preestablished bench- 
mark. The same type of analysis could also be applied 
to sewer lines. With this information in hand, the plan- 
ning for the size of the annual capital and maintenance 
budget would be improved. The immediate benefit, of 
course, is the cost savings associated with systematic 
cost-benefit calculations guiding the choice of repair 
or replacement. 

l nventory Reduction 

Many older urban areas experiencing population loss 
may be able to save money by reducing their expen- 
sive-to-maintain and underutilized capital assets. For 
example, old, and often deficient, bridges may be 
located on roads or streets that are no longer used 
much because traffic patterns have changed. The 
repair, and even the maintenance, of these struc- 
tures may not be warranted if alternative routes are 
available. As noted in the discussion of bridge in- 
ventory data, the federal inventory file has data coded 
for each bridge showing average daily traffic and 
length of detour if the bridge is closed. This infor- 
mation may highlight bridges in a local govern- 
ment's inventory that have low priority for repair. 
In cases involving a structure that serves only one 
or two homes or a single business, it may well be 
cost-effective for the local government to buy and 
relocate these units and take the bridge out of ser- 
vice. An information system with data on the con- 
dition of and demand for a facility could readily de- 
fine similar items in the capital inventory. 

Management Coordination 

Greater coordination in the timing of infrastructure 
repairs can also generate cost savings. When a street 
is already torn up for resurfacing, public and private 
utilities should take the opportunity to repair or ser- 
vice underground systems such as water, sewer, gas, 
and electrical lines and avoid the cost of cutting through 
and replacing the p a ~ e m e n t . ~  The automated inven- 
tory and mapping capability (DIME-GBF) described 
earlier would simplify the coordination of planned re- 
pairs. By simply overlaying the streets that are planned 
for resurfacing and other repairs with distribution sys- 
tem maps, planners can identify opportunities for co- 
ordination. Utility cuts into a smooth pavement create 
seams in the surface which allow water to seep through 
into the roadbed. The expansion and contraction of the 
water hasten the breakup of the pavement, thereby 
shortening its service life. 

An additional application will come when man- 
agers develop a better understanding of the factors 
increasing the probability of underground system fail- 
ure. Pipes in relatively good condition under a street 
planned for resurfacing may w m a n t  replacement if 
the probability of their failure is high within the up- 
coming five to ten years. 
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Economic Development ply information on water and sewer capacity, conges- 
tion on connecting streets,  and access to rail  

Data files of the infrastructure inventory, when connections and interstate interchanges. Such a file 
merged with land use and zoning maps, would be could also readily identify the adequacy of infra- 
very useful for identifying sites in a city that would structure support for all areas in a city under con- 
be attractive for business investment. A file could sideration for targeted development incentives, such 
identify all vacant or taxdelinquent sites suitable as designation as an enterprise zone under state or 
for clearing, list their assessed valuations, and sup- federal programs. 
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National Perspective on 
Pavement Management 

he nation's highway network 
represents a multibillion dollar 
investment that allows for the 
essential movement of people 

and goods. 
Sound decisions on preventive mainte- 

nance, rehabilitation, and reconstruction 
of highway pavements are crucial to pro- 
tecting that investment. For this reason, 
Pavement Management Systems (PMS) 
have become increasingly important and 
are now federally mandated on a11 Fed- 
eral-aid highways. PMS provide valuable 
assistance to decision makers in deter- 
mining cost-effective strategies for pro- 
viding and maintaining pavements in x r -  
viceable condition. 

History of PMS 

Unlike other management systems that 
have begun in recent years, PMS were 
started two decades ago. Although they 
have made steady progress since that 
time, they are still new compared with 
other institutional functions such as plan- 
ning, design, construction, maintenance, 
and research. 

By the mid-1980s PMS were proving 
themselves and the benefits were being 
documented. By the end of the 1980s 

Frank Botelho is Chief, Pavement Manage- 
ment Branch, Federal Highway Adminis- 
tration. 

FRANK BOTELHO 

more than half the states were developing 
or implementing PMS. In 1989 the Fed- 
eral Highway Administration (FHWA) 
issued a policy requiring all states to have 
a PMS that would cover principal arterials 
under the states' jurisdiction. It was there- 
fore apparent to FHWA that a PMS was 
needed by all to ensure the cost-effective 
expenditure of Federal-aid funds. 

The scope of federal and state involve- 
ment in PMS expanded when Congress 
passed the Intermodal Surface Trans- 
portation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) 
and required all states to have a PMS that 
covers all Federal-aid highways. The most 
significant aspect of this law was the 
expanded network coverage. FHWA's 
1989 policy covered 313,700 centerline 
miles and ISTEA approximately tripled 
that coverage, increasing it to 916.200 
centerline miles. This expanded coverage 
translates into a need for significant cwr- 
dination among state and local govern- 
ments. For example, of the total of 
916,200 miles covered, 365,200 are under 
local jurisdiction. 

In December 1993, FHWA issued a reg- 
ulation covering all management systems. 
Section 500, Subpart B, of the regulation 
describes the lSTEA requirements for PMS. 
The following items are noteworthy: 

1. The regulation is nonprescriptive; 
2. Federal-aid funds are eligible for the 

development, implementation, and an- 
nual operation of a PMS; 

3. States must develop their work plan 
by October 1994, designed to meet the 

implementation requirements; 
4. Standards are included for the 

National Highway System (NHS); 
5. The PMS for the NHS must be fully 

operational by October 1995; 
6. The states have full flexibility to 

develop the standards for the PMS that 
cover the non-NHS routes; 

7. The PMS for non-NHS routes must 
be fully operational by October 1997; and 

8. PMS information must be used as 
input into the development of the metro- 
politan and statewide transportation 
plans and improvement programs. 

Section 500.207, PMS Components, 
contains the components of a PMS for 
highways on NHS. There are three pri- 
mary components: data collection, analy- 
ses. and update. The components under 
data collection include 

1. Inventory: physical pavement fea- 
tures including the number of lanes, 
length, width, surface type, functional 
classification, and shoulder information; 

2. History: project dates and types of 
construction, reconstruction, rehabilita- 
tion, and preventive maintenance; 

3. Condition survey: roughness or ride, 
pavement distress, rutting, and surface 
friction; 

4. TrajJic: volume, vehicle type, and 
load data; and 

5. Data base: compilation of all data 
files used in the PMS. 

The components under analyses include 
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1. Cadition analysis: ride, distress, rut- 
ting, and surface friction; 

2. Perfonnancc analysis: pavement per- 
formance analysis and an estimate of 
remaining service life; 

3. Invcstmnt analysis: an estimate of 
network and project level investment 
strategies. These include single- and 
multi-year period analyses and should 
consider life-cycle cost evaluation; 

4. Enginccring analysis: evaluation of 
design, construction, rehabilitation, mate- 
rials, mix designs, and maintenance; and 

5. Fccdback analysis: evaluation and 
updating of procedures and calibration of 
relationships using PMS performance 
data and current engineering criteria. 

Advantages of PMS 

A PMS involves a systematic approach that 
supplies quantifiable engineering informa- 
tion to help highway engineers and admm- 
istrators manage highway pavements. The 
total decision-making process is based on 
information from PMS coupled with engi- 
neering experience, budget constraints, 
scheduling parameters, management pre- 
rogatives, public input, political consider- 
ations, and planning and programming 
factors. 

The purpose of a PMS is to enhance 
the way an agency manages and engineers 
the preservation of its pavement network. 
A PMS brings to the table 'condition 
data," the past, present, and predicted 
future condition of the pavement net- 
work. Coupled with inventory, project 
history, and cost data, a PMS can perform 
a myriad of engineering, management, 
and investment analyses. 

A PMS helps provide the engineering 
justification for a multiyear network-level 
pavement preservation program. It can be 
used to masun the cost-efkctive~~6 of the 
preservation program and in doing so it om 
determine the value added to the assets. 
When all the information in a PMS is ana- 
lyzed (including key items such as the 
remaining service life), an agency can deter- 
mine if it is meeting its own goals. Some 
basic questions a PMS should answer are 

Is the network in acceptable condi- 
tion according to the agency's policy? 

Is the trend in condition staying the 
same, improving, or declining? 

Is there a backlog, and if so, how 
large is it? 

A PUS should explore and seize 
opportunities to extend the service life of 
pavements-a major investment in the 

future of the nation's infrastructure. This 
goal can be accomplished by using the 
information in a PMS data base (i.e., per- 
fonnance data) to evaluate how well 
pavements arc designed, constructed, and 
maintained. The quality of engineering 
and the materials used are of the utmost 
importance because these factors deter- 
mine the rate at which pavements deteri- 
orate. In general terms, a PMS should 
help accomplish work more efficiently 
and provide a way to measure how well it 
is carried out. 

PMS Perspective 

The following is an item-by-item perspec- 
tive on current practices, future trends, 
and common hurdles in PMS. 

Inventory 
Most, if not all, states have an inventory of 
the physical features that are on the sur- 
face of the pavement (i.e., number of lanes, 
length, width, surface type, functional clas- 
sification, and shoulder information). A 
number of states are lacking information 
on features that lie below the surface 
becaw of the time and expense involved 
in coring the pavement. The newest 
proven technology being used by the states 
to measure pavement layer thicknesses is 
ground-penitrating radu. When calibrated 
and using computer analysis, ground-pen- 
etrating radar can measure pavement layer 
thickness within plus or minus 5 percent 
for materials that have different dielectric 
constants. State-of-the-art equipment oper- 
ates at highway speeds that makes it fast, 
safe. and cost-effective. 

Project History 
Most states do not have a complete proj- 
ect history (i.e.. preventive maintenance, 
rehabilitation, and reconstruction data) 
for the NHS. Maintenance information is 
the weakest link. Most states have 
recently developed, or are in the process 
of developing, a PMS file for preventive 
maintenance activities. In cases for which 
it is impractical to resurrect the pavement 
historv because of time, Labor, and cost, 

ISTEA requires that states have pavement management systems covering all Feded-aid agencies are now beginning to track the 
highways, many of which are under local jurisdiction. project history. 
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Roughness 
The technology for measuring pavement 
roughness at the network level generally 
began with response-type devices, fol- 
lowed by ultrasonic and visible optical 
devices. The future trend is toward 
infrared optical and laser profile devices. 

Rutting 
When PMS was first introduced 15 to 20 
years ago, rutting was measured using 
straight edges and string lines. During the 
past 10 years, most state highway agencies 
(SHA) have acquired automated devices 
that measure rutting at highway speeds. 
These are typically ultrasonic devices with 
either three or five sensors. There are two 
other devices: one has 19 ultrasonic sen- 
sors and another has 11 lasers. 

Cracking 
In general, cracking is the distress that 
'drives" most PMS. For many years, 
cracks were measured using trained sur- 
vey crews who walked or drove on the 
pavement. There arc two types of driven 
surveys: slow and highway speeds (typi- 
cally 40 to 50 mph). Currently, various 
SHAs use 35-mm film and super VHS 
video to photograph the surface of the 
pavement. The film and videos are then 
viewed on a monitor at an office work- 
station by a trained observer who per- 
forms the distress survey. 

Viewing a film or video at an office 
workstation is safer and more convenient 
than conducting a walking field survey. 
However, pavement management engi- 
neers using walking surveys are able to 
detect more low-severity distresses than 
they can by watching a film or video sur- 
vey because of its limited resolution. 

A number of PMS engineers believe the 
optimum system is a fully automated 
approach that uses the science of pattern 
recognition. This type of system videotapes 
the pavement surface, enhances the images 
using gray scales and pattern recognition, 
and counts the cracks using computer soft- 
ware and algorithms. The obvious advan- 
tages of this type of system are high-speed 
data processing, safety, labor savings, and 
consistent data. Fully automated systems 
have now been developed, including one by 
the Texls Depamnent of Transponarion. 

Pavement management systems provide valuable help in determining cost-effective 
smtegies for providing and maintaining pavements in ~ m c e a b l e  condition. 

Structural Carrying Capacity 
Only a handful of states are currently 
measuring the structural carrying capac- 
ity of their pavements at the network 
level using deflection meuurements. Net- 
work-level measurements are not 
intended to have the same degree of accu- 
racy as project design measurements. 
States that collect network-level data have 
shown them to be good general indicators 
of the overall carrying capacity of the net- 
work. These types of data and analysis 
can flag attention to special situations; for 
example when certain roads appear to 
have 1w carrying capacity than needed. 
Stationary deflection-measuring devices 
do not lend themselves to network-level 
PMS because the process is slow and 
costly. In the future, PMS will need a 
deflection-measuring device that operates 
at or near highway speeds. The deflection 
measurements obtained from a 'rolling 
deflectometer," as it is known, and the 
pavement layer thicknesses obtaintd from 
the ground-penetrating radar, are used to 
compute the stnrctural carrying capacity 
of the pavement. 

Performance 
Most states have the raw data needed to 
monitor and predict pavement perfor- 
mance, which is typically measured as 
condition or serviceability over a period 
of time. Currently half the states have 
performance curves, one-quarter are in 
the process of developing performance, 
and the remainder are not yet active. 
Excellent off-the-shelf software packages 
that PMS engineers can use for regression 
analysis are available. In the future, the% 
software packages, coupled with today's 
high-speed and ever-more-powerful P G ,  
will enable PMS engineers to track and 
predict performance on a 'route-specific" 
basis. This capability has already been 
proven and put into operation in at least 
some SHAs. 

Traffic and toad Data 
PMS need average daily traffic flow map 
and equivalent single-axle load (ESAL) 
flow maps on a route-specific basis. Cur- 
rently all SHAs h v e  traffic flow maps. 
However, few SHAs have or can produce 
ESAL flow maps. Most traffic-collection 
procedures are geared toward collecting 
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traffic volumes, which are primarily used 
by highway engineers and planners for 
capacity analysis. Until PMS came along, 
there was no need to collect traffic data 
for load analysis on a route-specific basis. 
Unfortunately for PMS engineers, collect- 
ing load data on a route-specific basis is 
more expensive than the existing traffic- 
collection process and it is not known if 
the additional expense (which has not 
been calculated for each state) is justifi- 
able. More study is needed on this topic. 
Many PMS engineers and planners believe 
that better traffic- and load-prediction 
models are needed. 

Ranking Projects 
The backbone and heart of a PMS is its 
ability to rank in priority order pavement 
preservation projects that are justifiable 
and cost-effective. The most important 
phrase in the new (Qecember 1993) 
FHWA regulation on management sys- 
tems is the requirement that PMS for 
NHS produce *a prioritiied list of recom- 
mended candidate projects with recom- 
mended preservation treatments that span 
single-year and multi-year periods using 
life-cycle cost analysis." Currently most 
state PMS do not produce a multiyear 
ranked list of projects with recommended 
treatments using life-cycle cost analysis, 
but are expected to have this capability in,. 
the future. 

Remaining Service Life 
Determining "remaining service life" is a 
requirement in the new regulation for 
NHS. Currently only 10 SHAs perform 
this analysis, but in the future it is antic- 
ipated that most will find this an unen- 
cumbered task. It is important to monitor 
the long-range health of a network and 
this analysis enables managers and pro- 
grammers to maintain a "steady state" in 
their multiyear workload and budget. 

Relational Data B w  
A PMS cannot automatically, systemati- 
cally, consistently, and efficiently function 
without a "relational data base" because 
the amount and complexity of data cannot 
be computed manually for a typical state 
PMS. Currently half the SHAs have rela- 
tional data bases, onequaner are develop 

ing them, and the remainder are not active 
at the present time. Given the state-of-the- 
art capabilities in relational data-base 
management systems, it is anticipated that 
most SHAs will have relational data bases 
in the near future. 

Uniformity 
Currently there is little-to-no uniformity 
among the states in the way they mea- 
sure, collect, and report PMS condition 
data. The reason is that all states devel- 
oped their PMS independently. This inde- 
pendence, of course, has many advan- 
tages for designing a PMS to meet the 
needs and objectives of any agency. But 
states are at a disadvantage when com- 
municating with each other about basic 
condition information such as roughness, 
rutting, and cracking. They will find a 
lack of uniformity, which means that they 
cannot communicate or help each other 
to enhance this area of PMS. Efforts are 
under way and accomplishments have 
been made by ASTM and the Road Pro- 
filer Users Group (RPUG) that deserve 
commendation. The other management 
systems such as bridge and safety already 
have national standards for data collec- 
tion and reporting. 

PMS will benefit if the 50 states, 
Pueno Rico, and the District of Columbia 
agree to adopt more uniform methods to 
collect and report condition data. Future 
efforts by ASTM; RPUG; Strategic High- 
way Research Program, Long-Term Pave- 
ment Performance; FHWA; and the 
American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials' Task Force 
on Pavements are aimed in that direction. 

In-House and Outside Resources 
Pavement management is a procedure 
that includes a wide variety of technical 
components. Some of these require a high 
degree of technical skill to develop and 
implement, whereas others require a high 
concentration of effon to establish. Each 
agency should carefully and objectively 
weigh its in-house capabilities, and if it 
does not have the resources, it should 
seriously consider seelung assistance from 
a consultant or a university. In the long 
run, it will save a lot of time and money 
and result in a better final product. 

Staffing 
The biggest problem the states face in 
developing, implementing, updating, and 
operating a PMS is staff~ng. There is a sig- 
nificant shortage of people who under- 
stand PMS. Once employees are trained 
and gain some experience, they are often 
promoted or transferred to other jobs. For 
the past five years, the annual turnover 
rate of state PMS engineers has been 
approximately 25 percent. The state 
incentives for early retirements have 
fueled that rate in the past two years. Gen- 
erally, most SHAs have only one person 
who oversees the management and daily 
operation of the complete PMS program, 
and when that person leaves, most often 
the PMS shuts down. This situation 
occurs quite frequently and because of the 
current budget constraints and staffing 
ceilings in most highway agencies, it is not 
likely to improve. Unfortunately there is 
no quick fix to this problem. 

Future Imvlementation of PMS 

In gauging the future success of imple- 
menting PMS as called for in ISTEA, 
organizations must first decide whether 
they are serious about PMS. If so, and the 
commiunent is made to do the work, s u p  
ply the resources, and use the system, 
then PMS use is likely to be successful. 

Students in the nation's colleges and 
universities will provide the life blood for 
PMS in the future. Currently 24 such 
institutions offer courses on PMS, but 
more are needed. FHWA and SHAs 
should support academia in providing 
more education about PMS and other 
management systems. 

The largest institutional obstacle fac- 
ing PMS today is acceptance by all man- 
agers and engineers in all agencies 
(including federal, state, and local). The 
reasons for this are many. The future 
holds more hard work for those who are 
serious about pavement management. 
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of f3me farms - cmthaasly variable, variable, and fix&. 
Oontirawrrrslyvariableitapsare~f~whichthesrHPrloostafan 
-ti&mmdt--adclemile-rePairrsthewoverthe 
entire rarge of servioe levels. Sueh items as d i d  fuel, elecbric 
tractim w, m i l ~ b m a 3  pmmmbative activities, and so 
fcnth, are well mpmKmid as oentirr#rsly variable oast items. 

1- that vary in steps have significant -ties in their myerirral 
aosts. A rrnmm exauple is the t i e d  to the aperatim of Wle 

facilities theaaseltnes (as d i s k k t  fmn the vehicle lpaintsMnoe 
donewithinthefncility). 'Ihiswulldfncltldetheaastsofutilities, 
janitarial staff, -ity, kc. that inereaae anly whem an additimal 
facility is needed. m, it wwld be irrJporect to assign Umae msts to a 
continwxrs variable -- peak vehicles, far exanple -- rime away rAditiaul 
p e a k v e h i c l e ~ ~ y a d d t o t h h o o s t o f t h e s e i ~ .  2heoarrect 
ArqL.Mehistovarythefacilitycostswithlarperhcmmr&s(arstepe)of 
peak vlehicles, u h r e  tha step size is the nma#r of aMitiaml peak vehicles 
thattrlouldrquimthcopmbqofanadditiaalmahtemwfaciUty. 
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pre b e v o l w  of o&M aast mrrblr fw alternatiws analysis smlld irr=lU% 
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REPLY TO 
ATTENTION OF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
V F l C E  OF THE 4.S81STPhlT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON. DC 20310-0103 

8 0 AUG 1993 

Honorable Leon E. Panetta 
Director 
U.S. Office of Management and Budget 
Washington, D. C. 20503 

Dear Mr. Panetta: 

Approximately two years ago, the Army Corps of 
Engineers, under the direction of this office, initiated 
a comprehensive study with the objective of assuring that 
Federal expenditures for operation and maintenance of 
Corps projects provide justified levels of service in the 
least cost manner. 

A report summarizing the findings and conclusions of 
that study is enclosed. The report also describes 
actions now underway to fully define and facilitate 
implementation of those items which will have the 
greatest.net beneficial effect on the program. As those 
actions are completed, over time, we expect to propose 
specific policy and procedure changes, as may be 
appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

G. Edward Dickey \ 
Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Civil Works) 

Enclosure 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S.  Army Corps of Engineers 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20314.1000 

1 6 AUG 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Civil Works) 

SUBJECT: Summary of Findings of the Policy and Procedures 
Options Study for Project Operations and Maintenance 

1. I am providing you with the report which summarizes the 
findings and conclusions of the contractor for.the subject 
study. The report also presents the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers preliminary response to the findings and describes 
follow-up actions now being undertaken by the Corps to 
implement improvements to the Civil Works Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) Program. 

2. The contractor identified 101 practices where improvements 
can be made in the program efficiency. We have completed an 
initial review of the contractor's study and have assembled 
task groups to fully define and facilitate implementation of 
those policy and procedures options which are of the highest 
priority and which will have the greatest net beneficial effect 
on the O&M Program. Many of the identified improvements will 
require extensive Headquarters involvement developing criteria 
to standardize budgeting procedures, operating criteria and 
organizational structures and functions. Other identified 
improvements are more closely associated with the actual 
management and operation of projects. These should more 
readily be implemented by field offices with minimal 
Headquarters guidance. 

3. We have already taken some steps to implement the findings 
of the O&M Study. The FY 95 budget guidance has been updated 
to direct additional emphasis toward constraint in the growth 
of operations features, to encourage field offices to use the 
study results to implement efficiency improvements and to 
clarify use of Special Recreation Use Funds. The development 
of an automated maintenance management system recommended by 
the contractor has also been initiated. As the task groups 
develop options to improve the program in response to the 
contractor's findings, we will be making appropriate recom- 
mendations to you for *. implementation. 

-- 
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CECW-0 
SUBJECT: Summary of Findings of the Policy and Procedures 
Options Study for Project Operations and Maintenance 

4 .  Printing of the report for distribution to members of 
Congress and Corps field offices will take about six weeks. 
The report will be sent to our field offices once copies have 
been furnished by you to the Office of Management and Budget 
and concerned committees of the Congress. 

Encl ARTHUR E. WILLIAMS 
Lieutenant General, USA 
Commanding 
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PREFACE 

The emergence of operation and maintenance expenditures as the single largest individual 

program in the Civil Works budget provided incentive for a comprehensive review of the program. 

Financial pressures caused by tight budgets on the one hand, and an ever growing project inventory 

on the other, provided further impetus to evaluate the way the O&M business was being conducted. 

Towards that end, the Army Corps of Engineers, under the direction of the Assistant Secretary of 
the Army for Civil Works {ASA(CW)) has completed a comprehensive study of the Civil Works 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Program. The objective of the study is to assure that Federal 

expenditures for operation and maintenance of Corps projects provide justified levels of service in 

the least cost manner. The output of the study is to be policies and procedures (practicable measures) 

to achieve that objective. 

The initial phase of the study began in June 1991 with the award of a contract to a consulting 

firm, Management Analysis Inc. The use of an outside contractor was deemed essential to assuing 

an objective as well as a comprehensive review. The Contractor was charged with reviewing the 

O&M program and project operations to identifjl options for improvement of current procedures. 

The Contractor's work, completed in September 1992, was directed by a full time study manager, 
assisted by a management group composed of staff members fiom Corps Headquarters and the 

Institute for Water Resources. A group which included selected Directors of Construction-Opera- 

tions Divisions and representatives of ASA(CW) reviewed the interim and final products of the 

Contractor. A steering coxpittee chaired by the Deputy Director of Civil Works and comprised 

of Civil Works functional element chiefs, other Headquarters representatives, and the Director, 

Water Resources Support Center provided oversight and general direction. 

The second phase of the study, review of the Contractor's findings by the Corps and development 

of an implementation plan, was directed by Mr. John Elmore, Chief, Operations, Construction and 

Readiness Division, Directorate of Civil Works, with support from the Institute for Water Re- 

sources. The Directors of construction-Operations for each Corps division office conducted the 

review and developed the initial implementation plan. 

This report, prepared by the Institute for Water Resources staff, is a summary of the Contractor's 

study and findings and preliminary review by the Corps. The report is presented in two parts. Part 

I, Plan of Improvement, presents and describes actions which will be undertaken to improve the 

program. Part 11, Study Conduct and Findings, documents the reasons for undertaking the study, 
how the study was conducted, and presents the study findings and conclusions for those readers 

who are interested in following the process that supports the need for the improvement actions. Part 

I1 presents material primarily extracted fiom the study Contractor's report and the findings aid 
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conclusions are those of the Contractor. Part 1 presents the Corps preliminary response to those 
findings. That response will not be final until a series of task groups complete their work and the 

chief of engineers makes final recommendations to the ASA(CW) for implementation. 
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IMPLEMENTA TION PLAN 

NATIONAL OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 
PLAN OF ZMPRO VEMENT 

PART I 
IMPLEMENTA TION PLAN 

I. DECISION PROCESS 

After initial review and acceptance of the work performed by the contractor, the Corps began a 

process to consider study conclusions. There were four study themes - Program Development, 

Execution, and Monitoring; Intensive Management; Productivity of Existing Program; and Mod- 

ernization and Maintenance. The Contractor identified 106 separate issues for the four study themes 

and presented options under each issue. Due to overlap and redundancy, that number was 

consolidated to 101 separate issues for further consideration. An implementation group composed 

of Directors of Division Construction-Operations organizations was assembled to analyze the 101 

integrated issues and identify the corresponding options which could have a beneficial impact on 

the manner in which the Corps' operation and maintenance program is carried out. The most 

appropriate options in the collective opinion of the group were proposed for implementation. 

Although all issues developed by the Contractor are presented in this report (Part 11, Section V), the 

implementation group developed a high priority plan (HPP) which they believed contained the 

options which were most practical and had the greatest potential for efficiency improvement. A 

summary of the group's conclusions is presented in Tables 1, 1 A, and 1 B . All of the remaining 

issues, not included in the HPP were generally considered to fall into one of three categories: 1) 

recommendations that were expected to have a relatively lesser impact on the cost of doing business 

and/or involved implementation difficulties, 2) recommendations that were limited in scope and 

which could be implemented on a project-by-project basis (the FY95 budget guidance encourages 

the districts to employ project specific recommendations that would produce operational efficiencies 

such that may be freed for the purpose of reducing maintenance backlogs), and 3) issues that were 

inherent to other on-going Corps initiatives such as the recreation study. A complete review of the 

rationale used by the group in developing the HPP is presented in Part I, Sections 11, I11 and IV. 

The HPP prepared by the Directors of Divisions Construction-Operations organizations was 

then reviewed by Corps Headquarters (HQUSACE) fhctional elements having an interest in the 

O&M program. Subsequently, the HPP was modified and four committees composed of Headquar- 

ters and field personnel were instituted for the purpose of planning formal adoption of the best 

options. The committees have been tasked to analyze all of the issues identified by the Contractor 

and, recognizing that many of the issues were in fact symptomatic of larger overarching organiza- 

tional needs, consider complementary improvements, not necessarily identified by the Contractor, 
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but nonetheless potentially capable of contributing to a more cost-effective program. The imple- 
mentation activities of the four committees are described in Part I, Section V. 

II. HIGH PRIORITY PLAN I 

The 101 issues were grouped into three categories: 1) PROGRAMMATIC, pertaining to budget 
preparation, execution, reporting and monitoring; 2) GENERAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 
involving overall or Corpswide organizational implications; and 3) FUNCTIONAL AREA, linking 
the delivery of specific services or agency outputs to measures that will improve productivity. The 
groups recommendations for the 101 issues are summarized in a Table in Part I, Section IV. Of the 
62 issues which the p u p  believes had the most merit for implementation, 43 were adjudged to be 

of the highest priority. The High Priority Plan for each of the three categories is described in the 
following para%raphs. 

A PROGRAMMATIC 

The Contractor identified 21 proposed actions in the programmatic category. Of that total, 
options were selected that would address 13 issues. A discussion of proposed revisions to current 
practices is presented in the following paragraphs. Actions are underway to complete the necessary 
revisions this fiscal year for incorporation into the Annual Budget guidance for Fiscal Year (FY) 
1996. 

The group agreed that the O&M budget process could be streamlined and simplified because 
the value added by much of the current effort is questionable. Several actions were identified in 
this study which could improve management of the OBtM program through changes in budget 
development, execution, reporting, and monitoring. Implemented together, these measures will 
more equitably allocate resources on a Corpswide basis and reduce the annual budget submittal 
documentation for the relatively fixed requirements of projects. 

The concept of these changes is to rebuild the levels 1 and 2 baseline requirements for each 
project in accordance with new, more stringent definitions of baseline effort reflected in a revised 
funding level matrix. Once definitive baseline requirements are developed Corps-wide, subsequent 
years' budget submittals for baseline requirements could be limited to a single baseline work 
package with an adjustment for inflation for each project. This could reduce by about 75% the over 
20,000 work items contained in the overall Corps O&M budget submittal. Any new baseline 
funding demands over 525,000 that result from new programs or policies would be accommodated 
by listing each as a separate line item in project budget submittal for the first three years of the 

program. 
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These changes can be implemented through appropriate revisions to the Annual Budget 
Engineering Circular (EC) 1 1 -2-xxx. Implementation should begin with a work group effort in FY 

93 to develop new funding level descriptions and a new funding level matrix. The new procedure 

of incorporating all baseline funding requirements into a single work package for each project or 
feature and the requirement to separately list any new baseline funding demands over $25,000 will 
be effective for the FY 96 budget submittal. These changes in the budget process will greatly reduce 

(after the first cycle of rebuilding the baseline funding requirements) the volume of documentation 

that accompanies a budget submittal. The result should be a higher quality budget product by 

making it possible to concentrate more on the dynamic non-baseline O&M work packages both at 
district level during budget preparation and at division and headquarters review. 

Another budget related reform that could benefit program development and execution concerns 
the out-year budget process. The potential exists to modify this process to provide additional utility 

as a mid-range planning tool for periodic and non-recurring O&M work. 

The current out-year budget process includes a 10-year O&M budget projection prepared each 

year as part of the annual budget preparation cycle. This 10-year projection is of limited usefulness 

because out-year programs are submitted by project with no further breakdown beyond the total 
amount for each project. Additionally, specific periodic or non-recurring needs are not formally 

planned for beyond the Budget Year. 

The O&M program, however, consists of both fixed or baseline expenditures and variable 

(periodic, non-recurring) expenditures. The current process for preparing the out-year programs 

does not provide optimal mid-range (e.g., 5-year) planning input for this variable portion of the 

O&M program. 

To address the need for a mid-range planning tool, the Corps should prepare a detailed 5-year 

budget projection for periodic and non-recurring work items above a certain cost threshold. Funding 

constraints for the out-years' budget project would be assigned at division level in order to place 

some discipline in the process. However, the degree of constraint could vary by year, being less in 

the out-years of the 5-year projections with the final year (Budget Year +4) being unconstrained. 

The unconstrained year could reflect the level of Unaccomplished Maintenance and Repair (UMAR) 
identified as described in Section IB5. Using this concept gives dual purpose to the 5-year budget 

projection; as a mid-range planning tool and a means of documenting and managing the backlog of 
maintenance at projects. Provision for a 5-year budget projection should be made through 

modification to the Automated Budgeting System (ABS) to include a 5-year data requirement and 

revisions to the FY 96 Budget EC. 
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The kited capability of Corps' automated financial systems is universally recognized. The 
two most prominent automated systems associated with O&M programming in use today are ABS 

and the Corps of Engineers Management Information System (COEMIS). There are serious 
shortcomhgs kr turnaround time for financial reports, and with interface between the ABS and 
COEMIS systems. These and other related issues will supposedly be addressed by the Corps of 
Engineem Financial Management System (CEFMS), the successor to COEMIS that will be 
incrementdy deployed Corps-wide over the next three years. Therefore, no recommendations for 

global changes in the ABSKOEMIS systems are now appropriate. 

However, &ere are some relatively minor things that can be done with ABS that will help until 
more comprobensive solutions are available. Improvements should be made to facilitate automated 

entry of data the project level. While some "home grown" systems have been developed for this 
purpose, a standard PC-based format is n d e d  that would standardize the budget development 
process at the lowest level. This would eliminate the entire step currently requited to manually enter 
these submittals into the ABS for consolidation at the district level. Data entry errors from this extra 
step will be e W t e d ,  and there will be a reduction in time required to prepare the project budget 
submittals. A method to automate data enby into the ABS project level is now being developed as 
part of the Improvement of Operations Management Techniques (IOMT) research and development 
program. It i s  c&ly under test in the Portland District. This system should be perfected and 

fielded Corps-wide as soon as possible. 

A fivther minor change is needed in the ABS to improve management oversight. Currently, 
ABS does not provide for a separate breakout of Supervisory and Administrative (S&A) Feature 
Cost Codes (FCC's) (FCC 619 for operations and 635 for maintenance), nor for the Engineering 
and Design W D )  FCC (FCC 634) in the budget submittals. Rather, costs associated with these 
FCC's are imbedded in the budgeted amounts for the remaining operation and maintenance FCC's. 
These FCC's are tracked separately, however, for actual expenditures. As a result, it is difficult to 

make comparisons between budgeted amounts and expenditures by FCC without first backing out 
these S&A Pad E&D FCC's h m  the original budgeted amounts. To facilitate tracking, the S&A 
and E&D FCC's should be listed separately in the ABS budget submission. This will highlight 
costs associated with these items in the budget submittal rather than their being obscured in a 
multitude of work packages. Implementation of this item should be effected in FY 93 by revision 
to the Budget EC for FY 95 and appropriate changes to the ABS. 

In the same implementation time h e  and same manner, a larger field should be provided for 
the justification of work items in the ABS budget development system. The present field size does 
not allow for an adequate description of the purpose and need for many work items in the budget 
submittal, especially for special maintenance needs. 
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In the area of performance measures, among the parameters tracked at the HQUSACE Command 
Management Review are expenditure and obligation goals for each Corps' division and district. 

Currently, the O&M program is required to meet a 94% expenditure goal and a 97% obligation 

goal. The Contractor believes that these goals drive decisions toward inefficient allocation of 

resources. The group finds these goals are important in achieving high utilization of all resources 

available. Both the HQUSACE Operations Division and Programs Division monitor these stand- 

ards, however, both apply these goals to a different funding base. In preparing the Command 

Management Review, Programs Division applies these standards to the "basic schedule," which 

reflects start of year funding expectations. Operations Division, however, applies these standards 

to the "current schedule," which reflects changes during the year. In the interest of consistency in 
applying the perfonquince measures for expenditure and obligations, all elements should use the 

current schedule as the funding base. The current schedule is a realistic 'indication of the funds a 

district or division had available for expenditure during the year and thus is the better measure of 

program execution. 

In December 1992 Programs Division, HQUSACE, issued guidance to use the current schedule 

against which to measure program execution for meeting expenditure and obligation goals. 

Some problems have been observed in accurate recording and tracking of O&M expenditures. 

Part of the problem is that the FCC definitions provided in ER 37-2-10 are not adequate. Some 
activities do not fit under any of the existing definitions, or the definitions may not be clear. 

Provision should be made for specific additional sub-FCCs and accounting element definitions. 
Implementation of this it& should be deferred until CEFMS is fielded Corps-wide, which is 

expected to occur by FY 96. 

Some inaccuracies in recording expenditures stem from activities of multi-functional person- 

nel--those who perform work under various FCCs on a regular basis. These personnel sometimes 

find it difficult to record this time appropriately. Overall, the Contractor reported that instances of 

non-compliance with Corps' guidance regarding the proper recording of expenditures were numer- 

ous. Additional emphasis is needed on the importance of accurately recording expenditures. HQ 

should issue guidance reinforcing the existing 1 -hour rule. Also, Divisions should monitor District 

adherence to the 1-hour rule during CommandJStaff visits. A recently completed Cost of Doing 
Business Report by the Engineer Inspector General also recommended that HQUSACE issue clear 

guidance on the use of the 1 -hour rule. It is expected that this guidance will be issued. 

The original BY budget submission, or President's budget, is prepared almost two years in 

advance of the actual Budget Year. During the course of these interim two years, conditions and 

priorities may change at the project, district and division levels. The Corps provides for two adjusted 
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submittals to be prepared during this interim period in order to incorporate these changes into the 
0&M budget request. First, an adjusted BY budget is prepared following the original President's 
Budget submission. Then, immediately prior to the start of the budget year, a work allowance 
request is prepared which is the basis for the actual funding allocated to a project for execution 
during the budget year. 

While the original BY President's Budget submittal undergoes extensive scrutiny for compli- 
ance with funding priorities, etc., the two subsequent adjustments traditionally are subject to much 
less stringent review. The result, in some instances, has been that work items that fell below the 
funding line in the original BY submittal were reinstated without challenge in one of the adjustment 
cycles. This problem was addressed by the more stringent reprogramming guidance regarding 
unbudgcted work contained in the FY 92 and FY 93 Annual O&M Work Allowance Guidance 
Memos. This guidance, along with Division's closer scrutiny of District's compliance, is expected 
to alleviate the problem of lower priority work finding its way into the execution program. 

The Corps lacks a comprehensive recapitalization program to provide for' sinking funds for 
major modifications and improvements to existing structures. Existing recapitalization methodolo- 
gies consist of the few navigation rehabilitation projects funded out of the Construction General 
appropriation and cost shared with the Mand Waterway Trust Fund, and participation by the Power 
Marketing Agencies in rehabilitation of hydropower structures. Adoption of a sinking fund concept 
for major maintenance and rehabilitation of Corpsawned structures is desirable. Funding could 
come from external sources (project beneficiaries) and/or the O&M appropriation. Implementation 
should emanate fiom HQUSACE with necessary coordination with the ASA(CW), Congress, users, 
and power management agencies. Legislation will be required. 

The group noted considerable volatility of funding requirements for Corps dredging projects, 
with budgeted amounts sometimes exceeding expenditures by a significant amount. Closer corn- 
lation between budgeted amounts and expenditures on dredging projects would contribute to more 
efficient allocation decisions for the use of Corps' resources. Consistent, Corps-wide guidance 
regarding how to determine the amount to budget for dredging projects is needed. HQ should 

convene a group to prepare budget guidance for dredging projects and include the guidance in the 
dredging regulation. Guidance available for use in preparing the FY 96 budget should be the goal. 

B. GENERAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

Of the 29 issues categorized by the Contractor as "general project management," it was 
determined that implementation of options in four general areas was of high priority. These artas, 

addressing 9 specific issues in this category, are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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1. Standardized Organization Structure 

Districts utilize different Operations organizational structures to manage the Civil Works 

mission. There are also organizational structures and reporting hierarchies unique to individual 

projects. These varying organizational structures lead to ineffective staffing and communications, 

ill defined responsibilities and attendant loss of efficiency. The group believes that a standardized 

Corps districtlproject function statement and organization structure should be developed and 

implemented. The cost of developing the regulations and reorganizing, will be more than offset by 

improving communications, providing efficient staffing and establishing clear command, control 
and execution responsibilities. The regulations should be issued in FY 94 to be initiated in FY 95 

with full implementation by the end of FY 97. 

2. Corps-wide Database 

The lack of an adequate. standard Corps-wide database limits the Corps ability to effectively 

manage and accurately measure the performance of the O&M program. A typical project maintains 
up to 300 forms for reporting to district, division and headquarters. Each management level reviews 

and analyzes data to monitor activities and make managerial decisions. There is some automation; 

however, most work is performed manually at the project level and automated at the district, Data 

needs are developed functionally with limited cross function review for joint use of data. The impact 

of the cutrent practice is: the same data collected in several different ways results in inefficiencies; 

requests are difficult to fill in a timely manner; and software incompatibility is inefficient. 

The group found that data essential to proper management of the program should be determined 

and a standard Corps-wide database to process that data be developed. The resources required to 

develop the database and resolve compatibility and linkage problems are far outweighed by the 

advantages of such a system. The advantages of standardization and consistency will reduce 

resource requirements and increase management and execution efficiency. The implementation 

schedule should be as follows: 

FY 93 - FY 94 - Determine what data is essential to effectively manage the program. 

FY 95 - FY 96 - Develop and test standardized system. 

FY 97 - Implement program. 

3. Contracting Methods 

Each individual district (and sometimes project) uses various types of contracting methods for 

O&M work. These variations cause inefficiencies. Additional costs are incurred and considerable 

time is required due to current contractual procedures, advertisement and award processes. Stand- 

ardized contracts should be developed with specific reference to indefinite quantity repair and 
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w. S-dization of contracts and execution will reduce use of resources, 
improve tlr budgeting process and enhance scheduling. It is expected that significant cost savings 

and reduction in procurement time can be achieved. The new contract guidance should be developed 

for implementation in FY 95. 

4. Uucl+pplished Maintenance and Repair (UMAR) 

Cumdy,  there is no standard Corps-wide system for identification and tracking of UMAR. 
Although UMAR has been defined and the budget EC provides for an annual update, results are 

inconsistent a d  incomplete. Many projects have an informal system of recording UMAR but the 

i n f o d m  is nd reviewed and reported above the project level. As a result of the current practice, 

the total neds of the O&M program, both currently and historically, are not identified. Because 

the total urivcrse of UMAR is not identified, any comparison or prioritization of needs would be 

flawed. CsPsequently, critical maintenance or repair could be deferred and funds expended 
inefkiently. 

An annual project UMAR reporting procedure should be established. This procedure would 

effect the identification, amount and tracking of UMAR. Reporting would be accomplished 
utilizing cawistent guidelines for developing the required information. The resultant report would 

provide hfonnation necessary to include in the earlier described 5-year budget projection, make 
cost-effective W i n g  allocations, better manage the program, and to present a defensible position 

regarding the magnitude of the UMAR component of the O&M program. The implementation 
effort should be initiated immediately for completion by the beginning of FY 94. 

C. FUNCTIONAL AREA 

Following are discussions of elements from the functional area issues that were selected to 

warrant high priority attention. These general areas would impact 2 1 of the 5 1 issues identified by 
the Contractor. 

1. Flood Control Levee Inspection 

The Contractor suggested that a rating system be developed for the condition of Corps-built, 

localiy operated flood protection projects with dams, dikes and levees to reduce the cost of 

inspections. Flood control projects with excellent histories of maintenance would only be inspected 
by Corps' staE biennially. Those with fair to poor records of local sponsor maintenance would 

receive a lower rating and would continue to be inspected annually. Further, engineers at the nearest 

Corps' projects could perform annual and biennial inspections of completed works rather than 
district staff. 
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These recommendations should be implemented with minor changes. Structures should be 
inspected after major floods regardless of maintenance histories. Also, periods between inspections 
could be even longer than biennially, if no flooding had occurred since the last inspection, and if 

previous inspections of maintenance had resulted in high ratings. 

This change of policy would give the districts suitable guidance for the inspection of Corps-built, 

local flood protection projects and still allow a reasonable method to reduce costs with minimal 

added risk. Travel and inspection costs would also be reduced by having engineers from local 

Corps' projects perform routine inspections. The responsibility for assuring that maintenance is 

accomplished would be shifted mdre to the local sponsors, as it should be, while reducing 

coordination effort with Corps' inspectors. 

Rewriting of the regulation to include this recommendation could be.accomplished this fiscal 

year. 

2. Hydropower Plant Remote Control 

There is potential for reducing staffing and operational costs of Corps' hydropower plants by 
converting them, "where practical and cost-effective," to remote control. Some operational func- 

tions could then be consolidated into a regional control center. Currently, there is no Corps-wide 

policy or guidance addressing the criteria that should be considered when evaluating the risks, costs 

and benefits of remote controlled plants. 

A policy should be written so that districts can systematically and uniformly determine the 

appropriate action when the fbture status of power plants. Thus, the districts would have 

institutional support for decisions should they decide to implement, or not to implement, the remote 

control alternatives. 

While there are obvious operational cost savings for remoting power plants, there are several 

disadvantages that could influence a decision. The cost of plant modifications, the function of the 

plant other than for power production, emergency response times, and climatological differences 

are some of the factors which must be evaluated as a part of a risk and costhenefit analysis. Any 

policy established should focus on an evaluation methodology only. The decision to study and 

implement a plan for remote control should be at the district level. 

3. Lock Dewatering Schedules 

The Contractor suggested that consistency between districts and cost-effectiveness of major 

maintenance activities could be enhanced if all navigation locks were dewatered on a regular, 

multi-year schedule. 
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The group believed that the dewatering of locks should be accomplished on a regular schedule, 
and that HQUSACE should develop a policy to establish dewatering schedules for maintenance and 
inspection of navigation locks at kgular intervals. The policy should address the consideration of 
customer input, equitable and scheduled funding, and staffing. 

The cost of implementation would involve the development of the policy and studies to 
determine the appropriate schedules for each waterway. The benefits would be derived h m  the 
customer's ability to plan around lock closures, better utilization of Corps staffing, the time and 
effort saved through routine planning of lock dewatering, and from the routine scheduling expen- 
ditures. The development of the policy and the schedules should be accomplished by the end of 
FY 94. 

4. Navigation Lock Operations 

The Contractor made recommendations on navigation lock procedures in three separate areas, 
which should be consolidated into a single regulation. 

The first action is to develop a uniform policy so that vessel crews would be responsible for 
securing vessels in the lock chamber. Although guidance on this issue already exists, it should be 

reenforced and exceptions made only when lock design or safety considerations make it impractical 
for a vessel m w  to secure its own vessel. 

The second area of consideration is in staffing. Staffing could be r e d u d  when a vessel m w  
is given responsibility for securing its vessel. The Contractor also identified that some Corps locks 
employ fidl time, 24-hour a day staffs, even though the locks are sc8sonally closed. Alternatives 
for assuring the security of the locks should be explored. The Contractor estimated considerable 
savings if alarms and fences were used for security instead of full time staff. The group believes 
that the estimated savings make this a worthwhile area in which to issue guidance so that the districts 

will be encouraged to consider alternatives. 

The third area that should be addressed in a navigation lock policy is equipment. Various 
equipment that could be installed in these facilities has the potential to reduce costs and/or increase 
safety. Besides the alanns and fences discussed above, closed circuit TV could be used by lock 
operators to observe vessel positioning, prevent or respond to accidents or attempted theft of Corps 
equipment, and monitor the functioning of lock filling and emptying mechanisms. These also may 

allow staffing to be reduced. 

The group believes these ideas should be incorporated into a regulation on navigation locks. 
The districts would then have guidance to review their processes with the goal of providing uniform 
operations throughout the Corps at the lowest costs and levels. 
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Implementation of this issue would have to be accomplished over several years. Defining a 
policy could be done in FY 93. Reducing staffing by attrition and budgeting of equipment changes 

would not be fully implemented until FY 98. 

5. Hydrographic Surveys 

Hydrographic surveys required in conjunction with project maintenance and dredging activities 

were identified by the consultant as an area of potential management improvement. Critical in 

surveys is the combination of cost effectiveness, accuracylquality and timeliness. Current practices, 
along with the longer term effects of having "professionalized" the Operations management staff, 

result in the need for and the opportunity to revise hydrographic survey policies and practices. 

The primary change proposed is to clearly identify that the Operations Division is responsible 

for the hydrographic survey function. Clearly, this is not a unilateral decision since it will involve 

Contracting and Engineering elements. Equally clearly, the timeliness, coordination and quality of 
hydrographic surveys is most singularly the appropriate responsibility of the Operations Division. 

Having crews h i s h e d  from one organizational element, equipment from another source and 

contract administration the responsibility of yet another element decreases the responsiveness to 

dynamic, real world requirements. Focusing the responsibility within Operations would be consis- 

tent with the "Project Management" concept and be cost effective. 

Explicitly, this proposal includes consideration of suchUin-house" equipment and crews as are 
available; the normal "contract administration" in the field; the decisions relating to need and 

frequency; and survey method~logy. In those cases where the Operations requirements are to be 
met by "contract" survey, Operations would be responsible for the scope of work definition, 
fimding and field administration, while working with Engineering on selection and contract award 

and administration. 

Further opportunities may be available: to upgrade field equipment and related communications 

techniques; to provide rapid "read-out" or "plotting"; to redirect dredging effort; conclude work; 

and complete and release expensive dredging plant more promptly. 

Finally, a uniform "cost accounting procedure" needs to be established and enforced based on 

the 607.11 FCC. This will allow improved data for cost analysis and estimating purposes. 

Implementation of the above will require rewritinghpdating of several Engineering Regulations 

(ERs) and should be able to be accomplished within one calendar year from adoption of this 

proposal. 
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4. Bewmdary Inspection 

The requirements in ER 1 130-2-400 to check all boundary lines every two years and to report 

missing monuments annually should be modified. Corps lands abut private, commercial, or local 

government owned or leased land as well as the lands of other Federal agencies. The Contractor 

recommended that boundary lines with other Federal agencies be re-monumented every four years 
and that cost-sharing boundary surveys with other agencies should be explored. 

The group agreed with the Contractor's evaluation and suggested even fiuther modification. 

Normally, there are no problems associated with encroachments when other governmental agencies 

own adjacent land, or when terrain, vegetation, or other natural barriers or man-made structures 
allow boundaries to be easily identified. In these cases, requiring re-monumentation biennially may 

not be cost effective nor the best usage of staff. Flexibility should be written into the ER to allow 
local managers more discretion in deciding when and how boundary surveys are accomplished and 

emphasize the need to concentrate on areas where non-governmental land owners are adjacent to 

our lands. The frequency of mandatory remonumentation needs to be evaluated and a more sensible 

approach taken in sharing responsibilities and costs with other agencies. This proposal can be 

implemented this FY by revising the ER, as appropriate. In developing this proposal the need to 
properly maintain existing lines should be emphasized. 

7. Communications Programs 

Each District (sometimes each Project Office) individually develops interpretive programs. 

Many are very well done and could have wide, multiple application. The option proposed was the 
development of "generic" programs by HQUSACE for use throughout the Corps. The group found 

that the "generic" programs would be relatively expensive to develop and less popular than 
field-generated programs. Accordingly, existing examples of excellence should be shared. Further, 

this concept should be expanded beyond the interpretive program to include all Operations programs 
from hydropower through recreation to water safety. A mechanism that allows the identification, 

cataloging, and visibility of field-generated programs on a nationwide basis is needed. 

The proposal is that a contractor develop a system for getting an abstract of existent programs 

in the field, and establish an electronic "catalogue" to be available through Corps Mail. The 

"catalogue" would initially include: title; abstract; point of contact at origin of program; availability; 

format; and cost information. This procedure would allow a much broader exchange, reduce 

redundancy and promote excellence. Eventually, an "issues" communication in conjunction with 

field "programs" could be utilized to improve communications throughout our organization. 
Implementation would span about two years. 

- - 
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8. Periodic lnspcctions 

Current regulations require periodic inspections of Corps' projects on a regular five-year basis. 

The purpose of the inspection is to assure structural integrity and identify any other problems that 

may threaten the safety of the project. The district's Engineering Division is responsible for 

assembling the group of experts who will inspect the project. The cost of the inspection is charged 

to the O&M account for the pro-ject. 

There is concern that, in some instances, inspections have been conducted on a more frequent 

basis and the size of the inspection team has been too large. These actions increase the O&M cost 

of the project and outweigh the concomitant benefit. Districts should assure that the inspection 

period conforms with current guidance and closely monitor the size and composition of the 

inspection teams. 

I11 PEER REVIEW 

The group, in analyzing the Contractor's findings, recognized that inconsistent and incorrect 

application of some policies and procedures was costly and confusing. More centralized control 

would be one option to address this problem. The group believed that a better approach would be 

to correct the problem where and when it exists rather than exercising greater central control. 

That approach would establish a HQUSACE led "Peer Review Team" to review, on a periodic 

basis, field processes and practices. The team would follow the model of the established Military 

Construction's Design Construction Evaluation (DCE) teams. The team, led by HQUSACE staff, 

would be composed primarily of field staff, whose findings would be reported to the District 

Commander. The team would perform significant on-site training as well as bring major items to 

the attention of the facility command. The size of the team and the "review period" should be 

closely monitored to assure that the process is not excessively costly. This process would provide 

an opportunity to the headquarters' staff to assure that the full range of USACE developed policies 

were being implemented, and facilitate feedback from the field staff. The dialogue would provide 

"value added" in both directions (field-headquarters). Guidance to implement peer review is 

currently being developed by HQUSACE. Although the concept as described above remains intact, 

details such as team composition and procedures may differ. 
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US. Department of Energy 
Washington, OX. 

SUBJECT: CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

ORDER 
DOE 4320.2A 

2-10-94 

PURPOSE. To es tab l i sh  p o l i c y  and r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  f o r  t he  management o f  
Department o f  Energy (DOE) assets ; f o r  p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  o f  asset resource 
requirements; f o r  implementing the Condit ion Assessment Survey (CAS); and for  
preparing the  Capi ta l  Asset Management Process (CAMP) Report. 

CANCELLATION. DOE 4320.2 , CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, o f  3-13-92 

SCOPE. This Order appl ies t o  assets DOE owns, leases, o r  con t ro l s  f o r  
production, operation, research, development , o r  d e m n s t r a t i  on; except f o r  the 
exclusions s ta ted below o r  as otherwise provided by s ta tu te  o r  by separate 
delegat ion o f  au tho r i t y  from the  Secretary of Energy. The prov is ions o f  t h i s  
Order apply t o  a l l  Departmental Elements and t o  covered cont ractors  t o  the 
extent  implemented under a cont ract  o r  o ther  agreement. A covered cont ractor  i s  
a sel l e r  o f  suppl i e s  o r  services under a management and operat ing contract .  A l l  
paragraphs o f  t h i s  Order are t o  be appl ied t o  covered cont racts  except paragraph 
8. 

EXCLUSIONS. 

a. This Order does not  apply t o  assets e n t i r e l y  con t ro l l ed  and maintained by 
the General Services Admi n i  s t r a t  i o n  (GSA) , and the  Naval Petroleum Reserves 
i n  Ca l i fo rn ia .  

b. Executive Order 12344, (Order), T i t l e  10 Code o f  Federal Regulations (CFR) 
445.1 e t  seq., repr in ted  i n  T i t l e  42 Uni ted States Code (U.S.C.) g 7158 
note, es tab l ishes t he  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  and au tho r i t y  o f  the  Di rector ,  Naval 
Nuclear Propul s ion Program, Office of Nuclear Energy, over a1 1 f a c i  1 i t  ies  
and a c t i v i t i e s  t h a t  comprise t he  j o i n t  Navy-DOE program. I n  view o f  the 
unique nature o f  Naval nuclear propuls ion appl icat ions,  t he  D i rec to r  sha l l  
determine t he  appropr iate maintenance and repa i r  c r i t e r i a  appl i cab l  e t o  t h i s  
program's proper ty  and a c t i v i t i e s .  Such determination s h a l l  i n c l  ude 
considerat ion o f  appropr iate pa r t s  of t he  c r i t e r i a  se t  f o r t h  i n  t h i s  Order. 
Publ ic Law (P.L.) 98-525, T i t l e  X V I ,  § 1634, d i r e c t s  t h a t  prov is ions o f  t h i s  
Order pe r ta i n i ng  t o  the  Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program sha l l  remain i n  
force un t i l  changed by law. 

c. I n  accordance w i t h  Section 302 of the Department o f  Energy Organization Act 
o f  1977 (P.L. 95-91, 91 Stat. 578), t he  Secretary operates and maintains the 
Power Marketing Administrat ions (PMA) e l e c t r i c  power transmission systems by 
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and through the PMA Administrator .  The PMAs have maintenance 
management programs i n  place t h a t  are geared t o  the special needs o f  
u t i l i t y  operations, responsive t o  coordinated m u l t i - u t i l i t y  system 
requirements, and i n  conformance w i t h  prudent u t i  1 i t y  pract ices.  
Admini s t r a t o r s  sha l l  determine the appropriate maintenance management 
program f o r  t h e i r  f a c i  1 i t i e s  inc lud ing  considerat ion of appropr iate 
par ts  o f  the c r i t e r i a  set  f o r t h  by t h i s  Order. 

5. REFERENCES AND DEFINITIONS. See Attachment 1. 

6. POLICY. Assets sha l l  be managed i n  a manner demonstrating good 
stewardship, s u f f i c i e n t  t o  ensure f a c i l i t y  preservat ion and t o  ensure safe, 
secure, environmental ly sound, and cost -e f fec t ive  operations. Assets sha l l  
be maintained i n  accordance w i t h  pol  i c i e s  and pract ices t h a t  r e f l e c t  
Departmental standards and nat iona l  p r i o r i t i e s .  I n  addi t ion,  
p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  of asset p ro jec ts  sha l l  be ob jec t i ve l y  determined on the 
basis o f  sound, t raceable engineering and indust ry  pract ices,  and 
management judgment. 

OBJECTIVES. 

a. Provide a cred ib le ,  standardized and audi table process t h a t  i s  
ob jec t i ve l y  and cons is ten t l y  appl ied DOE-wide t o  assess asset 
condi t ions,  i d e n t i f y  and p r i a r i  t i  ze cor rec t i ve  act  ions, a1 1 ocate 
resources, and establ  i sh schedules. Imp1 ement t h i s  process i n  a cost -  
e f fec t ive  manner i n  f u l l  consul t a t  i on  w i t h  the appropr iate Secretar ia l  
O f f i c e r s  and re l a ted  par t ies .  

b. Ensure responsi b i  1 i t y  , author i ty ,  and accountabi 1 i t y  f o r  management o f  
DOE assets are c l e a r l y  defined and appropr iate ly assigned. 

c. I d e n t i f y  asset maintenance and technical  support requirements. 

d. Provide asset management t o o l s  such as CAS, L i f e  Cycle Plans (LCPs), 
the Pro jec t  P r i o r i t i z a t i o n  Process, and the S i t e  CAMP Report. These 
t o o l s  serve t o  e f fec t i ve ly  and e f f i c i e n t l y  p lan and budget p ro j ec t s  
cons is tent  w i t h  an t i c ipa ted  missions. 

e. Provide asset managers w i t h  a comprehensive look  a t  the cond i t i on  o f  
t h e i r  asset inventory and serve as a veh ic le  t o  e f f e c t i v e l y  p lan and 
p r i o r i t i z e  pro jec ts .  

f. Ensure assets needed t o  meet future and assigned missions are sustained 
i n  appropr iate condi t ion.  

g. Provide a mechanism t o  develop S i t e  CAMP Reports t h a t  document the  
r e s u l t s  o f  the process described i n  t h i s  Order. The Sit,e CAMP Reports 
support budget requests and are not  budget documents i n  and of 
t hemsel ves . 
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CHAPTER 1 

ELEMENTS OF THE CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

INTRODUCTION. CAMP is a credible, consistent, auditable, and technically 
sound process for the Department to forecast, plan, and prioritize 
requirements for assets. CAMP provides an objective, rational basi s for 
a1 1 ocat i ng budgeted resources for maintenance, repair, modification, reuse, 
and eventual repl acement of assets required to meet site missions. CAMP is 
an effective and efficient mechanism that ensures compl iance with 
appl i cab1 e 1 aws, regul at ions, and standards. The fol 1 owing paragraphs 
discuss each of the key elements of CAMP in a general, chronological order. 
A flow diagram illustrating the annual CAMP cycle is shown on Attachment 
1-1, 

PROCESS ELEMENTS. CAMP is an integrated process and requires the 
performance of each of the foll owing elements: 

Assiqn Ca~ital Assets. Assign each asset to an appropriate functional 
unit (FU) . No asset may be assigned to more than one FU. The FU is the 
reporting level used by the Department in CAMP, This allows comparison 
of assets on a Departmentwide basis. Appropriate Secretari a1 Officers 
and sites may manage at 1 eve1 s- other than FUs as desired. (See Chapter 
111.) 

Receive Headauarter's Guidance. Heads of Headquarters Elements send 
mu1 t iyear strategic mission statements and program direction and 
guidance to the field at least annually. Additional guidance will also 
be provided f h the annual CAMP Call . The CAMP Site Report shall 
incorporate this guidance. (See Chapter 111. ) 

Devel OD Li fe-Cvcl e Pl ans. As appropri ate, devel op LCPs for assets 
based on 1 i fe-cycle requirements to meet missions and prioritize 
projects to meet those requirements. These LCPs become part of the 
justification for the new projects. (See Chapter 111.) 

Identi fv Deficiencies/Reaui rementr. The Condition Assessment Survey 
(CAS) identifies site asset deficiencies. CAS is also used as a tool 
to help meet the facilities inspection requirements of DOE 4330.4B, 
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. The data captured from CAS is directly 
read into the Condition Assessment Information System (CAIS). 

m. Develop and eval uate a1 ternat i ves for meeting 
{he identified requi rements. A1 ternat i ves may include, but are not 
1 imi ted to, maintenance, repair, modification, reuse, or repl acement of 
existing assets, or construction of new assets. (See Chapter 111.) 
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f. I d e n t i f y  Projects. I f  the preferred a l te rna t ive  i s  i d e n t i f i e d  as a 
project,  develop rat ionale,  scope, cost, and schedule. 

g. P r i o r i t i z e  Projects. P r i o r i t i z e  the pro jects  by ranking scores t o  
ensure the most cost -ef fect ive appl i c a t  ion of 1 i m i  ted resources t o  meet 
the most c r i t i c a l  needs. Si tes shal l  val idate, compare, and normal i ze  
i n i t i a l  p ro jec t  r a t i n g  scores across the en t i re  s i t e  without respect t o  
the source o r  a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  funding. (See Chapter IV.) 

h. P r e ~ a r e  S i te  CAMP R e ~ o r t .  Prepare the S i te  CAMP Report i n  accordance 
w i th  the format and schedule provided i n  the CAMP Cat 1 . The S i te  CAMP 
Reports support budget requests but are not budget documents i n  and o f  
themselves . 
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Attachment 1-1 
Page 1-3 (and 1-4) 

CAMP ANNUAL CYCLE OF EVENTS 
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CHAPTER I€ 

CONDITION ASSESSMENT SURVEY 

1. INTRODUCTION. The Condition Assessment Survey (CAS) i s  a systematic 
inspect ion process t o  determine asset conditions. This Chapter provides 
general information on CAS and the basic method for implementing CAS 
throughout the Department. The re lat ionship t o  the S i te  CAMP Report i s  
discussed i n  d e t a i l  i n  Chapter I11 o f  t h i s  Order. Programnatic objectives 
o f  DOE 4330.48, MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, c a l l  f o r  f a c i  1 i t y  condit ion 
inspections and Condition Assessment Surveys. CAS shal l  be performed 
w i th in  the context o f  t h i s  Chapter. 

2. OBJECTIVE. The primary object ive o f  CAS i s  t o  ass is t  a l l  DOE s i t es  i n  
assessing the condit ion o f  t h e i r  assets. CAS i s  based on a set o f  
consensus standards, methods, and technologies t o  conduct the surveys and 
t o  c o l l e c t  and disseminate the survey and inspection infohnation. The 
information i s  assembled i n  a database ( the Condition Assessment 
Informat ion System (CAIS)) t ha t  provides basic information necessary for 
the maintenance and asset management programs. C A I S  data i s  also used t o  
compile the S i te  CMP Report. 

3. MAINTENANCE PROJECTIONS. Appropri ate 1 eve1 s of maintenance can be 
projected for assets nearing the end o f  t h e i r  useful l i ves .  The 
iden t i f i ca t i on  o f  assets projected f o r  disposal can t r i gge r  requests for 
planning support and design funding for replacement. Managers can use C A I S  
t o  p ro jec t  current def ic iency data i n t o  the future. C A I S  can ass is t  i n  
developing annual funding p r o f i  l e s  f o r  maintenance, repair ,  rehabi 1 i tat ion,  
o r  rep1 acement o f  assets. 

4. JMPLEMENTATIOY. The e f fec t i ve  implementation o f  CAS depends on the 
fol lowing: 

The systematic appl i ca t i on  o f  consistent standards f o r  inspection, 

Proper use of a graded approach agreed t o  by the spec i f i c  s i t e  
Operations Office and the appropri ate Management and Operating (M&O) 
contractors, 

The format ion  and t r a i n i n g  o f  inspection teams, 

The appl i cat  i on o f  qua1 I t y  assurance procedures, 

The use o f  a f l ex1  b l e  database, and 

The exerci se o f  consi stent management oversight. 
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The following paragraphs out1 ine DOE'S approach to the implementation of CAS 
through the CAS Manuals: 

CAS Manuals. The CAS Manuals contain detailed information for field 
implementation of CAS. These Manuals provide a foundation for 
checklists and other information in CAIS to assist field inspectors in 
determining the condition of existing assets re1 ative to industry 
standards. CAS manuals delineate standards and procedures for CAS 
inspection. They are designed to ensure that one site does not 
determine an asset as deficient when another site declares a 1 i ke asset 
with similar problems as adequate. CAS standards and procedures shall 
be periodical ly updated in accordance with DOE l3OO.2A, DEPARTMENT OF 
ENERGY STANDARDS PROGRAM. CAS Manuals may be augmented with such 
documents as DOE 6430.1A, GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA, current OSHA and 
environmental regulations, special ized industry standards such as those 
defined by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, standards 
pub1 ished by nationally recognized professional organizations, etc. 

Freauencv of Ins~ect i ons. The CAS Manual s recommend frequency of 
inspections by type of asset. 

Use of CAIS. The implementation .of CAS requires the use of CAIS, 
database management software designed to store and mani pul ate basic 
levels of inspection data. The. Associate Deputy Secretary for Field 
Management supports and maintains CAIS. 

Qua1 i tv Assurance. CAS incorporates a qua1 ity assurance (QA) program 
to certify the credibility of the CAS process, and to ensure that 
routine inspections are performed by site personnel that reflect 
current standards and procedures. The Associate Deputy Secretary for 
Field Manageme'nt shall maintain a QA program for CAS. The standards 
and procedures used shall be periodically evaluated against state-of- 
the-art engineering practice, procedures, and requirements to determine 
both the accuracy and appl icabi 1 i ty of the Department's CAS process. 

Ins~ector Traininq. The inspectors shall be trained in the use of DOE 
standards and procedures for developing consistent and accurate 
inspection results, and the use of special tools, equipment and 
software. 

Formation of S~ecial ized Ins~ection Teams. Certain assets unique to 
DOE may require highly specialized techniques and equipment to perform 
periodic inspections. To minimize the cost of these anticipated 
frequent inspections, DOE may establish teams of specialists to inspect 
these assets at DOE sites. Variables that may affect the decision to 
use such teams include, but are not limited to, the following examples: 

(1) Nuclear facil ity versus non-nucl ear facil i ty. 

( 2 )  The safety significance of nuclear facil i ty systems. 

(3) Active facility versus partially active or inactive facility. 
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( 4 )  Short-term versus long-term facility mission. 

11-3 (and 11-4) 

(5) Modernization or Decontamination and Decomm 

(6) Lack of CAS standards. 

issioning plans. 

g. Data From Other Ins~ection Systems. CAIS should be used to incorporate 
the results of other specialized inspection programs that may 
contribute to the identification of asset related deficiencies. Some 
examples are: OSHA inspections, preventive maintenance program 
findings, safety reviews, etc. 

h.  Facil i tv Information Central ization. CAIS is recommended as a central 
repository for facility information at the sites. 

5. RESULTS. A systematically applied CAS assesses the condition of assets and 
their remaining useful life. CAS facilitates time-phased budgeting of 
maintenance, repair, rehabi 1 i tati on, or repl acement . CAS produces the 
following results: 

Identification of deficiencies found during the CAS inspection process 
that are classified as requiring recurring maintenance and that require 
the use of annually appropriated operating funds to correct. 

Identification of r e ~ a i  rs that require the use of operating or 1 ine 
item funds to correct. 

Identification of technical or functional deficiencies for which 
maintenance or repair is not an acceptable solution, and therefore 
requiring modification, expansion, rehabilitation, improvement, etc., 
normally considered to be capital improvements to correct. 

Identification of. technical or functional deficiencies that require the 
complete repl acement of the asset using General Plant Projects (GPP), 
Capital Equipment (CE), or Line Item (LI) funds, etc. 
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CHAPTER I Y  

CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PROCESS PRIORITIZATION 

INTRODUCTION. Consistency throughout the Department i n  the p r i o r i t i z a t i o n ,  
preparation, and submission o f  asset management resource requirements i s  a 
key element o f  the Capi ta l  Asset Management Process (CAMP). To achieve the 
desired consi stency, a1 1 s i t e s  sha l l  adopt the CAMP p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process 
discussed i n  t h i s  Chapter. The p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process i s  designed t o  ra te  
and rank each p ro jec t .  The p r i o r i t y  l i s t s  sha l l  be updated annually. This 
process sha l l  be used as a t oo l  t o  help p r i o r i t i z e  p ro jec ts  on a sitewide, 
F ie ld ,  and Headquarters (HQ) leve l .  

2. BACKGROUND. The CAMP p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process i s  a systematic, structured, 
and consistent  method f o r  determining the preferred order f o r  a l l oca t i ng  
1 i m i  ted  resources t o  solve problems. This process p r i o r i  t i z e s  the problems 
(events, condit ions, s i tuat ions,  requirements, e tc .  ) t h a t  p ro jec ts  are 
intended t o  address. Other methods and techniques are used t o  assess the 
appropri ateness o r  readi  nest of a pro ject ;  examples are: val  ue engineering , 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n  reviews, and p ro jec t  va l  idat ions.  For the purposes o f  t h i s  
chapter, problems and pro jects  can be thought of as interchangeable i n  the 
p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process. 

a. Pevel o~ment  Basi s. The CAMP p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process was developed on 
the  basis of r i s k  management and re f l ec t s  the values and cu l t u re  of the 
Department. The p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  c r i t e r i a  cons is t  o f  the two elements of 
r i  sk--consequence and probabi l  i ty .  They are combined i n  the c r i t e r i a  
statements and. are inf luenced by the terminology and expressions 
c o m n l y  used by the people who work w i t h  the various r a t i n g  c r i t e r i a  
categories. The scores represent the risk-consequence and p robab i l i t y  
of occurrence based on the descr ipt ions under each r a t i n g  c r i t e r i a .  
The r a t i n g  c r i t e r i a  were devel oped and posi t ioned based on Departmental 
in ten t ions  and pub l i c  expectations, appropriate standard i ndus t r i a l  
pract ices,  and represent the desired 1 eve1 o f  operational conduct (see 
Attachment I V - I ) .  

b. Un iversa l i t y .  The CAnP p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process i s  universal,  
encompassing four major categories: (1) heal th  and safety; (2)  
environment/waste management; (3) safeguards and secur i t y  ; and (4) 
p rogramat ic .  The process provides for  expansion, change, and 
improvements. Further, i t  can eas i l y  accomnodate ra t i ngs  derived from 
other  p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  systems, as long as the ra t i ngs  r e f l e c t  the same 
values and cu l ture .  The r a t i n g  c r i t e r i a  and scoring process are 
contained i n  the Attachlnents t o  t h i s  Chapter and shal l .  be maintained by 
HQ. Any changes t o  the  p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process w i l l  be t ransmit ted w i t h  
the  annual CAMP Cat 1. 

3. APPROACH. The problem-rating c r i t e r i a  w i t h i n  each o f  the four  major 
categories and t h e i r  subcategories are a1 igned along a scoring scale so 
t h a t  they represent the same sever i t y  o r  p r i o r i t y .  Therefore, any r a t i n g  
score i n  one category o r  subcategory represents the same problem sever i ty  
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as t h e  same numerical r a t i n g  score i n  any o the r  category. Th is  al ignment 
o f  mi t e r i  a i s  c r u c i  a1 t o  achieve an equivalent ,  i n teg ra ted  rank ing between 
d i  ssimi 1 a r  problems o r  p r o j e c t s .  

S tem.  The CAMP p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  process cons is t s  o f  f o u r  steps: 
(1)  r a t i n g ;  (2)  scoring; (3) i n i t i a l  ranking; and (4) f i n a l  ranking.  
It i s  v i t a l  t h a t  b i a s  be minimized. To t h i s  end, r a t i n g s  are 
normalized i n  each step o f  t h e  consol i d a t i o n  rev iew process ( i  .e., from 
f a c i l i t y ,  t o  s i t e ,  t o  Operat ions Office, t o  HQ Program O f f i c e ) .  Th is  
ensures consistency, equ i tab le  appl i c a t i o n  o f  r a t i n g s ,  and f a i r  and 
accurate comparisons and rankings.  The process f o r  developing a t o t a l  
score f o r  each problem/project g i ves  g rea tes t  emphasis t o  t h e  most 
severe r a t i n g ,  b u t  a1 so recognizes t h a t  some problems have mu1 t i p l e  
dimensions . The process the re fo re  should d u l y  re f1  e c t  t h e i r  
c o n t r i b u t i o n s .  

Sever i t y  Rat inq Scale. The problem s e v e r i t y  r a t i n g s  span a sca le  from 
20 t o  80. The sca le  cou ld  have been i n f i n i t e ,  bu t  t h e  two ends were 
co l lapsed f o r  ease o f  use. 

Benchmark C r i t e r i a .  To a s s i s t  i n  assigning major category r a t i n g s ,  
benchmark c r i t e r i a  are g iven f o r  6 number o f  subcategories under each 
major category. Subcategory benchmark c r i t e r i a  are shown i n  Attachment 
I V - 1  . The subcategories enable p r o j e c t  sponsors t o  r a t e  problems w i t h  
re ference t o  s p e c i f i c  t echn ica l  and managerial benchmarks, as a guide 
t o  accurate r a t i n g .  The p robab i l  i t y  and frequency languages used i n  
t h e  benchmark r a t i n g  c r i t e r i a  f o r  a l l  four major ca tegor ies  and t h e i r  
respec t i ve  subcategories a re  out1 ined i n  Attachment IV-2. 

Sam~ le .  A sample of an a p p l i c a t i o n  of t h e  r a t i n g  and rank ing process 
i s  presented i n  Attachment IV-3. 

I n i t i a l  Rankinq. Rank i n i t i a l l y  i n  descending order  according t o  t o t a l  
r a t i n g  score. The h ighes t  r a t i n g  score, there fore ,  i s  t h e  h ighest  
ranked p r i o r i t y .  (Note: As p rev ious l y  stated, t h e  benchmarks are 
de f ined  so t h a t  a numeric r a t i n g  on any sca le  denotes problem s e v e r i t y  
equal t o  t h e  s e v e r i t y  of t h e  same numeric r a t i n g  on any o the r  scale.) 
For instance, a problem r a t i n g  of 52 i n  t h e  Programnatic Category i s  as 
important  as a problem r a t i n g  of 52 on t h e  Hea l th  & Safety Category, by 
design. However, where two o r  more problems have i d e n t i c a l  o v e r a l l  
problem ra t i ngs ,  t h e i r  i n i t i a l  rankings s h a l l  be determined through a 
t i e  breaker by g i v i n g  p r i o r i t y  t o  each major category i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
ordeF: Hea l th  & Safety; Environment/Waste Management; Safeguards and 
Secur i ty ;  and Programnatic. 

F i n a l  Rankinq. 

(1) Pro jec ts  proposed t o  address t h e  p r i o r i t i z e d  problems f o r  o u t -  
years are  seldom thoroughly def ined a t  t h e  t ime t h e  5-year p l a n  i s  
prepared and are  bes t  ranked according t o  t h e  s e v e r i t y  r a t i n g s  o f  
t h e  problems they  are  t o  address. Once CDRs a re  completed, 
p r o j e c t  cost,  scope, and r e s u l t s  a re  b e t t e r  def ined.  
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IV -3  (and I V - 4 )  

Nevertheless, p ro jec ts  should continue t o  be ranked p r i m a r i l y  
according t o  problem sever i t y  throughout the p l  anning period. 
Management review o f  the i n i t i a l  ranking i s  important t o  ensure 
a1 1 considerat ions are re f lec ted  i n  the f i n a l  ranking. Techniques 
such as pa i  r - w i  se comparisons are useful . Supplemental 
information t o  ad just  rankings may include cost, problem 
improvement o r  sever i t y  reduct ion ( r a t i n g  reduct ion e f fec ted  by 
the p ro jec t ) ,  scope, readiness of a p ro jec t ,  e tc .  Whether and how 
supplemental informat ion modi f ies an i n s t a l l a t i o n ' s  i n i t i a l  
ranking i s  l e f t  t o  l oca l  d i sc re t ion .  

Rankings may be done f o r  a l l  the problems/projects i n  the 5-year 
p lanning per iod and then organized i n t o  i nd i v i dua l  f i s c a l  year 
rankings o r  ranked i n i t i a l l y  by year. Because o f  budget 
formula t ion considerat ions (e.g., funding 1 im i ta t ions ,  p ro j ec t  
readiness, consol i d a t i o n  of 1 i ke pro jec ts ,  etc.  ) , actual  p ro j ec t  
budget submissions could r e s u l t  i n  modifying the order of the 
yea r l y  rankings. 
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CATEGORY/SUBCATFGORY BENCWRK CRITERIA 

Attachment I V - 1  
Page I V - 5  

Major Category Rating Criteria 

Minor h c M m  
sligMly kdy 

30 Minor incident8 
modmdy Ukdy; 
MI/OUI incident8 

: m*dy 

likely; swiolJ8 
i n c i d m  modemtdy 

Routhdy in 
comglbnce; bwlngrc t  
VbWoM are the 
excaptbn; no offsite 

R o u t W  secure with 
soma mhor problems 

Mod- threat to 
clrsrifbd hfornutbn, 
technology, and parts 
(mod-* Ykdy) 

Frequmt probbwm of S.rkw thrat to 
modeme conrequmcc c b i f i e d  hfomuticm, 
o c ~ k r u ~ ~  t=hnokgy, p r o m ,  
probkmr; nwdemte 8nd mrts (modemtdy 
m i t e  c m m  . 
ConrMrnly have 
probkmr of modar8te 
cweq lJmcc  froqlJrn 
ndow problam 

Hmly  lkdy hrge and 
uncontrowrd 
c o n m n h t i o n l r ~  
to offrite areas with 
lastha mdous 
mvir-I imp843 

sadaa thrat to  
SNMhrltiwr or 
p.nonnd (modmoly 

Extreme threat to  SNM 

(mOder8tdy kdyl; 
extreme threat to 
c b t f b d  infornuticm, 
technology, p r o m ,  
and parts (highly k d y )  

E x t r w  threat to SNM 
or m m d  (highly 
fsrdv) 

Mhor problems 
unlikdy 

Adequate with 
accoptabk Wc 

Adequate with some 
minor problems 

Adequacy h 
question with m n y  
minor problems 

Crtticrrllstrstegk 
mission 
accomplirhment 
severely imprctd or 
h u t  down 
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007 

To: 

MEMORANDUM 

The City Council 
The Comptroller \ 

From: David N. Di 

Date: October 7, 1993 

Re: The City's Capital Plant Condition and Maintenance Estimates 

In accordance with Section 11 10-a of the City Charter, I am transmitting herewith 
a summary of the maintenance schedules for the 'majar ponions" of the City's physical 
plant as defined in that section for the fiscal year 1994. The Charter requires each Agency 
Head to submit to the Mayor a condition assessment and maintenance schedule necessary 
to preserve the structural integrity for each of their capital assets with a replacement cost 
of a t  least $10 million and a useful life in ex- of ten years. The summary that I am 
transmitting relates to those maintenance schedules. This is the fourth condition 
assessment and maintenance schedule report for which approximately twenty-five percent 
of the assets in the city wide inventory were reirupected. The detailed information 
relating to each specific asse!t is available for your review a t  the Office of Management 
and Budget. 

Included in the summary is a description of the latest methodology used to compile 
the condition assessment and maintenance schedules. This summary, together with the 
details of the maintenance schedules and condition assessments, provides the City with a 
comprehensive assessment of the condition of its major assets, the projected costs 
necessary to restore these assets to a state of good repair and schedules detailing the 
maintenance required to maintain the assets' structural integrity. I t  does not address 
priorities or relative importance of any particular asset or its condition to the City now, 
or in the future. A separate document will be published in the Spring of 1994 comparing 
total funding recommended in the fiscal year 1994 report with agencies' planned expense 
program for 1995 and capital program for 1995 through 1998. 
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1 Background 

The November 1988 amendments to the City Charter (Sec. 11 10-a) included a requirement that the 
City compile an inventory of the major portions of its physical plant. Under Phase I, thiidetailed 
inventory was delivend on October 1, 1989. Major portions of the physical plant are defined by the 
Charter to include all assets or asset systems with a replacement cost of ten million dollars or greater, 
and a useful life in excess of ten years. The.Charter amendments also rcquire'each agency to assess the 
condition of their assets and prepart maintenance schedules for those assets. The condition assessments 
and the maintenance schedules are required to be published each year. 

Assets leased to the Transit Authority, the New York City Water Finance Authority and to certain 
other public benefit corporations are excluded from the above Charter reporting requirements. 
Excluded also arc all properties owned by the City as a result of in-nm proceedings. For the City 
University, only assets of the Community Colleges are included. 

In Phase II, fiscal year 1991, New York City published the fmt city-wide comprehensive review of 
asset condition and assessment of costs necessary to restore and maintain these assets in a "state of 
good repair." Fiscal year 1992 marked the beginning of a program under Phase III for all of the assets 
to be regularly resurveyed over a four year period. The publication this year, Year 3 of Phase III, 
continues to update conditions and maintenance schedules for approximately 25 percent of the assets 
that were resurveyed during the past year as well as reports rolled forward one year for those assets not 
resurveyed. 

Detailed condition reports and maintenance schedules (i.e. Agency Reports) were previously 
provided to agencies for their reviews and signoff. This executive report summrizes all cost data from 
the agency condition and report s~heddes. A =patate document (i.e. Agency Reconciliation) will be 
published in Spring of 1994 to illustrate the comparison of funding ncoxqmcnded in this year's report 
with agencies' planned capital and expense activities. 
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I1 Items Excluded from Study 

Wbi,le the study is comprehensive, consistent with thi previous report, a number of items and 
considerations were excluded from the condition review and costing estimates. Frequently they wen 
not considered directly related to the structud integrity of the asset as defmed by the Charter. These 
include but an not limited to: 

Most equipment (fixed and moveable) 
Special operating systems within assets 
Aesthetic considerations 
Landscaping and outdoor elements 
Statuary or ornamental edifices 
Components not readily observable or accessible by field engineers 
Fire alarm and security systems 
Handicapped access requirements 
Information obtained through testing or probing 
Asbestos identification and removal 
Programmatic needs not related to structural integrity 
Efficiency improvements 
Swing space cosWphasing costs, or premium time costs on as-needed basis 
Components deficient in code or local law compliance but do not impact 
on the integrity of the asset 
Assets known to bc scheduled for near-tenn total replacement 

It should k noted that in surveying piers aad b d k h d s  underwater surveys were not carried 
out. Therefore the condition reports for piers and bulkheads do not include potential repairs that can 
only be determined by underwater surveys. Care must be exercised in interpreting the repons of 
superficial repairs, such as sinkholes and loss of ba~ktill, which could be symptoms of more serious 
underwater deterioration. 
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. 
111 Project Organization 

Overview 

This year's report marks the third year of a transition in project responsibilities and report 
production from our consultants to City agencies. Surveys performed by City agencies were as follows: 
Buildings, Piers/Bulkheads - Department of General Services; Bridges, Streets and Highways - 
Department of Transportation. Our consultants were responsible for overall quality control and training 
of City inspection teams, in addition to conducting some building and bridge surveys. Overall project 
management and report production was transferred from the consultants to the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB). 

Phase I (Fiscal Year 1990) 

The initial inventory (Phase I) represented a compilation of each Agency Head's submission to 
the Mayor complying with the Charter requirexpnts. Two professional appraisal firms identified and 
appraised nearly 2,000 physical assets having replacement values greater than ten million dollars as well 
as useful lives greater than ten years. Copies of the individual agency transmittals of the final inventory 
(Phase I Reports) and additional descriptive data on each asset are available for inspection at the agency 
and/or OMB . 

Phase I I (Fiscal Year 1 991 ) 

Phase I1 represented the initial engineering survey of 100 percent of the assets that were 
identified and appraised in Phase I. The inventory was translated into an asset database with 
engineering and cost information. Individual agency reports at the detailed asset and component level 
were produced by the consultants and reviewed with each agency. In addition, special systems reports 
were developed for unique asset types, i.e., fm alarm system, traffic signal system. 

In addition to the buildings and structures in the inventory, the City maintains almost 6,000 
miles of roadways. Each block of the City's streets received a condition rating based on a lepoint 
street assessment system developed and operated by the New York City Department of Transportation. 
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Phase I I I (Fiscal Year 1 992 and beyond) 

The City Charter requires that a report be issued on an annual basis. To economically meet this 
requirement, each year approximately 25 percent of the City-wide assets will be physically resurveyed. 
Their respective conditions and maintenance schedules are updated in the report such that over a period 
of four years, each asset will receive a new survey using improved survey instruments and techniques. 

The City will also assume the copsultants' responsibilities in stages over the four years of Phase 
III. To date, four City survey teams have been trained to use a common project methodology and are 
cumntly performing resurveys. In addition, inspection for the Streets and Highway System have been 
performed by the City's engineers since the inception of the project. During the coming year, additional 
City engineers will be trained in the project methodology and survey procedures. City surveyors, in 
conjunction with the consultants, also take part in project reviews to improve and fine-tune the current 
project methodology. 

Enhancements this year in the reporting of building assets include: 

Unit cost review for architectural, electrical, and mechanical disciplines 
to better reflect agency experience including recent market condition 
Capability to add staging factors for different agencies 
Observation expanded to include additional text, area affected, severity, 
and location where appropriate 
Review of selected models to enhance the accuracy of component quantities 
Additional components and types to clarify material description 

The bridge inspection~methodology has been expanded this year to include span specific 
condition surveys for bridges. A new pen-based hand-held computer employing the latest technology 
has been introduced for the collection of span specific condition information. Likewise, the bridge 
component quantities are derived from a more detailed span level. The span specific information is 
summarized in the published Agency Report for each bridge and this summary comprises the report for 
any bridge surveyed in fiscal year 1994 and thereafter. 

General industry-wide inflation in labor cost is found to have been counter-balanced by 
increased competition in the present economic climate. Replacement items which last year were 
projected to be in "year 11" of the 10-year window will be shown as costed items this year. Due to the 
above implementation of a more detailed methodology, there could be changes in the reports for assets 
which did receive a resurvey this year. 

The report continues to reflect changes in the asset inventory every year. At the beginning of 
this survey year, each agency was requested to provide any additions, deletions or changes to the 
inventory of assets. Included in this group of assets are an additional 36 smaller bridges. These 
changes will be reflected in the report as the assets are surveyed. 
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IV Report Context 

The asset condition and maintenance schedule report is not a budget document, but rather a 
broad, unrestrained analysis of a sub-set of general needs. It will serve as a planning tool and resource 
in addressing overall City-wide funding requirements. The report does not attempt in any manner to 
balance the City's asset and infrastructure requirements against other .important City needs, nor does it 
attempt to make any funding recommendations between the needs of different agencies. There is a 
general prioritization presented both within individual assets and agencies of the relative importance of 
various repair and maintenance items in terms of preserving the assets. 

Due to the complexity of the analysis, the large scale of the project, the amount of estimation 
required, and the necessary methodology constraints, there are inherent limitations to the level of 
accuracy possible at the detailed asset and component level. 

In this context it should be noted that the actual cost for a project may vary substantially from 
the amount estimated in this report when a detailed scope of work and cost estimate is completed. 
Agencies will not be restricted to any asset specific number contained in the reports when planning and 
developing their budget requests. It is further understood that there will be work items (i.e., 
programmatic) excluded from this study which may require additional expenditures. 
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V Report Organization 
f 

Asset Classes 

This Executive Summary focuses on three major reports: REPORT SCHEDULES BY CLASS 
OF ASSETS (section VI), REPORT SCHEDULES BY AGENCY (section VII), and CITY-WIDE 
SUMMARY SCHEDULE (section VIII). The first report is organized by agency and project type 
(capital budget designation) and includes "asset class" within project type. Asset classes (See, Table A) 
are meaningful groupings of similar asset types. The second report provides agency-wide information 
and its total is used in the Agency Reconciliation document for comparisons purposes. The third report 
summarizes City-wide information presented in the previous two reports. 

Maintenance Schedules 

Repairs, replacement and major maintenance costs are all presented at the detailed component 
level in the Agency Reports. Repairs are defined as reconstruction~renovation. These three cost 
categories are also summarizgd by asset, project type and agency. For expediency and City-wide 
reporting purposes, this report presents the three cost categories by their generally likely appropriate 
expense budget and capital budget classification. The rules for classifying individual items are 
follows: 

There are a few "Major Maintenance" items that an of a large scale capital nature (i.e., Some 
programs for piers/bulkheads and bridges) that have been projected as capital expenditures for the 
purposes of this report and have been included as such within the schedules in sections VI, a, and 
vm. 
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Projected Repair Years 

Expense Budget - ltems of need are shown over the next four years 
Capital Budget - Items of need are shown over the next ten years grouped 

by periods of four and six years 

It should be noted that for reporting purposes all repairsheplacements that were noted as needing 
attention (i.e., "now" or in "6-24 months") are presented in the funding need figures for FY 95. This in 
essence reflects the amounts estimated to "catch up" and bring all assets to a "state of good repair". In 
reality, if funding was available to do everythg it would be beyond the ability of City agencies to plan, 
design, and implement the work within a single year. The actual work which can be funded will 
operationally have to be spread out over a number of years. 

Priorities For Repair 

Based on the engineering prioritization developed at the component level-in the agency asset 
reports, this report further classifies the dollar needs at a higher level priority grouping. The priorities, 
in general, reflect a logical funding of cost items in relationship to their importance in maintaining the 
structural integrity of the assets. The priority codes are as follows: 

Category A, B, C or D 

Table B demonstrates how the detailed repair prioritizations developed for different asset types 
have been categorized into the four City-wide Priority Codes. 

Priorities for Replacement and Major Maintenance 

In the City-wide report, component replacements and major maintenance are also assigned a 
Category A, B, C rating. While the priority assignment process is very similar to that of repair, it is less 
complex. Each component has been assigned a priority related to its relative importance to the 
structural integrity of the asset. The degree of failure or percentage of repair need which is a key factor 
in the repair prioritization does not enter into consideration. (see, Exhibit B ) 

Condition Information 

The s u m m ~ i y  maintenance schedules presented in this City-wide executive report represents the 
need mquireIgltLltS as dwehpd h m  the condition surveys of individual assets. Actual condition data 
on any particular asset is contained in the Agency Reports. A typical example of an Agency Report 
section and a detailed discussion of the project methodology is contained in the technical notes of this 
report. (See, Exhibit C) 
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Professional Certification 

The Charter requires a statement by a registered Professional Engineer (PE) or' Registered 
Architect (RA) regarding the reasonableness of the repair/replacement and maintenance schedules for 
each agency's assets. Our engineering consultants signed the statements on behalf of all City agencies 
for the Phase II report (with the exception of the Street and City owned Arterial System, which were 
inspected and certified by Department of Transportation). 

Certifications this year for piers/bulkheads and most buildings were provided by the 
Department of General Services. Those for bridges were pmvided by the Department of Transportation 
and the consultants. The Street and City Owned Arterial System portion of the report was again 
certified by Department of Transportation. The rest of the r e s w y s  were accomplished and certified by 
the consultants. In addition, the consultants were also responsible for quality control reviews of all 
resurveys accomplished this year with the exception of the streets and highway system. 
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I Table A 1 
I City- wide Asset Classes by Agency I 

.. . ... 1 
I Department of Cultural Affairs $&&? .C.:wA. .,.A<. 
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Table 5 
Cross Reference of City- Wide Priority Categories to 

Detailed Asset Type Priority Codes 
1 

city. 
Wide 

Prioriq 
Coder 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Detailed Asset Type Priority Codes I 

Pa& 
Walk 

All miscellaneous non-surveyed usample" and "avengew cost method assets 
Streets & Roads in Parks 

Note: Priority Codes are not meant to apply across asset types 
* See Exhibit A for listing of the different asset type priority codes 
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I LEGEND OF CITY-WIDE ASSET REPORTING CATEGORIES 1 

Building categories: 

Ext. Arch. 
Int. Arch. 
Electrical 
Mechanical 
Elevators 
Misc. 

Non-Building categories: 

Piers 
Bulkheads 
Bridges 
Systems 
Park Walls 
Boardwalks 
Park-W/S 
Park-Elec. 
Primary 
Secondary 
Local 
Arterials 
Step. Strs. 



MAKING FEDIERAL REGULATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE 
MORE EFFICIENT, AND EQUITABLE 

Task Force Four of the ACIR project to develop recommendations for a 
federal infrastructure investment strategy examined the literature and agency 
documents related to ways of strengthening the analysis of regulatory impacts, 
providing greater flexibility in the compliance process, and providing greater federal 
aid where necessary. The results are set forth in the first selection of this chapter. 

The sel&tions which follow are organized into two sections. The first section, 
entitled Regulatory Analysis, includes the Presidential Executive Orders entitled 
"Regulatory Planning and Review" and "Enhancing the Intergovernmental 
Partnership", guidance to federal agencies on assessing the burden of proposed 
regulations from OM333 .Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), and an 
overview of the Paperwork Reduction Act. 

The second section, Regulatory Flexibility, contains overviews and text of 
laws that present more flexible regulatory alternatives, including the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act and Negotiated Rulemaking Act, as well as illustrations of alternative 
environmental regulatory policies, such as pollutant trading and pollution reduction 
incentives. 
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Statement of Prrnciples and Gurdellnes, Federal Infrastructure Task Force 11 - 
MAKING FEDERAL REGULATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

MORE EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT, AND EQUITABLE 

L OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of tfus statement of principles and 
guidelines is to help establish a more accountable. 
equitable, effective, and efficient approach to federal 
regulation of infrastructure. These improvements 
should be based on a stronger and mare equal 
intergovernmental partnership. 

This new approach is necessary because, in many 
cases, state and local govcmments are co-regulators in 
partnership with the federal government, as well as 
regulated parties themselves. Much of the success in 
meeting the federal regulatoq objectives depends on a 
strong state and local partnership 

11. FINDINGS 

Federal regulations afkcting state and local 
governments have increased dramatically in recent 
years, with important implications for the nation's 
infrastructure programs. Although the goals and 
accomplishments of many regulations are salutay. 
these federal regulations and mandates-both singly and 
in combination-are generating serious problems for 
state and local governments. Such problems can 
negatively affect the construction and maintenance of 
the nation's infrastructure in both direct and indirect 
ways. In particular: 

Certain federal mandates impose hea\-y fiscal 
burdens on state and local governments. and the 
combined costs of all federal mandates have been 
growing faster than federal aid. Such mandated 
costs are projected to continue growing at a rate 
that will threaten other important policy objcctives 
unless remedial actions are taken. For example. 
the Environmental Protection Agency estimates 
that local government spending on environmental 
projects will nccd to increase by over 50 percent 

between now and the year ZOO0 just to meet the 
costs of existing and pending regulations. In some 
localities. user fees for en~ironmental ?stems are 
expected to double or quadruple dunng this time 
period. 

Costs of t h ~ s  magnitude threaten to distort local 
budgets and pnontles. squeenng resources for 
other ~1ta1 public senlces like educauon. lam 
enforcement, and publ~c health 

Federal regulat~ons and mandates can have non- 
fiscal effects that are as Important as thelr 
financial impacts These include length? dela!s in 
the construction. maintenance. or evpansion of 
public faclllties. the prescnptlon of lneffic~ent and 
lnfleuble procedures that are poorl! adapted to 
local circumstances. the blumng of public 
accountabilih. and unnecessaq conflict w t h  the 
institutional and representational responsibil~ties 
of state and local go\ ernments 

Such consequences reflect ueaknesses in the 
federal regulatoq and poliqmalung processes, 
uhrch too often fail to recognm the cumulaave 
effects of mandates. support overl? arnbltlous goals 
it~thout providing adcquate adm~n~s t ra tne  and 
financial resources, fail to establish clear p n o n t m  
or define appropriate performance standards. and 
lack responsi\eness to d~ffenng local needs and 
preferences 

These problems ultimatel? underm~ne the federal 
government's ability to achieie its regulaton 
goals, and the! perpetuate a gstem that. b? 
routlnell promising more than ~t can dellver. 
in\ ltes publ~c qniclsm and d~saffection 

Polic~es and measures undertaken to amellorate 
such problems have shown some signs of 
effectiveness in certain Instances, but have been 
ineffective overall 
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In order to minimize regulatory problems while 
still accomplishing regulatory objectives, Congress and 
the federal agencies should adhere to the following 
principles when enacting or promulgating new 
regulations or revising existing statutes and rules: 

1. Effective regulation in an 
intergovernmental framework requires mutual 
cooperation and genuine partnership among 
the federal, state, and local governments. 

2. Limited resources at all levels of 
government require that Congress and the 
federal agencies clearly define their regulatory 
objectives, establish appropriate standards of 
performance, and seek the most efficient and 
scientifically sound methods of achieving their 
regulatory goals. 

3. Congress should design, and agencies 
should administer, regulatory programs in 
ways that promote effective, flexible 
implementation and continuous improvement 
in achieving required outcomes. Among other 
things, this requires recognizing differences in 
state and local institutional structures, 
resources, conditions, and senicing 
responsibilities, and opportunities to offer 
incentives and use market mechanisms to help 
achieve required outcomes. 

4. Citizens have a right be treated fairly and 
equitably in the regulatory process. Protecting 
this right requires careful balancing between 
uniform protection of fundamental rights, 
deference to local democratic processes, public 
participation and accountability in the 
regulatory process, and freedom from 
unreasonable regulatory burdens. 

IV. GUIDELINES 
FOR IMPLEMENTING 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
REGULATORY PRINCIPLES 

1. Intergovernmental Partnership: 
Accomplishing federal regulatory objectives frequently 
requires active cooperation from state and local 
governments. To achieve such cooperation, federal 
regulators should recognize that states and localities 
have independent constitutional responsibilities, 
possess widely vaving fiscal and institutional 
resources, confront different problems and conditions, 
and are accountable to their own citizens and 
democratic processes. 

Within this institutional framework, inflexible 
and burdensome mandates are counterproductive. They 

invite unnecessary conflict rather than cooperative 
problem solving, and they impose uniform, ill-fitting 
solutions on communities where adaptations to varying 
local conditions are needed. To avoid such problems, 
we recommend that the recommend that the following 
guidelines be applied whenever regulations are enacted 
or promulgated: 

Proposed regulations should be limited to 
cases of demonstrated need and widely 
recognized national purposes. Congress and 
regulatory agencies should be expected to 
clearly document the existence of a 
significant market failure or a problem of 
national scope that state or local governments 
are unable or unwilling to address through 
independent action or voluntary cooperation. 
They also should explore nomegulatory 
options before concluding that regulation is 
required. 

If a need for regulatory intervention has been 
documented, Congress and federal agencies 
should give serious consideration to a fidl 
range of regulatory options and select the 
least burdensome mechanism capable of 
achieving the objective. In addition, Congress 
should refrain from enacting rigid and 
inflexible provisions that direct the 
rulemaking process. Federal agencies should 
not regulate more prescriptively than 
required by law. 

As an integral part of considering such 
regulatory options, Congress and federal 
agencies should actively consult with 
prospective state and local implementors to 
elicit their perspectives on feasible 
procedures and requirements and to build a 
foundation for effective cooperation. 
Consultation periods should be long enough 
to generate well-considered and documented 
responses. 

In order to promote effective implementation 
further, Congress and federal agencies should 
conduct and regularly update a detailed, 
systematic inventory of all regulatory 
demands and costs placed on state and local 
govenunents. Such cumulative requirements. 
as well as the existing responsibilities and 
services of state and local govenunents, 
should be taken into account when 
considering additional regulatory 
requirements. 

An effective intergovernmental partnership 
also requires that Congress and federal 
agencies support the development and 



adequate funding of applied demonstration 
and compliance assistance programs, to 
promote education, training, technical 
assistance, and information sharing among 
all partners in the regulatory implementation 
process. 

2. Efficiency: Because society's resources are 
limited, the benefits of public regulation must be 
optimized by employing resources as efficiently as 
possible. To help accomplish this objective, we 
recommend that Congress and regulatory agencies 
consider the following procedures: 

Both the need for and the specific standards 
included in environmental, health, and safety 
legislation and regulations should be based 
on-and, when appropriate, revised in 
response to-the generally accepted findings 
of wellestablished, peer-reviewed science. If 
existing scientific knowledge is inadequate, 
regulatory agencies should promote research 
that will remedy such deficiencies before 
issuing permanent standards or requirements. 

Agencies should make greater use of risk 
analysis to help them evaluate competing 
threats to public health and safety, and 
exposures to financial liabilities, and should 
select the most serious problems for priority 
attention. 

Once problems are prioritized, federal 
regulators and policymakers should be 
required to consider a full range ol: regulatory 
alternatives. In particular, Congress and 
federal agencies should give special 
consideration to innovative and potentially 
more cost-effective regulatory approaches, 
such as greater use of market incentives, 
tiered standards for jurisdictions of different 
sizes, and expanded use of properly designcd 
performance standards (with quantifiable 
measures of outcomes) in place of rigid 
technical requirements. The search for 
alternatives should be made in consultation 
with affected parties. 

Once regulatory options have been identified, 
agencies should subject these alternatives to 
carehl economic analysis in order to assure 
that direct and indirect costs, as well as 
benefits, are hl ly considered when selecting 
the most efficient alternative. 

3.  Effectiveness: Ambitious regulatory goals 
and standards are of little consequence if they cannot 
be effectively implemented and sustained. Experience 
shows that when regulations are too complex, they 

generate confusion, delays, and noncompliance. When 
regulations are too expensive. they generate opposition 
and circumvention. When they are unnecessary or 
inappropriate, they generate conflict, cynicism and 
avoidance. Consequently, effective regulatory programs 
must be designed from the start with a recoption of 
which units and levels of government will be 
implementing the standards, what resources they have 
available, and what legitimate alternative demands are 
competing for those resources. To help accomplish 
such recognition, it is recommended that: 

Congress and federal agencies engage in 
early, active and full consultation with state 
and local govemments, independent 
technical and professional organizations, and 
other appropriate entities that will be 
involved in or responsible for implementing 
federal rules. One particularly promising 
method of doing this is to make greater use of 
negotiated rulemalung, which brings together 
implementing agencies and affected parties 
to negotiate the text of a proposed rule. 
Experience has shown that this process tends 
to generate more practical rules, greater 
commitment and acceptance, a wider range 
of technical options. and less subsequent 
litigation and delay. 

The federal agencies and Congress should 
provide maximum regulatory flexibility to 
state and local partners, and other regulated 
entities, using performance-based goals to 
allow for variations in the severity of 
regulatory problems, wide differences in 
jurisdictional capabilities, the use of 
innovation, and experimentation with 
alternative compliance strategies. 
Legislatively, Congress can often provide 
additional flexibility in federally funded 
infrastructure programs by replacing narrow 
categorical programs with broad, 
performance-based assistance such as the 
surface transportation block grant. 
Administratively, federal agencies should 
comply fully wlth the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act, which requires that federal agencies give 
special attention to the needs and resources of 
small communities and other small entities 
when formulating regulatory standards and 
procedures. 

0 Finally, effective implementation does not 
occur in a vacuum. Procedures and 
requirements that appear to be feasible in 
isolation may be unworkable within the 
framework of competing regulations and total 
responsibilities. For example, enklronrnental 



and infrastmcture problems typically have 
multimedia, multirnodal, multiagency, and 
multigovernmental dimensions. Accordingly, 
Congress and federal agencies should 
recognize and be accountable for the full 
range of regulatory responsibilities that are 
imposed on state and local governments, so 
that federal goals can be prioritized and 
feasible standards and procedures can be 
devised. 

4. Fairness, Equity, and Accountability: 
Variation and flexibility are not appropriate policies in 
all instances. All citizens, regardless of where they 
reside, are guaranteed equal protection under the law. 
Fundamental standards of human health and safety do 
not vary from one locale to another. Nor can local 
actions be permitted that impose negative 
consequences on citizens in neighboring jurisdictions. 

At the same time, equality and fairness must be 
balanced with other constitutionally protected values, 
such as freedom, privacy, and local democratic 
processes. Moreover, common standards often can be 
achieved through cooperative and parallel actions, 
without the need for a uniform rule. Finally, federal 
policymakers should recognize that excessive 
uniformity and unreasonable regulatory burdens can 
give rise to perverse, unfair or inequitable results. For 
example, the costs and benefits of uniform 
requirements may vary enormously from one 
jurisdiction to another, and the threats to health or 
safety may vary just as widely. 

To balance these competing values and objectives, 
Congress and the federal agencies should: 

Restrict the issuance of uniform requirements 
and standards to the minimum level 
necessary to assure the protection of basic 
rights. 

Assure that regulatory burdens and 
responsibilities are fairly distributed in terms 
of region, jurisdiction, and the ability to pay. 

0 Write regulations in plain, non-legalistic 
language that can be readily understood by 
affected parties, and make these regulations 
easily available to the affected parties. 

0 Carefully monitor and oversee the 
performance of existing rules and regulations 
on a predictable and routine basis, in order to 
promote public accountability, evaluate 
accomplishments, assure effective 
implementation, assess evolving needs and 
priorities, and promote continuous 
improvement. 

Consider the ability of l d  gavcmments, 
tax-payers, and the various classes of 
infrastructure users to pay for federal 
mandates. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

Office of the Press Secretary 

For Immediate Release september 30, 1993 

REGULATORY PLANNING AND REVIEW 

The American people deserve a regulatory system that works 
for them, not against them: a regulatory system that protects 
and improves their health, safety, environment, and well-being 
and improves the performance of the economy without imposing 
unacceptable or unreasonable costs on society; regulatory 
policies that recognize that the private sector and private 
markets are the best engine for economic growth; regulatory 
approaches that respect the role of State, local, and tribal 
governments; and regulations that are effective, consistent, 
sensible, and understandable. We do not have such a regulatory 
system today. 

With this Executive order, the Federal Government begins a 
program to reform and make more efficient the regulatory process. 
The objectives of this Executive order are to enhance planning 
and coordination with respect to both new and existing 
regulations; to reaffirm the primacy of Federal agencies in the 
regulatory decision-making process; to restore the integrity and 
legitimacy of regulatory review and oversight; and to make the 
process more accessible and open to the public. In pursuing 
these objectives, the regulatory process shall be conducted so as 
to meet applicable statutory requirements and with due regard to 
the discretion that has been entrusted to the Federal agencies. 

Accordingly, by the authority vested in me as President by 
the constitution and the laws of the United States of America, it 
is hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. S t a t e m e n t o f t o -  p u -  -. (a) R e a o r v  P m .  Federal agencies 
should promulgate only such regulations as are required by law, 
are necessary to interpret the law, or are made necessary by 
compelling public need, such as material failures of private 
markets to protect or improve the health and safety of the 
public, the environment, or the well-being of the American 
people. In deciding whether and how to regulate, agencies should 
assess all costs and benefits of available regulatory 
alternatives, including the alternative of not regulating. Costs 
and benefits shall be understood to include both quantifiable 
measures (to the fullest extent that these can be usefully 
estimated) and qualitative measures of costs and benefits that 
are difficult to quantify, but nevertheless essential to 
consider. Further, in choosing among alternative regulatory 
approaches, agencies should select those approaches that maximize 
net benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public 
health and safety, and other advantages; distributive impacts; 
and equity), unless a statute requires another regulatory 
approach. 
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(b) The P r b i ~ l e s  of Recrulati~n. To ensure that the 
agelrcies' regulatory programs are consistent with the philosophy 
set forth above, agencies should adhere to the following 
principles, to the extent permitted by law and where applicable: 

(1) Each agency shall identify the problem that it intends 
to address (including, where applicable, the failures of private 
markets or public institutions that warrant new agency action) as 
well as assess the significance of that problem. 

( 2 )  Each agency shall examine whether existing regulations 
(or other law) have created, or contributed to, the problem that 
a new regulation is intended to correct and whether those 
regulations (or other law) should be modified to achieve the 
intended goal of regulation more effectively. 

(3) Each agency shall identify and assess available 
alternatives to direct regulation, including providing economic 
incentives to encourage the desired behavior, such as user fees 
or marketable permits, or providing information upon which 
choices can be made by the public. 

(4) In setting regulatory priorities, each agency shall 
consider, to the extent reasonable, the degree and nature of the 
risks posed by various substances or activities within its 
jurisdiction. 

( 5 )  When an agency determines that a regulation is the best 
available method of achieving the regulatory objective, it shall 
design its regulations in the most cost-effective manner to 
achieve the regulatory objective. In doing so, each agency shall 
consider incentives for innovation, consistency, predictability, 
the costs of enfarcement and compliance (to the government, 
regulated entities, and the public), flexibility, distributive 
impacts, and equity. 

(6) Each agency shall assess both the costs and the 
benefits of the intended regulation and, recognizing that some 
costs and benefits are difficult to quantify, propose or adopt a 
regulation only upon a reasoned determination that the benefits 
of the intended regulation justify its costs. 

(7) Each agency shall base its decisione on the bast 
reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, and other 
information concerning the need for, and consequences of, the 
intended regulation. 

(8) Each agency shall identify and assems alternative forms 
of regulation and shall, to the extent feasible, specify 
performance objectives, rather than specifying the behavior or 
manner of compliance that regulated entities must adopt. 

(9) Wherever feasiblp, agencies shall seek views of 
appropriate State, local, hnd tribal officials before imposing 
regulatory requirements that might significantly or uniquely 
affect those governmental entities. Each agency shall assess the 
effects of Federal regulations on State, local, and tribal 
governments, including specifically the availability of resources 
to carry out those mandates, and seek to minimize those burdens 
that uniquely or significantly affect such governmental entities, 
consistent with achieving regulatory objectives. Xn addition, as 
appropriate, agencies shall seek to harmonize Federal regulatory 
actions with related State, local, and tribal regulatory and 
other governmental functions. 
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(10) Each agency shall avoid regulations that are 
inconsistent, incompatible, or duplicative with its other 
regulations or those of other Federal agencies. 

(11) Each agency shall tailor its regulations to impose the 
least burden on society, including individuals, businesses of 
differing sizes, and other entities (including small communities 
and governmental entities), consistent with obtaining the 
regulatory objectives, taking into account, among other things, 
and to the extent practicable, the costs of cumulative 
regulations. 

(12) Each agency shall draft its regulations to be simple 
and easy to understand, with the goal of minimizing the potential 
for uncertainty and litigation arising from such uncertainty. 

m. 2.  -. An efficient regulatory planning and 
review process is vital to ensure that the Federal Government's 
regulatory system best serves the American people. (a) 
m c i e e .  Because Federal agencies are the repositories of 
significant substantive expertise and experience, they are 
responsible for developing regulations and assuring that the 
regulations are consistent with applicable law, the President's 
priorities, and the principles set forth in this Executive order. 

(b) m e  Office of -t and Buda.t. Coordinated 
review of agency rulemaking is necessary to ensure that 
regulations are consistent with applicable law, the President's 
priorities, and the principles set forth in this Executive order, 
and that decisions made by one agency do not conflict with the 
policies or actions taken or planned by another agency. The 
Office of Management and Budget (Om) shall carry out that review 
function. Within OMB, the Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs (OIRA) is the repository of expertise concerning 
regulatory issues, including methodologies and procedures that 
affect more than one agency, this Executive order, and the 
President's regulatory policies. To the extent permitted by law, 
OMB shall provide guidance to agencies and assist the President, 
the Vice President, and other regulatory policy advisors to the 
President in regulatory planning and shall be the entity that 
reviews individual regulations, as provided by this Executive 
order. 

(c) ThC Vice Pr-. The Vice President is the 
principal advisor to the President on, and shall coordinate the 
development and presentation of recommendations concerning, 
regulatory policy, planning, and review, as set forth in this 
Executive order. In fulfilling their responsibilitiec under this 
Executive order, the President and the Vice President shall be 
assisted by the regulatory policy advisors within the Executive 
Office of the President and by such agency officials and 
personnel as the President and the Vice President may, from time 
to time, consult. 

SQE. 1. -. For purposes of this Executive 
order: (a) "Advisorsm refers to such regulatory policy advisors 
to the President as the President and Vice President may from 
time to time consult, including, among others: (1) the Director 
of O m ;  (2) the Chair (or another member) of the Council of 
Economic Advisers; (3) the Assistant to the President for 
Economic Policy; (4) the Assistant to the President for Domestic 
Policy; (5) the Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs; (6) the Assistant to the President for Science and 
Technology; (7) the Assistant to the President for 
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Intergovernmental Affairs; (8) the Assistant to the President and 
Staff Secretary; (9) the Assistant to the President and Chief of 
Staff to the Vice President; (10) the Assistant to the President 
and Counsel to the President; (11) the Deputy Assistant to the 
President and Director of the White House Office on Environmental 
Policy; and (12) the Administrator of OIRA, who also shall 
coordinate communications relating to this Executive order among 
the agencies, OMB, the other Advisors, and the Office of the Vice 
President. 

(b) mAgency,m unless otherwise indicated, means any 
authority of the United States that is an magencym under 
44 U.S.C. 3502(1), other than those considered to be independent 
regulatory agencies, as defined in 44 U.S.C. 3502(10). 

(c) mDirectoru means the Director of OMB. 

(d) aRegulationm or arulem means an agency statement of 
general applicability and future effect, which the agency intends 
to have the force and effect of law, that is designed to 
implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy or to describe 
the procedure or practice requirements of an agency. It doas 
not, however, include: 

(1) Regulations or rules issued in accordance with the 
formal rulemaking provisions of 5 U.S.C. 556, 557; 

(2) Regulations or rules that pertain to a military or 
foreign affairs function of the United States, other than 
procurement regulations and regulations involving the import or 
export of non-defense articles and services; 

( 3 )  Regulations or rules that are limited to agency 
organization, management, or personnel matters; or 

(4) Any other category of regulations exempted by the 
Administrator of OIRA. 

(e) mRegulatory actionu means any substantive action by an 
agency (normally published in the -) that 
promulgates or is expected to lead to the promulgation of a final 
rule or regulation, including notices of inquiry, advance notices 
of proposed rulemaking, and notices of proposed rulemaking. 

(f) aSignificant regulatory actiona means any regulatory 
action that is likely to result in a rule that may: 

(1) Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or 
more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a sector 
of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, 
public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal govlrnments 
or communities; 

(2) Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere 
with an action taken or planned by another agency; 

(3) Materially alter the budgetary impact of entitlements, 
grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and obligations 
of recipients thereof; or 

(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of 
legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set 
forth in this Executive order. 
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m. 9. m a  Mechanism. In order to have an effective 
regulatory program, to provide for coordination of regulations, 
to maximize consultation and the resolution of potential 
conflicts at an early stage, to involve the public and its State, 
local, and tribal officials in regulatory planning, and to ensure 
that new or revised regulations promote the President's 
priorities and the principles set forth in this Executive order, 
these procedures shall be followed, to the extent permitted by 
law: (a) -* P o w  Me-. Early in each year's 
planning cycle, the Vice President shall convene a meeting of the 
Advisors and the heads of agencies to seek a common understanding 
of priorities and to coordinate regulatory efforts to be 
accomplished in the upcoming year. 

(b) Unified R e a u U t o r v J ! .  For purposes of this 
subsection, the term magencym or magenciesm shall also include 
those considered to be independent regulatory agencies, as 
defined in 44 U.S.C. 3502(10). Each agency shall prepare an 
agenda of all regulations under development or review, at a time 
and in a manner specified by the Administrator of OIRA. The 
description of each regulatory action shall contain, at a 
minimum, a regulation identifier number, a brief summary of the 
action, the legal authority for the action, any legal deadline 
for the action, and the name and telephone number of a 
knowledgeable agency off icihl . Agencies may incorporate the 
information required under 5 U.S.C. 602 and 41 U.S.C. 402 into 
these agendas. 

(c) The Reaulatorv Plan. For purposes of this subsection, 
the term "agencym or magenciesm shall also include those 
considered to be independent regulatory agencies, as defined in 
44 U.S.C. 3502(10). (1) As part of the Unified Regulatory 
Agenda, beginning ,in 1994, each agency shall prepare a Regulatory 
Plan (Plan) of the most important significant regulatory actions 
that the agency reasonably expects to issue in proposed or final 
form in that fiscal year or thereafter. The Plan shall be 
approved personally by the agency head and shall contain at a 
minimum: 

(A) A statement of the agency's regulatory objectives and 
priorities and how they relate to the President's priorities; 

(B) A summary of each planned significant regulatory action 
-including, to the extent possible, alternatives to be considered 
and preliminary estimates of the anticipated costs and benefits; 

(C) A summary of the legal basis for each such action, 
including whether any aspect of the action is required by statute 
or court order; 

(D) A statement of the need for each such action and, if 
applicable, how the action will reduce risks to public health, 
safety, or the environment, as well as how the magnitude of the 
risk addressed by the action relates to other risks within the 
jurisdiction of the agency; 

(E) The agency's schedule for action, including a statement 
of any applicable statutory or judicial deadlines; and 

(F) The name, address, and telephone number of a person the 
public may contact for additional information about the planned 
regulatory action. 
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(2) Each agency shall forward its Plan to OIRA by June 1st 
of each year. 

(3) Within 10 calendar days after OIRA has received an 
agency's Plan, OIRA shall circulate it to other affected 
agencies, the Advisors, and the Vice President. 

( 4 )  An agency head who believes that a planned regulatory 
action of another agency may conflict with its own policy or 
action taken or planned shall promptly notify, in writing, the 
Administrator of OIRA, who shall forward that communication to 
the issuing agency, the Advisors,. and the Vice President. 

( 5 )  If the Administrator of OIRA believes that a planned 
regulatory action of an agency may be inconsistent with the 
President's priorities or the principles set forth in this 
Executive order or may be in conflict with any policy or action 
taken or planned by another agency, the Administrator of OIRA 
shall promptly notify, in writing, the affected agencies, the 
Advisors, and the Vice President. 

(6) The Vice President, with the Advisorst assistance, may 
consult with the heads of agencies with respect t~ their plans 
and, in appropriate instances, request further consideration or 
inter-agency coordination. 

(7) i he Plans developed by the issuing agency shall be 
published annually in the October publication of the Unified 
Regulatory Agenda. This publication shall be made available to 
the Congress; State, local, and tribal governments; and the 
public. Any views on any aspect of any agency Plan, including 
whether any planned regulatory action might conflict with any 
other planned or existing regulation, impose any unintended 
consequences on the public, or confer any unclaimed benefits on 
the public, should be directed to the issuing agency, with a copy 
to OIRA. 

(d) R ~ a u l a t o w  WorUna Group. Within 30 days of the date 
of this Executive order, the Administrator of OIRA shall convene 
a Regulatory Working Group (*Working Groupn), which shall consist 
of representatives of the heads of each agency that the 
Administrator determines to have significant domestic regulatory 
responsibility, the Advisors, and the Vice President.   he 
Administrator of OIRA shall chair the Working Group and shall 
periodically advise the Vice President on the activities of the 
working Group. The Working Group shall serve as a forum to 
assist agencies in identifying and analyzing important regulatory 
issues (including, among others (1) the development of innovative 
regulatory techniques, (2) the methods, efficacy, and utility of 
comparative risk assessment in regulatory decision-making, and 
(3) the development of short forms and other Streamlined 
regulatory approaches for small businesses and other entities). 
The Working Group shall meet at least quarterly and may meet as a 
whole or in subgroups of agencies with an interest in particular 
issues or subject areas. To inform its discussions, the Working 
Group may commission analytical studies and reports by OIRA, the 
~ministrative Conference of the United States, or any other 
agency. 

(a) Conferences. The Administrator of OIRA shall meet 
quarterly with representatives of State, local, and tribal 
governments to identify both existing and proposed regulations 
that may uniquely or significantly affect those governmental 
entities. The Administrator of OIRA shall also convene, from 
time to time, conferences with representatives of businesses, 
nongovernmental organizations, and the public to discuss 
regulatory issues of common concern. 
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s. 5. Rearulations. In order to reduce the 
regulatory burden on the American people, their families, their 
communities, their State, local, and tribal governments, and 
their industries; to determine whether regulations promulgated by 
the executive branch of the Federal Government have become 
unjustified or unnecessary as a result of changed circumstances; 
to confirm that regulations are both compatible with each other 
and not duplicative or inappropriately burdensome in the 
aggregate; to ensure that all regulations are consistent with the 
President's priorities and the principles set forth in this 
Executive order, within applicable law; and to otherwise improve 
the effectiveness of existing regulations: (a) Within 90 days 
of the date of this Executive order, each agency shall submit to 
OIRA a program, consistent with its resources and regulatory 
priorities, under which the agency will periodically review its 
existing significant regulations to determine whether any such 
regulations should be modified or eliminated so as to make the 
agency's regulatory program more effective in achieving the 
regulatory objectives, less burdensome, or in greater alignment 
with the President's priorities and the principles set forth in 
this Executive order. Any significant regulations selected for 
review shall be included in the agency's annual Plan. The agency 
shall also identify any legislative mandates that require the 
agency to promulgate or continue to impose regulations that the 
agency believes are unnecessary or outdated by reason of changed 
circumstances. 

(b) The Administrator of OIRA shall work with the 
Regulatory Working Group and other interested entities to pursue 
the objectives of this section. State, local, and tribal 
governments are specifically encouraged to assist in the 
identification of regulatio~s that impose significant or unique 
burdens on those governmental entities and that appear to have 
outlived their justification or be otherwise inconsistent with 
the public interest. 

(c) The Vice President, in conmultation with the Advisoru, 
may identify for review by the appropriate agency or agencies 
other existing regulations of an agency or groups of regulations 
of more than one agency that affect a particular group, industry, 
or sector of the economy, or may identify legislative mandates 
that may be appropriate for reconsideration by the Congress. 

a. 4.  m e d  Review of -. The guidelines 
set forth below shall apply to all regulatory actions, for both 
new and existing regulations, by agencies other than thoee 
agencies specifically exempted by the Administrator of OIRA: 

(a )  Aa.nCV Regpons-. (1) Each agency shall 
(consistent with its own rules, regulations, or procedures) 
provide the public with meaningful participation in the 
regulatory process. In particular, before iswing a notice of 
proposed rulemaking, each agency should, where appropriate, seek 
the involvement of those who are intended to benefit from and 
those expected to be burdened by any regulation (including, 
specifically, State, local, and tribal officials). In addition, 
each agency should afford the public a meaningful opportunity to 
comment on any proposed regulation, which in most cases should 
include a comment period of not less than 60 days. Each agency 
also is directed to explore and, where appropriate, uue 
consensual mechanisms for developing regulations, including 
negotiated rulemaking. 
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( 2 )  Within 60 days of.the date of this Executive order, 
each agency head shall designate a Regulatory Policy Officer who 
shall report to the agency head. The Regulatory Policy Officer 
shall be involved at each stage of the regulatory process to 
foster the development of effective, innovative, and least 
burdensome regulations and to further the principles set forth in 
this Executive order. 

(3) In addition to adhering to its own rules and procedures 
and to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Paperwork Reduction Act, and 
other applicable law, each agency shall develop its regulatory 
actions in a timely fashion and adhere to the following 
procedures with respect to a regulatory action: 

(A) Each agency shall provide OIRA, at such times and in 
the manner specified by the Administrator of OIRA, with a list of 
its planned regulatory actions, indicating those which the agency 
believes are significant regulatory actions within the meaning of 
this Executive order. Absent a material change in the 
development of the planned regulatory action, those not 
designated as significant will not be subject to review wider 
this section unless, within 10 working days of receipt of the 
list, the Administrator of OIRA notifies the agency that OIRA has 
determined that a planned regulation is a significant regulatory 
action within the meaning of this Executive order. The 
Administrator of OIRA may waive review of any planned regulatory 
action designated by the agency as significant, in which case the 
agency need not further comply with subsection (a)(3)(B) or 
subsection (a) (3) (C) of this section. 

(B) For each matter identified as, or determined by the 
Administrator of OIRA to be, a significant regulatory action, the 
issuing agency shall provide to OIRA: 

(i) The text of the draft regulatory action, together with 
a reasonably detailed description of the need for the regulatory 
action and an explanation of how the regulatory action will meet 
that need; and 

(ii) An assessment of the potential costs and benefits of 
the regulatory action, including an explanation of the manner in 
which the regulatory action is consistent with a statutory 
mandate and, to the extent permitted by law, promotes the 
President's priorities and avoids undue interference with State, 
local, and tribal governments in the exercise of their 
governmental functions. 

(C) For those matters identified as, or determined by the 
Administrator of OIRA to be, a significant regulatory action 
within the scope of section 3(f) (11, the agency shall also 
provide to OIRA the following additional information developed as 
part of the agency's decision-making process (unless prohibited 
by law) : 

(i) AI-I assessment, including the underlying analysis, of 
benefits anticipated from the regulatory action (such as, but not 
limited to, the promotion of the efficient functioning of the 
economy and private markets, the enhancement of health and 
safety, the protection of the natural environment, and the 
elimination or reduction of discrimination or bias) together 
with, to the extent feasible, a quantification of those benefits; 
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(ii) An assessment, including the underlying analysis, of 
costs anticipated from the regulatory action (such as, but not 
limited to, the direct cost both to the government in 
administering the regulation and to businesses and others in 
complying with the regulation, and any adverse effects on the 
efficient functioning of the economy, private markets (including 
productivity, employment, and competitiveness), health, safety, 
and the natural environment), together with, to the extent 
feasible, a quantification of those costs; and 

(iii) An assessment, including the underlying analysis, of 
costs and benefits of potentially effective and reasonably 
feasible alternatives to the planned regulation, identified by 
the agencies or the public (including improving the current 
regulation and reasonably viable nonregulatory actions), and an 
explanation why the planned regulatory action is preferable to 
the identified potential alternatives. 

(D) In emergency situations or when an agency is obligated 
by law to act more quickly than normal review procedures allow, 
the agency shall notify 01- as soon as possible and, to the 
extent practicable, comply with subsections (a)(3)(B) and (C) of 
this section. For those regulatory actions that are governed by 
a statutory or court-imposed deadline, the agency shall, to the 
extent practicable, schedule ~ l e m a k i n g  proceedings so as to 
permit sufficient time for OIRA to conduct its review, as set 
forth below in subsection (b) (2) through (4) of this section. 

(E) After the regulatory action has been published in the 
Federal Reaistex or otherwise issued to the public, the agency 
shall: 

(i) Hake available to the public the information set forth 
in subsections (a) (3) (B) and (C) ; 

(ii) Identifv for the public, in a complete, clear, and 
simple manner, the substantive changes between the draft 
submitted to OIRA for review and the action subsequently 
announced; and 

(iii) Identify for the public those changes in the 
regulatory action that were made at the suggestion or 
recommendation of OIRA. 

(F) A11 information provided to the public by the agency 
shall be in plain, understandable language. 

(b) R ~ s D o ~ s ~ .  The Administrator of OIRA shall 
provide meaningful guidance and oversight so that each agency*. 
regulatory actions are consistent with applicable law, the 
President's priorities, and the principles set forth in this 
Executive order and do not conflict with the policies or actions 
of another agency. OIRA shall, to the extent permitted by law, 
adhere to the following guidelines: 

(1) OIRA may review only actions identified by the agency 
or by OIRA as significant regulatory actions under subsection 
(a) (3) (A) of this section. 

(2) OIRA shall waive review or notify the agency in writing 
of the results of its review within the following time periods: 



(A) For any notices of inquiry, advance notices of proposed 
rulamaking, or other preliminary regulatory actions prior to a 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, within 10 working days after the 
date of submission of the draft action to OIRA; 

(B) For all other regulatory actions, within 90 calendar 
days after the date of submission of the information set forth in 
subsections (a) (3) (8) and (C) of this section, unless OIRA has 
previously reviewed this information and, since that review, 
there has been no material change in the facts and circumstances 
upon vhich the regulatory action is based, in vhich case, OIRA 
shall complete its review within 45 days; and 

(C) The review process may be extended (1) once by no more 
than 30 calendar days upon the written approval of the Director 
and (2) at the request of the agency head. 

(3)   or each.regulatory action that the Administrator of 
OIRA returns to an agency for further consideration of some or 
all of its provisions, the Administrator of OIRA shall provide 
the issuing agency a Written explanation for such return, setting 
forth the pertinent provision of this Executive order on which 
01- is relying. If the agency head disagrees with some or all 
of the bases for the return, the agency head shall so inform the 
Administrator of OIRA in writing. 

( 4 )  Except as otherwise provided by law or required by a 
Court, in order to ensure greater openness, accessibility, and 
accountability in the regulatory review process, OIRA ahall be 
governed by the following disclosure requirements: 

(A) Only the Administrator of OIRA (or a particular 
designee) shall receive oral communications initiated by persons 
not employed by the executive branch of the Federal Government 
regarding the substance of a regulatory action under OIRA review; 

(B) All substantive communications between OIRA personnel 
and persons not employed by the executive branch of the Federal 
Government regarding a regulatory action under review shall be 
governed by the following guidelines: (i) A representative 
from the issuing agency shall be invited to any meeting between 
OIRA personnel and such person(8); 

(ii) OIRA shall forward to the issuing agency, within 10 
working days of receipt of the communication(s), all written 
communications, regardless of format, between OIRA personnel and 
any person who is not employed by the executive branch of the 
Federal Government, and the dates and names of individuals 
involved in all substantive oral communications (including 
meetings to which an agency representative was invited, but did 
not attend, and telephone conversations between OIRA personnel 
and any such persons); and 

(iii) OIRA shall publicly disclose relevant information 
about such communication(s), as set forth below in subsection 
(b) (4) (C) of this section. 

(c) OIRA shall maintain a publicly available log that shall 
contain, at a minimum, the following information pertinent to 
regulatory actions under review: 

(i) The status of all regulatory actions, including if (and 
if so, when and by whom) Vice Presidential and Presidential 
consideration was requested; 
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(ii) A notation of all written communications forwarded to 
an issuing agency under subsection (b)(4)(B)(ii) of this section; 
and 

(iii) The dates and names of individuals involved in all 
substantive oral communications, including meetings and telephone 
conversations, between OIRA personnel and any person not employed 
by the executive branch of the Federal Government, and the 
subject matter discussed during such communications. 

(D) After the regulatory action has been published in the 
Re- or otherwise issued to the public, or after the 

agency has announced its decision not to publish or issue the 
regulatory action, OIRA shall make available to the public all 
documents exchanged between OIRA and the agency during the review 
by OIRA under this section. 

(5) All information provided to the public by OIRA shall be 
in plain, understandable language. 

Sf?E. 2. Besolution of C o w .  To the extent permitted 
by law, disagreements or conflicts between or among agency heads 
or between OKB and any agency that cannot be resolved by the 
Administrator of OIRA shall be resolved by the President, or by 
the Vice President acting at the request of the President, with 
the relevant agency head (and, as appropriate, other interested 
government officials). Vice Presidential and Presidential 
consideration of such disagreements may be initiated only by the 
Director, by the head of the issuing agency, or by the head of an 
agency that has a significant interest in the regulatory action 
at issue. Such review will not be undertaken at the request of 
other persons, entities, or their agents. 

Resolution of such conflicts shall be informed by 
recommendations developed by the Vice President, after 
consultation with the Advisors (and other executive branch 
officials or personnel whose responsibilities to the President 
include the subject matter at issue). The development of these 
recommendations shall be concluded within 60 days after review 
has been requested. 

During the Vice Presidential and Presidential review period, 
communications with any person not employed by the Federal 
Government relating to the substance of the regulatory action 
-under review and directed to the Advisors or their staff. or to 
the staff of the Vice President shall be in writing and shall be 
forwarded by the recipient to the affected agency(ie8) for 
inclusion in the public docket(.). When the communication is not 
in writing, such Advisors or staff members shall inform the 
outside party that the matter is under review and that any 
comments should be submitted in writing. 

At the end of this review process, the President, or the 
Vice President acting at the request of the President, shall 
notify the affected agency and the Administrator of OIRA of the 
President's decision with respect to the matter. 

SPC;. 8 .  -tion. Except to the extent required by law, 
an agency shall not publish in the F.derar Re- or otherwise 
issue to the public any regulatory action that is subject to 
review under section 6 of this Executive order until (1) the 
Administrator of OIRA notifies the agency that OIRA has waived 
its review of the action or has completed its review without any 
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requests for further consideration, or (2) the applicable time 
period in section 6(b)(2) expires without OIFU having notified 
the agency that it is returning the regulatory action for further 
consideration under section 6(b)(3), whichever occurs first. rf 
the terms of the preceding sentence have not been satisfied and 
an agency wants to publish or otherwise issue a regulatory 
action, the head of that agency may request Presidential 
consideration through the Vice President, as provided under 
section 7 of this order. Upon receipt of this request, the Vice 
President shall notify OIRA and the Advisors. The guidelines and 
time period set forth in section 7 shall apply to the publication 
of regulatory actions for which Presidential consideration has 
been sought. 

=. 9 .  Agsruiy A u t h o r i t v .  Nothing in this order shall be 
construed as displacing the agencies' authority or 
respondbilities, as authorized by law. 

m. LQ. Judicial Reyiph[. Nothing in this Executive order 
shall affect any otherwise available judicial review of agency 
action.  his Executive order is intended only to improve the 
internal management of the Federal Government and does not create 
any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at 
law or equity by a party against the United States, its agencies 
or instrumentalities, its officers or employees, or any other 
person. 

&. . pevocations. Executive Orders Nos. 12291 and 
12498; all amendments to those Executive orders; all guidelines 
issued under those orders; and any exemptions from those orders 
heretofore granted for any category of rule are revoked. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
September 30, 1993. 
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i n k r a e t s ,  of t b e  -riaan pO0ph. Ilowovar, t b m  e u m l r t f m  
a f f e c t  of Wund.4 I.6~81 r u d a t a s  baa inureasingly 8trafn.d 
tho budgetr of  6tate, local, and t r ibal  g w e r w n t a .  I n  
addition, t b m  co r t ,  owplawity, .nd 6elay &n applying tor mnd 
n c r i v i r q  v r i v u r  fm m e a l  rtquir.mnts in appropriate crsor  
have hindered 6 t ~ t 0 ,  1-1, mad t r i b a l  govmrnments from 
t a i l o r i n g  F d a r a l  program8 to wet t b e  8peci f ic  o r  uniqur ~ e d s  
o i  tbdr conmunitiem. These gwunwnta mbould b v e  aora 
f l e x i b i l i t y  t o  design molutionw t o  t h e  probleas t a d  by 
citizen. i n  t h i s  country vithout  mteemsive r i c r c m a ~ g u u r t  and 
mnaceraary r o w l a t i o n  frem the ?adera1 Owemmutt. 

TFIERYOa, by th. atakbority vm8t.d i n  ma u Prmridurt by 
tbm const i tu t ion  and tbm Urn of the Unitod 8tatam of mica, 
and i n  order to ta8uea tba &mpmition of unfunded rrmn~rtas upon 
Sta te ,  loaa l ,  and tribal government81 to r t r ean l ine  the appll-  
w t i o n  procoem f o r  and inora rm tbe a v a i l a b i l i t y  of va ivar t  to 
Sta te ,  loca l ,  .nd tribal goumrnaent8; and t o  es tabl i sh  regular  
and 86aninqful consultation and col laborat ion w i t h  Sta te ,  local, 
and tribrl govmmmntm on ?.burl matterr  t h a t  s ign i f i can t ly  o r  
uni  uely affect m e i t  o a a r u n i t i u ,  it i 8  her* ordered a# 
?a1 P auo: 

(a) To tbe 
a-2 -ive &apartment 

or 89ency (w8geney*) s h a l l  pronulgrte any rmgulation t h a t  i a  
not required by r t r t u t a  and t h a t  e r e 8 t U  8 mandate upon a Stata, 
loca l ,  or t r i b a l  governwnt, unlerm: 

(1) fundm neoessa to pay M e  d i r e c t  oosts  inourrod by 
t h e  Sta te ,  loaal, or tri '& 1 g w e h n t  in carrplyinp w i t h  the 
mandate u s  p r o v i d d  by the ? . d u a l  Owerment; or 

(2) tho  age , prior to the torsrl proaulgrtlon of 
regulat ionr  aontain "7 ng the propomad mandetm, provides to 
t h e  Director of t b m  of f ioa  o i  Irnrgemont and Dudget 8 
deocription of tbe  mxtent of the agencyr. pr ior  consuttation 
w i t h  reprementrtiver of a?foatad -ate, local ,  and trlhl 
goverrrruntm, t h e  nature of their concerns, any wri t ten 
couuuunicrtiona muhi t t ad  t o  the  agency ky much unitm ot 
government, and thm 8qancyvs o r i t ion  #upporting thm need 
to imoue t h e  r ~ l a t i o n  con- 53 ing t h e  mandate. 

(b) tach rgen .ball develop an e f fec t ive  preccrms to 
penit elected a t i i c  "r 110 and e the r  rm resentat iver  of state, P loca l ,  and tribal governmentm t o  prw de maaningful and timely 
input i n  tha developmant of regulatory p r o p o u l r  oont8inbq 
mignificant unfunded manbatas. 
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a* 2. m. (a) -review its waiver a p p ~ l u t i o n  
t v  f o r  S ta te  

prourn. and take appropriate mtep to atreamline that procemr. 

(b) mch mgenay .haLl, to t h e  martent practicable and 
p m i t t a d  by law, comidar an a p p l i c a t i m  by a S t e t a ,  loca l ,  1 or t r i b a l  goverment far a ua ver of 8tatUtOW or  r-lrtory 
requiremmta in o o m c t i o n  w i t h  mn pr0qr.n adminimtared by that 

f I agency v i t h  8 eneral viev toward ncreaaing oppartunitiem for 
u t i l i z i n g  flex ble  poli8y m proaches a t  the atate,  local ,  and P trib.1 law1 In a s e s  i n  vh ch M e  pr0por.d vaiver l r  oonrir tent  
with the m p p l i ~ b l e  ? d e n 1  policy ob j rc t iv r r  and i s  othemt1.e 
appropriate. 

( c )  t a e ) l ~ e ~ c y  -11, to t b e  fillut u r t m t  p r r c t i u b l e  

pc rmittoQ by 1av render 8 decision upon a a o r p l a b  
mppl u t i o n  for 8 cnlw within 120 days of reee ip t  of m a  
appl ica t ion  by the agmoy. I f  the appliort ion fo r  8 waiver l a  
not grmt.d, the agency -11 provide the applicant vitb timely 
vr1tt.n not iae of the  deoimion and the namonr therefor. 

(d) -1s mection applioa only to mtatutory o r  m9ulatory 
requho~~entm of tRe p ~ o g r b l ~  tbat  u e  d l 8 c r e t l o ~ r y  ud rubjact 
to vaiver by the m9.ny. 

m- 1. ve N m .  Fhi i  order .h.ll 
supplement but=per=tha r ~ i r e m e n b  contained in 
Zxecutive Order lo.  12866 (wRagulat~ty Planning and Wievw). 

m. 1. m. 8 Zxecutiv* agency wmns any ru thor i ty  
of t b e  United ltrtem t h a t  is 8n a89encym under 44 D.S.C. 
1502 (1 ) ,  other than thomr considerad t o  be lndepndent  
regulatory mgenaiem, a s  detin.4 in 4 4  U.8.C. 3102(10).  

(b) Xndapmdent rgencles are requer-d t o  -ply w i t h  
the  proviaion8 o f  thfa o r d u .  

m. 4. v* mir order 1. intended only 
t o  improve t h e  in tarnal  ~ n a g e ? P . n t  of the  executive branch 8sd 
is not intended to, and doar not, e r u t e  my r i g h t  o r  benefit, 
aumtant ive  o r  procedural, mnforcaable a t  lrv or w i t y  by r 
party against  the  Unltod Otater,  l t r  ageneies or  i n s w -  
mentalitiem, it. off ioorr  o r  .aployeeB, er  m y  0th- permon. 

2. U - y ~ m .  This orbet .hall be effec t ive  
90 days a f t e r  t h e  date of this order. 

THE W I T f  HOUSt,  
October 2 8 ,  1993. 
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Regulatory Impact 

A Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) should demon- 
strate that a proposed regulatory action satisfies the 
requirements of Section 2 of Executive Order 12291. 
To do so, it should show that: 

There is adequate information concerning the 
need for and consequences of the proposed action; 
The potential benefits to eociety outweigh the 
potential coets; and 
Of all the alternative approaches to the given 
regulatory objective, the propoeed action will 
maximize net benefits to society. 

The fundamental test of a satisfactory RIA is 
whether it enables independent reviewera to make an 
informed judgment that the objectives of Executive 
Order 12291 are satisfied. An RIA that includes all 
the elements described below ie likely to fulfill this 
requirement. Although variations consistent with the 
spirit and intent of the executive order may be 
warranted for some rules, most RIAs should include 
these elements. 

The guidance in this document is not in the form of 
a mechanistic blueprint, for a good RIA cannot be 
written according to a formula. Competent profession- 
al judgment is indispensable for the preparation of a 
high-quality analysis. Different regulations may call 
for very different emphases in analysis. For one 
proposed regulation, the crucial issue may be the 
question of whether a market failure exists, and 
much of the analysis may need to be devoted to that 
key question. In another case, the existence of a 
market failure may be obvious from the outset, but 
extensive analysis might be necessary to estimate the 
magnitude of benefits to be expected from propoeed 
regulatory alternatives. The amount of analysis 
(whether scientific, statistical, or economic) that a 
particular issue requires depends on how crucial that 
issue is to determine the best alternative and on the 
complexity of the issue. 

Regulat,ory analysis inevitably involves uncertain- 
ties and requires informed professional judgments. 
Whenever an agency has questions about such issues 
as the appropriate analytical techniques to w e  or the 
alternatives that should be considered, it should con- 
sult with the Office of Management and Budget as 
early in the analysis stage as possible. 

This document ie written primarily in terms of 
proposed regulatory changes. However, it is equally 
applicable to the review of existing regulations. In the 
latter case, the regulation under review should be 

Analysis Guidance 

compared to a baseline case of no regulation and to 
reasonable alternatives. 

Elements of a Regulatory Impact Analysis 

Preliminary and final Regulatory Impact Analyses 
of major rules should contain five elements. They are: 
(1) a statement of the potential need for the propoeal, 
(2) an examination of alternative approaches, (3) an  
analysis of benefits and costs, (4) the rationale for 
choosing the proposed regulatory action, and (5)  a 
statement of statutory authority. These elements are 
explained in Sections I-V below. 

I. STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL NEED FOR 
THE PROPOSAL 

In order to establish the potential need for the 
proposal, the analysis should demonstrate that (a) 
market failure exists that is (b) not adequately re- 
solved by measures other than Federal regulation. 
A. Market Failure 

The analysis should determine whether there exists 
a market failure that is likely to be significant. Once 
such market failure has been identified, the analysis 
should show how adequately the regulatory alterna- 
tives to be considered address the specified market 
failure. The three major types of market failure are 
externality, natural monopoly, and inadequate in- 
formation. 

1. Extemlity. An externality occurs when one 
party's actions impose uncompensated benefits or 
coets on another outside the marketplace. Environ- 
mental problems are a classic case of externality. 
Another example is the case of common property 
resources that may become congested or overwed, 
such as fisheries or the broadcast spectrum. A third 
example is a "public good," such as  defenee or 
scientific research, whose distinguishing 
characteristic is that it is inefficient, or impossible, to 
exclude individuals from its benefits. 

2. Natuml monopoly. Natural monopoly existe 
where a market can be served a t  lowest cost only if 
production is limited to a single producer. Local 
telephone, gas, and electricity services are examples. 

3. Inadequate information. The optimum, or ideal, 
level of information is not necessarily the maximum 
possible amount, because information, like other 
goods, should not be produced when the costs of doing 
eo exceed the benefits. The free market does not 
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necessarily supply an optimal level of information, 
because information, once generated, can be dis- 
seminated at little or no marginal cost, and because 
it is commonly infeasible to exclude nonpayers from 
reaping benefits from the provision of information by 
others. Where market failure due to inadequate in- 
formation is the rationale for government inter- 
vention, a regulatory action to improve the availabil- 
ity of information will ordinarily be the preferred 
alternative. 

The current state of knowledge about the econom- 
ics of information is not highly developed. Therefore, 
regulatory intervention to address an information 
problem should only be undertaken where there is 
substantial reason to believe that private incentives 
to provide information are seriously inadequate and 
that the specific regulatory intervention proposed will 
provide net benefits for society. 

In many circumstances, the availability of informa- 
tion, while perhaps not optimal, is reasonably ade- 
quate, so that attempts to regulate information are as 
likely to make things worse as to make them better. 
Information about a particular characteristic of a 
product, for example, would be reasonably adequate if 
buyers could deternine the existence of the 
characteristic by inspection of the product before 
purchase or (in the case of a frequently purchased 
product) by use of the product. Even if the 
characteristic could not be determined by buyers, 
government intervention would not be warranted 
where sellers have incentives to reveal the existence 
of the characteristic to buyers. Sellers will have 
substantial incentives to supply information about 
any characteristic that is important to buyers and 
valued positively by them, particularly if the level of 
the characteristic variea between the producta of one 
seller and another. In these circumstances, sellera 
whose products rank highly in the valued 
characteristic can increase their sales by informing 
buyers of the superiority of their produde. If the level 
of the characteristic does not vary between the prod- 
ucts of one seller and another, individual sellers have 
less incentive to inform buyers about the 
characteristic, Even so, the incentives of individual 
sellers or of a trade aseociation to supply information 
may be substantial. 

Sellers are least likely to supply adequate informa- 
tion about a particular characteristic of their product 
where the characteristic is negatively valued by con- 
sumers and the level of the characteristic does not 
vary between the producta of one seller and those of 
another (e.g., cholesterol in eggs). Even in such cir- 
cumstances, substantial information about the char- 
acteristic may be available to buyers. For example, 
sellers of rival products may supply the information 

(e.g., while sellers of butter may have no incentive to 
tell buyers about cholesterol in butter and its possible 
coneequences, sellers of margarine do have such an 
incentive). Where the negative characteristic involves 
a health or safety hazard, the threat of future prod- 
uct liability lawsuits may give sellers adequate in- 
centives to reveal information about the potential 
hazard. News media, consumer groups, public health 
agencies, and similar services may supply infoma- 
tion not supplied by sellers. In summary, while it is 
possible to identify situations in which market failure 
due to inadequate information is more likely to war- 
rant regulatory intervention, each situation must be 
examined on a case-by-case basis. 

There should be a presumption against the need for 
certain types of regulatory actions, except in special 
circumstances. A particularly demanding burden of 
proof is required to demonstrate the potential need 
for any of the following types of regulations: 

Price controls in competitive markets 
Controls on production or sales in competitive 
markets 
Mandatory uniform quality standards for goods or 
services, unless they have hidden safety or other 
defects and the problem cannot be adequately 
dealt with by voluntary standards or information 
disclosing the hazard to potential buyers or users 
Controls on entry into employment or production, 
except (a) where indispensable to protect health 
and safety (e.g., FAA tests for commercial pilots) 
or (b) to manage the use of common property 
resources (e.g., fisheries, airwaves, Federal lands, 
and offshore areas). 

B. Alternatives to Federal Regulation 
Even where a market failure exists, there may be 

no need for Federal regulatory intervention if other 
means of dealing with the market failure resolve the 
problem adequately or better than the proposed Fed- 
eral regulation would. Among the alternative means 
that may be applicable are the judicial system 
(particularly liability cases to deal with health and 
safety), antitrust enforcement, and workers' com- 
pensation systems. 

An important alternative that may often be rele- 
vant is regulation at the State or local level. In 
determining whether there exists a potential need for 
a proposed Federal regulation, the analysis should 
examine whether regulation at the Federal level is 
more appropriate than regulation at the State or local 
level. This analysis may support regulation at the 
Federal level where rightu of national citizenship 
(such as legal equality among the races) or considera- 
tions of interstate commerce are involved. If inter- 
state commerce is involved the analysis should 
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attempt to determine whether the burdens on inter- 
atate commerce arising from different State and local 
regulations are so great that they outweigh the ad- 
vantages of diversity and local political choice. In 
some cases, the nature of the market failure may 
iteelf suggest the most appropriate governmental 
level of regulation. For example, pollution that spills 
across State lines (such as acid rain whose precumors 
are transported widely in the atmosphere) is probably 
best controlled by Federal regulation, while localized 
pollution (such as garbage truck noise) is probably 
more efficiently handled by local government regula- 
tion. 

In general, because demands among localities for 
different governmental services differ and because 
competition among governmental units for taxpayers 
and citizens may encourage efficient regulation, the 
smallest unit of government capable of c o m i n g  the 
market failure should be chosen. This must, however, 
be balanced against the possibility of higher costa 
because national f m  would be required to comply 
with more than one set of rdgulations and because 
administering similar regulations in more than one 
governmental unit involves some coeta of duplication. 
Thus, some analysis may be necessary to determine 
which level of government can moat efficiently regu- 
late a specific market failure. 

If the analysis does suggest a potential need for a 
Federal action, it should also coneider alternatives of 
nonregulatory Federal measures. For example, as an 
alternative to requiring an action or the use of a 
particular product, it may be more efficient to subsi- 
dize it. Similarly, a fee or charge may be a preferable 
alternative to banning or restricting a product or 
action. An example would be an effluent discharge 
fee, which ham been recommended as an efficient way 
to limit pollution, because it causes pollution sources 
with different marginal costs of abatement to control 
effluents in an efficient manner. In addition, legisla- 
tive measures that make use of economic incentives, 
mch as changes in insurance provieions or changes in 
property rights, should be considered. 

II. AN EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES 

The RIA should show that the agency has con- 
eidered the moat important alternative approaches to 
the problem and muet provide the agency's reasoning 
for selecting the proposed regulatory change over 
ouch altemativea. Ordinarily, it will be possible to 
eliminate -me altemativea by a preliminary analy- 
sis, leaving a manageable number of alternatives to 
be evaluated by quantitative benefit-cost analysis 
according to the principles to be deadbed in Section 

111. The number and choice of alternatives to be 
eelected for detailed benefit-cost analysis is unavoid- 
ably a matter of judgment. There must be some 
balance between thoroughness of analysis and prac- 
tical limita to the agency's capacity to carry out 
analysis. 

Alternative regulatory actions that should be ex- 
plored include the following: 

1. More performance-oriented standurds for health, 
scrfety, and environmental regukrtions. Performance 
standards are generally to be preferred to engineer- 
ing or design standards because they allow the 
regulated parties to achieve the regulatory objective 
in the most coeteffective way. In general, a perform- 
ance etandard should be preferred wherever that 
performance can be measured or reasonably imputed. 
Performance standards should also be applied as 
broadly as possible without creating too much varia- 
tion in regulatory benefita; for example, by setting 
emission standards on a plant-wide or fm-wide 
basis rather than source by source. It is misleading 
and inappropriate, however, to characterize a stand- 
ard as a performance standard if it is set so that 
there is only one feasible way to meet it; as a 
practical matter, such a standard is a design stand- 
ard. 

2. Different quirements for different segments of 
the regukrted popukrtion For example, there might be 
different requiremente for large and small f m .  If 
such a differentiation is made, it should be based on 
perceptible differences in the coste of compliance or in 
the benefita to be expected from compliance. For 
example, some worker safety measures may exhibit 
economies of scale, that is, lower costa per worker 
protected in large f m s  than in small fume. A heav- 
ier burden should not be placed on one segment of 
the regulated population on the grounds that it is 
better able to afford the higher cost; th ia  is a sure 
formula for loading disproportionate costs on the 
most pductive sectors of the economy. 

3. Altemtiue levels of 8thgmc-y.  In general, both 
the benefite and costa associated with a regulation 
will increase with the level of stringency (although 
costa will eventually increase more rapidly than bene- 
fits). It is important to consider alternative levels of 
stringency to better understand the relationship 
between stringency and benefite and costs. This 
approach will increase the information available to 
the decisionmaker on the option that maximizes net 
benefits. 

4. Altemtive effective data  of oompliance. The 
timing of a regulation may also have an important 
effect on ita net benefita. For example, costa of a 
regulation may vary substantially over different com- 
pliance dates for an industry that requires a year or 
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more to plan its production runs efficiently. In this 
instance, a regulation whose requirements provide 
d i c i e n t  lead time is likely to achieve its goals a t  a 
much lower overall cost than a regulation that is 
effective immediately. 

6 .  Alternative metho& of ensuring compliance. 
Compliance alternatives include the appropriate en- 
tity (Federal, State, or local) enforcing compliance, 
whether compliance is enforced by on-site inepection 
or periodic reporting, and structuring compliance 
penalties so that they provide the moat appropriate 
incentives. 

6. Informationul meclsures. Measures to improve 
the availability of infornation include government 
establishment of. a standardiied testing and rating 
system (the use of which could be made mandatory or 
left voluntary), mandatory disclosure requirements 
(e.g., by advertising, labeling, or encloauree), and 
government provision of information (e.g., by govern- 
ment publications, telephone hotlines, or public inter- 
est broadcast announcements). If intervention is 
necessary to address a market failure arising from 
inadequate information, informational remedies will 
generally be the preferred approaches. As an alterna- 
tive to a mandatory standard, a regulatory measure 
to improve the availability of information has the 
advantage of being a more market-oriented approach. 
Thus, providing consumers information about con- 
cealed characteristics of consumer producte gives con- 
sumem a greater choice than banning these products 
(for example, coneumene are likely- to benefit more 
from information on energy efficiency than from a 
prohibition on sale of appliances or automobiles fall- 
ing below a specifled standard of energy efficiency). 

Except for prohibiting indisputably false 
statements (whoee banning can be presumed benefi- 
cial), specific informational measures must be 
evaluated in terms of their benefits and costs. 
Paradoxically, the current state of knowledge does not 
generally permit the benefits and costs of 
informational remedies to be measured very 
accurately. Nonetheless, it is essential to consider 
carefully the coets and benefits of alternative in- 
formational measures, even if they cannot be quan- 
tified very precisely. Some effectu of informational 
measurea can easily be overlooked. For example, the 
costa of a mandatory disclosure requirement for a 
consumer product include not only the obvious cost of 
gathering and communicating the required informa- 
tion, but also the loss of any net benefits of informa- 
tion displaced by the mandated information, the cost 
of any inaccurate consumer interpretation of the 
mandated information, and any inefficiencies arising 
from the incentive that mandatory disclosure of a 
particular characteristic gives to producers to over- 

invest in improving that specific characteristic of 
their produde. 

Where information on the benefits and costs of 
alternative informational measurea ie insufficient to 
provide a clear choice between them, as will often be 
the case, the least intrusive alternative, suflicient to 
accomplish the regulatory objective, should be choeen. 
For example, it will often be sufficient for government 
to establish a standardized testing and rating aystem 
without mandating its use, because firma that score 
well according to the system will have ample incen- 
tive to publicize the fad. 

7. More market-oriented appmaches. In general, 
alternatives that provide for more market-oriented 
approaches, with the uae of economic incentives re- 
placing command-and-control requirements, should 
be explored. Market-oriented alternatives that may 
be considered include fees, subsidies, penalties, 
marketable righta or offsets, changes in liabilities or 
property rights, and required bonds, insurance or 
warranties. (In many instances, implementing them 
alternatives will require legislation.) 

In. ANALYSI~ OF BENEFITS AND COSTS 

A General Rinciplea 

The preliminary analysis called for by Sections I 
and I1 should have narrowed the number of alterna- 
tives to be considered by quantitative benefit& 
analysis to a workable number. Ordinarily, one of the 
alternatives will be to promulgate no regulation at  
all, and this alternative will commonly serve as the 
base from which increments in benefits and coda am 
calculated for the other alternatives. Even if alterna- 
tives such as no regulation are not permissible statu- 
torily, it is often desirable to evaluate the benefits 
and costs of such alternatives to determine if statu- 
tory change would be desirable. Departments and 
agencies bear a similar burden when they perform 
environmental impact statements in which altema- 
tives that lie outside their statutory authority must 
be considered. 

In some cases, the desirability of specific alterna- 
tives outside the scope of the agency's regulatory 
authority may be determined by use of basic eco- 
nomic concepts in light of the principles enumerated 
in Section I. In other instances, however, only a 
quantitative benefit-cost analysis can resolve the 
question, and such alternatives will need to be in- 
cluded in the analysis of this section. In addition, 
alternative forms of agency regulation will need to be 
evaluated by quantitative benefit-cost analysis. 

1.  Evalwtion of Altemutives. Except where prohib- 
ited by law, the primary criterion for choice among 
alternatives is expected net benefit (benefita minus 
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costs). Other criteria may sometimes produce equiva- 
lent results, but they must be used with care to avoid 
the potentially serious pitfalls to be explained in Part 
B of this section and in Section IV. Both benefits and 
costs should be expressed i n ,  discounted constant 
dollars. Appropriate discounting procedures are dis- 
cussed in the following section. 

The distinction between benefits and costs in 
benefit-cost analysis is somewhat arbitrary, since a 
positive benefit may be considered a negative cost, 
and vice versa, without affecting the net benefit 
(benefits minus costa) decision criterion. This implies 
that the considerations applicable to benefit esti- 
mates also apply to costs and vice veraa. The differ- 
ent issues are considered separately under benefits or 
costa in Sections B and C below according to where 
they most often arise. 

If the proposed regulation is composed of a number 
of distinct provisions, it is important to evaluate the 
benefits and costs of the different provisions sepa- 
rately. The interaction effects between separate provi- 
sions (such that the existence of one provision affects 
the benefits or costs arising from another provision) 
may complicate the analysis but does not eliminate 
the need to examine provisions separately. In such a 
case, the desirability of a specific provision may be 
appraised by determining the net benefits of the 
proposed regulation with and without the provision in 
question. Where the number of provisions is large 
and interaction effects are pervasive, it is obviously 
impractical to analyze all possible combinations of 
provisions in this way. Some judgment must be used 
to select the most significant or suspect provisions for 
such analysis. 

2. Diswunting. The monetary values of benefits 
and costs occuning in different years should be 
discounted to their present values so that they are 
comparable. This is not the same as correcting for 
inflation. An inflation adjustment is made with a 
price index, whereas discountipg to present value is 
done with a discount rate. Benefits and costa ex- 
pressed in constant (i.e., unaffected by inflation) 
dollars must further be discounted to present values 
before benefits and costs in different years can be 
added together to determine overall net benefits. As 
a n  equivalent alternative to discounting, non- 
monetized benefits, the RIA may use the discount 
rate to annualize (amortize) costs over a period that 
corresponde to the occurrence of the benefits. Regard- 
less of the discounting procedure selected, the RIA 
must contain a schedule indicating when the benefits 
and c a t s  occur. 

Discounting takes account of the fact that resources 
(goode or services) in a given year are worth more 
than identical resources in a later year. The underly- 

ing reason for this is that resources can be invested 
so as to return more resources later. Partly because 
of this productivity of investment, individuals value 
consumption in earlier years higher than consump- 
tion in later years. 
Modem analysis of discounting for public programs 

stresses the distinction between two rates of return: 
The befom-tuz rate, also known as the opportunity 
cost of capital. This is the real rate of return to 
marginal private investments. Estimates of the 
opportunity coat of capital in the U.S. economy 
vary substantially. The 10-percent discount rate 
specified by OMB Circular A-94 for use in evalu- 
ating government programs is intended to repre- 
sent the opportunity cost of capital. 
The after-tax rate, also known as the consumption 
rate of interest. This represents the rate a t  which 
consumers would be willing to exchange present 
for future consumption, that is, the rate a t  which 
consumers must be compensated for postponing 
their consumption. As with the opportunity cost of 
capital, alternative estimates of the consumption 
rate of interest vary significantly. A rate of 4 
percent is reasonably representative of the range 
of alternative estimates and consistent with a 
10-percent before-tax rate of return. 

The basic concept underlying the academic litera- 
ture on public-sedor discounting is that economic 
welfare is ultimately determined by consumption and 
only indirectly by investment. Therefore, the value of 
investment must be measured by the vallle of the 
subsequent increase in consumption it permits. Any 
effect that a government program has on investment 
must be converted to an equivalent timestream of 
consumption before being discounted. In practice, this 
results in a complex procedure that uses the before- 
tax and after-tax discount rates, a "shadow price of 
capital," and the impacts of benefits and costs on 
investment. It is recommended that agencies continue 
to use the well-understood procedure of diecounting 
by a single rate (as specified by OMB Circular A-94) 
and, when appropriate, perform additional analysis 
using the more complex shadow-price-of-capital 
methodology. 
There are two circumstances when it is important 

to perform sensitivity analysis using the shadow price 
of capital approach. 

(a) Where the coeta of the regulation are almost 
entirely current coats borne by consumers. In such 
circumstances, a low rate close to 4 percent is called 
for. W e  assumes, as is normally the case, that the 
benefits are all in the form of disposable income or 
other benefits directly to individuals.) 
(b) Where some of the costs are capital wets 

financed out of saving and there is a long period 
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between the time when most costa are incurred and 
the time when most benefits accrue. In general, the 
smaller the fraction of costs that are capital costa 
financed out of saving and the longer the time period 
between costs and benefits, the greater the likelihood 
that the shadow price of capital approach will be 
correct. 

It is conceptually incorrect to adjust the discount 
rate as a device to account for the uncertainty of 
expected future benefits and costs. This procedure 
will virtually never lead to a correct adjustment of 
benefits and costs. Therefore, risk and uncertainty 
should be dealt with according to the principles in 
Section 3 below and not by changing the discount 
rate. 

3. Thatment of Risk and Uncertainty. Where un- 
certainties exist about important parametera affect- 
ing the expected benefits or costs of an alternative 
under consideration, it is essential to cany out a 
sensitivity analysis to determine the effect on net 
benefits of plausible variations in the value of the 
parameters. One form of sensitivity analysis involves 
calculation of the "switch-point" value of the para- 
meter under examination, that is, the value of the 
parameter a t  the break-even point a t  which the 
net-benefit decision criterion switches over from 
favoring one alternative to favoring another. When 
this break-even point of the parameter value is 
determined, the analysis may then consider the prob- 
ability that the true parameter Value is above or 
below the break-even value. For example, if the major 
uncertainty about a proposed regulation were its cost, 
the analysis could calculate how high the cost would 
need to be in order to reduce the net benefit of the 
proposal to zero. If it is judged to be highly unlikely 
that the actual cost would be that high or higher, it 
may be concluded that the choice of the proposed 
alternative is not sensitive to uncertainties about its 
coe t. 

A primary objective of sensitivity analysis ie to 
identify where additional analysis may be most 
needed. If the choice of a specific regulatory action is 
sensitive to alternative parameter values that are 
about equally likely to be true, more research to 
better determine the true parameter value could be 
very valuable. 

Wherever parameter estimates are uncertain, for 
either benefits or costs, expected-value estimates 
should be presented. Hypothetical best-case or wont- 
case estimates may be presented as alternative8 for 
sensitivity analysis. Where possible, information 
about the probability distribution of the parameter 
estimate should be presented. 

A common situation that arises in estimating both 
benefits and costa is that a number of different 

studies may exist which together provide a range of 
different estimates for a particular parameter. In 
general, it is not appropriate to use the midpoint of 
the range of extreme values provided by the studies. 
Such a technique ignores the information provided by 
all studies except those providing the extreme values, 
which may be the least reliable. The preferred 
approach to deriving an expected-value estimate of a 
particular parameter in this situation would be to 
derive it as a weighted average of the estimates of 
the individual studies, with the weight of each esti- 
mate being based on the reliability (in the best 
judgment of the agency) of the study that produced it. 

Where expected future benefits or costs are un- 
certain, their value to those who receive them may be 
different from their value if they were certain. (Often, 
but not always, a certain future benefit is worth more 
to people than an uncertain future benefit with the 
same expected value.) As noted in the previous 
section, it is incorrect to adjust the discount rate as a 
device to account for the riskiness of future benefits 
or costs. Any allowance for risk should be made by 
adjusting the monetary values (for the year in which 
they occur) of the uncertain benefits and costs so that 
they are expressed in terms of their "certainty- 
equivalents." 

For an uncertain benefit in future year X, the 
certainty-equivalent is the number of certain dollars 
in year X that the uncertain benefit is worth to its 
recipient. For example, suppose that a particular 
regulation reduces the probability of fire in a particu- 
lar type of facility. As part of a benefit-cost analysis 
for this regulation, the dollar value of the expected 
reduction in fire loss would be calculated. The owners 
of the protected facilities place a higher dollar value 
on the risk of a fire than the expected dollar value of 
the loss. This is demonstrated by their willingness-to- 
pay for fire insurance. Therefore, their relative net 
cost (the percentage difference between insurance 
premiums and insurance company claim payments) 
for fire insurance can be used to increase the ex- 
pected dollar value of the reduction in fire loss to its 
certainty-equivalent value. 

In the example of the preceding paragraph, the 
adjustment for risk would involve an increase in the 
value of the benefit, whereas uncertainty of a benefit 
is normally thought to reduce its certainty-equivalent 
value. The reason is that even though this benefit by 
itself is uncertain, it acts to reduce the overall level 
of risk that would prevail in the absence of the 
regulation. This illustrates the important principle 
that what matters is not the variability or riskiness 
of a regulation's net benefits by themselves but the 
regulation's effect on risk and uncertainty overall. 
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While an adjustment to account for risk may be 
called for in the fire-risk example given, a similar 
adjustment for the value of reductions in fatalities 
and injuries would not be appropriate. Assuming that 
the values of fatalities and injuries have been derived 
by the willingness-to-pay methodology recommended 
in Section B.2 below, they would already represent 
the certainty-equivalent value of the uncertain risk. 
This is because the estimated dollar values represent 
the certain dollar amounts that individuals would 
eacrifice to reduce these risks. 

Probably, in most cases, it will not be advisable to 
adjust for risk and uncertainty. As a theoretical 
matter, no adjustment for risk is necessary wherever 
the net benefits are widely dispersed among many 
individuals and are not correlated with disposable 
income. And in cases where this does not apply, risk 
may be relatively unimportant or may already be 
taken into account by use of the willingness-to-pay 
methodology. In other cases, there may be no practi- 
cal way to quantify the value of changes in risk. 

4 .  Assumptions. Where benefit or cost estimates are 
heavily dependent on certain assumptions, it is es- 
sential to make these assumptions explicit and, 
where alternative assumptions are plausible, to carry 
out sensitivity analyses based on plausible alterna- 
tive assumptions. If the decision criterion proves to 
be sensitive to alternative plausible assumptions, this 
may necessitate further research to develop more 
evidence on which of the alternative assumptions is 
the most appropriate. Because the adoption of a 
particular estimation methodology sometimes implies 
major hidden assumptions, it is important to analyze 
estimation methodologies carefully to make hidden 
assumptions explicit. 

5. International 7kad.e Effects. In calculating the 
benefits and costs of a proposed regulatory action, 
generally no explicit distinction needs to be made 
between domestic and foreign resources. If, for 
example, compliance with a proposed regulation 
requires the purchase of specific equipment, the op- 
portunity cost of that equipment is ordinarily best 
represented by ita domestic cost in dollars, regardless 
of whether the equipment is produced domestically or 
imported. The relative value of domestic and foreign 
resources is correctly represented by their respective 
dollar values, as  long as the foreign exchange value of 
the dollar is determined by a free exchange market. 
Nonetheless, an awareness of the role of international 
trade may be quite useful for assessing the benefits 
and costa of a proposed regulatory action. For exam- 
ple, the existence of foreign competition usually 
makes the demand curve facing a domestic induatry 
more elastic than it would be otherwise. Elasticities 
of demand and supply frequently can significantly 

affect the magnitude of the benefits or costs of a 
regulation. 

A regulation tha t  discriminates unjustifiably 
against foreign exporters is a form of economic pro- 
tectionism. The economic loss to the United States 
due to the f a d  that protectionism is economically 
inefficient will be reflected in the net benefit estimate 
of any properly conducted benefit-cost analysis. 
However, a benefit-cost analysis will generally not be 
able to measure the potential U.S. loss &om the 
threat of future retaliation by foreign governments. 
Therefore, special attention should be given to any 
possibility that a regulation would unjustifiably dis- 
criminate between domestic and foreign producers 
and  consumers-both discrimination against  
foreigners and discrimination in favor of foreigners. 

The f ad  that a regulation has a differential effect 
on foreigners as compared Americans does not 
necessarily constitute discrimination. If, for example, 
an automobile safety standard could be complied with 
less expensively by large cam than by small cars, 
such a standard would be more favorable to American 
car producers, who produce relatively more large cars 
compared to the fleet mix of foreign producers. None- 
theless, such a differential effect would not be dis- 
criminatory if the difference in compliance cost 
between large and small cars was necessary to 
achieve legitimate regulatory objectives in the most 
efficient way. 

If a regulation has an adverse differential effect on 
foreign producers or consumers relative to domestic 
producers and consumers that is not necessary to 
realize regulatory goals efficiently, then a discrimina- 
tory effect on foreign trade exists. The RIA should 
identify any substantial differential effect on inter- 
national trade and explain why it is necessary to 
achieve legitimate regulatory goals in the most effi- 
cient way. One means for reducing the likelihood of 
international discrimination would be for a U.S. prod- 
uct standard for an internationally traded good to be 
based on an international standard, wherever an 
international standard exists and is compatible with 
the health, safety, or environmental needs of the U.S. 
International harmonization can be beneficial for reg- 
ulations directly setting standards for internationally 
traded goods or services. For example, it would be 
appropriate to consider international harmonization 
in setting safety standards for automobiles. There is 
no similar advantage to international harmonization 
where a regulation doea not directly affect the quality 
of an internationally traded good or aervice, even if it 
indirectly affects ita costa (e.g., environmental con- 
bola for automobile plank). 

6. Distributional Effects. Those who bear the costs 
of a regulation and those who enjoy its benefits often 
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are not the same people. Benefits and costa of regula- 
tion may also be distributed unevenly over time, 
perhaps spanning several generations. There is no 
generally accepted way to  monetize potential 
distributional effeds. Attempts to incorporate dis- 
tributional concern in benefit-cost analysis require 
the establishment of unequal weights for different 
groups in society. Because positive economics treats 
equally the willingness-to-pay of all individuals, any 
alternative weighting would undermine the objective 
character of the analysis. Policymakers may wish, 
however, to take account of the distributional effects 
of various regulatory alternatives. Therefore, where 
there are potentially important differences between 
those who stand to gain and thoee who stand to lose 
under alternative regulatory options, the RIA should 
identify these groups and indicate the nature of the 
differential effecte. The RIA should also present in- 
formation on the streams of benefits and costs over 
time as well as present value estimates, particularly 
where intergenerationd effects are concerned. 

B. Benefit Estimatee 

The RIA should state the beneficial effecta of the 
proposed regulatory change and ita principal alterna- 
tives. In each case, there should be an  explanation of 
the mechanism by which the proposed action is ex- 
pected to yield the anticipated benefits. An attempt 
should be made to quantify all potential real in- 
cremental benefits to society in monetary terms to 
the maximum extent possible. A schedule of mone- 
tized benefits should be included that would show the 
type of benefit and when it would accrue; the 
numbers in this table should be expressed in con- 
stant, undiscounted dollars. Any expected incremen- 
tal benefits that cannot be monetized should be 
explained. 

The RIA should identify and explain in detail the 
data or studies on which benefit estimates are based. 
Where benefit estimates are derived from a statistical 
study, the RIA must provide sufficient information eo 
that an  independent observer can determine the 
representativeness of the sample, whether it waa 
extrapolated from properly in developing aggregate 
estimates, and whether the resulta are statistically 
significant. 

For regulations addressing health and safety risks, 
the calculation of potential benefita should derive 
from the agency's estimate of the mean expected 
value of the reduction in risk attributable to the 
standard. Estimates of the prevailing level of risk 
and of the reduction in risk to be anticipated from a 
proposed standard should be unbiased expected-value 
estimates rather than hypothetical worst-case es- 
timates. Extreme safety or health results should be 

weighted (along with intermediate results) by the 
probability of their occurrence to estimate the ex- 
pected result implied by the available evidence. In 
addition, to the extent possible, the distribution of 
probabilities for various possible results should be 
presented separately, so as to allow for an explicit 
margin of safety, where required, in final decisions. If 
a margin of safety is to be provided, the proper place 
for it is the final stage of the decisionmaking process, 
not by adjusting the risk or benefit estimates in a 
conservative direction a t  the information-gathering or 
analytical stagea of the process. Conservative es- 
timates should be presented ae alternatives to best 
estimates for sensitivity analysis but should not sub- 
stitute for them. 

It  is important to guard against double-counting of 
benefits. For example, if a regulation improved the 
quality of the environment in a community, the value 
of real estate in the community might rise, reflecting 
the greater attractiveness of living in the improved 
environment. It  would ordinarily be incorrect to in- 
clude the rise in property values among the benefits 
of the regulation. Ordinarily, the value of environ- 
mental benefits (e.g., reduced health risks, scenic 
improvements) will already be included among the 
benefita. The rise in property values reflects the 
capitalized value of these improvements. Therefore, 
to count as benefita both the value of the environ- 
mental improvements and the corresponding increase 
in property values is to count the same benefits 
twice. Only where a direct estimate of the benefita 
has not been included would it be appropriate to 
include the increase in property values among the 
benefita. 

1 .  Geneml Considemtions. The concept of 'op 
portunity coat" is the appropriate construct for valu- 
ing both benefita and costs. The principle of "willing- 
ness-to-pay" captures the notion of opportunity cost 
by providing an aggregate measure of what individ- 
uals are willing to forgo EO as to enjoy a particular 
benefit. Market transactions provide the richest data 
base for estimating benefits based on willingness-to- 
pay, EO long as the goods and services affected by a 
potential regulation are traded in markets. Estima- 
tion problems a r i ~  in a variety of instances, of 
course, where prices or market transactions are dif- 
ficult to monitor. Markets may not even exist in some 
instances, forcing regulatory analysts to develop 
appropriate proxies that simulate market exchange. 
Indeed, the analytical process of deriving benefit 
estimates by simulating markets may suggest alter- 
native regulatory strategies that create such markets. 

Willingness-to-pay always provides the preferred 
measure of benefits. Estimates of willingness-to-pay 
based on observable and replicable behavior deserve 
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the greatest level of confidence. Coneiderably lese 
confidence should be conferred on benefit estimates 
that a m  neither derived from market transactione 
nor based on behavior that is observable or replic- 
able. Of course, innovative benefit eetimation 
methodologies may be necessary in eome cases and 
ehould be encouraged. However, reliance upon euch 
methods inteneifies the need for quality control to 
ensure that estimates derived conform as closely as 
possible to what would be obeerved if markets ex- 
isted. 

2. Principles for k l u i n g  Directly Observable Bene- 
fits. Ordinarily, goods and services are to be valued at  
their market prices. However, in eome instances, the 
market value of a good or service may not reflect its 
true value to society. If a regulatory alternative 
involves changes in such a good or service, its mone- 
tary value for purposes of benefit-cost analpie should 
be derived u ing  an estimate of its true value to 
society (often called ite "shadow price") For example, 
suppose a particular air pollutant damages crop. 
One of the benefits of controlling that pollutant will 
be the value of the crop saved as a result of the 
controls. If the price of that crop is held above the 
free-market equilibrium price by a government price- 
support program it will ovewtate the value of the 
benefit of controlling the pollutant if the crop saved 
were valued at the market price established by the 
eupport program. The eocial value of the benefit 
should be calculated using a ehadow price for crope 
subject to price supports. The estimated ehadow price 
ehould reflect the value to society of marginal w e  of 
the crop (e.g., the world price if the marginal w is 
for exports). If the marginal use ie to add to very 
large eurplus stockpiles, the ehadow price would be 
the value of the last unite released from Btorage 
minus storage cost. Therefore, where etockpiles are 
large and growing, the ehadow price ie likely to be 
low and could well be negative. 

3. Principles for Valuing Benefits That Am In- 
directly W in Markets. In some important in- 
stances, a benefit correspond8 to a good or service 
that is indirectly traded in the marketplace. Import- 
ant examples include reductions in the health-and- 
eafety risks, the use-value of environmental amenit- 
iee and scenic vistae, and eavinge in time. To 
estimate the monetary value of euch an indirectly 
traded good, the willingneee-to-pay valuation 
methodology is etill conceptually euperior, because 
the amount that people are willing to pay for a good 
or service is the k t  measure of ite value to them. Ae 
noted in Sections 4 and 6 immediately following, 
alternative methods may be used where there are 
practical obstacles to the accurate application of 
direct willingness-to-pay methodologies. 

A variety of methods have been developed for 
estimating indirect benefits. Generally, these methods 
apply statistical techniques to distill from observable 
market transactions the portion of willingness-to-pay 
that can be attributed to the benefit in question. 
Examples include eetimatee of the value of environ- 
mental amenities derived from travel-cost studiee, 
hedonic price models that measure differences or 
changes in the value of land, and etatistical etudies of 
occupational-risk premiums in wage rates. 

Contingent-valuation methods have become in- 
creasingly popular for estimating indirect benefits, 
but they mffer from the fact that eumey instruments 
have a limited capacity to eimulate real-world market 
behavior. Benefit estimates derived from contingent- 
valuation studies thus have a greater burden of 
analytical care to ensure that they represent in an 
unbiaeed manner what actually occurs in the 
marketplace. 

4.  Principles and Methods for k lu ing  Benefits That 
Are Not lhded Directly or Indirectly in Markets. 
Some types of goods, euch as the social benefit of 
preserving environmental amenities apart from their 
use and direct enjoyment by people, are not traded 
dkctly or indirectly in markets. The practical ob- 
stacles to accurate measurement are similar to (but 
generally more severe than) thoee arising with 
respect to indirect benefite, principally because there 
are not market transactione to provide data for 
willingness-to-pay estimates. 

Contingent-valuation methods provide the only an- 
alytical approaches c k n t l y  available for eetimating 
the benefits of euch untraded goode. The absence of 
observable and replicable behavior with reepect to the 
benefit in queetion, combined with the difficulties of 
avoiding bias in contingent-valuation studies, arguee 
for great care and circumspection in the w e  of euch 
methods. This meane, for example, that eetimatee of 
willingness-to-pay must incorporate the variety of 
alternative means individuale have of expressing 
value for untraded goods. Moreover, analyeea must 
faithfully capture individuale' budget constraints, 
which reetrict their willingneee-to-pay for untraded 
as well ae traded goode and eervicee. Benefit analyses 
derived from contingent valuation and similar 
methods thus require coneiderable analytic rigor in 
deeign and careful execution. Absent such efforts, 
analyeee based heavily on the benefits of untraded 
goode and eervicea ordinarily would fail the teat of a 
eatisfactory RIA. 

6. Methafa for k lu ing  Health Md Safety Benefits. 
For health and aafety benefits, a distinction ehould be 
made between rieks of nonfatal illneee or injury and 
fatality rieka. 
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(a) Nonfatal illness and injury. Although the 
willingness-to-pay approach is conceptually superior, 
the current state of empirical research in the area is 
not sufficiently advanced to assure that estimates 
derived by this method are necessarily superior to 
directcost valuations of reductions in rieka of nonfa- 
tal illness or injury. Any injury-value estimate fiom a 
willingnese-to-pay study is necessarily an average 
over a specific combination of injuriea of varying 
severity. If the average injury severity in such a 
study is greatly different from that for the regulatory 
action under study, then the study's estimated injury 
value may not be appropriate for evaluating that 
action. Accordingly, the agency should use whichever 
approach it considere most appropriate for the deci- 
sion at  hand. The primary components of the direct- 
cost approach are medical costa and the value of loet 
production. Possibly important costa that may be 
omitted by the w e  of the direct-cost approach are the 
value of pain and suffering and the value of time lost 
from leisure and other activities that are not 
economically directly productive. 

(b) Fatality. Reductions in fatality risks are best 
monetized according to the willingness-to-pay 
approach. The value of changes in fatality risk is 
sometimes expressed in terms of the "value of life." 
This is something of a misnomer since the value of a 
life really refere to the sum of many small reductions 
in fatality risk. For example, if the annual risk of 
death is reduced by one in a million for each of two 
million people, that representa twa 'statistical livea" 
saved per year (two million x one millionth = two). If 
the annual risk of death is reduced by one in 10 
million for each of 20 million people, that also 
representa two statistical lives saved. The conclusion 
that the fatality risk reductions in theae two cases 
are equivalent implies an assumption. The implicit 
aseumption-that equal incrementa in risk are valued 
equally-allows different risk incrementa to be added 
together and compared directly. Aa a different exarn- 
ple, suppose there are two alternative reductions in 
the annual risk faced by an individual: 

A: from .10 x lod to .09 x lod = .O1 x lod 
B: from 1.00 x lod to 99 x lod = .O1 x lod 

Since in both cases the reduction in annual risk is 
the same (.01 x lod), the value of A and B should be 
considered the same. 

The assumption that equal incrementa in fatality 
risk are of equal value ie a legitimate one, eo long ae 
the level of fatality risk is below lo4 annually. There 
t evidence that the willingness-to-pay value for 
increments in fatality risk does not change 

~ i g ~ c a n t l y  over a wide range of risk exposure below 
lo4 annually. 

For levels of annual risk exposure of lo4 and above 
it cannot be assumed that equal incrementa of risk 
are valued equally. At these higher risk levels, it is 
particularly important to distinguish between situa- 
tions of voluntary risk assumption and those of in- 
voluntary risk. Where the high risk is involuntary, it 
is appropriate to value reductions in risk from that 
high level more highly than equal risk reductions a t  
lower risk levels. In general, the greater the risk that 
an individual bears, the higher will be the value the 
individual places on marginal changes in risk. On the 
other hand, where a high risk is chosen voluntarily 
those assuming the risk tend to be persons who place 
a relatively low value on averting safety risks. 
Empirical studies of risk premiums in high-risk oc- 
cupations suggest that reductions in voluntarily as- 
sumed high risks should be valued less than equal 
risk reductions at ordinary risk levels. 

Estimates of the value of fatality risks refer only to 
changes in an uncertain risk of death. They have no 
application to the certain prevention of the death of 
an identifiable individual. 

6. Alternative Methodologuxzl Frameworks for Es- 
timating Health and Safety Benefits. Several alterna- 
tive ways of incorporating fatality risks into the 
framework of benefit-cost analysis may be appropri- 
ate. These may involve either explicit or implicit 
valuation of fatality risks. 

One acceptable explicit valuation approach would 
be for the agency to select a single value for 
reductions in fatality risk at ordinary risk levels 
(below annually) and use this value consistently 
for evaluating all ita programs that affect ordinary 
fatality risks. Another acceptable explicit valuation 
approach would be to use a range of values for 
reductions in fatality risk and apply sensitivity analy- 
sis as with other parameters that have alternative 
plausible values. The range of alternative values 
should be a reasonable one, not one that includes the 
most extreme upper and lower values of fatality risk 
reduction that have been estimated. Extreme values 
are more appropriate for instances of extraordinarily 
high risks (above lo4 annually), with the extreme 
low values being appropriate where voluntary as- 
sumption of high risk leads to self-selection and the 
extreme high values being appropriate where the 
high risk is involuntarily assumed. 

Where the analysis uses a range of alternative 
values for reductions in fatality risk, it may be useful 
to calculate break-even values, as in other sensitivity 
analyses. This requires calculating the borderline 
value of reductions in fatality risk at which the net 
benefit decision criterion would switch over from 
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favoring one alternative to favoring another (i.e., the 
value of fatality rials at which the net benefits of the 
two alternativee are equal). This method will 
hquently be infeasible because of its computational 
demancb or because alternatives are continuous 
rather than discrete (e.g., alternative stsingencies for 
exposure levels), but where appropriate, it is a useful 
supplement to the sensitivity analysis. 

An implicit valuation approach could entail calcula- 
tions of the coet per unit of reduction in fatality rhk 
(cost per "etatistical life saved") ,th c& defined as 
coets minus monetized benefits. This must be used 
with care since there is a serious potential pitfall: It 
ie not correct to c h m  between two mutually exclus- 
ive alternativea by selecting the alternative with 
lowest cost per statistical life saved. The alternative 
with higher cost per life saved may nonetheless be 
the alternative with the higher net benefit to rociety. 

The way to avoid thie pitfall while I.etaining the 
implicit valuation approach ie to make all calcula- 
tions of coet per life saved in tenns of increments 
between alternatives. Altemativee ehould be arrayed 
in order of their total reduction in expected fatalities 
and the incremental cost per life saved calculated 
between each adjacent pair of alternatives. In con- 
trast to explicit valuation approaches, this avoida the 
necessity of specifying in advance a value for 
reductions in fatality risks. However, a range of 
valuea will be implied by the final selection of an 
alternative. This range should be consistent with 
estimated values of reductions in fatality risks calcu- 
lated according to the willingness-to-pay methodology. 

Another way of expressing reductiom in fatality 
risks is in terms of life-yeare saved. For example, if a 
regulation protected individuals whose average 
remaining life expectancy was 40 years, then a rhk 
reduction of one fatality wodd be expressed as 40 
life-yeare saved. Such a refinement may be desirable 
for regulations that disproportionately protect young 
people (e.g., motor vehicle safety regulations) or 
elderly people (e.g., regulations controlling carcine 
gem). To derive the value of a life-year saved from an 
estimate of the value of life, f m t  determine the 
average remaining life expedancy of the oample pop 
ulation in the study h m  which the estimate was 
drawn. Assuming that the average age of the sample 
population is known, the average remaining life ex- 
pectancy may be derived from actuarial tables giving 
life expectancy in relation to age. Using h d a r d  
compound interest tables, the value of a life-year 
saved can then be determined aa the estimated value 
of life annualized over a period equal to the number 
of years of remaining average life expectancy. 

C. Coot Estimates 
1. Geneml Coruridemtions. The opportunity cost of 

an alternative is the value of the benefits foregone ae 
a consequence of that alternative. For example, the 
opportunity cost of banning a product (e.g., a drug, 
food additive, or hazardous chemical) is the foregone 
net benefit of that product. It is meaeured by changes 
in produced and consumers' surpluses. (A.oducere' 
surplus is the difference between the amount a 
producer is paid for a unit of a good and the 
minimum amount the producer would accept to sup- 
ply that unit. It ie measured by the distance between 
the price and the rupply curve for that unit. 
Conrmmere' surplus ie the difference between what a 
consumer pays for a unit of a good and the maximum 
amount the consumer would be willing to pay for that 
unit. It is measured by the distance between the 
price and the demand curve for that unit.) As another 
example, even if a reeource iequired by regulation 
does not have to be paid for because it is already 
owned by the regulated f m ,  nonetheless, the use of 
that resource to meet the regulatory requirement has 
an opportunity coet equal to the net benefit it would 
have pmvided in the abeence of the requirement. Any 
ouch foregone benefits for an alternative ehould be 
monetized wherever possible and either added to the 
costs or subtracted from the benefita of that alterna- 
tive. Any caste that are averted as a result of an 
alternative should be monetized wherever possible 
and either added to the benefits or subtracted from 
the coets of that alternative. 

All coeta calculated should be incremental, that is, 
they should represent changes in costa that would 
occur if the regulatory alternative is chosen compared 
to costs in the base case (ordinarily no regulation or 
the existing regulation). Future costs that would be 
incurred even if the regulation is not promulgated, as 
well as costs that have already been incurred (sunk 
costs), are not part of incremental costs. If marginal 
coet is not constant for any component of costs, 
incremental costa should be calculated as the area 
under the marginal coat m e  over the relevant 
range. 

Costa include private-sector compliance costs, gov- 
ernment administrative coets, and coda of reallocat- 
ing workers displaced as a reeult of the regulation. 
Costs that are not monetary outlays muat be included 
and ehould be attributed a monetary value wherever 
possible. Such costs may include the value (opportu- 
nity cost) of benefits foregone, losses in consumers' or 
produced surpluaee, diecomfort or inconvenience, 
and loss of time. A schedule of monetized coets ehould 
be included that would show the type of cost and 
when it would occur; the numbers in thie table 
should be expressed in constant, undiscounted 
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dollars. Any expected incremental coats that cannot 
be monetized should be explained. An important type 
of cost that often cannot be quantified is a slowing in 
the rate of innovation or of adoption of new technol- 
ogy. For example, regulations requiring a costly and 
time-consuming approval process for new products or 
new facilities may have such coats, as may regula- 
tions setting much more stringent etandarde for new 
facilities than existing ones. 

'Zbvo accounting coet concepts that should not be 
counted as costa in benefit-cost analysis are interest 
and depreciation The time value of money is already 
accounted for by the diecounting of benefits and costs. 
Depreciation is already taken into account by the 
time distribution of benefita and costa; the only legiti- 
mate uae for depreciation calculations in benefit-& 
analysis is to estimate the salvage value of a capital 
investment. 

2. Real Costs Versus Thrnfer Payments. An impor- 
tant, but sometimes difficult, problem in coat estima- 
tion is to distinguish between real costa and transfer 
payments. Transfer paymenta are not genuine costa 
but payments for which no real good or service is 
received in return. Several examples of problems that 
may arise from the confusion between transfer 
paymenta and real costa (or benefits) may help to 
identify situations in which further analysis of the 
problem may be warranted. Monopoly profits, insur- 
ance paymente, government subsidies and taxes, and 
distribution expenses are four potential problem 
areas. 

(a) Monopoly pmfits. If, for example, sales of a 
competitively produced product were restricted by a 
government regulation eo aa to raise prices to con- 
eumers, the resulting monopoly profita are not a 
benefit of the rule, nor is their payment by consumers 
a cost. The real benefit-cost effede of the regulation 
would be represented by changes in producers' and 
consumera' surpluses. 

(b) Insurance payments. Potential pitfalls in 
benefitcost analysis may also arise in the caae of 
insurance payments, which are tramfera. Suppose, 
for example, a worker safety regulation, by decreas- 
ing employee injuries, led to reductions in firme' 
imurance premium paymenta. It would be incorrect 
to count the amount of the reduction in insurance 
premiums as a benefit of the rule. The proper meao- 
ure of benefits is the value of the reduction in worker 
injuries, monetized as described previously, plus any 
reduction in real costa of administering insurance 
(such ao the time insurance company employees 
needed to p m e s  claims) due to the reduction in 
worker insurance claims. Reductions in insurance 
premiums that are matched by reductions in insur- 

ance claim payments are changes in transfer 
paymenta, not benefits. 

(c) Indirect taxes and subsidies. A third instance 
where special treatment may be needed to deal with 
transfer payments is the case of indirect taxes (tariffs 
or e x c k  taxes) or subsidies on specific goods or 
services. Suppoee a regulation requires fulne to 
purchase a $10,000 piece of imported equipment, on 
which there is a $1,000 cuetome duty. For purposes of 
benefit-cost analysis the cost of the regulation for 
each firm ordinarily would be $10,000, not $11,000, 
since the $1,000 customs duty is a transfer payment 
from the fu?n to the Tteasury, not a real resource 
coet. This approach, which implicitly assumes that 
the equipment is supplied at constant costa, should 
be d except in special circumstances. Where the 
taxed equipment is not supplied at constant cost, the 
technically correct treatment is to calculate how 
many of the units purchased as a result of the 
regulation are supplied from increased production 
and how many from decreased purchases by other 
buyers. The former units would be valued at the price 
without the tax and the latter units would be valued 
at  the price including tax. This calculation is ueually 
difficult and imprecise because it requires estimates 
of supply and demand elasticities, which are often 
difficult to obtain and inexact. Therefore, this treat- 
ment should only be uaed where the benefit-coet 
conclusions are likely to be sensitive to the treatment 
of the indirect tax. While costa ordinarily should be 
adjusted to remove indirect taxes on specific goods or 
services as described here, similar treatment is not 
warranted for other taxes, such as general sales taxes 
applying equally to moat gooda and services or in- 
come taxes. 

(d) Distribution experneb. The treatment of die- 
tribution expensea is alao a source of potential error. 
For example, suppose a particular regulation r a h  
the coet of a product by $100 and that wholesale and 
retail distribution expensea are on average 60 percent 
of the factory-level cost. It would ordinarily be in- 
co& to add a $60 dietribution markup to the $100 
cost increase to derive a $160 incremental cost per 
product for benefitcost analysis. Most real resource 
coeta of distribution do not increase with the price of 
the product being distributed. In that case, either 
distribution expenees would be unchanged or, if they 
increased, the increase would represent distributor 
monopoly profits. Since the latter are transfer 
payments, not real resource costa, in neither case 
should additional distribution expenses be included in 
the benefit-& analysis. However, increaeed distribu- 
tion expenses should be counted as costa to the extent 
that they correspond to increased real resource costs 
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of the distribution sector as a result of the change in 
the price or characteristics of the product. 

D. Expenditure &lea 

Regulations establishing terms or conditions of 
Federal granta, contracts, or financial assistance call 
for a different form of regulatory analysis than do 
other types of regulation. In some instances, a full- 
blown benefit-cost analysis may be appropriate to 
inform Congresa and the President more fully about 
the desirability of the program, but this would not 
ordinarily be required in an RIA. The primary func- 
tion of the RIA for this type of regulation should be to 
verify that the terms or conditions are the minimum 
neceesary to achieve the purpoees for which the funds 
were appropriated. They should not contain con- 
ditions in pursuit of goals that are not germane to 
the purpose for which the funds were authorized and 
appropriated. Beyond controls to prevent abuse and 
to ensure that funds appropriated to achieve a 
specific purpose are channeled efficiently toward that 
end, maximum discretion should be allowed in the 
use of Federal funds, particularly when the recipient 
is a State or local government. 

IV. MTIONALE FOR CHOOSING THE 
PROPOSED REGULATORY AcrION 

The RLA should include an explanation of the 
reasons for choosing the selected regulation. Ordinar- 
ily, the regulatory alternative selected ehould be the 
one that achieves the greatest net benefita. If legal 
constraints prevent this choice, they ehould be identi- 
fied and explained, and their net cost ehould be 
estimated. 

Where uncertainties are substantial or a large 
proportion of benefits cannot be monetized, other 
methods of summarizing the benefit-cost analysie 
may sometimes be appropriate. When alternative 
forms of presentation are used, the objective must 
continue to be the maximization of net benefita (ex- 
cept where prohibited by law). Alternative criteria 
must be used with care because of the potential for 
errors or misinterpretation. 

Agenciea need not calculate the internal rate of 
return for a regulation. The internal rate of return is 
often difficult to compute and ie problematical when 
multiple rate8 exist. It must not be used ae a crite- 
rion for choosing between mutually exclusive alterna- 
tives. As a criterion for choosing between alternatives 
that are not mutually exclusive, it has no advantage8 
over the criterion of maximizing the present value of 
net benefita. 

Benefit-cost ratios, if used at all, must be used with 
care to avoid a common pitfall. It is a mistake to 
choose among mutually exclusive alternatives by 

selecting the alternative with the highest ratio of 
benefita to costs. An alternative with a lower benefit- 
cost ratio than another may have the higher net 
benefits. Whether a regulation's benefits are greater 
(or less) than ita costa can be determined by whether 
its benefit-cost ratio is greater (or leee) than one. The 
benefitcost ratio may be used as a very simplified 
indicator of the likely sensitivity of the result: If the 
benefit-cost ratio is much greater than one, the con- 
clusion that the regulation's benefita exceed its costa 
probably is not sensitive to likely alternative param- 
eter values. If the ratio is only slightly greater than 
one, the conclusion probably is sensitive. The benefit- 
mt ratio may sometimes be acceptable as a rough 
substitute for genuine sensitivity analysis where it ie 
not feasible to c m y  out a full sensitivity analysie 
(e.g., if the number of regulatory parameters to be 
tested by sensitivity analysis is large). When so used, 
the benefit-cost ratio should be recognized as only a 
crude approximation to a genuine sensitivity analysis 
and the analyst ehould be aware of ita limitations 
(e.g., the benefit-cost ratio is sensitive to the arbi- 
trary classification of an item as a benefit or an 
averted cost). 

Where the benefits of proposed regulatory alterna- 
tives include reductions in fatality risks, an accept- 
able alternative to direct calculation of net benefits is 
the indirect approach of calculating incremental costa 
per life saved between adjacent alternatives. This ie 
done by ranking all the alternatives according to the 
number of lives they eave and then calculating the 
change in costs and the change in lives saved 
between each alternative and the one with the next 
highest number of lives eaved. If the alternative 
selected ie the one whose incremental cost per life 
eaved is closest to the willingness-to-pay value of life, 
this decision criterion is analytically equivalent to 
that of maximizing net benefit. 

In cases where important benefita cannot be as- 
signed monetary values, cost-effectiveness analysis 
ehould be ueed where poseible to evaluate alterna- 
tivee that generate equivalent nonmonetizable bene- 
fits. Coeta ehould be a calculated net of monetized 
benefita. Between two alternativee with equivalent 
nonmonetizable benefits, the alternative with the 
lower net costs should be selected. Coet-effectiveneea 
analysis should aleo be used to compare regulatory 
alternatives in came where the level of benefita ie 
specified by statute. 

V. 8TATUTORY AUTHORITY 

The RIA should include a statement of determina- 
tion and explanation that the proposed regulatory 
action ie within the agency's etatutory authority. 
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Further Reading 

Edith Stokey and Richard Zeckhauser, A Primer for 
P o k y  Anulysis. Chaptera 9 and 10 provide a good 
introduction to basic concepts. 

E. J. Miehan, Economics for Social Decisions: Ele- 
ments o f  Cost-Benefit Analysis. Assumes some 
knowledge of economics. Chapters 5-8 should be 
helpful on the important subjecta of producers' and 
consumers' surpluses (not diemeed extensively in 
this guidance document). 

W. Kip Vismi, Risk By Choice. Chapter 6 is a good 
starting point for the topic of valuing health and 

safety benefits. Other more technical sources are 
given in the bibliography. 

Robert Cameron Mitchell and Richard C. Careon, 
Using Surveys to Chlue Public CoodP: The Contingent 
Chluation Method. Rovides a valuable discussion on 
the potential pitfalls associated with the use of con- 
tingent-valuation methods. 
V. Keny Smith, Ed., Advances in Applied M h  

eoonomics: Risk, Uncertainty, and the Ualuation of  
Benefits and Costa. 

Judith D. Bentkover, Vincent T. Covello, and Jeryl 
Mumpower, Eds., Benefita Assessment: The Stcrte o f  
the Art. 
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Paperwork 
Reduction 
Act 

Citations: 

44 U.S.C. $$3501-3520 (1990); d Decaaba 11, 1980 by 
Pub. L. No. 96.51 1, 94 Sut. 2812, d e d  OcoDba 1986 by 
Pub. L. No. 9!3-591, title I, $101(m), 100 Sut. 3341-33s. 

Lead Agency: 

Office of M8n8gtmcrrt rad Budge, Mce of hfommh md 
Regulatory Affiirs, Old Executive Oftice Building, 17th Strea 
md Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20503 
(zO2) 3954852.. 

Ovewiew: 

The P~pcmork Reduction Act of 1980 has as its mrin pwposes 
to 'minimize federal prperwork burdm for individwls, mall 
business ud Sute ud l o 4  govsramart, . . . to minimirr the COI~ 
of informrtion collection to the F d d  Govanmatt, . . . d to 
maximize the usefulness' to tbe Wsnl p v m  of tbe 
infomion did. 44 U.S.C. $3501. 'Ibe Act rclcutorily 
established tbe Omce of InfOrrmdOn md Regulrroy Aihin 
(OIRA) in tbe Omce of Muugamt  md Mgu (OMB), and 
assigned it rqomibility for c o o r d b h g  govmmmt Snformltion 

licies, including approving agency adlsakac of infkartio 
R e  

n. 
Act applies to dl agebcies in tbe executive brrrrcb, rr weU as 

to tbe independent rogulrtoy agglCiCI. Only wry nrnorv 
itncthnt we cxcmpted from its COvmge: (1) fud aimiaJ 
m8mrs or rctionr; (2) civil md almbwmh a c t b ,  md 
iavdgltions of specified individuals or sadtkr; (3) oamprlrory 
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process b u d  in oonnection witb antitrust procdings; md (4) 
Mall intelligence activities carried out uada prssidentid 
executive order. 

Basic Clarrncc Requiranart. Tbe Act assigns to OIRA tbe 
itaction of approving information collections. ' h e  Act provides 
that agencies 'shall w t  conduct or tporuor tbe collection of 
i a t o ~ n '  witbout fint o h h b g  tbe approval of tbe OMB 
diroaor or his designee. 53S07(r). 'fbe Act (#3502(4)) defines 
'mlleaion of informttiOnm as: 

'the obtaining or loliciting of bCtt or opinions by 
m agency tbrough tbe w of wriaea rcport forms, 
application forms, rcbdules, questionnaires, 
reporting or recordkeeping requirements, or other 
similar methods d i n g  for either- 

'(A) mwm to identical questions posed to, or 
identical reporting or recordkeeping requiremeats 
imposed on, ten or more pasons, otber hiin 
agencies, ~ m e n u l i t i e s .  or e ~ ~ l o y e e  of tbe 
United States, or 

'(B) answers to questions posed to agencies, 
instrumentalities, or anployas of tbe United Sutes 
which u e  us& for general rutistical purposes." 

OMB has promulgated regulations that furtber define 'collection 
of information' by broadly interpraing the m n  'similu 
mahods.' 'Ibe An das not Cover 8gency rules mandoting 
disclosure by regulated entities to third panies, however, where the 
infomion is not provided eitber directly or indirectly to m 
agency. Ddc v. United ~tcclwotkctt of America, 1 10 S. Ct. 929, 
938 (1990). 

'Ibe Act forbids OMB to approve my infomion collection for 
8 period of more than 3 y m  at 8 t h e .  PU)l(d). Failure to 
obuin OMB approval of r collection of information triggers 
operation of the Act's public protection provision, $3512, which 
provides that 'm person shdl be subject to my pauky  for filling 
to minuin or provide information to my agency if tbe infonnuion 
oollection request . . . does not display a current control number 
assigned by tbe Director [of OMB), or fails to rute that web r 
request is not subject to [the requirements of the Paperwork 
Redudon Act).' 
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Clearmx Procedure. Tbe Act provides r g a w d  set of 
clearance procedures for approving agurcy information collections, 
witb more specific procsdures prescribed for infontmion 
oollections imposed through notbudcomment rultrmltinps. 

Section 350401) of the Act prescribes tbe following procedure 
for information collections contained in rules promulgated 
following notice and comment: 

No later than publicuion of tbe notice of 
proposed rulemaking (NPRM), tbe agency must 
rubmit the mle to OMB dong witb ray  background 
information OhfB needs to conduct its review. 

OMB has 60 days after publication of the 
NPRM to file comments on tbe collection of 
information; if it does not file comments, OMB 
forfeits its right to disapprove of the information 
collection. 

. - When publishing its final rule, tbe agency 
must explain how its rule reponds to OMB's 
comments, or why it rejected the comments. 

OMB has 60 days from publication of the 
find rule to disapprove the collection of 
information. Disapproval my be because (1) tbe 
agency failed to comply with the submission 
requirements; (2) the agency substantidly modified 
the collection of infonnation in the find rule 
without giving OMB 60 days to review the 
modified requirement; or (3) the agency's response 
to OMB's comments is found to be 'unreasonable.' 

OMB's decision to disapprove the 
collection of infonnation in the rule, ud its 
reasons for that decision, must be made publicly 
available. 

OMB's regulations implementing the Aa have ddd catah 
requirements to the clurrnce process for collections of informuion 
oontrined in agency rules. OMB requires, unong otbsr things, 
that: 
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'Ibe public always be given r cbmce to 
comment on proposed collsctions of informuion. 

'ngs, tbis is rccomplirbd by including 
In in the d% NP r tefaence to the hct that tbe rule 
has ban submiad to OMB for review rrd that 
comments my be seat to the OMB desk officer for 
the agency. S CFR $1320.13(a). 'Ibe rules also 
require that the agency include ib the p r d l e  to * 

tbe NPRM r brief statemeat of the a d  for the 
cdlection of infonartion, r description of tbe likely 
respondents, md m estimate of the toul annual 
reporting md recordkeeping burden that will result 
from each collection of infonnation. 8 1320. IS@). 

OMB comments on the collection of 
information be placed in the agency's rulemaking 
record. 01320.13(c). 

All collections of information provisions in 
rules display m OMB control number, which OMB 
m y  assign when it approves the provision even if 
this occurs prior to publication of the final rule. 
$l32O.l3(f). 

For information collections tha! u e  not contained in new rules 
promulgatd after notice md comment, thae is 8 different process: 

On or before the dry m infomion 
collection proposal is submitted to OMB for 
clwmce, the agency mwt send r notice to the 
FdaJ Register, in which the agency d v h  the 
public that OMB approval hrr ban requested and 
that the public my submit commeats on the 
ptoporul to the OMB desk officer for the agency. 
The notice must include r brief daxiptbn of the 
infonnrtion to be collectd, the likely rsrpondmts, 
and an estimate of the total mud recordkeeping 
burden. 5 CFR 0$1320.12(8), 1320.14@), 
1320.15(8). 
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8 W S t b i n 6 0 & y s 8 f t e r ~ o f t b t a g ~ b ~ y ' s  
submission, OMB will notify tbc a g q  of its 
decision to approve or disapprove, fa W e  or in 
put, die informrskn cdlscdao. OMB my emad 
tbe review period fw motha 30 days. 
@l3U).l2(b). 

XfOMBdomnatrawitbintbt60-or- 
&ypgiod,theagmcycurrrLOMBtowignthe 
required coaml number, d OMB murt do 80 
without ddry. 11320.12(c). 

OMB bas Jso devdopal procedutes tba govern cltrnnce k r  
Wonnation coll&ns in existing rules. 11320.14. 'Ibe p W u r e s  
ue intended to prevent expimiin of OMB approval for m 
i a f o d o n  dleaion before the agency brs undertaken the 
mcmsaq rdministntive @ure to cxund OMB9s 3-yw 
qprcwal or. efFoct r repeal or rrwadmcnt of the rule cominhg the 
collection provision. 'Ibe agency is required to initirot the OMB 
review process not lrtcr bat 90 &ys before tbe existing OMB 
approval expires, md if OMB indicates disapproval of the existing 
inknnrtion coliouion provision, tbe agency must initiate 
r u l d n g  to Mud or m i n d  the p i s i o n ,  ooasi#ent with the 
APA or other applicable roquirmmts. 

Altanrtive Procsduw. 'Ibe Act camins wed vtriaionr 
&om the g& review pmcdurm for review of agency 
information collections. it establishes r 'fast tnck" review 
procedure for awgency situations, whicb is rvlilable on rsqucrt 
by agency buds if tbe stringeat tmts of section 3U)7(g) are mU. 
However, OMB by regulation ht provided tbrt rgmcia my 
rsqumt 'expedited" prwlsing of collecdorrr of infoirmdioa evea 
tbougt~ the request das hot qwlify k r  anctgsacy pmwming 
under the mute. 5 CFR tl32O. 18, 

'Ibe Act also mthorizsr the OMB dirsaor, following natia md 
oommmt, to delegut his approval rutbority to m agsacy senior 
ol7icW wbo "b rufficidy Mapeadent of program rslpomibility 
to evaluate M y  whuha propod i a f ~ ~ ~ ~ l t i o n  mlleUion requests 
&auld be approved ud hrs d c i e a t  mourns to ctrry out tbb 
rmpmibilhy dectivdy." Sucb m ofkid must amply whb 
OMB9r rqulrtknr in reviewing his a hex rgeacy's infondon 
mllection provisions. 5 CFR 11320.9. 

OMB9s g d  clewme prod- are subject to the Act's 
provision dut Mepadeat reguluory agencies my,  by m .  
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vote, override m OM% decision disapproving a proposed 
idonnuion collection, 

Substantive Standard of Rcricw. 7'he substantive d u d  
governing OMB review of agency informotion mllections is 
'wbcthcr the collection of i n f o d o n  by m agency is necessary 
ior the proper performance of the functions of the agency, 
ibcluding whether the information will have practical utility for the 
agency." 44 U.S.C. #3504(c). OMB's regulations further describe 
tbe d u d :  ul agcncy must &ow that all reasonable steps have 
ban uken to m u r e  that the colloctbn of informotion is the I w t  
burdensome wcewq, that it is not duplicative of information 
otbcrwise accessible to the agency, ud that the collection of 
information has practical utility. 5 CFR #1320.4@). 

?he regulations further provide that my collection of 
information specifically mandated by statute or coun order will be 
mnsidered 'mcessary" by OMB, as will my collection of 
informotion 'specifically required by m agency rule approved or 
w t  acted upon by OMB" under the Act. In addition, OMB has 
established general guidelines that will be applied unless the agency 
cm demonstrate the need for an exception to them. Among other 
things, OMB will generally not approve a collection of information 
that requires re~oning more often than quarterly; that requires a 
response in less than 30 days; that requires respondents to submit 
more than one original md two copies of a document; that requires 
v n s  to retain rmrds (other than bd th ,  medical or tax reards) 
for more than 3 years; that d m  not 8ttempt to w e  the burden for 
d l  entities; that requires respondents to submit proprietary, 
tnde secret, or other confidential infonnrtion, unless the agency 
has instituted permissible procedures to protect tbe information; or 
tbrt requires ptrsons to maintain or provide information in a 
format other than that in which it is customarily maintained. 
5 CFR 81320.6. 

Also pertinent to OMB's authority is section 3518(e) of the Act, 
which sues:  

'Nothing in [the Act] shall be interpreted 
u inerasing or decreasing the authority of the 
Resident, the of Management ud Bwlga or 
the Director thereof, under the laws of the United 
States, with rapect to the substantive policies and 
programs of dcprrtments, agencies, ud offices, 
including the substantive authority of my Federal 
agency to enforce the civil rights Iaws." 
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P m w o u  Rewcno~ Acr 825 

Infomation Managanart. Tbe Papawork Reduction A a  also 
authorize OMB to develop md implaneat unifbrm policies on 
informotion resources mmgancnt by fadarl rgencias. OMB bas 
done this through Circular A-130, rvhicb sus out vuious policies 
agencies are to use in managing govsrnmcnt infomation. 50 Fed. 
Reg. 52730 (Dec.24, 1985). Circular A-130, originally b u d  in 
1985, is in the process of b e i i  d e d .  Sa 57 Fed. Reg. 182% 
(April 29, 1992). 

Legislative History: 

The Pspemork Reduction A a  of 1980 replaced the F e d d  
Reports A a  of 1942 as the basic statute controlling w o r k  
requirements imposed on the public by the faderal g o v m t .  
Tbe Act was mended in 1986. 

Tbe Papawork Reduction Act was originally carabd as put of 
the regulatory refonn movancnt of tbe 1970s. Reacting to 
growing public concern ova the burden i npod  by fsderd 
infomation collections, Congress asublisbed the Commission on 
Federal Paperwork in late 1974. Ihe Commission, in its rqmt in 
1977, made 770 recornmeadations for reducing tbe fsdarl 
paperwork burden. Legislation implementing some of tbe 
recommendations was introduced in both the 95th and 96th 
Congresses, and the Paperwork Reduction Act was passed in 
November 1980, md signed by President Cuter on Decunber 1 1, 
1980. 

Conflicts over the interpretations of w d n  provisions of the 
Act resulted in mendmeats sarasd in 1986. Among the 
amendments was language cluifying the relationship baw& the 
o r d u r e s  rwuired for clsurnce of infomation alleaions in 
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THE REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT 

Purp080: The purpose of the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 is to rqui re federal agencies to 
consider the economic impact of their regulations on *small entities' (i.e ., small businesses, small 
gwernments, small non-profit organizations). The Act applios to all rubs subject to tho notice and 
comment proceduresof the Administrative Procedures Act; wnain other rules are cwerod by all or 
80- of tho Act's provisions. 

Under the Act's provisions, agencies are rquired to conduct a regulatory fkxibility (regflex) 
a ~ l y s i s  if a rule will hake a 'rignificant economic impact on a wbrtantial numbor' of small entities. 
The purpose is to consider any re$ulatory alternatives that accomplish tho objectives of applicable 
statutes while mit?imizin~economic impacts on small entities. Rogfkx analysis is not nquirod if an 
agency ceflifies that tho rule will not have a significant oconomic impact on a substantial numbor of 
small entitiet. Tho Act also mandates spacial efforts to invoke small entitbs in mkmaking. 

Agency Pollcy: Under the Agency's new (419/92; Guidelines forimplemontation of the Act, any  
u o n o m l c  Impact Is a slgniflcrnt Impact, and any number of r m r l l  ontltles Impactod Is 
asubatrntlal number. In other words, €PA will porform a rogflex analysis if a rule will have 
-oms however small, on any small entities, even though the agency may not bo Iogally 
required to do so. . Under this policy, regfkx certifications are pormisubb only when a rule will have 
n e  impact on any small entity. The new regflex Gudelines are mandatory for any rulemaking for 
which has a Stan Action Notice (SAN) had not been submitted to the Agoncy's Stowing Committee on 
or after April 9, 1992. 

Rules which were underway prior to April 9, 1992, aresubject to the Agency's regflex 
Guidelines issued February 9, 1982. Under thesr Guidelines, a rogflex analysis is roquired only i f  the 
rule will have a 'significant uonomic impact on a substantial number of small entities.' 

Preprrlng Regfler ~ n r l ~ m e 8 :  At tho rule proposal stage, the Iaad office prepares an 'initial 
regulatory flexibility analysis' (IRFA), which must contain the following information: (1) why agency 
action is being considered; (2) objoctivesllegal basis for tho proposed rule; (3) small entities affected; 
(4) reporting, recordkeeping, compliance requirements; (5) duplicative, overlapping or conflicting 
federal rules; (6) alternatives which may minimize economic impacts. A 'final regulatory flexibility 
analysis' (FRFA) must beprepared for the final rule, and must contain: (1) a statement of need 
for/objectivrs of the rule; (2) a summary of publiccomments on tho IRFA, the agency's response, and 
any changes resulting from public comments; (3) a description of significant alternatives considered 
and the Agency's justification for rejection of any. 

Prrtlclpante: The lead office is responsible for preparing the IRFMRFA or preparing and justifying 
regflex certifications. The Regulatory Development Branch (ROB) in the Office of Regulatory 
hncrgemont and Evaluation (ORME) wersoos EPAe8 compliance with the Act. EPA's Small Business 
Ombudsman (in tho Office of Smalland Disadvmtrged Businmu Utilization) can advise on snull business 
i88ws, and tho Agency's Small Community Coordinator (Offeo of Fkgional Op.rations, State m d  Local 
Relations) can advise on small community bums. The Small Businese Administration's Office of 
Advocacy has rosponeibility for monitoring compliance with tho Act. 

Operrt lon: A, previously mentioned, the Act direct8 agencks to a u u n  that ~mrl l  entitios haw an 
opportunity to participte in rulemrking. In tho early stages of rulemaking, such prrticiprtion of small 
entitios can bo especially bonofiiial to the Nncy in holping to idontify tho nature and extent of impacts 
a d  ways to reduco thow impact% b e  also: 'Guiddinos for Implementing th. Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (Revised April 1BQ2)', and 'Guidelines for Implementing tho Regulatory Fkxibility Act' 
(219182). Copies are available from tho Regulatory 0.velopmant Branch (202.2604475). 
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Steps to Implement the Regulatory Flexibility Act 

(Wil l  the Rule Have Any Economic Impact on Any Small Entities? I 
If Yes: If No: 

008s the operating statute allow the 
Agency to consider alternative regulatory Cenify and explain in preamble. nor: No 
requirements to reduce impacts on small funher analysis required. 

1 
If Yes: If No: 

. 
Prepare and insen in preamble an abbreviated 

Is the approximate severity of the rule's RFA (or a summary) that characterizes small 
impacts on small entities known, in either entity impacts and explains why the Agency is 
quantitative or qualitative terms? precluded from considering ngulatory options. 

STOC: 

f No: 

Conduct screening analysis to ascertain 
potential impacts. Based on results: 

Devote an appropriate level of resources to perlorm an RFA that: 

- oxplrinr why the agrrcy ir conrtdormg takmg Kt~on;  

- idmtifm tho objoctiva of, m d  logel boaia for, tho propord ~ k ;  

In the final rula, also: 

ummrrizo the a r u n  r a i d  by public m m t 8  k ruponra to the initial RFA m d  tho Agmqea  a a a m m t  of 
(hoar isrun, m d  doocribo m y  ahmga k the w k  raulting from public m m m t r ;  md 

mpl& why thr Agmw r - d  tho dtunrtivw it did not adopt. 
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Regulatory 
Flexibility 
Act 

Citations: 

5 U.S.C. f iWl412 (1988); d Scpember 19, 1980 by 
Pub. L. No. 96.354.94 Sut. 116C1170. 

Lead Agency: 

U.S. Small Business Adminirtntion, Chief Counsel for 
Advocacy, 3rd Strat SW, 7th floor, Washington, DC 20416 
(202) 205.6332. 

Overview: 

Requlnmcnts. Tbe Regulltory Flexibility Act requires 
agencies to consider the special mais rad conccrns of small 
satitis whenever they engage in rulemrlting subject to the notice- 
lrndcomment rsquircmam of the APA or otber law. Eacb time it 
publishes r proposed mle in tbe F d d  Register, an ageacy must 
prepare rad publish r regulatory dexfbility analysis (RFA) 
doscribing the impact of the proposed rule on d l  &ties 
(iacluding small businesses, orgmizdons, md p v e r n m e d  
jurisdictions), unlas the agaacy h a d  dfir that the propolled 
rule will not 'have r significant economic impact on r subsumirl 
number of small mtkies.' Tbe initial RFA, like the pmpmd nrle 
Wf, is subject to public commeat, md the ageacy is ~ ~ e d  
eo frcilitrte participation by d l  a e s  by providing rcbrrl 
wtiw of the proceeding to a f f d  rmrll atthis, bolding 
amferenca rad public bearings on the proposed rule as it affects 
mall d t i a ,  md trrnrmittiag apim of its initial RFAs to the 
Qief C o d  for Advocacy of the Smrll Business Admidstdon. 
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Tbe f i d  rule adopted by the agency must be accompanied by r 
find RFA that rummarites md responds to the mmmcnff received. 

Tbe Act das not &e my prrticulu outcome in 
ntleuuking; it mcourages, but does aot require, the 'tiering' of 
government regulations through r number of tschniqua designed 
to make them lea  burdensome to d l  d i e s .  An agency's 
initial RFA must i d d f y  ray 'rignificmt alternrtivcs' to the 
proposed regulation that might rchieve its goals while minimizing 
the impact on d l  cntitics. Approrchcs s u g g d  in the statute 
include modifying compliance or r e p o w  timetrbles, simplifying 
compliance or reporting requiraneats, using perfommci d e r  
than design standards, ud exempting small eatities from certain 
requirements. The final RFA must explain why any such 
signifimnt altcmatives to the rule were not adopted. 

Agencies must publish sunivlnwl regulatory agendas 
identifying upcoming md current rulemaking proposals that my 
affect small entities. In addition, the Act directs agencies to apply 
regulatory flexibility d y s i s  to their acisting rules, initially 
evaluating them ova  r l @ y w  period ud reviewing them 
periodically. 

Covarge. The Act's limitations u e  impomt. It does mt 
apply to the vast unount of rdministruive activity thu is not 
rulermking, whether it be adjudication or the luge d m  of 
informal action. Nor does it reach rulemrlring that is not subject to 
notictandcomment,l such as interpretative rules and other rules 
exempted by the provisions of section 553 of the APA. 

Issues Under h e  Act. Several issues hrve arisen under the 
Act, though few opinions hrve construed its tams owing to the 
Act's extremely limited provision for judicial review ($611). 
Echoing the rtlhrtory language, awts considering the judicial 
review provision have ruled that agency action under the Act is aot 
subject to judicial review as such, although the contents of a 
regulatory flexibility uulysis (including my defects it my contain) 
will form put of the r a r d  through whicb the courts determine a 
rule's reasonableness under the APA. State of Michigan v. 
Ihomat, 805 F.2d 176 (6th Cir. 1986); lhompson v. Qcuk, 741 
F.2d 401 @.C. Cir. 1984). I be  D.C. Circuit noted in lbmpson 
that the impact of r rule on small cntitics my be placed at issue in 
the public comments even when the agency has decided that it need 
not prepare m RFA. 

In r later cue, the D.C. Circuit explicitly reviewed (within the 
context of judicial review of the final d e )  m agency's d f ica t ion  
that r rule would not hrve r riguificurt Impact on s d l  attitits, 
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W-TCX urcnic  ~oopctomcc, ~hc. V. m c ,  773 F.U 327 D.C. 
Cir. 1985). daaminiag that the agsbcy's ocatificaion was correct 
bemuse It m d  only consider the d e ' s  impact on regulated eatities 
rad wt tbt indirect impact on mall eatitis not regulated by tbe 
qgeacy, A fdd district CQUlt m tbe Third Circuit criticized Mid- 
T i ,  d in# tbrt - caificrtions under the Act are wc RFAs, 
~ a r e ~ ~ l e m m r a ~ o f t b e r e o o r d o n d m o f t h e  
ilarl rule. &high Vdley Fannrrt v. Bl& 640 F. Supp. 1497 
(ED. Pa. 1986), @d, 820 F.2d 409 (3d Cir. 1987). 

AMougb &ere judicw iatgprsutioas m e  been helpful, 
Pacsruintisr mist coacgninO the Act's owwage md its 
madatd process. Many of thee are dcrrcribsd in Paul Vgtuil's 
rtudy for tbe Co&mm, A QWd GI& ao ahr Reguloory 
RcldbUiry ACT. Mormva, according to tbe Smrll Business 
Adminishmtion's Chief Cbumel for Advocacy, rvbo monitors 
agency activity under the Regulatory Flexibility A d  md issues 
annual reports, agency complirnce with tbe Act hs ban very 
uneven, at least in part bawust of the lack of judicial m i & .  An 
additional c o r n  of mme has bma rvbaha tbe Act bu ban as 
dective in reducing regulatory burdear for s d l  pvgnraenul 
units u for small businesses. Saute wenight harings in 1988 
r i r d  some of these issues, ud legislation iatroducul, but not axed 
on, in the lalst Congress (S. 1758) proposed measures inteaded to 
improve bplcrnentation of the Act as it applies to d l  
governments. 

Legislative History:' 

%th Corrpcrs. 'Ibe A a  was inttoducd origidly as S. 1974 
by Senaton Culva md N d m .  Heuings on S. 1974 as rmcndod 
wme bdd on October 7, 1977 md August 23, 1978 before the 
haute Subcornmitt# on Adminirtntivt Rrcdce md Rocdun, 
whicb uarnimourly repottaj S. 1974 to tbe Judiciary Commitme on 
hptanbw 9, 1978. The brute jmsed tbe bill on Octok 14, 
1978. In tbe House of R e p r d v s ,  H.R. 11376, tbe 
oompurion bill to S. 1974, was introduced on Mu& 8, 1978 by 
Rapremtrtives Kutenmeia ud Baldus, but no further d o n  was 
mkm. 
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96th Congress. On January 31, 1979, Seaator Culver 
reintroduced his original bill as S. 299. Three similar bills were 
introduced in tbe House of Representatives: H.R. 1971 
(companion bill to S. 299, on Febnury 8, 1979). H.R. 1745 (a 
rimilar bill, but cast as an unendment to tbe Small Business Act, 
on January 31, 1979) md H.R. 4660 (an expansion of H.R. 1745, 
on June 28). Tbe latter bill bccune the principal bill in the House. 

After extensive heuings, tbe Smue bill, S. 299, passed the 
Senate on August 6, 1980 in the form of a rubstitute, unprinted 
amendment intended to r d i f y  the bill from 5 U.S.C. 0655 1, 552 
to a new chapter within title 5 (sections 601612). (See tbe Suute 
'Description of Major Issues' accompanying tbe amendment at 
126 Cong. Rec. S10, 934-43 (daily ed. August 6, 1980).) ' 

Oa September 8, 1980 the House of Representatives passed the 
Seaate-passed version of S. 299 without amendment. Tbe House 
held no separate bwings on the Senate bill; rather it simply 
adopted the Senate's 'Description of Major Issues" and section-by- 
section malysis. Tbe House did offer its own threepage 
'Discussion of the Issues" (126 Cong. Roc. H 8468-70 (daily ed. 
September 8, 1980)). 

President CMer signed the bill into law on September 19, 
1980. 

Source Note: 

The most extensive discussion of the Aa's provisions is 
Verkuil's 1982 Critical Guide. The annual reports issued by the 
Small Business Administration's M ~ c e  of Advocacy contain a 
wealth of information on agency implementation of the Act, as well 
as on the Act's strengths md wukncsses u identified by that 
Office. An indepth prescription for legislative changes to the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act appears in the Dickinsan Law Review 
article authored by a fonner Chief Counsel for Advocrcy of the 
S d l  Business Administration and two staff members of the Office 
of Advocacy. 
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Regulatory Flexibility Ad 

Titk 5, US. Code 

For ~UQXXCB of thir duper- 
(1) Ihe rn 'agency' meuu M w y  u behnsd in & Ul(1) of rhir 

we; 
(2) the knn 'rule' muns any mk  for which the q a x y  publiaha 8 gmcml 

noticc of propored rukmakhg punurnt to racrion 553(b) of him titk, or my orbu 
Lw, including my ruk of g u ~ ~ l  rppliubility governing F d e d  grmt~ to Strtc 
utd kcrl pvernmmtr for which the yency provider m opponunity k r  notice 
ud public comment, uccp lhU thc rtnn 'mk' doer not include r rulc of 
pnicukr rpplicrbility relating to nlcs, w r p ,  oorpontc or tinmcid nruetura or 
morganiutions thereof, prices, h e i l k ,  ~gplirnca, renioa, or rlkwrnou 
therefor or to vrlurtions, cow or wxmthg, or pmUb# AUmg to Iuch mta, 

rtru#uru, prices, rppliancu, uniecr .  ot alhwuma; 
(3) the term 'rmrll burinas' hr the run tnaning u tbe tsrm 'and 

burimrr concern' under maion 3 of thc S d  Burinerr Ad, unkrr m m y ,  
r k r  oonruhrlian with UIC Oflice of Advomey of the Smrtl Bu~ineu 
Adminimation md r k r  opponunity for public oomrnmt, srublisha oac or more 
dcfrnitions of ruch krm which are rppioprirtc ro thc d W a  of the yency rad 
pubkrha ruch dcfmition(r) in the Fcdtnl Rcghr; 

(4) UIC term ' d l  orgmiution' ~ M I  my not-forpmfil aYcrprire which n 
inkpcndauly ownod and openred ud ir not dominant in 38 bid, d e u  m 
a p c y  mblirhcc, rlkr opponunity for public oomment, onc or morr dcfinirwu 
of ruch tcnn which uc rpproprircc to OK w t i v h  of tbe .ad publiaha 
urch defrnirion(8) in thc kdcnl Uqhtcr; 

(5) thc mm ' u d l  pvcmmaU~l jurirdietion' msuu pvanmmt~ of oicicr, 
oountiec, lomr, romrhip, viJlap, Khool dirtriorr, or q e c d  dhtrkb, wUi r 
population of k r  thn fifty t h o u d ,  Mbrr m ~y -lirha, 
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0)  r daaiptmn of and, where k u i b k ,  m &mate of thc aumbcr of rmrt) 
oariricr to which the propod nrlewill8pply; 

(4) r docripion of the pmjoUd reporting, rwordkbeping md osbtr 
c o m p b  mquirementr of the poporsd ruk, including m atirmtc of thc clnua 
of &dl ax& which will k rubjoa to the requiremeat md the trpe of 
pokuionrl rLillr neceury for prcp8don of the report or record; 

( 5 ) m i d t n t i f & n , t o t h e ~ p r r & c r b k , o f r l l r r l e v W M n J c r  
which m y  duplicltc, ovtrkp or oonllicr wirh the poporcd rule. 

(c) Each initial regulatory flexibility d p u  dull rLo conuin a dacription of 
any r i p i f i t  l r cn ru iva  to tbe p o p o d  N)c which accomplish the artod 
objediva of applicable AItuter Ud which minimize m y  riqrifhnt enomic 
imp.~ofthe~rukoarmrl lmtPio .CaJl irrart~thertrtsdobjocriva  
of qpliubk uuum, the uulp i s  rhll d k u u  rigrifil~~llt lknutiva utch u- 

(1) the arrbluhmcnt of diffrring o o m p h  or repotting r s q u i n  or 
-kt hat take into account the ruource r v W k  to mull 

(2) the c k r i f d n ,  eorwlid.lion, or rimplifrcrrion of o o m p l k  Ud 
reporting rsquirrments under the ruk for ruch und mtkk; 

(3) the we of pcrfonnrnce rrthtr h n  design ~ m d u d s ;  md 
(4) m cxcmpcion from covmge of the ~ k ,  or my prc m f ,  for ruch 

avllahliu. 
(Added Pub. L. No. S 3 5 4 ,  f3(r). Sep. 19.1980.94 Sut. 1166.) 

4604. Fid regulatory flexibility analysis 

(a) When M agency promulgrlcr a f i l  ruk under rscrion 553 of this ritlc. 
r h r  being required by that section or my othtr kw to publth r -1 n- of 
propod ruknuking, the agency dull prrprrc r f h l  replatory fkxjbility 
malysir. k c h  f i l  regulatory flexibility uulysk rhll oont.in- 

(1) r succinct rutcment of the need for, urd the obpcriva of, the ruk; 
(2) r summary of Lhe issues m i d  by the public commarr, in rorporue to the 

initirl regulatory flexibility uulysir, 8 rummrry of the urerrrncnt of the agency 
of ruch issues, and r rtrtcment of my changa nvde in the ptoporsd ruk u r 
m u h  of ruch comments; and 

(3) r description of each of the aignifwt .)rcnuriva to the ruk oonriarmt 
wirh the mlod objocciva of .ppliorbk rut- urd darignd to minimirc my 
s i p i f i t  economic Wpct of the m k  on a d  cntitia Mich was o o m M  by 
the agency, md a rtr-1 of the -W why crch one of ruch M v a  was 
trjcatd. 

(b) The agency rhdl make oopia of che f m l  fcguluoy flexibility uv lyr i r  
rvrikbk to rncmbcn of rhe public urd rh l l  publth in the Fekrrrl w r  u thc 
time of pubhtion of the final ruk under rocrion U 3  of thia tiLlr r 
b r i b i n g  how the public m y  &in urh oopier. 
(Added Pub. 1. No. 96354, )%a), Sept. 19,1910,94 Sut, 1167.) 

WS. Avoidance of dupliatire or mnaxmq d p m  

(8) h y  -1 agency m y  perfonn the u u l y m  q u i d  by recrioar 602, 
~,md604ofthu~kinoonjunclionwirhorurputofmyo(hetycndror 
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e n ,  d provide ruch earif idon rrrd & 6 tbc Chief C O W  for 
Advocacy of the Smll Buincrr Adminbtnrion. 

(c) In order to avoid dupliutive & o n ,  M y a r c y  m y  ooarida A of 
dOKlyrCktOdruhuoncrukkrIbtpapo#ofrooLio~642,6(n,604md 
610 of thu rirk. 
(Added Pub. L. No. 96354, 83(r), kp. 19, 1010,94 Sut. 1167.) 

Theroqui r rmar~of rsa ionr603udW4of th i , t i r )eboa# . I rcr iamy 
muvm U r d r  oChemiK rpplicabk by Irw to y a r c y  h n .  
(Added Pub. L. No. 96354, /3(r). Scp. 19. 1010, S4 W. 1168.) 

In complying with (he provuionr of roaionr 603 md 604 of thb We, m 
ycncy m y  provide either r qurnt i f 'k  or numerical -ription of tbc offem of 
r propored ruk or rltcnutiver to thc pmpod ruk, or more p b m l  dacripive 
auunmrt if q u r r u i f i n  u not pncriGlbk or rdirbk. 
(AWod Pub. L. No. 96354, ))(a), Sep. 19, 1010,QISut. 1168.) 

4608. Roccdure for waiver or dcky d oompktion 
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rmr l lau i tk ;Md 
(5) the adoption or m o d i f i n  of m y  p m d d  mla to ndvor Ik ooa 

or compkxity of pnicipuion in the r u m  by and-. 
(Added Pub. 1. No. 96354, $3(r), Sep. 19,1980.94 Stat. 1168.) 
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(4) the easat to which the ruk wakpr, duplicua or oonflhs with otbu 
~ n r b r * . n d , t o t h c c x r a r k u i b k . ~ ~ u d b c r ] p v a a m r P t n r b r ;  
d 

(5)thekrythofrimcrinottherukbubomdurtsdort&dcqoctorvhich 
ccbnobgy, o001)omic &a, or atha lraon brve a&@ m tbt a m  
d'botdbytheruk. 

( c ) E I c b p r , a c h ~ y W p l b l i r h m t b c k d a r l ~ r M o f t &  
nrbr wIW brvc r s i p i f i i  ooonomic hapa oa r wbrunrirl #arkr of d 
~ , w b k h r r r t o k r c v k w e d p u r s u ~ t o t h i , ~ d u r h g d w ~  
nrdvc lllonthr. T& lia rhll include r brkf dociipioa of acb nrlr and tk mod 
b r ~ ~ l b u t o f ~ r u k u d r h l l i n v L t p l b k c o m m o a ~ ~ r u ) r .  
(Added Pub. 1. No. -354, #3(r), Sop. 19,19#),94 sat. 1169.) 

~ p n o f W w h o k r o c o r d o f r ~ y . c t i o n i n o o n n a o f i o n w d w n v i c w .  
(c) N W g  in Ihi, & bus judieirl rwiew of my other - 

or rimikr urrlyrir q u i d  by my other Irw if judicial mitw of urh 
or w l y r L  u &mirc pmvidod by hw.  
(M Pub. L. No. 96354, Wr) ,  Scp. 19, 1980.94 Sut. 1169.) 

MU. Reports and i n t m d o n  rights 

(a) fhc Chid Courucl for Advocacy of tkc S d  Bwtwu Adminiabath 
rhll monitor agency compliance with (hit cbrpct md u Luc 
~ n r v U y l h c r s o n t o r h c R ~ i k r u d t o W C o m m i n k l o n t b c J ~ o f t h c  
Scnuc and How of Reprrrtnutim, the Sdscr Commictoc on Smrll binar  of 
thc Scnuc, .nd the Commiooc on SmU Burinar of the Hourt of flcpcaautiwr. 

(b) 7be Chief C o w l  for M v o a c y  of Uu Smrll Burinac Admiabmtion s 
r u h o r i s b d t o r p p u u & u r c w L c i n m y r r i o n b r w @ h r ~ o f W  
U n i r s d S r u c r t o r r v i c w r m k . I n m y w c h . c t i o n , d w C h i t f ~ m ~  
t o p m m l k i r v i c w r & ~ t o U u e ~ o f d K e u l c o a r m r l l ~ .  

(c) A aoun of thc U n M  Stam rbrlt pur the rppliartiocr of Ibc Chisf 
C d  kr Advocrcy of UIC Smdl Burincu Adminirvuion to rppau ia my web 
rr ion  br rhc pu- doc* in wkocrion (b). 
(Added Pub. L. No. 96354, )3(r), Sapt. 19, 198494 Sut. 1110.) 
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Negotiated 
Rulemaking 
Act 

Citations: 

5 U.S.C. QQ581d90;1 a c t e d  November 29, 1990, by Pub. L. 
No. 101448, 104 Stat. 4969. 

Lead Agency: 

Adminispitive Conference of l  the United Sutt f ,  Suite 500, 
2120 L Strat  NW, Washington, DC 20037 (202) 254-7020. 

Overview: 

Tbe Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1990 establishes r statutory 
framework for agency use of negotiated nrlemaking to fbrmulate 
proposed regulations. Tbe Act supplements the nrlemaking 
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act (set Chapter 1). 
clui&ing the authority of fedud agencies to conduct negotiated 
nrlemaking. It largely codifies the practice of those agencies that 
hd previously used the procedure. While mt requiring we of the 
technique, the Act allows each agency discraion b u t  using 
negotiated rulemaking. 

Negotiated rulernaking (mmehes  known as 'regulmry 
negotiation" or "reg-neg') bas merged in the 1980s as m 
alternative to traditional procedures for drafting proposed 
regulations. The essence of the Mea is that in d n  situations it 
ir possible to bring together representatives of the agency UKI the 

h a  - Dipucr JL- )5W (- chpur 3), w. 1. No. lOl-u2, 
Jlo MII.;a h Ih J of bY US. C& .U(Pb.nd MI-560. HA. W ,  lOZd 
~ , l I I ~ , w d n l a d y ( h i r . o o n r l y ( u Q p r r 3 , k o g o r l ) .  
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various affected interest groups to nogotiate the text of r propod 
rule. The aegotiators try to r& 8 ooasezrsus thtougb r pce6s  of 
wduuing their own priorities md making tndmffb to achieve m 
rcaQtrble outcome on the hues of grut4a imporma to &an. 
If tbey do achieve a c o w u s ,  tbea tbe malting rule is likely to 
be msia to implement md the likelihood of subsequmt litigaion is 
diminirhed. Even in the &stace of consensus on r draft d,e ,  the 
process may be valuable as r means of better informing the 
regulatory agency of the issuer, md the concms of the a f f d  
intaests. 

Negotiated rulcmaLiLlg should be viewed as r supplement to the 
rulanaking provisions of tbe Adrninisontive R o c d u n  Act. l b i s  
mans that the negotiation rcssions g e a d l y  take place prior to 
issuance of the mice ud the oppoitunity for tbe public to 
comment on r proposed rule that u e  requird by tbe Act (5 U.S.C. 
4553). In some instanes, negotiations may be appropriate rt r 
later stage of the proceeding md have sometime$ ban ursd 
effectively in drafting the text of 8 final rule basal on comments 
received. 

In 1982 the Administrative Confeteace of the United States sa 
forrh criteria for identifying rulcmokiag situuions for whicb reg- 
neg is likely to be successful (Recornmadation 824, 1 CFR 
0305.824). These criteria were inteaded to guide ageacisr in 
making the key determination whether negotiated rulcmrlting is 
appropriate for particular regulatory problems. The Confamice 
Jso suggested specific procedures to be fdlowed by agencies in 
applying this approach. Additional refinements, based on r study 
of initial agency experiences with reg-neg, wae recornmcndd in 
1985 (Recomeadation 85-5, 1 CFR $305.854). 

Much of tbe Negotiated Rulemaking Act is penniuive, 
incarporating m y  of the criteria ud procedures suggested in tbt 
Conference recommendations. ?be drafterr intaxld that the Act 
not impair ray rights otbemiK W n d  by agencies or prrticr, md 
d o n  581 expressly provides that tbe Aa is ooc irrrmded to limit 
innovation or e x p e r i m d o n  with the negotiated rulamllring 
process. Altbough the Act plainly permits m agency to publish as 
i ts own the consensus proposal dopted by the negotiating 
oommiaee, nothing in the Act wquires the agency to publish either 
r proposed or final rule merely because r begotirting committoe 
progKNed it. 

Following the recommendations of the Confaam, section 583 
of tbe Act lists aevwal critaia to k considwed by ageuciw in 
determining whaher to use negotiated rulemaking in my puticulu 
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instmce. It permits, but does not require, tbt use of outside 
impartial persons (referred to as "coavmers') to ruist tbe agency 
in identifying potential puriciprntr ia tbe #sotiation process. 
Section 584 requires public d c e  of plrnaed mgoti8ted 
nrlemrlting proceedings in the F d d  Register md qpropriate 
tnde rad specialized publications. Persons or h e m t s  bdieving 
that they u e  aot doqu8tdy repramtad on tbe aegotitting 
committa must be givca m opportunity to apply for membership, 
tbough the agency ruains discretion as to wbuber to p t  such 
requests. 

Section 585 makes clear that agmcics srtrblishing negotiating 
committees under the Act me dm to wmply with the F d d  
Advisory Committee Act (set Chapter 10). At lust one manber 
of the committee must be a reprawmive of tbe ageacy. If, rfter 
considering the public responses to the published notice of intent to 
mablish a atgotioting wmmittee under the Act, tbe agency 
determines- not to do so, then the agency must publish r notice of 
that fact md the rePsons for the decision. 

Section 586 addresses procedures of the negotiating committee 
ud provides for selection of r wutn) 'frciliutor" or mediator to 
mist the committee in its ddiberrtions. 

Soction 587 pamits an agency to keep r negotiating commiaa 
in existence until promulgation of tbe final rule, but also allows 
earlier tamination if the agency or tbe committee so cbooses. 

Options for agencies with respect to w i r i n g  tbe services of 
convqers ud facilitators ut addressed in reaion 588.2 Agencies 
are authorized to pay expenses of -in committee members in 
accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act. Section 589 
authorizes the Conference to pry ceruin expe~es  tbe request of 
an agency conducting r negotiated r u l d i n g .  (Funding for this 
purpose is authorized by m i o n  4 of tbe Act.) 

To avoid creating new m r a s  of p o m U  litigation, reaion 
590 provides that agency actions pauining to procedwol decisions 
in negotiated rulemaking u e  oot subject to judicial review. 
However, otherwise rvrilrble judicial review of the rvlcs 
promulgated through the negotiation process is not d F d  by tbe 
Act. 
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S&n S of the Negothted Rulamkhg A a  terminates the 
provisions of the Act after 6 y m  (November 29, 1996). 
Numerous fedd  agencies anduaed negotiated rulemaking 
procesdings under other utbority prior to &option of the 
Negotiated Rulermking Act. Expintion of tbis A a  clearly dots 
not imply dut m agency ~ l d  m longer wdcruke a negotiated 
n r l e .  

Legjslotive History: 

Joint bcprin#s on 'regulatory negotiationm were held in July 
1980 by the Senate's Sdsct Committee on Small Business and 
Committee on Governmental Affain. bgislation was introduced 
in September 1980 'to create a pilot program to encourage . . . 
tbe formation of regulatory negotiation commissions, comprised of 
rcgrmmtatives of business, public interest organizations, labor, 
Swe ud lo4 officials, md ather interested persons, for the 
p p o s e  of making rocommebd8tions to Federal agencies on 
regulatory policy." (H.R. 8210, !&!I Congress) Other bills to 
establish a statutory framework for negotiated rulemaking were 
introduced in each subsequent Congress throughout the 1980s. 

Tbe first negotiated rulempLinO bill to be rctsd upon was S. 
1504, introduced by Senator Cul Lcvin in the 100th Congress. 
'Ibe S e a t  Committee on ~ovcfl~l~cntr l  Affairs beld hwings on 
May 13, 1988, md the Saute passod the bill on September 30, 
1988 (134 Cong. Rec. S 13760, Scptanber 30, 1988; see also the 
rcpon of the Scnrtt Committee on ~ov#nmental Affairs, 100th 
Congress, 2d Seuion, S. Rep. No. 100-547). In the House, the 
Judiciary Subcommitrot on Administrative Law urd Governmental 
Rdrtiont bdd a hewing on August 10, 1988, on a companion bill, 
H.R. 3052, introduced by Rcgratative D o d d  Pease. No 
fbher  d o n  wu taken. 

In the lOlst Congress, idcatid bills, S. 303 md H.R. 743, 
were introduced on Jrnurry 31, 1989 (135 Cong. Rec. S 862 Md 
H 144, Jrnuuy 31, 1989). ?'be Saute Committee on 
Governmcnul Affain rerpond out S. 303 on July 13, 1989, Md 
the Same passed it on August 3, 1989 (see 135 Cong. Rec. S 
10060, August 3, 1989; aet dm the rcport of the Senate 
Committoe on Govanmnul Afhin, 1 Olst Congress, 1st Session, 
S. Rep. No. 101-97). 
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The House Subcommittee held a hewing on H.R. 743 on May 
3, 1989, urd on February 7, 1990, reported out tbe bill with 
Mendmenu. The Committa on the Judiciary passed the bill on 
Much 28, md the House passed it on May 1 (136 Cong. Roc. H 
1852, May 1, 1990; set also the repon of the House Committee on 
the Judiciary, lO1st Congrsss, 2d Semion, H. Rep. No. 101461). 
The Senate mended tbe bill furtha md passed S. 303 again on 
October 4 (136 Cong. Rcc. S 14580, Oaobef 4, 1990). ?be 
House icccgted the Senate amendments, voting find pasage on 
Oaober 22 (136 Cong. Rec. H 10966, Oaober 22, 1990). 'Ibc 
bill was signed by President Bush on Novanber 29, 1990. 

During the period of congressional consideration of tbe 
Negotiated Rulemaking Act, Congress passed three otber pi- of 
legislation that mandated use of negotiated nrleuuking: the Cul 
D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act 
Amendments (Puh. L. No. 101-392). the Hawkins-Sufford 
Elementary md Secondary School Improvemeats Amcndmcnts 
(Pub. L. N6. 100-297). ud the Price-Anderson headmeats A a  
of 1988 (Pub. L. No. 100408). Each of these laws provided 
specific Pnd widely differing pracsdures for negotiating rules. In 
the future, the Negotiued Rulemaking Act my serve as a common 
reference whenever Congress wrnts to use reg-neg in other 
legislation, replacing this d hoc rppmch. 

Significant Case Law: 

EPA's final rule on asbestoscontaining motaids in schools was 
the first reg-neg ntle to k chaflenged in awn. m e  suit was 
brought by the Safe Buildings Allimcc, a group r ap rwdag  
former murufacturers of asbestos building products thrt we now 
illegal. Plaintiffs in the lawsuit claimed that tbe rule would 
encourage unnecessary ranoval of mucrirls from buildings md 
would result in a chaotic situation. Tbey sought a more objective 
dord -brsed  on air monitoring, for urmple-ntha thrn tbe 
professional judgment called for under EPA's rule. Tbe Safe 
Buildings Alliance h d  ban represeated on the negothbg 
committee. Several other parties who wee r e p r d  on the 
oegotiuing committee intervened in s q p n  of tk jhd rule as 
published. These included the National Education Auoci#ion, the 
American Association of School Administrators, ud a group of 
cute attorneys general. 
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ID May 1988, the rule wu w e l d  by the U.S. Cowt of Appuls 
kt tbe D.C. Citcuk, S& BuUdkgs AUhncr v. P A ,  846 F.2d 79 
(D.C. Cir. 1988). ?be oourt &ambd tha EPA's mgulrdon 
rmbodid r mmoaablt latsrpraWon of tbc quirmmts of the 
kbcrto, Hlutd  E m a g q  R e q m e  Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 
-519, 15 U.S.C. 882641-51. Ndtha the qpc#) nor m ' r  
decision r c f d  to the ne@atbn pocdure dra wrr Mowed. 
EPA's duground iajdon d e ,  bmd in part m wptirtsd 
n r l a m b g ,  rvrs Jsci cbJleagd rad atmtidly upbdd by tfie 
D.C. Circuit, A&aual Resources -me bwcU v. P A ,  907 
F.2d 1146 0 . C .  CU. 1990). 

Soure Note: 

In 1990 the Administrative Conferaxe of tbe United State 
publirhd the Nk@ated Rulemaking Swrcebmat, r rtcp-by-rtclp 
mide to the conduct of negotiated rulemrlting pmcdings. Ibe 
volume coauins r discussion of when md bow to UIC the 
procedure, dong with sample ootices md other documaru dut 
m y  be noadd by ur agency wi* the process. Numaou, miclcr, 
both uulytid ud practical, are reprinted in tbe Souv#boaL, 
including the Harter md Peniff reports to the Coafueace that 
furnished the research backpud for Confereace 
Recommendations 824 ud 85-5. An cxtcnrive bibliography is  
also included. 
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Negotiated Rulemaking Ad 

Subchapter IV-Negotiated RutaMking Procsdun 

Subchapter repaled effective 8 u  y u n  r h r  Nov. 29, 1990, rec e n  5 of 
Pub. L. No.  101448, out u M Effective Duc of Repal, Slvinp Provirion 
mote d e r  mction 581 o f  this rubchapter. 

'Anorher rubchrpcr IV ())581-593) L rn out p d i n g  thh rub&ptcr. 
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Ssaion S of Pub. 1. No. 101448 p r o w  tbt: 'Subc@tu N of tirlc 5, 
Unirod~Codc,u.ddodbyraorion3ofthirAo,mdthuporrioaof&ublt 
ofroctionruthc~gofobrpserSofoirlcS,Unad~Codc,~to 
rubchrper~,ucrrpcrled,clfibcrCive6ymn.hxtbcducoftbcumUmaUof 
thir Act Wov. 29, 1990), except thu tbc p o v L i  of ruch rubcbrprer rbll 
o o r w i n u e t o r p p l y r b r t h e d u c o f t h c r o p l l W r o r p s c t t o W ~  

pr~ocodinp w btdo~ the duc rrpal which, a r& 
judqnnt of the ylaria which uc ooavoniq or h.vc ruch 
pooaodinga, roquk ruch aontinrution, mtil urh aepthtd Nhnrlchy 
poooodinp lennirvle p u n w t  to much rddqtm.' 

kction 2 of Pub. 1. No. 101448 prwidsd tht: 7k Con- mrkar tk 
Wowing findings: 

'(1) Government regulation has incrouod rubrulrirlly since the ava~lon of 
the Adminiuntivc Roosdurc AU [ace Shon Titk IKUC #I ma procednU W n  
551 of rhir tick]. 

'(2) m k 8  CU-~Y UBC tbt m y  tk 
.tkaed prrier from meeting and wmmunicuing yriLh w h  ocher, rod mry awe 
prtia wkh diftcmt incmttr to w u m c  conflictin8 md uwyonbcic porkion, .ad 
to engage in cxpauive and rimuronruming W p h n  over q m c y  h. 

'(3) Advenrrirl rukmrlcing deprivu thc r f foud prt# md thc public of tk 
kncfiu of h~6(o-face negoti~tiOnr and OOOptntiOn in dcvdopin8 and rm&q 
.p&menc on r mk. 11 a h  kpriwr than of tbc b a w h  of rhtsd iaformbon, 
browbdgc, experthe, and tschniul abilitia poueued by tbc rfkud @a. 

'(4) Negotiued mbufuking, in which the pnicr who will k s i g n h d y  
rlkasd by r m k  prticiprte in the dcvcbpncnt of rbc rule, am provide 
wiftcant dvurrrga over rdvcmrirl ~lanrking.  

'(5) Negotiated ~LanrLing can inerare the roocp.bility and hnprove thc 
of N ~ S ,  t d h g  it kU likely tbt r)w .ftsaod &S! 

anforcemau or chrllcnp ruch mltr in oourt. k m r y  Jlo rho- the rmoruv of 
~ I W d O d 0 i U U C f l M l ~ k 4 .  

' (6) A p c i e s  b v c  the ruhority to cubl irh  oopriuad Nbnvlring 
oommictca vndcr Ihc hw aublbw ruch y a ~ i c r  md tbcir rativiLisr md 
vrdcr thc fodcnl Advhry  Commicloc Ad (5 U.S.C. App.). S.vart ycmcia 
h v e  ruccurfulty used nepthlbd n~lemJcing. Tbc pooar h, not bocn widely 
uod by #her agencies, howcwr, in p n  bccruw ruch arc yl)fdiiu 
wirh rht pro~crr or unccruin u to Ole ruthorioy for ruch nbuki4.' 

Authodzatioo d Ap- 
Souion 4 of Pub. L. No. 101448 provided tku: 'h order to arry au Lhir 

Ad [me Shon T i  note above] urd thc madmew mrdc by thh ~ a ,  t h e  arc 
ruhorirsd lo k rppropriued 0 thc Admininnrive Conkfiloc of tbc Unbd 
&ua, in addition lo rmounu rrrthorirsd by roo(ion 9 6  of title S, Unad Stam 
Codt, not in excess of S%O,#K, for a c h  of thc bcrl y a n  1991, 1992, and 
1993." 
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oommittec alablhhed by m v y  in woorduroc wiOI tbir urk.&pcr ud the 
Federal Adviroy Committee Ad  to conrider ud dircuu iuuer kt tbc prrporc of 
raching r eoruauur in the devclopnefit of r prop04 ruk; 

(8) 'party' hu the nme meaning u in 8 d o n  5510) of thir tkk; 
(9) 'person' hu the umc mcMing u in roaion 5510) of thir ti*; 
(10) 'ruk' hu the nme n#uringu in d n  U l ( 4 )  ofthn We; ud 
(11) 'rulmuking' man, 'nrlt mJinge u Ih.l tam i, & b o d  in maion 

551(S) ofhiu *. 
(MdodPub. 1. No. 101448, 83(r),Nov. 29, 1990, 104Sut.4970.) 
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OOmmcnt. 
UwdCrrwn. 

(1) Rvporcr of conv~lcn. An yency m y  w the rerviocr of r oonvaKt to 
mint the r & w y  in 

(A) W r y i n g  pcnoru who will k r i p i b a d y  rfkcctd by 8 mk, 

demaking committee ia h i b k  urd rppmpiiuc in the prricukr rulanrking. 
(2) Duties of con-. The convaKr rhtl rrpon Winp d m y  make 

-mendations to the rgatcy. Upon mquert of the y a ~ y ,  the eonvcnet r U  
u c t r u i n t h e n r m e , o f p c n o n s w h o u c w i l l i n g m d q ~ b ~ ~  
tbu will k s i g n i f i y  rffeabd by r)K propod mk, including reaidenu of nvrl 
uru. The repon d m y  mcommaduionr of the convemr rhll k a d e  
rvribbk to the public upon tsqw. 
(Added Pub. 1. No. 101-648, )3(r). Nov. 29. 1990, 104 Stmt. 4970.) 

8S64. Publication of notice; rpplicsths for mcmkrrhip on 
aommittcg 

(a) P d b t i m  4 Nuke. If, r k r  O O N ~ W ~ ~  the qmn of r oonvaKr or 
oonducting I own urcumcnl, M a p c y  decides to a a b h h  r acgoti.rcd 
mkmrking commiaoc, rhe agency rhll plblirh in the F o d d  Register md, u 
appropriate. in tmdt or orher rpscrlitcd publications, r aoticc which ahall 
Lrlude- 

(1) m umuncunaU tht the w y  W to aublish r ncgotiuui 
~ k m r L i n g  commhtot lo ncgohk md dcvekp r p q m d  mk; 

(2)rdcrcripionof~rubjeamdrcopcofcbtmktokdcvJOPOd,mdOK 
irruatokcontidered; 

O)riircofrheinc#trtrwhichucliltclytokr@fiGlntlyflodtdbythe 
rule; 

(418 LirtofrhepnonrproporsdtorrpircleMsuchirrrrcdrmdWparonor 
pcnom piopo=d to =Pr- V Y ;  

(5) r piopoKd r g d  and rchsduk Por oomplaing the work of the oomdae, 
including r target due for publieuion by tbc r w y  of r pmpod mk for nobe 
dcorna##; 

(6) r dacription of dminiuntive ruppn for thc annmiPst to k provided by 
dw ycncy ,  kluding lschniul uriarncc; 

Cl) r roliciruion for wmmcntr on the proponl to aablith the oo&, md 
the propod memknhip of the nepthcd rulenuking commiPoe; md 

(8) M exptnuion of bow r pmon m y  apply or nominuc another penon for 
manknhip on the cornmbc, u provided under tdredion (b). 
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Nmmm R- Acr 

or nomination. 
cc, ~ f w S r k b d a r l C I u r t r r l ~ .  Ibt.pncyrbrll 

pmvidc for r.period of u l c u t  30 ulendu drya kr tbc wbmhh  of ooarmearr 
ud rppliucianr under chi8 ccccion. 
(MW pub'. 1. No. 101448, Wr), Nov. 2 0 , 1 9 9 0 . 1 ~  Sut. 4971.) 
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(lAM Pub. L. NO. 101448, H a ) ,  Nov. 29,1990,104 Sut. 4972.) 

(a) W a f - .  E . c h ~ ~ ~ a r o b ~  
o n d c r t h i r r u b o h p c r r h U o o l v i d e t t b c n v P s r p m p o d b y t b c ~ y k r  
oocuidmrionudrhrUulanplorrrchrooa#uurconomingrpmpomdruk 
W k h ~ t o r u t h m r O u m d ~ y o c h t r ~ c b c ~ b r c r m i n a n  
rdev~lothepl~porodruk. 

6) R q m u u h r a f ~ r C r r i l l r c  fbcpemmorpsnonr 
rqwmauhg the rgcncy on a ncgoliutd miamking oommiaet rhll puricipue in 

dclibcrrlionr and activitiu of the o o m m h  wkh thc umc righu d 
nrponribiliriu u oshcr mankn of thc oomm&ec, ud rhll be a a h o i d  to 
LUy rcprercnt rhe agency in the dkwionr and atpti.rionr of the o o h .  

fc) SJlti.I F-r. Notwithrtuding vcrion lqe) of the fsdtnl Adviroy 
Commitice Act, an agency m y  nominuc cithcr r pmon born h e  Foder81 
Government or r p n o n  from ou~ide the Faded Govunmcnt b m e  u r 
froilkator for the mgociuionr of the oornmirret, rubjed b the rpproval of the 
oommiua by co~uuuru. If the oommitlot docc not =rove the nominee of the 
m y  for facilitator, the agency h U  submit r rubrriulrc nomlulion. If r 
o o m m h  doe, not approve m y  nominot of the ycncy kr frciliutor, tht 
oornmittoe hll rekcl by corucnrur a penon b rcnc u brc-r. A pnon 
krigmtd to rqrment rhe y a c y  in rubsmtive iuua m y  nor wrve u 
h c i l i ~ r  or #htnwiw chit  the -iooc. 

U) D ~ M  d F r P i w o r .  A bcilft.tor rpprovcd or rcbcrrd by r a@ud 
rulanrlring commiurt W- 

( I )  ch i r  rhe mscliny of tJw oommiPoc in m impurirl mmnncr; 
(2) impnirlly urut the membur of the commiI& in conducrty discussions 

md nc#oliuionr; md 
(3) manage the keeping of minw ud rooords u mquimd vndcr wdion 

lo@) md (c) of the ksdcnl Advi80ry Commiooc Aa, crs+p rhu m y  pnonrl 
aocaudmrccrirlrof3KI.c~rorofthcmanknofroommioorrhllnock 
wbpcl to rcclion 553, ofthis We. 

b) CamDam rmdBm. A ~y@SiBkd OOmmiPOc aublhhd 
radcr this rubchpcr m y  adopt pmdum kr  cbc openrion of the oommipot. 
No provision of rocrion U 3  of Ihic C& rhll rpply to the proaoduro, of 
nc(otul0d mkmJting mmmiast. 

QI RepwdCr.riar. Ifrmrnmiastnrho,roonwnruronrpropord 
n r l c , u I h c c o n c l w i o n o f ~ p l i r t ' i o n , ~ o o m m i P w r h r l l ~ ~ ~ y r r r y  
Juc atablirhod h e  aornmiQbC a rrpon oocrrinhy the popond rulr. If rbc 
ooauniuoc &a not nrch r oon#nrur on r propod nrk, the oommiooc m y  
truumir lo the ycncy r rrpon specibing m y  ueu in which the COUU&UC 
rwchod r oonrcnrw. 'h oornmiuae my Wuk in r ropon m y  ouw 
hfonmbn, rscommend.lioru, or mucrll, rhu tk aommiPoc oonridcn 
rppmpdnle. Any commioct man&? m y  include u m rddcndum to tbc rapon 
dditionrl infontmion, mmmmadrrionr, or aumhb. 
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I 1. INTRODUCTION I 

In the past few years, economic incentives have moved from relative obscurity to the 
fore as tools for managing the environment. Nowhere is this attention to incentives 
more explicit than in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. That legislation authorizes 
incentivebased mechanisms for the control of acid rain, for the development of cleaner 
burning gasoline and less polluting vehicles, for states to use in controlling urban ozone 
and carbon monoxide, and to fadlitate the reduction of toxic air emissions. 

Other key environmental statutes, the Clean Water Act and the Resource Conserva- 
tion and Recovery Act, are currently up for reauthorization. Incentive mechanisms 
promise to be actively debated as these and other environmental legislative proposals 
make their way through Congress. At the state level, incentive proposals also are being 
actively debated and in some cases have already been adopted. 

1.1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

With current high levels of interest in incentive mechanisms for environmental 
management, it is useful to examine the record to date. Over the past 20 years, 
governments at the federal, state and local levels have implemented a variety of 
incentive systems for managing the environment. Many European nations also have 
implemented incentive mechanisms to supplement traditional approaches for managing 
the environment. How well have these mechanisms performed? What can be learned 
from the record that will assist in the fonnulation of new mechanisms? How econorni- 
cally effident have these mechanisms been in achieving their objectives? What have 
been their environmental effects? 

Focusing primarily on results in the United States, this report examines the record 
to the extent permitted by available information. Particular attention b paid, where 
information is available, to the effectiveness of each incentive in achieving the desired 
environmental objective and the economic effiaency with which it is accomplished. 
Unfortunately, much less information is available, particularly on the environmental 
effects, than would be desirable. 

DEFINITIONS 

In order to bound the subject, economic incentives for the purposes of this report 
only will be defined broadly as instruments that provide continuous inducements, 
financial or otherwise, for sources to make reductions in the environmental pollution 
they release. That is, sources view each unit of pollution as having a cost. For maxi- 
mum efficiency, the cost per unit of pollution faced by different sources should be 
comparable, except as adjusted to reflect differences in harm caused at different 
geographical locations or at different times. 
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This definition excludes certain mechanisms that sometimes are referred to as 
incentives. Although such mechanisms may have many admirable c h a r a ~ t i c s  md 
some of the attributes of economic incentives as the term is often used, they will not be 
discussed in this report. This class of mechanisms prices (explicitly or implicitly) 
activities that have pollution as a byproduct Ride sharing, bike paths, high occupancy 
vehicle lanes, and parking surcharges provide examples of this type of mechanism. 
While these mechanisms may lead to a reduction in pollution, the mechanisms place 
neither an explicit nor an implicit price on incremental units of pollution. Exdusion of 
these mechanisms carries no implications for whether future EPA actions will or will 
not consider them to be obonomic incentives. Rather, their exclusion is primarily for the 
purpose of limiting the subject of this report to something manageable. 

Payments per unit of pollution are the clearest example of an incentive, as the term 
is used in this report. Market-based systems in pollution reduction credits also qualify, 
for sources earn a credit that can be sold if they reduce pollutants below permitted 
amounts. Finally, indirect financial incentives for continuous effort at pollution abate- 
ment are created when sources must report publicly the quantities of spedfied substanc- 
es they release and thus risk the loss of market share or a lower demand for their 
products. All of these incentive mechanisms operate through the ingenuity and ~ctions 
of individual sources, who have an incentive to be on the alert for opportunities to 
make reductions iir their pollution. 

The contrast between incentive mechanisms and traditional "coxrunand-and-control" 
approaches is that the latter do not provide incentives to reduce the quantity of releases 
below permitted levels or to improve the quality of the releases of pollutants beyond 
permitted levels, as illustrated in Table 1-1. Under pure command-andantrol ap- 
proaches, sources view all releases below permitted quantities or above permitted 
quality as costless. To have gains in environmental quality, the burden is solely on 
regulators to tighten requirements imposed on individual sources. Sources operating 
within the limits of existing regulations (the shaded area in Table 1-1) have no economic 
reason to act until new regulations are issued. 

Unfortunately, there are a wide variety of definitions of economic incentives in 
common use as well as a variety of related concepts. One of these related con- is 
"market rnechanis11\6." Generally, this term is used for a somewhat nurower concept 
than economic incentives involving only those economic incentives which are imple- 
mented through mechadms having direct effects on economic markets. Thus provid- 
ing risk information could be an economic incentive but not a market accMrm while 
pollution fees would be both. Rirk information can have an indirect effect on economic 
markets by shifting either the demand function or the supply function (ather through 
appealing to profit-motivated market share considerations or liablilty-avdon), but does 
not directly change prices. 

It must be emphasized that although this report makes a careful distinction betwien 
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Introduction 

Table 1-1: INCENTIVES FACED BY SOURCES UNDER THE COMMAND-AND- 
CONTROL APPROACH 

Quantity of Pollution Released* 

I Excess above Those 
I Within Regulatory Limits I Allowed by Regulations 

Excess above 
Those 
Allowed by 
Regulations 

Fines and Penalties for Exceeding 

Regulations' 

Within 

command-and-control and economic incentive approaches, these distinctions are often 
difficult to apply in practice. In other words, there is a continuous distribution of pollu- 
tion control measures ranging from the "pure" command-and-control to the "pure" 
market mechanism. Expressed still another way, the dividing line between command- 
and-control and economic incentives can be drawn at any number of places; although 
the definition used above is based on what is probably the most important economic 
distinction between the two approaches, a case can be made for a number of other 
definitions. 

Another important definition is what is meant by the economic efficiency of econom- 
ic incentives. Theoretically, the most economically efficient incentive is one which 
requires the polluter to pay exactly the price for pollution that he imposes in terms of 
damages on others. The polluter will then in theory reduce his pollution to the point 
that the cost of further reductions exactly equals the damages caused to others by the 
pollution. An economically efficient incentive will therefore be defined as one that 
either imposes an incentive that meets this criterion or that encourages polluters to act 
as if i t  had been imposed. 

1.3. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT , 

Aher reviewing the economic effiaency and environmental effects of using economic 
incentive systems in general to control pollution (Section 2), Sections 3 through 8 discuss 
a broad spectrum of economic incentives, in descending order of how closely they fit 
the classification of market mechanisms and how far along they are toward actual use. 
Thus Section 3 discusses pollution fees that are already in use, which represent the 
purest form of economic incentive. Section 8, at the other end of the spectrum, 
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Table 1-2: TYPES OF ECONOMIC INCENTIVES 

Incentive Type 

Payments to Gov- 
ernment for Pollu- 
tion (Section 3) 

I Time Incentive Becomes Effective 
At Time of or as Long after Pollution 

Prior to Time of a Direct Result Occurred or Might 
Pollution of Pollution Have Occuned 

Pollution fw 

Deposi t-refund 
Systems (Sec. 4) 

Trading of Pollution 
Permits (Sec. 5) 

Deposits 

Allowance Trad- Credit Trading Sys- 
ing Systems tems 

Payments from Subsidies for Tax Advantages in 
Government for Ixrstalling Pollu- Return for Reduced 
Pollution Control tion Control Pollution 
(Sec. 6.1) Equipment 

Payments to Tort Law for Private 
Damaged Parties Damages 
under Liability Law Natural Resource 
(Sec. 6.2) Damages to Public 

Resources 

Information on Manufacturer- Disclosure of Past 
Pollution (Sec. 6.3) Provided Warn- Emissions 

1 ings I I 
summarizes some additional incentives that have. been suggested but not yet imple- 
mented. Section 9 briefly summarizes foreign experience for the purpose of providing 
some perspective on the US experience. Section 10 summuizes the conclusions reached 
in the report Finally, Appendix A provider a bibliography of the references used in 
each section and Appendix B highlights key incentive mechanisms created or authorized 
by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. 

1.4. TYPES OF ECONOMIC INCENTIVES DISCUSSED IN THE REPORT 

The nation's environmental laws mntrol pollution through a mix of strategies, most 
of which involve direct regulation of the quantity of pollution allowed by individual 
sources or the control technology sources must use. This direct regulatory approach to 
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pollution control often is termed "command-and-control!' 

In a limited number of applications, incentive systems create rewards for preventing 
or controlling and penalties for increasing one's emissions, effluents, or wastes. In- 
centive mechanisms can establish a system of rewards and penalties through a variety 
of speafic mechanisms. Table 1-2 shows the mechanisms discussed in this report 
rlaraified according to the time the incentive becomes effective in relation to the time 
the pollution occurs. A case can be made for including liability for damages to 
publicly-owned or managed natural resources within the first category since payments 
are made to a government agency. It appears easier, however, to group them with 
other liablility approaches. 

Some incentive mechanisms, generally shown in the last line of Table 1-2, establish 
prices indirectly through market transactions. Withii this group are information 
reporting requirements such as Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthoriza- 
tion Act and California's Proposition 65. Others, such as pollution fees and various 
trading systems, including EPA's air emission trading program, transferable develop- 
ment rights, and marketable effluent discharge credits, work by , . directly affecting market 
prices. 

More specifically, the economic incentives discussed in this report have been 
separated into the following categories: 

Pollution fees, charges, and taxes (Section 3) are payments by polluters based on the 
quantity of pollutants emitted. 

Deposit-refund systems (Section 4) involve payments by potential polluters at the 
time a potentially polluting product is purchased, which are refunded if the 
product is disposed of or recycled in specified ways. 

Pollution trading (Section 5) is the transfer of pollution aedits and allowances for in- 
kind or finanaal compensation. 

Subsidies and tax concessions (Section 6.1) provide finanaal payments to polluters 
and tax advantages based on changes in pollution or in return for future pollu- 
tion control actions. 

Liability approaches (Section 6.2) provide for future payment by polluters based on 
the damages caused by their emissions. 

Information approaches (Section 63) provide for the release of information related 
to companies' products or activities, such as data on their emissions or com- 
pliance status. 

New systems that have reached an advanced proposal status but have not yet been 
adopted (Section 7). 

Other systems that have been suggested (Section 8). 
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1.5. SCOPE OF REPORT 

This report makes no pretense of being exhaustive. The literature on economic 
incentives is immense. Many levels of government have adopted such prognms or are 
considering their use. Rather, an attempt has been made to pick out those effort6 h t  
seem most likely to have the greatest longrun significPnce. In doing so, many impor- 
tant efforts have undoubtedly been omitted either through lack of infomation or the 
need to make this project manageable. For example, economic rncchanibms for allocat- 
ing water use are not discussed (even though they may have some implications for 
environmental pollution control) since pollution control is not their primary purpom 
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I 2. THE ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF 
INCENTIVE SYSTEMS 

Before reviewing the actual experience with using particular economic incentives, it 
is worthwhile to briefly review the available literature on the economic effidency and 
the environmental effects of ipcentive systems in general. With respect to economic 
efficiency, incentive med\anisms have several properties that could make them espeaal- 
ly well suited to environmental problems the nation faces now and into the future. 
First, relative to traditional forms of direct regulation, incentive approaches offer the 
prospect of more effectively dealing with pollution from diverse sources, an increasingly 
important problem. Second, incentive mechanisms are inherently more economically 
effiaent; that is, they achieve environmental goals at lower cost than direct regulation. 
Third, incentive mechanisms provide a greater stimulus for innovation and technical 
change in pollution control than does a direct regulatory approach. These properties are 
discussed in the first three subsections. The last subsection summarizes what is known 
concerning the environmental effects of incentive systems. 

2.1. DIVERSE SOURCES AND LX'ITLE-KNOWN CONTROL TECHNOLDGY 

Direct regulatory approaches generally are most effective when all the affected 
sources of pollution have similar emission characteristics, environmental impacts, and 
pollution control possibilities and when the regulators have as good a knowledge of the 
available abatement opportunities. These conditions do not apply to many of current 
environmental problems since the "easy" pollution sources have already been con- 
trolled. Many heterogeneous smaller sources discharge effluents into the nation's 
streams and rivets. Emissions from small dispersed area and mobile sources contribute 
over one-half of the precursors of ozone in most nonattainment areas. Millions of 
motorists change their oil and release used motor oil into the environment in a variety 
of places and ways. Shortages of capacity and the difficulty of siting new solid waste 
facilities in communities across the nation have sQiulated interest in ways to reduce the 
generation of solid waste by households. For these and similar environmental prob- 
lems, direct regulatory action may be much more expensive and less effective than 
economic incentives. 

Particularly for such diverse sources, individual firms or households are more likely 
than regulators or legislators to have the knowledge to choose the most effective pollu- 
tion control techniques for their particular situation. Acting on their own knowledge or 
with infomiation provided by vendors of equipment or government agencies, individu- 
als and firms are most likely to be aware of the full range of options available--from 
process changes to input c h i m p  to behavioral changes to specific control technologies, 
and their costs and effectiveness. Regulatory bodies are not likely to have access to this 
range of knowledge. Regulatory approaches further fail to provide an incentive to 
adopt pollution controls other than those specified by regulators, even if they would be 
more effective. 
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2.2. GREATER EFFICIENCY 

Evaluations of incentive systems that have been implemented typically find savings 
in control costs, improvements in environmental quality, or both relative to a command 
and control approach. Several of these systems will be described subsequently. 
Theoretical modeling of pollution control costs consistently demonstrates that incentive 
systems outperform command-andcontrol approaches in terms of efficiency. 

Economists have long suggested that the traditional approach to environmental pol- 
lution control, which is predominantly command-and-control in nature, results in 
control costs that are higher than necessary to achieve a given level of environmental 
protection. They have suggested that costs could be substantially reduced if economic 
incentives were used in place of command-and-control regulations. Costs could be 
reduced because sources having the lowest costs of additional control would have an 
economic incentive to control more and those sources having the highest incremental 
control costs could control less rather than all polluters of a given type controlling to the 
same extent, as is now usually the 'case. Many of the quantitative studies done by these 
economists are summarized in Table 2-1. The ratio shown for most of the studies in the 
last column is the ratio of cornmand-andtontrol costs to the lowest cost of meeting the 
same objective using econ,omic incentives. A ratio of 1.0 suggests that the command- 
and-control approach is *equal in cost to the economic incentive approach, so that the 
savings are zero. A ratio greater than 1.0 means that there are positive potential savings 
from using economic incentives. Since all the ratios shown are greater than 1.0, they 
support the assertion above that economic incentive approaches are more cost-effective 
than other approaches. Some additional studies are listed for which ratios have not 
been worked out. A review of these studies suggests that they also support the above 
assertion, however. The studies listed alphabetically under Section 2 of Appendix A of 
this report constitute the bulk of the quantitative studies done for the United States. No 
studies are known to exist for the United States that reach the opposite conclusion. 

In particular, three studies of particulate control in the St  Louis area showed that the 
current approach costs from three to five times as much as a marketable pennit sys- 
tem.' However more modest potential efficiency gains were reported for the control of 
six air pollutants in the St  Lou& area.' A potential fourteen-fold deaease in control 
expenditures was estimated for nitrogen dioxide WQ) in the Chicago area through a 
permit system? Command-mdsontrol regulations were estimated to be 50 percent 
more costly than a permit system for the control of sulfur dioxide (Q) in Cleveland.' 
Potential savings also were noted for a rrmrketable permit system for the control of 
phosphorous effluent in Lake M i c h i g d  and for a marketable permit system for SO, 
in Los Angeles.' Both emission taxes and marketable permits could reduce the cost of 
controlling noise at Boston's Logan q r t ?  Cost savin s could be obtained from a 
marketable permit system to restrict chlorofluorocarbons! The efficiency of emission 
charges for the control of benzene emissions was demonstrated in another study? 
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Table 2-1: QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF ECONOMIC INCENTIVE SAVINGS 

Pollutants Study, Year, Command-and- 
Con- and Geographic control 

tro11ed Source Area Approach 

AIR 

Ratio of CAC 
Cost to Least 

Cost 

I Criteria Air Pohtants 

-& 
Yandle 
(1984) T 

Hydrocar- 
bons 

Lead in 
Gasoline 

Nitrogen 
Dioxide 
(NQ) 

N 4  

Domestic Du- Uniform Percent- 
pont Plants age Reduction 

U.S. EPA 
(1985) A 

United States Uniform standard 
for lead in gaso- 
line 

See footnote for 
$ savingsb 

Proposed RACT 
Regulations 

Baltimore Proposed RACT 

SIP Regulation St. Louis 

Baltimore 1 apRewtia 

ware V d e y  ( age Reduction 
I 

Oates et d. Baltimore I Equal Roportion- 
al Treatment 

Southern Best Available 
California Control Tcchnolo- 

a' 
(Spring 1992) 
0 

I Four Corners SIP Regulation 
Area 

Roach d al. 
(1981) T I oxide 

Cleveland I About 1.5 
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Pollutants Study, Year, Command-and- Ratio of CAC 
Con- and Geographic antrol Cost to Least 

trolled Source Area Approach Cost 

Sulfur Di- Spofford Lower Dela- Uniform Percent- 1.78 
oxide . (1984) T ware Valley age Reduction 

Sulfur Di- ICF ReSourc- United States Uniform Emission 5.0 
oxide es (1989) 0 Limit 

Hahn & No11 Los Angeles California; Emis- 
(1982) T I sion Standards 

Six Air / Kohn (1978) I St. Louis 
Pollutants A 

1 Other 

* I Nichols et al. United States 
(1983) A 1 

Chloro- 
fluorocar- 
bons 

Palmer d ai. United States 
(1980); Sha- 
piro k War- 
hit (1983) T 

Proposed Emis- 
sion Standards 

w o r t  
Noise 

Mandatory Ret- I I .no 
rofit 

1 WATER 

Biochemi- 
cal w- 
gen D e  
mand 
(BOD) 

Johnson 
(1967) T 

Delaware 
Estuary 

Equal Proportion- 
al Treatment 

3.13 at 2mg/l 
DO; 1.62 @ 3m- 
g/1; 1.43 CP 
4mg/l 

BOD tower Fox 
River, Wb 
consin 

Equal Proportion- 
al Treatment 

2.29 at 2mg/l 
DO; 1.n o- 

/I; 1.45 @ 6.2 
mg/l 

1.12 at 4.8 
mg/l; 1.19 @ 75 

mg /l 
3.00 at 3 mg/l 
DO; 2.92 0 3.6 

mg/l 

BOD Eheart d al. 
(1983) T 

Equal Proportion- 
al Treatment River, OR 

- - 

Delaware 
Estuary in 
PA, DL, & NJ 

Equal Proportion- 
al Treatment 

BOD Eheart d al. 
(1983) T 
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Command-and- Ratio of CAC 

Heavy Opaluch dr Rhode Island Technology-based . 1.8 
Metals Kashmanian Jewelry In- Standards 

(1985) 0 dus t r~  

Phospho- David d at. LAe Michi- 
nu (19771 A 

Footnotes for Table 2-1 

a. Based on 85 percent reduction of emissions from all sources. 

b. The trading of lead aedits reduced the cost to refiners of the lead phasedown by 
about $225 million. 

c. Ratio based on 10 g/mS at worst receptor, as given in Tietenberg (1985), Table 4. 

d. Ratio based on a short-term, one-hour average of 250 g/m3. 

e. Because it is a benefitcost study instead of a ccrst-effectiveness study, the Harrison 
com arison of the CA a proach with the leastcost allocation involves different benefit 
leveE. Specifidy, thegenefit levels associated with the least-t doat ion  are only 
82 percent of those assodated with the CA allocation. To produce cost estimates based 
on more comparable benefits, as a first approximation the last-cost allocation was 
divided by 0.82 and the resulting number compared with the CA cost. 

Acronyms Used: CAC4ommmd-andsonho1, the traditional regulatory approach. 
DC+Dismlved oxygen; higher DO target, indicate higher water quality. RACT-Reas 
onably available control technologies. SIPPtate  implementation plan. 

Sources: A stands for Anderson ct d. (1989); they did not compute the ratio or provide 
the other information left blank in thls table. 0 stands for original reference. T stlnds 
for Tietenberg (1983, Table 5. See Appendix A for all references. 
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It is important to note, however, that one recent review of retrospective analyses of 
emission and effluent trading systems concluded that realized cost savings fall well 
short of these pr~jections.'~ Trades have been fewer and cost savings smaller, accord- 
ing to this analysis, than indicated by economic modeling. A number of lanations 
have been offered about why the full savings have not always been real ize3 Regula- 
tory and legal requirements of the actual programs may limit the trading opportunities 
to a greater extent than portrayed in the models, espedally where the incentive pro- 
grams is in addition to existing command-and-control programs. Various models have 
not fully reflected aspects of real regulatory programs, including the transaction costs, 
number of buyers and sellers, trading rules, monitoring and reporting requirements, and 
the administrative burden placed on both emission sources and regulatory agencies. 

Even if the cost savings are less than predicted, the actual savings are still impres- 
sive. In the appropriate circumstances, the wider use of incentive programs that are 
feasible in an actual policy setting will result in substantial costs savings while achieving 
equivalent environmental goals. In other circumstances, the cost differences between an 
incentive program and a well designed command-and-control program will be less," 
although the incentive program will provide a stronger stimulus for innovation and 
technical change. 

2.3. STIMULUS TO INNOVATION AND TECHNICAL CHANGE 

Because most economic incentive programs base the incentive on the quantity of 
emissions, they are more likely to provide incentives for innovation and technical 
change than command-andantrol approaches. When emissions are used as the basis 
for determining either incentives or compliance with a command-and-control approach, 
polluters have incentives to innovate and introduce technical changes to reduce 
emissions to the point where the mar@ cost of further reductions equals the magni- 
tude of the incentive, or to the required levels in the case of command-and-control. 
When some other basis is used, plvtidarly a technology standard, polluters usually 
have less of an incentive to innovate. h the case of a technology standard, pollution 
sources could have a negative incentive since if they use improved technology, the 
regulators may use that as the basis for requiring even tighter control in the future since 
it has then been "proven." So although emission-based command-and-control ap- 
proaches can be used that provide incentives for innovation, they may be less effective 
than an economic incentives approach since they only provide incentives to bring 
emissions down to the standard rather than to zero. This may be considerably less 
technically challenging. 

With this in mind, it is not surprising that studies that have examined the incentives 
for tedmologicd change and innovation under alternative pollution control regimes 
have concluded that emission taxes provide greater stimulus to innovation than direct 
controls, with marketable permits providing an intermediate level of s t i m u l ~ s . ~  
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Long run changes in behavior, technology, and investment are among the most 
difficult economic effects to document. For that reason, relatively little is known of such 
effects that take place as a result of different pollution control systems. Yet these effects 
are thought to be very important; the rate of technological change in pollution control 
is "the single most important criterion on which to judge environmental policies," 
according to some analysf~?~ Others term innovation in pollution control "the key to 
an effective solution" of environmental  problem^?^ 

What evidencle is available suggests that existing environmental poliaes give only a 
mild stimulus for technical change and innovation? Outlays for research and devel- 
opment in pollution control are between two and three percent of total pollution control 
expenditures. This percentage is about average for all sectors of manufacturing, but far 
below that of drug, electronics, and information processing." Pollution control is a 
newer and growing industry; a low rate of investment in research and development is 
unexpected other than in the context of regulation through direct controls. 

2.4. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECIS OF INCENTIVE APPROACHES 

To get a full understanding of the effectiveness and economic efficiency of incentive 
programs in achieving environmental objectives, it is necessary to have information on 
not only the relative costs of incentive-based versus command-and-control programs, 
but also the actual environmental benefits realized by both types of programs. The 
literature focuses almost dusively  on the relative cost side of the comparison, while 
providing very little information or analysis of the environmental benefit side of the 
comparison. Thus, while this report attempts to s- the available information, 
it is important to recognize that a complete analysis of incentive-based approaches 
would require additional research on the relative environmental benefits that have been 
realized by such programs. 

Generally, incentive mechanisms based on trading are designed to produce environ- 
mental effects that to a first order of approximation are equivalent to a command-and- 
control alternative. Trading-based approaches often require trading ratios in excess of 
one. That is, more than one unit of pollution is eliminated for wery extra unit allowed. 
If faithfully executed, this should result in at least modest decreases in total pollution 
where such ratios are wd. Fee-based incentive mechanisms implemented to date in 
the United States and elsewhere t y p i d y  are used to raise xwenue to support pollution 
control objectives and management authorities. Because their environmental objectives 
are mbre modest than command-mdumtrol alternatives, the environmental effects are 
not strictly comparable. Deposit systems appear to produce environmental effects 
significantly 6reate.r than could be achieved through command-andantrol methods, 
although 'here appears to be a threshold of deposit size needed in order to induce 
people to achiwe the environmental objective1' 

Comparisons of environmental effects of alternative pollution control mechanism 
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need to be made carefully. It i s  not safe to assume that the effects of cornmand-Md- 
control and incentive systems are always comparable. Oaks et uf. (1989) show, for 
example, that a command-andantrol approach often results in "overcontrol" beyond 
a pollution control standard, whereas many of the incentive approaches analyzed in the 
literature would just achieve the standard. At least for the example they studied, 
particulate matter control in the Baltimore area, the relative attractiveness of the 
command-andantto1 compared to an incentive approach is much doser when ma- 
sured in terms of net benefits. For that reason, when comparing the two approaches, it 
is important to examine not only differences in costs, but also in environmental efkcts. 

Endnotes for Section 2 

1. Atkinson and Lewis (1974 and 1976) and Atkinson and Tiedenberg (1982). 

2. Kohn (1978). 

3. Seskin et al. (1983). 

4. Atkinson (1983). 

5. David et al. (1977). 

6. Hahn and Noll(1982). 
7. Harrison (1983). 

8. Palmer ct al. (1981). 

9. Nichols (1983). 

12. Oates et al. (1989). . . 13, a r b e  (1970), Wenders (1975), Downing and white (1986)t k d  M d h a n  and Prince 
(1989). 

14. Kneese and Schulze (1978). 

16. Cramer et al. (1990). 

17. U.S. Department of Commerce. Artides entitled "Pollution Abatement and control 
Expenditures," pubhhed periodidly in the Sumry of Cuwmf Businm. 
18. See, for example, the Swedish and Norwegian experience with automobile deposits 
in Section 9.2. 
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GAO United st.tea 
General Accounting Omce 
Wmhhghn, D.C. 20648 

Beeonrcer, Community, and 
Economic Development Division 

June 15, 1992 

The Honorable Robert A. Roe 
Chairman, Committee on Public 

Works and Transportation 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Pollutant trading has been touted within and outside the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) as an economical supplement to traditional 
regulatory programs designed to address water pollution problems. 
Pollutant trading uses cost savings as an incentive for dischargers to 
reduce pollution. Under this approach, dischargers of pollution help 
determine (with EPA or state assistance and approval) how their 

. *collective discharges can be reduced to preappmved levels in a 
costeffective manner. Within these bounds, pollutant trades can take 
place among discharge= of point source pollution (such as effluent from 
industrial facilities or municipal sewage treatment plants) or between 
dischargers of point and nonpoint source pollution (such as runoff from 
farms or construction sites). 

TNs letter responds to your request for information on the use of pollutant 
trading as a costeffective method of dealing with some of the nation's 
rema,ining water quality problems. As agreed with your office, this report 
discusses (1) projects that are using pollutant trading to help solve water 
quality problems at a particular watershed area or body of water, (2) 
potential barriers that may impede the wider use of pollutant trading, and 
(3) EPA's efforts to implement a nationwide trading program. Also, as 
agreed with your office, this report discusses whether statutory or ' 

administrative changes to make trading more viable are warranted. 

w 

Results in Brief Pollutant trading to control water pollution has thus far been confhed to 
four pmjects nationwide. Only one trade has actually been made so far, 
and & but one of the projects involve trading between point and nonpoint 
pollution sources. Although each of the prqjects varies considerably, they 
were all initiated by local communities searching for a way to address 
water pollution problems while reducing pollution control costs. 

The limited activity in pollutant trading nationwide can be largely 
attributed to uncertainties surrounw its use. Some in the regulatory and 
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regulated communities are hesitant to establish trades because although 
the authority to conduct trades is implied in the Clean Water Act, they fear 
that the act's lack of explicit authority for trading could result in legal 
challenges to projects. Questions have also surfaced about how to 
administer, monitor, and enforce trades. Nevertheleas, many of these 
issues are not unique to trading programs. In particular, adequate 
monitoring data and effective enforcement mechanisms would also be 
needed under more traditional regulatory programs aimed at controlling 
nonpoint source pollution. 

EPA recognizes pollutant trading's potential to help address water 
pollution problems and has started to address some of the barriers that 
impede the wider use of trading. For example, EPA recently sponsored a 
2day conference on trading, has identified over 900 water bodies with 
trading potential, and is preparing a series of papers that examine the 
merits and limitations of trading and other marketcbased incentives. EPA 
is also considering guidance for communities that wish to Mtiate their 
own trading projects. However, agency officials acknowledge that the 
guidance could be more detailed and specific if more were lcnown about 
how trading can be used and implemented. 

Pollutant trading is not a panacea for all of the nation's water quality 
problems, nor is it applicable in all situations. However, in certain 
circumstances it could serve as a cost-effective supplement to more 
traditional water pollution regulatory programs. EPA could play a valuable 
role in demonstrating this potential by helping to establish projects for 
some of the water bodies it has identified as possible candidates for 
trading. These projects could help the agency resolve many of the 
questions surrounding trading's use. If the Congress wishes to see trading 
employed on a wider basis, it may want to address the concerns that so@ 
have raised about trading's legal status. This could be accomplished by 
amending the Clean Water Act to explicitly authorize trading. 

Background SInce the Clean Water Act was passed in 1972, surface water pollution 
programs have largely focused on point sources of water pollution, rmch 
a8 = m e  treatment plants or manufacturing facilities. Under the act, 
or delegated states issue permits that limit the pollutant levels that these 
facilities can discharge into the nation's surface waters. Although this 
pennit process has yielded significant gains in water quality, the process 
does not address pollution from diffuse, or nonpoint, sources of water 
pollution, such as urban or agricultural runoff. As we noted in our octobd 
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1990 report on nonpoint pollution,l the nation's remaining water quality 
problems are largely attributable to pollution from nonpoint sources. 
Although 1987 amendments to the act placed additional emphasis on 
nonpoint sources of water pollution, the diversity and pervasiveness of 
nonpoint source pollution, coupled with the political sensitivity of 
regulating land use activities, continues to present an enonnous technical 
and regulatory challenge for state and local governments. 

Over the past decade, pollutant trading has been suggested as an 
economical means to address some of the nation's remaining pollution 
problems. Recent amendments to the Clean Air Act, for example, 
specifically authorize air emissions trading. Trading's potential to reduce 
the cost of meeting point and nonpoint source water pollution standards 
has also received increasing attention in recent yeam. Under such a 

. tradjng scheme, dischargers faced with differing costs for meeting 
pollution limits could arrange among themselves (with EPA or state 
assistance) how best to allocate the reduction of their total discharges, 
while decreasing their costs of meeting the limits. 

For example, instead of the need for two sewage treatment plants to 
i n s t ,  additional equipment to reduce their discharges, one treatment 
plant could help h c e  the other's installation of additional, sophisticated 
treatment equipment if such an arrangement would yield equivalent (or 
better) reductions at lower costs. Trades could also be made between 
point and nonpoint sources. For example, instead of installing additional 
treatment equipment to reduce its discharge of nutrients, a sewage 
treatment plant could pay farmers to use management practices that 
would better control the runoff of nutrients from fertilizers or livestock 
wastes. In either case, the t e r n  of the trade would then be approved by 
EPA or the state and reflected in the discharge pennits. 

t 
On the basis of our literature review and discussions with EPA officials, Few -g hojects we i h -  the f o l l o w  four p m j e ,  which -. a component 

Have Thus Flu Been of a plan to address water pollution.* These projects were initirtted by local 
groups who were searching for a means to avoid additional--and 
increasingly expensive-restclctlons on point source dischargers. At three 
locations, the projects provide for trading between point and nonpoint 
sources as part of a strategy to control phosphorus and other nutrients 
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that impair water quality. The fourth project permits the trading of 
discharge allocations between point sources. 

Dillon Reservoir, Colorado. In 1984 the state of Colorado and EPA 
approved a trading program for the Dillon Res;ervoir to control nonpoint 
sources of phosphorus. In the only trade nationwide to date, a sewage 
treatment authority received an 11-pound credit on its discharge pennit 
for 22 pounds of phosphorus removed from nonpoint sources when the 
authority installed sewers in a small development that had been using 
septic tanks. Incentives for additional trades were temporarily eliminated 
because treatment plants have improved their operating efficiencies, 
wNch substantially reduced phosphorus discharges into the reservoir. 
Cheny Creek Reservoir, Colorado. Representatives from the county, l o d  
communities, and water and sanitation districts surrounding the reservoir 
formed a trading authority to help address phosphorus pollution from 
nonpoint sources. After authority members achieve a Wpercent reduction 
of annual phosphorus loadin@ from nonpoint sources, they may make 
excess reductions available to sewage treatment plants in the form of a 
pollution credit. Trading will likely be delayed because anticipated land 
development has not materialized and treatment pIants are operating weU 
within their phosphorus load allocations. 
Tar-Pamlico River Basin, North Carolina The state established a total, 
allowable discharge level for the basin. The state approved a strategy 
whereby an association of sewage treatment plants can meet this level 
either by making modifications to their facilities andlor by making a 
monetary contribution to a voluntary state program that helps farmers 
reduce nonpoint source pollution. Contributions to this program will be@ 
in September 1992. 
Fox River, Wisconsin. In 1981 the state of Wisconsin initiated a trading 
program for the point source dischargers along the river. Under the 
program, the state established a total pollutant discharge goal, imposed 
more stringent limits among individual dischargers, and allowed 
dischargem-under limited circumstances--to trade the equivalent of 
discharge limits among themselves. No trades have taken place to date. 
According to EPA and state officials, excessive program restrictions (e& 
trades cannot be justified on cost savings alone) have largely eliminated 
the economic incentives for trading. 
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Impediments to the The limited use of pollutant trading to achieve water quality goals can 
largely be attributed to concerns surrounding (1) trading's legal status 

Wider Use of PokltaIIt under the Clean Water Act and (2) the complexities imlved in designing 

Trading and implementing a workable trading system 

The Clean Water Act Does 
Not Explicitly Authorize 
h d i n g  

Unlike the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act does not explicitly authorize 
the use of pollutant trading. However, the act contains provisions that 
suggest that trading is allowed, at least to some extent. Specifically, the act 
establishes a process for determining the maximum amount of a pollutant 
that can enter a water body without violating water quality standards- 
r e f e d  to as the total maximum daily load (TMDL) process. Under this 
process, states allocate pollutant waste loads among point and nonpoint 
sources. EPA's regulations on TMDLs provide that if the nonpoint source 
pollution controls make more stringent nonpoint allocations practicable, 

. then allocations for point sources can be made less stringent. In this 
regard, the regulations state that '. . . the TMDL process provides for 
nonpoint source control tradeoffsW3 In addition, the Clean Water Act 
encourages EPA to help states develop techniques for controlling nonpoint 
source pollution-including innovative methods, practices, and regulatory 
programs. According to an EPA analysis of pollutant trading under the 
Clean Water Act, an argument can be made that such programs include 
pollutant trading. 

Nevertheless, EPA attributes the low lwel of pollutant trading, in part, to 
the absence of a clear and unambiguous authorization of trading in the 
Clean Water Act. In particular, EPA's analysis of trading states that the 
absence of explicit authorization inhibits trading because of perceived 
legal risks that programs will be overturned or disallowed by regulators or 
the courts. Although the analysis does not contain recommendations, it 
concludes that there are benefits in amending the act to more clearly 

that trading is pemhible. 

- 
Questions Remain About other key questions center around how to (1) create institutional 

How to Design and structures to facilitate trading, (2) obtain adequate data to establish and 

Implement Trades monitor compliance with tern of the trades, and (3) establish effective 
enforcement mechanisms to ensure that the tenns of the trades are 
followed. 

creating lnsttutiond Although trade. are intended to take place between dischargers with 
S h c t u r ~  a regulatory interference, some 0-on must be in place to 

W CF.R 130.2(1). 
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Obtaining Adequate Data 

Developing Enforcement 
Mechanisms 

help design, approve, and administer the trades. A s  was the case in the 
W o n  Reservoir and Cheny Creek pmjects, the organization might 
include representatives from the state, counties, and local communiU88 
and from water and sanitation districts neighboring the water body. It 
might also be useful to have others represented that could fadlltate 
such as individuals from agricultural extension progmma, the Soil and 
Conservation Service, and environmental orgarbtiom. In uddition, 
proposed trades would have to be approved by a regulatory entity that 
may or may not be part of the trading project's organhtion. While the 
formation of such an o m o n  is not a formidable task, it does entd 8 
commitment of time and resources that needs to be taken into account 
when involved parties design trades. 

Adequate data constitute a critical component of an effective badin# 
program. Data on pollution types, levels, and sourced am needed to 
determine (1) whether a trading program is needed and viable, (2) who 
and what pollutants should be involved in the trade, (3) what the trade's 
effect will be on the water body, and (4) whether the terms of the trdc fl 
being complied with. Although the need for monitoring data is not mi@ 
to trading programs, the data are a necessary component whoee absence 
can impede the wider use of trading. 

As we noted in our October 1990 report on nonpoint source pollution, 
obtaining data on this type of pollution is especially problematic and 
costly because the sources are diffuse and the pollution from these 
sources can be episodic. Project officials have been able to o!bet this 
problem, to some degree, by ensuring that any trades cleariy result in 
water quality improvements. Under the Dillon Reservoir pm@t, for 
example, point source dischagem earn 1 pound of credit on their perdu 
for wery 2 pounds of phosphon~ rernwed through a nonpoint #~uce 

control. Although the main purpose of the Zfor-1 credit Ls to help Iddres" 
new nonpoint source runoff fkom recent development and growth, thb 
approach also provides a margin of safety to oilset the uncertainly 
surrounding the monitoring data's ability to measure Ula &lsbhneM 
nonpoint source controls. 

F l d l y ,  questions have been raised about how to estabbh an effective 
enforcement mechanism to ensure that the t e r n  of the trade ue 
complied aith ~s we have reported in the past, d o m u m a t  is a ciitioJ 
component of an effective regulatory Although pollutant tndinl 
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differs from traditional regulatory programs in many respects, most 
observe= agree that effective enforcement mechanism are also needed 
under a trading program. 

Many of the concern raised about enforcement under a trading program 
would also need to be addressed under more traditional regulatory 
programs aimed at controlling nonpoint source pollution. A primary 
example is the concern discussed above regarding the adequacy of 
monitoring data Poor monitow data make it difacult to determine if the 
generator of nonpoint source pollution is complying with the terms of the 
trade or other program requirements. The absence of this information 
could eliminate the viability of an enforcement program. 

EPA 1s Beginning to mutant  trading since the early I, the agency, only mently 
Address the Barriers raaaea to address the baniem to pollutant tndlng and to more actively 

to-g promote its wider use. As discussed above, the few trading projects in 
existence were initiated by local communities searching for a more 
cadeffective approach to achieve water quality goals. EPA's involvement 
in these projects has largely been limited to providing technical and/or 
financial assistance. For example, EPA discussed trading options with 
project officials in some cases and in other cases provided some financial 
assistance to help identify existing problems and to test various nonpoint 
source pollution controls. 

EPA has recently expanded its efforts to explore pollutant trading's 
potential and plans to increase its assistance to others interested in using 
trading as a tool to improve water quality. For example, the agency hoeted 
a 2day conference in April 1992 to promote pointhnpoint trading within 
federal, state, and I d  Water quality programs. In addition, EPA ie 
currently preparing a series of papers that examine the merits and 
limitations of pollutant trading and other market-based approaches, 
including effluent discharge fees, incentives for early reductions of toxic 
pollutants, and wetlands mitigation banking. 

To date, EPA has completed a paper on pollutant trading between point 
and nonpoint so-. While the paper outlines many of the limitations of 
pollutant trading, it also identifies n e e  OM) water bodies with the 
potential for trading prqiects for nutrients alone. However, the paper 
points out that, at least in the near-tenn, trading paects  are likely to be 
Implemented in only a portion of this group. 
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The paper also outlines a number of possible actions that EPA could take 
to ease. the implementation of trading programs. These actions include 
providig guidance, technical and financial assistance, and explicit 
approval of trading as agency policy. Although EPA is considering draftinB 
guidance for communities that wish to initiate their own pollutant trading 
projects, EPA officials told us that the number and variety of uncertainties 
surrounding trading have hindered this effort. According to these officials, 
the uncertainties make it difficult for the agency to issue detailed, specibc 
guidance to help those considering implementing a trading project. 

/ 

Conclusions Although significant progress has been made in the past two decades, 
innovative and cost-effective approaches are needed to help address the 
nation's remaining water quality problems. Pollutant trading is one such 
approach with potential as a supplement to traditional regulatory 
programs. While EPA is beginning to address some of the barriers to 
pollutant trading, a number of questions and concerns need to be resolved 
before trading's potential as a supplement to existing regulatory programs 
can be demonstrated. 

EPA can play a valuable role in this effort by helping others institute 
projects for a portion of the nearly 060 water bodies it identifkd as h a M  
trading potential. These projects could be specifically designed to test 
alternative approaches to deal with many of the questions and concerns 
that have been raised about trading. EPA then could share the 'lessons 
learned" from these demonstration projects by providing detailed, specif5c 
guidance to others considering implementing a trading project. If the 
Congress wishes to see trading employed on a wider basis, it may want to 
address the concerns that some have raised about trading's legal status. 
This could be accomplished by amending the Clean Water Act to explicim 
authorize trading under the act. 

Recommendations surrounding pollutant trading, we recommend that the Administrator, 
EPA, assist others in initiating demonstration projects specifically 
designed to test alternative appmachea to pollutant trading. EPA should 
then develop detailed and specific guidance-based in part on these 
demonstration projecb-4.o help others considering implementing t r a M  
projects. 
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Appendix I 

Trading Projects 

The following provides additional details concerning the four pollutant 
trading projects visited during the course of our review. 

Dillon Reservoir, 
- 

In 1984 the state of Colorado and EPA approved a trading program for the 
Dillon Reservoir to control nonpoint sources of phosphorus. This program 

Colorado constitutes the only trade nationwide to date. Under the program, sewage 
treatment authorities pay for the hstalMon of nonpoint source controls 
and receive credit in their discharge permits of 1 pound for every 2 pounds 
of phosphorus removed from nonpoint sources. Sewage treatment 
authorities have the option of either implementing the nonpoint source 
controls (e.g., installing sewer lines to replace septic tanks) or paying 
other generators of the pollution, such as land developers, to do so. 

In addition, developers may earn credits by installing nonpoint pollution 
controls themselves. The developers may then offer these credits to a 
sewage treatment authority. By doing so, the authority can avoid costly 
new facility improvements that would otherwise be needed to 
accommodate new development and whose cost would ultimately be 
passed on to the developer and its customers.' The treatment authorities 
are responsible for ensuring that the nonpoint source controls used in a 
trade are implemented. Their discharge permits must contain operation 
and maintenance requirements for the nonpoint source controls as well as 
monitoring and reporting requirements so that the effectiveness of the 
controls can be amssed. 

A sewage treatment authority received an 11-pound credit on its discharge 
pennit for 22 pounds of phosphorus removed from nonpoint sources when 
the authority installed sewers in a small development that had been using 
septic tanks. Incentives for additional trades were eliminated because 
population growth slowed and the treatment plants significantly improved 

operating efficiency of their existing treatment equipment. These two 
factoft substantially reduced phosphorous discharges into the reservoir 
and, for the present, have greatly reduced the need for pointhonpoint 
source trades. 

Cherry Creek Under this project, the trading authority consists of representatives from 
the county, local communities, and water and sanitation districts 

Reservoir, Colorado sucfounding the reservoir. Because of the magnitude of pollution from 



nonpoint sources-an estimated 86 percent of the total phosphorous 
pollutants-authority members adopted nonpoint source 'best 
management practices," such as storm wafer and erosion controls. Once 
these controls achieve a 60-percent reduction in the m u a l  phosphorous 
load from nonpoint sources, the trading authoritj, may make any excess 
reduction available to sewage treatment plants in the form of a pollution 
credit Additional phosphorous credits will be available as a result of 
nonpoint source projects implemented by the authority and financed by 
the proceeds from member assessments, a reser~oir user fee, and other 
fees and taxes. 

As of January 1992 project officials believed that the initial Wpercent 
reduction goal had been achieved, but they were awaiting the collection of 
monitoring data to make a final determination. In any case, it appears that 
any trading will be delayed because the situation that prompted the 
dwelopment of the trading strategy-rapid growth and dwelopment 
pressures on treatment plant dischargesdid not materialize and 
treatment plants are operating well within their phasphorous load 
allocations. However, the trading arrangement may be implemented if 
growth significantly increases in the h m .  

Tar-Pamlico River 
- 

After the state identifred a nutrient problem (nitrogen and phosphorous) in 
the basin, it recommended a strategy to limit nutrient discharges ikom a 

Basin, North Carolina group of point source dischargers. Subsequently, some of the dLrhargezs 
formed an association and proposed an altema,tive strategy that included 
pollutant trading. The strategy, approved by the state, contains a total, 
allowable discharge level for the association that, in turn, allocates 
individual discharge limits among its members. If the association's total 
discharge exceeds the maximum allowed, the excess must be o a t  with 
credits obtained through monetary contributions to the state's Agriculture 
Cost Share Program, a voluntary program that helps farmers pay for best 
management practices, such as animal waste trestment lagoons, to reduce 
nonpoint source pollution. 

If association membem choose to meet aII of the nutrient reductions by 
funding nonpoint source controls rather than reducing their own 
discharges, they could pay as much as $11.2 million into the Cost Share 
Program. The association has paid an additional $160,000 to fund state 
administrative support for the Cost Share Program and agreed to pay 
$400,000 for an estuarine water quality computer model. EPA awarded a 
$60,000 grant to the association to assist in developing the model. 
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Under the agreement, the treatment plants' responsibility for 
implementing nonpoint source controls generally ends with the plants' 
payments into the state fund. However, the agreement includes several 
safeguards to ensure adequate protection of the basin. For example, the 
agreement does not preclude the state h m  requiring individual point 
sources to remove nutrients where a localized water quality problem 
exists. In addition, if assodation members fail to meet any of their 
requirements, they become subject to the stricter efnuent limits that the 
state planned to impose prior to the development of the trading strategy. 
The recently rwised strategy calls for association members to make an 
initial contribution to the Cost Share Program in September 1992. 
Accordingly, association-funded nonpoint source pollution control 
pqjeds have not been implemented to date. 

1 Fox River, Wisconsin murce discharge-My paper  mi^^ md sewage treatment 
plants-dong the Fox River. The state initiated the program in an effort to 
meet water quality standards for biological oxygen-demand pollutants. 
Under the program, the state (1) established a total waste load goal; (2) 
imposed more stringent limits on individual dischargers; and (3) under 
limited conditions, allowed the dischargers to trade the equivalent of 
discharge limits among themselves. 

pn,@ trades must be submitted to and approved by the state. To be 
approved, the increase in discharge levels must be h m  new production 
by a new discharger or increased production that could not be 
accommodated by existing state-of-the-art treatment technology. Trades 
cannot be judf3ed on cost savings alone. No trades have taken place 
under the program to date? According to EPA and state officials f a m i .  
with the proJect, these and other program restrictions have largely 
eliminated economic incentives for trading. 
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IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL DECISIONMAKING 
FOR PUBWC WORKS 

Task Force Five of the ACIR project to develop recommendations for a 
federal infrastructure investment strategy examined the literature and agency 
documents related to environmental decisionmaking for public works. The focus of 
this task force effort was to help improve environmental protection while reducing 
unnecessary burdens in' the permit and approval processes. The results of this effort 
are presented in the first selection of this chapter. 

Other documents in this chapter are organized into two sections. The 
Enviro~lental Integration section presents the text of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA), part of the text of Council on Environmental Quality3 assessment 
of environmental compliance in the 1990s, selections from a Department of Interior 
Environmental Quality manual and the "Principles, Findings, and Recommendations" 
from an ACIR policy report on improving intergovernmental decisionmaking for 
environmental protection and public works. 

Selections in the Interagency Coordination section contain illustrations of how 
several agencies have acted jointly to ensure cooperation related to environmental 
evaluation and permitting, particularly those dealing with transportation and wetlands. 
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Statement of Principles and Guidelines, Federal Inf asiructure Task Force V 

IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL DECISIONMAKING FOR PUBLIC WORKS 

L OBJECTIVES 

More effective, efficient, consistent, and 
predictable environmental decisionmaking pnxxsses 
need to be applied throughout the nation's 
infrastructure programs. Practical and consistent steps 
need to be taken by both environmental protection 
agencies and infrastructure agencies, working together, 
so that the goals of each can be achieved to the greatest 
extent possible with less cost and less delay. 

More specifically, opportunities should be sodght 
and action taken to (1) fully integrate and s impw the 
process of applying for and deciding on environmental 
protection permits and other environmental approvals 
needed to authorize public works projects, (2) reduce 
the time and cost involved in this decisionmaking, and 
(3) more fully integrate the consideration of 
environmental quality values and requirements into 
infrastructure programs. 

The findings of the 1992 AClR study 
Intergovernmental Decisionmaking f i r  Environmental 
Protection and Public Worh are sound. As necessary 
environmental protection statutes and requirements 
have been enacted and promulgated over the past two 
decades, they have: 

Created a set of complex decisionmaking 
processes with many separate, often sequential 
and inconsistent, and sometimes duplicative 
steps taken by many different agencies; 

Stretched out the process of making 
infrastructure and environmental decisions, 
limited the flexibility available to find 
problem-related and perform8ncobased 
means of reaching environmental and 
infrastructure goals, and sometimes lacked a 
sound scientific basis; 

Increased the unpraiictability of the planning 
and decisionmaking processes, sometimes 
causing steps in the process to be repeated; 

Led to inefficient uses of limited rtsoutces; 

Created unaffordable, unachievable, 
inefficient, and sometimes ineffective 
environmental processes and compliance 
requirements for non federal parties 
(especially small local governments); and 

Created tensions within and among federal, 
state, and local environmental and 
development agencies. 

This chain of m n t s  is counterproductive to the 
achievement of both environmental protection goals 
and infrastructure goals. 

Steps arc needed to ovtrcomc thesc unintended 
results of the efforts to foster greater environmental 
sensitivity, improved protection fkom environmental 
pollution and health hazards, and the transformation of 
development programs into programs that are 
compatible with nature. 

III. PRINCIPLES 

The processes for reviewing, coordinating, and 
approving environmental permits for infrastructure 
should be guided by the following lh principles: 

A highquality environment and continued 
economic development both an legitimate, 
high-priority national goals. Thesc goals an 
compatible if pursued within a "sustainable 
development" framework. 

A single, integrated, multimedia, 
governmentwide environmental quality ethic 
based on Title I of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) should be 
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an integral part of all development 
programs-federal, state, and local. 

3. Environmental analysis and compliance 
processes should be better integrated. 

4. Environmental permits and approvals for 
public works should be based on sound, peer- 
reviewed science, and should be evaluated 
using performance measures of 
environmental outcomes. They also should be 
based on priorities for reducing 
environmental risks most &ectively and 
efficiently, considering their true costs to 
society, their affordability, and the need to set 
achievable priorities for compliana. 

5. Achieving consistency between 
environmental goals and development goals, 
and ensuring the affordability of these goals, 
should be basked on a process that provides 
for wide-ranging public involvement, 
interagency and intergovernmental 
cooperation, and coordinated political action. 

These principles are elaborated on below. 

Legitimate and Compatible Goals. Debing the 
tension between environmental protection and 
development programs depends on seeing both sets of 
goals as having legitimacy and seeking compatibility 
between them. This compatibility should not be seen as 
a simple compromise, but as an opportunity to find 
new ways to achieve both sets of goals at ona.  The 
President's Council on Sustainable Development 
should play an important role in identifying and 
promoting this opportunity. 

Environmental Ethic. Many of the difliculties in 
receiving environmental approvals for public works 
projects have occurred as a result of inadequate 
consideration of environmental factors in the earliest 
stages of planning and designing public works. Thus, 
environmental problems sometimes come as a surprise 
late in the proass of seeking approval to proceed, 
when pennits or other types of approval arc applied 
for. This can create the need to replan and redesign 
projects-activities that take considerable additional 
time and incur additional costs. To avoid this problem, 
each infrastructure agency should institutionalize a 
single, integrated environmental quality ethic 
throughout its entire leadership and professional staff 
so that environmental quality factors will be routinely 
and actively pursued throughout the agency's 
analytical and decisionmaking processes, and passed 
on to the state and local governments that they assist, 
regulate, or work with as cu-regulators. 

Integrated Environmental Processes. Many 
infrastructure projects must undergo general 

environmental analysis within the fiamework d NEPA 
as well as other federal, state, and local environmental 
requirements, including more specific types d analysis 
and review related directly to individual enviro~mntal 
permits and approvals that must be obtained. 
Currently, these are quite different, and 
separate, proasses. Time and money cwld be saved in 
many cases if these separate processes wen bettcr 
integrated to avoid procedural and substantive 
duplications, and conflicting approaches and decisions 
by multiple agencies. Joint and concurrtnt 
environmental reviews should be the goal. This 
integration should be established within and among all 
federal agencies in accordana with CEQ regulations 
(40 CFR 1502.25). 

Perlonnance Based Evdurtion of 
Environmental Outcomes. Environmental compliana 
too often is judged largely, or even primarily, as a 
matter of legal compliance with specified activities or 
"end of the pipen specifications. Tbis type of 
compliance may be unnecessarily costly and 
adversarial, and dots not always yield sipficant 
improvements in the environment. Provisions for 
flexibility in complying with environmental goals offer 
opportunities for comparable, or even superior, 
improvements in the environment for the same or less 
cost. Such opportunities should be identified and 
pursutd. 

Costs of Compliance. Promising to achieve more 
than can k reasonably accomplished in any given b e  
period creates frustration and a loss of confidence in 
government. Yet, the amount of i n h m c m c  work 
that needs to be done to clean up the environment, 
prevent pollution, and avoid clamage to the nation's 
ecological resources is prodigious, and the full costs of 
compliana often must be and should be included in 
the costs of infrastructure projects. Available technical, 
financial, and other resouras to pursue these projects 
arc limited. Therefore, compliance with environmental 
goals in infrastructure programs should be pursued 
through prioritization that makes best use of available 
nsourccs in reducing environmental risks as quickly as 
possible over a period of years. 

Public Involvement. AU public works and 
environmental decisions should be made with active 
involvement of citizens and other affected parties. 
NEPA requires that all federal agencies provide 
opportunities for such involvement. 

Public involvement should be institutionalized in 
all environmental and h ihamam p r o m  as a 
proces~ of two-way communication in which there is 
mutual education of the public and the government at 
evexy stage of the planning and decisionmaking 
process. This "close to the customer" approach chould 
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be designed to restore confidence in government and 
provide support for well justified and achievable goals. 

The need for making reasoned choices and 
justifying supportable choices should be communicated 
to the public in terms that can be readily understood 
and responded to constructively. 

Governmental Partnerships. Multiple federal 
agencies hquently regulate a single infrastructure 
project. In addition, state and local governments may 
be -regulators with the federal government, as well 
as regulated entities. It is essential, therefore, for all of 
these governmental units to be working within similar 
principles and guidelines. Otherwise, unnectss8cy 
confusion, inconsistencies, tensions, delays, and 
conflicts are likely. Common principles and guidelines, 
frequent consultations, and a spirit of cooperation and 
partnership among these entities should be developed. 

IV. GUIDELINES 

To put these principles into action, at least the 
following ten types of guidelines are needed: 

Integrate and improve the 'effectiveness, 
efficiency, consistency, and timeliness of the 
environmental planning and decisionmaking 
processes; 

Institutionalize the integrated environmental 
decisionmaking process and environmental 
quality ethic in each federal agency; 

Provide better coordinated, more complete, 
and higher quality information to support 
improved environmental analysis, planning, 
and decisionmaking; 

Strategically manage agency resources to 
support integrated environmental 
decisionmaking; 

More fully develop and apply sound, peer- 
reviewed science in support of integrated 
environmental decisionmaking; 

Enhana public involvement programs; 

Forge stronger federal interagency linkages 
among environmental and infrastructure 
agencies; 

Develop, fscilitate, and s t rength  
intergovernmental partnerships for 
environmental decisionmaking and 
infrastructure; 

Imprwe training for environmental 
decisionmaking in the federal, state, and 
local governments; and 

10. Revise environmental legislation and 
regulations to more fully support integrated 
environmental decisionmaking. 

These guidelines arc elaborated on below. 

Integrate and Improve the Environmental 
Decisionm8king Process. In accordance with the 
principles set forth above, top priority should be given 
to (a) integrating the many elements of the 
environmental decisionmabnp processes with each 
other to promote efficient and cffectin concumnt 
reviews by all the responsible agencies; (b) balancmg 
environmental requirements with development 
infrasvucture, and jobs goals; (c) bringing 
environmental requirements into line with good, peer- 
reviewed science and performance monitoring oriented 
toward desircd environmental outcomes; and (d) 
providing the flexiiility needed to get maximum 
performana for the investment of available resources. 

To achieve thest goals, the first step is to 
inventory document, and compare the existing 
environmental decisionmaking proctsses. Some arc 
broad analytical processes that seek public involvement 
in preparing comprehensive assessment of societal and 
physical cifcumstanas, while others arc more 
narrowly focused on specific, single- Mar, legal 
requirements. Levels of detail in thcsc two types of 
processes differ, as do provisions for timing, public 
disclosun, and the factors to be considered. Thc 
preparation of flow charts for each of these proc#sts 
should be undertaken to facilitate comparisons among 
them. 

The s a n d  step should be to identify and pursue 
opportunities for integrating appropriate processes with 
one another. For example: 

CEQ, or its successor agency, should continue its 
seminars on NEPA integration and follow up by 
issuing guidance to integrate environmental 
analysis and compliance processes. 

The coordinated, multimedia permit process for 
major projects being developed by the Etatc of New 
Jersey should be evaluated as a potential model for 
other states and the federal gavunment. 

The recommendation of EPA's Sciena Advisory 
Board that ecological regions be managed as a 
whole, perhaps using regional organizations, 
should be pursued. 

Risk-based models for comparing and mamghg 
clusters of environmental regulations, so that the 
worst risks would be dealt with ht. should k 
given a high priority. 
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The Arkansas model of NEPA integration should 
be considered by other states. In Arkansas, the in- 
house, multidisciplinary planning staff of the state 
Highway and Transpartation Department works 
closely with the engineering staff from the 
beginning of the design stage to include 
environmental considerations, PrrPare 
environmental impact statements, and avoid most 
conflicts with federal environmental regulations. 

The FHWA and FAA NEPA integration model 
should be considered for use by other federal 
agencies. Both of these agencies use NEPA as the 
umbrella for all environmental requirements to be 
considered concurrently at the planning, design, 
and implementation stages. 

Alternative dispute resolution techniques for 
facilitating environmental decisions and avoiding 
litigation should be used frequently. 

Special permit processes should be used for cases 
in which innovative technologies for improving 
the environment are proposed. Such innovations 
often cannot be tried under standard permit 
requirements because of the uncertainties 
introduced by the innovative technology. Closer 
monitoring and other special conditions might 
allow these innovative projects to p r o d .  

Federal interagency memoranda of understanding 
such as the one signed on May 1, 1992, by the 
secretary of Transportation, the administrator of 
EPA, and the assistant secretary of the Army for 
Civil Works, to facilitate the consideration of 
Section 404 Clean Water Act permits for 
transportation projects, should be used as models 
for developing other memoranda of understanding 
on issues for which infrastructure and 
environmental protection agencies have common 
needs and interests. 

Institutionalize the Environmental Ethic. 
Lessons learned from demonsvation projects and 
individual examples of process integration should be 
applied broadly to institutionalize and infuse the 
environmental ethic into infrastructure agencies and to 
make the integrated environmental decisionmaking 
process more consistent, effective, efficient, timely, and 
predictable. These lessons should be published in clear 
and understandable language, with practical guidelines 
for implementation. 

Provide Better Information to Support 
Integrated Environmental Decisionmakhg. Access 
to baseline information on natural and cultural 
resources, similar to that provided for geological 
resources by the U.S. Geological Survey, can save time 
and costs in completing required NEPA analyses and 

documentation as well as in satisfying other 
environmental permit and approval processes. Ongoing 
programs, such as the National Wetlands Inventory 
and the Soil Consemtion Service's Soil Survey have 
proven extremely useful for these purposes. Proposed 
initiatives for a Bureau of Environmental Statistics 
within a Department of Environment that cuuld come 
about from the elevation of EPA, and a National 
Biological Survey under the Department of the 
Interior, hold the potential for contributing 
significantly to more cfIective and &dent 
environmental analysts and compliance decisions. 

The federal government, in cooperation with state 
and local governments, should continue to initiate, 
complete, and maintain national inventories of all of 
the natural and cultural resources lequmd to be 
considered in the environmental decisionmaking 
process. Useroriented procedures should be developed 
and made widely available to transform these data into 
a sound and objective basis for required analysts and 
decisions at both the program and project-specific 
levels affecting ecosystems of various sizes. 

Strategically Manage Resources for 
Environmental Decisionmrking. Innagtive 
management practices that p r m  succtssful should be 
identified and transferred into widespread usage. For 
example, strategic use of pennit processing personnel 
to put their time where it will do the most good has 
shown promise in the Corps of Engineers and the state 
of New York. 

In the Corps, the practice of issuing "general 
permitsn for large areas in which specific permits 
that are consistent can be issued automatically 
saves a great deal of processing time and energy. 

In the New York case, a recent study found that 
the bulk of the time of the environmental 
compliance staff was being spent on the review 
and processing of relatively routine permit 
applications, while too little time was left for 
projects of major significance and for participating 
in preapplication environmental analyses where 
preventive advice could expedite later permit 
processing. It was found that breaking out of 
routinc permit processing systems that rapired a 
thorough review of m r y  application on a fmt- 
come, first-scrved basis could make more effective 
use of scarcc resources and make the jobs of staff 
more interesting and productive. 

Some environmental review staffs also havc been 
expanded with financing from permit processing f a .  
Legislation and training funds maybe needed to 
authorize some management imprwements. 
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More Fully Develop and Apply Environmental 
Science. Not enough is known about such subjects as 
how to manage large ecological systems, how to 
mcanuc and communicate relative environmental 
risks, and how to estimate the environmental outcomes 
of specific regulatory practices. Research should be 
done to provide needed answers. 

Enhance Public Involvement Programs. Many 
federal programs in addition to NEPA provide for 
public involvement or citizen participation. One of the 
most recent to require enhanced public involvement is 
the Jntennodal Surfae Transportation Eflciency Act 
of 1991. 

Many state and local govenuncnts also have 
active programs of this nature. Often, they have been 
established, in part, to satisfj federal requirements. 

In 1979, the Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations completed a 
comprehensive study of citizen participation in which 
it identified 45 difierent types of involvement being 
used by governments. Many other su~~eys ,  handbooks, 
training courses, and other sources of help arc 
available on this topic. 

Forge Interagency Links. Federal agencies can 
and do learn from each other when they are in contact. 
Greater frtquency of contact among federal 
infrastructure and environmental agencies should be 
arranged to facilitate improved environmental 
decisionmaking processes, sharing of baseline data, 
and exchanges of information about advances in 
developing and applying improved environmental 
science. Sharing the results of pilot studies and 
demonstrations also should be facilitatd through these 
contacts. In addition, exchanging personnel among 
federal agencies and with state and local govenunents 
can have attitudinal as well as technical benefits. 
Personnel exchanges arc authorized by the 
Intergovernmental Personnel Act 01 1970, and R d  
Development Councils in many states may offer 
convenient mechanisms for arranging personnel 
exchanges in rural areas. 

Develop and Facilitate Intergovernmentd 
Partnenbipr. Some federal and federally required 
environmental analyses are prrpand by state and local 
governments, and most federal regulation of the 
environment is applied by state and local gmnunents. 
Additional opportunities for developing these 
intergovernmental partnerships-most notably the 
potential state nsponsibility for issuing Section 404 
permits-should be sought out and developed where the 
capacity exists in state and local governments to 
undertake these responsibilities. 

Advantages include administration of 
requirements by o5cials who are closer to and more 
familiar with local conditions, and who are better able 
to supply and respond to other relevant information in 
the community. State and local governments also may 
be more able to combine diverse permit and approval 
decisions in an integrated review p r o a s ,  as is being 
demonstrattd in New Jersey. 

Whtn statc and local gwcmmats need htlp in 
complying with fcdcral raquinmcnts, that help should 
be supplied through the intergwuamclltal partnership. 
Tht federal government has a responsibility u d a  the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act to give qxcA recognition to 
the problems of small governments in responding to 
federal requirements. The establishment of a small- 
community coordinator in EP4  and a local 
gmrnmentkmall community dialogue group to advise 
EPA on these special nceds, has been helpful to the 
federal and non-federal partners. This EPA example 
should be considered for adoption by other federal 
agencies. 

Provide Environmental Tnining. Thc improved 
decisionmaking processes, more fully developad data 
bases, and new environmental science called for by this 
task force arc sigxuficant departuns from much cumnt 
practice. If they are to be successfully implemented, 
many federal officials-from top management to 
operational practitioners-will need to be trained in new 
concepts and new methods of operating. The new 
guidelines will not be seIf-implementing. Adequate 
training for all those who need it should be supplied 

Revise Legislation and Rcgulationr. Al&@ 
some of the integration of processes recommaukd 
here, and the development of better baseline data, can 
be accomplished under existing legislation, it should be 
rccognized that the fidl implementation af these 
principles and guidelines will not be possiile without 
revising present legislation and related regulations. 
Pilot projects and special demonstrations should be 
used to set the stage for nceded legislatiyt revisions. 
For example, the Government Performance and Results 
Act of 1993 may provide a comtenient vehicle for 
ttsting outcombbased tvaluations of the pcdonnancc 
of environmental programs on a pilot project basis. 
That act alk would provide for broader application of 
the pilot project &dings at a later time. Opportunities 
to enact legislation that would more fully integrate 
environmental dccisionmalcing processts should be 
sought. 
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National 
Environmental 
Policy Act 

Citations: 

42 U.S.C. gW321-4347; enacted January 1, 1970 by Pub. L. 
No. 91-190; 83 Stat. 852. 

Lead Agency: 

Council on Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the 
President, 722 Jackson Place NW, Washington, DC 20503 
(202) 395-5750. 

Overview: 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was the first 
federal statute to use the "impact statementN approach in federal 
regulation. Its purpose was to require federal agencies to analyze 
and take into account the environmental impact of their actions in 
an open and public process. The Act also created the Council on 
Environmental Quality within the Executive Mice  of the 
President. 

Environmental Impact Statements. The procedural core of 
NEPA is found in section 102(2)(C) (codified at 42 U.S.C. 
&4332(2)(C)), which creates the environmental impact statement 
(EIS) requirement. The provision requires that: 

all agencies of the Federal Government . . . include 
in every recommendation or report on proposals 
for legislation and other major Federal actions 
significantly affecting the quality of the human 
environment, a detailed statement by the 
responsible official on-- 
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(i) the environmental impact of the proposed 
action, 

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which 
cannot be avoided should the proposal be 
implemented, 

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action, 

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses 
of man's environment and the maintenance and 
enhancement of long-term productivity, and 

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments 
of resources which would be involved in the 
proposed action should it be implemented. 

The provision goes on to require the responsible federal official 
to consult with and seek comments from other affected agencies. 
Copies of the statements and relevant comments are required to be 
made public and to accompany the proposal through the agency 
review process. 

Council on Environmental Quality Role. The Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ), created by title 11 of the Act, has 
become the primary overseer of NEPA. In addition to preparing 
extensive annual environmental quality reports (42 U.S. C. 5434 I), 
the Council also has taken the lead in developing appropriate 
procedures for EIS preparation. The CEQ first was given the 
authority to issue guidelines to agencies for the preparation of 
statements in President Nixon's almostcontemporaneous Executive 
Order 11,514 (March 5, 1970). The CEQ's original guidelines (36 
Fed. Reg. 7724-29, April 23, 1971) were nonbinding but were 
relied upon by most federal agencies when promulgating their own 
procedures. In 1977 President Carter significantly expanded 
CEQ's authority by giving it the power to issue binding regulations 
in Executive Order 11,991 (May 24, 1977). These regulations, 
issued on November 28, 1978 (43 Fed. Reg. 55978-56007), are 
codified at 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508. The Supreme Court has since 
treated these regulations as deserving substantial deference (Andrus 
v. Sierra Club, 442 U.S. 347 (1979)). 

The CEQ regulations cover many of the procedural issues that 
have emerged in the extensive litigation over the meaning of the 
Act's terms. Comprehensive guidance is provided on what 
constitutes a "major federal action" requiring an EIS, the 
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preparation of draft, supplemental and final statements, page limits, 
recommended format and content (all in 40 CFR Part 1502); the 
comment process (Part 1503), predecision referral of interagency 
disputes to CEQ (Part 1504); integration with agency 
decisionmaking (Part 1505); elimination of duplication with state 
and local requirements and procedures for filing with EPA (Part 
1506); and agency compliance (Part 1507). 

Although the regulations have been only amended once since 
their promulgation in 1978' the CEQ has continued to provide 
additional guidance to agencies as interpretive problems arise. In 
1981 it published a "Memorandum to Agencies Containing 
Answers to 40 Most Asked Questions on NEPA Regulations."z In 
April 1981 it issued a "Memorandum for General Counsels, NEPA 
Liaisons and Participants in Scoping" on the subject of "scoping 
guidance." And in 1983, after a solicitation of comments on the 
existing regdations and a 2-year review process, the Council 
published a supplemental memorandum giving further guidance to 
agencies. 

The CEQ also compiles annual data on the number of 
environmental impact statements filed by agencies and the trends in 
NEPA litigationas 

Legislative History: 

S. 1075, the original NEPA legislation, was introduced by 
Senators Jackson and Stevens on February 18, 1969. It authorized 
the Secretary of the Interior to conduct a research program on 
environmental problems and created the Council on Environmental 
Quality. A hearing was held April 16, 1969 during which 
witnesses (primarily Lynton Caldwell, professor of political science 
at Indiana University) urged the creation of an "action-forcing" 
mechanism, which later became the environmental impact 
statement. S. 1075 was reported with amendments and the 
accompanying report of the Senate Committee on Interior and 

h e  amendment modifd  40 CFR 1502.22, d d h g  with k o o p k t c  or unrvrilabk 
infomution, 51 Fed. Reg. 156211 (April 211, 1986). 

h e  modification to che regulations, Id., in effect fea~iaded the a-er to Qucaioa 
n o .  

Council on Emironmental Qwlity, Envlnmmmrol wry 1990 395 Oabk M b ,  
showing 370 ElSs fikd in 1989). a d  h e  number of NEPA-bad Iawauitl filed (Id.. at pgt 
395 (showing 91 c a r s  filed in 1988)). 
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National Environmental Policy Act 

Title 42, US. Code 

94321. Congressional declaration of purpose. 

Subchapter I Policies and Coals 

94331. Congressional declaration of national environmental policy. 
54332. Cooperation of agencies; reports; availability of information; 
recommendations; international and national coordination of CEforts. 
64333. Conformity of administrative procedures to national 
environmental policy. 
54334. Other statutory obligations of agencies. 
04335. Efforts supplemental to existing authorizations. 

Subchapter II Council on Environmental Quality 

94341. Reports to Congress; recommendations for legislation. 
94342. Establishment; membership; Chairman; appointments. 
94343. Employment of persod ,  experts and consultants. 
94344. Duties and functions. 
54345. Consultation with Citizerrr' Advisory Committee on 
Environmental Quality and other representatives. 
64346. Tenure and compensation of members. 
64346a. Travel reimbursement by private organizations and Federal, 
State, and local governmen&. 
54346b. Expenditures in support of international activities. 
64347. Authorization of appropriations. 

54321. Congressional declaration of purpose 

The purposes of this chapter are: To declare a national policy whiih will 
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between mm and hi environment; 
to promote e f foa  which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment .nd 
biosphere and stimulate the health a d  welfare of mm; to enrich the undenturding 
of the ecological systems and natural ruourccr important to the Nation; and to 
establish a Council on Environmental Quality. 
(Pub. L. No. 91 -190, 92, Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 852.) 

94331. Congressional declaration of national environmental policy 

(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of man's activity on the 
interrelations of all components of the natural environment, particularly the 
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profound influences of population growth, highdensity urbanization, industri.1 
expansion. resource exploitation. and new and expanding technological advan= 
md mxgnizing further the critical imp- of restoring and maintaining 
environmental quality to the overall welfare and development of man, declarer 
that it is the continuing policy of the Federal Government, in cooperation with 
State and local governments, and other concerned public and private 
organizations, to use all practicable means and measures, including financial and 
tochnkal assistance, in a manner cakuhted to foster and promote the general 
welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature a e x h  
in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requiremento of 
present and future generations of Americans. 

(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this chapter, it h the continuing 
rupomibility of the Federal Government to use a11 practicable means, consistent 
with other essential considerations of n a t i 0 ~ 1  policy, to improve md cood.dirute 
Federal plans,Jtfnctions, programs, and resources to the end h t  the Nation m y -  

(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment 
for succeeding generations; 

(2) usum for all Americans safe, healthful, productive. and esthetically md 
cultudly pleasing surroundings; 

(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without 
dcgnthtion, risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and unintadd 
consequences; 

(4) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our ~ t i o d  
heritage. and maintain. wherever possible, an environment which supports 
diversity and variety of individual choice; 

(5) achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit 
high standards of living and a wide sharing of life's amenities; and 

(6) enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum 
attainable recycling of depletable resources. 

(c) The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a healthful 
environment and that each person has a responsibility to contribute to the 
pnrervrtion and enhancement of the environment. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 1, 5101, Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 852.) 

04332. Cooperation of agencies; reports; availability of information; 
recommendations; international and national coordination of &or& 

The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent possible: (1) the 
policies, regulations, and public laws of the United States shall be interprctcd and 
administered in accordance with the policies set foflh in this chapter, and (2) all 
agencies of the Federal Government shall- 

(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the 
integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts 
in planning and in dccisonmaking which may have an impact on man's 
environment; 

(B) identify and develop mdhods and procedures, in consultation with the 
Council on Environmental Quality established by subchapter 11 of this chapter, 
which will insure that presently unquantified environmental amenities and values 
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m y  be given appropriate consideration inLdcciaionmalring abng with economic 
md technical conaidentions; 

(C) include in every recommendation or report on propouk for legirktion 
and other major Federal actions signifmtly affcding the qurlity of the hum811 
environment, a dct.3.d statement by the ruponaiblc official on- 

(i) the environmental impact of the propored action. 
(ii) any advcrac environmental effcctr which cannot be avoided should the 

propoaal be impkmenud. 
(iii) alternativer to the p r o p o d  action, 
(iv) the relationship between h l  short-term user of mm's environment urd 

the maintaunce and enhancement of long-term productivity, md 
(v) any imvenible and irrdrievable commitments of rerourcu which would 

be involved in the proposed action should it be impkmented. 
Prior to making any detailed atatcment, the responsible Federal officii s h l l  

conauh with and obtain the comments of any Fcderal agency which hu 
juriadiction by law or special expertire with respect to any e n v i r o d  impad 
involved. Copier of such statement and the comments and vim of the 
appropriate Fedenl. State, and local agencica, which are authorized to develop 
and enforce environmental standards, shall be made availrbk to the Mident, thc 
Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as provided by raction 552 of 
titk 5, a d  shall accompany the propoaal through the exiating agenoy revim 
p--; 

@) Any detriled statement required under subparagraph (C) after Januuy 1, 
1970, for any major Federal action funded under a program of gnnta to SL.ter 
shall not be deemed to be legally insufficient aolely by reuon of having been 
prepared by a State agency or official, if: 

(i) the State agency or official has statewide juriadiction and hu the 
responsibility for such action, 

(ii) the responsible Federal official furnisher guidance and p u t i c i i  in such 
prrprration. 

(iii) the rerponsible Federal official independently evalurtu such rtrtemart 
prior to ita approval and adoption, and 

(iv) after January 1. 1976. the responsible Federal offiial provider a r l y  
notifsation to, and solicits the views of, any other S w e  or any Fedenl knd 
nunaganent entity of any action or any alternative themto which may have 
significant impactr upon such State or affected Federal land I I W U ~  

md, if there is any disagreemat on such impacta, prepares a wri[ten ureumcmt 
of such impacta and views for incorporation into such det.ikd ahtune&. 

The procedures in this subparagraph shall not relieve the Fedenl OW of 
hia reaponsibilitier for the scope, objectivity, and content of the entire d.tamfit or 
of m y  other responsibility under this chapter; and further, thia subparagraph dosr 
not affect the legal sufliciency of statements prepared by State agencies with h 
than statewide juriadiction.' 

(E) study, develop, and describe appropriate aitemativer to rocommeadd 
countr  of action in any proposal which involvo unrcaolved conflicts concuning 
alternative urcr of available ruourcer; 

'So in original. The period probably should be a semicolon. 
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(F) recognize the worldwide urd kg-nnge cbancm of 
problems md, where consistent with the foreign policy of the U n W  h, lend 
appropriate support to initiatives. rrrolutionr, and program designed to 
international cooperation in anticipating and preventing a decline in h e  qrulity of 
mankind's world environment; 

(G) make available to Strter, countia, municip.litior, i-, .nd 
individual, advice and i n f o d o n  w f u l  in restoring, -g, 
enhancing the quality of the environment; 

(H) initiate and utilize ecological infonrrrtion in the planning and 
of mourcesrientcd projects; md 

(I) usist the Council on Environmental Quality ert.blished by lubchrpter u of 
thh chapter. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 1, 9102, Jan. 1, 1970,83 Scrt. 8%; Pub. L. NO. 94-83, 
Aug. 9. 1975.89 Stat. 424.) 

04333. Coqfonnity of administrative @rues to 
environmental policy 

~ l l  agencier of the Federal Government ahrll review rbeir rrrtutoy 
authority, administrative rcguktions. and cumnt policier and procodurn for tbe 
purpose of dctennining whdher there are any deficieaci or -ier 
therein which prohibit full compliance with the purposa and proviaions of thh 
chapter and shall propose to the Resident not ktet than July 1, 1971, suob 
measures u m y  be nccerury to bring theit authority urd policw into conformiay 
with the intent, purposes, and procadum ret forth in thh chapter. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 1, 9103, Jan. 1, 1970,83 Stu. 854.) 

04334. Other statutory obligations of agencies 

Nothing in section 4332 or 4333 of thu titk ahdl in m y  way affoot the 
spccif~: statutory oblig8tions of my Federal agency (1) to comply with cr& or 
standards of environmental q d y ,  (2) to coodinrre or consult with any otha 
Federal or State agency. or (3) to act. or rethin from acting contingent upon the 
recommendrtions or certification of my dher Fadurl or Stue agency. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 1, 8104, Jan. 1, 1970.83 Stat. 854.) 

94335. Efforts supplemental to existing authorizations 

The policies and goals r# forth in this chpret are s u p p l u n a q  ro t h m  
forth in existing authorizrtions of Federal agencies. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 1, 4105, Jan. 1, 1970.83 Stat. 854.) 

04341. Reports to Congress; recommendations for leeiaftion 

The Pnrident shall transmit to the Congress annually beginning July 1, 1970, 
an Environmental Quality Report (hereinrffer ref& to u the "report') which 
shall sea forth (1) the status and condition of the major nrtunl, m, or 
altered environmental ckssu  of the Nation, including, but not Limited to, the air, 
the aquatic, including marine, estuarine, md f m h  mter, and the kme&id 



environment, including, but not Limited to, the b r u t ,  d y h d ,  wetlnd, range, 
urban. suburban, md rural environment; (2) cumnt and forucuble trends in the 
quality. mrnagement and utilivtion of such errvironmcnts and the effects of those 
trends on the social, economic, and other rcquiranenta of the Nation; (3) the 
adequacy of available natural rtrouroer for futhlling h u m  and economic 
requirements of the Nation in the light of expcUd population pressures; (4) a 
micw of the programs and adivitier (including regulatory adivjtiu) of the 
Federal Government, the SUe and local govenunartr, and nongovemmartal 
entities or individualr, with prticutr refercllce to their effed on the environment 
md on the conservation, development and utilivtion of rutud raourcu; and (5) 
a program for remedying the deficiencicr of existing programs and activitiu, 
to&&& with recommen&tions for legirlrtion. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 8201, Jan. 1, 1970.83 Stat. 854.) 

84342. Establishment; membership; Chairman; appointments 

There is created in the Executive Office of the Pruident a Council on 
Environmental Qulity (hereinafter referred to u the "Council"). The Council 
shall bc composed of three members who shall be appointed by the Pruidtnt to 
serve a: his pleorure, by and with the advice and conrent of the Senrte. The 
Resident shall designate one of the manbcn of the Council to serve u C h a m .  
Each member shall be r person who, u a result of his tnining, experience, Md 
attainments, is exceptionally well qualified to analyze and interpret environmental 
trends and information of all kinds; to appraise pmgmms and dvi t ier  of the 
Federal Government in the light of the policy set forth in subchapkr I of thii 
chapter; to be conscious of and responsive to the scitntific, economic, rocid, 
athetic, and cultural n d s  and intemts of the Nation; and to formulate and 
recommend national policies to promote the improvement of the quality of the 
environment. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 4202. Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 854.) 

94343. Employment of personnel, experts and consultants 

(a) The Council m y  employ such off- and anployeer u m y  be 
nccusary to carry out its functions under thii chapter. In addition, the Council 
may employ and foc the compensation of such experts and consult.nts u m y  be 
necessary for the carrying out of its functions under this chapter, in accardance 
with section 3 109 of title 5 (but without regard to the lut  sentence thenof). 

(b) Notwithstanding section 1342 of title 31, the Council may rccept and 
employ voluntary and uncompensated servicca in furtherance of the purporu of 
the Council. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 0203, Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 855; Pub. L. No. 94- 
52, 82, July 3, 1975, 89 Stat. 258.) 

94344. Duties and functions 

It shall be the duty and function of the Council- 
(1) to assist and advise the Preridcnt in the preparation of the Environmental 

Quality Report required by section 4341 of this title; 
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(2) to gather timely and authoritative i n f o d o n  concerning the conditions 
and trunds in the quality of the environment both c u m t  and prospective, to 
analyze and interpret such information for the purpose of dctemining whether 
such conditions and treads are interfering, or u c  likely to interfere, with the 
achievement of the policy sct forth in subchapter I of thh chapter, md to compile 
md submit to the h i d e n t  studies r e h g  to such conditions and trends; 

(3) to review and appraise the various prognms and activities of the Federal 
Government in the light of the policy rel f ~ f i h  in subchipter I of this chapter for 
the purpose of dctcmining the extent to which such programs and activities are 
contributing to the achievement of such policy, .nd to make mmrnendations to 
the h i d e n t  with them; 

(4) to develop and ~ ~ ~ 0 m m c n d  to the k&ht d o m l  policies to foster and 
promote the improvement of environmental quality to meet the conservation, 
social, ~ n o m i c ,  health, and other requirtments md goal  of the Nation; 

(5) to conduct invutigations, studia, surveys, rereuch, and uulyles rtlnting 
to ccologi&l systems and environmental quality; 

(6) to document and defme changer in the natural environment, including the 
phnt and animal systems, and to accumutte necerury data and other infornution 
for a continuing analysis of thae  ch.nga or trendr and an interpretation of their 
underlying causer; 

(7) to report at lust once a c h  y a r  to the Praident on the state and condition 
of the environment; and 

(8) to make and furnish such s tudk,  reports thereon, and recommendations 
with respect to matters of policy and legirkion as the President may request. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 0204, Jm. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 855.) 

84345. Consultation with Citizens' Advisory Committee on 
Environnlentd Quality and other representatives 

In exercising its powers, functions, and dutiu under this chapter, the Council 
shall- 

(1) consult with the Citizens' Advisory Commietee on Environmental Quality 
established by Executive Order numbered 11472, dated May 29, 1969. with 
such representatives of science, industry, agriculture, Lbor, conservation 
organiz~tions, State and local gov-entc md other group, as it deems 
advisable; and 

(2) utilize, to the fullest extent possibk, the cervicer, facilities, and 
infomation (including strtirticrl i n f o n h n )  of public md private agencies and 
organiutionr, and individual, in order that duplication of effort and expense may 
be avoided, thus assuring th.1 the Council's activities will not unnectrsarily 
overlap or conflict with similar activities authorized by h w  and performed by 
established agencies. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 0205, Jm. 1, 1970, 83 Strt. 855.) 

04346. Tenure and compensation of members 

Members of the Council shall serve full time and the Chairman of the Council 
shall be compensated at the rate provided for Level 11 of the Executive Schcdule 
pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5313). The other members of the Council shall be 
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wmpcnaated at the rate provided for Level IV or the Executive Schedule h y  
Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, $206, Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 856.) 

04346a. Travel reimbursement by private organizations and Federal, 
State, and local governments 

The Council may accept reimbuncmenta from any private nonprofit 
organization or from any department, agcncy, or instrumentality of the Fedeml 
Government. any State, or local government, for the ruaoruble travel expcnscs 
incurred by an officer or employee of the Council in connection with his 
-dance at any conference, aeminar, or rimiir meeting conducted for the 
benefit of the Council. 
(pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 6207, aa added Pub. L. No. 94-52. 83, July 3, 1975, 
89 Stat. 258.) 

04346b. Expenditures in support of international activities 

The Council may make expenditures in support of ita intenutional activiticr, 
including expenditurea for: (1) international travel; (2) activiticr in implancntation 
of intcnutiorul agreements; and (3) the support of intenutional exchange 
programs in the United Staka and in foreign countria. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11,0208, aa added Pub. L. No. 94-52,#3, July 3, 1975, 
89 Stat. 258.) 

94347. Authorization of appropriations 

There are authorized to be appropMtad to a n y  out the proviaions of thii 
chapter not to exceed 3300,000 for f w l  y u r  1970, 5700,000 for f u u l  y u r  
1971, and 31,000,000 for u c h  fiscal y u r  thereafter. 
(Pub. L. No. 91-190, title 11, 6209, formerly 0207, Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 856, 
renumbered 5209, Pub. L. No. 94-52, 53, July 3, 1975, 89 Stat. 258.) 
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

At the close of 1969 Congress charted a bold, imaginative course for safeguarding 
and improving environmental quality when it enacted the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA). What distinguished NEPA-and still does-from all other environmental 
legislation was Congress' departure from the traditio0nal, single-solution approach to 
environmental problems. The prime signifimcc of NEPA is centered in its expressed 
determination to move the nation comprehensively toward the act's major goal-"to 
create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive 
harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future 
generations of Americans." In a statutory scheme that reflects great balance, NEPA 
endeavors to. secure that goal through integrating the entire range of environmental 
values meaningfully into society's pursuit of other important policies and values in a 
variety of ways, including open, thought-provoking governmental decisionmaking 
procedures, education, research, and data gathering. Yet, throughout the 21-year history 
of NEPA, citizens have focused primarily on a solitaxy provision of the act-the 
environmental impact statement requirement contained in section 102(2)(C). 

A number of indicators-systematic agency-wide consideration of environmental 
factors; widespread public involvement in federal decisionmaking that affects 
environmental quality; and proliferation of environmental policy legislation at the state 
and local levels of government-suggest that NEPA has achieved a large measure of 
success. At the same time, however, there is evidence that a principal function of 
NEPA-dealing comprehensively with environmental problems on a preventative and an 
anticipatory basis-has given way to a tendency on the part of agencies tasked with 
canying out that function simply to catalogue reasonably expected impacts of projects 
that have already been planned. A preoccupation with "process" may account for some 
operational weakness in the act, although the self-interest with which society has 
generally approached environmental management practices is probably equally to blame. 
Despite the successes of NEPA over the past two decades, there is little doubt among 
observers today that the act is not functioning at its full potential--the achievement of 
which, most agree, will not require lengthier documents containing greater detail or a 
more protracted process; quite the contrary. 

It was for the purpose of exploring ways in which NEPA could more effectively 
and efficiently contribute to achieving the national goals of a high quality environment 
and economic progress that a special workshop, sponsored jointly by the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEO) and the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
@PA), was convened in March 1991. The theme of the workshop was "integration," a 
concept that is central to the vitality of NEPA, as explained more fully in the section 
that follows. More than 100 experts, collectively possessing nearly 1,000 years of 
experience in all phases of environmental management, participated in the three-day 
workshop. The material that follows represents a synthesis of the best thinking of 
participants concerning NEPA and how it can meet society's current needs. 
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Environmental quality as a public policy issue is complex and emotional, one that 
defies summary treatment. The material that follows does not reflect every sentiment, 
however worthy, that was expressed at the workshop. Rather, only those ideas that bear 
directly and consequentially on the ability of NEPA to achieve its goal-a productive, 
mutually beneficial, and lasting relationship between humankind and its environment- 
are set forth below. If progress toward making NEPA more effective and efficient is to 
be made, then attention and resources must be focused on the most compelling 
environmental management needs. 

Finally, this initiative is just the beginning of what I hope will become an ongoing 
dialogue among representatives of government, industry, nongovernmental organizations, 
and the public on methods to improve environmental management practices under 
NEPA. There are likely to be disagreements along the way-environmental quality is 
after all a personal as well as a collective affair and every citizen is apt to approach it a 
little differently depending on his or her own subjective experiences. Still, if meaningful, 
lasting improvements are to be effected in the administration of NEPA, then society 
must seek to act in concert toward that end. 

Michael R. Deland, Chairman 
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INTEGRATING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS UNDER NEPA 

Congress designed NEPA to provide a flexible framework within which the goal 
of a high quality environment for all citizens can be achieved in balance with other 
essential needs of society. The act was not intended to straightjacket agencies of the 
federal government, to add inordinately to administrative burdens, or to detract in any 
way from their primary missions and functions. Rather, federal agencies in cooperation 
with other authorities and interests are expected through the provisions of NEPA to 
manage for the long term those aspeas of the human environment that are affected by 
their activities. The basic objective of NEPA is strai@tfoward&tegrate environmental 
quality objectives comprehensively into planning and decisionmaking activities. It is 
environmental quality as a public policy issue-a combination of technologic, socio- 
economic, legal, institutional, and political challenges-that tends to complicate the 
nation's collective pursuit of environmental management objectives. 

In the public policy arena environmental quality competes with other essential 
societal needs and values. Indeed, it was for the purpose of enabling environmental 
quality to compete on an equal footing with other important policies that Congress 
enacted NEPA. Experience with NEPA demonstrates, however, that environmental 
quality often suffers a competitive disadvantage for a variety of reasons, including an 
absence of agency-wide methods and procedures which will insure, consistent with 
section 102(2)(B) of the act, "that presently unquantified environmental amenities and 
values may be given appropriate consideration in decisionmaking along with economic 
and technical considerations." 

The operative provisions of NEPA were constructed around the concept of 
integration which may be considered at two levels. At one level, integration 
contemplates merging under the NEPA "umbrella" all environmental laws and 
regulations that apply to a particular proposal. At another level, the merged 
environmental considerations or values must be "balanced" with other important policies 
and goals that flow from agencies' existing authorizations. But each process-merging 
applicable environmental laws and regulations and rationalizing and coordinating 
environmental and nonenvironmental policies that apply to planning and decisionmaking 
activities-requires an overarching policy and efficient integrative procedures. NEPA 
and the CEQ regulations supply both. 

For purposes of federal agency decisionmaking, the concept of integration under 
NEPA is most evident in the environmental impact statement (EIS) requirements 
contained in section 102(2)(C) of the act. Those requirements are further refined in the 
CEQ implementing regulations which seek to standardize the basic approach to ElS 
development without depriving agencies of necessary discretion. CEQ incorporated into 
its regulations a system of procedures that can be adapted to the decisionmaking 
practices of any agency for the purpose of integrating environmental considerations 
meaningfully and efficiently into its more mission-oriented activities. 
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Although the CEO regulations concentrate on the EIS process, "major federal 
actions" to which that process applies account for just a fraction of all decisionmaking 
which, in a cumulative sense, may very substantially affect environmental quality. But 
integration of environmental considerations into planning and decisionmaking is not 
reserved exclusively for major federal actions or the agencies that undertake them. 
Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA requires federal agencies to develop alternatives for all 
proposals in which the disposition of available resources is at issue. And under title I1 
of the act, CEQ is assigned a leadership role in information gathering and reporting, 
program review, and policy development, all for the purpose of integrating concern for 
environmental quality into the sociocultural fabric of the nation's system of free 
enterprise democracy. 

NEPA is not a one-dimensional statute any more than environmental quality is a 
one-dimensional issue. Sound environmental management contemplates more than just 
"process." NEPA, read as a whole, clearly supports the need for a balanced approach, 
one that combines education, research, and practical management techniques, including 
a system'of incentives, to integrate environmental and nonenvironmental policies, 
Striking that balance requires organizational initiative and resourceful imaginative 
strategies. 

Meaningful integration of environmental considerations under NEPA need not be 
difficult, mysterious, or ultrasophisticated; it is simply a matter of efficiently and 
effectively informing policy and value choices that must be made in the context of 
planning and decisionmaking processes. The vehicle through which necessary 
information is conveyed will vary depending on the circumstances, including type of 
planning process (e.g., policy, program, or project) and its initiator, the magnitude of the 
undertaking, and the stage of development. In any case, attaining the goals and 
objectives of NEPA requires great forethought and cooperation on the part of both the 
public and private sectors to meet the ever-changing needs of a dynamic society. 
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PLANNING FOR AND MANAGING THE ENVIRONMENT UNDER NEPA 

1. The NEPA process is much less likely to achieve environmental quality objectives 
in casts whme it is employed, not as a planning tool, but simply as a tabulator o f  
impacts for projects already in the design stage. There is a tendency on the part of 
federal agencies today to use the NEPA process primarily as a tabulator of impacts. 

2. Early environmental planning assures that all reasonable alternatives are explored 
and that there is ample time to identify and resolve difficult issues so that agency action 
is not unduly delayed. In an ideal world, NEPA would be effectively employed in the 
planning process to avoid errvironmental degradation and thus the felt need to prepare 
bloated, unavailing EISs. When used as a planning tool, the NEPA process will not 
produce the type of document that citizens have come to expect. There is a dearth of 
agency-wide case studies available that illustrate the NEPA process in action as a 
planning tool. 

3. Agencies are often reluctant to use the flexibility inherent in NEPA and the CEQ 
regulations. Many agencies have failed to update their NEPA procedures for the 
purpose of keeping pace with ever more complex contexts to which the NEPA process 
must be applied. Existing regulations, if utilized by agencies to full advantage, are 
entirely adequate to resolve most integration problems. 

4. In an era of increasingly leaner federal budgets it is essential that the NEPA 
process be undertaken in the most efficient manner possible. Integrating environmental 
considerations into agency policies and programs may help to stem-but will not 
eliminate altogether-inefficient project-by-project application of the NEPA process for 
which most agencies have demonstrated a preference. Applying the NEPA process at 
the policy and program levels will promote environmental quality objectives on a 
broader, more cost-effective scale. 

5.  There is a tendency to undertake examination of anticipated environmental 
effects in near-microscopic detail which may help to explain why agencies are somewhat 
reluctant to apply NEPA to policies and programs. The depth to which those effects are 
examined in various settings is not always reasonably related to the nature and scope of 
the activity under review and the capacity to influence that activity in a productive, 
meaningful way from the standpoint of environmental quality. 
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6. There is no special "formula" for analyzing cumulative effects or indirect impacts. 
If the NEPA process is used as a planning tool, then common sense-the "rule of 
reasonn-will normally provide sufficient guidance for such analyses. Good examples of 
the NEPA process in action as a planning tool are always useful and need to be sought 
out and showcased by CEQ. 

7. Many agencies do not provide written instructions or guidelints of what is needed 
to satisfy environmental planning and documentation requirements, whether fiom the 
standpoint of prospective applicants or participants in the NEPA process, including the 
public. While many agency officials may be reluctant to give advice that might be 
construed as prejudging the merits of a particular project, some advice, based on 
practical knowledge gained in similar settings, could often help project planners avoid 
mistakes of the past. Likewise, the entire administrative process would benefit from 
structured, informed participation by the public and other interests in the environmental 
component of that process. Agencies need to publish and continually update guidance 
for participating in the NEPA process. 

8. The public and private sectors are not completely aware of the fact that using 
NEPA as a planning tool makes good economic sense. Avoiding environmental 
degradation in the planning stages-a principal purpose of NEPA-is often far less costly 
than applying NEPA after the fact-after projects have been planned-to mitigate 
environmental harm. 

9. Agencies do not always devote enough effort to facilitating integration of 
environmental factors into early (prefiling) project planning by applicants and sponsors, 
not for the purpose of dictating results, but simply to assure that the NEPA process is 
conducted in the most effective, efficient manner possible. Applicants and sponsors 
should be, but are not always, given full 'credit for all early (prefiling) environmental 
planning undertaken consistent with the principles and mandates of NEPA 

10. Agencies that confer benefits-grants, licens,es, and the like-on applicants or 
sponsors are normally required to recoup the cost of processing applications, including 
the cost of preparing required environmental studies. Such agencies generally have not 
given sufficient consideration to allowing applicants 

to proceed under the more efficient third-party contracting arrangement 
where EISs are required; or 

to prepare environmental assessments where that form of documentation is 
called for. 

Under options described above, agencies could not charge a document-preparation fee 
but necessary environmental documentation could be expeditiously prepared pursuant to 
agency guidance and with assistance in advance of application filing, thereby greatly 
reducing administrative delay while developing a more meaningful product at less overall 
cost. 
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11. Highly competitive industries that make application to the federal government for 
licenses and grants may be reluctant to broadcast their plans to potential competitors in 
advance of application filing. As a consequence, it may not be possible for NEPA to be 
integrated fully into the early planning processes of such industries. 

12 The extent to which the general prohibition against ex pme communications must 
be applied, if at all, in the context of the NEPA process is not entirely clear, although its 
application does not promote efficient environmental planning. 

1. There is need for greater cooperation in the NEPA process within and among 
agencies at all levels of government. The barriers to effective, efficient cooperation are 
largely attitudinal. Considerable time and money are wasted arguing about the propriety 
of a particular agency position instead of trying to reach a reasonable accommodation- 
a constructive compromise. 

2. Outside assistance is often needed-but not always pursued-to resolve differences 
among and between agencies. Alternative means of securing such assistance might 
include 

consultation with CEQ; 

compacts to facilitate integration of agency responsibilities; 

standardized procedures or model memoranda of agreement; 

an administrative framework or matrix that would allow two or more 
agencies to share decisionmaking responsibilities; and 

alternative dispute resolution measures. 

3. Frequent personnel and organizational changes within the bureaucracy require 
that the CEQ listing of agency contacts and areas of expertise be periodically updated to 
assist policy, program, and project sponsors in identifying other agencies whose 
cooperation may be required in the early planning stages. 

4. A single, reliable set of environmental indicators, comparable to economic 
indicators used to communicate economic trends in cost of living, national product, and 
other areas, is needed and should be developed and made available to all agencies as 
quickly as possible. This measure will help to build consistency-not redundancy-into 
environmental analyses under NEPA and other environmental laws. Such indicators are 
also essential to enable officials to assess with some degree of confidence the 
effectiveness of ongoing environmental policies and programs. 



5. Cooperating agencies are generally reluctant to commit funds to studies in which 
they have been asked to participate, especially in the very early stages of development. 

1. An education effort is needed to reinforce within the federal family a sense of 
environmental responsibility. It is especially important that decisionmakers and t o p  
level managers understand NEPA and its process so that potential gains at the staff level 
are not frustrated by a lack of support at higher levels of government. Effective 
integration under NEPA requires that all levels of government manage the environment 
cooperatively. 

2. NEPA is generally equated with the EIS process which for many citizens 
(including those who would use that process to try to defeat unpopular projects) stands 
for administrative delay, excessive, often incomprehensible paperwork, and high costs. 
Society must relearn that NEPA was'designed primarily as a planning tool, the effective 
use of which will often obviate the need for preparing the type of documentation that 
has become the hallmark of the EIS process wer the past two decades. 

1. Insufficient opportunity for public participation in the NEPA process can lead to 
misunderstandings, delays, and litigation. A Iully informed public with adequate 
opportunity to participate in environmental planning is much more likely to accept the 
policy and value choices on which decisionmakers may settle, even when such choices do 
not meet the desires or expectations of particular segments of society. 

2. There is need for more readable NEPA documents. The public cannot 
meaningfully participate in environmental planning if documents are couched in 
technical terms that laypeople cannot understand. 

E. Other 

1. There is concern over the extent to which material contained in program 
statements may be challenged or revisited in documents prepared for projects that are 
spawned by those programs. The need for finality must somehow be balanced with the 
need to take into account changed circumstances. It should not be impermissible to 
treat weaknesses in program documents, whether caused by changed circumstances or 
simply the passage of time, in subsequent project-oriented documents as long as the 
fundamentals of the NEPA process are otherwise observed. 



2. Judicial review of the environmental process is unpredictable. As a consequence, 
there is a tendency on the part of many agencies to prepare lengthy, nonanalytic 
environmental documents designed to Isithstand" judicial scrutiny and not necessarily 
provide decisionmakers and the public with good, useful environmental data. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

Office of the Prees Secretary 

April 11, 1994 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 

COORDINATING GEOGRAPHIC DATA ACQUISITION AND ACCESS: 
THE NATIONAL SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE 

Geographic information ie critical to promote economic development, 
improve our stewardship of natural resources, and protect the environment. 
Modern technology now permits improved acquisition, dietribution, and 
utilization of geographic (or geospatial) data and mapping. The National 
Performance Review hae recommended that the executive branch develop, in 
cooperation with State,' local, and tribal governments, and the private eector, 
a coordinated National Spatial Data Infrastructure to eupport public and 
private eector applications of geospatial data in such areae ae traneportation, 
community development, agriculture, emergency responee, environmental 
management, and information technology. 

NOW, THEREFORE, by the authority vested in me as President by the 
Constitution and the laws of the United Statee of America; and to implement 
the recommendations of the National Performance Review; to advance the goale of 
the National Information Infraetructure; and to avoid wasteful duplication of 
effort and promote effective and economical management of reeourcee by Federal, 
State, local, and tribal governmente, it is ordered as follows: 

Section 1. Definitions. (a) "National Spatial Data Infrastructure* 
(*NSDIn) means the technology, policies, standards, and human resources 
necessary to acquire, process, store, distribute, and improve utilization of 
geospatial data. 

(b) *Geospatial datan means information that identifies the geographic 
location and characterietics of natural or constructed features and boundaries 
on the earth. This information may be derived from, among other things, remote 
sensing, mapping, and surveying technologies. Statistical data may be 
included in thie definition at the discretion of the collecting agency. 

(c) The "National Geoepatial Data Clearinghouse" meane a distributed 
network of geospatial data producere, managere, and users linked 
electronically. 

Sec. 2. Executive Branch Leadership for Development of the Coordinated 
National Spatial Data Infrastructure. (a) The Federal Geographic Data 
Committee (*FODCn), established by the Office of Management and Budget ("OMBn) 
Circular No. A-16 ("Coordination of Surveying, Mapping, and Related Spatial 
Data Activitiee*) and chaired by the Secretary of the Department of the 
Interior (*Secretarym) or the Secretary's deeignee, ehall coordinate the 
Federal Government'e development of the NSDI. 
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(b) Each member agency shall ensure that its 
representative on the FGDC holds a policy-level position. 

(c) Executive branch departments and agencies (magenciesn) that have an 
interest in the development of the NSDI are encouraged to join the FGDC. 

(dl This Executive order is intended to strengthen and enhance the 
general policies described in OMB Circular No. A-16. Each agency shall meet 
its respective responsibilities under OMB Circular No. A-16. 

(a) The FODC shall seek to involve State, local, and tribal governtnenta 
in the development and implementation of the initiatives contained in this 
order. The FGDC shall utilize the expertise of academia, the private sector, 
professional societies, and others as necessary to aid in the development and 
implementation of the objectives of this order. 

Sec. 3. Development of a National Geospatial Data Clearinghouse. (a) 
Establishing a National Geospatial Data Clearinghouse. The Secretary, through 
the FGDC, and in consultation with, as appropriate, State, local, and tribal 
governments and other affected parties, shall take steps within-6 month6 of the 
Qte of this order, to establish an electronic National Geospatial Data 
Clearinghouse (mClearinghousem) for the NSDI. The Clearinghouse shall be 
compatible with the National Information Infrastructure to enable integration 
with that effort. 

(b) Standardized Documentation of Data. Beginning 9 months from the 
date of this order, each agency shall document all new geospatial data it 
collects or produces, either directly or indirectly, using the standard under 
development by the FGDC, and make that standardized documentation 
electronically accessible to the Clearinghouse network. Within 1 year of the 
date of this order, agencies shall adopt a schedule, developed in consultation 
with the FGDC, for documenting, to the extent practicable, geospatial data 
previously collected or produced, either directly or indirectly, and making 
that data 
documentation electronically accessible to the Clearinghouse network. 

(c) Public Access to Geospatial Data. Within 1 year of the date of this 
order, each agency shall adopt a plan, in consultation with the FGDC, 
establishing procedures to make geoepatial data available to the publici'to the 
extent permitted by law, current policies, and relevant OMB circulars, 
including OMB Circular NO. A-130 ("Management of Federal Information 
Reeourcesm) and any implementing bulletins. 

(d) Agency Utilization of the Clearinghouse. Within 1 year of the date 
of this order, each agency shall adopt internal procedures to ensure that the 
agency accesses the Clearinghouse before it expends Federal funds to collect 
or produce new geospatial data, to determine whether the information has 
already been collected by others, or whether cooperative efforts to obtain the 
data are possible. 

(e) Funding. The Ocpartmcnt of the Interior shall provide funding for 
the clearinghouse to cover the initial prototype testing, standards 
development, and monitoring of the performance of the Clearinghouse. ~genciee 
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shall continue to fund their respective programs that collect and produce 
geospatial data; such data ie then to be made part of the Clearinghouse for 
wider accessibility. 

Sec. 4. Data Standards Activities. (a) General Responsibility. 
The mDC shall develop standards for implementing the NSDI, in consultation 
and cooperation with State, local, and tribal governments, the private and 
academic iectors, and, to the extent feasible, the international conmunity, 
consistent with OMB Circular No. A-119 ("Federal Participation in the 
Development and Use of Voluntary Standardsm), and other applicable law and 
policies. 

(b) Standards for Which Agencies Have Specific 
Responsibilities. Agencies assigned responsibilities for data categorie~ by 
OMB Circular No. A-16 shall develop, through the MDC, standards for those data 
categories, so as to ensure that the data produced by all agencies are 
compatible. 

( c )  Other Standards. The FGDC may from time to time identify and 
develop, through it6 member agencies, and to the extent pedtted by law, other 
standards necessary to achieve the objectives of this order. The PODC will 
promote the use of such standards and, as appropriate, such standards shall be 
submitted to the Department of Commerce for coneideration as Federal 
Information Processing Standards. Those standards shall apply to geospatial 
data as defined in section 1 of this order. 

(d) Agency Adherence to Standards. Federal agencies collecting or 
producing geospatial data, either directly or indirectly (e.g. through grants, 
partnerehips, or contracts with other entities), shall ensure, prior to 
obligating funds for such activities, that data will be collected in a manner 
that meets all relevant standards adopted through the FGDC process. 

Sec. 5. National Digital Geospatial Data Framework. In consultation 
with state, local, and tribal governments and within 9 montha of the date of 
thie order, the FGDC shall submit a plan and schedule to OMB for completing the 
'initial implementation of a national digital geospatial data framework 
("framework*) by January 2000 and for establishing a procees of ongoing data 
maintenance. The framework shall include geoepatial data that are significant, 
in the determination of the FGDC, to a broad variety of usere within any 
geographic area or nationwide. At a minimum, the plan shall address how the 
initial transportation, hydrology, and boundary elements of the framework 
might be completed by January 1998 in order to support the decennial census of 
2000. 

Sec. 6. Partnerships for Data Acquisition. The Secretary, under the 
auspices of the FGDC, and within 9 months of the date of thie order, shall 
develop, to the extent permitted by law, strategies for maximizing cooperative 
participatory efforts with State, local, and tribal governments, the private 
sector, and other nonfederal organizations to share costa and improve 
efficiencies of acquiring geoepatial data consietent with thie order. 

Sec. 7. Scope. (a) For the purposes of this order, the term 'agency" 
shall have the same meaning as the term "Executive agencya in 5 U.S.C. 105, and 



shall include the military departments and components of the Department of 
Def ense . 

(b) The following activities are exempt from compliance with this order: 

(i) national security-related activities of the Department of 
Defense a8 determined by the Secretary of Defense; 

(ii) national defense-related activities of the Department of Energy 
as determined by the Secretary of Energy; and 

(iii) intelligence activities as determined by the Director of 
Central Intelligence. 

(c) The NSDI may involve the mapping, charting, and 
geodesy activities of the Department of Defense relating to foreign areas, as 
determined by the Secretary of Defense. 

(d) This order does not impose any requirements on tribal governments. 

(el Nothing in the order shall be construed to contravene the development 
of Federal Information Processing Standards and Guidelines adopted and 
promulgated under the provisions of section lll(d) of the Federal Property and 
~dministrative Services Act of 1949, as amended by the Computer Security Act 
of 1987 (Public Law 100-2351; or any other United States law, regulation, or 
international agreement. 

Sec. 8. Judicial Review. This order is intended only to improve the 
internal management of the executive branch and ie not intended to, and does 
not, create any right to administrative or judicial review, or any other right 
or benefit or trust responsibility, substantive or procedural, enforceable by 
a party against the United States, its agencies or instrumentalities, its 
officers or employees, or any other person. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
April 11, 1994. 
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1.1 Pur ose. This Chapter establishes the Departnenr's P policles .or complying with Title 1 of the National Envlron- 
mental ~01icy'~ct of 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4321-4347) 
(NEPA); Secti,on 2 of Executive Order 11514, Protection and 
Enhancement of Environmental Quality, as amended by 
Executive Order 11991; and the regulations of the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) implementing the procedural pro- 
visions of NETA (40 CFR 1500-1508). 

1.2 Policy. It is the policy of the Department: 

A. To provide loadership in protecting and enhancing 
those aspects of the quality of the Nation's environment 
which relate to or may be affected by the Department's 
policies, goals, programs, plans, or functions in further- 
ance of national environmental policy; 

B. 
essential 
coordinat 
programs, 

To use all prac 
considerations 

e, and direct i 
and resources 

ticable mean 
of national 

ts policies, 
in furtheran 

,s, cons 
policy 
plans, 

,ce of n 

tent with o 
to improve, 
unctio~s, 
ional envir 

ther 

Ion- 
menial goals; 

C. To interpret and administer, to the fullest extent 
possible, the policies, regulations, and public laws of the 
United States administered by the Department in accordance 
with the policies of NEPA; 

D. To consider and give important weight to envlron- 
mental factors, along with other essential considerations, 
in developing proposals and making decisions in order to 
achieve a proper balance between the development and utili- 
zation of natural, cultural, and human resources and the 
protection and enhancement of environmental quality; 

E. To Gonsult, coordinate, and cooperate with ozher 
Federal agencies and State, local, and Indian tribal 
governments in t?.e development and implementation of the 
Department's plans and programs affecting environmental 
quality and, in tzrn, to provide to the fullest extent 
practicable, these entities with information concerning t h e  
environmental impaczs of their own plans and programs; 
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F. To provide, to the fullest extent practica5le, 
timely information to the public to better assist in under- 
standing Departmental plans and programs affecting environ- 
mental quality and to facilitate their involvement in the 
development of such plans and programs; and 

G .  To cooperate with and assist the CEQ. 

1.3 General Responsibilities. The following respgnsibili- 
ties reflect the Secretarvls decision that the officials 
responsible for making prbgram decisions are also responsi- 
ble for taking the req irements of NEPA into account in 
those decisions and wi 1 be held accountable for that 
responsibility: 

Y 
A. Assistant Secretary--Policy, Budget and Administra- 

tion. - 
U) Is the Department's focal point on NSPA 

matters and is responsible for overseeing the Department's 
implementation of NLPA. 

( 2 )  Serves as the Department's principal contact 
with the CEQ. 

C 3 )  Assigns to the Director, Office of Environ- 
mental Project Review, the responsibilities outlined for 
that Office in this Part. 

B. Solicitor. Is responsible for providing legal 
advice in the Department's compliance with NEPA. 

C. Assistant Secretaries. 

(1) Are responsible for compliance with NE?F., 
E.O. 11514, as amended, the CEQ regulations, anl this Part 
for bureaus and offices under their jurisdiction. 

( 2 )  Will insure that, to the fullest extent 
possible, the policies, regulations, and public law's of the 
United States administered under their jurisdiction are 
interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies 
of NEPA. 
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D. Heads of Bureaus and Offices. 

C1) Must comply with the provisions of NEPA, 
E.O. 11514, as amended, the CEQ regulations and this Part. 

C2) Will interpret and administer, to the fullest 
extent possible,,the policies, regulations, and public laws 
of the United States administered under their jurisdiction 
in accordance with the policies of NEPA. 

(3) Will continue to review their statutory 
authorities, administrative regulations, policies, programs, 
and procedures, including those related to loans, grants, 
contracts, leases, licenses, or permits, in order to 
identify any deficiencies or inconsistencies therein which 
prohibit or limit full compliance with the intent, purpose, 
and provisions of NEPA and, in consultation with the 
Solicitor and the Legislative Counsel, shall take or recom- 
mend, as appropriate, corrective actions as may be necessary 
to bring these authorities and policies into conformance 
with the intent, purpose, and procedures of NLPA. 

(4) Will monitor, evaluate, and control on a 
continuing basis their activities so as to protect and 
enhance the quality of the environment. Such activities 
will include those directed to controlling pollution and 
enhancing the environment and designed to accomplish other 
program objectives which may affect the quality of the 
environment. They will develop programs and measures to 
protect and enhance environmental quality and assess 
progress in meeting the specific objectives of such 
activities as they affect the quality of the environment. 

1.4 Consideration of Environmental Values. 

A. In Departnental Manapenen:. 

1 In the management of the'natural, cultural, 
and human resources under its jurisdiction, the Departnent 
must consider and balance a wide range of economic, environ- 
mental, and social cbjectives at the local, regional, 
national, and international levels, not all of which are 
quantifiable in comparable terms. In considering and 
balancing these objectives, Departmental plans, proposals, 
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and d e c i  
r e s o l u t i  
n a t u r a l ,  

s i o n s  o f t e n  r e q u i r e  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  com?lements and 
on o f  c o n f l i c t s  among i n t e r r e l a t e d  u s e s  o f  t h e s e  

c u l t u r a l ,  and human r e s o u r c e s  w i t h i n  t e c h n o l o g i c a  - 

budge ta ry ,  and l e g a l  c o n s t r a i n t s .  

( 2 )  Depar tmenta l  p r o j e c t  r e p o r t s ,  program 
p r o p o s a l s ,  i s s u e  p a p e r s ,  and o t h e r  d e c i s i o n  documents must 
c a r e f u l l y  a n a l y z e  t h e  v a r i o u s  o b j e c t i v e s ,  r e s o u r c e s ,  and 
c o n s t r a i n t s ,  and comprehensively  and o b j e c t i v e l y  e v a l u a t e  
t h e  advan tages  and d i s a d v a n t a g e s  o f  t h e  proposed a c t i o n s  
and t h e i r  r e a s o n a b l e  a l t e r n a t i v e s .  Where a p p r o p r i a t e ,  
t h e s e  documents w i l l  u t i l i z e  and r e f e r e n c e  s u p p o r t i n g  and 
unde r ly ing  economic,  enGironmenta1,  and o t h e r  a n a l y s e s .  

( 3 )  The u n d e r l y i n g  env i ronmen ta l  a n a l y s e s  w i l l  
f a c t u a l l y ,  o b j e c t i v e l y ,  and comprvhensively  a n a l y z e  t h e  
env i ronmen ta l  e f f e c t s  o f  proposed a c t i o n s  and t h e i r  r e a s o n -  
a b l e  a l t e r n a t i v e s .  They w i l l  s y s t e m a t i c a l l y  a n a l y z e  t h e  
env i ronmen ta l  i m p a c t s  o f  a l t e r n a t i v e s ,  and p a r t i c u l a r l y  
t h o s e  a l t e r n a t i v e s  and measures  which would r e d u c e ,  m i t i g a t e  
o r  p r e v e n t  a d v e r s e  env i ronmen ta l  impac t s  o r  which would 
enhance e n v i r o n m e n t a l  q u a l i t y .  However, such  a n  e n v i r o n -  
menta l  a n a l y s i s  i s  n o t ,  i n  and of i t s e l f ,  a  program 
p r o p o s a l  o r  t h e  d e c i s i o n  document, i s  n o t  a  j u s t i f i c a t i o n  
of a  p r o p o s a l ,  and w i l l  n o t  s u p p o r t  o r  d e p r e c a t e  t h e  over -  
a l l  m e r i t s  o f  a  p r o p o s a l  o r  i t s  v a r i o u s  a l t e r n a t i v e s .  

8.  I n  I n t e r n a l l y  I n i t i a t e d  P r o p o s a l s .  O f f i c i a l s  
r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  development o r  conduct  o f  p l a n n i n g  and 
dec is ionmaking  sys t ems  w i t h i n  t h e  Department s h a l l  i n c o r -  
p o r a t e  t o  t h e  maximum e x t e n t  n e c e s s a r v  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  
p l a n n i n g  as an i n t e g r a l  p a r t  o f  t h e s e - s y s t e m s  i n  o r d e r  t o  
i n s u m  t h a t  env i ronmen ta l  v a l u e s  and impac t s  a r e  f u l l y  
c o n s i d e r e d  and i n  o r d e r  t o  f a c i l i t a t e  any n e c e s s a r y  
documentat ion o f  t h o s e  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s .  

C .  I n  E x t e r n a l l y  I n i t i a t e d  P r o p o s a l s .  O f f i c i a l s  
r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  development o r  conduct  o f  l o a n ,  p a n t ,  
c o n t r a c t ,  l e a s e ,  l i c e n s e ,  p e r m i t ,  o r  o t h e r  e x t e r n a l l y  
i n i t i a t e d  a c t i v i t i e s  s h a l l  r e q u i r e  a p p l i c a n t s ,  t o  t h e  e x t e n r  
n e c e s s a r y  and p r a c t i c a b l e ,  t o  p rov ide  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  in forma-  
t i o n ,  a n a l y s e s ,  and r e p o r t s  a s  an i n t e g r a l  p a r t  o f  t h e i r  
a ~ p l i c a t i o n s .  T h i s  w i l l  s e r v e  t o  encourage  a p p l i c a n t s  t o  
i n c o r p o r a t e  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  c c n s i d e r a t i o n s  i n t o  t h e i r  p l a n n i n g  
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p r o c e s s e s  as w e l l  as p r o v i d e  t h e  Department w i t h  n e c e s s a r y  
i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  meet i t s  own e n v i r o n m e n t a l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .  

1 . 5  C o n s u l t a t i o n ,  C o o r d i n a t i o n ,  and C o o p e r a t i o n  w i t h  O t h e r  
Agenc les  and O r g a n i z a t i o n s .  

A .  D e p a r t m e n t a l  P l a n s  and Programs.  

(1) O f f i c i a l s  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  p l a n n i n g  o r  i n p l e -  
men t ing  D e p a r t m e n t a l  p l a n s  and programs w i l l  d e v e l o p  and 
u t i l i z e  p r o c e d u r e s  t o  c o n s u l t ,  c o o r d i n a t e ,  and c o o p e r a t e  
w i t h  r e l e v a n t  S t a t e ,  l o c a l ,  and I n d i a n  t r i b a l  governments ;  
o t h e r  b u r e a u s  and FedeYal a g e n c i e s ;  and p u b l i c  and p r i v a t e  
o r g a n i z a t i o n s  and i n d i v i d u a l s  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  
e f f e c t s  o f  t h e s e  p l a n s  and programs on t h e i r  j u r i s d i c t i o n s  
o r  i n t e r e s t s .  

( 2 )  Bureaus  and  o f f i c e s  w i l l  u t i l i z e ,  t o  t h e  
maximum e x t e n t  p o s s i b l e ,  e x i s t i n g  n o t i f i c a t i o n ,  c o o r d i n a t i o n  
and r e v i e w  mechanisms e s t a b l i s h e d  by t h e  O f f i c e  o f  Manage- 
ment and Budget ,  t h e  Wate r  R e s o u r c e s  C o u n c i l ,  and CEQ. 
However, u s e  o f  t h e s e  ' bechan i sms  must n o t  be a  s u b s t i t u t e  
f o r  e a r l y  and p o s i t i v e  c o n s u l t a t i o n ,  c o o r d i n a t i o n ,  and 
c o o p e r a t i o n  w i t h  o t h e r s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  S t a t e ,  l o c a l ,  and 
I n d i a n  t r i b a l  governments .  

B.  O t h e r  D e p a r t m e n t a l  A c t i v i t i e s .  

(1) T e c h n i c a l  a s s i s t a n c e ,  a d v i c e ,  d a t a ,  and 
i n f o r m a t i o n  u s e f u l  i n  r e s t o r i n g ,  m a i n t a i n i n g ,  and e n h a n c i n g  
t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t  w i l l  be made a v a i l a b l e  r o  
o t h e r  f e d e r a l  a g e n c i e s ,  S t a t e ,  l o c a l ,  and I n d i a n  t r i b a l  
governments ,  i n s t i t u t i o n s ,  and i n d i v i d u a l s  as a p p r o p r i a t e .  

( 2 )  I n f o r c a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  e x i s t i n g  o r  p o t e n t i c l  
e n v i r o n m e n t a l  p rob lems  ar.d c o n t r o l  mezhods d e v e l o p e d  as a 
p a r t  o f  r e s e a r c h ,  d e v e l o p m e n t ,  d e m o n s t r a t i o n ,  t e s t ,  o r  
e v a l u a t i o n  a c t i v i t i e s  w i l l  be made a v a i l a b l e  t o  o t h e r  
F e d e r a l  a g e n c i e s ,  S t a t e ,  l o c a l ,  and  I n d i a n  t r i b a l  governi- 
men t s ,  i n s t i t u t i o n s  and o t h e r  e n t i t i e s  a s  a p ? r c ? r l a t e .  

( 3 )  R e c o g n i z i n g  t h e  wor ldwide  and l o n g - r a n g e  
c h a r a c t e r  o f  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  p r o b l e m s ,  where c o n s i s t e n t  w i s h  
t h e  f o r e i g n  p o l i c y  o f  t h e  h i r e d  S t a t e s ,  a 7 p r o p r i a t e  su7;or t  
w i l l  be made a v a i l a b l e  t o  i n i t i a t i v e s ,  r e s o l u t i o n s ,  a n t  
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programs designed t o  maximize i n t e r n a t i o n a l  coope ra t ion  i n  
a n t i c i p a t i n g  and p r e v e n t i n g  a  d e c l i n e  i n  t h e  q u a l i t y  of  t h e  
world environment.  

C.  Plans  and Programs of Other  Agencies and 
b r g a n i z a t i o n s  

(1) O f f i c i a l s  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  p r o t e c t i n g ,  conser -  
v ing ,  deve loping ,  o r  managing r e s o u r c e s  under  t h e  
Department 's  j u r i s d i c t i o n  s h a l l  c o o r d i n a t e  and c o o p e r a t e  
w i th  S t a t e ,  l o c a l ,  and I n d i a n  t r i b a l  governments, o the r ,  
bureaus  and Fede ra l  a g e a c i e s ,  and p u b l i c  and p r i v a t e  o r g a n i -  
z a t i o n s  and i n d i v i d u a l s ,  and p r o v i d e  them w i t h  t i m e l y  
in fo rma t ion  concern ing  t h e  env i ronmen ta l  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e s e  
e n t i t i e s '  p l ans  and programs. 

( 2 )  Bureaus and o f f i c e s  a r e  encouraged t o  p a r t i c i -  
p a t e  e a r l y  i n  t h e  p l a n n i n g  p r o c e s s e s  o f  o t h e r  a g e n c i e s  and 
o r g a n i z a t i o n s  i n  o r d e r  t o  i n s u r e  f u l l  coope ra t ion  w i t h  and 
unders tanding  of  t h e  Depar tment ' s  programs and i n t e r e s t s  
i n  n a t u r a l ,  c u l t u r a l ,  and human r e s o u r c e s .  

( 3 )  Bureaus and o f f i c e s  w i l l  u t i l i z e  t o  t h e  f u l l -  
e s t  e x t e n t  p o s s i b l e ,  e x i s t i n g  Departmental  r ev i ew mechan- 
isms r o  avoid unnecessary  d u p l i c a t i o n  of e f f o r t  and  t o  avo id  
c c n f ~ s i o n  by o t h e r  o r g a n i z a t i o n s .  

1 . 6  ? u b l i c  Involvement.  Bureaus and o f f i c e s ,  i n  c o n s u l t a -  
t i o n  wi th  t h e  O f f i c e  of P u b l i c  Affairs ,  w i l l  d eve lop  and 
u ~ i l i z e  p r o c e d u ~ s  t o  i n s u r e  t h e  f u l l e s t  p r a c t i c a b l e  pro- 
v i s i o n  of  t ime ly  p u b l i c  i n f o r m a t i o n  and unde r s t and ing  of 
t h e i r  p l a n s  and programs w i t h  envi ronmenta l  impact  i n c l u d i n g  
in fo rma t ion  on t h e  env i ronmen ta l  impac ts  of  a l t e r n a t i v e  
c o u r s e s  of  a c t i o n .  These p rocedures  w i l l  i n c l u d e ,  wherever  
a p p r o p r i a t e ,  p r o v i s i o n  f o r  p u b l i c  meet ings  o r  h e a r i n g s  i n  
o r d e r  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  views o f  i n t e r e s t e d  p a r t i e s .  Bureaus 
and o f f i c e s  w i l l  a l s o  encourage  S t a t e  and l o c a l  a g e n c i e s  
and I n d i a n  t r i b a l  governments t o  adopt  similar p rocedures  
f o r  in forming  t h e  p u b l i c  conce rn ing  t h e i r  a c t i v i t i e s  
a f f e c t i n g  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  environment .  (See a l s o  
301 DM 2 . )  
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A .  T h i s  P a r t  p r o v i d e s  Department-wide i n s t r u c t i o n s  f o r  
conp ly ing  w i t h  NLPA and Execu t ive  Orders  1 1 5 1 4 ,  as amended 
by 11991 ( P r o t e c t i o n  and Enhancement of Environmental  
Q u a l i t y )  and 1 2 1 1 4  (Envi ronmenta l  E f f e c t s  Abroad of Major 
F e d e r a l  A c t i o n s ) .  

B .  The Department hereby  a d o p t s  t h e  r e g u l a t i o n s  of  t h e  
CEQ implementin t h e  p r o c e d u r a l  p r o v i s i o n s  of NEPA k (Sec .  1 0 2 ( 2 ) ( C )  e x c e p t  where compliance would be i n c o n s i s -  
t e n t  w i t h  o t h e r  s t a t w o r y  r e q u i r e m e n t s .  I n  t h e  c a s e  of any 
a p p a r e n t  d i s c r e p a n c i e s  between t h e s e  p rocedure s  and t h e  
mandatory p r o v i s i o n s  of  t h e  CEQ r e g u l a t i o n s ,  t h e  r e g u l a -  
t i o n s  s h a l l  govern. 

C .  I n s t r u c t i o n s  supplement ing  t h e  CEQ r e g u l a t i o n s  are 
p rov ided  i n  Chapte rs  2-7 o f  t h i s  P a r t .  C i t a t i o n s  i n  
b r a c k e t s  r e f e r  t o  t h e  CEQ r e g u l a t i c n s .  I n s t r u c t i o n s  
s p e c i f i c  t o  each  bureau  a r e  appendec! t o  Chapte r  6 .  I n  
a d d i t i o n ,  bureaus  may p r e p a r e  a  h&clibook(s o r  o t h e r  
t e c h n i c a l  guidance f o r  t h e i r  p e r s o n n e l  on how t o  a p p l y  t h i s  
P a r t  t o  p r i n c i p a l  programs. 

D. I n s t r u c t i o n s  implement ing Execu t ive  Order  l 2 l i k  
w i l l  be p rov ided  i n  Chap te r  8 .  
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? a r t  5 1 6  N a t i o n a l  S n v i r o n ~ c n t a l  

Pol;rv .4ct of 1569 

516 3F 2 . 1  
2.1 Purpose. This Chapter providessupplementary instructionsfor implementing 
those patlons of the CEQ regulations per tainirg to initiatirrg the NEPA procea. 

2.2 Apply NEPA Early (1501.2). 

A. Bureaus will initiate early consultation and coordination wi th  other 
bureaus and any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or gecial expertise with 
respsct to my environmental impact involved, and with appropriate Federal, State, 
local and Indian tribal agencies authaized to develop and enforce environmental 
standards. 

B. Bureaus will also consult early with intended private parties and 
organizations, i n c l u d i ~  when the Bureau's own involvement is reasonably foreseeable in 
a private or non-Federahapplication. 

C. Burreus will revisera amend program regulations a directives to innrm 
that private a non-Federal apglicants are infamed of any environmental infamation 
rquired to be included in their applications and of any conmltation with other Federal 
qencies, and State, local a Indian tribal governments required prim to making the 
application. A list of these regulations a directives will be included in each Bureau 
Appendix to Chapter 6. 

2.3 Whether to Prepare an EIS (1501.4). 

(U The following criteria will be used to determine actions to be cate- 
gorically excluded from the NEPA process: (a) The action or grow of actions would 
hevt no significant effect on the quality of the human environment; and (b) The action 
or grow of actions would not involve unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses 
of available resources. 

(2) Based on the above criteria, the classes of actions listed in 
Appendix 1 to this Chepter are ca tqaical ly  axcludcd, Department-wide, from the 
NEPA pmces. A list of CX specific to Bureau proqmms will be included in each 
Burcur Appendix to Chapter 6. 

(3)  The exceptions listed in Appendix 2 to this Chapter apply to 
individral actions within CX. Environmental documents must be preparcd for any 
r c  tions involving these exceptions. 

(4) Notwithstanding the criteria, exclusions md atcgtions above, 
ex tmordinrry circumstances may dic Ute a r rrsponsible Dqartmental or Bureau 
official may decide to prepare an environmental document. 

0. Environmental Assessment (EA) (1508.9). See 516 DM 3. 

C. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) (1508.13). A FONSI will be 
preparcd as a separate covering document based won a review of an EA. Accordingly, 
the wards includdd) in Section 1508.13 should be interpreted u attach(ed). 
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P a r t  515 Sar i o n z l  f n v i r o n n e r , t a i  

Env i ronmenta l  Q u a l i t y  F o l i c y  Act of 1 9 6 9  

C h a ~ t e r  2 I n i t i a t i n g  t h e  NETA Process 516 DM.2.3D 
D. Notice of Intent (NO11 (1508.22). A NO1 will be prepared as soon as 

practicable after a decision to prepare an environmental impat? t sta tement and shell be 
publjshcd in the Federal Register, with a copy to the Office of Environmental Ropct  
Review, ard m a d c a b l e  to the affetcd pblic in accordance w i t h  Section 1506.6. 
Pblication of a NO1 may be delayed if there is proposcd to be more thm three (3) 
months between the decision to prepare rn environmental impact statement and the 
time preparation k actually initiated. The Office of Environmental Project Review will 
periodically pblish a consolihted list of these notices in the Federal Register. 

E. Environmental fmpact Statement (€IS) (1508.11). See 516 DM 4. 
Decisions/ections which would namally require the prepamtion of an EIS will be 
identified in each Bureau Appendix to Chapter 6. 

2.4 Lead Agencies (1501.5). 

A. The Assistant Secretary-Policy, Bueet and Administration will designate 
lead Bureaus within the Dcpartment when Bureaus under more than one Assistant 
Secretary arr involved and will represent the Department in consultations with CEQ ar 
other Federal egencies in the resolution of lead rgency determinations. 

B. Bureaus will inform the Office of Environmental Project Review of my 
qreements to assume lead eency status. 

C. A non-Federal agency will not be designated as a pint lead qtncy unles 
it has a &ty to comply wi th  a local a State EIS requirement that is comparable to a 
NEPA statement. Any mn-Federal agency may be a cooperating agency by agree- 
ment. Bureaus will consult w i t h  the Solicita\s Office in cases when such non-Federal 
agencies are also applicants before the Department to determine relative 
lead/cooperatirq egency responsibilities. 

2.5 Coopem ting Agencies (1501.6). 

A. The Office of Environmental Project Review will asist Bureaus and 
coordinate requests from non-Interim rgencies in determining cooperating rgencies. 

B. Bureaus will inform the Office of Environmental Project Review of my 
qreements to a m m e  coopemting etgency status or any declinations pursumt to Section 
1501.6(c). 

A. The invitation requirement in Section lS01.7(axU may be satisfied by 
includiqg such m imitation in the NOI. 

B. If a roping meeting is held, consensus is desirable; however, the lead 
rgency is ultimately regonsible for the scope of an EIS. 

2.7 Time Limits (1501.8). When time limits a n  established they should reflect the 
availability of personnel and furds. 
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Chopter 2 Mpndix 1. Dlportmmlol 
C o ~ r i c o l  Etclusim 

The followin( rctionr a n  ote:oriul 
exdudons (a) punuant to S18 DM 
t3A(f). However, env i ro~ lenu l  
docummu will be pnprnd  for 
individual actions within J e w  CX if the 
exception8 lirted in S18 DM t. Appendix 
f apply. 

1.1 Pcnnuul rcUonr and 
invertyrtionr and p e n o ~ e l  wrviam 
eoner*. 

1.2 lntemrl rnfutionrl cbrn:er 

closings. 
% and frdlity and o ce reduction# and 

1.5 Routine h r n d r l  (rmrrctiona 
indudmg ~ u c h  t h i i r  w ulrrier and 
expenses. procurement conttrctr. 
gurrrntm. b n d r l  rrrirtano. income 
mnrfeta rudita. fen. boa& and 
royaltier. 

1.4 Law e d o m m m t  md l q r l  
b ruc t ion r .  indudin( much things r8 
rmrtr. bvrrtigrtiotu, p8t-U. claim8 
l q r l  opinionr. and judiarl rctivlties 
tnc!udin( their Lnitirtian, procerring. 
wttlrmenl appeal or complirna. 

1.5 RrlJrtoy andenlorcrmmt 
rctionr. includuy hrpectiom. 
arw~rmmtr .  rdminiamttve her- 
m d  deciaiona: when the m#drtiom 
themrelvet or the LnrmrmenU of 
mgubtionr (learn. ponnitr, licenur. 
etc.) have pnviourly been t w m d  by 
the NEPA ptoara or m exempt h n  it 

1.8 Nondemauctive d r u  ooUecHon. 
hventory [inclubuy field, errid m d  
otell iu rumyi tq  rad mapplry). #cud?. 
m r r r c b  m d  m o n i t m  rcrivitier. 

& a t  and intmrity: eJ. limited Birr 
and mrpitude or thort-term effertr 

1.8 U8nr:ement fonnulat~on. 
rlloution ernrfer and npro:rrmrmn( 
of the Deprrunent'a budlet rt all levels. 
(Thir doer aot erclude the preparation 
of envimnwntrl document, for 
propoulr hcluded in the budget when 
orhrmrw nauired.1 

induduy rucb thinp r r  chrn)es in 
ruthorizrtiotu for rpproptirtionr. and 
n i n a  boundry chrnwr and Land 
hnmttlonr: or hrvh: primrfily 
economic. rocid indlvidurl or 
ina~itut~onrl effects: rnd comment8 and 
npom on nf rn r l r  of lqislrtivt 
m p o u l r .  

1.10 Iblicier. dinctivn. ~ u l a t ~ o n s  
ar.d guideliner of an rdminirwrtive. 
fmrncirl. l q rL  technical or procedurml 
arlun; a the mvmunentrl  effect8 of 
which rn  too bmrd. rpeculrtive or 
conjecturrl lo lend tbemrelvrr to 
merningful mrlyris and will k rubjecl 
bter to the hZPA prourr. errher 
collectively or ow-by-care. 

1.11 Acthltier which a n  
eduuclonrl. informrtronrl, rdviaory or 
eonaultative to other apnciea. publ~c 
rnd private entitier. w i t o n .  ~nd~vidurlr 
or the p n m l  pubhc 
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Choptcr 2 Appendix 2 &cept lans to 
Coregorrcol Ex cclusions 

The f o l l m v i ~  exception# rppl) to 
rnlividurl rctronr w~thin utegoncrl 
exclutionr (CX). Emimnmmtrl 
documents must be prepared for rchonr 
v h ~ c h  may: 

2.1 Have rignifiunt rdverw effect, 
on public health or rrfety. 

1l Have rdvenc effect# on much 
un~que p o p r p h r c  chrrrctenrticr en 
hirtonc or culturri resources, puk. 
recreation or n f u p  Iandr, wildemerr 
rrerr.  r d d  or acenic riven, role or 
principal dnnking water rquifen. prime 
farmlmdr. wetlrndr. floodplrinr or 
rcolo))crlly riflificrnl or criticrl r re r r  
rncludmg Ihoat listed on the 
Department'@ National R q ~ r t e r  of 
Natural Lrndmrrkr. 

2.3 Have hbhly tontmvrm~rl  
mvimnmentrl effects. 

2.4 Hrve hyhly uncertain and 
potentially r i f l i f ~ u n t  enrironmentrl 
effect# or invo!ve unique or unknown 
envmnrnentrl rirkr 

2.3 t t r b l i r h  a precedent for h t u n  
rctron dr reprerent r dmrron in 
pnnc~ple rbout future rctionr w ~ t h  
potentrally rign:ficrnl envlronmentrl 
effectr. 

2.6 Be d i m t l )  nlrced to other 
rctlonr with indwidunlly ~nrrgnrhr.ant 
but curnulrtively rignificrnt 
mvwonmentrl effect#. 

2.7 Have rdvene  e!lectr on 
p m p t r w r  LrteC or e l y ~ b l r  for 11st1ng on 
the Nrtronr: Ryl r t r r  of Hlrtonc Placer 

2.8 Have rdvene  effects on rpecre8 
Irrted or propored to be listed on the List 
of h d r n g t r e d  or M r t e n d  Specier. or 
hrve rdveme effectr on der:prted 
C n t ~ c r l  Habitat for thew ~ p c u r .  

2 9 Require complirncr nirh 
Erecutwe Order 11988 lFlwdplrin 
hlrnrgemknt). Executive Order 11990 
(Rotect~on of Wetland,). ot the Fish and 
Wdd!ife Coordination Act. 

2.10 Thnr ten  to violrte r fedrrrl .  
State. local or mbr l  Irw or requ:rement 
rmpored for h e  protection of the 
mvlronment. 
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Environmental  Q u a l i t y  P o l i c y  Act of 1969 

Chapter  3 Environmental Assessments 516 D?? 3 . 1  
35 Purpose. This Chapter provides supplementary instructions for implementing 
those portions of the CEQ reguktions per tainirrg to environmental assessments (EA). 

3.2 When to Prepare (1501.3). 

A. An EA will be pmpared for all actions, except those covered by a 
catcgaical exclusion, covered sufficiently by an earlier environmental document, a for 
those actions for which a decision has already been made to prepare an EIS. The 
purpose of such an EA is to allow the responsible official to determine whether to 
prepare an EIS. 

B. In addition, an EA may be prepwd on any action at  my time in wder to 
assist in planning and decisionmaking. 

3.3 P&lic Involvement. 

A. Plblic notification must be provided and, when appropriate, the prrblic 
involved in the E A  process (1506.6). 

B. The scoping proces may be applied to ui EA (1501.7). 

3.4 Content. 

A. At a minimum, an EA will include brief dlcusions of the need for the 
proposal, of alternatives as required by Setion 102(2)(E) of NEPA, of the environmental 
impacts of the proposed action and such alternatives, and a listing of agencies and 
persons consul tcd (1508.9(b)). 

B. In addition, an EA may be expanded to describe the proposal, a broeder 
range of alternatives, and proposed mitigation measures if this facilitates planning and 
dcc isionmaking. 

C. The level of detail and depth of impact analysis should normally be 
limited to that needed to determine whether there are significant environmental 
effects. 

D. An EA will contain objective analyses which suppat its environmental 
impact conclusions. It wi l l  not, in and of itself, conclude whether a not an EIS will be 
prepared. This conclusion will be made won review of the EA by the responsible 
official and documented in either a NO1 or FONSI. 

3.5 Format. 

A. An EA may be prepared in my format useful to facilitate planning and 
decisionmaking. 

B. An EA may be combined with my other planning or decisionmaking 
document; howwer, that pation which a ~ l y z e s  the environmental impacts of the 
proporal and alternatives will be clearly and separately identified md not spread 
throughout a interwovm into other sct ions of the document. 
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-- - -  

Executive Summary 

As the population and economy of the United States 
grow, the nation needs new highways, airports, dams, 
wastewater treatment plants, and solid waste facilities. At 
the same time, the United States is committed to meeting 
increasingly rigorous environmental goals to improve the 
quality of air, water, and wildlife habitat; to halt wetlands 
conversions; to preserve wilderness areas; and to elimi- 
nate the emission of toxic substances. 

Federal environmental laws and review processes (per- 
mitting, licensing, approval or veto, impact reviews) have 
helped reduce the adverse environmental effects of public 
worlrs projects during the past two decades. Yet, Americans' 
lifestyle choices-how we live, produce, consume, farm, tra- 
vel-cuntinue to threaten the health of the environment. 

'Ibis study, Intergowmmental Decisionmaking for Envi- 
ronmental Protection and Public Works, identifies conflicts 
between proposed state and local public works projects 
and the federal environmental decisionmaking process. 
The two goals of protecting the environment and provid- 
ing adequate infrastructure are compatible in theory, but 
often they do not mesh well under existing policies. 

The principal findings of the study are: 

With respect to infrastructure, federal rules 
and procedures governing decisionmaking 
for protecting the environment often are 
complex, conflicting, difficult to apply, ad- 
versarial, costly, inflexible, and uncertain. 

Federal decisionmaking rules and proce- 
dures too often result in delay, wasted effort 
and money, lost opportunities to accommo- 
date both environmental protection and in- 
frastructure objectives, prolonged litigation, 
and more process without necessarily provid- 
ing more environmental protection. 

There are five main reasons for the current 
diffiities in environmental decisionmaking: 

Some environmental standards, or their 
application, are unnecessarily arbitrary. 
Federal decisionmaking frequently has 
too many sequential steps and too many 
potential veto points, and is too detailed, 
pervasive, and distant from the site to be 
efficient, effective, and realistic. 
mere are many agencies having different 
environmental reqxmibilities, multiple 
veto points, and diverse triggers forvetoes, 
but not enough data, analyses, expertise, 
money, time, and personnel to coordinate 
their activities. 
Mechanisms for balancing diverse needs 
and values and avoiding impasses and liti- 
gation are underdeveloped. 
Frequently, there is a failure to internal- 
ize full environmental costs within the 
total project costs that should be shared 
among all of the benefited parties. 

Federal legislation establishing a framework for inte- 
grating federal environmental review actions has been in 
place for two decades in the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA). Federal and state agencies seek tocoordinate 
federal permit, license, and review requirements-includ- 
ing studies and data gathering, public review, and agency 
consultation-within the environmental impact state- 
ment process. Sometimes, public officials have difficulty 
doing thisbecause of competing and incompatible statuto- 
ry and regulatory mandates. 

Under some federal laws, such as the Clean Air Ad, 
Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Ad, and D e p m m t  
of Tranqwriation Act, a federal permit, license, or grant 
may not be approved if the project does not comply fully 
with speclfi uniform standards. Federal environmental laws 
and regulations also encompass two types of aiteria for 
approving a public works project or for selecting the '%estn 
alternative. For example, laws such as NEPA the Aded 
Rm.w Act, and the Elecrric Conrwnss Mection Act call for 
balancing environmental, economic, and social objectives 
Others, such as the Clean Air and Clem Wuter acts' emissions 
and effluent standards, the Clean Woter Act Section 404 
wetlands "dredge-and-fill" regulations, and the End& 
&ma&, apply definitive environmental standards regard- 
less of other needs. 

Integration and coordination of the federal review 
and decisionmaking requirements and procedures can re- 
duce project delays and costs while improving services to 
the public and protecting the environment. Several feder- 
al and state agencies have recently demonstrated that 
coordination, combined with consideration of the environ- 
ment at every stage of project development, can increase 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the federal environ- 
mental review process. 

The intergovernmental review process should clarify 
the environmental protection and infrastructure responsibi- 
lities of the federal, state, and local gwenunents. Moreover, 
it should recognize a key role for the states in reconciling and 
mediating the interests of citizens, local governments, state. 
Indian tribes and the federal memment. 

Although federal, state, 6 d  local agencies have made 
progress toward streamlining the process, more could be 
done within the present regulatory framework. It hasbeen 
suggested that government officials get diverse public and 
private parties together early and often; foster and reward 
cooperation and compromise; conduct a single set of stu- 
dies, analyses, and public hearings to meet multiple envi- 
ronmental requirements; and integrate review and 
decision criteria and methods. Other proposals include 
encouraging the use of administrative dispute resolution 
in place of litigation (Administratiw Dispute Resolution Act 
of 1990 and the Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1 WO), and 
allocating adequate federal funding to implement federal 
environmental review requirements. 

Changing our expectations about how public works 
and environmental goals can mesh satisfactorily will re- 
quire additional education and training, research and de- 
velopment, and taxpayerkithen commitment. It will also 
require changes in government processes. 
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Principles, Findings, and Recommendations 

I .  The nation 's environment requim protection 

The nation is committed to achieving increasingly 
effective protection of the environment. Federal govern- 
ment review processes have reduced the adverse environ- 
mental effects of public works projects during the past two 
decades; yet, our lifestyle choices-how we live, consume, 
farm, travel, and produce products-continue to threaten 
the health of the environment. 

2. The nation's eeommrmc well-being mquites public and 
private infrastructure inwslment. 

America requires new highways, airports, drinking wa- 
ter supplies, #wage treatment plants, and solid waste facili- 
ties to meet growing population, economic development, 
international competitiveness, and quality of life needs. 

3. The intergovernmentalprocesses used to achieve envi- 
ronmentalprotection and infrastructuregoals in mutu- 
ally satisfactory ways should be clear, cooperative, 
consistent, efficient,flexible, definitive, responsive, and 
fair to all concerns. 

These two goals-protecting the environment and 
providing adequate infrastructure-are compatible in 
theory, but often do not mesh well under existing policies. 
Changing our expectations about how public works and 
environmental goals can mesh satisfactorily will require 
additional education and training, research and develop 
ment, and taxpayerlcitizen commitment. It will also re- 
quire changes in government processes. 

Federal legislation establishing a framework for inte- 
grating federal environmental review actions has been in 
place for two decades in the form of the National Environ- 
mental Pdicy Act (NEPA). Federal and state agencies seek 
to coordinate federal permit, license, and review require- 
ments-including studies and data gathering, public re- 
vim, and agency consultation-within the environmental 
impact statement (EIS) process. Sometimes, public offi- 
cials have great difficulty doing this because of competing 
and incompatible statutory and regulatory mandates. 

Integration and coordination of federal review and 
decisionmaking requirements and procedures concerning 
state and local public works projects can reduce project 
delays and costs while improving services to the public and 
protecting the environment. Several federal and state 
agencies-especially in highway programs-have recently 

demonstrated that agency coordination, combined with 
consideration of the environment at every stage of project 
development, can increase the efkiency and effective- 
ness, and decrease the time required for, the federal envi- 
ronmental review process. 

4. Thc int-al reviovpoccss a h  should cImifL the 
~ o l ~ e c t i o n a n d i n f r p n n r c h u r ~  . ... 
of the jkhml, date, and mtdd gownmarts. M~waow; it 
~~~~ognizeakcyrdefor thedmcsinnxad ingPnd 
mcdiotLlg the intCrtJfS of CitbXm, h d  gownmmis, Sam, 
Indim,bibcr,andtkjkhmlgownmart. 

Although federal, state, and local agencies have made 
progress toward streamlining the process, more could be 
done within the present regulatory framem#t It has been 
su~ested that government a t f i  get diverre public and 
private parties together early and often; foster and reward 
cooperation and compromise; amduct a single set of studies, 
analyses, and public hearings to meet multiple environmen- 
tal requirements; and integrate review and decision aiteria 
and methods. Other proposals include encouraging the use 
of administrative dispute resolution in place of litigation, and 
allocating adequate federal funding to implement federal 
environmental review requirements. 

I .  With tespect to infrostructure, pnseru federal rules and 
procedures governing decisionmaking for protecting the 
environment often am compler, conflicting, dificult to 
apply, adversarial, costly, injledle, and uncertain. 

Federal environmental laws affect the nature and 
timing of state and local public works by requiring (1) 
environmental permits (or licenses), (2) approval for grant 
funding subject to environmental constraints, andlor (3) 
environmental impact reviews. Although NEPA requires 
federal and state agencies to integrate and coordinate the 
review and decision processes, many projects go through a 
long series of sequential and distinct review andlor deci- 
sion steps to satisfy federal environmental requirements. 

For example, approval for dam construction may in- 
clude the licensing review requirements of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); the preparation 
of an environmental impact statement (EIS); a Clean Wa- 
ter Act Section 404 permit from the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers and review of that permit by the Environmental 
Protection Agency; determination of impacts on endan- 
gered species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; and 
separate state and local government reviews. 
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The reasons for lack of coordination include separate 
and overlapping federal environmental laws, legislative 
committee jurisdictions, and implementing agency re- 
sponsibilities; the large number of federal, state, and local 
agencies involved in decisionmaking; the gap between en- 
vironmental agency responsibilities and the staff and bud- 
get resources to undertake the job; inadequate processes 
for accommodating differences; and insufficient commu- 
nication and public participation. 

2. The present federal decisionmaking rules and procedures 
too oflen result in delay, wasted effort and money, lost 
opportunities to accommodate both environmental pro- 
tection and infiasructure objectives, prolonged litigation, 
and more process without necessarily providing more en- 
vironmental protection. 

Some experts contend that many conflicts between 
federal environmental decisionmaking and state and local 
public works projects could be avoided by considering the 
environment at all stages of planning, design, and imple- 
mentation; identifying and addressing environmental 
priorities based on the degree of health and environmen- 
tal risk; and developing public works designs and non- 
structural solutions to public works needs that do not 
create environmental permit and review problems. 

Proponents say these actions will reduce the number 
of cases in which state and local projects generate difficult 
or adverse federal environmental funding and permit de- 
cisions; help avoid surprises at the permit or funding stage; 
decrease the potential for confIict between public works 
needs and environmental needs; and reduce project de- 
lays and unnecessary costs. Some public works agencies- 
but too few-view a healthy environment as a design 
criterion. The Federal Highway Administration, for exam- 
ple, is sponsoring pilot projects for state and local govern- 
ments to encourage early and continuing inclusion of 
environmental considerations in transportation and road 
planning and design. 

3. nere are five main wasom for the current difficulties 
with environmental decisionmaking: 

Some environmental standards, or their appli- 
cation, are unnecessanM1y arbitrary, 

Federal govemment decisionmaking frequently 
has too many sequential steps and too many 
potential veto points, and is too detailed, too 
pervasive, and too distant from'the site to be 
efficient, effective, and realistic. 

Thew are many agencies having different envi- 
ronmental tesponsibilities, multiple veto points, 
and diverse triggers for vetoes, but not enough 
data, analyses, txpertise, money, time, andper- 
sonnel to coordinate their activities. 

Mechanisms for balancing diverse needs and 
values, and avoiding impasses and litigation, are 
underdeveloped. 

Frequently, there is a failure to internalize fill 
environmental costs within the total project 
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costs that should be shared among all of the 
benefited parties. 

The EIS and permit processes are fundamentally dif- 
ferent from each other. An EIS may provide valuable 
information for project design, open the review process to 
public comment, delay a project, add to a project's costs, or 
stop a project on procedural grounds. The permit (or 
license or grant review) decision focuses on two alterna- 
tive results: either a project is allowed to proceed or it is 
stopped. Although mitigation can be negotiated in the 
permit process, there is frequently much greater opportu- 
nity for affected parties to be involved in the EIS process. 
In some instances, permitting, licensing, and funding re- 
quirements take precedence over the findings of an EIS. 

Under some federal laws, such as the Clean Air Act, 
Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Act, and Deportment 
of Ttansportation Act, a federal permit, license, or grant 
may not be approved if the project does not comply fully 
with very specific uniform standards for protecting wet- 
lands, endangered species, and air or water purity. Asses- 
sments prepared to support federal permits and 
grantmaking decisions often'include data gathering and 
analysis similar to, but separate from, an EIS. However, 
the permit or grant review analysis is designed to deter- 
mine on much narrower grounds whether the proposed 
project meets specific regulatory requirements. 

In addition to these procedural differences, federal 
environmental laws and regulations encompass two types 
of criteria for approving a public works project or for 
selecting the "best" project alternative. First, laws such as 
NEPA and the Federal Power Act (and Electric Consumers 
Protection Act) call for balancing environmental, econom- 
ic, and social objectives. But others, such as emissions and 
effluent standards under the Clean Air and Clean Water 
acts, wetlands "dredge-and-fill" regulations under Sec- 
tion 404 of the Clean WaterAct, and the Endangered Species 
Act, apply definitive environmental standards regardless 
of other needs. These definitive standards emphasize the 
potential to veto rather than to suitably accommodate 
public works projects. They may be highly prescriptive and 
inflexible and may leave little room to account for 
site-specific differences or for the resource limitations of 
small communities. 

When disagreements over public works projects can- 
not be resolved through normal channels, alternative dis- 
pute-resolution methods offer another means of avoiding 
costly and lengthy litigation. Dispute resolution has been 
used in several cases that included political controversies, 
a long time horizon, many stakeholders, and complex is- 
sues. Implementation of the federal Administrative Dis- 
pute Resolution Act of 1990 and the Negotiated Rulemaking 
Act of 1990 may encourage use of dispute resolution in 
cases where compromise or accommodation can be 
reached. The agreement recently reached between the 
Environmental Protection Agency, oil companies, and en- 
vironmental advocacy groups on the reformulated fuels 
required by the 1990 Clean Air Act is an example of how 
this process can work. 

These coordination activities, however, are labor in- 
tensive. It takes "up front" money and staff resources to 



save money later in the form of reduced project delays and 
associated costs. The widening gap between growing envi- 
ronmental agency responsibilities and shrinking staff and 
budget resources to undertake the job (one of the princi- 
pal muses of conflicts and delays) will make coordination 
activities increasingly difficult and unreliable in the fu- 
ture, unless changes are made in the system. 

Adjustments in federal cost Sharing for environmen- 
tal mandates should be based on objective principles, with 
the federal government responsible for paying the costs of 
benefits that cross state lines, adjusting costs among states 
based on the relative strengths of their combined state and 
local tax bases, and absorbing the costs of repairing envi- 
ronmental damage done in the past as a result of federal 
programs and policies. Private parties gaining specific 
identifiable benefits should pay the costs of providing 
those benefits, and state and local governments should 
share in paying the remaining costs. 

~ecommendation 7 
Integrated Administration 

of Federal Environmental Protection Laws 
through the National Environmental Pol; r Act and the Council on Environmental Qua ity 

The Commission finds that the National Environmen- 
tal Policy Act, administered by the Council on Environ- 
mental Quality (CEQ) and frequently identified with the 
environmental impact statement (EIS) process, provides 
principles for integrating a wide range of environmental 
decisionmaking requirements. Most concerns about envi- 
ronmental decisionmaking and public works can be ad- 
dressed through the EIS process. Council regulations 
cover the following problems: integration of interagency 
requirements, coordination, length of documents, delay, 
duplication, and arbitration. However, the Council does 
not have statutory authority for the regulations, nor does 
it have adequate resources to properly implement the act. 
Additional explicit statutory language could make the pro- 
cess work better for all governments-federal, state, and 
local. Such statutory authority also might help reduce the 
judicial challenges that frequently cause uncertainty and 
delay in the decisionmaking process. 

The Commission recommends, therefore, that the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) be strengthened to make 
the intergoventmental decisionmakingproctw more coopera- 
tive, comRSIstent, jleaible, definitive, and fair to all concerns 
The US. Council on Environmental Qualiry (CEQ) should be 
given statutory authority over the NEPA mgulations and ade- 
quate resources for coordinating implementation by agencies. 
Administrative procedures should be reviewed, under author- 
ity of the amended act, to improve decisionmaking by: 

(a) Developing a coherent strategy for avoiding or miti- 
gating conflicts between environmental protection and public 
works goals, based on: 

8 Cottsl'deratim of environmental protection gwls 
at all stages ofplanning, dm'@, and implementa- 

tion, lqinn&/iovn the emliesr ~~ bejib?? alter- 
M t i v e p r o j a c t s a n e ~ o v c o n r i d a e c i ;  
CoPrlpmatiw~olr iskasaerrments; 

Nonstructurol and other project designs that do 
not lead to environmental permit and m'ew 
problems; 
Sound ecosystem management practices; and 
A clear, scientifically informed understanding of 
the environmental and project costs; 

(3) Requiring federal agencies to cooperate with all the 
p ~ i e ~  to idenfib as early as possible a project-specific list of 
the criteria to be applied to the evaluation of a project, includ- 
ing the benefits inherent in the need and purpose of the project 
and the benefits to accrue from mitigating the environmental 
impacts of projects. The criteria should be clearly related to 
federal statutory authorization and suficiently @fit for the 
stale or local government project sponsor to make re~ponsive 
decisions ming altematk, mitigation, and p/;ecr modiji- 
cations. State and localpemments sho& be able to rely on the 
fm that t k  criraia, to be quplred to t k  evaluation of a ~ ~ ,  
ancee.UabMed,Wwil l~chmlgeqtarrequhdbylawar 
modjieation of the p* qllcation; 

(c) Directing each federal agency to exercise itspennitring, 
grantmaking, licensing, and evaluation responsibilities in a 
cooperative, consultative foshion; to be receptive to state and 
local requests for administrative dispute resolution under RL. 
101 -552; and to provide assistance to state and localgovem- 
mews to advance the public purposes of proposed infrastruc- 
t u n  projects by helping to identify cost-eflecrive alternatives 
that can be granted permits; 

(d) Requiring federal agencies to set forth complete infor- 
mation, including all of the required elements for m applica- 
tion and procedures for appeals; 

(e) Establishing a single point of contact forprocessing the 
application; 

fl Setting a schedule that will be followed-and not 
arbitrarily utended under threat of a negative decision-to 
produce timely decisions clearly justified by the record; 

dg) Mandating notification at the earliest pomSSIble time 
about any delays in processing the application; 

(h) Giving CEQ clear authority to serve as mediator in 
d@utes among federal agencies to resolve and e l i m i ~ t e  in- 
consisiencies among policy interpretations, definitions, stan- 
dards, agency procedures, data requirements, and project 
evaluation criteria and 

(i) In the event of Q proposed federal decision ovrm'ding 
date or local decisions implementing federal environmental 
standards, require the federal govenvnent to provide thepar- 
ties at interest reasonable access to and time to m'ew and 
rebut information in the pubic record on which Q federal 
decision is to be based. In addition, the final decision should 
be required to be accompanied by a wnwntten uplanation setting 
forth specifically the decision and the basis for that decision in 
relation to the criteria established for evaluating the project. 
The "record of decision" requirement in NEPA provides a 
good model for this procedure. 
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Recommendation 2 
Administration of Environmental Decisionmaking 

by Executive Order 

The Cammission finds that additional coordination of 
federal environmental decisionmaking activities can be 
achieved within the statutory framework of the National 
En-al Policy Act if thHt goal is supported by strong 
presidential leadership. Indeed, improved coordination 
bnder this act was begun with an executive order in 1977 
(E.O. 11991) that expanded the role of the Council on 
Environmental Quality. Additional steps under this act 
still need to be taken. 

Thc Commission ~ycommends, thetefore, that the Presi- 
dent issue on aecutiw order going as far as ptesent law will 
&ow to achieve a coherenr strategy within the executive 
branch for avoiding or mitigating conflicts bewen  environ- 
mental protection and public works goals as outlined in Rec- 
ommendation 1 of this report. This executive order should be 
administered by the Council on Environmental Quality. 

Recommends tion 3 
Integration of Federal Pollution Control Laws 

The Commission finds that the nation's pollution con- 
trol laws are fragmented, overlapping, and often contra- 
dictory. State and local governments seeking the best 
answers to air quality, water quality, and waste disposal 
problems find it difficult to administer their programs in 
ways that are responsive to the natural relationships that 
exist between these three media because they are sepa- 
rated legally. These separations between discharge laws 
have proven to be counterproductive and frustrating. 

m e  Commission recommends, therefore, that the Con- 
gnss atcla a multimedia environmental low covering dis- 
charges to ak water, and land. The Commmmrssion recommends, 
@thennorel that the President issue an erecutive order direct- 
ing the Environmental Protection Agency to integrate its rep-  
lations for controlling pollution of air, water, and land. 

Recommendation 4 
State Implementation 

of Federal Environmental Protection Laws 

The Commission finds that federal law often provides 
for state administration of federal environmental laws 
when the federal government certifies that state adminis- 
tration is substantially equivalent to the federal require- 
ments. The delegation of federal programs to the states was 
instituted to take advantage of the benefits of decentraliza- 
tion: state and local governments have first-hand knowledge 
of the project needs, issues, and constituents, and have 
greater understanding of local conditions; state implementa- 
tion avoids federal-state agency overlap and duplication of 
effort; and local approaches stimulate innovation. However, 
states do not always exploit this opportunity fully. 

Federal confidence in its delegation to a state requires 
that the state have a clear understanding of federal expecta- 
tions. Only then can there be a phasing out of day-today 
federal involvement. State interest in assuming a federal 
delegation of authority requires assurance to the states that 

their good faith and lawfu1,activities under this delegation 
will not be &itrarily reversed by the federal government. 
Inaeased technical and other support for state programs by 
the federal government and innovative ways to monitor state 
activities without undue paperwork are additional factors in 
encouraging states to seek delegated powers. 

The Commission recommends, therefore, that the federal 
government encourage the stares to administer a greater num- 
ber of federal environmental standards with appropriate safe- 
guards and oversight. Furthermore, to encourage states to 
accept delegation of federal programs, the federalgovernment 
should institute finding and program changes and give assur- 
ances that the states will not be overruled arbitratily. 

Recommendation 5 
kderal and State Use 

of Environmental Mediation 
for Dispute Resolution 

and Negotiated Rulemaking 

The Commission finds that when environmental reg- 
ulations are written with sensitivity to diverse viewpoints 
on many matters of interpretation, the number and nature 
of disputes that may arise when the regulations are im- 
plemented can be reduced significantly. Negotiated 
rulemaking procedures are a promising means of achiev- 
ing this result. The Commission found examples of suc- 
cess with this procedure. 

When disagreements aver public works projects cannot 
be resolved through normal administrative channels, alter- 
native dspute-resolution methods offer another means of 
avoiding costly, lengthy, winner-take-all litigation. Dispute 
resolution has been used in several cases that included politi- 
cal controversies, a long time horizon, many stakeholders, 
and complex issues. Dispute resolution can be expected to 
reduce the need for judicial review in many cases. However, 
if all else fails, judicial remedies remain available. 

Thc Commission, recommends, therefore, that the federal 
governmen! (1) create an environmental mediation service to 
help settle disputes and negotiate new tegulations and (2) 
enhance the capacity of state and localgovernments toprovide 
for mediation of diverse views. Such a service should provide 
for public involvement. 

The Commission recommends, fitrther, that the federal 
gowmment take everypossible opponunity to rely on state and 
localgownments to convene the parties at interest, help bro- 
ker suitable compromises, and make the situation-specific 
decisions necessary to implement standards established by the 
federal governmefit. Federal agencies participating in thispro- 
cess should respect lawfir1 state and local determinations of 
infrastructure needs, absent clear evidence of violation of 
federal law and M a i n  from substituting federal agency dis- 
cretion for the determinations made by the duly elected ofi- 
cials of state and local gownmews, Means of enAanciw the 
cqmcity of m e  and local gownments to provide for mediation 
of d i m  views, to he(p broker mutually satqfiactory accommo- 
datiom of cornpering g d ,  to make ecdogrogrcal/y and economi- 
cal& sound development decisiom, and to apply these decin'om 
f*, ejktiively, and eefficiently, should include technology trans- 
f a  education, training, and financial assistance. 
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Recommendation 6 
kderal Reimbursement 

of Mandated Environmental Protection Costs 

'Ihe Commission fmds that the costs to stateand local 
governments of complying with many federal environ- 
mental protection requirements are high, and that many 
state and local governments have dif f i i ty  financing the 
n u x s q  apcnditures. In some cases, federal standards 
and regulations do not allow state and local governments 
to comply with these requirements in the most efficient 
and cost-effective ways. 

TRe Commission rrconvnmds, t h m f m ,  that the Con- 
gn?s and the Plrsidml enact lcgislon'on nquiring the federal 
gowmmcnt to nimbm state and local pimments for the 
additional costs of complying with fcdaal environmental 
standardr, o w  and andabow the costs ofproviding stnshd& sta!e, 
local, and private bmcfts. Z+e costs to & shared equitably 
among all of the bmcfinedpompom~ should include the full costs 
of mahtaining healthy and stable ecdogrogres owr the long ma 

Recommendation 7 
The Scientific Basis for kological Management 

The Commission finds that management of specific 
ecosystems may offer better prospects for balancing 

environmental protection and public works needs than 
a series of individual and unrelated standards for pro- 
tecting single-media environmental resources. Ecosys- 
tem management includes a collection of operational 
strategies and land use decisions that attempt to sustain 
the functions of a healthy environment, even if parts of 
the ecosystem are separated by political or land-owner- 
ship boundaries. Government agencies and nonprofit 
and private sector groups are beginning to manage de- 
veloped and natural areas together as parts of larger 
regional ecosystems. 

The Commission also finds, however, that the opera- 
tion of natural and man-made ecosystems and their inter- 
relationships are not fully understood. One result of this 
inadequate knowledge is the substitution of description 
for analysis. Documents are sometimes longer than need- 
ed, but contain little signifkant ecological analysis. 

The Commission recommends, therefore, a strengthen- 
ing of the scientific basis for understanding the operation, 
health, and stability of ecological systems through research, 
long-term data collection, and development of improved 
analytical, management, and regulatory techniques. This 
requires cooperative federal-stote-local research and infor- 
mation -sharing programs. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

MEMORANDUM FOR REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS AND DISTRICT/DIVISION 
ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: Implementation of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Act 

The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 
(ISTEA) is landmark legislation. It sets new directions for the 
Nation's highway and transit programs in a post-interstate highway 
era. 

Important provisions of the ISTEA include a new emphasis on 
comprehensive intermodal planning at the state and metropolitan area 
levels; greater flexibility in funding for both transit and highways, 
based on local needs and preferences; and increased attention to 
compatibility between transportation and environmental protection. 
Booklets summarizing key overall provisions of ISTEA and summarizing 
its environmental features are enclosed. 

The rapid and successful implementation of ISTEA is a top 
priority for President Bush and for each one of us. The additional 
funding available under the Act is an important resource both for the 
renovation of our transportation infrastructure and as a vital 
stimulus to our economy. The Department of Transportation has taken 
steps to assure that the ISTEA funds are immediately made available 
to state and local agencies so the money can be put to work creating 
jobs and helping to jump-start the economy. 

But making the funds available is only half the job. They 
have to be put to use on actual construction projects. All three of 
our agencies are firmly committed to removing any unnecessary 
impediments to such projects. Recognizing the importance of 
environmental protection anh the necessity to comply with legal 
requirements, we believe that we can help accomplish the President's 
objective by, among other measures, streamlining and improving the 
efficiency of the environmental review and clearance process and 
taking prompt action on Section 404 permit applications. This is 
consistent with the President's comprehensive - plan announced on 
August 9, 1991, to improve the protecti'on of the Nation's wetlands 
and streamline the regulatory process. 

In 1988, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), m y  Corps 
of Engineers (COE), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Fish and 
Wildlife. Service, and National Marine Fisheries Service 
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jointly published as guidance the document "Applying the Section 404 
Permit Process to Federal-aid Highway Projects." Better known as the 
"Red Book," this document provides numerous measures to improve 
coordination, emphasize innovative and cost-effective approaches, and 
integrate the NEPA and Section 404 permit processes. Effective 
immediately, it will be the official policy of FHWA, the Corps, and 
EPA to fully implement the intent of the "Red Book." 

Where there are interagency issues or problems delaying 
issuance of Section 404 permits, we urge you to become personally 
involved in settling disputes, assuring due protection of aquatic 
resources, and getting the projects moving. Please pass this 
message, with your personal endorsement, to each member of your staff 
who is working on transportation projects and permitting. 

Even as we seek expedited treatment of Section 404 pennit 
applications, we do not expect to see reduced protection of aquatic 
resources, including wetlands. Costs of avoiding, minimizing and 
compensating for wetland impacts are an eligible expense under ISTEA 
for projects and should be included wherever appropriate. 

If there are issues on important projects which cannot be 
promptly resolved at the state or regional levels, please involve 
appropriate headquarters contacts promptly. They will arrange for 
review at headquarters level and, if appropriate, on site meetings 
with all appropriate participants to facilitate a permit decision. 
Headquarters contacts on this are: 

Gene Cleckley (FHWA) (202) 366-0106 

Greg Peck (EPA) (202) 260-8794 

Michael Davis (OASA(CW)) (703) 695-1376 

We appreciate your cooperation and assistance on this 
important initiative. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Secretary 
Department of Transportation Environmental Protection Agency 

1 n 
Nancy P. Dorn 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Civil Works) 
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Implementation of the Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act 

Protecting the Environment and Reducing Regulatory Inefficiencies 

Several initiatives currently underway or proposed by the Department of the Army 
@A) will improve and streamline the regulation of Federally-aided transportation projects 
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The DA recognizes the important role that 
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) can play in the Nation's 
economic recovery. It is the belief of the DA that significant administrative 
improvements in program efficiency can be accomplished without diminishing protection 
of the Nation's valuable aquatic resources. 

To help accomplish the objectives of ISTEA in an environmentally sensitive 
manner, the action items listed below should be undertaken by the DA and the 
Department of Transportation, as well as other applicable Federal and state agencies. 
These items are divided into two categories: those that are specifically designed to 
improve the regulation of transportation projects; and those that are components of the 
President's August 9, 1991, wetlands plan that will also benefit transportation projects. 

Action Items Designed Specifically to Improve the Regulation of Transporta~~on Projects 

1. Effective immediately, it will be the official policy of the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to implement fully the intent of the "Red 
Book. " 

2. To the extent practical, the NEPA environmental impact statement alternatives 
analysis and the Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines alternative analysis 
will be consolidated. 

3.  The Corps will issue guidance to its field offices providing that, because of the 
infrastructure needs of the country and the positive impact on the economy of 
infrastructure development, evaluation of transportation projects be given high 
priority. 

4. During the analysis of practicable alternatives under NEPA and Section 404, the 
Corps and EPA will make every effort to provide FHWA and states information 
on the impacts of various alternative road alignments. 
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The Corps will establish, where appropriate, additional general permits for the 
repair or replacement of roads and other projects which have only minimal impacts 
on wetlands. 

The Corps, FHWA, EPA and other Federal agencies will work to establish 
wetlands mitigation banks for Federal and state highway projects. 

The Corps and EPA will coordinate with FHWA and state DOTs to provide 
additional wetlands delineation training opportunities. The FHWA and state DOTs 
will request training and subsequently assist the Corps in conducting wetlands 
jurisdictional determinations. 

The DAICorps, FHWA, and EPA will convene, as necessary, a headquarters level 
team to assist in resolving controversies over NEPA and Section 404 issues. Other 
agencies such as the President's Council on Environmental Quality, the Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service will be invited to 
participate as appropriate. 

The Corps, FHWA and EPA will form regional interagency teams to identify the 
principal causes of delay during environmental review of transportation projects. 
Consistent with applicable law and regulation, the teams will propose specific 
measures to reduce identified delays. 

The Corps, EPA, and FHWA will evaluate the need for guidance that clarifies that 
alternatives that would result in significant delays in project initiation will not be 
considered "practicable. " 

Components of the President's Wetlands Plan that will BeneJt Transportation Projects 

1. By mid-May 1992, the Corps will issue a regulatory guidance letter which clearly 
articulates the role of the Corps as "project manager" and decision maker on 
Section 404 permits. The guidance letter will also emphasize the need for 
effective and efficient coordination among prospective permittees, the Corps and 
Federal resource agencies. The need for project-related comments from the 
resource agencies will be emphasized. 
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2. By early summer 1992, the Section 404(q) Memoranda of Agreement between the 
Anny and the Federal resource agencies will be revised to significantly streamline 
the agency appeal process. This will directly reduce applicant delays associated 
with interagency disagreements. 

3. The Corps and EPA will issue guidance to their field personnel to use flexibility 
in requiring alternatives analysis when resource values arc low (e.g . , don't require 
a detailed alternatives analysis for a project proposed in low value wetlands). 

In addition to the 13 items mentioned above, the Corps will complete in Fiscal 
Year 1993 a 25 percent increase in regulatory personnel. This will result in reduced 
permit evaluation times for highway projects. Implementation of all of the items noted 
will significantly streamline the permit evaluation process by minimizing delays and 
ensuring more timely decisions, while allowing for meaningful opportunity for substantive 
evaluation by the Corps and other Federal agencies. These streamlining measures are 
designed to maximize efficiency and are not inconsistent with reasonable environmental 
protection. 
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Applying The Section 
404 Permit Process 

To FederabAid 
Highway Projects 

IMPROVING INTERAQENCY COORDINATION 
ON FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY PROJECTS 

AND 

INTEGRATING THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY ACT AND SECTION 404 REQUIREMENTS 

Prepared In cooperation by 

Federal Highway Administration 
Naional Marlne Fisherlea Service 

U.S. Army Corps of Englnwn 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Wunhington, D.C. 

September 1888 
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Over the past 15  years, Federal  legislation^ Executive Orders, and 
subsequent regulat ion have caused major changes i n  many aspects o f  
envl ronmental protection. One Important change I s  the now commonplace 
requirement fo r  agency and publ ic In teract lon i n  the declslons leading t o  
government-sponsored projects a f  f e c t l  ng the envl ronment. In te rac t lon  I s  
pa r t i cu la r l y  important whenever agencies propose pro jects  tha t  w 11 1 a f f e c t  
environmental resources such as air, water, lands, and w l l d l l f e .  Acting as 
trustees of these resources, agenc1e.s mu s t  ensure through Interact ion tha t  
a1 1 actions o f  the Federal Government include appropr l a t e  consideration and 
protect ion o f  the publ lc Interest. Protect ion o f  many resources, such as 
f loodplains and wetlands have become national pr l o r  i t les .  

The National Environmental Pol Icy Act o f  1%9 (NEPA) prescribes 
coordinat ion and Interact lon among agencies. Numerous other envi ronmental 
statutes r e f l e c t  t h i s  element o f  NEPA by requi r i n g  Federal agencles t o  
act ive ly  seek comments from a1 1 Interested organlzat Ions when proposing 
projects. One such statute, r e f  l ec t l ng  a national concern t o  abate water 
pol lut ion, I s  the Clean Water Act o f  1977, as amended (CWA). The primary 
objective o f  the CWA I s  t o  restore and maintain the chemical, physlcalr and 
b lo log lca l  integr i t y  o f  the Nation's waters (lakes, wetlands, streams, and 
other aquatic habitats). Under Sectlon 404 o f  the CWAD pro jects  lnvolvlng 
the discharge of dredged or f i l l  mater ial  I n to  waters o f  the United States 
require a permit Issued by the U.S. Army Corps o f  Engineers (COE) or  a 
State tha t  has assumed the program. The COE conducts a pub l ic  In te res t  
rw iew and a Section 404(b)(l) Guide1 lnes compl lance determination before 
decldlng whether t o  Issue a permit. The decision I s  based on an evaluation 
o f  Impacts and whether the proposal I s  I n  the publ i c  lnterest. The 
comments and cooperation o f  many agencles and the publ i c  are essential t o  
the review. 

Many Federal-ald highway pro jects  require Section 404 permlts. Therefore, 
the Federal Highway Administratlon (FHWA), the State hlghway agencies (SHAs), 
and the commenting agencies must recognize tha t  ear ly  and continued 
coordlnatlon I s  imperative t o  address issues tha t  may a f f e c t  the processing 
o f  permit appl lcatlons. 

Effective c o ~ r d i n a t l o n ~  however, I s  not always a simple task. Both lead and 
commenting agencles f i n d  t h a t  the e f f o r t s  required fo r  good coordination 
of ten severely tw aval lable t ime and personnel resources. I n  addition, 
basic po l i cy  differences between agencies can hinder the resolut ion o f  
controversia1 Issues. Consequently, many agencles Invol ved I n  the 
Sectlon 404 permi t t ing process ree a need f o r  more e f fec t i ve  communication 
and bet ter  understanding o f  l e g i s l a t i v e  roles and responslbi l  i t l es .  

Recognizing t h i s  need, the pr inc ipal  Federal agencies Involved I n  the 
assessment o f  Sectlon 404 permit appl lcat lons f o r  Federal-ald hlghway 
projects formed a work group I n  September 1985 to lden t l f y  methods f o r  
improvlng Interagency coordlnatlon. The agencies I n  the work group are the 
U.S. F ish and W i l d l i f e  Service (FWS), Environmental Protect ion Agency (EPAID 
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National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), COE, and the FHWA. The work group 
placed par t i cu la r  emphasis on surfacing innovative and cost-ef fect ive 
approaches tha t  could help f i e l d  of f ices do t h e i r  jobs faster and better. 
This document summarizes the resu l ts  o f  t ha t  e f for t .  

The purpose of the document I s  t o  i den t i f y  methods o f  improving 
coordination before and during the processing o f  Section 404 permits on 
Fedsral-aid highway projects. The guidance should be useful t o  the 
personnel o f  Federal agencies reviewing permits, and t o  employees of State 
or  local  agencies e i ther  applying for permits or  commenting on permit 
appl i c a t  ions. 

As guidance, t h i s  document I s  not prescr ip t ive and does not establ ish new 
pol  icy  or  modify ex is t ing  agency policies. Instead, it introduces a range 
of ideas for making the interagency coordination on Section 404 permits more 
effective. Examples have been used t o  i l l u s t r a t e  these concepts and 
contacts are provided where fur ther  information may be obtained. As such, 
the document does not address a1 1 the issues and requirements which can 
affect Section 404 processing. Apart from coordination, perm it appl icants 
should recognize tha t  a pro ject  must comply w i th  a11 applicable statutes, 
regulations, and Executive Orders. Although t h i s  document focuses on 
federal ly assisted highway projects, the coordination techniques would also 
be valuable for use on State-funded actions requir ing Section 404 permits. 

The document I s  divided i n t o  three sectionsr lee., programmatic ac t i v i t l es ,  
project-speci f ic ac t iv i t ies ,  and the in tegrat ion o f  NEPA and Section 404. 
Although the subject matter f a l l s  i n t o  these three categories, the chapters 
are independent discussions. The development of new and Innovative 
techniques tha t  can improve agency coordination are encouraged and w 11 1 be 
incorporated i n t o  subsequent edi t ions of t h i s  document. To f a c l l  i t a t e  
revision, the document i s  i n  loose-leaf form. 

Programatic A c t i v i t t e s  (Chapters 1-41 

Although Section 404 perm it appl i ~ a t i o n s  are t y p i c a l l y  prepared f o r  s ing le 
projects, many factors transcend these indiv idual actions and apply t o  an 
e n t i r e  program o f  ac t iv i t ies .  Agencies may f ind  it more appropriate t o  
address such issues on a programmatic basis rather than I n  the context of a 
s ing le perm it action. 

A programmatic approach o f fe rs  a number of advantages. F i rs t ,  it allows 
the affected agencies t o  explore and seek resolut ion o f  broad issues t h a t  
could benef i t  a large number o f  actions. Thus, t ime can be saved i n  the 
long run by e l iminat ing the need t o  repeatedly address the same issues over 
and w e r  again on individual permits. Second, issues can be discussed and 
resolved before they cause c r i t i c a l  disagreement or  t ime delays on a 
spec1 f i c  project. Final ly,  these a c t i v i t l e s  provide an opportunity for 
agencies t o  better understand each other's processes and pol ic ies.  

Resolution o f  Issues i s  not the only benef i t  of coordinatlon. There i s  a 
benef i t  t o  the professional exchange of technical information among 
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biologists, planners, and engineers working throughout the government. 
Coordination al lows opportunit ies fo r  these personal exchanges as we11 as 
the exchange o f  research resu l ts  and other technical information. 

The four programmatic approaches presented i n  t h i s  document are useful 
vehicles fo r  improving the effectiveness o f  interagency coordination. 
However, programmatic techniques cannot always resolve unique, pro ject  
specif i c  issues a r i s ing  on individual perm it appl lcations. The second 
section o f  t h i s  document i s  directed a t  these project-oriented approaches t o  
coordination. 

PFoject-Speclflc k c t l v l t l e s  (Chapters 5-10) 

During the development o f  an individual highway project, many opportunit ies 
e x i s t  f o r  coordination and resolut ion o f  Section 404 permit issues. Agency 
decisionmakers should recognize and act  on the opportunit ies tha t  produce 
the most e f fec t i ve  coordination results. This requires an understanding of 
the Federal-aid highway development processr as we1 1 as the elements o f  
e f f e c t i v e  coordination. 

The Federal-aid highway program i s  a federal ly assisted, State administered 
program. The States, i n  cooperation w i t h  loca l  governments, establ ish 
p r i o r i t i e s  fo r  meeting t h e i r  current and future transportat ion needs 
through a continuous and comprehensive planning process. From these 
p r io r i t i es ,  States develop concepts f o r  highway projects and iden t i f y  
projects which w i l l  be programmed fo r  development using Federal assistance. 
Once the FHWA has approved a pro ject  as programmed, a State can continue 
w i th  pro ject  development including environmental studies and i n i t i a l  
design. Subject t o  various approvals throughout the process, the  State 
eventual 1 y completes envi ronmental analyses, design, acquires necessary 
rights-of-way, and proceeds to  construction. As the SHA performs work and 
expends funds, the FHWA reimburses the State for e l i g i b l e  pro ject  costs 
including those incurred f o r  environmental and other planning studies, 
desi gnr construct ion, and approved m i t i g a t  ion measures. 

The process used t o  develop Federal-aid projects varies somewhat among the 
States. However, a l l  var iat ions have cer ta in  elements i n  common. The 
f igure on page v i  presents a generalized version o f  the development process 
from ear ly  planning through the completion o f  envi ronmental analyses and 
subsequent actions. I n i t i a l  l y 8  State and local  planning agencies l den t i f y  
the pro ject  concept and objectives. The next three steps i n  the highway 
development process happen concurrentlyt 

o coordination w i th  other agencies occurs t o  i den t i f y  social, 
econom ic, and environmental constraints, including potent ia l  
Section 404 issues; 

o major design features are explored and pre l  ilnlnary a1 ternat ives 
proposed recognfzlng those constraints; and 

o detai led studies i den t i f y  the impacts o f  each a l te rnat ive  on 
pro ject  area resources. 
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These ear ly  steps o f  pro ject  development offer key opportunit ies t o  involve 
the technical expert ise o f  the commenting agencies and to Integrate 
area-wide resource maps, data bases or other information i n t o  the 
evaluation of feasible allgnments. During t h i s  timer the lead and resource 
agencies should consider Section 404 concerns regardless o f  when the SHA 
plans t o  apply for the permit. Early in tegrat ion of Section 404 concerns 
i n t o  highway pro ject  development can assure tha t  issues ar ise  when there i s  
maximum opportunity t o  resolve them. 

The f ina l  three steps occur sequential ly (see page v l )  as the resu l ts  from 
the previous work are incorporated i n to  an environmental document whlch 
i s  made avai lable t o  the publ i c  and commenting agencies. A f te r  comments are 
considered and publ i c  involvement occurs, a selected a l te rna t ive  i s  chosen. 
J o i n t  publ ic involvement and other timesaving communication techniques can 
be used i n  these steps. 

Integrating WEPA and Section 404 (Chapter 11) 

Programmatic and project-specif i c  approaches t o  coordination can 
culminate i n  opportunit ies t o  combine the development of Section 404 permit  
appl icat ions w i th  the processing o f  environmental documents under NEPA, 
Chapter 11 explores these opportunities and closes the guidance document 
w i th  a technique t o  integrate the Section 404 and NEPA processes, The 
technique describes information and coordination prerequisites necessary 
fo r  ear ly  and more t ime ly  consideration of Section 404 permi t t ing concerns. 
Use o f  t h i s  technique could resu l t  i n  a Section 404 permit  being issued as 
ear ly  as the approval o f  the f i n a l  pro ject  NEPA document. 
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An Abbmlated Cbd.1 of 
The Foderal-rld Highway Dwelopmmt Process 

IDENTIFY PROJ ECT CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES - I n i t i a t e  coordlnatlon - Ident i f y  cooperating agencies 

IDENTIFY S O C I K ,  ECONOMIC, AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 

- Coordinate w i th  agencies 
t o  Iden t i f y  resources and 
problem issues i n  pro ject  
study area - Assess the v i a b i l i t y  o f  the 
wno-bulldw a l te rna t ive  - Establish study techniques 
and ten ta t ive  leve l  o f  
NEPA documentation 

- 

DEVELOP PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES - Def ine pre l  lminary 
locat ion and design 
features or issues 

ANALYZE THE IFPETS OF THE KTERNATIVES - Perform f i e l d  lnvest lgat lons 
ON SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, A M  ENVIRONMENTAL o f  M e  a l ternat ives 
RESOURCES - Determine areas o f  

potent1 a1 s ign l f  l can t  
impacts o f  each a l te rna t ive  - Deten lne  I f  Section 404 
pennit I s  needed 

INCORPORATE ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS I N  - Document Interagency 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT; MAKE coordl nat Ion 
THE DOCUMENT AVAILABLE FOR C W N T  - Offer  the publ ic  the 

opportunity f o r  comment - Hold pub1 l c  hearings 

INCORPORATE COMMENTS INTO THE SELECTION - Agency comments w 11 1 a lso 
OF A PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE; focus on Sectlon 404 Issues - Ref ine the design de ta i l  s 

t o  respond t o  substantive 
i s sues - Make f l na l  documents 
avai lab le f o r  caarment 



7. ISSUE THE RECOW) OF DECISION OR 
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT 
IMPACTS (FONSI) A m  CONTINUE 
WITH DEVELOPMENT 

- Send copy t o  commenting 
agencies, as appropriate 

8. COMPLETE DESIGN AND DETERMINE 
REQUIRED RIGHTS-OF-UAY 

- Coordinate with 
commenting agencies, as 
needed 

9. ACQUIRE NECESSARY 
RIGHTS-OF-WAY 

10. RECEIVE FINAL AUTHORIZATION 
TO PROCEED TO CONSTRUCTION 

- Review project proposal 
and coordinate with 
coslmenting agencies, 
i f  necessary 

11. CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECT 
AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
APPROPRIATE MITIGATION 
MEASURES 

- Coordinate with 
canmenting agencies, 
as necessary 
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P R O G R A M M A T I C  A P P R O A C H E S  

Programmatic techniques can solve recurr ing problems a f fec t ing  a1 1 actions 
or  a group o f  actions (permits, designs, o r  decisions). This diverse group 
of techniques includes, f o r  axample: nationwide permits, categorical 
sxc lus ions~ m i t i ga t i on  bank1 ng, best management practices, special area 
management plans, and advanced ident i  f l ca t l on  o f  sensi t ive and non-sensi t l v e  
areas. These techniques help t o  keep problems from resurfacing w l t h  each 
new act ion or project, I n  part icular,  programmatic techniques such as 
natlonwide permits allow agencies t o  e f f i c i e n t l y  exercise an ef fect ive and 
sensi t ive consideration o f  environmental factors when many small pro jects  
are processed. 

Programmatic techniques can be used a t  both the national and f i e l d  o f f i c e  
levels. For example, the COE uses regional and general permits t o  regulate 
large numbers o f  minor a c t i v i t i e s  without the major expenditure o f  Federal 
resources (do1 l a r s  and manpower) required fo r  case-by-case evaluations. A t  
the  f i e l d  o f f i c e  level, some Individual COE d i s t r i c t s  par t i c ipa te  i n  Special 
Area Management Plans. Programmatic approaches a t  the f l e l d  level  enable 
agencies t o  a1 low for regional variations. Programmatic techniques can have 
the f o l  low i ng advantages: 

o savings o f  agency time, money, and resources, 

o more ef  fec t l ve  and sensi t i v e  envi ronmental processing, 

o c l a r i f i c a t i o n  o f  agency po l i c ies  and processes, and 

o more predictable coordination. 

Because recurr ing problems can be d i f f i c u l t  t o  i den t i f y  a t  the national 
level, programmatic techniques are of ten most ef fect ive when developed and 
put i n t o  place by Federal agency f i e l d  o f f i ces  and SHAs. Locally developed 
techniques can most eas i l y  adapt t o  the var ia t ion among f i e l d  o f f i ces  w i th  
respect t o  resources and unique pro ject  development processes. I n  addition, 
f i e l d  o f f i ces  of ten f i n d  it easier t o  agree because there are fewer steps 
leading to approval. However, some programmatic approaches are useful a t  
the national level, pa r t i cu la r l y  when they r e s u l t  from s im i la r  techniques 
developed by more than one f i e l d  office. Therefore, operating and 
management s t a f f  a t  a11 levels  should be a l e r t  t o  i den t i f y  problems best 
solved by a programmatic approach. 

Many o f  the other techniques discussed i n  fo l lowing chapters o f  t h i s  
document can be the subjects o f  programmatic techniques. I n  part icular,  the 
techniques discussed i n  Chapter 11, T e r m i t  Considerations During the NEPA 
ProcessP are good examples o f  national programmatic problem solv 1 ng. 
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As suggested i n  Chapter 11, agencies can conduct more rigorous interagency 
coordination on Section 404 issues during the NEPA process. This could 
r e s u l t  I n  a t ime savings and the e l iminat ion of the need fo r  a dupl icat ive 
e f f o r t  during a separate permit evaluation process. 

Resolution of a programmatic problem o f fe rs  po ten t ia l l y  great benef i ts  for 
both the sponsoring agency and the other agencies affected by the problem 
(SHA and other Federal agencies). Development of a programmatic approach 
can require commitments o f  agency s t a f f  resources commensurate w l t h  the 
rewards. A challenging t ime schedule for completion helps focus efforts.  
A programmatic approach can take many forms t o  f i t  the scope o f  the 
problem, ranging from informal agreements t o  a pub1 ished plan. 
Implementation of a programmatic technique usual ly requires a j o i n t  e f fo r t  
by the sponsoring agency, the SHA, and other affected Federal agencies. 

Some examples of programmatic agreements are discussed below. See Chapter 11 
f o r  a discussion o f  advanced iden t i  f i ca t i on  of sensf t i v e  and non-sensi t i v e  
areas. 

The COE can accept another Federal agency's categorical 
exclusions as qua l i f y ing  fo r  a nationwide permit. Under t h i s  
programmatic approach, the COE reviews the agency's categorical 
exclusion provisions and determines which types o f  actions are 
un l i ke ly  t o  resu l t  i n  more than minor ind iv idual  and cumulative 
impacts t o  aquatic resources severe enough t o  warrant an indivldua1 
permit  review. The COE accepts cer ta in  categories o f  act ion under 
the nationwide permit  and requires Indivldual permits fo r  others. 
The COE can also impose whatever procedural safeguards it deems 
warranted t o  protect aquatic resources. For example, the COE 
requires tha t  the Federal agency no t i f y  the COE D i s t r i c t  p r i o r  t o  
proceeding w 4th actions tha t  otherw l se  qual i fy f o r  a nationwide 
permit. The nationw ide permit for Categorical s#clusions i s  def ined 
i n  33 CFR 330 (S)(a)(23). 

The COE Norfolk D l s t r i c t  has Issued a Regional P e r n i t  for the 
V i rg in la  Department o f  Transportationts proJects i n  the wabrs  of 
the  United States. Representatives of the V i rg in ia  Department of 
Transportation, State resource agenc1.s~ the FHUA, the FUS, the 
NMFS, t he  €PA, and the COE dlscuss proposed highway pro jects  a t  
regular ly  scheduled word lna t lon  meetings. When there are no 
objections t o  a proposed pro ject  or  when agency recommendations have 
been incorporated I n t o  the f i na l  pro ject  plan, a l i s t  o f  those 
pro jects  I s  w n t  t o  the agencies. If the agencies do not rmpond 
w i th in  15 days o f   receipt^ then the c ~ ~ ~ ~ s  are conslderod f l n a l  
and the pro jects  may proceed under the Regional Permit. Uhm 
objections cannot be resolved# an lnd lv idual  p e r n i t  i s  required. 
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The Regional Permit contains standard condit ions which protect  most 
agencies' interest. Speci a1 condit ions may be incorporated i n t o  the 
pro jects  p r i o r  t o  approval under the  Regional Permit. Per iodic 
coordination meetings are used t o  explain the projects and discuss 
any necessary special conditions. Pro ject  planning and development 
under a Regional permit  can save considerable t ime compared to 
processing an Individual permit. 

Under 33 CFR 325.2(8)(1), COE D iv is ion  and D i s t r i c t  o f f i ces  may use 
abbreviated processing procedures (APP) t o  permit  a c t i v i t i e s  w i th  
Let ters  o f  Permission. The COE Alaska D i s t r i c t  current ly  uses t h i s  
process fo r  o i l  and gas a c t i v i t i e s  on the North Slope. The 
D i s t r i c t  i s  a lso considering using APP f o r  highway pro jects  i n  
Alaska. The process places considerable emphasis on ear ly  and 
continued coordination. The procedures requi r e  the appl l can t  t o  
hold a pre-application meeting and t o  provide a copy o f  the permit  
appl icat ion t o  the resource agencies when submitted t o ' t h e  COE. 
If the applicant resolves a l l  substantive concerns during the 
pre-application process, the  COE Alaska D i s t r i c t  w i l l  issue a permit  
w i th in  30 days o f  receiving the application. 

The COE Norfolk D l s t r  i c t ,  for example, has establ ished addit ional  
Regional condit ions fo r  the use of Natlonw ide Permit  12 (discharge 
o f  material f o r  b a c k f i l l  or  bedding for u t i l i t y  l ines)  through a 
pub1 l c  not ice C33 CFR 330.5(a)(12)1. The condit ions describe how 
excavated mater ial  may be temporari ly stockpiled i n  a wetland area. 
Time 1 i m i t s  f o r  temporary s tockpi l  ing are also set  i n  the Regional 
conditions. 

Programmatic aspects o f  BMPs consist  of the rout ine consideration 
of potent ia l  environmental effects of a1 1 parts o f  highway 
construction and maintenance, as we1 1 as, pract ica l  modif icat ions 
t h a t  are intended t o  reduce or e l iminate adverse effects. Usually, 
there are s i te-speci f ic  ways t o  undertake the s t ruc tura l  and 
non-structural aspects o f  highway  construction^ operation, and 
maintenance, t o  reduce or  prevent adverse environmental impacts t o  
natural resources. Methods, measures, o r  practices to prwent, 
reduce, or  correct  degradation o f  aquatic habitats can be developed 
i n  the planning stage and applied during pro ject  construction and 
maintenance. Use o f  BMPs can often sa t i s f y  the concerns o f  
resource agencies and Individuals regarding envl romenta l  aspects 
such as water circulation, f i l l ,  sediment loading, timing, staging 
areas, po l l u t i on  control, bu f fe r  zones, e k .  The BMPs precede and 
usual ly are carr ied out, where possible, i n  conjunction w i th  other 
m i t i ga t i on  actions. Standard construction specifications, such as 
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erosion control  practices, are examples of BMPs commonly used on 
highway projects. Construct ion contracts should c i t e  the use of 
such practices and include provisions for per iodic inspection and 
maintenance o f  a1 1 measures used on the project. 

Wetland banking i s  an experimental, programmatic approach which 
could be appropriate fo r  highway pro ject  planning and development. 
I n  m i t i ga t i on  banking# the pro ject  sponsor t yp i ca l l y  restores, 
enhances, o r  creates wetland areas i n  order t o  ubanku f i s h  and 
w i l d l i f e  habi ta t  or  the other wetland values. The wetland values 
may be determined w i t h  various evaluation procedures (see Chapter 9). 
Evaluation procedures he1 p t o  i den t i f y  wetland resource values 
impacted by a pro ject  t ha t  can be replaced w i th  equally valued 
wetlands avai lable from the bank. Typically, a wetland bank i s  
establ i shed and operated through a contractual Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) between the action, regulatory, and reswrce 
agencies. The primary purpose o f  the MOA i s  t o  document the 
ex is t ing  resource values i n  the bank, as we11 as the increased 
hab i ta t  values tha t  can be obtained through enhancement measures. 
However, the MOA would also describe agency respons ib i l i t ies  
(e.g., maintenance o f  a bank and i t s  wetland value i s  t y p i c a l l y  the 
respons ib i l i t y  o f  a s ta te  resource agency) and the appropriate 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n  necessary for using the bank as an o f f -s i te  m i t i ga t i on  
measure. Restoration, enhancement, or creat ion o f  the banked 
wetlands should generally preceed the wetland losses t o  be 
compensated, thereby providing a higher level  of confidence i n  the 
success o f  mit igat ion. The wpa~offR for the act ion agencies i s  
t ha t  an adequate mi t iga t ion  capab i 1 i t y  e# i s t s  independent of 
ind iv idual  projects. Under the MO& the SHAs can arrange t o  debi t  
the ~accountu rather than authorizing or  funding a new m i t i ga t i on  
a c t i v i t y  for each project. This i s  pa r t i cu la r l y  he lp fu l  when 
numerous indiv idual projects r q u i  r e  m i t i ga t i on  o f  wetland resource 
values. Through wetland banking, a SHA may be able t o  group a 
number of indiv idual m i t i ga t i on  actions so as t o  enhance wetland 
values beyond the ex is t ing  values a t  the scattered, ind iv idual  
p r o j e c t  sites. 

7. Area -s)& 

The COE has used SAMPs t o  ident i fy  places w i th in  a defined 
geographic area which are or  are not al lowable f o r  cer ta in  
a c t i v i t i e s  such as disposal s i t e s  o r  development. Wr i t ten j o i n t l y  
by Federal, State, and local  agencies, a SAMP consists o f  deta i led 
statements o f  po l  ic iesr standards and c r i t e r i a  guiding pub1 i c  and 
p r i va te  development plus speci f i c  mechanisms for Implementation. 
Thus, SAMPs are 1 ike  comprehensive plans and provlde fo r  natural 
resource protect ion and reasonable development, including highway 
projects. The SAMPs help avoid the problems of ten associated w i th  
case-by-case env 1 ronmental rev few . 
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Implementation o f  a SAMP w i l l  be through an in te rac t ive  system o f  
local, State, and Federal controls and a COE general permit  or  
expedited ind iv idual  permits. Controls can include local  zoning, 
State perm it res t r  lctions, o r  condit ioning and Federal res t r i c t i ons  
such as those f a l l i n g  under Sectlon 404(c) (40 CFR 231). See COE 
Regulatory Guidance Le t te r  86-10 dated October 2, 1986, on Special 
Area Management Plans (SAMPSI. The fo1 lowing condit ions should be 
present when agencies undertake a SAMP: 

o An appropriate area whose problems warrant a col lect ive, 
interagency effort .  One highway pro ject  I n  a rens i t i ve  area 
w il 1 probably not cake a SAMP worthwhile, but  several may 
j u s t i f y  the e f f o r t  because o f  current  or ant ic ipated growth 
and d e v e l o p n t .  

o A loca l  agency t o  sponsor the SAMP so it i s  not viewed as an 
in t rus ion by Federal o r  State Governments. 

o W 11 llngness t o  prov ids data and t o  accept or  ' l i m i t  soare 
development on the par t  o f  the resource agencies and 
developmental interests. 

o Wit 11 ngness by a1 1 appropr l a t e  agencies t o  support the  SAMP 
w i t h  a useful regulatory enforcement mechanism. 

Section 404W o f  the CWA gives the Administrator o f  €PA author i ty  
t o  p roh ib i t  or  withdraw the speci f icat ion o f  a s i t e  as a disposal 
s i t e  or  t o  deny or  r e s t r i c t  use o f  a disposal site. Sectlon 404(c) 
author i ty  may be mercised before a permit  I s  applied for, whi le  an 
appl icat ion i s  pending, or  a f te r  a permit  has been issued. I n  each 
case, t he  Administrator may p rwen t  any defined area i n  waters o f  
the United States (Including wetlands) from being speci f ied as a 
disposal site, o r  may simply p r w e n t  the  discharge o f  any spec i f i c  
dredged o r  f i l l  mater ial  i n to  a speci f ied area. 
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I N T E R A G E N C Y  A G R E E M E N T S  

By establ ishing ground rules and agency rc#ponsib i l i t iesr  interagency 
agreements between f l e l d  o f f  Ices on speclf i c  elements o f  Section 404 
coordination can measurably improve coordination processes a t  both the  
national and f i e l d  s t a f f  levels. Such agreements might include a 1 i s t i n g  of 
key contacts, the i den t i f i ca t i on  o f  intermediate steps i n  the coordination 
process and mechanisms f o r  resolving issues. For axample, some State 
highway agencies have an interagency agreement on the  de ta i l s  of 
coordination under the U.S. Department of Transportat fon/Corps o f  Engineers 
MOA on Section 404 permit processing. 

Interagency agreements a t  the f i e l d  of f ice leve l  improve coordination and 
avoid misunderstandings and de1 ays durlng agency planning and declsionrnaking 
processes. Interagency agreements a t  the  national level  may only se t  the  
operating rules for solv ing problems of a national scope. F i e l d  off i c a  
should take the t ime and e f f o r t  to develop local  agreements about the  types 
of coordination suggested i n  other Chapters of t h i s  guidance document. This 
i s  the  same philosophy t h a t  went i n t o  the  current agreements (MOAs) between 
commenting Federal agencies and the COE under Section 404(q). The MOAs 
require the development o f  local  procedures for discussing issues bekeen 
the COE and commenting Federal agencies. The goal f o r  loca l  interagency 
agreements should be to f i nd  a process tha t  al lows agencies t o  complete 
t h e i r  actions i n  a t imely  manner, whi le  re ly ing  on larger, o f ten natlonal 
agreements t o  define the process fo r  resolving programmatic problems. 

Interagency agreements are s im i l a r  t o  the programmatic techniques discussed 
i n  Chapter 1 i n  t h a t  both resolve generic, but not project-specif ic 
issues. Programmatic agreements deal w i t h  coordi nat ion processes i n  a 
broad context whi le  interagency agreements af fect specific, l f  mited steps 
i n  coordination. Interagency agreements f 111 out the de ta i l s  o f  
implementing complex coordination process-. They enable the  f i e l d  of f  ices 
t o  get coordination under control. Interagency agreements also help f i e l d  
s taf f  avoid reinventing the wheel on coordination for each pro jec t  w i th  a 
Section 404 perm it appl ication. 

Interagency agreements are made f n  t h e  context of each agreeing agency's 
statutory mandates and in ternal  processes (regulations, po l  ic ier,  standard 
operating procedures, etc.1 t h a t  govern the way things are done. A mutual 
understanding of t h i s  framework I s  c#sentlal t o  the identification and 
development o f  agreements. 

There are many potent ia l  areas for in terapncy agreement. Some are top ics  
of discussion i n  other Chapters of t h i s  document and Include: Thresholds 
for Coordination, J o i n t  Pub1 l c  Involvement k t i v  i t i e s ~  Scopi ng, Programmatic 
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Approaches, and Pem it Considerations During the NEPA Process. National 
pol i c i e s  and regulations o f  ten resul t i n  d l  f ferences between agency programs 
which cause delay and ineff iciency. Local po l ic ies  and operating procedures 
can also cause interagency problems, and it i s  i n  t h i s  area tha t  local  
agreements can have the most dramatic effect. S ta f f  of  coordinating 
agencies may also i den t i f y  opportunit ies f o r  e f fec t ive  interagency 
agreements i n  the course o f  interagency meetings such as j o i n t  conferences 
(See Chapter 3, Jo in t  Conferences and Training courses). Agreements have 
been e f fec t ive  par t i cu la r ly  where agencies have a h is to ry  o f  not  working 
we1 1 together. 

I n  developing local  interagency agr.eementsr agencies can analyze procedural 
problems i n  terms o f  lth whoP "whenrw and mhow" th lngs are done. Tim ing 
o f  most agency interact ions i s  a c r i t i c a l  i t a n  and should be considered 
f i r s t .  Each agency has i t s  own set o f  p r i o r i t i e s  based on in ternal  
c r i te r ia .  Local agreements can iden t i f y  which p r i o r i t y  actions are causing 
problems and set timeframes and procedures which allow agencies t o  complete 
t h e i r  actions w i th  a minimum of delay. Also, interagency agreements must 
c lear ly  Ident i fy  the ro le  and function o f  each agency. Effect ive loca l  
agreements usually set  the act ion a t  the lowest level  possible. Sometimes 
during the development of an interagency agreement, M e  exchange o f  
information i t s e l f  w i l l  solve the problem without a formal agreement, 

The format f o r  an interagency agreement should r e f l e c t  the po l i c ies  and 
operating procedures appropriate to resolving the problem. Local agreements 
can be as informal as verbal agreements; however, a w r  i t t e n  description o f  
what i s  agreed on helps re ta in  valuable procedures over t ime and avoid 
future procedural questions due t o  personnel changes, sporadic use, etc. 
The elements o f  an adequate agreement Include: 

o Who i s  party t o  the agreement, 

o What i s  agreed on8 

o When actions w i l l  be taken, 

o How par t ies w i l l  maintain contact and how of ten 

o How long the agreement w i l l  be i n  place, and 

o How the agreement i s  to be rotfiewed, updated, o r  ended. 

The f o l  lowing example interagency agreement r as developed and signed by 
representatives o f  the Arkansas State Highway and Transportatlon Department, 
the FHWA Arkansas Div is ion Off ice and the COE Memphis, L i t t l e  Rock, and 
Vicksburg Dist r ic ts .  Developed t o  implement the March 1980 MOA between the  
COE and the US. Department o f  Transportat lon~ It has continued i n  e f f e c t  
under subsequent MOAs. Interagency agreements should Include the signatures 
o f  approving o f f i c i a l s  from each apncy. I n  the case o f  the Arkansas 
agreement approval s igna tu ra  occurred on a soparate cover sheet. 
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We agree tha t  under normal condit ions the Arkansas Highway and Transportation 
Department (AHTD) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) w i l l  serve 
as the Wlead agencyw f o r  highway projects as stated i n  paragraph 3 of the 
Memorandum o f  Agreement (MOA). 

The AHTD agreed to make the i n i t i a l  contact w i th  the Corps o f  Engineers 
(Corps) as ear ly  as possible and s t i l l  p r w i d e  an ind icat ion o f  the leve l  of 
documentation (env ironmental impact statement, env i ronmental assessmentr o r  
categorical exclusion) t ha t  they f e l t  was appropriate f o r  the proposed 
highway project. This ear ly contact w i l l  include a b r i e f  pro ject  
descr ipt ion including possible involvement tha t  may require a Section 404 
permit. The Corps w i l l  concur i n  the env i ~ n m n t a l  processing proposed where 
possible and scoping type comments w ill be p r w  ided where appropriate. 

,The AHTD agreed to  t r y  t o  develop the environmental documentation i n  a way 
t h a t  addressed the Corps concerns t o  avoid dupl icat ion o f  e f f o r t  and save 
time. The Corps agreed to generally accept the highway environmental 
documentation and l i m i t  t h e i r  publ i c  In terest  review a t  the perm it stage t o  
the  geographical v i c i n i t y  o f  the Section 404 i n ~ ~ l ~ e m e n t .  I n  some isolated 
cases the Corps may f ind  it necessary t o  prepare addit ional  envi ronmental 
documentation. Howeverr the AHTD, as lead agency would be given an 
opportunity t o  f i r s t  provide the information. 

The Corps agreed t o  funct ion as a wcooperating agencp when requested. The 
AHTD agreed t o  p r w i d e  the Corps w i th  wpre-draftw copies f o r  t h e i r  review and 
input p r i o r  t o  c i r cu la t i on  to other agencies and the general public.  he 
State w i 1  1 also p r w i d e  an ear ly  copy of the f h a 1  document for Corps 
rev few pr l o r  t o  approval and making it avai lable to the  publ i c e  

The AHTD and Corps agreed t o  j o i n t  hearings whenever pract icable and the 
AHTD w i l l  provide enough information t o  the Corps so t h a t  Mey may begin 
t h e i r  "pub1 i c  in te res t  revieww i n  advance of a permit  appl icat ion i n  
cer ta in  ( i.e., sensitive, controversial, e k e )  cases. The AHTD w 11 1 
p r w  ide the Corps adequate env i ronmental 8 geometr i c r  and loca t  ion 
information on the preferred a l ternate which would have the  Section 404 
involvement. The AHTD publ ic  not ice for the j o i n t  hearings w i l l  include 
the information tha t  the Corps needs for t h e i r  Publ ic I n te res t  Notice, 
This was agreed t o  by the AHTD. 

The requi rements o f  paragraph 6(e) w i l l  provide the AHTD the opportunity to 
respond t o  substantive comments p r i o r  t o  permit  approval. Both par t ies  
agreed tha t  close coordination and communication w i l l  be used to resolve any 
type of s i tua t ion  described i n  paragraph 6(e) o f  the MOA. 

The 90 days mentioned i n  paragraph 6(g) w i l l  s t a r t  a t  the  t ime o f  the  publ ic  
not ice described i n  paragraphs 6(c) and 6(d). 
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CHAPTER 11 

P E R M I T  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  
D U R I N G  T H E  N E P A  P R O C E S S  

Typically, SHAs apply f o r  Section 404 permits fo r  major highway proposals 
a f te r  the NEPA document has been approved, and the pro jec t  i s  i n  f i n a l  
design. There are benef i ts ,  however, t o  both the SHA and the COE I n  
developing the permit appl icat ion e a r l i e r  I n  the process. Benef i ts  such as 
t ime savings and reduced controversy may outweigh the extra e f f o r t  required 
t o  address Section 404 conslderatlons as an in tegra l  p a r t  o f  the NEPA 
process. When the two processes are integrated ef fect ive ly ,  approval o f  the 
perinit could be concurrent w i t h  FHWAfs f i n a l  NEPA action. The COE could 
adopt the f i n a l  document when making the permit decision. This act ion would 
r e s u l t  i n  no addit ional  NEPA docurnentatlon being required. 

23 CFR 771.113 Timing o f  administrative actions (FHWA) 

33 CFR 320 General Regulatory Po l ic ies  (COE) 

40 CFR 230.80 Advanced I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  Disposal Sites (EPA) 

qegu la tory  Program: Applicant Informationrw pamphlet EP 1145-2-1, 
May 1985, U.S. Army Corps o f  Engineers 

If actions under Section 404 and NEPA are t o  proceed concurrently, ex is t ing  
l i n k s  between the two processes should be examined and u t l l  lzed more 
extensively, i f  appropr late. Speci f i c a l  l y r  highway pro jec t  sponsors should 
u t i l l z e  these l i n k s  t o  the maximum extent appropriate during the overa l l  
highway development process. Beginning on page 11-9, the  typ ica l  highway 
development process (as presented i n  the introduct ion t o  t h i s  document) i s  
displayed w i th  the possi b l e  corresponding steps o f  the Section 404 
perm i t t i n g  process. 

There are obvious I l n k s  between the NEPA process and general permits under 
Section 404. In tegrat ing NEPA and Indiv idual  Section 404 permits poses an 
addit ional  chal lenge because few obv ious 1 inks are apparent. 

General P e r m i t s  - Nationw ide and other general permits are commonly 
applicable t o  highway pro jects  hav ing m lnor lmpacts associated w l t h  
the placement o f  f Ill material. Although the major i t y  o f  these 
pro jects  are processed under NEPA ei ther  as Categorical Excluslons(CEs) 
or w i th  Environmental Assessments/Findings O f  No Signi f  i can t  Impact 
(EAIFONSI), general permits are not necessarily applicable t o  a1 1 
projects of t h i s  type, Appl lcabi l  i t y  o f  a general permit  depends on 
the  Impacts of the  f i l l  a c t i v i t y  and not on the  level  of NEPA 
documentation required t o  address a1 1 pro ject  impacts. However, f o r  
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projects processed as CEs there I s  a speclf l c  natlonw lde perml t  a t  
33 CFR 330e5(a)(23) I f  the  a c t l v l t y  meets a l l  the condlt lons and 
appropriate n o t i f i c a t i o n  requirements o f  the permlt. Thus, the NWA 
conslderatlons fo r  pro jects  of t h i s  type have an axlstlng, d l r e c t  l l n k  
w l th  Sectlon 404. 

Projects properly c lass l  f led as CEs and hav lng f 11 1 ac t l v  l t l e s  
consistent w l t h  the use of natlonw lde permlts are not subject t o  
addlt lonal  processing r e l a t i v e  to Sectlon 404. However, t he  COE may 
Invoke I t s  dlscretlonary author l t y  t o  require site-speclf l c  condlt lons 
or  processing w l th  an l n d i v l d w l  permlt. 

Highway projects having s lgn l f  lcant  Impacts and processed w l t h  an 
€IS can a lso use a nationwide or general permit, I f  the  condlt lons of 
the permlt  are met. These projects generally wl11 have minor Impacts 
associated w l th  the placement of flll material. It I s  the s ign l f l can t  
Impacts on resources unrelated t o  the f 11 1 tha t  w 11 1 warrant the 
preparation o f  an EIS. 

I n  a l l  cases, the decislon t o  use a natlonwlde or general permlt must 
be supported by an examination tha t  ensures the pro ject  I s  properly 
c lass l  f l ed  and a1 1 the condlt lons associated w i th  the  permlt  are 
sa t ls f  led. Th I s  should be rout inely accompl lshed during ear ly  p ro jec t  
development w l t h  In-house examlnatlons~ Interagency coordlnatlon, t he  
advanced Ident l f  l ca t lon  process fwnd I n  Par t  230.80 o f  the Sectlon 
404(b)(l) Guldel lnes, and publ lc Involvement as necessary. By the  t ime 
the pro ject  I s  e i ther  categorical ly excluded or f ina l i zed  w i th  a FONSI 
or  Record of Decision and sufficient design I s  available, general 
permit  appl l c a b l l  l ty and any required condltlons should be c lear  t o  
the  pro jec t  sponsors, other Interested agencies and the public. If 
changes are made t o  a pro ject  proposal any t ime af ter  these approval 
actions, an appl icant must reassess the appl lcabi l  l t y  of the 
natlonw lde or  general perm it. 

Indlvldual Pemlts - Federal-ald highway pro jects  tha t  requl re  
lndlvldua1 Sectlon 404 perm I t s  have impacts assoclated w l t h  the 
discharge o f  dredged or f Ill mater ial  t ha t  may play a substantlal r o l e  
I n  the assessment and select lon o f  l0cat10n alternatives, design 
features, and construction techniques. I n  these s l t u a t l o n s ~  the  
v l a b l l l t y  of an a l te rna t ive  may depend on whether the SHA believes there 
I s  a good posslb l l  l t y  t ha t  a permlt can be obtained. The SHA would draw 
the conc1uslon only a f t e r  considering the a l te rna t ive  I n  l i g h t  of 
Input by the COE and resource agencies. 

When Sectlon 404 Issues play a substantial r o l e  I n  the consideration 
of pro ject  alternatives, the SHA may benef It from any act ion tha t  
leads t o  an ear ly  Ind icat ion by the COE of whether a perml t  I s  l i k e l y  
t o  be lssued. One posslb l1 l ty  would be for the COE t o  prov lde the SHA 
w l th  a ranking of a l ternat ives based on the anticipated leve l  of 
Impacts. If a permlt I s  not l i k e l y  to be Issued f o r  a proposed 
alternative, the SHA and FHWA could el lmlnate the allgnment from further 
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 consideration^ modify t he  p ro jec t  plans t o  a l l e v i a t e  the  concern, o r  
propose a l te rna te  m i t i g a t  Ion features. Conversely, i f  a  perm it i s  
l i k e l y  t o  be issued, t h e  SHA and the  FHWA can proceed t o  develop 
m i t i g a t i o n  measures as appropriate and pract icab le  I n  cooperation w i t h  
t he  resource agencies. 

The FHWA and a SHA could determine t he  l i ke l i hood  o f  obta in ing a 
perm it through the  ear l y  and continued coordinat ion necessary f o r  
preparing an environmental document under NEPA However, t h e  ear l y  
coordinat ion must focus on Section 404 issues, as we l l  as the other  
elements o f  a  normal NEPA review. Furthermore, a1 1 p a r t i c i p a t i n g  
agencies must be w i l l i n g  t o  provide input  a t  these ear l y  stages o f  
p ro jec t  development i f  the  l i k e 1  lhood o f  perml t  i s  t o  be determined by 
the conclusion o f  the  NEPA ac t i v i t y .  The SHA should maximize 
oppor tun i t ies  f o r  ear l y  coordinat ion speclfica11y t a i l o r e d  t o  produce 
the in format ion necessary f o r  a  permi t  appl ication. Thls informat ion 
could then be used to prepare and submit the  permi t  app l i ca t ion  dur ing 
the NEPA process. 

Concurrent processing o f  NEPA and Section 404 Issues i s  possible under 
ex i s t i ng  regulat ions and i s  supported by agency ea r l y  coordinat ion 
pol  lcies. Furthermore, elements o f  the  disposal s i t e  spec1 f i c a t i o n  
guide1 lnes [Section 404(b)( l ) I  can f a c i l  i t a t e  determi nations o f  v i ab le  
a l te rna t i ves  by both t he  SHA and COE. For example, ear l y  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  acceptable and unacceptable disposal s i t e s  under 
40 CFR 230.80 may he1 p determine wh l ch  a1 te rna t i ves  are "perm I t t a b l e u  
and which are not. An appl icant  a lso may gain fu r ther  i ns i gh t  i n t o  
t h e  permi t t ing  possl b l l  i t i e s  of p ro jec t  a l te rna t i ves  through 
predevelopment consul ta t ion w i t h  Federal and State resource agencies. 
Such contact i s  p a r t  of ear ly  coordinat ion and resu l t s  i n  an 
i nd i ca t i on  of the  resource agency pos i t i on  on each proposed 
a1 ternat lve.  

The Incent ive t o  t he  appl icant  i s  t h a t  t h i s  approach r e s u l t s  I n  a 
degree o f  certa inty,  I.&, an Ind ica t ion  from the COE regarding 
t h e i r  a b i l i t y  to permi t  a  ce r ta i n  action. As noted, t h i s  
determination can reduce the r i s k  which might otherwise be associated 
w 4th wa i t ing  u n t i l  the  l a t e  stages o f  development t o  apply f o r  t h e  
perm it, p a r t i c u l a r l y  for controversl  a1 projects. The approach a lso 
benef I t s  t he  COE i n  t h a t  it al lows the  COE t o  e f f e c t i v e l y  con t r ibu te  
t o  the ea r l y  development of highw ay pro jects  which have p o t e n t i a l l y  
major aquatic impacts, The COE can be assured t h a t  any po ten t ia l  
environmental issues are surfaced and addressed as p a r t  o f  both the 
highway a1 t e rna t l ve  decisions and t he  permi t  rev few. 

Design Informat ion Requirements - There i s  a  general perception t h a t  
the permi t  process cannot be i n i t i a t e d  dur ing the NEPA process because 
no t  enough design d e t a i l  i s  ava i lab le  during t he  environmental phase 
t o  sa t i s fy  the pe rm i t t i ng  agency. Thls perception f a l l s  t o  recognize 
t h a t  much of t he  r w l e w  and analysis by the  COE dur ing t h e  perml t  
process does not requ i re  deta i led design Information. Nor does it 
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recognize the degree t o  wh lch design may need t o  be advanced during 
the NEPA process i n  order to respond t o  environmental issues. The 
FHWA's regulations (23 CFR 771.113) require States t o  complete 
whatever engineering studies are necessary during the environmental 
phase t o  establish the project's environmental impacts and develop 
concepts f o r  mit igation. 

Advancing design i n  the NEPA process requl res tha t  br idge, hydraul ic, 
and roadway design engineers must be involved ear ly  i n  the development 
of pro ject  concepts and continue t o  be involved as the concepts are 
ref ined. Pro ject  sponsors should advance design If deta i l s  are needed 
t o  respond to environmental and related engineering concerns raised as 
pa r t  of the NEPA process or  t o  address Section 404 Issues i n  order t o  
determine the ear ly l i ke1  lhood of being granted a permit* 

Advanced design i s  most appropriate on projects w 4th few bu i l d  
a l ternat ives and subject t o  constraints of ex is t ing  facilities. Often 
these are pro jects  processed w i th  an EA/FONSI or as a categorical 
exclusion. A good example i s  the widening o f  an ex is t ing  highway 
embankment. The widening design, fill amounts and construction l i m i t s  
are largely  defined by the size, location, and other features of the 
ex is t ing  highway, P r w  lding detai led information a t  an ear ly  stage 
should be easier w i th  these types of projects than w i th  pro jects  on new 
a1 ignment. Other slte-speclf i c  constraints r e s u l t  f ran safety and 
design standards w hich designers must observe. 

Early planning for projects on new locat ion emphasizes rout ing of 
proposed a1 ignments constrained by broad concepts such as purpose and 
need, envl ronmental features and engineering feas ib i l  i ty.  The SHAs 
usually complete detai led design af ter  these rout ing decisions because 
spec i f i c  de ta i l  I s  usually not necessary t o  address pro ject  location. 
Detai led engineering may subsequently cause reassessment and even 
a1 te ra t ion  of loca t  ion decisions, but major a1 ignment changes most 
o f ten  resu l t  from issues other than f a c i l  i t y  design. Addit ional ly, 
design f o r  projects on new ?ocatlon i s  often readjusted several times 
as the pro jec t  moves toward construction. Therefore, on these types of 
pro jects  it may not be possible t o  generate def i n i t e  design information 
ear ly  i n  the pro jec t  development process. 

The perception t h a t  su f f  i c i e n t  highw ay design de ta i l  i s  not avai lab le  
during the NEPA process also f a l l s  t o  recognize the l a t i t ude  which the 
COE d i s t r i c t  engineers have i n  determining the amount of  de ta i l  
necessary to i n i t i a t e  the consideration of permit Issues. The SHA 
could i n i t i a t e  coordination w i t h  the COE D i s t r i c t  and the resource 
agencies w i th  a l e t t e r  containing prel iminary informatlon about the 
project. Pre l  iminary Information on pro ject  'location, habi ta ts  
affected, f 11 1 quantities, and f a c i l i t y  design should be su f f i c i en t  t o  
focus at tent ion on major Section 404 Issues. 

The COE d i s t r i c t s  receiving ear ly informatlon of t h i s  type must 
recognize the purpose o f  the prel imlna ry contact. The in tent ion a t  
t h i s  stage i s  not t o  have a1 1 the detai led informatlon necessary t o  
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grant a permlt. Instead, pre l  lmlnary lnformatlon prov lded w l t h  the  
l e t t e r  I s  Intended t o  d i rec t  COE and resource agency a t ten t lon  t o  
Sectlon 404 lssues when such Input I s  valuable t o  the evaluation o f  
the selected alternative. Formal permit appl l ca t l on  occurs when more 
detai led lnformatlon becomes available, possibly as pa r t  o f  the pro jec t  
f l n a l  environmental document. By the t lme the SHA prepares the f l n a l  
env ironmental document, there l i k e l y  should be suf f l c l e n t  lnformatlon 
aval lable t o  make a permlt declslon. Hopefully, since Section 404 
lssues are addressed during the pro jec t  plannlng process, the  selected 
a l ternat lve should not ra ise  new or  Insurmountable permlt  lssues. As 
the  pro ject  design I s  reflned, the  SHA should continue coordlnatlon 
w l th  the resource agencies, pa r t l cu la r l y  on those elements related t o  
p ro jec t  Impacts and mlt lgatlon. 

Advanced I d e n t l f  l c a t l o n  o f  Dtscharge Areas - An ear ly  perm It 
appl lcat lon a lso would require Information on resources tha t  may be 
po ten t l a l l y  Impacted. Informatlon on su l tab le dlscharge s l t es  and 
sensi t lve environmental features must be ava i l  able fo r  both .the 
applicant and the perml t t lng authority. For cer ta ln  projects, a  way 
t o  generate such lnformatlon i s  through an advanced l d e n t l f l c a t l o n  
process. Section 230.80 of the 404(b)(l) guldel ines a1 lows the 
EPA and the COE t o  I den t i f y  both su l tab le discharge s l t es  and areas 
tha t  should remaln free o f  dredged or f Ill material. Determlnatlons 
under the provlslons of Section 230.80 should begin ear ly  I n  p ro jec t  
plannlng so t h a t  the lnformatlon w i l l  be aval lab le when the hlghway 
agency consl ders a1 Ignment a1 ternatlves. Choosl ng a preferred 
a l te rna t lve  should be easier I f  areas su i tab le f o r  Sectlon 404 
perml t t lng  are known during the  selection process. Another benef It of  
advanced lden t l f l ca t l on  I s  t ha t  It can be applled t o  more than one 
pro jec t  I n  a given geographical area. 

The advanced l d e n t l f l c a t l o n  process, however, can be both very t lme 
consum lng and costly. Highway sponsors, therefore, should consl der I t s  
use only on major projects t h a t  po ten t ia l l y  may a f f e c t  large areas 
subject t o  Sectlon 404 j u r l s d l c t l o n  or on pro jects  expected to generate 
substantial controversy. Such areas may Involve Important lnd lv idual  
wet1 ands or  complexes of hlgh overa l l  values, sensl t l v e  f loodplaln 
areas, and other valuable aquatic resources. The process may be 
pa r t l cu la r l y  useful when hlghway pro jects  are l n l t l a l l y  analyzed on a 
broad scale, corr idor  basls. Advanced l d e n t l f  l ca t l on  may a id  corr ldor  
select ion or choices among alternatives w i th in  a corridor. 

The advanced l d e n t l f  l ca t lon  process may be i n i t i a t e d  by the €PA, the 
COE, or  any other party. I f  the  FHWA or  a SHA wtshes t o  i n l t l a t e  
advanced l d e n t l f  l ca t lon  a t  a  proposed pro ject  location, t h e l r  request 
should be directed to the  appropriate EPA Regional Administrator and the 
COE D i s t r i c t  Engineer. The EPA Reglonal 404 Coordinators and COE 
D l s t r l c t  s t a f f  w i l l  cooperate w l th  representatives of the  requestlng 
agency and others, such as State and Federal resource agencles, t o  
determine If advanced l d e n t l f l c a t l o n  I s  appropriate I n  M e  area o f  the  
proposed pro ject .  
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I f  appropriate areas are I d e n t i f i e d ~  the EPA Regional Of f ice or  the 
COE D i s t r i c t  Office w i l l  begin the advanced Iden t i f i ca t i on  process by 
sending l e t t e r s  t o  the appropriate FHWA and State off ices. This w i l l  
normally occur during the NEPA scoping process or  as soon thereafter as 
possible. 

The regulat ion requires an appropriate publ ic not ice o f  the  proposed 
advanced I d e n t i f  l ca t lon  o f  areas as possible future discharge s i t es  and 
those tha t  are generally unsuitable f o r  s i t e  s ~ c i f i c a t i o n .  The t im ing  
o f  t h i s  not ice i s  f lexible. The most opportune t ime could be i n  
combination w i th  the Notice o f  I n ten t  or other scoping n o t i f i c a t i o n  as 
discussed I n  Chapter 5. 

Although It i s  not requi red, the publ ic  could be involved through a 
meeting t o  receive publ ic  and agency comments about an advanced 
Iden t i f i ca t i on  study. A meeting would l i k e l y  cover area boundariesr 
proposed analyses, o f fe rs  t o  gather or supply cer ta in  types o f  
Informatlon or part ic ipat ion, anticipated discharge a c t i v i t i e s  and 
t h e i r  specif i c  locations, and 1 andowner concerns. The pub1 i c  meeting 
could be held i n  conjunction w l th  any other publ ic  meetings conducted 
by t h e  SHA. 

The EPA and the COE, as the Section 404 permi t t ing agency, w i l l  
evaluate the 1 lkel ihood tha t  the use of the area i n  question for the 
discharge of dredged or f Ill mater ial  compl les  w l th  the Section 404(b)(l) 
Guidelines. If cer ta in  best management practices are required t o  make 
it possible t o  i den t i f y  an area as a possible fu tu re  discharge site, 
they should be specif led i n  the advanced i d e n t i f  icatlon. 

The COE D i s t r i c t  Engineer w i l l  maintain a publ ic record of the  
i den t i f i ed  areas and a wr i t t en  statement of the basis f o r  
Ident i  f icatfon. When the advanced ident l  f l ca t l on  i s  completer a l e t t e r  
specifying the areas and s ta t i ng  whether they are possible as fu ture 
discharge s i t es  or  not w i l l . b e  sent t o  the highway agency by the 
Sect ion 404 perm i t t i n g  agency. Areas considered as posslble future 
specif ied sites, may also have condit ions l i m l t l n g  discharge of dredged 
or  f i l l  material. 

The Information I n  the wr i t t en  statement of the basis fo r  advanced 
iden t i f i ca t i on  can be wade avai lable fo r  inclusion i n  the EIS, and 1s 
expected t o  furnish the bulk of the mater ial  necessary to evaluate any 
subsequent Section 404 indiv idual permit  appl icat ions and p n e r a l  
perm it determinations. 

The l e t t e r  formalizing advanced iden t l f l ca t i on  sent from the COE 
t o  the SHA should be timed t o  a r r i ve  no l a t e r  than d i s t r i bu t i on  of the 
d ra f t  EIS for publ ic  comment. I f  tha t  t imetable I s  metr Section 404 
permit appl icat ion and evaluation could proceed expedit iously w i th  
conf idence tha t  a1 1 concerned fndivlduals and agencies have had an 
opportunity t o  contribute8 and tha t  representatives o f  EPA and the 
COE have been involved throughout the process. 
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I n teg ra t i ng  NEPA and Appl icat ions for Ind lv idua l  Permi ts  - Applying 
for  an ind iv idua l  Section 404 permi t  dur ing the N V A  process should be 
ra ther  s t r a i g h t  forward. The normal requi rements f o r  submi t t ing a 
perm It appl i ca t i on  are f o l  lowed. The compl lcated aspects, however, 
involve the  t im ing  o f  the  appllcatlon. The SHA can submit t he  permi t  
appl l c a t i o n  only a f t e r  s u f f  i c l e n t  I nformatlon i s  ava i lab le  concerning 
t h e  proposed p ro jec t  and t he  affected environment, Therefore, t he  
appl icat ion can occur as ear l y  as the Informat ion i s  available. The 
other important  aspect o f  permi t  t im ing  involves t he  durat ion of the  
authorized work. I f  app l i ca t ion  i s  made dur ing the NVA process, 
s t a r t i n g  and completion dates should be spec i f ica l1y t a i l o red  t o  f i t  
the  SHA's estlmated construct ion schedule. 

The f o l l ow ing  o u t l i n e  describes a method t o  i n i t i a t e  Section 404 
appl icat ions dur ing the  NEPA process. The method I s  presented as an 
example procedure r e s u l t i n g  i n  app l i ca t ion  a t  o r  f o l l ow ing  the  p o i n t  
I n  the  NEPA process where e i t he r  an €A I s  made ava i lab le  f o r  review or  
an d r a f t  E I S  i s  c i r cu la ted  f o r  comment. 

Dur ing scoping, the SHA speci f  i c a l l y  requests comments from 
t h e  COE and the resource agencles concerning Section 404 
perml t  p o s s i b i l i t i e s ~  appl icable resource Information, and 
t h e  need f o r  add i t iona l  environmental studies. Inpu ts  from 
the resource agencies regarding f i s h  and w i l d l i f e  resource 
values are most benef i c l a l  t o  t he  SHA p r  l o r  t o  t he  se lec t ion  
o f  the prefer red al ternat ive.  Important and sens i t i ve  
hab i ta ts  are h igh l ighted and can be targeted f o r  mit igat ion.  
The SHA requests advanced i d e n t i f  i ca t i on  determl nations, i f  
appropriate, Also, t h e  COE and other appropr iate agencles are 
requested t o  be cooperating agencles a t  t h i s  time. 

The SM provides Section 404 in format ion generated by 
envlronmental studies dur ing scoping t o  the  COE and the 
resource agencies when the  €A i s  ava i lab le  f o r  rw  lew or when 
the  d r a f t  EIS i s  c i  rcu la ted for  comment. The SHA may a lso 
f i n d  it advantageous t o  supply the  in format ion a t  an e a r l l e r  
time, such as w i t h  a predraf t  document. I f  it i s  c lear  t h a t  
there  are few b u i l d  a l te rna t i ves  ava i lab le  for  considerat ion 
a t  t h i s  po in t  and s u f f l c f e n t  in format lon e x i s t s  for a permi t  
app l icat ionr  t h e  SHA may apply t o  the  COE. Suf f i c ien t  
design d e t a i l  would include p ro jec t   location^ estimated f ill 
quantit ies, and cross sect ion skekhes. The informat ion a l so  
should include wetland types t o  be affected, acreage, possible 
 mitigation^ and comments received from the  scoping request 
dur ing Step 1. 

The EA no t i ce  of a v a i l a b i l  l t y  o r  d r a f t  €IS notes t h a t  
Sectlon 404 I nformatlon was subm W e d  concurrently t o  the  
COE, thereby a l e r t i n g  t h e  concerned agencies t o  d l  r e c t  
comments t o  both Section 404 and NEPA Issues. If a perrnlt  
app l fca t lon  was made, separate mention o f  t h i s  in format ion I s  
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not  necessary. The SHA should provide copies o f  EAs t o  t he  
resource agencies who w l l l  be commenting on the permi t  
appl lcat lon.  

4. Notices f o r  hearings on the  environmental document and 
Section 404 permi t  no t i ce  can be combined i f  a permi t  
app l i ca t ion  i s  submitted when the  d r a f t  EIS i s  c l  rculated or 
EA made avallable. I f  the appl icat ion w i l l  come later ,  
combined hearings are not  appropriate. However, t he  SHA and 
FHWA should request t h a t  the COE attend and observe the 
highway pub l i c  hearing. (See Chapter 6) 

5. During the per iod when the  S M  and FHWA are considering the 
comments received on the  d r a f t  NEPA document, the  COE w i 11 
process the permi t  app l icat ion i f  submitted as indicated i n  
paragraph 2 above. 

6. If the app l i ca t ion  w i l l  occur later ,  t he  COE w i l l  consider 
scoping comments from the resource agencies, any advanced 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  su i tab le  disposal sites, r e s u l t s  of other 
environmental studies, and per t inen t  design in format ion t o  
prepare comments on each a1 ternatlve. A p r i o r i t y  ranking 
from most l i k e l y  t o  the l eas t  l i k e l y  t o  be permit ted could be 
provided. Possible permi t  condi t ions a l so  may be Included as 
appropr late.  

7. The S M  and FHWA w l l l  consider t he  COE and resource 
agencies comments when se lect ing the a l t e rna t i ve  t o  be 
presented i n  the  f i n a l  enviF0nmental document as the  intended 
action. The f i n a l  document should contain responses t o  
Section 404 permi t  comments and discussion o f  commitments 
a f fec t ing a perm it appl icat ion. Commitments should include 
m i t i g a t i o n  features (such as po ten t ia l  m i t i g a t i o n  s i t es )  which 
a re  appropriate and pract icab le  as we l l  as an ind ica t ion  by 
t h e  COE and the  resource agencies t h a t  t he  analysis o f  p ro jec t  
a l te rna t i ves  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  sa t i s fy  Section 404 app l i ca t ion  
requi rements. 

8. If not done ea r l  ler, the  SM submits t he  permi t  appl i c a t i o n  
when the  f i n a l  environmental document i s  prepared or as soon 
as su f f i c i en t  design i s  ava i lab le  t o  sa t i s fy  t he  in format ion 
requirements o f  the WE. Revisions t o  the permi t  app l i ca t ion  
o r  possible reappl l c a t i o n  t o  the  COE may a lso be needed if 
subsequent design changes are made. Such changes may requi re  
readvertisement o f  a pub l i c  not ice for t he  permit appl icat ion.  

9. After the environmental process i s  complete, the COE can 
adopt the  FHWA document and Issue the Section 404 permit. 
The length o f  t ime a f t e r  approval of the f i n a l  document and 
before the  permi t  w i l l  vary. On p ro jec ts  processed w i t h  an 
EA/FONSI the perm it may be issued concurrently w i t h  the  
signed FONSI. On EIS p ro jec ts  30 days must elapse before the  
Record of Decision can be slgned and a permi t  issued. 
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Possible I n m r a W  Steps of 
The Federal -aid Highway Develop~ent and 

Saction 404 P e m i t  P-s 

IDENTIFY PROJECT CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES 

- 
I 

IDENTIFY SOCIAL, ECONCMIC, AND I 
ENV IRONW ENTK CONSTRAINTS 1 

I 
I 
I I 

1. 3ur isdictlonbl I 
determination I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

DEVELOP PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES I I 
I I 
I I 
1 I 

I 
ANALYZE THE IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 2. Pre-application 

ON SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND ENVIRONMENTAL consul tation 
RESOURCES I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

INCORPORATE ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS I N  I 
M E  ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT; MAKE - I 
TtE DOCUMENT AVAILABLE FOR COMMENT I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I 

INCORPORATE COMMENTS INTO THE SELECTION I 
OF A PREFERRED KTERNATIVE; 3. Application acceptance 

4. Public Notice 
5. 30-day commnt period 
6. Agency coordination 
7. S a t i s f y  env i ronaental 

requl remnts 
I 
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7. ISSUE THE RECORD OF DECISION OR I 
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT 8, Evaluate comments 
IMPACTS (FONSI) AND CONTINUE 9. Complete Section 404 ( b ) ( l )  
WITH DEVELOPMENT compl lance determination 

10. Issue o r  deny permit  
I 

8. COMPLETE DESIGN AND DETERMINE 
REQUIRED RIGHTS-OF-WAY 

9. MXYIIRE NECESSARY I 
RIGHTS-OF-WAY I 

I f  p ro jec t  changes occur, 
re-examlne re levant  permit  
Issues. Permit condi t ions 

10. RECEIVE F INK  NITHORfZATI~ may be revised o r  
TO PROCEED TO CONSTRUCTION re-appl icat ion necessary. 

I 

11. CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECT 
AND IWLMENTATION OF 
APPROPRIATE MITIGATION 
MEASURES 
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Memorandum 

~ ~ 

, U(FORMA1IOY: Revised Guidance on 
Coopsrat i ng Agenci es 

~ t ~ m  Di  rector,  Off i c e  o f  Environment 
and Planning 

0.m MAR 1 9 

To: Regional Federal Highway Administrators 
Federal Lands Highway Program Administrator 

On December 23, 1987, t h i s  of f ice sent out uidance on how t o  i den t i f y  and I work w i th  cooperating agencies. Subsequent y, we conducted a ser ies of 
reviews o f  how the cooperating agency Concept was being implemented around the 
country. Based on the resu l t s  of the reviews and our growing experience w i t h  
the cooperating agency concept, we developed a dra f t  rev is ion  o f  the guidance. 
This was d i s t r i bu ted  t o  relevant Federal agencies and t o  the f i e l d  i n  1990 for 
review and comnent. The d r a f t  revised guidance has been mod1 f i e d  and 
su f f i c ien t  copies are attached t o  provide one each for the Regional Office, 
each D iv is ion  Office and each State highway agency. We suggest you f i l e  t h i s  
paper i n  the jnvironmental Guidebook replacing the o r i g ina l  guidance. It w i l l  
be incorporated i n  the next a n n ~ a l  update* 

The Environmental Pol i c y  Statement, the resul  t s  of the 1990 Regional 
Administrators' Workshop on Section 404, and our new surface transportat ion 
b i l l  stress comnunication and cooperation t o  help assure tha t  t ransportat ion 
programs protect  and enhance the environment . This guidance r e f l e c t s  the 
overa l l  comnitment of the FHWA t o  involve and u t i l  f z e  the expert ise of other 
agencies. Among other things, the revised guidance expands and c l a r i f i e s  the 
respons ib i l i t i es  of the lead agency and the cooperating agencies, p a r t i c u l a r l y  
those involved i n  the Section 404 permitting process. This includes the 
reso lu t ion  of essent ial  issues p r i o r  t o  approval of the f i na l  environmental 
document, such as concurrence tha t  there i s  no pract icable a1 ternat ive tha t  
avoids wetlands. I n  addit ion, the paper includes sample l e t t e r s  which can be 
u t i  1 ized t o  request cooperating agencies and promote the desired in teract ion.  

As a1 ways we we1 come your feedback on experience involv ing cooperating 
agencies and your suggestions On how t o  use the cooperating agency concept t o  
the greatest benef i t  o f  the highway program. 

Kevin E. Heanue 

A t  tachmen t s 
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The need for early coordination and cooperation with Federal, State, and local 
agencies in the development of Federal -aid highways has been evident for many 
years. In 1963, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) established a unit 
in its Headquarters Office to improve interagency coordination an6publ ic 
involvement for highway projects. The FHWA regulations and directives have 
continually emphasized the importance of interagency coordination and 
cooperation. 

The 1978 Counci 1 on Environmental Qua1 i ty (CEQ) resul at i ons intrcducad t h o  
concepts "lead agency" and "cooperating agency. " Effecti ve interagency 
coordination and cooperation are needed to properly Imp1 ement these concepts. 
A lead agency supervises the preparation of an environmental impact statement 
(EIS) if more than one Federal agency is called upon to take an action on the 
same project. Federal, State, or local agencies may act as joint lead 
agencies to prepare the EIS. The lead agency should request all Federal 
agencies which have an action to take on the project (for example, permit 
approval) to be a cooperating agency. Agencies with special expertise may 
a1 so be requested to be a cooperating agency. 

The CEQ regulations atso encourage (1) the reduction of paperwork and delay, 
(2) the el imination of dupl ication wi th Federal, State and local procedures 
and environmental documents, and (3) the integration of National Environmental 
Pol icy Act (NEPA) requirements and other Federal environmental review and 
consul tat ion requirements. The lead agency and cooperating agency concepts 
contribute to the achievement of these objectives. Lead and cooperating 
agencies can use one environmental document to meet each agency's NEPA 
responsibilities at the same time satisfying Federal, State, and local 
environmental requirements . 
The cooperating agency Concept is most -readily appl icable to the preparation 
of EISs, which normally requires the intensive use of time, money, and 
personnel resources. Normally, the preparation of environmental assessments 
(EAs) shoul d not requi re a comparable commitment of resources. Consequent 1 y , 
there is usually not as much to be gained in the use of cooperating agencies 
on EAs sol el y for NEPA compl 1 ance. However, on projects where r permitting 
agency is willing to accept an EA as a vehicle for issuing a permit, the 
cooperating agency concept should be employed, 

Being a cooperating agency is more than just being identified as such in r 
project's environmental document. It is r comnitment to r process in which 
agencies have assigned roles and a mutual understanding of the process, roles, 
and issues. It does not necessarily mean that the cooperating agency w i  11 
make a substantial comnitment of resources or will even prepare portions of 
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the envl ronment a1 document. Leab_an&rmperating agencies should work out 
specific responsibilities on each project. Inherent in our goal of 
cooperation is the necessity to resolve Issues as early as possible in the 
project development process. The FHWA and the State highway agency (SHA) 
should Identify and address the concerns of the public and 811 agencies with 
jurisdiction. 

The FHWA developed its procedures to make the NEPA process an integral part of 
its longstanding highway planning, location, and design activities and State 
transportat ion igency operat ions. , The FHWA process is a comprehensive 
'umbrella' focusing on integratfng numerous' requlraunts of 23 U.S.C. (e.g., 
Section 109(h), 128, 138, ttc.); the requlrewnts of NEPA; executive orders; 
and over 32 other Federal laws, regulations, (8.9.. Unifom Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Pollcie~ Act, Title VI of 1964 Civil 
Rights Act, Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, Farmland Protection Policy 
Act, Endangered Species Act, etc.). These requirements are integrated to 
allow FHWA, State transportatlon agencies, and other Federal and State review 
agencies' procedures to run concurrently rather than sequentially. The FHWA's 
Environmental Pol icy Statement, pub1 i shed April 20, 1990, emphasizes 'the need 
for effective comunication and working with others in a cooperative 
approach. ' When confl icting interests are brought together under a creatively 
open process, the synergistic efforts will often produce post tlve rtsul ts. 

fDEKTIFYING COOPERATING AGENCIES 

In accordance with 23 CFR 771, any agency with jurisdiction by law must be 
requested to be a cooperating agency. Agencies txerci sing their 
jurisdictional authority can prevent a highway project from advancing if they 
do not agree that the environmental impacts and jurisdictional 
responsibilities have been adequately iddressed. Actively participatfng as a 
cooperating agency, an agency can identify those environmental impacts and 
responsibilities it considers lnost critical and work with FHWA to ensure that 
the NEPA document adequately addresses them. 

Furthermore, active partlcl pat ion by a cooperating agency Increases the 
1 i kel ihood that the agency would adopt FHWA's document to satisfy fts concerns 
and jurisdictional responsi bll i ties. Examples of the most frequently 
encountered agencies with jurisdiction are the U S .  Coast Guard (USCG), the 
Corps of Engineers (Corps), the U.S. Forest Service and the Department of the 
Interior. Table 1 lists these and other examples of Federal agencies having 
jurisdiction. On many occasions the development of a project could benefit 
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from having an agency w i th  special expert ise i n  a pa r t i cu la r  environmental 
area become a cooperating agency. A request would usual ly  come from the lead 
agencies when i t  would be advantageous f o r  the agency w i th  special expert ise 
t o  assume a r o l e  greater than simply contr ibut ing t o  the scoping process. 
Table 2 l i s t s  several examples o f  s i tuat ions where an agency may become a 
cooperating agency based on special expertise. I n  deciding whethw o r  not t o  
I n v i t e  an agency w i t h  special expert ise t o  be a cooperating agency, FHWA and 
the SHA should carefu l ly  assess the extent o f  coordination required f o r  a 
successful arrangement. If, due t o  other program commitments, It appears tha t  
the agency w i l l  not  be able t o  par t i c ipa te  i n  c r i t i c a l  a c t i v i t i e s ,  then a 
cooperating agency request may be inappropriate. 

KING W I T H  COOPERATII@ AGENCIES 

The cooperating agency concept i s  a team concept. By br ing ing a cooperating 
agency onto the pro Sect development team, the FHWA i s  o f f e r i n g  the cooperating 
agency an In-depth understanding of the pro jec t  and I s  requesting the 
cooperating agency t o  do i t s  pa r t  by assuring tha t  i t s  respons ib i l i t i es  
associated w i th  the pro jec t  are f u l f i l l e d .  It i s  important t h a t  the lead 
agency i d e n t i f y  and begin working w i th  the cooperating agency a t  the ear l  i e s t  
possible stage of p ro jec t  development. I t  i s  a t  the i n i t i a l  planning stages, 
long before scoping i s  completed, when the input  o f  the cooperating agency can 
help the most i n  expedit ing the pro ject .  

The extent o f  pa r t i c i pa t i on  and respons ib i l i t y  o f  a cooperating agency on any 
pa r t i cu la r  p ro jec t  depends on how the FHWA, SHA, and cooperating agency wish 
t o  approach it. Where an agency w i l l  f requent ly serve as a cooperating agency 
on highway projects,  the FHWA, SHA, and cooperating agency might establ i sh 
ground ru les  by means of a general (programmatic) agreement. This approach i s  
described i n  the document, P ~ b l v i n a  the Section 404 Permit Process t o  Federal- 
b i d  Hiahwav Pro-iects. I n  dealing w i th  an agency t h a t  i s  seldom a cooperating 
agency, the FHWA and SHA might come t o  an agreement w i th  the cooperating 
agency a t  the beginning of each pro ject .  A basic element t o  such an agreement 
i s  a mutual understanding of lead agency and cooperating agency 
responsib i l  i t i e s .  These respons ib i l i t i es  should be established before the 
scoping phase of the pro ject .  Items on the fo l lowing l i s t  are not s tatutory 
requirements but obl igat ions, and may provide a good s t a r t i n g  point .  
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ad Aaencv f?es~onsibllltle~ 

Determine project purpose and need. 

Identify potent i a1 cooperating agencies. 

Invite agencies to become cooperating agencies. (Appendix A 
contains m example letter of Invitation that outlines the proposed 
level of involvement expected of the cooperating agency and explains 
whether the request is being made because of the agency's special 
expertise or Its legal jurisdiction.) 

Invite cooperating agencies to scoping and coordination meetings as 
early as possible in the project development process. 

Consult with each cooperating agency with jurisdiction by law on the 
type of environmental document and any special technical studies 
needed for its action. 

Determine whether it would be desirable to ask the cooperating 
agencies to perform any major environmental analysis or write a 
port ion of the envi ronmental document. 

Organize joint field reviews. 

Share project information, including the results of technical and 
environmental studies. 

Consider conducting joint pub1 ic involvement activities. 

Identify envi ronmentd ly preferable a1 ternat ive (in Record of 
Decision) . 
Determine project mitigation utilizing input from cooperating 
agencies. 

Give each cooperating agency the opportunity to review the pre-draft 
and pre-final environmental document and to express its views on the 
adequacy of the documents, alternat ives considered, anticipated 
impacts, and project compl lance with other appl icable pol icies and 
statutes. 



Permlt cooperating agencies to use the environmental document to 
express their views on subjects within thelr jurisdiction or 
expert I se. 

Select preferred a1 ternat 1 ve. 

@ Include In the final environmental document the Infomation needed 
by the cooperating agency to fulfill Its responsibilitlrs to 
discharge NEPA and other requlrcments on Its approvals, perm1 ts, 
1 icenses and/or clearances for the proposed action. Draft documents 
should demonstrate that the scope and content of both the 
rlternatives and impacts malyses art acceptable to the cooperating 
agency. 

eratina Aaencv ~ o n s l b i l i t l e ~  

Respond to the invitation to be a cooperating agency. (The response 
letter should indi cata agreement/di sagreement with the lead agency's 
concept of the cooperating agency's i nvol vement , and shout d descrl be 
any constraints on the cooperating agency's participatlon. ) 

Assist in identifying Interest groups. 

Attend scoping and coordination meetings and joint fleld reviews. 

Provlde meaningful and early Input on Issues of concern. 

Participate in joint pub1 ic involvement actlvl ties, 

Rev1 ew pre-draft and pre-f lna1 envl ronmental documents, making sure 
that the lead agency is informed of any changes needed to reflect 
the views and concerns of the cooperating agency. 

If needed, perform analyses or wrlte a portlon of the environmental 
document, If requested by the lead agency (This would occur only 
rarely). 

Adopt the final environmental document if, after an independent 
review, the cooperating agency concludes that the documen? satisfies 
NEPA and other requirements for its approval s, permits, 1 lcensas 
and/or clearances on the proposed action (appropriate only for those 
agencies wlth jurlsdlction by law). 



hdditional Aaencv Res~onsibilities with the CLEAN WATER ACT Section 404 Oomit 

In addition to the normal cooperating agency responsibi1itles 1 isted above, 
these agencies would be expected to: 

Provide rsslstance to the lead agency durlng developannbof the 
project purpose and need. 

e Provldeinformat iononal ternat lves.  Thts~nc1udes the'no 
prrctfcable a1 ternativem flnding. 

e Assist the lead agency In determining appropriate m d  practicable 
mi tlgation, Including 'all practicable measures to minimize harm. ' 
These measures should reflect avoldance, minim1 zatlon, .and 
compensation. 

e Cooperate in the application of principles for integration of NEPA 
and Section 404 Pemits contained in Chapter 11 of p ~ ~ l v i n a  thg 

ctian 404 Permit Process to Federal-aid Hiahwrv Pro3ecta. 

The lead agency should make every effort to Identify and attempt to resolve 
cooperating agency concerns during early coordination and scoping activi tles. 
Deferring such concerns to later stages of project development will only delay 
or possibly jeopardize the project. A1 though some concerns may not be 
completely resolvable despite concerted efforts to reach agreement, there are 
certain aspects of the project that require concurrence before moving ahead. 
For example, on projects requiring a permit under Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act it Is essential to obtain resource and permittlng agency concurrence 
that there is no practicable alternative to locatlng the alignment In waters 
of the United States. Furthermore, the Final EIS must adequately support this 
determination. A cooperating agency does have a right to expect that the 
highway project's NEPA document will G e t  its needs, and m obligation to tell 
the lead agency if, at any point in the process, Its needs are not being met. 
Thus It must be reiterated, that It Is In the best Interests of all concerned 
for issues to be resolved as early as possible during project planning. 
Nevertheless whi 1 e r cooperating agency has a greater role and r greater 
interest in the project than other 'comentlng" agencies, control of the 
project always rests ultimately with the lead agency. 

Appendix B contains an example letter that Is suggested for use in Initiating 
the final coordination wlth the Envlronmntal Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
Corps. Slmilar letters should be prepared for the flnal coordination wlth 
other cooperating agencies. 
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With the t rave l  and personnel constraints t h a t  confront a l l  Federal agencies, 
working e f fec t i ve l y  w i th  cooperating agencies i s  more challenging now than 
ever. Arranging face-to-face meetings and f i e l d  reviews i s  o f ten  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
accompl ish. To overcome such obstacles t o  coordination, the  FWA and the SHA 
w i  11 have t o  reso r t  t o  innovatlve methods. Mu1 t i  -pro ject  coordinat ion 
aeetlngs are one way t o  make the t rave l  budget s t re tch  fu r ther .  Other these 
include conference ca l l s ,  and the use o f  v isual  aids, such as maps, approaches 
include conference ca l l s ,  and the use o f  v isual  aids such as naps, graphics, 
and videotapes o r  s l ides  o f  p ro jec t  features, which can be malled t o  the 
cooperating agency t o  g ive It a be t te r  v isual  understanding o f  the pro ject .  
Nevertheless, a ,cer ta in  amount o f  personal contact i s  c r i t i c a l  t o  bu i l d ing  the 
mutual understanding and t r u s t  t ha t  i s  v i t a l  t o  successful lead agency and 
cooperating agency In teract ion.  Wany o f  these techniques are expl ained i n  

~ l v i n a  the Section 404 Permit t o  Federal -a id  Hiahwav Projects. . A1 so, 
Appendix C of t h i s  paper contains an, example l e t t e r  t h a t  I s  suggested when 
another agency declines t o  be a cooperating agency o r  does not respond. 

This guidance provides a b r i e f  overview o f  what i s  involved i n  working w i t h  
cooperatlng agencies. Addit ional  considerations are addressed I n  the 
questions and answers which fol low. For more information on the subject, the 
reader i s  referred t o  the references 1 i s t e d  a f t e r  the question-and answer 
section. 
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Table 1. Examples o f  Federal Agencies w i t h  J u r i s d i c t i o n  By Law 

federal  Aaency 

U.S. A m y  Corps o f  Engineers 

U.S. Coast Guard 

Environmental P r o t e c t i o n  
Agency (EPA) 

Na t iona l  Park Serv ice  

U.S. F i s h  and W i l d l i f e  
Serv i  ce 

Rural  E l e c t r i f i c a t i o n  
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  (REA) - 
Federal Lands L 

Na t iona l  Park Serv ice  

U.S. F i s h  and W i l d l i f e  Serv ice  

Bureau o f  Land Management 

Fores t  Serv ice  

Department o f  Defense 

General Se rv i ce  Admini s t r a t i o n  

Bureau o f  I n d i a n  A f f a i r s  

J u r i s d i c t i o n  

Sect ion  10, Sect ion  404 Permits  

Br idge P e m i  t s 

Sec t ion  104 Permits, Sole 
Source Aqu i fe rs ,  Hazardous 
Waste S i t e s  

Areas funded under Land and 
Water Conservat ion Fund Ac t  

Areas funded under va r ious  f i s h  
and w i l d 1  i f e  r e l a t e d  g r a n t  
programs 

Re loca t ion  o f  u t i l i t i e s  
const ruc ted o r  a s s i s t e d  w i t h  
REA loans 

Land T rans fe r  From; 

Na t iona l  Park System 

Na t iona l  Wild1 i f e  Refuge System 

Pub1 i c Lands 

Na t iona l  Fores ts  

H i 1  i t a r y  I n s t a 1 l a t i o n s  

Federal B u i l d i n g s  

I n d i  an Reservat ions 
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Table 2. Examples o f  Federal Agencles Havlng Speclal Expertlse 

U S .  Fish and Ylldllfe Servlce Flsh and Ylldllfe Habitat 
or Wetlands, Stream 

National UarJne Fisheries Relocations, Estuaries, 
Servlce Endangered Spec1 as 

Mvlsory Council on Hlstorlc Historic Sltes and Districts, 
Preser*~ation Archeolog~cal Sites and 

Distrlcts 

Environmental Protection Agency Water Supply Reservoirs, 
Drinking Water, Air Qual-i ty, 
Wet1 ands 

Federal Emergency Management Regul atory Fl oodways 
Agency 
National Park Service Park, Recreation and Cultural 

Resources 

NOTE: For a complete llst of Federal agencies with jurisdiction by law or 
special expertise, see Appendix I1 to the CEQ regulations (49 CFR 
49750). 



Questions and ~nswers Regarding Cooperatlng Agencles 

1. Questlon: Should a formal request be made asklng m agency to become a 
cooperrtlng agency If Interagency coordinatlon Is worklng wll? 

Answer.: Yes. Cooperatlng agency status has speclal manlng attached to 
It. The cooperrtlng agency Is an actlve partlclpmt In the 
WEPA process and has certain nsponslblllties to prrtlclprte In 
the development of environmental docunrcntation. 

The Federal cooperrtlng agency may adopt an EIS prepared by the 
lead agency after an Independent revlew without having to 
reclrculrte It (40 CFR 1506.3). This option Is not available 
to Federal agencles which are not cooperating agencies. 

2. Questlon: Does an agency have to be a Federal agency to be a cooperating 
agency? 

Answer: No. While the CEQ regul at Ions developed the cooperating agency 
concept primar'ily with Federal agencies in mind, the benefits 
of designating State or local agencies as cooperating agencits 
are similar. Entitles such as Indlan tribes may also become 
cooperating agencies. 

3.  Questlon: Do the CEQ and the FHWA rtqulrements on cooperating agencies 
apply only when a project is belng processed with an EIS or do 
they also apply to projects processed as categorfcal exclusions 
(CEs) or with Findlngs of No Significant Impact (FONSIs)? 

Answer: In declding whether to request another agency to be a 
cooperating agency on projects processed by FHWA with an EA or 
a CE, the focus should be on the type of documcntatlon needed 
by the other agency to satisfy Its NEPA responslbilltles. If r 
Federal agency with jurisdiction by law Indicates In writing it 
can satisfy Its NEPA review responsibilltles with a CE or a 
FONSI , then a cooperating agency request need not be made. On 
the other hand, If there 1s any possibility that the agency may 
require that an EIS be prepared, FHWA should request It to be a 
cooperat I ng agency. 



Interagency agreements bearing on the question o f  cooperat i ng 
agencies should be adhered to. For example, the j o i n t  
Memorandum o f  Understanding by the FHWA and USCG states that  
the USCG w i l l  be a cooperating agency on pro jec ts  requ i r ing  a 
br idge p e m i  t t h a t  are processed w i  t h  e i t h e r  an LA o r  an EIS.  
The llemorandum o f  Agreement between the Department sf 
Transportation (DOT) and the Department of the Army I s  less 
speci f ic ,  Ind ica t ing  only tha t  I n  the vast ma jor i t y  of cases 
DOT w i l l  be the lead agency and Amy w i l l  be the cooperating 
igency . 

4. Questton: What should we do when another Federal agency declines t o  be a 
cooperating agency? 

Answer: If t h a t  agency I s  requested t o  be a cooperating agency based on 
special expertise, i t  may decl ine without recourse. On the 
other hand, Federal agencies w i th  Ju r i sd i c t i on  by law do not 
have the option of decl in ing, according t o  the CEQ regulat ions 
and guidance. Nevertheless, a Federal agency may fee l  
uncomfortable w i th  being r cooperating agency on a highway 
pro jec t  being processed w i th  an E I S  where the agency's act ion 
(permit o r  land t ransfer)  const i tu tes a small p a r t  o f  the 
overa l l  pro ject .  Some agencies fee l  t ha t  being r cooperating 
agency i n  such a s i t ua t i on  means t h a t  they must assume 
respons ib i l i t y  for the e n t i r e  p ro jec t  and E I S .  I n  such cases, 
FHWA should attempt t o  persuade the agency tha t  the CEQ 
regul atlons al low an agency t o  be responsible f o r  only i t s  
por t ion  of the project.  If t h i s  approach f a i l s ,  FHWA i s  
w i l l i n g  t o  accept the agency's dec l in ing  t o  be r cooperating 
agency provided the agency i s  w i l l i n g  t o  respond, i n  w r i t i ng ,  
t h a t  under i t s  own NEPA regulat ions 1 separate E I S  wi1 
required i n  conjunction w i th  i t s  action. I f  a Federal 
which has j u r i s d i c t i o n  by law refuses t o  be r cooperrt 
agency, t h i s  matter should be. brought t o  the a t ten t i on  
Regional and Headquarters O f f  ices. 

1 not be 
agency 

in9 
o f  FHYA 
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5. Quest ion:  Yhat a r e  the p r o j e c t  o b l l g a t l o n s  f o r  relrnburslng a coopera t ic3  
agency f o r  resources expended In  ca r ry lng  out  i ts  
responsl  bi  1 i t  ies a s  a cooperat  lng agency? 

Answer: The CEQ regulations a r e  q u l t e  s p e c l f l c  on thls point .  Sect ion  
UOl.6(b) (5) c l e a r l y  s t a t e s  t h a t  r coopera t lng  agency should 
normally use Ilts own funds and resources.  The p r lnc lpa l  
exception t o  t h l s  r u l e  would be where m agency is  a 
cooperat  I ng agency because o f  spec181 e x p e r t  I s t ,  I t s  work 
rsslgnment on t h e  p r o j e c t  I s  substantial, and I t  would not  be 
a b l e  t o  c a r r y  out  t h e  work wlthout  reimbursement. 

6. Question: How should FHWA handle the long turnaround tlmes from 
coopera t lng  agencies In  t h e  revlew of p r e l  lmlnary documents? 

Answer: A t  t h e  beginnlng of the p r o j e c t ,  FHUA and t h e  coopera t lng  
rgenc les  should agree  t o  specl  f l c  t lme per iods  f o r  coordfnat ion  
a c t l v l t l e s  such a s  t h e  revlew of  p re l  lmlnary documents. The 
FHWA should make every reasonable  e f f o r t  t o  ass1  s t  agencies  In 
meet lng dead1 ines.  Nevertheless,  cooperat  lng agencies  should 
be aware t h a t  f a i l u r e  t o  reasonably adhere t o  t h e s e  schedules 
could r e s u l t  In t h e i r  comments not  belng Incorporated In t h e  
documents . 

7. Question: How should FHWA respond when another  Federal agency asks  t o  be 
a cooperat lng agency? 

Answer: I f  t h a t  agency has j u r l s d l c t l o n  by law, then FHWA should I n v i t e  
I t  t o  become a cooparr t  ing agency. I f  t h e  agency has specl  a1 
expertise, then t h e  two agencles  should d l  scuss  why t h e  agency 
wants t o  be a cooperat ing agency, and whether o r  not  a 
coopera t lng  agency des lgnat lon  I s  t h e  most appropr ia t e  
mchanlsm f o r  lnvolvlng t h e  agency i n  t h e  p r o j e c t .  
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8. Questfon: What happens phen an agency i s  not i d e n t i f i e d  as having 
Jurisdiction by law u n t i l  l a t e  i n  the pro jec t  development 
proces s t  

Mnsw~: I f  t h l s  happens p r i o r  t o  the cornpletion o f  the NEPA process, an 
attempt should be made t o  have the agency  official^ become a 
cooperating agency p r i o r  t o  the completion o f  the  f i n a l  
e n v i r o m n t a l  document. I f  t h l s  occurs a f t e r  completion o f  the 
f i n a l  environmental document, the FHUA should work w i t h  the 

o the r  agency t o  ass is t  i t  In  sat is fy ing NEPA requirements 
per ta in ing  t o  i t s  action. 

9. Question: Can r cooperating agency adopt a lead agency's environmental 
document, then several years l a t e r  requi re t h a t  a new document 
be prepared because new issues have arisen? 

A n s w :  Yes, j u s t  as FHUA requires t h a t  new issues be addressed i n  a 
re-evaluat ion o r  i n  a supplemental envtronmental document, a 
cooperat l ng  agency can requl r e  whatever supplemental eval uat ion 
o r  document i s  appropriate under i t s  procedures. I n  such 
cases, FHWA should work c losely  w i th  the cooperating agency t o  
avoid unnecessary dupl icat lon.  

10. Question: What i s  the SHA's responsi b i  1 I t y  w i th  regard t o  cooperating 
agencies? 

Answer: As w i th  sat is fy ing most environmental requl rements, the SHA can 
assume many of the responsi b i  1 I t i e s  i n  deal Ing w i th  cooperating 
agencies; however, FHUA must ensure tha t  a l l  Federal 
requirements are met. Pro ject -speci f lc  o r  State-speci f ic  
procedures can be developed f o r  assigning responsi b i l  i t  ies  
between the SHA and the FHWA. 

11. Question: Under what cf  rcumstances would FHUA be a cooperating agency? 

Answer: This would t y p i c a l l y  occur when FHWA i s  funding a small por t ion  
of a p ro jec t  sponsored by another Federal agency o r  when FHWA 
approves, without providing fundlng, a change i n  access t o  the 
In te rs ta te  System for a p ro jec t  sponsored by another Federal 



agency. In either case, f W A  could satisfy its NEPA 
responsibility by being a cooperating agency and adopting the 
lead agency's anvi ronwntal document. 

12. Question: How does a cooperating agency adopt a lead agency's 
enviromntal document? 

Answer: If the cooperating agency feels that the lead agency's document 
adequately addresses the project and its impacts, it may simply 
execute its. own declslon document (FONSI or Record of Decision) 
which states that the agency has completed m independent 
review and is adopting the lead agency's envi ronnrental 
document. 

13. Question: Under what circumstances would FHA be a joint lead agency 
with another Federal agency? 

Answer: This would generally occur when both agencies have a 
substantial role in a major portion of the project. For 
example, FHWA and the Urban Mass Transportation Admini strati on 
have been joint lead agencies on combined highway/mass transit 
projects. 

14. Question: Hust the Corps be requested to be a cooperating agency when a 
nat i onwi de pemi t i s invol ved? 

Answer: No. 

15. Question: Should EPA be requested to be a cooperating agency based on fts 
Sect ion 404 jurf sdict ion? 

Answer: Yes. Even though EPA does not have day-to-day jurisdiction, f t 
does have ultimate Jurisdiction through its author1 ty, under 
Section IOl(c), to veto p e m i t ~ .  Having €PA be a cooperating 
agency can be an effective way of identifying and addressing 
EPA's Section 404 concerns early I n  the process. 
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16. Questlon: Does the Advisory Council on H i s t o r i c  Preservation (ACHP) or  
the State H is to r i c  Preservation O f f l ce r  (SHPO) need t o  be 
l n v i  ted t o  be a cooperating agency I n  order t o  f a c i l  l t a t e  
compliance w i th  Section 106 o f  the National H i s t o r i c  
Preservat Ion Act? 

Answer: No, but the ACHP's Sectlon 106 revlew process should be 
Integrated i n t o  the NEPA process so tha t  the two proceed I n  
tandem. Generally speak1 ng, the SHPO should be contacted 
dur lng scoping o r  dur lng the ea r l y  stages o f  preparing an EIS,  
EA, o r  CE documentation. Depending on the complex1 t y  o f  the 
project,  and i t s  affects on h l s t o r l c  propert ies,  the 
requirements for e f fect  determinatlon and consul ta t ion set 
f o r t h  I n  36 CFR 800.5 should be car r ied  out e i t h e r  dur ing the 
l a t t e r  stages of producing a d r a f t  environmental document, w i th  
the resu l t s  presented I n  the d r a f t  document, o r  a f t e r  the 
preparatlon of the d r a f t  document, w l t h  the resu l t s  presented 
i n  the f l na l  document. For an ou t l i ne  o f  h i s t o r i c  preservation 
lnformat Ion t o  be Included I n  NEPA documents t o  ensure tha t  
they w i l l  f u l f i l l  Sectlon 106 review purposes, see 36 CFR 
800.8. 

17. Questlon: How do exchanges between FHWA, a SHA and cooperating agencies 
r e l a t e  t o  the Freedom o f  Information Act (FOIA)? 

Answer: A l l  Federal agencies are subject t o  the FOIA and most have 
t h e i r  own lmplementlng policies. The FHWA has determined tha t  
exchanges w l th  cooperatlng agencles may be exempted pursuant t o  
exemption 5, because o f  the detrlmental e f f e c t  t h a t  pub l ic  
release would have on the conduct o f  government buslness. This 
applies t o  release of pre-decisional worklng coples o f  EAs and 
EISs. I t  also applles t o  exchanges o f  Information (between 
cooperating agencles) contalnlng advice, comments, opinions and 
recommendat ions tha t  are pa r t  of the del I berat lve process. 
Consequently, when p re l  fminary d r a f t  o r  f i n a l  ElSs are provided 
t o  cooperatlng agencles, they should be apprl sed o f  FHWA's 
pos l t l on  and should be asked not t o  release such documents. 
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References 

CEO Reaulations. 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508 

Section 1501.6 Coo~eratina Aaencies: This section lays out the basic 
ground rules for designating cooperating agencies. 

Section 1503.2 Dutv to corn: This section indicates that a 
cooperating agency that Is satisfled with a draft EIS should respond with 
a 'no comnent.' 

Section 1503.3 aecificitv of comments: This section indicates the 
types of comments a cooperating agency with jurisdiction by law should 
make in reviewing a draft €IS. 

Section 1506.3 M o ~ t i o n :  This section provides for a cooperating agency 
to adopt a final €IS without recirculating it. 

CEO's 40 Ouestions and Answers. March 16. 1981 

Questions 14a, 15, and 30 address various points relating to cooperating 
agencies. Question 14a concerns itself with the rights and 
responsi bi 1 it ies of 1 ead and cooperat i ng agencies. Quest ion 15 talks 
about how EPA's responsibilities to review EISs under Section 309 of the 
Clean Air Act relate to its being a cooperating agency. Question 30 
addresses how a cooperating agency with jurisdiction by law could 
approach the adoption of an €IS where it is not satisfied with the 
adequacy of the document. 

CEO "Sco~ina Guidance.' A ~ r i l  30. 1981 

Pages 16 and 17 of this CEQ memorandum discuss the fact that lead and 
cooperating rgencles still feel uncomfortable in their respective roles. 
It goes on to give additional CEQ philosophy regarding lead and 
cooperating agency responsi bi 1 i ties. 

CEO Guidance Reaardina NEPA Reaulations. 48 FR 34263. 3ul v 28. 1983, 

This guidance rei terates lead and cooperating agency responsi bil i ties. 
It emphasizes the cooperating agency's responsibility to participate 
fully in scoping and that agencies with Jurisdiction by law must accept 
designation as a cooperating agency if requested. 
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bbendices to the CEO Reaulations. 49 FR 49750. December 21. 1984, 

Appendix I1 contains a comprehensive Ilst of agencies with jurisdiction 
by law or sptclal expertise on environmental tssuts. 

Note: The above references are rvailable from the Council on Envlronmentrl 
Quality, 722 Jackson Place N.U., Washington, D.C. 20503. 

vlna the Section 404 Permit Prp~sss to Federal-aid Hiahway ProAqgts." 
ScPtember* 

Chapter 11 of this interagency pub1 icatl on provides guidance for the 
Integrating of NEPA and Section 404 Permits. It also provides guidance 
on the level of design detail that is needed to accompl ish such 
integration. 



APPENDIX A 
EXAMPLE COOPERATING AGENCY 

REQUEST LEnER 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHUA) in cooperation with the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation Is initiating an environmntal Impact s t r t w n t  
(EIS)' for State' Route 33 in Northampton County, Pennsylvmla. Since the ' 

project [will almost certainly require a Section 404 pemlt and because o f  
your agency's legal jurlsdlction over such pemits] [my Meet f l sh  and 
wlldl ife habitat and because of your agency's special erpertise] ue are 
request I ng you to be a cooperat i ng agency. 

Route 33 is... [describe prodect location and need, alternatives under 
consideration, potential environmental Impacts, etc.] . 
Your agency's Involvement should entail those areas under Its [juri sdlctton] 
[expertise] and no direct writing or analysis will be necasury f o t  the 
document's preparation.' The following are activities we will take to 
maximize interagency cooperation: 

1) Invite you to coordination meetings; 

2) Consult with you on any relevant technical studim wt rjll be 
required for the project; 

3) Organize joint field reviews with you; 

4) Provide you with project information, including study results; 

5) Encourage your agency to use the above documents t~ express your views 
on subjects withln your jurisdiction or expertise; arid 

6) Include Infomatlon In the project environmental documents that 
cooperating agencies need to dl scharge the1 r National Envi roruwntal 

'Substitute environmental assessment (EA) for EIS u?m thr! proposed NCPA 
document is an €A. 

'If the agency has not already recelved FHA's cooperating agency 
guldance, r copy should be enclosed. 



Pol icy Act (NEPA) responsi bil i ties and any other requirements 
regarding ' juri sdictlonal approvals, permits, 1 icenses, and/or 
clearances . 

You have the right to expect that the EIS will enable you to discharge your 
jurisdictional responsibil ities. Likewise you have the obl igatiorc to tell us 
If, at any point In the process, your needs are not belng w t .  Ye expect that 
at the end of the process the EIS will satisfy your NEPA requlremsnts 
Including those related to project a1 ternatives, 'environmental consequences 
and mitigation. Further, we intend to utilize the EIS and our subsequent 
record of decision as our decision making documents and as 'the basis for the 
p e m i  t rppl ication. Ye expect the pemi t rppl ication to proceed concurrently 
with the EIS approval process.' 

Ye look forward to your response to this request and your role as a 
cooperating agency on this project. If you have any questions or would 1 i ke 
to discuss in more detail the project or our agencies' respective roles and 
responsi bil i ties during the preparation of this EIS, please contact 

Sincerely yours, 

Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Admini strat ion 

'Delete this paragraph for agencies havf ng special expertise. 
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Appendix B 
Example Wrap-Up Letter to 

Agencl es Have Sectton 404 P e m l  t Jurl sdl ctl on 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The final environmental Impact statement (EIS) for the proposed 
highway project has been 

completed and submitted to the Federal Highway Adminlstratlon (FWA). A 
copy of that document Is enclosed for your use. 

Your will note that the EIS has examined several alternative corridors. To 
the best of our ability, the State DOT and the FHUA have developed this 
project In compl lance with the Section 404(b) (1) guldel ines. In this regard 
several alignment shifts have been examined In m effort to'avoid or minimize 
harm to sensitive water resources. The final EIS contains the wetland finding 
required by Executlve Order 11990. Approval of the document by FHWA will 
(1) document our approval of the project alternative selected by the State 
Department of Transportatfon, (2) const 1 tute our finding that the selected 
alternative has no practicadle alternative, and (3) conclude that the 
mitigation concepts described in the EIS will provide all practicable measures 
to minimize harm to wetlands. Before we take action on the EIS, we would 
appreciate your views on our proposed wetland finding since it is similar to a 
finding necessary pursuant to Issuing a Section 404 Permit. 

YOU will note that the EIS contains a statement that the document contains 
sufficient lnformation and comnitments to demonstrate compliance with the 
404(b) (1) guide1 ines. We would apprecfatt your views on whether we have met 
the requirements of the 404 (b)(l) ~uldelines. It Is our Intent to submit our 
404 perm1 t appl icatlon to you concurrent with our transmf ttal of the approved 
flnal EIS. 

~e would appreci ate your review of the document, concurrence In our 
conclusions, and determlnatlon whether the EIS will satlsfy your needs 
pursuant to the Natlonal Environmental Policy Act. Knowing the State is 
prepared to make a substant la1 c o m i  tment of resources in the development of 

'Uhen the NEPA document 1 s an environmental assessment (EA) that I s  to be 
concluded as a finding of no significant Impact (FONSI), subsUtute EA/FONSI 
for [IS fn thfs letter. 



detailed information needed for the permit process, we are requesting that you 
complete your revlew, and respond to us wlthin thirty days. 

The FHWA has determined that this prelimlnary document is an intergovernmental 
exchange that may' be wl thheld under exemption 5 of the Freedom of Infomat ion 
k t .  Premature release of this material to any segment of the puM ic could 
give s o m  sectors m unfair advantage and would be detrimental to orderly 
deci si o m k i n g ,  Intergoverrunental coordl nat i on and the success o f  the 
cooperating agency concept. For these reasons, m respectfully request that 
the public not be given access to this document. 

Further, to fact1 i tate your review, ue would request m opportunity to meet 
with you and mtrnbers of your staff at a mutually agreeable tilac and place. Ye 
will contact your office shortly to discuss arrangements for 'such a meeting. 

Sincerely yours, 

Division Administrator 
Federal Hlghway Admini strat ion 
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APPENDIX C 
Example Letter to an Agency with 

Jurisdiction by Law which Declines, 
or Fails to Respond to, a Cooperating 

Agency Request 

Dear Sir or Uadm: 

Our letter of requested that your agency be r cooperating 
agency on project because of the probable need to obtain r 
section 404 permit which Is under your legal jurisdiction. The letter 
described the project and our agencies' respective roles m d  responsi bil it ies 
In developing the project's environmental Inpact statement (EIS) .' 

This request was declined [or not responded to] by your agency. Because of 
your jurisdictional responsibil ity we would 1 I ke you to reconsider your 
posi tion and be a cooperating agency, since we believe that your agency's 
involvement is critical to the expeditious approval and hplementation of this 
project. Furthermore, it is very important to have interagency agreement on 
the alternatives analysis as early as possibte, in order to expedite both the 
project and the permi tt i ng process'. 

If you still wish not to be a cooperating agency on this project, we request 
that you inform us in writing that a Separate EIS will not be required under 
your agency0 s National Environmental Pol icy Act (NEPA) regulations in 
conjunction with your agency's permit action. 

Si ncerel y yours, 

Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Adminl stratlon 

'Substitute environmental assessment (EA) for €IS when the proposed NEPA 
document is an EA. 
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IMPROVING TEE FINANCING OF INERASTRUCTURE 

Task Force Six of the ACIR project to develop recommendations for a federal 
infrastructure investment strategy examined the literature and agency documents 
related to the financing of infrastructure investments. This effort sought to help make 
financing more effective, efficient, and equitable by identifying and evaluating 
alternative financing sources, and by planning how financial needs will be met by al l  
the responsible parties. The result of this effort is the set of principles and guidelines 
presented in the first selection of this chapter. 

The documents which follow are organized into two topics. The Financial 
Analysis section contains selections that analyze financing needs and the common 
means of meeting them. 

The Alternative Sources of Funds section provides examples of the types of 
financial options available, including some innovative approaches to financing. 
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Statement of Principles and Guidelines, Federal Inpastructure Task Force M 

IMPROVING THE FINANCING OF INFUSTRUCTURE 

L OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this statement of principles and 
guidelines is to improve the effectiveness, efficiency, 
and equity of the financing for federal infrastructure 
programs. The approach taken is to establish financial 
planning and the selection of appropriate sources and 
amounts of funds and financing mechanisms as an 
integral part of infrastructure planning and 
decisionmaking, spanning the entire process from 
goal-setting to implementation. Financial planning 
should not be brought in just at the end of the process, 
as an afterthought or simply as an element of the 
implementation process, accepting all the goals, 
programs, and projects that may have been developed 
without consideration of their financial consequences. 

1. Rising Requirements for Funds. Very 
often, grand visions of infrastnrcture are framed, social 
policies are adopted, programs are developed, general 
requirements are mandated, and it is assumed that the 
necessary financing will come from somewhere. That 
assumption frequently no longer rings true. The costs 
of infrastructure programs (designed to accommodate 
growth, improve effectiveness and competitiveness, 
and provide adequate maintenance of existing facilities 
and equipment) and unfunded federal mandates (to 
protcct the environment, accommodate the 
handicapped, and alleviate overcrowding in 
correctional facilities and other public institutions, for 
example) have accumulated faster than revenues have 
grown, sending infrastructure agencies, and the 
governments to which they belong, in search of 
additional funds. 

2. Heavy State and Local Government 
Responsibility for Funding. State and local 
governments traditionally have been responsible for 
planning, designing, building, owning, operating, 

maintaining, and financing most public works. As 
federal aid has declined in recent years and unfunded 
federal mandates have inmad, the financial 
responsibilities of state and local gavernmnts have 
increased even more. The traditional funding sauces 
and mechanisms-including the general fund 
(containing revenues from such sources as property, 
sales, and income taxes), long-term borrowing (such as 
general obligation bonds and m n u c  bonds), dedicated 
taxes (such as the gasoline tax), and interganrnmental 
grants-affcn are insufficient. 

3. The Search for Alternative Soureer of 
Funds. During the 1980s, and even in the early 1990s, 
there has been increasing interest in using 
nontraditional mechanisms for raising funds to pay for 
infrastructure. For example: 

The U.S. Department of Transportation 
joined that search in a mqjor way in the 
1980s through its Rice Center shdia. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
has prepand a major new innntory of 
alternative financing techniques, Altemutive 
Financing Mechanism for Environmental 
Programs (1992). 

Cost sharing and dedicated i nhmgm~ 
trust funds became a regular part of the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers' financial planning 
in 1986. 

State and local governments arc negotiating 
more frequently with developers to fund all 
or portions of essential infrastructure. 

Alternative pricing policies for western water 
are being examined. 

The access of state and local govmmm to 
the debt capital markets has been affected 
significantly as the federal tax-exempt status 
of their bonds was relaxed in 1981, then 
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tightened significantly in 1986. Congress 
now is considering whether to permit greater 
use of the taxexempt bond market for 
infrastructure under the persistent prodding 
of the Rebuild America Coalition, the 
Anthony Commission on Public Works 
Finances, and others. 

EPA has underwritten state revolving loan 
funds for wastewater treatment plants in 
every state. 

The mixing of federal gas tax dollars with 
private toll road funds-illegal for many 
years-was authorized in 1991. 

In 1993, a special federal study commission 
recommended a series of innovative federal 
actions to attract pension fund investments 
into inftastructure. 

One of the strongest forces driving this search for 
additional infrastructure funds is rapid growth of 
unfunded federal mandates. These mandates are 
imposed by federal laws, court decisions, and 
administrative regulations, with little or no thought 
given to their costs. Many of these mandates are for 
environmental protection. Others are for the purpose of 
benctiting Americans with disabilities, reducing the 
crowding of prisoners, and ensuring fair wages and 
working conditions for infrastructure workers. The 
cumulative costs of these mandates arc high and 
growing, but they have not been systematically 
estimated or provided for with planned funding. They 
have begun to displace other important state and local 
priorities without weighing the relative merits of 
competing priorities. Legally speaking, all mandates 
are of the highest priority but, scientifically speaking, 
EPA's Science Advisory Board has observed that not 
all mandates are of equal urgency or necessity. 

4. Inetncient Uses of Funds. Some features of 
infrslstructure programs, built in by the political 
process, have resulted in inefficient uses of scarce 
funds. For example, tunding that is available only for 
capital imprwements, in times when adequate 
maintenance funding is not available, has resulted in 
too much construction and reconstruction, and too 
frequent replacement of capital equipment, incurring 
greater costs than would have been incurred if routine 
maintenance had been performed. 

Economies also can be introduced by making the 
ways in which funds are raised in the capital markets 
more ac ien t .  Pooling of securities, use of credit 
enhancements, and the restructuring of debt-payment 
cash flows to meet the needs of existing investors and 
to attract new ones can all contribute to more cost- 
effective ways of raising capital. Applications of 

securitization, for example, can rtstructure pooh d 
loans into securities that find global markcts consisting 
of both institutional and individual heston. F a k d l y  
sponsored securitization is being applied hmshgly 
to several different types of debt insbwncnts, including 
municipal bonds, and could be applied to leverage 
limited federal grant moneys to capitalize state 
revolving loan funds and bond banks mom &cpatdy. 

The method of revenue collection also can lead to 
an inefficient use of funds. For example, the currmt 
system of fuel taxes and highway tolls Eavors vehicles 
with high weight-to-axle ratios, hmadng road wcar 
and maintenance costs. In the case d toll mais, 
frequent stops to pay small fees may result in t d B c  
delays that represent a private cost and add to air 
pollution. On the other hand, new technologic8 can 
change the equation. New collection devices are being 
introduced that can calibrate use, permit congestion 
pricing, and make tolls a very efficient way of exacting 
user charges. 

5. Inequities of Funding. ResponsMities for 
funding infrastructure frequently fall unequally and 
inequitably on individuals and governments. For 
example, when general taxes pay for infrastructure 
services that are not used to the same extent by 
everyone, it is generally agreed that some users pay too 
much, while others pay too little. An example is 
unmetered public water. If payment for a service that is 
essential to the general public's health and safety is 
beyond the means of certain parties, then the case can 
be made for subsidized or even free service for some 
selected people. Again, public health and safety may 
dictate that individuals who cannot pay for water may 
receive basic service at reduced rates or even free until 
they (or others on their behalQ can pay. 

At the governmental level, cxamplcr d inequity 
arise frecluently in the distribution d 
intergovernmental aid and in the imposition of 
intergovernmental mandates. Although it is gentrally 
agreed that aid should be distniuted in relation to 
needs and ability to pay, many current h d i q  
formulas do not follow these two principlts vay 
closely, and mandates seldom consider these principles 
at all. Numerous examples of unequal impacts of 
environmental costs have been presented to EPA 

ILL PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES 
FOR FUNDING INFRASTRUCTURE 

In order to imprwe the funding of infrestrucnM 
programs, three principles should be followed. 

A financial planning process should be 
established and applied consistently to all 
federal programs affecting hhtmtm 



either directly, through federal aid, or by A multiyear time frame is particularly important 
regulation. for infrastructure planning. In part, this is 

A standard set of criteria for evaluating the 
effectiveness , equity, and efficiency of 
infrastructure funding sources and 
mechanisms should be established and 
applied consistently throughout the federal 
government as part of the financial planning 
process. 

Mechanisms for funding infrastructure 
should be chosen after a thorough evaluation 
of alternatives is performed using the 
standard criteria. 

These three basic principles are elaborated on 
below and supported with preliminary guidelines. 

The Financial Planning Process 

The ability to put together a practical package of 
diverse funding mechanisms may be the key to finding 
the resources needed to support established federal 
infrastructure objectives. For each federal 
infrastructure program being proposed, mandated, 
budgeted, or reevaluated, a financial 
feasibility/affordability analysis should be prepared. 
The purposes of this analysis should be to gauge the 
financial feasibility and relative effectiveness of 
alternative infrastructure proposals from the viewpoint 
of all the parties responsible for funding the 
improvement and its subsequent operation amount of 
available funds can and should help shape how much 
can be required and how the requirements can be met. 
Risk estimates based on worst-case scenarios may have 
to be tempered by assessments of costs and resulting 
improvements in performance. 

The requirement for financial feasibility analysis 
should apply equally to judicial, legislative, and 
executive decisions affecting the demand for 
infrastructure. If funds cannot be raised without 
jeopardizing the fiscal health of the responsible parties, 
programs and mandates should be redesigned or 
stretched out to make them feasible. 

The May 1992 report of EPA's Environmental 
Financial Advisory Board (EFAB), entitled Narrowing 
the Gap: Environmental Finance for the 1990s. 
provides a blueprint for the kind of financial feasibility 
that all fedtral infrastructure agencies should consider. 
Clear estimates of the financing needs are the first step, 
to be followed by an evaluation of potential funding 
sources and mechanisms, and the differing caycities 
to pay possessed by the governments and agencies 
responsible for implementing infrastructure proposals. 
It is likely that a package of several revenue sources 
will be needed to meet identified needs. 

bringing capital projects into existence quires 
extensive engineering, long lags in acquiring variouo 
permits and completing public hearing and approval 
processes, and long construction periods. In addition, 
the large amount of investment in a typical 
infrastructure project requires payments to be spread 
over many years and provides benefits ova long 
periods of time. 

Criteria for Evaluating Alternative Funding 
Mechanisms 

Generally, sources of funds can be judged by t .  
criteria: 

Equity: The attribute of raising revenues h 
those who benefit from the expenditure in proportion to 
their benefit or the costs they impose on society, with 
due regard to shared benefits and consistent with 
prevailing notions of ability to pay. 

Etficiency: The attribute of raising the ndal  
funds at a minimum administrative and transacton 
cost and avoiding unintended distortions in the 
programs and financial markets. 

Effectiveness: Tbt attribute of raising funds in a 
sufficient mount and timely fashion when n#ded to 
meet the costs. In other words, a source of funds may 
in theory be equitable and efficient, but unless it yields 
sufficient funds in a dependable fashion when thy art 
needed and has the elasticity needed to respond to 
changing demands, it is not cffimivc. Legal 
restrictions, political acceptability, intejurisdictiod 
economic competition, and, in the case of bonowing, 
financial market acceptability, a l l  may limit the 
effectiveness of various sources of funds. 

Guideliner for Applying the Bendit Prindpk. 
In general, those who benefit from 
services should be asked to pay for them. User fttq 
dedicated taxes, trust funds, and special districts art 
commonly used to apply this principle. 'This works well 
when most of the benefits are identifiable, mC(LWVBb4 
and direct, and when the beneficiaries can be billed 
conveniently at the point of use or when they live. 

However, when many of these socially bcndicial 
services are widely dispersed, hdincg or difficult to 
measure, general taxes may be the only dicient mwrnn 
of funding. In addition, when some paqle needing 
services do not have the ability to pay, or have only 
limited ability to pay, general taxes also may be the 
most equitable means of funding. 

A special case of responsibility to pay for 
infrastructure occurs when identitiable parties cause 
pollution or impose other externalized infrastrucnue 
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costs on society. In this cast, the pollutcr or imposer of funds breaks down .into a decision to ham 
the cost should pay the costa they impose on society to improvements either from rmnuca currently collected 
the extent that those costs can be clearly identified and by gwemmcnts or others on tbcit behalf or by 
m d  promisingtouscfutunr~~~u~~topaydebtsQYiaor 

Selecting Funding Mechanisms lease payments. 
- - 

Selection among alternative sources of funding 
should be guided by the criteria of effeaiveness, equity, 
and efficiency. The application of thesc criteria is 
seldom clear-cut, nor arc the outcomes of analysis 
unambiguous; pcople and governments can disagree 
over the level and distribution of benefits of programs 
and projects and how their costs should be apportioned 
and rmnues collected. Nonetheless, there is an 
ovemding need to analyze financing implications and 
options at the very outset of the infrastructure 
investment analysis process (see Task Force I 
Statement), not as an afterthought. Ody in this way 
can the benefits and costs be compared, and the 
concepts of equity, effectiveness, and efficiency of 
funding options be recognized. 

Another tier of concern has to do with the 
selection of the source of funds and traditional versus 
nontraditional financing techniques. Governments 
have many alternatives in the selection of specific 
revenue sources and in the choicu of facility 
operations and revenue collections. Much of the 
innovation that has occurred in the financing of 
infrastructure has been to establish new entities in the 
public sector or to enlist the private sector in the 
development, financing, construction, andfor operation 

Deciding from what sources Mhmuctm will be 
funded is vital not only in deciding on the rclativc 
merits of one resource over another but a h  in the 
practical affairs of designing a financinn plan. It is 
important at the outset to understand the dirtinctions 
between (1) own-source rmnucs that gwcmmcm 
raise themselves and over which they haw some 
degree of control and (2) inter-tal paymats 
that are funded by others and wcr which tbc recipients 
may have little or no control. IntergwcrnmtllCal 
assistanceisdecidedonbytheasdsthggovcnuacnt, 
and its use may cany numerous conditions that limit 
its flexibility. 

Alternatively, govcmmcnts may elect to borrow 
or contract for the provision of idbmchm and 
related services with the private sector. In mry case, 
again, revcnues to pay for the facility and suvicu will 
need to be raised sooner or later, by one government or 
another or by privatc @a. When r a i d  either 
through W or charges, these mmucs will most 
likely represent a cost in forgone m t i a  to opend 
funds on other things. It is important, thrrdrwe, at the 
outset of inframmm policy and planning processts 
to focus on sound criteria for selecting the appropriate 
sources of funding. 

of capital facilities formerly provided by the public Traditional vr Nontraditional Funding 
sector. Mechanisms to Consider. Gwernments typically haw 

There also are several intergovernmental 
concerns involved in transfers, mandates, and tax 
policy relationships. In our federal system, 
governments that own and operate infrastnrcture may 
find themselves in receipt of financial assistance (the 
fiscal carrot) or under mandate (the stick) when it 
comes to providing services. Furthermore, federal tax 
policy and federal securities laws and regulations have 
pervasive effects on the cost and availability of 
financing techniques used by state and local 
governments. 

The Principal Choicer. There are four major 
choices when selecting among potential mechanisms 
for funding infrastructure: (1) current revenues, (2) 
borrowing (pledging future revenues), (3) 
intergwernmental assistance, and (4) privateaector 
options. 

It is important to recognize that all expenditures, 
including those on capital items, will ultimately need 
to be paid from revenues in somebody's budget, either 
today or in the future. Thus, the selection of sources of 

relied on a limited number of traditional rmnuc 
sources, such as the local property tax and various 
forms of sales taxes (general and selective) and income 
taxes (usually state). In addition, gwmunnrta haw 
commonly financed utilities (water, sewer, waste 
disposal) through user chargw based on conoumption 
andlor availability of service. Increasing prcroun on 
raising sufficient funds through traditional 
mechanisms, greater acceptance of the kmefit 
principle, and technological advances have rrll 
combined to incnase the use of nontraditional srrurceo 
of revenues. Thest include developer acaction'r, 
spacial taxing districts, and innovative user charge8, 
such as congestion ftes and di&rential waste dispsal 
f a .  As technology for recording usage and levying 
requisite charges (such as in highway uscr charges) 
imprwes, other opportunities will present thmrachrca 
to better attune charges to benefits. 

Both traditional and nontraditional mechanisms 
should be considered to fill any funding gaps. The 
advantage of traditional funding mechanisms is that 
they are in place and known+hbiotratinly, 



politically, and in terms of predictable productivity. 
However, they may be their limits of effective use, 
economically, politically, or legally. If that is the case, 
the nontraditional mechanisms may offer the only 
alternatives available for generating additional 
revenues. Experimentation with alternative funding 
mechanisms should be encouraged. 

In any cent, whether traditional or nontraditional 
mechanisms are used, there are limitations beyond 
which spending of any unit cannot go, no matter what 
sources are enlisted in the effort. The nontraditional 
sources, at least up to now, have accounted for less 
than 20 percent of infrastructure budgets. 

Pay as You Go vs. Borrowing. When making 
choices between using current revenues or deferring 
their collection until the future through borrowing or 
lease-purchase arrangements, there is the added 
dimension of timing of benefits and payments. The 
arguments between the advisability of borrowing 
versus using current revenues (pay-as-you-go) are well 
understood, but are especially pertinent in the case of 
infrastructure financing. Whereas reliance on current 
revenues saves on interest costs and conSeNes 
borrowing capacity, it frequently is not an effective 
option because it provides imuflicient f h d s  to pay the 
large costs of an infrastructure project. Perhaps more 
important is the desirability of aligning costs to the 
benefits received over time. Capital improvements 
produce their benefits over many years, and it is logical 
that those who benefit from s e ~ c e s  over time should 
pay for them as they arc used, cspecialv when the 
users may vary from year to year. 

State and local governments rely heavily on the 
capital markets to finance their infrastnrchln needs. 
While the realities of the federal budget place limits on 
the encouragement that can be provided for such 
borrowings through tax preferences and securities 
regulation, there is an overriding obligation to 
such access as economical and efficient as possib 
to focus on the public benefits of the expenditures to be 
financed, as opposed to the particular legal form of the 
borrower or its obligation. Where, for example, then 
may be incidental or derivative benefits to private 
parties as a result of financing arrangements, these 
should not unduly inhibit the use of tax- exempt 
borrowing for facilities that principally benefit the 
general public. To the extent possible, broad program 
objectives should be set and the states and localities 
should have freedom from detailed restrictions in 
accomplishing them as best they can. 

Guidelines for Determining Who Should Pay. 
When governments, as distinct from identifiable 
private parties, pay for infrastructure, the question is 
which governments should raise the revenues from 

their own sowrxs. Local benefits should be paid for 
locally; regional or metropolitan benefits should be 
paid for at that level (generally through a special 
district); statewide benefits should be paid for by the 
state; and national bendits should be paid for by the 
federal government. Often, however, a single facility 
serves more than one clientele, as when a single 
highway accommodates local, regional, and long- 
distana trips. In such cases, costs should be shared. 

When one government mandates andher 
government to provide infrastruchrre, it may have 
rtsponsiiility to pay part or all of the costs. When the 
mandating government is simply regulating services 
that would be provided in any event, the need is not so 
compelling. But when the mandate is to meet a 
national need or involves substantial spillovers, then 
the need for assistance is compelling. 

Thc key to determining who should pay, and how 
much, is a carcfid analysis of who benefits (both 
directly and indirectly), over what period of time, in 
what proportions they benefit, and how able thcy arc to 
pay in proportion to their benefits (or to the costs they 
impose on others). Governments, like private psuties, 
have differing abilities to pay that should be considered 
when costs are mandated on them, when 
intergovernmental grants are distriiuted, and when 
revolving loan funds arc set up and administered 
Reprc~cntativc revenue capacity, tax effort, and 
expenditure needs (such as prepand by the U.S. 
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations) 
should be consulttd when considering the ability af 
governments to pay a fair share of infrastnrcture costs. 
Govcmmental analysts also can be strengthened 
significantly by nferwlcc to the publications and 
evaluations of the credit rating agencies and municipal 
credit analysts who provide helpful guidance on the 
feasibility and nliability of various hamhg 
mechanisms, as well as the credit worthiness of 
governments that wish to employ them. 
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Finding the Money 

Much of the discussion about public 
works in recent years has focused on choos- 
ing appropriate finance mechanisms-e.g., 
revolving loan funds, intergovernmental 
grants, tax-exempt debt techniques, or var- 
ious forms of privatization. While these 
options may differ in terms of the attrac- 
tions they offer to public officials, they all 
draw on two basic sources of funds-gen- 
era1 tax revenues and user fees. 

Mobilizing adequate financing to meet our 
current and future public works needs re- 
quires participation by all levels of govern- 
ment. The Council endorses the following 
principles to guide this effort: 

Users and other beneficiaries should pry a 
greater shue of the cost of infrastructure 
senice. 

The fedenl government should be a reli- 
able partner in financing public works. 

States should develop comprehensive in- 
fnstructure ,finance strategies. 

.Local govenkents should give budgetary 
priority to funding the maintenance of exist- 
ing facilities. 

Emphasis on the Beneficiaries 

Today almost 75 percent of public capital 
spending on infrastructure is derived from 

users. Yet only about 50 percent of spend- 
ing on operations and maintenance comes 
from this source. Significant elements of 
transportation, water supply, wastewater 
treatment, and solid and hazardous waste 
systems serve identifiable consumers on a 
continuing basis. Use can be measured and 
priced; those who do not pay can be ex- 
cluded from services. Linking financing to 
use can produce a steady and predictable 
revenue stream, encouraging better main- 
tenance, rehabilitation, and replacement. 

"New strategies like public- 
private partnerships will help. 
So will federal initiatives. . . . 
But what I think is really needed 
first is  a national consensus. We 
need to better define the scope of 
the problem-what are the 
specific needs for all levels- 
and then identify what 
mources can be marshalled 
and by whom." 

Mayor Don Erickson. 
Cheyenne. Wyoming 

Council Hearing, 
Los Angeles. July 29. 1987 

The Council recognizes important limita- 
tions to the user fee principle. Many smaller 
communities lack the financial base neces- 
sary to finance a facility-especially when 
new capital investment is required. Fees 
for certain types of essential services. such 
as water supply, sewage treatment. and solid 
waste disposal. also can be excessively ex- 
pensive for lower income residents or hard- 
to-serve areas. 

Options to address these problems may in- 
clude guarantees or insurance for small- 
issue debt; state bond banks that combine 
small bond issues into larger. more credit- 
worthy statewide issues: selected increases 
in grants targeted to smaller facilities or 
those serving lower income areas; and re- 
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gionalization of services to achieve econo- 
mies of scale. Providing a threshold level 
of service and a safety net in these instances 
also may require general revenues to sup- 
plement user fees. 

Public works produce both direct and in- 
direct benefits. For example, a mass transit 
system benefits the transit riders as well as 
the motorists who travel in the area. In addi- 
tion. mass transit often benefits business 
and commercial interests. Thus. the cost of 
transit development or expansion should 
be borne by all three groups. 

"Twenty years ago developers 
looked almost entirely to the 
publidsector for infiastnrcture. 
Today with increasing 
population and migration of 
people and businesses to the 
cities and stcrrounding counties 
of Nashville growing so much 
faster, the public sector can 
no longer provide total 
infrastructure needs. The 
fiture must be a joint effon. " 

George Volkert. President. 
Southeast Venture Company. 

Nashville. Tenn. 
Council Hearing. Nashville. June 9. 1986 

User fees may prove inadequate for major 
new investments in infrastructure technol- 
ogy and economic development. Such proj- 
ects have few immediate or easily identifi- 
able beneficiaries. Instead, they represent 
long-term commitments to the future. and 
rightfully are a matter of common respon- 
sibility. to be financed out of general funds 
or a user fee base that includes both pres- 
ent and future beneficiaries. 

The Council endorses the general principle 
that developers should pay m quitable por- 
tion of the cost of new facilities necessary to 
wnice commercial, industrial, and residen- 
tial development. State and local officials 
should exercise due care to see that the all* 
cation of such costs is fair and reasonawe 

and does not result in undue private inflw 
ence over public development policies and 
priorities. Further. it should be recognized 
that developer fees and exactions will have 
an impact on the cost and availabilty of 
housing. 

The Council urges that federal user fee 
paid in good faith by beneficiaries to pre- 
sene and protect public works systems be 
spent for that purpose. The accumulation 
of unspent balances in the federal high. 
way. transit, aviation, and waterways trust 
funds-nearly $24 billion in the 1987 
budget-is at odds with this principle. T h e  
Council supports a determined, incrementd 
effort to reduce these balances-in line with 
responsible management and planning-so 
that the funds cm be used for necessary ir 
ftastructure improvements. 

Federal Partnership 

Between 1960 and 1975, federal grants-in- 
aid as a portion of total state and local cap- 
ital spending remained relatively stable at 
about 33 percent (Figure 5). In the late 1970s. 
federal aid rose to more than 50 percent: 
since then it has leveled off at 40 to 45 per- 
cent. These patterns reflect a decline in cap- 
ital spending by state and local govern- 
ments as well as shifts in federal grant 
policy. 

In the realm of infrastmcture finance. the 
federal government traditionally has 
focused on providing public works capital. 
Because of its limited involvement in main- 
tenance and operations. the federal govern- 
ment accounts for less than 30 percent of 
all public works spending. 

The Council urges the President and the 
Congress to recognize the importance of 
maintaining a continuing federal role in in0 
frastructure finance. ~ntergovernmental aid 
still is necessary to launch major projects 
of national interest. or to help governments 
with limited fiscal capacity. However. some 
changes in the form of federal spending 
may be necessary to accommodate shifting 
federal, state, and local roles and relative 
fiscal capacities. 
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"I think we have seen the 
end of .  . . massive 
amounts of federal dollars 
returning to local 
governments through 
f&al revenue sharing 
and any grant program. I 
think at the state and local 
levels we must. . . go to 
Washington and ask for 
programs and policies that 
are feasible in light of 
the changedfucal 
circumstances. " 
Ronald Bean. Executive Director. 

Illinois Development Finance 
Authority 

Council Hearing. 
Chicago. Sept. 30.1987 

Whatever form federal assistance takes. it 
should offer state and local governments: 

Stability over several yean to aid long- 
range planning; 

Flexibility in the use of funds through 
such mechanisms as block grants; and 

Incentives for increased efficiency and 
improved maintenance. 

In addition, the federal government should 
exercise restraint in adopting legislation 
that would limit the revenueraising capac- 
ities of state and local governments. 

Federal tax policy also has a significant 
impact on infrastructure finance. For 
example. the Tax Reform Act of 1986 dras- 
tically limits arbitrage earnings on 
borrowed funds and restricts the use of 
municipal bond proceeds for quasi-public 
projects by imposing ceilings on allowable 
issues. These and other provisions are ex- 
pected to limit the growth of tax-exempt 

bonds. and to increase state and local bor- 
rowing costs. The law also lengthens de- 
preciation schedules and repeals invest- 
ment tax credits. which will increase the 
cost of joint development of cenain public 
works with the private sector. In combina- 
tion. the provisions of the 1986 law may 
impede the financial plans of state and 
local governments. reduce their fiscal 
capacity, and limit their ability to finance 
necessary improvements. 

The Council urges the President and the 
Congress to pay close attention to the cffects 
of tax reform, and to remove unwmmted 
limitations on the power of state and local 
governments to finance public works. 

State Strategies 
Although a number of states have instituted 
innovative financing programs. the state 
share of overall spending on infrastructure 
dropped from 32 percent in 1970 to 23 per- 
cent in 1985. At $25 billion annually. state 

R p r e  5-Percent of sate urd local public works capital speoding financed with federal grants 
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taxes and fees now finance less than one- 
third of expenditures on state and local 
public works programs. 

While lochlities are under pressure to fund 
an increasing portion of total public works 

"We as local communities 
. are p m p w  tax dependent. 

We have no access. . . and 
it is true in most all New 
England states, to any 
other forms of taxation." 

Pam Plumb. City Council 
Member. Portland. Maine. 
and 1988 President of the 
National League of Cities 

Council Hearing. 
Boston. Aug. 4. 1987 

spending, often they 
must contend with state 
restrictions on taxation 
or bonding. For exam- 
ple, as of 1985,31 states 
had imposed specific 
property tax rate limits 
on local governments. 
Six states had either 
constitutional or statu- 
tory limits on the total 
amount of revenues 
that local governments 
could collect annually. 

The Council encourages 
governors and state 
legislatures to examine 
the impact of such re- 
strictions on state and 
local public works. 

Where state constitutional or statutory limi- 
tations hinder the ability of the state and 
local jurisdictions to deliver essential ser- 
vices or adversely affect their credit ratings 
and finance capacity, states should assume 
responsibility for either remedying the situa- 
tion or providing compensatory assistance. 

Future Finance Options 

The Council has called for a substantial 
increase in the capacity and effectiveness 
of the nation's public works. This goal is 
not attainable unless we first make better 
use of existing financial resources. In most 
cases, however, we cannot rely simply on 
wiser spending; we also must generate addi- 
tional sources of funding. This burden will 
fall on all levels of government and involve 
virtually every category of public works. 

The Council supports the concept that the 
unit of government responsible for service 
delivery should be the one that levies the fees 
or taxes to the extmt possible and practical. 

This will strengthen accountability for the 
cost and quality of public works service. 
Local governments already bear the lion's 
share of operating and maintenance costs 
and a growing portion of capital costs as 
well. But to carry out their responsibilities. 
they must have the proper tools, such as 
taxing and bonding authority and access 
to the tax-exempt municipal bond market. 

"One point seems to be very 
clear. The people are willing to 
dig into their own pockets to pay 
for better roads, more schools, 
clean water, expanded airports, 
improved transponation, and 
the items which help shape the 
quality of life in the Golden 
Stare. " 

Don McGrv .  President. 
Griffith Company. 

Long Beach, California 
Council Hearing, 

Los Angeles, July 29.1987 

It is not appropriate for the Council to pro. 
pose a specific legislative program of new 
fees and taxes to finance public works im' 
provements. The most equitable and effi' 
cient mechanisms will depend on the t'Pe 
of infrastructure problem being addressed 
and on local conditions. traditions. and 
institutions. These trade-offs are made 
through the political process at all levels of 
government. The menu of possible revenue 
sources listed in Table 1 provides a starting 
point for assembling such a program. 

Many of the options in Table 1 represent 
simple expansions of existing user fees of 
related excise taxes. The largest potential 
sources of funding are motor fuel taxes used 
by the federal and state governments to 
support highways and some transit spend- 
ing, and developer exactions and related 
fees imposed by many local governments. 
Local exactions are perhaps the fastest 
growing means of infrastructure finance. 
as well as the least well known. 
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I2 Delivering the Goods: Public W r k s  Technologies, Management, and Finance 

cluded as part of legislation to make EPA a Cabinet 
department to bolster his efforts. However, whether 
or not the Agency becomes a department, legislative 
direction could help the EPA administrator (or 
secretary) to improve policy coordination and com- 
munications between the sections of the Agency and 
a u r e  that environmental public works require- 
ments reflect the ways natural systems interact. 
Congress could enact legislation requiring EPA 
to protect and manage the environment as a 
complex system and to clarify the role of the 
Agency in assisting public jurisdictions in com- 
plying with environmental standards. Such a 
mandate would not guarantee improvement; as 
discussed elsewhere in this chapter, DOT has such 
a mandate for transportation, which it has not 
fulfilled. ~onetheless,such an action would provide 
additional leverage for broadening the present 
media-specific programs. Consideration could also 
be given to establishing formal mechanisms for 
regular review of cooperative programs for EPA, the 
Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of Reclamation 
to avoid duplication and maximh resources. 

OTA concludes that the fragmented congres- 
sional and executive branch responsibilities for 
public works impede setting policy goals that 
could lead to better investment decisions, more 
effective management, and better use of technolo- 
gies. Research for this study showed that better data 
collection and program management changes arc 
d e d  now, to address the needs of State and local 
governments and indqstry and ensure adequate 

' investment and wise policy and technology deci- 
sions. 

Difficult as management changes are, it would be 
unrealistic to assume that efforts made now to 
update Federal activities would continue to be 
appropriate for the indefinite future. Rather, the 
reverse is true; Federal public works programs and 
policies must be understood as dynamic and subject 
to rigorous periodic review and revision to keep 
them relevant and focused appmpriately. 

Congress 

in vain for staff members on the committees with 
authority for financing or tax matters who had 
consulted with staff on public works committees 
about the impacts on States and municipalities of 
changes to the tax requirements for municipal bonds. 
The rtsponse from every committee staffer con- 
tacted was the same, "No, we didn't look at that." 
It took more than 2 years of sustained effort on the 
part of local officials to reverse sections of 1986 tax 
legislation that severely hampered their revenue 
raising abitity.1° Financing, budget, and appropri- 
ations committees need to take into account the 
broad impacts of Federal tax and fiscal policies 
on the other governmental levels responsible for 
public works operations, areas in which authoriz- 
ing committees have expertise. 

More'thoughtful consideration of the complexi- 
ties of public works issues and better poLicymaLing 
might occur if Congress chose to review and 
consolidate widely dispersed committee responsi- 
bilities and develop better communications between 
committees of jurisdiction. If a complete overhaul of 
committee responsibilities is too daunting a task, 
special or ad hoc committees could be established to 
develop legislation on system problems-for exam- 
ple, to clarify EPA's mandate and identify impartant 
future directions for the agency. 

Congressional oversight and responsibility for 
transportation needs reevaluating, with the goal 
of diminishing modal rivalries and developing 
legislation that leads to integrating the modes 
into an effective, national transportation system. 
At a minimum, mass transit responsibility could be 
consolidated with that for highways in the Senate, 
and the committees responsible for railroads could 
develop close working relationshqs with those with 
jurisdictions over highways and ports. Annual joint 
authorizing committee meetings and more frequent 
joint staff meetings to hammer out legislation that 
reflects the actual intennodal connections of the 
transportation system are other options. 

Investment and Financing: 
Who Pays and How 

The current, atomized congressional oversight [the State's duty includes] . . . eaecting and main- 
structure for public works is both inefficient and taining cntain public works and certain public 
counterproductive. 'Ib cite a recent example, during institutions . . . because the profit c d d  never repay 
the course of research for this study, OTA searched the expense to any individual . . . though it may 
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Summary 13 

Table 4-Federal Outlays, 1960-90 (In percent) 

1960 1970 1975 1- 1985 
Natbnal defense ................... 52 42 26 23 27 25 22 
Human rems~& .................. 28 39 52 53 50 5 1 56 
Phynkal resourcesb ................. 9 8 11 11 6 7 4 
Nd Interest ........................ 8 7 7 9 14 15 9 
OtbP ............................ 3 4 4 4 3 2 9 
Tatai Fderal outlays 

........ (in #Uions of current ddlars) $92 $1 96 $332 $591 @46 $1,197 $1,4T7 

frtsuently do much more than repay it to a great 
mciety. 

Federal infrastructure programs have developed 
wer m y  years to meet the concerns of the period, 
usually for purposes of national defense and eco- 
nomic development. As industrial and societal 
patterns have changed, the Federal Government has, 
with a few exceptions, found it far easier to add 
programs and requirements than to refocus or 
eliminate the existing ones. (Presidents Carter and 
Reagan were among the exceptions; each was quite 
successful in reducing the number of Federal support 
programs.) Although the importance of modern, 
well-maintainw public works systems to National, 
State, and local economies should be a powerful 
impetus for changing outdated Federal policies, 
tremendous unmet needs accumulate well before 
Federal programs can be restructured to take account 
of them. 

While several national studies over the past 
decade have recommended substantially greater 
investment in public no sense of 
emergency has developed to spark the kinds of 
changes in social and fiscal policies and political 
attitudes that could make this happen. Over the last 
30 years, Federal budget priorities have emphasized 
payments to individuals for social and health pro- 
grams (see table 4) over investment in infrastructure. 
Ib ensure that some support for public works 
continues, dedicated trust funds fed by Federal user 
fees have been developed for transportation projects. 

Despite these funds, however, the overall trend in 
Federal policy and budget decisions has been to turn, 
slowly but steadily, to greater cost sharing by States 
and local governments. 

Investment Issues 

Federal programs have long supported economic 
development by providing capital support for con- 
struction of new facilities and heavily subsidizing 
some types of infrastructure while leaving States and 
local governments responsible for others. Neva 
robust, Federal support for environmental public 
works, has dropped steadily, while at the same time, 
numerous strict environmental requirements affect- 
ing suppliers of municipal service providers have 
been enacted. Laws mandating Federal standards 
for environmental public works that dramati- 
cally raise local government costs while simulta- 
neously phasing out most remaining Federal aid 
seem perverse. Moreover, the emphasis on capi- 
tal construction and the prohibition of assistance 
for improving operations in most Federal trans- 
portation programs is outdated. Lack of space, 
high costs, and environmental considerations 
sharply limit the opportunities to build new high- 
ways or airports in urban areas where more capacity 
is most needed. Other solutions are called for. As 
Congress considers refocusing Federal investment 
policies for public works, the following issues are 
impartant to keep in mind. 
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& wmnit les in the South a d  Hbd wch as Leis 
Cruoes, NM, grow at a rep# rate, expaneion d 

a v l r m t a l  public woda becomb8 M w r y .  

Fiscal Capabilities 

State and local governments must balance their 
budgets annually, and right now, many face serious 
budget problems, exacerbated by the economic 
slowdown in late 1990 and early 1991.13 Competi- 
tion for revenue is keen among State agencies, with 
costs for Medicaid consuming a full 30 percent of 
some State budgets-in New York and Massachu- 
setts, for example. Major population shifts and 
economic changes, such as the growth in the sunbelt 
States and the losses in s o m  "rustbelt" cities and 
farm and prairie States, mtan that some States will 
have much greater d=culty than others increasing 
their support for public works. 

State fiscal problems can have a devastating effect 
on local governments, although some jurisdictions 
are in mote vulnerable positions than others. Financ- 
ing public works improvements is difiicult for major 
urban areas, where public funds must meet other 
urgent demands, such as adequate housing, police 
protection, and schools. For some older cities where 
populations and tax bases an declining, mainte- 
nance has been deferred because of tight funding, 
causing serious decay in public works. As a conse- 
quence, public facilities provide inadequate service 

or function inefficiently, and arc very costly to 
rehabilitate (see box B). These cities need help, but 
not every State is willing or able to provide it. 

In other large urban areas, particularly in the 
South and West, rapid suburban growth and weak 
planning and land-use requirements have made 
developing an efficient transportation network seem 
impossible. In many such cities tra€tic congestion 
has slowed rush hour highway travel to 10 miles pa 
hour averages. While their infrastructure needs are 
growth-relatad, they arc likely to be as great as those 
of older cities. However, the economic base they can 
tap for funding is both broad and deep--and it 
includes private sector firms eager to participate in 
a growing market (set box C). 

Another type of problem marks the poorest States 
and those with many small, rural systems. These 
barely have the nsources to maintain existing 
systems and will find new construction to meet 
Federal environmental requirements prohibitively 
costly. (States in this category are indicated in figure 
2 shown earlier.) Because Federal transportation 
grants have targeted capital construction and be- 
cause of population and economic changes, some 
States have more of some types of public works than 
they can afford to main-uch as the miles of 
Interstate highways in large Western Statts like 
Montana Both small and large jurisdictions in rural 
States and large, older m c t i o n s  with huge public 
works backlogs and inadequate economic bases 
nted more financial and technical aid. 

As it reexamines public works investment poli- 
cies, Congress could consider giving more Fedaal 
support to those States (and cities) where economic 
resources are limited and service needs are very 
high. How high a tax burden a State already places 
on its citizens (see table 5 for a summary) is another 
factor that could be considtred. OTA concludes 
that Federal investment in selected segments of 
public works must be increased to leverage State 
and local investment in growth areas and supple- 
ment resources in economically weak areas. 
Otherwise, the gap between local jurisdictions' 
ability to provide essential public services and the 
need for the services will continue to grow, with 
potentially serious consequences for the National, 
State, and local economies. The most imprunt 
targets for highcr Ftdcral spending for infrctstructure 

%fl% of Technology I5lcermrmS op. cft, foomote 6, pp. 57-61. 
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Summary 15 

I Box &-Predicaments of an Older City 

Tbe coadition of public works m Philedelphia epitomizes the pxdcament of m q  large, older ca~tral cities. 
Capital outlays needed to replace and upgrade its public wolts mtnrst d y  to the city's fragile fiscal coaditias 

Water and Sewer Needs-Parts of the city's d r b b g  water and wastewater t m t m a ~ t  systmrs are o v a  100 1 p c a d d m d ~ e x t e n d v e m d r s p h ~ ~ 1 l ~ l l t . I h c C i c y W * c r D e p a r t m e n t h a s p r o p o s a d a $ 4 5 6 - ~  
capital improvement program for 1991-96.' Although drinking wata currently aatidk U.S. Envirauaeatrl 
~Agcnqngulatiorw,officialsarecoacernedaboutrhefeasibilitydcostsofmbetiagrnticipgtedFadaal 
rtrndsrdofor~ofdm~aadcoppea)addisinfbctionUnda~ader~1979toimpmpe 
its wastewater treatment sywem, the city has rebuilt and upgraded treatment phta and elimirrruad ocean duaqhg 
of sludge, but the system, especially the supply piping, still netds mjor rrhabilitption. 

To finance the sewer and water improvanent package, the Wpoet Departmmt must raise an additional $44 
million annually beginning this year. The deparrment initially pmpomd a 5 6 - 7 t  rate hike on top of a 20-pacent 
bin 1986, b u t ~ a Q o p e d a p l a n t o ~ $ 2 7  miIlioatbrougb inneasadrstesandto~utwrpePditlPcrb~ 
$16 million2 Tbe department's high percentage of low-income catomen makes coveriag an improvea~nt a ~ 8  
thmugh rate incmms practically impossible. In fiscal year 1990, deparrmmt collcctioas fell $20 million below 

Transportation Needs-Ihe capital cost to maintain and improve tbe r q g b d  highway and transit syaan 
.ndbuildsaneadditioaalcapacityis~at$14WlioarpradoveftheaextU)years.~PFojaaedoprsPirrg 
cum, which include rnaintmance, arc $4 billion for highway8 and $19 billioa for tramit Tbe city must bear mat 
of ~IIC cost becenee many d city highways and subway facilities an in poor d t i m ,  e~~~cabated by ysrn 
of hadequate maintenance. A 1985 a t d y  showed the city invwtiag only 35 pawat of the fun& mded annually 
for etreet and highway maintenance and rrhabilieetion and 62 m t  of those for nuus transit's c q h l  and 
mninturnnce d. Comparing curmt outlays for regional tranepatatioa with recent needs estimates, tbe region 
will have a 40-penxnt investment sb0&dL4 

Fiscal Status--Phi]adelphia's fiscal poblems arc as aaiow as irs inhtmcture deficit. White anplayment 
in b t e r  City Phiiadelphia cantinucs to expand, the jobs arc incnasingly for high-level cxecutives, managen, and 
technical eupport p~smnel,  many of whom live and pay their taxes o d d e  the city. 'Ihe city's tax base is m d i q ,  
~ f u U y 6 0 p t r c a a t o f d w o r k t r i p t r a v e l b n o w ~ s h A u g u s t 1 9 9 0 t h e c i t y ' s c h i e f a ~ t i n g o ~  
w a r d  that in 9 months the city might not have m g h  money to pay its bills, despite plans to h w  htovil~.~ 
Tbc city's bond rating has been downgraded to junk-- level, precluding new long-tam borrowing and f h 5 q  
~ c i a l s  to put together short-team credit p a c h p  to avoid ineolveocy? To reduce expaxiiturer, officials have cut 
operating pmgmw the police force is down 2,200 officas from it8 high in 1977,' for example. For hip, loal 
officials am looking for State and Federal aid and authority to raise local taxes and fees. 

are indicated in table 6; those with stars need the for transportation by about that amount in the 1990 
largest relative increases. budget, which should raise State expenditures, since 

most Federal appropriations require State matches. 
Although budget negotiations are always arduous, Moreover, State and local public works administra- 

a 20-percent increase in total national infrastructure tors should be able to spend 20 percent more without 
investment seems both achievable and relatively being overwhelmed, as they might be by a sudden, 
modest. Congress increased Federal appropriations giant leap in funding. 
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Box C--Keeping Up With Growth 

PopllationintheH~mm~poliMnrrreamontbandoublcdbUwearr 1960and198Oandnowtotalsrbaa 
3.2 million, although the rate of gmwth has modaated Houston has no zoning regulations, and mmgubd 
developnent and unswwving devotion to private automobiles have crated a low- land-use pnagn hard to 
m e  efficiently with public tnrnsportation md Mnitrrry EaciiitieS and have overloaded local streets and highways. 

Highways and Public Transit-In 1980 voters approved a 1-pacent sales tax to support the struggling Metm 
Transit Authority (METRO). Now 10 years Iruea, MEI'RO is spearhebdins a voter-approved 
" ~ i w p h , ' ' ~ i n c I u d e s ~ d ~ w h m ~ s o ~ w d s t i n g , a s i n g f l ~ , m m p l a ~ ~  
of transitways to speed bus (#Nice, and a $600-millim madway improvement package to widen rad d o t  
wristingstnetsandbrrildovapaosesandundapassesatmgested~anr.IberOdwayimpnrvcmentswen 
started first, and ova 70 of 200 street p r o w  are complete or rmda way, finaaced by the dedicrttion of 25 pacaht 
of the sales tax revanw.l 

Development of a rail transit system is tbe most a m t r o v d  plan elana~t. Chitics complain that a rail systan 
is not needed in Houston and that ridaship can never justify the $1 billion investment, but h4EI'RO oiKciaIs pint 
to lios Angeles' freeway gridlock and air pdhttioa problem as an example of what happeas w b a  a growing city 
relies exclusively on automobiles and highways for too long. Tbe alipmcnt far the rail line is still under discusion 
but a decision is expected in spring 1991; the fmancing package includes Padaal funds ($1 15 million has already 
been committed), private sedar d b u t i o m ,  and MEI'RO fmrds.l 

Drinking Water--Dming its years of rapid growth, Houston diexi heavily on developa-bailt lpamdwrta- 
based systems, but when subsidence (a sinkjng of the erath caused by gradwater loss) pblaus becrme acate, 
the State stepped in, setting up a regional rrrthority to regulate wata withdrawal firom quifmt. Houston mwd switch 
to drawing its drinking water predominately frrrm local l a b  and rivm and is inverting millions of &WB, in new 
facilities, including a new treatment plant and miles of additional pipelines to transport water to the city. 
Mamore,  costs f a  electrical power for treatment plants and chemicale used in aatmszlt an expected to 
incnase.) In addition, the city is replacing lead paint-lined stonge tanlrs and 2,500 miles of s d  (less than &inch) 
pipe with larger more reliable lines.4 To tinaace tbese improvanc~~ts, Howtan has increased wer c h q w  stdily: 

Regulations and Compliance 

EPA estimates that total annual costs for the 
Nation's municipalities must rise from about $33 
billion in 1987 to at least $54 billion (in 1988 
dollars) by 2000 to meet some, but not all, of the new 
and proposed solid waste, water supply, and com- 
bined sewer overflow standards.14 Small systems, 
serving fewer than lO,OOOpeople, will be required to 
fund $6 billion in capital improvements to meet just 
one set of requirements, those of the 1986 amend- 
ments to the Safe Drinking Water Act. Many will 
nced financial assistance to do so,15 and meeting the 
standards or deadlines may be impossible.16 How- 

ever, the legislation gives little flexibility for nspon- 
sible Federal, State, local, or private sector officials 
to develop innovative or cost-effective ways to 
comply. Policies that make local governments re- 
sponsible for meeting Federal environmental man- 
dates without commensurate Federal investment 
raise questions of fairness. 

User Fees 

Policymakers at a l l  levels of governments must 
continually balance the objective of user pays with 
development goals and issues of ability to pay. To 
encourage development and because public works 
are regarded as a necessary service, user charges 

'4Apogee R-4 Lnc.. The Coa qfEnvironmcnta1 Prorecrion (Wuhbgton, DC: US. Eovif0nmtnt.l Rotdon Apency. Office of rh Compbok, 
Jmorry 1990), p. 14. 

15U.S. E m i r o n .  Protection Agmcy. Oflice of D&ikhg WW, qublirbbd rrnnmuy d.U bsbd on tbe Regulatory Imp* h d y s s  prsprrsd 
in ~ccordaw with Executive Orda 12291, Nov. 27, 1989. 

IsO&ce of Technology Aswssment, op. ciL, footnae 6, p. 117. 
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21 percent in 1987.9 percent in 1988, and 6 percent in both 1989 and 1990. The typical residential customer uses 
7,000 gallons per month5 

While the scale of Houston's water system requires cmmm~~ capital investment, its size also supports the 
scientific md management capability to cope with Federal and State compliance requirements, which 
avcrwheh smaller systems. After finding that local laboratories could not provide the sophisticated water quality 
tam requirtd by the U.S. Environmental Rotection Agency P A )  at a nasonable price, the city expandad its own 
laboratory, increased staff, and invested in automated equipment to do the testing. A special nsearch and regulatory 
evaluation group evaluates the effects of proposed regulations on Hmstm's gr*m, investigates t~chnologies, and 
develops new treatment schemes. City officials maintain the staff work has paid off, because their unit costs are 
down: but they remain coacemad about complying with proposed s tmkds  for contaminants such as radionuclides 
and disinfaction byproducts. 

Wastewater Treatment-In 1987 the Texas Water ~ommissim issued an administrative order fining he city 
$500,000 for permit violations and sewer o v ~ w s  and establishing a compliance schedule for operational and 
Wt.1 Wf~nnents to meet Federal effluent discharge limits.7 Since then, Houston has invested about $800 
million in plant upgrading, consolidation, and new coa~c t ion ,  and extensive sewer expansion and rehabilitation." 
While the system now meets all EPA and State standards, the city plans to spend an additional $1.1 billion w e e n  
1991 and 1995 to replace narrow, worn-an lines and rebuild lift stations. These improvements are being f i n a n d  
by EPA grants, revenue bonds, developer impad fees, and usa m e s .  As part of its financing package, the system 
fl issue approximate@ $174 million in low-interest revenue bonds through the EPA-financed State Revolving 
Fund in 1990. User charges, which back the bands, are 8U a ~ u a l l y  by the city council and cumntly average $19 
a d . 9  RM+S climbed 22 y t  in 1985 and 1986 and more recently have risen about 8 percent a year--+ m d  
that is expected to continue unless new Rdad en- r ~ g U h h . S  for Cyanide, pesticides, and toxic maals 
require larger ianeases. 

have traditionally been set below full capital, 
operating, maintenance, and replacement costs." 
General revenue subsidies are usually necessary to 
cover capital costs, although in growth areas, 
beneficiaries may contribute land or cash to capital 
projects, reducing government costs. W ile user C fees can be increased by every level o govern- 
ment to correct existing underpricing, Federal 
andlor State financial assistance for local govern- 
ments will be essential for most capital projects, 
especially for those jurisdictions with low per- 
capita incomes and large public works backlogs. 

Privatization and Private Sector Financing 

Under circumstances where demand for certain 
sewices is likely to be high, private entities find 
investment in public works, particularly environ- 
mental services, attractive. Private water supply 

companies, for instance, have long flourished in 
many jurisdictions, as have private solid waste 
disposal companies. If private companies providing 
environmental public services can meet EPA and 
State standards, overcome public opposition on 
issues such as siting for waste disposal facilities, and 
make a reasonable return on investment, they can 
find multiple market opportunities. 

However, private firms succeed in providing 
low-cost services primarily in situations where the 
market is large, and stable or growing. Many 
communities that must make major investments in 
public works are simply unable to generate adequate 
revenue from user fees to attract private capital. In 
other areas, private firms capture the lucrative 
segments of the market, leaving the less profitable 
ones for public agencies. 
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Table Wrlorltlos tor Incr#wd Annual Federal Intrastructure Spending 

Hbhways and bddges ............. 13.8 

.................... Mass transit. 

Rail ( ~ n g e r )  ................. 

......... AIrportr and 811)#y$ total. 

......... Ports end m t m m y .  total. 

............... Tmnrportatlon total. 

E n v l m m t a l  public works, 
lndudlng m s t e m t u  m d  drlnklng 
water .......................... 

*Maintain and Improve condition d exhtiw 
facilities. 

*Expand system capadty through 
Implementationof existinu traffic rtIana0emnt 
thnlqms, HOV and s d k r  lanes, 

- 

dgnalizatlon, and automated toll fadllties. 
R&D on advanced techndogles, e.g., Melligent 

vehidehighway systems. 
lmprove Intermodal connections. 

Expand transportation system capaclty and 
effffldencyby adding transltwaysandlmprovlng 
Intermodd connections, atatbns, terminals, 
and parking fadllties. 

Modernize equipment and rehabilitate rails. 

Modernize capitel equipment. 
*Implement high-speed rall In ove~?owded 

ccwridors. 
Com@ete National Airspace System Plan. 
Exrnand system capadty through other 

advanced wrvelllanoe, ~uidancs. and 

construction. 
*Improve intermodal connections. 

Continue to malntaln and rehahilitate edttlng 
tsdlltbs. 

Expand oaprtdty on a selective W s .  
Improve hndside (intermodal) connectbns. 
Address envlronmntal Issues 

*Construct rehabilitate, and upgrade treatmcrnt 
facflltks and collection and dl~dttutkn 
systems, etpdany In large, older d t b  and 
small communltles. 

*R&D of bwcost technology and technical 
Mdstana, for smeP mmunltks and to 
overcome widespread resistance to 
Innavation. 

Data cdbctkn and analyds d mronmentel 
system rlnk and assessment of regulatory 
c o n m e .  
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The " . . . potential advantages of privatization are 
p b a b l y  slightly greater in solid waste disposal than 
toll roads, . . ." ls and tramporbdon may or may not 
provide equally appealing private investment oppor- 
bmitics. The elapsed time between project concep- 
tion, approval, and completion of construction is 
often a mattcr of years; work has just begun on 
publicly funded highway ~.econstruction projects 
that have been on the drawing boards for mare than 
a decade, for example. This lengthy and uncertain 
timeframe poses difficulties fm private invkstors. In 
addition to acquiring a site or right-of-way, the 
challenges facing private entrepreneurs wishing to 
participate in the large public works market include 
meeting Federal environmental requirements and 
obtaining approval of State supervisory bodies. 
Developers seeking to build a private toll road in 
Virginia, for instance, cacountered numerous de- 
lays, first, in acquiring State permits, and subse- 
quently in the Federal environmental impact assess- 
ment process. In addition, a real estate slowdown 
made some land owners, who had been eager to 
donate land for the highway hoping to reap returns 
on future development, much less interested in the 
deal, and some have held out for payment.19 

Nonetheless, California plans four private trans- 
portation projects for construction on State-owned 
rights-of-way; arrangements permit return on invest- 
ment &om tolls and the value added by the privately 
developed transportation fac i l i t ie~ .~  Time will tell 
in both States whether the returns will be adequate 
to satisfy the private investors and also acceptable to 
State administrators charged with protecting the 
public intaest. 

Financing Transportation 

The Federal trust funds for highways, mass 
transit, aviation, and waterways provide States and 
localities with more substantial Federal support for 
transportation projects than environmental public 
works enjoy. However, the variety of ways that 
Faderal aid supports each transportation mode has 
led to diffmnt modal infrastructure problems (ace 
table 7). When the Federal Government t a b  
financial responsibility for maintenance and opera- 

tions as well as assisting with capital costs for 
construction, transportation incrastruchrre has gm- 
d y  been kept in good condition. Infrastructure for 
harbors, inland waterways, and aviation falls into 
this category. While delays occur on the most 
heavily used portions of these (basically Fadgal) 
systems, more active demand or traffic management 
techniques can eliminate most of these capacity 
problems. 

Surface Transportation 

Surface transportation has drastically dif f~wt  
characteristics, because Federal financing and in- 
vestment have shaped actions taken by the State and 
local govcrnments and some private entities (in the 
case of rabads and transit) that are responsible for 
infrastructure. State governments provide slightly 
mart than 50 perant of highway funds, with about 
22 percent coming from the Federal side, and the 
remainder &om local governments. The emphasis in 
Federal programs on capital construction has made 
the State and local goveamments the owners of a far 
flung road system and a number of bridges, all of 
which need regular maintenance if they are to 
provide acceptable su-vice. However, opuati0118 
and maintenance are left almost entirely to the State 
or local o m  (for further details, see chapter 3 of 
the full repart), and fiscal constraints have caused 
almost universal cutbacks and deferrals for main* 
nance and rehabilitation programs. 

Because their revenue raising options an limited 
by State laws, many local govcrnments have not 
been able to fund road and bridge mainteaancc 
programs adequately. Many systems need opaating 
improvcmc~lts, too, to relieve &lays caused by 
increases in traffic. But most large cities simply have 
not invested adequately in basic operational 
improv-ts, such as advanced traftic signal 
systems, largely because Federal grants art not 
available for the punpose. 

Intercity passenger rail (Amtralr) receives Fc&al 
support for capital expenditures and about 30 
percent of its opaating costs. Intercity fkmght rail 
receives virtually no Federal support, except for 

1 8 ~ ~  A. --hmez .nd J o b  R Mya, "'Iht Rqecta for Riv- -: Leuom Ram US. Rodr 4 Solid Waste," pger 
- ~ r t t h s ~ ~ ~ l ~ e o n ' I h t T b W D m c i t :  ' I h t S h o r t f . l l i n P \ l b l i c I n v ~ r p o r r r x s d b y t b e ~ ~ a r n e ~ . n ~ d ~ o n o ~ ~ p ~  
AW, h 27-29, 1990. 

~ W n t ~ m ~ . ~ l l e s v i a p r a i d m t , R n o l r c B r b D c ~ Q P d e d r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * t b e O U W a h b o p o n ' I h n r p a P l i m  
h h m c m  TschDDWu. My 25.1989. 

~ a n t ~ t d ~ ~ o f ~ o n , " R i * u i t l t i a q " ~ ~ ~ O c t o b e r 1 9 8 9 , p . l .  
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small amounts to construct safety improvements a! 
grade crossings and intumodal transfer facilities, 
where highway monies have been used for some 
construction. Services provided by both Amtrak and 
freight railroads help relieve road congestion in 
major metropolitan artas. 

Federal Grant Programs-Existing categorical 
grant programs for highways, which require only a 
10 percent match for Interstate highway construction 
and up to a 25 percent match for other types of 
projects, have made States target capital construc- 
tion and Interstate projects in particular, even when 
these may not be their most pressing rtquiremcnts. 
'I& ensure that States also increase their own funding 
and that F e d d  funds are used for projects that are 
local priorities, Congress could establish larger 
and more uniform match requirements for 
grants. For example, if the State and local match 
were set at 70 percent for all projects, from 
Interstate highways and railroad improvements 
to mass transit and airports, local priorities 
would not be skewed by the availability of 
Federal money for capital construction or for one 
mode over another. A slightly higher Federal 
match could be made available for States with the 
fewest resources. Still a further possibility is to 
recognize the level of effort expended by each State 
to fund public works programs. For a profile of S tate 
resources and expenditure levels, see table 5 again. 
Some economists suggest that significantly higher 
State match requirements should be accompanied by 
open-ended Ftdnal grants to provide maximum 
leverage for Statc spending; however, such a pro- 
gram would be politically very difficult to shape.21 

User Pays v. General Fund Subsidies 

Many major capital projects could never be built 
without Federal support, but the wi& variation in 
Federal support for transportation modes has meant 
that some projects have been constructed that will 
never bring adequate financial return on investment 
measured in strict economic terms. Some of these 
projects, especially mass transit, commuter rail, and 
intercity passenger rail, bring transportation system 
and other societal benefits that justify even greater 
public subsidies. However, users of heavily subsi- 
dized systems that have excess capacity, such as 

many ports and waterways, and those that provide 
premium service, such as peak-hour aviation and 
commuter expressways, could pay more of their own 
way. 

A comparison of the transportation problems 
ed in table 7 with the funding patterns in 

table 8 highhghts the need for revising Faderal 
transportation investment and program policies. One 
option is to raise waterway user fees, particularly for 
recreational boaters, who arc not now subject to the 
Fedcral marine fuel tax. Imposing a Federal axle- 
weight tax on heavy trucks is an equitable way to 
recoup the costs these vehicles impose for highway 
maintenance and rehabilitation above the amount 
they pay in fuel taxes.22 Other options include 
eliminating restrictions on highway tolls and other 
forms of user funding for public works constructed 
with Federal funds. k treatment of parking and 
mass transit subsidies for employees could be 
equalized. 

A Federal transportation pricing policy reflecting 
the full spectrum of system costs would incorporate 
operating and maintenance costs, as well as calcuia- 
tion of pollution and other indinct costs. It would 
encourage higher capacity passenger transport oper- 
ations, such as car pooling, mass transit, and 
commuter rail, and mechanisms to reduce total 
energy use and environmental damage. 

Fuel Taxe- the major source of Federal 
revenues for transportation. Ideally, raising the 
Federal gasoline tax would encourage higher vehicle 
occupancy and more efficient use of the highway 
system, help address traffic congestion and air 
pollution problems, and reduce the need to build new 
highways. However, politically the Nation does not 
seem ready to accept fuel tax hikes of the magnitude 
necessary to make these sorts of impacts. Slow, 
steady, annual increases are mon acceptable politi- 
cally than large, sporadic escalations, especially 
when coupled with plans to raise appropriations 
yearly. Furthermare, annual Federal fuel tax in- 
creases could assure States of a more reliable 
funding stream and enable them to do better 
long-range transportation planning. For example, a 
4-cents per gallon increase in Federal motor fuels 
taxes could be followed by increases of 2 cents pcr 

a A S m J l  st d., Rood Wont (W~bh@on, DC: The Brcmkhg8 InrtitDtion, 1989), p. 21. 
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Table bFodoml Expondltures and U.er-f# Revenue tor Tmnsportetlon, 1988 and 1989 

Highway .................... $14,424b $1 3,898'' $1 4,288 $15,856 99% 114% ...................... Transit 3,319 395" 1 ,01 Qd 1,OlP 31 28 
Rdl.. ....................... 570. 5@4* NA NA NA NA 

year until the amount dedicated to transportation 
doubles the current 14 mts. 

Because --pays policies can adversely affect 
some classes of users, F e d d  decisions about 
raising user fees may q u i r e  cornplcmcntary actions 
to ensure that transportation is available to all. For 
instance, if an axle weight or other special tax w m  
enacted for heavy trucks, this should be consided 
when other surcharges affecting trucks are evalu- 
ated. 

Trust Fund Balances 
Rtgardless of other steps taken to equalize 

national transportation suppart, Congress will need 
to find a way to address the issue of the transpoxta- 
tion trust fund balances. Set up to be reliable 
mechanisms for financing highways, mass transit, 
aviation, and ports and waterways, transportaton 
trust funds currently have large balances that are 
constant initants to State and local officials facing 
massive project backlogs. Simply stated, Federal 
budget problems have so restricted expenditures that 
trust fund revcnucs (user fees paid for transportation 
services) have substantially outpaced allocations for 
transportation programs. Congress took a step to- 
ward addressing this issue when it raised 1991 
spending ceilings for transportation programs; high- 
way appropriations for 1991, for example, are close 
to 20 percent higher than those for 1990. By 
sustaining Federal spending for transpartation at a 
level above trust fund revenwi, fund balances can 
be effectively eliminated WQ 4 or 5 years. However, 
the overall domestic spending limits set in the 1990 

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act quire trans- 
portation to compete with other domestic programs 
for increased dollars. Thus, continued controva'8y 
seems inevitable unless a new budget agreement M 
forged. 

Spending Priorities 
The biggest problems for transportation infnr- 

structure are inadequate capacity in major metropol- 
itan regions and substandard conditions in many 
facilities across the country. For the short term, the 
top priorities are to ndirect Federal invcstmeat 
toward programs for maintaining, upgradiag, and 
extending the lives of existing systems and far 
inmasing system capacity through technologies 
and management techniques. Under some cirarm- 
stances, capital construction may be the best uption. 
Broadening categorical grant programs to per- 
mit greater flexibility for State and local govern- 
ments in using trust fund monies, especially for 
maintenance programs, is probably the best why 
to ensure that short-term capacity and condition 
needs are met. 

Next in importance are reshaping Faderal policit8 
so that they encourage fair pricing and &ient 
infrastructure use and increase Statc and l d  
spending, thus raising tht total national investment. 
Malting more Federal monies available for passea- 
ger and commuter rail and mass transit are options 
for improving the efficiency of t r a n s p d o n  qm- 
tem use. Although commuter rail and transit have 
long been considered primarily regional or local 
services, a compelling case can be made for their 
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importance to interstate commerce, since each 
represents an alternative way to increase highway 
capacity in urban areas. Congress could also permit 
States and jurisdictions to use surface transportation 
grant funds for mass transit and passenger and 
freight rail improvements, if doing so is a priority to 
their regional or State transportation system plans. 
Because Amtrak provides an invaluable alterna- 
tive in heavily urbanized regions that have 
crowded highways and airports, a portion of an 
increase in Federal surface trust fund monies 
could be allocated to Amtrak for capital expendi- 
tures to enhance rail service. Surface access 
improvements that smooth connections to ports 
and airports and intermodal connections and 
transfers are other potential projects. Traffic 
signal improvements using some of the advanced 
vehicle and highway technologies reviewed in 
chapter 3 of the full report could reduce surface 
traflic congestion somewhat in urban areas. For 
rural areas, special attention could be paid to the 
mobility and freight transport needs of small 
communities, where no alternatives exist to pri- 
vate vehicles. Table 9 shows the trade-offs associ- 
ated with the choices. 

For the longer tern, an intensive Federal effort 
should be started now aimed at developing and 
implementing a strategic policy and applied research 
agenda for transportation to evaluate the trade-offs 
of alternative ways of addressing overcrowded 
intercity corridors and urban traffic congestion. This 
program must have funding support and participa- 
tion from all the transportation modal administra- 
tions and from the industries that will benefit. 

Financing Environmental Public Works 

As Federal support for environmental public 
works has declined and new environmental require- 
ments have become effective, many local govern- 
ments will be hard pressed to meet the costs of 
upgrading their systems (see box D). Costs will more 
than double for about 20 percent of small, rural 
systems and some older, urban areas, the very 
jurisdictions that are least attractive to private 

investment and are hardest hit by declining Federal 
funding.u Under these circumstances, such cities 
are likely to find the aggregate fiscal impacts of 
combined sewg overflow control, solid waste dis- 
posal, and hazardous waste requirements more than 
they can handle in the immediate future. Funding for 
programs to comply with the new standards will 
compete with higher costs for schools and mandated 
social p r ~ g r a m s . ~  Moreover, real interest costs for 
public infrastructure have more than hipled over the 
last two decades, creating a bias toward short-lived, 
lower cost alternatives, which may cost more over 
the long t m Z  

OTA concludes that EPA has not come to grips 
with the compliance issues likely to occur because 
of the fiscal impacts of multiple new require- 
ments on public works providers. Furthermore, 
widespread noncompliance with the new regula- 
tions is likely, especially among small systems 
and the Nation's oldest and largest cities, unless 
State and Federal financial and technical assist- 
ance is increased.% Options for technical assistance 
include development and field demonstrations of 
new, durable, and cost-effective technology options 
for both small and large systems and development 
by EPA of guidelines, based on addressing the most 
serious health and safety problems first and staging 
those projects where no unreasonable health risk 
exists (see chapter 4 of the full report for further 
details). Such guidelines could be useful for EPA, 
States, and local jurisdictions alike for setting 
priorities to schedule compliance and avoid enforce 
ment actions. 

Dedicated Revenue 

Federal budget constraints notwithstanding, O W  
concludes that the costs of compliance will be so 
burdensome that a congressional effort to address 
the issue is warranted. Congress could consider 
establishing a dedicated source of Federal reve- 
nue to support State programs that assist locali- 
ties in complying with EPA standards. The source 
could be a broad-based tax, such as a dedicated 
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TaMa Q-Pollcy Cholces tor Trrnsportatlon 

E n m  that Mure 
tranapoftatlon 
hmimmb reflect 
emmmk and d a l  
needs bu! are cost- 
effective. 

ReQIce umgesth and 
way, and inaease 
cepadty. 

h~itutionallzeam~itimodd 8ystemby recdructur- 
Ing the of Tranclportatkm (DOT). 

Conrdktate policymeking along broad model 
llrnw lavtath wrfixa. and water) orfunctkmai 

pdldes and enamwe deddonr thet addre6 both 
eompalng and oompkmentary aepcta of tnnrport, 
tkm M t e m .  But Structural charm is diffialt and a n  

ate&s (matopollth pass& and Inter- 
dty freight). 

Make cornrnenmte chanQes to oongres8hal 
o o m n i t t ~ *  

Tran* fiscal and marrclgemt authority fw 
water tmmportatbn from the k m y  cofpa of 
Erghers to DOT. 

Modify tpending restrictions on Federal funds to 
favor maintenance over new construction, 
where m t e ;  establish fncentlves tor im 
pkmentatbn of systernatk maintenance pro- 
9-. 

Give State andlocal cwthorlties flexible optionsfor 
gmmthg revenues tor transportation. 

Unk Federal Qeneral Fund payments for transpor- 
tatbn more closely to national transportatbn 
bendits and need.$. 

Tie Federal capital investment to kng-term plan- 
nlng and flnandal support of system 

Encourage physical expansion of Infrastructure. 

Support technology development and impkmen- 
tatbn to h w w m  capadty of existing systems 
wlth.technologies. 

Implement market pdides that change transpor- 
tatkm demand patterns, such as cungertlon 
prkhg, access restrictions on bwoaxlpancy 
vehicies, and diminatinp tan #as in favor of 

Hkuld t!mcouw kcal Mhor l t b  to give Wty to 
maintenance. U8ha Federal fw& for omlath8 and 

But Does not address capacity i6wes. 

Could dldt substantlal fund8 from Ws on W e d t y  funcbd 
highways, facility charg.8 at abwb, 
conge- prldng, direct charges for Mashctwe 
weer. But: Program woidd mqdm dow ovurlght to 
ensure that new cham are scyJltahb and that the 
monies are hosted In tranqmtatlon. 

aviation and water system operating. Sefvke for 
hardshb m n i t l e s  -n& on eontlnd 

a#xophate6theflnairdel r e w w  d urns and dhw 
non-Federal interests. But Rqdrw State and regbd 
phnnlng and funding. 

Could be a cost-effective optlon for imxeodng capdty. 
But EmAmnmental concams, W u w  restrlctbns, md 
Mgh capital costs ilmlt thls *Ion. In oonge8ted u-, 
dday reductions may be temporary ar latent ckmnd 
fils the mm m y .  

u# l rowwld~tohnr~ inrwm8qulpmc~l t .  
Could 8hW traffic to undm8ed t ims and ka tkns  and 

carry the same pammpr or cargo volume on fewu 
vehldes. But Complementary acttons and Fedual 

parking lots and em* parking. all users would k m e s a r y .  
L#WRCE:OrhdTohndoOrkurmnt 1901. 

income tax surcharge, or a spacial-purpose fae, such 
as a carbon product or waste generator surcharge. If 
financial assistance is not feasible, a search for other 
solutions should be undertaken. 

State Revolving Funds 

Short-term Options include expanding funding 
and functions for EPA's State Revolving Fund 
(SRF) program. Rather than phasing out Federal 

contributions by 1994 as cumntly scheduled, Can- 
grew could double the remaining authorization to 
$7 billion and expand the programs eligible for 
funding from SRFs to include drinking water and 
solid waste management. Although both wata 
supply and solid waste have traditionally been 
financed locally, the scale of investment needed to 
meet new standards is beyond the capacity of many 
communities and their State governments. 
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EXECUTIVE O V E R V I E W  

'Envlronmentel 
Impmements 
must keep pace 
wltb economlc 
g~owth, for our 
prosperity is 
Lnextrlcably Hnked 
to our natlon's 
environmental 
health; from our 
national wealtb 
comes tbe where- 
withal to p8y for 
envlmnmentel 
protection." 

EF.AB \itas Established to Ad\isc the ddministrator on 
En\ironmcntal Financing lssucs 

The Board, chartered in 1989 under the authority of the Federal Advisory 

Committee Act, is comprised of 33 members of the public and private finance com- 

munity. Through meetings and workshops, the Board develops independent analysis 

and advice for the Administrator. These Advisories suggest policies to help ensure that 

all Americans invest appropriately in a clean environment and a healthy economy. 

EFAH Mdrcsses the Critical En\ironmcntal Finance 
Challcngcs of Ihc 1990s 

The real costs of environmental protection are growing rapidly. Yet our nation's 

ability to meet these rising costs is falling behind - and thefinancinggap is widening. 

Financial constraints threaten attainment of national environmental goals. At risk are 

the health of ecosystems, human health, and community well-being - in short, the 

quality of life in America. 

THE BOARD OFFERS REALISTIC SOLUTIONS TO 

CLOSE THE GAP 

The Board believes we can close the environmental financing gap by pursuing 

actions that: 

+ Lower the costs of environmental protection - by removing financial and 

programmatic barriers that raise costs and by improving the efficiency of 

needed investments; 

+ Btrildstateandloca~finai~c~alcapacity-tocarry out environmental mandates; 

and 

+ Increase public and private investrnent - in environmental facilities and 

services. 

LOWER THE COSTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

The Board has examined several policy options that would lower state and lo- 

cal costs to finance federal environmental mandates. The Board concludes, for exam- 

ple, that reclassification of all state and local environmental bonds as governmental 

bonds, provided proceeds are used to finance public-purpose environmental facilities, 

would directly lower state and local costs of borrowing and increase state and local 

investments. The Board also recommends the use of economic incentives to promote 

pollution reduction. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE B O A R D  

The Board has Addressed the Key Environmental Finance 
Challenges of the 1990s 

EFAB has addressed the main environmental financing problems facing state 

and local governments today. Through its advisory role to the Administrator and the 

EPA, the Board has drawn attention to the growing gap between the costs of environ- 

mental protection and our nation's ability to meet those costs and the critical need to 

make environmental financing issues a priority for EPA and Congress in the 1990s. 

ENVIRONMRNTAL P R o r L c s l o n  cosrs ARE RISING 

Total public and private environmental expenditures, as a percentage of gross 

national product (GNP), grew frbm 0.9 percent in 1972 to 2.1 percent in 1990. In that 

same period, the GNP grew from $3.0 to $4.7 trillion (in 1986 dollars). By 2000, 

environmental expenditures are projected to rise to 2.8 percent of GNP, estimated to be 

$7.1 trillion. 

Tnr FUNDING G A P  IS  GROWING 

The gap between current resources and the investments needed to maintain 

existing standards and meet new requirements is increasing. By the year 2000, total 

annual environmental spending requirements (public and private) will be about $200 

billion, compared to a 1988 level of $1 15 billion. This huge difference can be met only 
through greater efficiency, expanded public and private investment, and increased state 

and local capacity to implement programs. 

In the final decade 
d this century, 
tbe nation faces 
eeriaus flnanciai 
COIIstralnts that 
may p m n t  
a#aloment of 
natloaal envtm- 
meatel a. ~t 
F)8)L are the bealtb 
d ecosystems, 
human beelth, and 
Comlunlty well- 
bdne-Insbort, 
tbe quality d llfe 
In AmeM. 
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Local governments 
wlli not even be 
afforded the luxun 
of malntainlng 
en\?ronmental 
expenditure as 
a percentage of 
real income. 
The environment's 
share of the ple 
wlll have to 
shrlnk. 

At the local level, the funding gap is even more dramatic. In the year 2000, local 

governments will have to spend an extra $12.8 billion per year, or 65 percent more 

than they did in 1988 just to maintain current levels of environmental quality. They 

will need to spend at least another $3.6 billion per year to comply with new regulations. 

In all, communities may need to spend 83 percent more per year by the year 2000. 

Even if state and local governments could borrow enough to pay for capital 

investments, annual cash flow requirements to repay their debts will outstrip their 
financial capacity. Between now and the end of the century, local governments will 

need to raise 32 percent more money to cover operating and debt service costs. 

This amounts to an increase in cash requirements of over 3.5 percent per year. Yet 

over the same period, US. GNP is estimated to grow by only 2.37 percent per year 
and population to grow by only 0.66 percent per year. 

- Growthin 
toru 

..... Gro*thh 
GNP 

IMPACTS ARE HARSHEST FOR SMALL COMMUNITIES 

The nation's smallest communities will be hit especially hard. For communities 

of less than 500, the annual cost per household of environmental protection will 

double, from 2.5 percent of household income in 1987 to 5.6 percent by the year 

2000. At the same time, federal environmental aid to local governments is declin- 
ing, leaving communities an increased share of a growing financing burden. 

Historically, national debates on environmental infrastructures have paid rela- 

tively little attention to "how to pay" or financing issues. Given the magnitude of 

environmental funding needs, policymakers in the 1990s will inevitably have to con- 

front the growing gap between future needs and currently available resources. 
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T n E  NATION NEEDS TO IMPROVE ITS ENVIRONMENTAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING POLICIES 

America's lack of a viable national strategy for financing environmental invest- 

ments manifests itself in several areas: 

+ Tax and Environmental Policies Should Compkmenf Each Other- the 1986 

Tax Reform Aa,  while promoting greater tax equity, increased the costs of 

financing environmental facilities; 

+ Federal Grant Policies Should be More Flexible- inflexible federal grant poli- 

cies inhibit private sector participation in the financing of environmen- 

tal facilities; 

+ State and Local Administrative Capacity is Eroding- federal participation in 

the fiscal partnership with state and local governments is declining without 

sufficient institution building at the state and local level to take its place; 
+ The Special Financing Problems of Small Communiries Have Been Largely 

Underestimated - small communities cannot afford or lack access to the 
financial markets. Part of the problem is structural - the fixed costs of 

bond issues are higher as bond issues are small; unit costs of service pro- 
vision are high as small facilities cannot achieve economies of scale in op- 
eration; the user base may be too small to allow full-cost pricing, and a 
low credit rating (or lack thereof) discriminates against small communities 

in the debt markets; and 
+ The Environmental Equity of Economically Disadvantaged Communities Must 

BeResolved-many urban areas face serious environmental and public health 
risks, making neighborhoods less livable and discouraging economic growth 

and development. 

Tnls EXACERBATES THE FISCAL CRISIS ALREADY 

TAKING PLACE AT THE STATE AND LOCAL LEVEL 

With few exceptions, governments at all levels are in fiscal crisis. The lack of a 

national environmental financing policy will aggravate this already difficult situa- 

tion. In 1991: 
+ Thirty-five states reported operating shortfalls or accumulated deficits; 

+ One in four city governments faced budget deficits in excess of 5 percent - 
more than twice as many cities as in 1990; and 

+ Even states' "rainy day" funds are being depleted. State budget stabilization 

funds totalling $4.15 billion in 1989 fell to approximately $1.74 billion by 

the end of 1991. 
The current fiscal crisis does not leave Auch promise for bridging the state 

and local environmental funding gap in the future. In faa, these fiscal trends exacer- 
bate the problem; in this climate the capital markets are growing increasingly con- 

cerned over state and local credit worthiness, further limiting the ability of these 

government units to issue bonds and secure loans. 

Ibe federal 
grnanaaaat muet 
b e a ~ ~ r  
b*etarend 
Ja4Jtumnatrcloal 
rsort b hcrelrsfi 
Investment in 
public-purpose 
environmental 
LnRastructure. 
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LOCAL QOVLRNMENTS ARE FORCED TO 

RAISE RATES DRAMATICALLY 

The results are rate shock and an undue burden on households. Rate shock is 
translating into rate resistance and the postponement or cancellation of environmen- 
tal projects. The ultimate result is noncompliance with federal environmental man- 
dates. Economically disadvantaged households may find they are unable to pay for 

water, sewer, and solid waste management services, and hence face an increasing risk 

to public health. 
Inadequate public investment in environmental infrastructure is translating 

into a reduction in the productivity of the private economy. Empirical evidence sug- 
gests that insufficient public investment over the past two decades can account for 

as much as 60 percent of the decline in the growth of private productivity during 

that period. The result is a decline in our international competitiveness. At the local 
level, loss of product sales may mean plant closures, loss of jobs, and loss of local tax 

revenues. 

Rate Shock - Between 1986 and 1991, water and sewer rates in New York City 

more than doubled, although water consumption rose only 6.5 percent and infla- 

tion grew only 28.5 percent. In the Boston area, average household water and sewer 

rates are expected to rise from about $500 per year in 1992 to more than $1600 per 

year by 2000. Rate shock can severely affect small communities as well. For example, 

In Ironwood, Michigan (pop. 7741), average annual sewer rates rose 44.6 percent 

per year from 1984 to 1989 to equal over $454 per household. Rates are expected to 

rise sharply in many communities around the country. 

Rate Burden - According to an extensive study of the effects of rising sewer 

and water rates on economically disadvantaged households in Eastern Massachusetts, 

inability to pay will result in an increasing incidence of service shutoffs, especially 

among disadvantaged households. The combined cost of these services plus home 

heating will consume 29 percent of household income for such families by 1998. 

According to the Boston Water and Sewer Commission, city water and sewer bills 

have risen 39 percent in the past two years, and over the same period, water shut- 

offs tripled as a result of nonpayment of water bills. 

A Wepkened Private Economy - In the absence of public investment in ade- 

quate environmental facilities, growth in the private economy is constrained. Con- 

sider, for example, the benefits to the private economy of adequate public facilities. 

A beverage producer using publicly supplied water from a large, central facility, 

pays less per gallon of water and has greater productivity than would result from a 

comparable producer self-supplying water on a smaller scale. The economy bene- 

fits through higher private profits, enhanced public tax revenues, or lower prices to 

the consumer. Put!ic investments, such as enlargements of wastewater treat- 

ment plants, allow private factories to operate at higher capacity with no net new 

investment in capital plant. This, in turn, increases the productivity of private cap- 

ital in the short run and stimulates new private investment in the long run. 



STATES ARE HAVING DIFFICULTY IMPLEMENTING 
FEDERALLY MANDATED PROGRAMS 

States environmental programs are caught in a vise between more costly 

requirements and insufficient resources. The situation appears to be worsening. Some 

states are seriously considering the return of federally mandated programs to the 

federd government. Others are resisting taking on new programs without additional 

federal funding. Many have sought to develop dependable alternative funding 

sources, primarily via increased use of fees. However, such funding sources are them- 

selves at best supplementary and often meet stiff resistance. 

The reluctance or inability of states to run federally mandated programs 

themselves not only has an impact on the federal government but also affects local 

compliance as states cut their enforcement activities. It encourages local noncom- 

pliance as an environmental investment option. 

EFAB Has Delivered Four ~dvidories to Date 

In response to the growing crisis in environmental financing, the Board has 

spent considerable time developing viable components of a national environmental 

financing strategy. Its proposals provide a starting point for a national debate. That 

such a debate takes place is critical, for in the absence of a credible and workable na- 

tional environmental financing strategy, our nation risks losing many of the air, 

land, and water quality gains that have been achieved over the past 20 years. EFAB 

has delivered four Advisories for the Administrator's consideration: 

+ Incentives for Environmental Investment: Changing Behavior and Building 

Capital - which looks at tax and other economic incentives to lower the 

public costs of environmental investments as well as at ways to improve 

EPA's environmental financing capabilities; 

+ Small Community Financing Srratepes for Environmental Facilities - which 

focuses on the special problems of small communities and suggests actions 

to increase their access to affordable capital; 

+ Private Sector Participation in the Provision of Environmental Services: Bar- 

riers and Incentives - which considers federal, state and local opportunities 

to ease restrictions on private sector participation in the financing of en- 

vironmental investments; and 

+ Public Sector Options to Finance Environmental Facilities - which exa- 

mines ways to increase the knowledge base of EPA and Congress regarding 

the costs of environmental protection as well as institutional changes and 

initiatives that would speed investments in environmental facilities. 
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perception of 
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Tax exempt 
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In addition to the Advisories, in May 1991, the Small Community Financing 

Strategies Workgroup held a field hearing in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The New 
Mexico Environment Department hosted the field hearing and Senator Domenici 

was the honorary chair. The Workgroup heard local officials discuss a range of small 

community environmental infrastructure financing issues. Other speakers dis- 

cussed additional small community financing issues during an open session. The 

Workgroup and the speakers found the field hearing a useful forum for exchanging 

ideas about small community financing problems. 

Sound, i'iablc Alternatives are Available to Meet 
the Financing Challcngcs Ahead 

Through its Advisories, the Board has focused on three ways to close the envi- 

ronmental financing gap. The Advisories offer practical policy initiatives that would 

help: 

+ Lower the costs of environmental protection - by removing financial and 

programmatic barriers that raise costs and by improving the efficiency of 

needed investments; 

+ Build state and local financial capacity to implement environmental pro- 

grams; and 

+ '~ncrease public and private investment in environmental facilities and 

services. 

LOWER THE COSTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

The Board investigated a number of opportunities for lowering the costs of 

environmental protection: 

+ Reclassifj, all state and local environmental bonds as governmental bonds 

provided proceeds are wed to finance public-purpose environmental facilities. 

This reclassification would lower the costs of borrowing for state and local 

governments; 

+ Broaden the use of economic incentives to prevent pollution. These incentives 

could include a change in depreciation schedules in the tar code, the imposition 

of waste taxes, or the provision of tar credits for environmental investment. 

Such incentives would lower investment costs and encourage pollution 

reduction; and 

+ Improve coordination among federal small community financial assistance 

programs to rnm'mizeflsnbiliry and efficiency in developingfinancing strate- 

gies for small communities. This coordination would help small communi- 

ties pursue the least-cost solution to their environmental investment needs. 
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BUILD STATE AND LOCAL FINANCIAL CAPACITY 

TO CARRY OUT ENVIRONMENTAL MANDATES 

The Board examined several policy initiatives that would help build and 

strengthen state and local financing capaciv, enabling states and localities to success- 

fully meet the financing challenges they face. The Board developed s h  options that ( 1 ) 

recognize the need to institutionalize, at the federal level, the critical role financing 

plays in the achievement of environmental goals, and ( 2 )  provide initiatives to facili- 

tate state and local financing efforts. The Board recommends that poliqmakers: 

+ Strerrgdrct~ tlrc rolc if,firiancial atra1~~si.c it1 EPA's pbt~tring, budgctitrg, nnd 

replator)  proccsscs. This would augment the .Agency's capacit?. to provide 

administrators, legislators, and state and local officials with advice on envi- 

ronmental finance; 

+ Tnkr replor iriiwrtoricr o f  tlrc cortr r ~ r i  i m p o m  ~ f i o r t ~ p l ) ~ i t ~ s  witlr nt~tiottal 

et~iirontt~crrtal t t ~ m d ~ t c s .  Regular inventories would expand Congress' un- 

derstanding of the financing challenges faced by state and local govern- 

ment, dnd help Congress select appropriate environmental goals. It  also 

would help statc and local gmwnments allocate linited funds to corn- 

peting t'n\.ironmental priorities: 

+ Increase tllc rise q f  bond hanks to i m p r o ~ r  aic-css to rlrr bond ntnrkct for 

snrall cotnrnunitir..s. This would help small communities overcome thc 

special barriers they face in trying to issue debt. Technical assistance could 

be provided to states without bond banks to assist them in developing this 

type of  institution. Aiternatively, EPA could investigate opportunities 

for creating regional or  multi-state bond banks. The development of eith- 

er state or regional bond bankc would facilitate small community issu- 

ance of tax-exempt bonds for environmental purposes; and 

To mitigate the 
impending crlsls 
In environmental 
financing, the 
federal govern- 
ment can add to Its 
roles of regulalion 
and enforcement 
that of being a 
catalyt to eRec- 
Uve Wansitlon 
management. 

Congress needs 
to undentand the 
consequences of 
Its policy actions 
- the costs of a 
command and 
control regulator?. 
process a n  high 
indeed. 
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+ Use fee systems to raise revenues for environmental investments. This would 

directly encourage and stimulate environmental investments. 

INCREASE P U l L l C  AND PRIVATE ~NVESTMENT I N  

ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES 

Once the costs of environmental protection have been lowered and the finan- 

cial capacity of state and local governments bolstered, our nation is still left with a 

need to increase our investment in the environment in order to achieve national 

environmental goals. Such investment must come from state and local govern- 

ments and the private sector. 

Investment can be increased by focusing efforts to encourage traditional play- 

ers to invest, or by providing attractive opportunities for new entrants in environ- 

mental investment - in particular - by inviting the participation of the private sec- 

tor. The Board investigated a number of options for encouraging both increased 

activity on the part of state and local governments, and new activity on the pan of 

the private sector. The Board recommends that we: 

+ Interpret federal grant policies morefkxibly to lower the barriers to private sec- 

tor investments in publicly owned treatment works. A more flexible interpre- 

tation of federal grant policies is critical to make the provision of waste- 

water treatment more attractive to private parties; 

+ Promote fill-cost pricing of environmental -ces to refkct the true costs 

of providing those m ' c e s .  Full-cost recovery would remove a fundamen- 

tal barrier to private sector participation; 

+ Provide information and technical assistance to reduce the real and perceived 

risks associated with private investment in public environmentalfacilities. This 

would encourage greater private lending for environmental projects; 

+ Expand EPA's demonstration projectsfor public-private partnerships involving 

the financing ofenvironmentalfan'lities or services, technical assistance to local 

governments in forming partnerships, and possibly funding to help over-comc 

start-up costs associated with public-private partnerships in environmental 

-ces. This option is essentially educational, and would provide guidance 

for public and private partners looking to work together to provide envi- 

ronmental services; and 

+ Encourage states and localities to modift laws that are disincentives to p i -  
,ate sector participation. This too would foster private sector participation in 

the provision of environmental services. 

Each of the Board's 14 recommendations are presented in greater detail in 

Appendix A. Each recommendation is structured to help increase the capacity to 

finance needed environmental investments that will preserve and protect the quality 

of life in America. 



AND RLCOMMENDATIONS 

The Board's 14 recommendations are presented in greater detail below. Each recom- 

mendation will help dose the environmental financing gap facing the nation by lowering the 

costs of investment, building state and local capacity, or by increasing state and local invest- 

ment in environmental facilities. In short, each will help to preserve and protect the quality of 

life in America. 

RECLASSIFY ALL STATE AND LOCAL 
~ E N V I R O N ~ ~ N ~ A L  BONDS AS GOVERNMENTAL 

Current Policy 

The 1986 Tax Reform Act, while promoting greater tax equity and ending abuses within 

the tax system, had the unintended effect of increasing the cost of financing public-purpose 

environmental facilities. The Act: 

+ Required state and localities to offer higher tax-exempt interest rates on some types 

of bonds; 
+ Narrowed the market for tax-exempt bonds by eliminating certain types of large- 

volume institutional buyers; and 

+ Limited the volume of private-activity, tax-exempt bonds that states can issue each 
year, which resulted in delayed financing for environmental projects or f o r d  states 

and localities to issue public-purpose bonds as taxable bonds, accompanied by 

higher rates. 

The Board's Alternative 

EPA could urge Congress to reclassify all state and local environmental bonds as tax- 

exempt governmental bonds, if the proceeds of the bonds are used exclusively to finance the 

provision of public-purpose environmental services. 

The Result 

Reclassifying public-purpose bonds for environmental projects would: 

+ Save state and local governments billions in financing costs; 

+ Increase investment as it would increase the volume of environmental bonds issued; 

and 

+ Yield a net gain in federal tax revenues by the year 2000 - Losses would be o f k t  by 

private sector productivity (and heike profitability) gains resulting from increased 

investment in environmental infrastructure. 



6ROADLN THE USE OF LCONOMIC INCENTIVES AND 

Current Policy 

~ e w  econamk incmtks cJrist to mcomgc pollution prevention. 'lbe U.S. tax code 

treotmnt of depraiation schedules, for example, aduaUy hers "end-of-pipe" treatment 
over pdlution prevention and may be biased against investments in flution reduction 
cquipman Th code's treatment of deduction digiiility for plant and equipment allows 
dcchaaions for equipment that didaqcs mstes in vidation of permitted kvds, as well 

u~lriPiag~mpymntofpunitivCdpmagesina,nneCtiOnwithenvironmen- 
tal malfeasance. AcoderPted depraia!ion Pllowmas are limited to equipment that con- 

trob rather than reduces or prevents pollution. Fm9y, the code's depredation methods for 
atnaed raw materials mcouragcs the use of toxic raw materials at dK apcnsc of l a  
toxic substitutes 

ntaC arc fm direct inantive prognms eidra. There is no f#lcral and fov state 

hpZprQuw~stcturprognms,andthewof~toencouragethepurthaseofpOnution 
reduction or colls~vltion equipment by homeownas or businessa is plmost ~na&tcnt. 

The Board's Alternative 

There are several pdicies that cauld reduce flution or prevent its generation, ranging 

h m  information uansfa and tcchnica oseistance, to regulatory mandates, to economic 
incentives. l'he Board endorses both voluntary and compulsory pollution prevention 

pdicies,ind* 
4 Imposin% economic @ties, such as effluent k or hazardous waste taxcs, to 

reduce thevdumeortaxicityof~es-Taraorfcescouldbeleviedoninputs, 
such as feedstock tars, or outputs, at either the point of generation or diqxd; 

,+ O&ring tax or orha credits for investment in waste-reducing technologies or 
rrivities - Credits could be o&red for the purchase of pollution reduction quip 

ment or for research and devdopmart efbrts into pollution reduction technologies 

dmethods;and 
+ R a m ~ n g  biases in the US. tax code that inhibit waste rrduction. 

The Result 
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IMPROVE COORDINATION AMONG FEDERAL SMALL 

COMMUNlTV FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

Current Policy 

While there are a myriad of federal financial assistance programs to assist small com- 

munities in financing their environmental programs, no network connects these programs 

to one another. As a result, small communities may not be able to access or use effectively, 

assistance delivered in a fragmented fashion. Within EPA, for example, small community 

activities traditionally have been carried out separately by the various environmental media 

offices. 

The Board's Alternative 

The Board examined several existing programs to determine potential coordination 

opportunities. It determined that EPA should take a lead role in marshalling multiple funding 

sources for small community environmental facilities, including: 

4 Developing a catalogue highlighting the financial services and programs available 

to small communities in complying with environmental mandates; 

4 Convening a roundtable of representatives of small community financial assistance 

programs to discuss and develop small community initiatives; and 

+ Improving coordination between the SRF program and the Farmers Home Admin- 

istration Water and Waste Disposal Loan and Grant program at the state level and 

providing the latter with specific information on small community needs. 

The Result 

Improving the exchange and availability of information on small community financial 

assistance programs, among federal agencies and within EPA itself, would help small com- 

munities develop cost-effective financing strategies. It would facilitate their use of the most 

appropriate funding sources and help them leverage available funds. 
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STRrNoTHrN THE RoLr OF FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

IN ICA*~ PUNNIN~, m u m r r r n ~ ,  AND REaULAlORY 

Current Pollcy 

Tbe Board's Alternative 

TbeAgaKycouMimprovcawarrnessoftheimportvlceofemirOnmentrlfirrPnce 

in all media rad increesc its invroction with decision makas and legislators on tsraes of 
snnnciPlcopdtyby: 

+ Mdingenviromentalfinvlcetoitslistofpriorities,thuebuildingitsapab~to 
amtribute to Odministrptive and legdative debates on finvKing environmmd 
p l M i c d  

+ ~ a n d ~ i t s r d e o f f i n v l c i a l ~ i n r u k m r k i n g b y u n c n d -  
ing Regulatory Impact halyscs and Regulatory F l a r i b i  Anrtpes to indude 
~ofPtTwdrb~ofnmNksandthedevdopmentoffiscPlpivuto~trure 
that c o m p k  is not impeded by questions of ability to pay and 

+ Strengthening EPA's capacity to provide advice on environmental finrnce to 
. . rQnrmsat0rs and legislltors. 

The Result 

. . 
environmental 6nance by integnting an environrnentd finance 

ethk m EPA's day-today rctivities would md a strong message to all &or monrgcrs 

obout thc~ofawr ing that ldequoteh~brenv ironmenta l inves tmmts i s  
~ I t ~ e n r u r r t f L l t t h o s c c o M e t n e d w i t h ~ a n d t a x p d i c i e s f u 4 . ~  
the dkcts that their propods may haw on seemingly unrelated areas of environmental 
poky, md it wouId 9ow EPA to e&ctrvdy assist state and local gavernments trying to 

finrnce a w h m m t d  inwatments with limited resources. 



TAKE REGULAR INVENTORIES OF THE COSTS 

AND IMPACTS OF COMPLYINQ WITH NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANDATES 

Current Policy 

The joint EPNState biennial Needs Survey provides information about the cost of 

complying with federal mandates for wastewater treatment Comparable information is not 
required by statute and is unavailable for drinking water or solid waste programs, Policy- 

makers are thus generally unaware of the costs they impose on state and local governments 

in complying with federal mandates. 

The Board's Alternative 

The Board identified several ways of communicating the costs of complying with 

federal environmental mandates including: 
+ Expanding the biennial Needs Survey to include estimates of dated water qullity 

needs such as s tormher  runoff controls, nonpoint source programs, and estuary 

management activities. In addition, EPA could initiate separate but similar n d  
surveys for community water supply and municipal sdid waste mmagmmt ficili- 
ties; and 

+ Annualumg EPA's report Em'r0nment.l Imzshrents: The Cust 4 a  &n Envirrm- 
ment (the Cost of Qean Report), which covers all media and projects capital as wdl 
as operating and maintenance costs over a 10-year period for scvaal compliance 

scenarios. 

The Result 

Taking regular multi-media inventories of the costs and impacts of complying with 

national environmental mandates would infonn Congress of the &uncial consqumces of its 

policy actions. It would also provide a basis from which to measure progress in a&jcvjng 

environmental goals. In addition, it would help states administer various geographic W- 
tives, including, for example, the Great Lakes Initiative, the Gulf of Mexico Prognm, the 
Chesapeake Bay and Puget Sound Programs, and the Long Island Sound Program. 
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IN FINANCING WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

Current Policy 

Overall, the SRF program has proven a successful model for financing wastewater 

treatment. However, not all wastewater treatment needs are being met, espeaally in the 
case of small and economically disadvantaged communities. This is due in part to the structure 

of the SRF in terms of project rankings, federal requirements, requirements on the part of 
potential loan recipients, and the need to ensure the financial integrity of the funds. 

The Board's Alternative 

The Board examined several administrative and legdative changes that could be made 

to the SRF program to improve its effectiveness in reaching more communities, especially 
those that are small or economically disadvantaged, including: 

+ Seeking flexibility in the 4-percent restriction' on use of funds, to allow states to 

use some portion of overall fund assets for program administration after 1994, as 

several states could othenvise face temporary deficits in their budgets for admin- 

istration; 

+ Allowing the SRF to support public-private partnerships for wastewater services; 

+ Funding the SRF program at the authorized levels for FY 1993-94 and appro- 

priating the Merence between those amounts authorized under Title I1 and Title 
VI, and those actually appropriated to date; and 

+ Seelung legislative changes under the Title VI SRF program - This could include 

aeating s p e d  set-asides for particular loan recipient groups, extending the SRF 
loan term beyond 20 years where recipients may have difliculty in paying back the 
loan, or aeating a separate revolving fund for small and economically disadvan- 

taged communities in water quality, drinking water, and solid waste management. 

The Result 

The administrative changes in the SRF program would facilitate lending to all com- 
munities for wastewater treatment The legislative changes to the program would target 

small and economically disadvantaged communities for assistance and help ensure that they 
do not lag behind other communities in protecting their environment. 
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EVALUATE THE FLASIBILITY OF ~STABLISHING 

N r w  MECHANISMS FOR THE DISBURSEMENT OF 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

Current Policy 

While the SRF program provides low-cost loans for financing wastewater treatment 

progams, capital assistance is needed in other media as well, such as drinking water and solid 

waste management programs. This is especially the case in smaD and economically disad- 

vantaged communities. Further, while state infrastructure authorities, including SRFs, pro- 
vide financial assistance for a myriad of programs, the speed with which we reach our envi- 

ronmental gqds would be enhanced if their capacity to offcr financial assistance were 

The Board's Alternative 

The Board examined several options to expand and improve our nation's institutional 

capacity to provide financial A c e  for environmental programs. Two alternatives could 
be implemented in conjunction with one another or individually. The Board recommends 

EPA evaluate: 
+ Expanding the ehgibilities of the SRF program for econormcally disadvant.& 

communities. This could be extended to other media, contingent on continued 

federal funding beyond the current authorization period; and 
+ Development of a national trust fund or state trust funds. These could provide 

financial assistance to state and local environmental programs and to regional 

environmental planning and regulatory commissions, as well as provide huidity 

to state environmental facility financing authorities, including the SRF. 

The Result 

Expansion of the SRF program would establish, in each state that so chooses, a multi- 

media environmental financing authority capable of directing assistance to the most critical 

state environmental priorities. A federal trust fund, or state trust funds, would help dose the 
6mmhg gap in two ways. It could provide grants (or other kinds of assistance - induding 

loans, credit enhancement, or even technical assistance) to economically disadvantaged 

communities for investment in water quality, drinking water, and solid waste management 

facilities. In addition, busts would improve the liquidity of state environmental facility 

financing authorities including SRFs by. 
+ Having the statutory authority to issue environmental revenue bonds exempt fiom 

federal taxation, which would lower the cost of linancing; 
+ Making loans to state environmental facility financing authorities; 

+ Purchasing debt instruments, including short-term notes, and pooling issues; 
+ Providing guarantees or issuing letters of credit backing debt instruments; and 

+ Acting as a Mondsr; market by purchasing state loan portfolios. 
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INCREASE THE USE OF BOND 63NKS TO 

IMPROVE ACCIIS TO THE 6OND MARKET 

Current Policy 

Small communities that need to bomw money for environmental projects o h  arc, 

unable to do so in the national bond market because of poor credit ratings, little financial 
q e d s e ,  and rdativdy small capital needs. Whae a c e s  to the national bond market is 
available, interest rates ue o h  very high. 

The Board's Alternative 

Bond banks could bring more debt Iinancing opportunities within the reach of small 
communities and hdp reduce the dependence of such communities on subsidized assistance. 

The Board rrcommends that EPA: 
+ Pmvide technical asristance on the c m b b h c n t  and use of bond bPnkr This could 

indude identifj6.q their advantages and pitfalls, dvifying bond bank operational . 
structures, uld aphining how a bond bank could be used to m e t  small com- 

munity environmental facility netds in their state. Such vsistpnce could be delivered 
through publications, workshops, or conferences; 

+ Identify barriers to effective bond bank operations and devdop strategies to wer- 

come those burias, wch as working with existing bond banks to achangc informa- 
tion about how they have handled these bani- and 

+ Explore the financial, legill, and a-tive frpsliility of creating regional or 
multi-state bond banks to foditate issuance of tax-exempt bonds by s d  commu- 
nities. This could offer greater savings as issues would be pooled wcr an even larger 
number of d issues. 

The Result 

Hdping states that havc not yet mated bond banks eJtaMish new bond banks and 
hdping states that a h d y  havc bond banks i m p m  the &xtivenes~ of these 6nancial 
institutiom would build finvKing cPpadty in small communities. In pomcuLt, it would 

hdp d communities gain access to the municipal bond market at lower intmst rates . 

lLnd with lower issuntc costs. 



usr FEE s v s r r m s  ro  RAISE  REVENULS 

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INVRSTMLNFS 

Current Policy 

Even with aggressive capitalization of the SRF program, states may still face funding 

shordalls in their water quality programs. Moreover, there is currently no self-sustaining 
source of funds available for drinking water and solid waste management programs. 

The Board's Alternative 

Dedicated fee systems could help raise funds needed to finance investments in these 

media and could finance program costs, or cover debt service on capid costs. Fees (and taxes) 

a n  be designed to raise revenues and/or ad as an incentive to reduce pollution generated. 

The Board conduded specific opportunities exist to impose fees or taxes on water use, &umt 
&charge, and solid waste disposal or generation. While several issues would have to be re- 

solved in developing and implementing a fee or tax program, the Board determined that the 

issues are not insurmountable. 

The Result 

The Board estimates that states could realize significant revenues fiom modest fea on 

wpta supply, water treatment, and solid waste services. These revenues would be a&cted by 

several fgctors, including fee design, reduction in servicc use h m  fee imposition, and the 

ability to avoid/enforce fee payment. Potential revenues are listed below 

Dedicated tax and fee programs would directly assist state and local governments 

in tinancing environrnend investments and could ah result in a reduction in pdlution 

generated. 



REINTERPRET FEDERAL GRANT POLICY 

Current Pollcy 

Current interpretation of federal grant policy found in OMB Circular A-102 has 

effectively eliminated private financing of federally grant-hded wastewater treatment facili- 

ties. Under the policy, any recipient of a federal grant to fund a capital facility must hold title 

to the grant-funded property. 
If the property is privatized, the federal government must be reimbursed for its share of 

the funding for the property, based on the fair market value of the propexty at that time. 

The compensation requirement limits the ability of a private owner to leverage the value of 

the facility because a portion of the capital raised upon refinancing must be used to repay 
the federal government This @laces capital that could otherwise increase the value of 

the f d t y  or its capacity to provide semce. This can result in increased user fees without an 

offsating increase in services provided or improved water quality. 

The Board's Alternative 

There are several actions that can be taken to promote private financing of wastewater 
treatment facilities that have been funded by federal grants. We can: 

+ Acsept private reinvestment in the grant-funded facility as partial or full compen- 

sation for the federal share - displacement of capital would not take place; 

+ Redefine the period of federal interest - let it coincide with the design life of the 
faciliv, 

+ Redefine public ownership of such facilities - allow private equity participation 
thus permitting public-private partnerships to partidpate in federally funded SRF 
programs restricted by statute to publicly owned treatment works (POTWs); 
and 

+ Permit encumbrance of such facilities (that is, offering of the facility as collateral) - 
securing debt financing from a private source may require that the P O W  owner 
offer the facility as collateral. Permitting encumbrance would therefore increase 
Qbt financing opportunities. 

The Result 

The dimination or modification of grant repayment requirements has sllplificant 
potential to increase net capital investment in wastewater treatment facilities. Some $100 

billion invested in POWs would leverage significant amounts of private investment and 
result in a potential reduction in the cost of capital improvements. In addition, compliance 

would increase as financing opportunities expanded. 
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PROMOTE FULL-COST PRICINO OF LNVIRONMLNTAL 
S r m v r c r s  ro  RIPLLCT THE TRUE COSTS OF 

P R ~ V I D I N ~  Tnosr sruvrcrs 

Current Policy 

Local governments finance their environmental facilities and savices with general 
revenues, dedicated taxes, federal and state grants and loans, and user kes for the services 

provided. Historically, many communities have not relied on user fees to cover the full c a a  

of providing services Rather, they have subsidized service provision from one or more of the 

other possiie sources of revenue. Aside h m  distorting the true costs of providing these 
services, subsidizing environmental SerYices acts as a disincmtive to private sector pamcipa- 

tion, as the private Sdctor would not view public subsidies of a private venture as stable 

revenues and would base investment decisions on user fre revenues only. 

The Board's Alternative 

Fullsost pricing of environmental services would ensure that consumers' demand for 

services is proportionate to the cost of prwiding them. It could also encourage private 
investment as an alternative to public financing of local environmental fdtiies. To promote 

full-cost pricing, EPA could: 
+ Endorse the practice in EPA publications as a matter of public policy and as a 

necessity for tinancial 'and operational &cimcy, and provide technical adstance 

to localities in implementing full-cost pricing. Assistance could indude hdping 
localities set up & d v e  cost-accounting procedures and estimating techniques to 

detennine (1) apital and operating costs per unit of service ddivercd and (2) 
appropriate discounts. It could also include providing support for public outreach 

and information programs to orplain the benefits of full-cost pricing; and 

+ Encourage states to consider the adequacy of fees in programs seeking new or re- 
newal of permits. EPA could provide g;ludance to states on how to best incorporate 

a review of the adequacy of user fees in their permitting process. 

The Result 

Full-cost pricing would promote &dent resource alloation and would act as a direct 
inmtjve to the private sector to increase its involvement in the provision of environmental 
smiccs. It would also free public funds avrendy being wd to subsidize Cllvko~IKnd 

services. 
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PROVIDE INFORMATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCI 

TO REDUCE THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT IN PUELlC ENVIRONMENTAL ~ACILITIES 

Current Policy 

Lack of adequate information on the real financial risks associated with environmental 
investments as wdl as insuf5cient or reasonably priced insurance for these investmmts has 
resulted in the perception that investments in environmental facilities arc highly risky. This 
perception discourages private lending for many types of environmental projects Whm 
investments are made on the basis of inflated perceived risks rather than much lower actual 

risks, communities will pay too much to finance their environmental projects 

The Board's Alternative 

EPA could reduce the perceived risks of investment by providmg detailed information 
on the probability of activities occurring for which investors would be W e ,  dong with 

suggested measures to mini& the risks of these events. It could also provide technical 

assistance to independent agencies so that they could assign "risk ratingsn, not unlike Moody's 
or Standard and Poors, to environmental investments. 

EPA could reduce the real risks associated with enviro~nmtal investments by promot- 

ing and facilitating private sector insurance efForts that offered insurance to either the capital 
investor or the ins'ured faciIity. 

The Result 

Adequate information on the risks associated with paRicular environmental invest- 
ments accompanied by independent risk ratings of these investments would help correct 

perceptions of the actual risks of such investments. It would encourage more private sector 
participation in low-risk environmental projects. It would also encourage the sating of user 
fees that more lccuratdy d e c t  the actual risks posed by a given projen 

An increase in privately available liability insurance for environmental projects would 
help lower the real risks of such investments. It would promote private seaor participation 

and would encourage banks and other lending institutions to offer private loans for environ- 

mental facilities. 
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Current Policy 

State and local governments are increasingly constrained in their ability to pay for 
environmental investments. Traditional sources of revenue are becoming insu6cient to allow 

states and localities to comply with environmental mandates in a timely manner. 

The Board's Alternative 

Greater private sector involvement in the provision of environmental services would 

assist state and local governments in meeting the financing challenge t h y  f ie .  In pruticular, 
public-private partnerships have proven a successful model in the provision of public services. 

The Board recommends that EPA: 
+ Expand its demonstration program for public-private partnerships involving the 

development and implementation of partnerships for financing environmental 
ficilities or services. It should a h  indude a project evaluation component to 

assist the hture development and implementation of independent public-private 

partnershi~s; 
+ Investigate the establjshment of an independent authority to make low-intmst loans 

or grants to finance key stages of the formation of public-private partnerships; 

and 
+ Provide assistance to local governments that arc interested in establishing public- 

private partnerships. This assistance could indude seminars, publications, and 

direct consultation on specific projects. 

The Result 

Private sector involvement can reduce the costs of providing environmental services. 

It would also free public funds for use in other anas. (Indeed, when public b a d  rewurces 
arc inadequate or nonexistent, or when municipal debt has already reached its limit under 
current law, private investment may effective3. be the only source of funds for expanding 

the capacity of environmental services.) Public-phte partnerships would also find aeative 
ways to leverage available resources to achieve environmend quality goals. Action by EPA to 

promote these partnerships would ficilitatc their use and success. 



ENCOURAGE STATES AND LOCALITIES TO MODIFY 
LAWS THAT ARE DISINCENTIVES TO PRIVATE 
SECTOR PARTICIPATION 

Current Policy 

Some state and local government practices, such as those aimed at ensuring account- 
ability and public control over decision-makmg, indirectly discourage private involvement 

in the provision of environmental services. 

The Board's Alternative 

To encourage private sector involvement, the Board recommends that EPA: 

+ Provide guidance to states that are considering revision of their procuranent laws 
to enable local governments to adopt the American Bar Association (ABA) Model 
Procurement Code and Ordinance. EPA could also provide guidance to local 

governments on facilitating private sector partiaption through the use of the 

ABA Code. The Code provides voluntary standards that states and local governments 
can use to revise their procurement statutes to allow greater sophistication and 
flexibility, induding the option of using a competitive negotiation process whereby 

contract awards are not limited to the lowest cost bidder, and 
+ Establish guidance on effective privatization legislation. 'Ihis would authorize long- 

term contracts between local governments and the private sector where feasible, 

practical, and desirable. 

The Result 

Increased flaaiility in procurement laws would allow local governments to hire the 
private sector firms that, while not the lowest bidder, would provide the best overall pack- 
age in terms of service provision and cost-effectiveness. Use of long-term contracts would 

attract private sector investment since it would dow private firms to lower the fees they 
charge by spreading amortization costs over a longer period and would reduce the premium 
on risk induded in user fees. Both actions would foster increased private sector involvement 

in the provision of environmmtal services. 
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IHUESTIHG IN OUR FUTURE: 
ReDOrt Of the Public * lnfrast ruct ure S ~ b c o ~ n c l l  to the 

ComDetltlueness POIIC~ Council 



Ill. Financing 

I n h m c t u r e  problems cannot be 
sotved through a one-time inh- 

son of funds. The defiat in spending 
an vitally needed public work stems 
from yean of underfunding. It  
cannot be comected witb a short- 
term fix. The Subcouncil strongly 
believes that consistent, stable 
funding is absolutety necessary for a 
productive infrpstructure sector. 
Two tec~mmendations in inf asauc- 
hue financing are offered in tbis 
section: fim, to ensure the adequacy 
of funds for infrastncture invest- 
ment, and second, to e n w e  that 
mvements are appropriately and 
reliably financed. 

Adequate and 
Sustained Financing 

T he Subcouncil believes that a 
package of iufrosaucturc 

mvestment should contain its own 
bnancing proposals.* Vaxious options 
for financing i n h s m x t m  in=- 
ments were considered, including 
raising taxes, de6cit financing, and 
reducing services elsewhere. Despite 
the unpopularity of raising taxes, the 
Subcouncil believes there is a growing 
understanding on the part of the 

public that our inf asuumre is in 
need of investment and that in the 
fm of the current defiat, taxes must 
be dsed  to cover the necessary costs. 
The Subcouncil recommends using 
an energy (carbon) tax or raising the 
gasoline tax to levels nccusary to 
meet ansportation and otber 
infrlstrucwe needs. 

A broad-based energy or carbon 
tax (sometimes called an air pollution 
tax) has certain advantages over a 
gasoline tax, such as allowing clear 
Linkages to be drawn between the use 
of fossil fuel energy sources and 
p~ l lu t ion .~  On the other hand, a 
gasoline tax has several compelling 
r h t a g e s :  it is well-understood, 
relatively easier to implement, and it 
has established revenue collection 
and management mechanisms. 

Each penny per gallon of a 
p h e  tax is estimated to result in 
about S1 billion in revenues, with 
revenues decreasing as tbe tax 
bcmscs (the precise elasticity is 
open to debate). The amount of aucs 
to  be raised should be bwd on a 
more detailed needs assessment." 
This effort has identified approxi- 
mately $1 2.5 billion in additional 
annual investments above ISTEA 
authorized levels. (see Table 2). 

As an example of what might be 
done, therefore, the current 2.5 cents 
of the gas tnx that is used for deficit 
reduction could be reapplied to 
inhstructure and extended into the 
future, and the federal gas tax itself 
raised another 10 cents and ear- 
marked for infrutrucnrre. That 
would supply funding for the top- 
priority transportation investments 
called for by the Subcouncil. 

It should be stressed that this is not 
the sum total of the nation's needs for 
transportation, let done other types 
of infnsoucturr; it merely indicates 
arcas of priority. Other fiurding 
requirements may include otber types 
of tr~nsportation inf rrsauchue; 
environmental water and wastewater 
focilitie~;~~ new infnsaucture along 
the US/Mexico border; and public 
bcilities, including schools and 
universities, and federal buildings 
(particularly for energy ei5ciency 
measures). As new transportation 
technologies move into tfie imple- 
mentation sage, we must have 
&amt fan& mailable, as well as 
funding mechanisms, to mwe 
hdrapidly.ThisisparticulPrty 
true for technologies such as IVHS 
and high speed ground transportation 
that may ultimately involve large- 
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Table 2 

Annual Increase in Investment 
Above ISTEA Authoh t ions  

.............................................. National Highway System $ 9 billion 
(highways and bridgcs) 

................................................................. (Wer Bridges s I billion 

....................................................................... Intermodal $ 1 billion 

............................................................... Public Trgrjsit $ 1.5 billion 

......................................................................... T d  $12.5 billion 

scale deployment Further funding 
might be reserved b r  human capid 
investments in education and training, 
h r  community development banks 
and enterprise zones, or other items. 
Some Subcouncil members have 
suggested more ambitious public 
capital investments at the level of $50 
billion annually over the next ten 
years, over and above current invest- 
ment levels41 

Federal Financlno 
Mechanisms 

F inancial mechanisms for 
infrastructure investment are 

needed that will: (a) take capital 
outlays for infrastructure out of 

the federal operating budget; 
(b) facilitate rapid and flexible 
funding of infrastructure projects; 
(c) strengthen the selection process 
of infrastructure investment to work 
against "pork barrelw tendencies; 
and (d) ensure the reliability and 
availability of revenues committed 
to infrastructure purposes. 

The Subcounal etively consid- 
ered a number of mechanisms for 
meeting these goals, and focused 
primarily on two: a capid budget 
and a National Infrasaucture Bank. 
These two mechanisms could be 
considered as either complemenary 
or alternative approaches, depending 
on the scope and timing of their 
implementation. 

Capital Budget 
Capital budgets are main rained by 
many other countries as well as by 
state governments in the US. The 
US federal government, however, 
lumps capital expenditures in with 
operating expenses in the annual 
budget. The Subcouncil strongly 
believes that capital investments 
should be accounted for and financed 
on a long-term basis. This makes 
intuitive sense since by deht ion ,  
capital projects are designed to yield 
benefits over a period of time. 
Accounting for the entire capital 
investment in one year in &e same 
manner as operating expenses skews 
the decision-malung process away 
from appropriate long-term deci- 
sions. 

A capital budget for the US would 
include an inventory assessment, 
estimates of capital requirements, 
estimates of operations and mainte- 
nance, sources of financing, and 
allocation of responsibility. Account- 
ing dehitions and procedures 
should be consistent with generally 
accepted accounting procedures. Any 
special issues unique to the federal 
government should be resolved in a 
manner acceptable to the Federal 
Accounting Standards Board. Depre- 
ciation and other capital consump- 
tion costs should be included as 
expenses in the operating account. 
This effon should build on recent 
work by the Commerce Department 
in collecting data on capital assets. 

The Subcouncil does not mini- 
mize the work involved in develop- 
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ing a capital budget nor the tempta- 
tions of various interests to define 
many different types of public 
spending as capital investment. 
However, budgetary safeguards can 
be devised to prevent abuse of the 
system and technical difficulties can 
be overcome. While not a panacea 
for infrastructure problems, the 
Subcouncil fully supports the imple- 
mentation of a capital budget for the 
United States. 

National Infrastructure Bank 
Creation of a new national bank has 
been proposed as another type of 
financial mechanism that would 
accomplish many of the desired 
purposes. First and foremost, the 
Bank would be the repository and 
manager of federal i n k m c t u r e  
trust funds, thus removing the 
political pressures to use trust fund 
monies to mask the federal deficit. 
The Bank would be a public institu- 
tion, established by Congress, to 
which it would report annually. 

T h i n h g  more broadly, the Bank 
could take on additional roles. For 
example, the Bank could be charged 
with evaluating and fundmg trans- 
portation demonstration projects; it 
could operate as, or in conjunction 
with, the Infrastructure Commission 
proposed above. The Bank could 
play a key role on projects of national 
significance, such as large-scale 
transportation projects, new tech- 
nologies, infrastructure in low- 
income and rural areas, or nade- 
related infrastructure that do not 

currently receive adequate attention 
because their costs fall outside the 
scope of the yearly, short-term 
budget cycle. 

The Bank would be able to offer 
federal agencies market and risk 
criteria to help evaluate infrastruc- 
ture projects. The Bank would also 
issue infrastructure securities, 
providing a market-determined, 
taxable rate of return, to be sold on 
the open market. These bonds would 
be backed by dedicated revenues 
from a new gas tax. The federal 
government would make a perma- 
nent commitment to provide this 
stream of dedicated revenues to 
support the Bank's ability to raise the 
necessary capital to finance the 
invesanens. Clear lines of responsi- 
bility and authority would need to be 
spelled out to ensure that the Bank 
functions primarily as a financial 
mechanism rather than duplicating 
the policy-making roles of Congress 
and the federal agencies. 

The advantage of a National 
Infrastructure Bank would lie in its 
ability to leverage the revenue stream 
to raise large amounts of capital 
when needed for major project.. 
Thus, for example, if a gas tax 
increase were phased in with small 
annual increments, the Bank could 
issue bonds to raise the required 
amounts of money in early years, to 
be paid off in later years with rev- 
enues from the gas tax increase. The 
market for the Bank's bonds would 
be both institutions and large private 
investors, with an attempt made to 

attract private and public pension 
funds (currently worth about $2.6 
mllion). Under properly-controlled 
circumstances, the Bank could be 
authorized to finance additional 
infrastructure spendmg as a counter- 
cyclical measure during a recession, 
waive the state and local match 
requirements during such a period, 
and undertake other types of financ- 
ing arrangements to amact private 
capital to invest in state and local 
infrastructure projects. 

Other financial mechanisms have 
been put forward as well by individu- 
als and organizations studying the 
issue of infrastructure investment. 
For example: 

b A capital investment bhk grant, 
administered by the US Treasury, 
could be issued to states annually for 
expansion and modernization of 
capital facilities. Grants would be 
allocated according to a redismbu- 
tive formula, favoring communities 
and regions with the greatest capital 
deficiencies and economic needs. 
Oversight committees in each state 
would report annually on the use of 
the funds and the state's maintenance 
of effort. 
b A National Infiarmrcture Corpora- 
tion was proposed by Senator 
Moynihan in 1 99 1. The Corporation 
would serve as a regionally-based 
federal revolving loan fund, making 
loans (at a 50/50 federal/state match) 
to state revolving funds for innova- 
tive infrastructure projects with 
revenue-generating potential.') 
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One group studying the issue at 
present is the Infrasaucture hvest- 
ment Commission, which was 
established by ISTEA to conduct a 
study on the feasibility and desirabil- 
ity of creating a type of security that 
would permit the investment of 
public and private pension funds in 
infrastructure. The Commission's 
interim report recommends the 
creation of a national infrastructure ' 

corporation capitalized by an incre- 
ment of the gasoline tax, direct 
appropriations, or existing govern- 
ment agency funds." 

The corporation would serve as a 
domestic version of the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation, 
fiurctioning in several ways: (a) by 
providing direct insurance and 
reinsurance to issuers of bonds for 
infrastructure projects; (b) by making 

loans to priority projects that have 
credi t-worthy revenue projections 
but lack historical operating results; 
(c) by helping to capitalize state 
infrastructure revolving funds; and 
(d) by issuing new infrastructure 
securities that would offer pension 
funds a competitive, taxable, market 
rate of return. 
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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

The State C.pacity Task Fora was established to examine ways EPA can help states 
augment their ability to protect the environment. The Task Force is organized around four 
teams, each exploring a major facet of the funding challenge facing the states. In 
rampition of his efforts to e l ~ t e  enviranmental financing as an EPA priority, John J. 
Sandy, Director of the Resources Management Division, was asked to chair the team on 
alternative financing mechanismr (AFMs). 

The AFM team addressed the fisal ~~nrbaints that hamper the ability of states and 
localities to finance emrinramental pratecti011. They recognized the need for a document 
that pruvidcs infomatian aimed at molvhg two Ypu of funding shortfak state capacity 
(proigam personnel) and capital iafrartructrrre nadr  They decided to produce a 
comprehensive encyclopedia of alternative financing mechanism that could be used as an 
information resource for stater a d  l o d  g ~ ~ ~ t ~ .  TO makc it "user-friendly,' the team 
developed a format to furnjsb the information in a uniform fashion. 

FINDINGS 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

One vey important amsideration is how to use the information in this report as a 
tool to help fund environmental prolgamrr At the a t e  and local level the team 
recommended that states and localities conduct a study of their financing needs that would 
identify areas of actual or potential shortfall, and examine their current financing 
mechanism to determine which categories of AFMs are not already being used. The 
governments could then use the information about AFMs provided by the compendium, as 
wen as their own assessments of the viability of an AFM in their jurisdiction, to select a 
financing mechanism that will meet their needs. 

It is essential to assemble the wcalth of information on environmental finance and 
make it available to states and localities through key points of distriiution. With this in 
mind, the foIlawing outreach strategies are recommended: 

EPA is mnently exploring the use of electronic bulletin boards as avenues for 
information. As an example, in October, 1991, EPA's Office of Water led the 
way in disseminating financial infannation to public entities by opening the 
Environmental Fmancing Information Network (EFIN), which provides 
information on financing alternatives for state and local environmental 
programs and projects. 

The Agency should hold or sponsor national workshops and seminars to 
transfer information about hands-on real world solutions, The Agency should 
also provide publications and other types of technical assistance on 
e-ental finance. For example, EPA could provide technical assistance 
on establishing certain types of AFMs, or operate a peer match service. 

In addition, EPA is developing Environmental Finance Centen (EFCs) in 
land grant universities in the ten EPA Regions EFC activities could include 
education, technical d c e ,  and research on environmental finance on a 
regional level, EPA mpport to EFCs could include staff asshtance through 
the Intergovernmental Penonnel Act (PA) and the Revitaliang 
Environmental hfrastmctnre Through Volunteerism (REV) program, as well 
as seed money for initial program operations. Tbm EFCs are being developed 
for the Universities of Maryland and New M h .  
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THE FINANCING CHALLENGE 

H b r W l y ,  enviromental protection has been a shared responsiiility between the 
federal gavernmenf the states, md local governments. hmasin&, hawever, the . . responsiiiIity of implementing, .Rmlnlstcring and enforcing federally mandated 
environmental program has shifted to the states, 'Ihir tnnd places a growing financial 
burden on state and local governments at a time when the gap is widening between the cwt 
of environmental protection and avaiIable resouras. TO meet this financial challenge, new 
alternative sources of revenue md crpitd IIWS! be f-d to finance environmental - 

Compared with the U.S. economy as a whole, total public and private environmental 
expenditures, as a percentage of gram national product (GNP), grew from 0.9 percent in 
1972 to 2 1  percent in 1990. 9. the year UK]O, enkimnmental expenditures are projected 
to rise to 28 percent of GNP.' (In 1986 do- the GNP for 1990 was $4.7 trillion, and 
for the year 2WO. is projected to rise to $7.1 trillion.) 

ZEe gap between current resc~~rca and the investments needed to maintain &tiog 
standards and meet now requirements is increasing. 9, the year 2000, total annual 
environmental spending r q u h e n t r  @ubk .n4 private) will be about $200 b a o q  
compared to a 1988 level of $115 billion.' This huge difference can be met only t h g b  
greater efficiency, expanded AblL a d  prirnte and hi-d state and 
capacity to implement p- 

Even if state and local gwenunents cauld b o m ~  enough to pay for apical 
invertmen& annual a s h  flow requiremenb to repry their debb will outstrip their financial 
capacity. Between now and the end of the centuuy, govtments will need to 32 
percent more money to cover open@ and debt strvice codr This amounts to m increase 
in cash rquirrmentl d aver 3.5 percent per yur. Yet over the same period, U S  GNP 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 06% of Policy, Pfaaning and Evaluation, 
Envitonmcntrrl Inwsmmts: 'Ihc Cart ofA Clean Enwosvltclll, December 1990. 
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estimated to gmw by only 2.37 percent pcr year and population to grow by only 0.66 percent 
per y e a r e 3  

The increue in anticipated expenditures coincides with a ftcaf crisis in the states. 
The growiog competition among proguns for funding fram general revenues and the fact 
that the economic downturn threatens even general revenue levels means that state and 
load governments are forced to develop additional sources of funding to pay for their share 
of environmental cOBft. Uncertain state economies and increasing budget deficits threaten 
existing environmental prognmr as newly promulgated federal requirements campe,te for 
limited funds and r e d u d  staffing rescmrces. 

Financial pressures impow numerous conrtraints on state environmental programs 
and investments. Implications indude state programs returning to federal adrmnwtra . . tion, 
non-ampliance and non-enforcement of staterun pmprmr, delays in knplementation of 
required regulations and programs, and canallation or postponement of necessary and 
mandated environmental iwestments. 

CURRENT APPROACH TO FINANCING 

State and I d  governments typically support their environmental budgets througb 
a variety of revenue sources, including taxes, fee prognms, penalties and fines, general state 
funds, federal funds, and bond funds. State air, water, and solid waste programs have 
historidly relied upon federal grants, fees, and general revenues for the majority of their 
fun& There is no one common investment mix, as a great deal of variation exists across 
environmental media and among sta- 

Trends clearly indicate that funding h n  federal resources and state general 
revenues are decreasing. Consequently, rtater have been turning to alternative financing 
mechanisms (AFMs) to fund r greater percentage of their environmental budgets. 
Currently, f a r  are the most widely used AFM, particularly in air and water quality 
progruns. The trends dm suggest that AFMs are being applied to a greater variety of 
senice, are becaming more complex and flexible, and are instituted with the primary 
purpose of generating revenue and with the secondary aim of achieving particular goals 

FINDINGS 

The AFMs inchrded in this canpendium can be used to iinance a wide vuiety of 
capital and operating corb on both the local and state level. However, not all AFNs will 
be suitable for hancing both state and focal programs or for meeting all of axts To 
identify an a p p r a p ~ t e  AFM for r particular need, state and I d  government ofticirk must 



consider tbe advantages and limitations of particular AFMs. For ewmple, some A M  are 
more appropriate for hnancing capital coeb than operating cats, and vice versa. Bond 
hancing is one AFM that is wed-suited to tinurcing capital projects, while other A F '  
such as fees, are more suited to covering ongoing program costs. 

When considering an AFM, state or local governments should consider the time and 
resouras required to implement d o u s  financing mechanisms AFMs vary in the process 
required for approval and the speed at which they can be implemented. For example, loans 
can often be arranged mare quickly than bonds can be iaraed and fees can often be enacted 
more quick& than new tuen Same AFMs inherently cannot be used for certain purposes; 
a program could not, for example, issue bonds to oover an unexptcted shortfall in annual 
revenues. 

The following sections provide c01lc~tte c x a ~ ~ ~ p l ~  af chmmtances under which a 
particular category of AFM might be better suited for use by state and local gwernments. 
These examples are options only- They are intended punly as a guide, and rely on generid 
statements that may or may not apply to a w n  state or locality. The usefulness of an 
AFM as a financing tod will d w n d  a the individual political, fiscal, and legal 
charscteristics of the area where it is implemented. 

In many states, fees may be administratively imposed without legislative 
making them a viable option for state and local governments which 

might b mere  political apparition to tax increases. 

Many states require that f e u  may not exceed the cort of services rendered. 
Therefore, fees are best suited to -rind those administrative and operating 
casts that can be defined as #Nices rendered to the fapayer. 

In cuinmumib'es wbere fees rlready * may wish to examine their 
rates and ensure that fecr m cov~xing the full oosg of providing these 
sewkcs. 

m ~ n i t i e s  in h c d  crisis facing the choice of whether to cut se- or 
increase taxes may diDd tbat instituting service fees will enable them to 
maintain senriat. For example, a county with a budget deficit might enact 
park user fees rather than eliminate oaunty park and recreation pr- 
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Over the yean, bonds have been used to finnnce around 60 percent of 
environmental infrastnrctsue. Bonds will continue to be a principal source of 
capital financing. Because bond financing is nstricted to capital projects or 
other large, upfront expenditures, it is not suitable to carer annual operating 
ccw2L 

Restrictions implemented by the 1986 Tax Reform Act have generally 
increased the cost of bond financing for eariranmental infrastructure. 

Larger local gwernments may prefer bond financing to loans for capital 
projects, sins the bond market typkaUy &en capital at lower interest rates 
than the rates for commercial 1- Larger communities may also find it 
easier to acms the financial and legal expertise required 'to issue bonds 

Bond hancing may be particularly suited to projects where the source of 
repayment is raised by user charges from the project or facility financed by 
the bond. For example, bond fjnancingmay be an appropriate mechanism to 
finance a WBSfeWIlter trestment facility where the debt service is repaid by 
user charges 

State and local gwernments have a large amount of flexiiility in structuring 
bond issues to suit their needs With advice &om financial advisors, 
repayments can be timed to suit the fiscal needs of a given cammunity. 

LOANS 

Generally, two types of loans are available: commercial loans and federal and 
state loans. Many of the federal and state loan programs provide subsidies. 
Lnrns are more suitable for financing capital projects and upfront 
expenditures than operating ccstt~ 

Except for the SRF, federal loan program are typically oriented to small, 
eumamically Aicmdvnnbrged, or nual communities. Overall, federal loan 
programs fall far short of meeting n d  

State and l d  gwe~ll~~lent afficials should consider l a m  .r a financing 
mechanism if the to be financed meets eligibility criteria for federal 
or state law-interest loan programs, sin- acquiring low-interest capital 
financing can imprwe the affordability of the project to the community. 

Establishment of loan progrruns may unintentionally inhibit compliance if 
communities opt to wait for loan fun& 
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Unlike bonds, a govtment generally does not have to state a specific source 
of repayment in order to arrange 8 loan. (The SRF Program authorized 
under the Clun Water Act, is an exception.) baris may be a viable option, 
therefore, when the state or local government has not yet identified the 
mm of repayment, or where multiple revenue sources will be used, 

Lnan p r w  may be preferable to grant programs from state and federal 
penpectiva if repayments are rvailable to provide &stance other 
communities on a revolving basis 

In addition, since lbans typ- do not win voter approval, they may be 
mitable for meeting short-tern cash needs while the gwernment is iden-g 
the ultimate source of funds. 

Depending on the program, loans may be coupled with a grant for a portion 
af project cats for certain small or economicay. disadvantaged communities 

GRAMS 

0 State and federal grant program have and probably will remain a 
supplementaq source of fun& for both opcnting and capital cortr of state 
and local pgmu Grant funding, howcvtr, is inherently unstable to the 
extent that it is dependent on the Mgari~~ of an annual appropn'atioao 
proasr. 

Mlirhment  of pant programs may unintentionally &'bit oampliancc for 
m e  communities that may opt to wait for grant fun& . w t  mnk an often tied to meeting goPk and requirements that may 
increase overall project costs. On the other hand, grants can provide 
rpt&jj~~  that have paritive incentive effectr. 

Strte a d  Id governments should explore the posa'bility of funding specific 
elip'bie activities with gurts, IBS opposed to seeking funds for the entire 
program. For mmple, an i n n ~ ~ ~ t i v e  put af a state air quality program may 
be eIigi'b1e for an air poIhrtian control roearch grant from the EPA's Office 
of Research and Develapment. 
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Credit enhancements are most useful to cammunitits with no credit history 
a r poar credit history, enabling them to gain access to capital or to acquire 
apital at lower interest rates than otherwte anticipated. 

Communities with slrong credit histories may also find that they can 
command r lower interest rate on either bonds or loans by using credit 
enhanoementa . 

Credit enhancements may be parb;crrlarly useful to help finance innovative 
prcrjects, where credit pruviders may require additional reassurance of debt 
repayment For example, credit enhancements may be helpful when issuing 
r bond to finance stormwater drainage improvement, since bondholders may 
want added reassumme that the stamwater district will indeed raise the 
anticipated revenuer 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNJmsHIPS 

Public-private partnerships are typically suited to financing activities that 
invohe the provision of servicer such as wastewater treatment, drinking water 
provision, and d i d  waste coUection apd disposal. 

The President's recent Executive Order on Privatization (# 12803, May 4, 
1992) will cause regulatory and policy changes that have a risnificant potential 
to increase investment in environmental facilities. States should infonn local 
governments of this potential and may want to consider participating in the 
rulemaking p n  In addition, as the order remaver; federal regulatory 
impediments to public-private partnershipr, states may wish to examine their 
awn I.wr and regulations and consider removing state legal and regulatory 
impediments to public-private partne* 

Through lease-purchase urangements, where a private partner leases and 
operates r public facility, paying debt senrice on publicly-bed bonds with 
ullpual lease payments, state and local gwernments can gain the benefit of 
private sector efficiency while retainiug the low interest cost of public capital. 

Publbprivate partnenhiprcoold also be appiied in less traditional areas, such 
as enforcement and monitoring of environmental regulations. 

Public-private partnerships might be particularly well-suited to small 
~ u n i t i u  that can benefit from r private putnefs size and rpecirliztd 
experience. For example, due to ecanomier of scale, r andl community 
requiring sotid waste dispod services might benefit from r putnenhip with 
r company that operated a large solid waste disposal £acility for a number of 
cunmunitk The community may also benefit from the private partner's 
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s p d d b d  experience in solid waste management. However, withat mch 
econdes  of d e ,  most d camunities might find the mumaion costs 
(e.g., attorney and f i n a n d  advisor fees) prohibitive. 

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES 

Economic incentive programs ailow state md local governments to capitalize 
on private sector innovations to achieve environmental quality g& 
Although incentive proguns do not typicany provide significant cash 
revenues, in the long tenn they reduce program by achieving pollution 
&dim without direct governmental expenditures. 

b n t i v e  prognms also encourage development of innovative pollution 
techaologies and management techniques that may have wider 

applications to otber state and local p m g n ~ ~ ~ .  , 

Since incentive program can sametimes produce pollution reduction, state 
a d  l d  governments facing state or federal deadlines on environmental 
quality standards may i 5 ~ d  them partCcularb u~eful .  For example, state 
pmgmns needing to meet water quality standards may want to use point 
rource/nonpoint source tnding ~ T ~ ~ ~ I U I U  8 tool. 

SPECIAL DISTRICTS 
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solid waste authority can aften pravide higher quality landfirt services at lower 
cort than individual cauntiu. 

TAXES 

Since taxes generally provide ongoing revenues, they are most suitable for 
hmcing n c u h g  casts, such as employee salaries or annual debt service 
payments on a bond or loan. 

The use of tax revenues is typically not rtstrkkd to covering the costs of a 
particular program or activity. Under these circumstances, taxes are well- 
suited to supporting propuns where state and local govtnrments require 
flexibility to use revenues for different activities fram year to year. For 
example, revenues from a tax on watercraft salts could be used for 
monitoring water quality one year, and purchasing marine oil spill response 
equipment the next. 

In m a  jurisdictions, instituting new taxes requires legislative approval 
Achieving such approval may be easier if the proposed tax is earmarked or 
dedicated to fund a particular program that has strong public and/or 
legislative support 

Earmarking taxes need not reduce their flcxiiiliv, revenues may sti l l  be used 
for a variety of purposes within any given program depending on how 
q d f i d l y  the revenues are dedicated. 

Tax surcharges levied on a temporary basis may be used to help raise 
revenuer for spec& projects that may not have been anticipated and are not 
eJrpected to recur with any regular frequency. A tax surcharge on residential 
sewer b i b  for instance, might finance the replacement of stormwater 
retention basins that were destroyed during a hurricane. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Closing the gap between funding nee& and revenue sources for environmental 
programs requires actia by all levels of government This compendium suggests a number 
of mechanisms available to help narrow this gap. S p e d d y ,  the State Capacity Task Force 
recammends the f d l d n g  actions 

State and local govenrments should cramine their funding needs and 
determine whether existing revenue sources are adequate to meet these 
nee& If current resources are found to be insufficient, t h y  should take 
steps to analyze and characterize the &artfall and then evaluate and 
implement AFhir such as those included in this compendium. 
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Each of these recommendations is described in more detail below. 

SUGGESTED STEPS TO USE THIS COMPENDIUM 

Idendfyiog the reope of mdces for whic:h the government L ruponsiik; 

Integrating the data with estimates of costs to operate and maintain 
frcilitier and build new aer; and 
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Onfting a mmmory plan for distriiution to (and concurrence by) all 
government public works agencies and interested nongovernment groups. 

Another technique that may assist governments in estimating aperating costs is 
workload analyst. Workload analyses detail the casts of carrying out padcular programs. 
For example, in support of an appropriations request to the legislature, the Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resaunxs prepared a detailed workload anaiysis demonstrating the 
costs associated with implementing the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The analysis 
included estimates of staf€ time required for the activities mandated by the Act, including 
permit processing, site r e v i m  and environmental education. 

Once the nature and extent ofcosts have been identified, state and local governments 
should examine their current means of financing capital and operating costs Most states 
hance their environmental propam through a combination. of fees, taxes, bonds, grants, 
and loans. In m e  cam, identifying the exact saurces of revenues for a given program may 
be difficult, since many governments fund enviranmentd programs fram general revenues, 
and do not track sources of thaw revenues d k c t l y  to their uses 

&mining current financing mechanism allows governments to compare revenues 
irom existing sources to present and future coetr, 80 that areas of actual or potential 
shortfall can be identified. For example, same governments may find no shortage of 
funding to meet daytoday operating uxts, but may have difEiculty in meeting anticipated 
capital c a m  Some shortfalls may be c a d  by exceptional circumstances, such as a 
budget crisis in a partiah yew, or localized economic dirtresr causing a reduction in tax 
revenues. Other shortfalls may occur becruse a revenue source has not yet been identified 
for financing new requirements or activities. A survey of current financing mechanism will 
also identifv which AFMs or which groups of AFMs may have been underutilized, and 
therefore may be worth exploring as options 

Use tbe Compendium to I d e m  Suitable AFMs 

State and local governments should examine these categories to see if any of the 
AFMs might be applicable to their needr The summary matricer preceding the categories 
already provide ur initial agesnnent of AFMs based an a number of facton, including their 
applicability to apital md/= open- ob0 applicrbility to state and/or l a d  propmu, 
revenue potentid, revenue sbbility, admhhative feasibility, equity, and incentive effects 
for pollution r&dion. Howmr, gavernments considering implementatiomof a particular 
AFM need to go byand what is provided in the annpendium to determine the suitability 
of an AFM for their particofar situation. First, they need to determine what legislative or 
regulatoxy tctionr may be neoessuy for implementation of the AFM. Next, t h y  need to 
perform revenue estimates to determine whether the AFM will provide sufficient and timely 
revenues for thex neeb. F i i ,  the governments need to determine whether the AFM 
will meet with poiiticrl rrcapbura. In addition to using this compendium to identify 
potential AFM, state and local governments are encouraged to utilize the variety of 
resources on environmental finance made available by EPA. 
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EPA ACTIONS 

The Agency could set up electronic bulletin boards as avenues for infonnation on 
alternative h c i n g  techniques Cumntly, the EPA ~ I W O ~ S  a number of electronic 
bulletin boards providing infonnation on various isru- which state and local officials and 
other interested parties a n  access with a camputer modem. In October, 1991, the Office 
of Water pioneered the Ewironmenerl Fmancing Information Network (EFIN), EPNs first 
ef-o& bunetin boud ptOVidiLIg information on financing alternatives for environmental 
prgnmr & an outreach mechanism, the bulktin borrd format has the foUowing 
advantages: 

Swift transmission of information to a wide audience; 

A menudriven format that allows users to individually select the information 
appropriate for them; 

h g h g  updating of contact numbers, o ~ u ,  and other rapidlyshanging 
information; and 

In&-e potential, so that users get the benefit of information placed on 
the blrlletia board by other users as yell as by the board's sponsor. 

Additional electronic bulletin boards w ~ f d  be set up by program offices to follow the 
EFIN model. Alternatively, Environmental Finance Centen (EFCs) could sponsor bulletin 
boards p d & g  ngionalized information an financing alternatives. 

Natfonal Worlrobops and Seminars 

Agency should hold or sponsor national w o r M q  and seminars for itate and 
I d  gwemment ofecLL on real world s~lutiom to environmental finance ismu. ne 
v o r m p r  should be interactive, sewing both as a munr of information transfer and 
f- for offr i rb  to eqress their vim on h w  EPA could make state and l@ 
emrir0nment.l -a easier. The national workshops should have the following 
c h ~ f a c t t ~  . me v~k&opl should pmvide state and 1 4  gwernment officials with 

b b s n  m g  and prrctical infonnation on environmental h a n a  h e q  

Tbe irtteradive farpm prwided by the worlPhaps should give the Agency a 
chance to hear the penpectiver of the officials who are responsiile for 
h d n g  the extcutiao of federd environmental mandatu: and 

Workshop proceeding should sene as seed material for publications that 
could present ewiromenal mace issues from a national perspective. 
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As part of its ongoing efforts to provide technical assistance on environmental 
finance, EPA is developing Environmental Finance Centers (EFCs) to work with states and 
local governments. Pilot efforts are now underway in two states -- New Mexico and 
Maryland - with the goal of opening an EFC in each of the ten EPA regions. What follows 
is a description of the potential functions of EFCs and the ways in which EPA support could 
be provided to them. 

Potential Functions of EFCo 

The EFCs could serve as the focal point for federal involvement in education, 
technical assistance, and research on environmental finance. As federal, state, and local 
environmental programs have increased in s q e  and werall cost, new and innovative 
techniques for environmental finance have developed out of necessity.  o ow ever, formal 
academic study has lagged behind the development of these techniques, and few universities 
are in the position to offer a broad-based introduction to the issues and themes related to 
environmental finance, particularly an introduction that would be targeted to the needs of 
state and local officials. The EFCs could integrate economic, political, financial, scientific, 
and public policy expertise to create a multidisciplinary curriculum on environmental 
finance. Such a curriculum would serve state and local officials currently on the front lines 
of financing environmental programs, graduate students who could become future 
professionals in these areas, and utility officials, investment bankers, and other private 
individuals who may play crucial roles in financing partnerships for environmental facilities. 

In addition to providing a general curriculum for state and local officials and other 
parties involved in environmental finance, the EFCs could provide technical assistance to 
communities on a case-by-case basis. This assktance could involve a number of activities: 

Calling together advisory panels made up of local officials, academic experts, 
finance professionals, and EPA employees to advise a community on possible 
solutions to a particular problem; 

Sponsoring workshops and forums on regional environmental finance issues, 
and praviding direct consultation and technical assistance to local 
governments attempting to enter into regional compacts; 

@ Working with nonprofits and national associations such as the Government 
Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and the International City and County 
Managers Association (ICMA), operate a peer match s e ~ c e  bringing 
together communities that face similar problems and allowing them to benefit 
from exchange of ideas and sharing of reports created for different 
communities; 

Serving as a clearinghouse for innovative environmental financing 
mechanisms, disseminating information and advising states and localities on 
implementation and other issues; 
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Managing EPA, federal agency, and privately-funded pilot and demonstration 
projects employing innovative financingtechiques, and providing consultation 
and -ce on environmental finance and management on a fee basis to 
adsting state and local governmen& and 

Compiling the results of the above activities into targeted, regionalized 
publications on environmental finance issues. 

For example, in New Mexico, where a pilot EFC is cumntly being developed, the 
EFC could provide &able technical assbtance on regionalized solutions to wastewater 
treatment provision to unincorporated communities In New Mexico, a number of cdonias, 
or unre plated and unincorporated communities, have sprung UP in response to a thriving 
job market along the U.SJMexico border. Because they lack taxing power and other 
financing capabilities of formalized governments, arranging extension of wastewater 
treatment s e ~ c e s  to the cdoniar is difhicult If an EFC were established in New Mexico, 
it could sponsor the creation of an advisory panel to address this issue, bring together the 
localities that would be invoked in the solution, and produce a regionalized solution to the 
problem. 

It is anticipated that the EPA regional offices will work closely with the EFCs in their 
regions, which could uniquely position the EFG to examine topics of environmental finance 
from a regional penpcaivs and provide the EFCr with the antacts and exper& to 
integrate ruurch  with their educational and te -~hnid  arrisunce roles. For example, u h g  
EPA redonal contacts, an EFC might find it rehhl)' to -pile case studies of the 
localities it advises on envirollmental finance, using their experience to help future clients. 
A few potential topics for investigation include: 

The impact on user charges of public-private partnerships in the construction, 
operation, and maintenance of environmental facilities; 

Fiiancing strategies and cxprienw of 1 t ~ A  .ir p q m m s  helping to 
implement provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, 

Investigation of regional solutions to solid and hazardous waste dispora] 
problesls; and 

0 Innovative incentive p~ and financingmtchanisms used by localities for 
nonpoint source pollution reduction. 

EPA Support for EFCl 

Siting the EFCs in land grant universities w d d  faster the EFC's educational and 
anaiytical functions and provide a regional base for EFC activitiu The existing federal 
interest in these universities would also facilitate the initial arrangements for developing the 
EFCr Alternatively, the EPA cu11d seek pubG-privlte putnerships with private 
univenities or companies for siting EFCa 
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Under the auspices of the Intergovernmental Penonnel Act, EPA wuld provide 
EFCs with finance experts on a rotating bask Intergovernmental Personnel hsignments 
(PAS) could be a crucial tool for enhancing the ability of EFCs to provide the highest 
quality of technical assistaDce to states and localities. The IPAs that participate in these 
interchanges would also benefit by bringing back to their home offices valuable new 
perspectives gained bom this assignment. 

Another possile source of staff for EFCs could be from the REV (Revitalizing 
Environmental Infrastructure Through Volunteerism) program. EPA is exploring the 
feasi'bility of establishing this program, which would match volunteers with communities that 
need pro bono services. The EFCs could employ this resource in a number of ways. The 
volunteers, many of whom k l d  be retired engineers, mid be invited to serve on advisory 
panels, assist in developing and facilitating EFC workshops, or be assigned to advise 
particular states or localities on issues relating to their expertise. The EFCs could employ 
this resource in a number of ways. 

EPA could assist in the development of EFCs by providing seed money to fund initial 
operating costs and office space, and possiily to endow a professonhip in environmental 
finance. Funds for these purposes oauld come born fine or penalty revenues, EPA pilot 
project grant funds, a share of a dedicated federal tax (such as the chemical feedstocks tax 
or gasoline tax), or grant funds from private corporations. Regardless of source, seed 
money could also be placed in a trust fund, so that interest payments could provide ongoing 
support for EFC aperatiorn 

Part of the funds for educational programs could be provided by tuition fees charged 
to the state and local officials who attend the courses sponsored by the EFCs. However, 
in order to maintain the affordability of EFC coursy same of the costs involved in 
developing the curriculum should be subsidized. Similarly, same communities may be able 
to afford modest user fees for technical assistance or targeted research on regional 
environmental finance issues. However, federal grant funds, fine and penalty revenues, 
interest on any trust funds capitalized, and/or supplemental grant fun& fram private 
corporations would be required to meet the gap between what communities could afford to 
pay and the cost to the EFC of providing these semkes. 

ALTERNATIVE FINANCING MECEEANISMS 

The phrase "alternative financing mechanism" (AFM) refers to any technique used 
to fund environmental programs, faciIities, or serviar, including both capital and operating 
costs at the state and local level. The principal categories of AFMs identihi  in this report 
are listed in Table 1. The AFMs are divided into eleven major categories as follows: taxes, 
fees, bonds, loans, grants, credit enhancementr, public-private partnerships, economic 
incentives, special districts, environmental finance centers, and miscellaneous. 

This report should be particularly useful to states and local governments It outlines 
a range of alternative financingrnechadsms at both the state and local level and is intended 
to provide information about the principal features of AFMs, their relative advantages and 
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. . 
limitations - with particular attention given to rdmuustrah considerations - and some of 
the key questions and issues d t e d  with their use. 

A total d 82 altemativd financing mechanism are presented in this compendium. 
The entries for each individual AFM provide a hmiption and an- of each financing 
mechanism in the foIlowing fonnat: 

Thjs d o n  classifies the AFM into one of the eleven major categories. 

m p t t o m  This section describes h w  the mechanism work For example, if the 
AFM is a fee or tax this section discusses the basis for charging a particular fee or 
tax. 
A- Usw Were po~slble, this section identifies examples of the current use of 
the AFM to fund state and/or l ~ c d  envhnmend program 

Potemu Uw: Where posaile, this section identifies potentid alternative uses for 
the AFM. 

~m~tqpJUmttattol~r There two sections dacriba the most significant advantages 
and limitations of a particular AFM from the penpective of the implementing 
government Tbe following issues were a n a m  for each Af;M, where applicable: 

Ease or di&ic9lty of implementation and ad;miniftration, 

Characteristics of the revenue stream (e.g., steady and predictable 
revenues or periodic rennues), 

. Le~tive@olilitial issues (~g . ,  whether the AFM would genedy 
require voter approval), and 

Econdmic impacts, if any (ag., if the AFM has a disproportionate 
i m ~  a mall businesses or has a *st impact on a broad 
population). 

~ t f m  for Ehrtbcr Intorumtion: Thir section provides either a reference to a 
document with further discussion of the A m  or the name of a governmental agency 
that has sane experience with the relevant AFhk 

mh of the major categories has an introduction that descriies the characteristics 
and general advantages and l i m i b t i ~ ) ~ ~  of the individual AFMs within that category. To 
allow for canparison of individual AFMs, both within and among categories, a summary 
table is included at the end of the introduction to each major AFM category. These 
summary tables evaluate the in vuy l e n d  tern based on selected criteria. The 
primuy criteria are: 

Capital Costs (Applicable, Plrtirlly Applicable Not Applicable). Indicates whether 
the AFM can easily be used to finance capital expenditure% Generally, this will 
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depend on whether revenues can be raised in an amount sufficient to finance capital 
expenditures. 

Opcrrting Corb (Applicable, Partially Applicable, Not Applicable). Indicates 
whether the AFM provides ongoing revenues that can be used to meet annually- 
recpning costs such as salaries. 

State P ~ ~ I I U  (Applicable, Partially Applicable, Not Applicable). Indicateswhether 
tbe AFM can be used by sfate programs. 

Local Pmgrms (Applicable, Partially Applicable, Not Applicable). Whether the 
AFMcanbe~bylocalprograrms. 

Revenue Potentld (High, Moderate, Law). Where applicable; provides a rough 
a t h a t e  of the revenue-generating potential of the AF'M. The estimate is based on 
the size of the anticipated revenue base, typical rates, and past experience with the 
AFM. This evaluation is meant only as a guide for comparing AFMs, and may not 
be accurate for some areas, since the revenue potential of an AFM in a given area 
wiU be strongly affected by the characteristics of the revenue base. 

Revenue Stability (Stable, Partially Stable, Unstable). Provides a general assessment 
of the potential revenue stability of the AFM, based on the volatility of the revenue 
base, methods of collection, and the experience of state and local programs with the 
AFM. 

A d ~ t i v e  Fusibility (Easy, Moderate, Dif6icult). Provides a general evaluation 
ufartmlnlrtril . . tive feasi'bility of each AFM, based primarily on whether the 
implementing gwernment can take advantage of existing administrative structures. 

Equity (Who Pays? - Polluter, Beneficiary, General Public). Evaluates whether the 
burden of payment falls on parties that contribute to the environmental problem (i.e., 
the pohter), on parties that benefit from cleanup of an environmental problem (i.e., 
the beneficiary) or upon the general public. 

Incentive Eilcctr (Yes, Uncertain, No). Indicates whether the AFM provides any 
pollution reduction incentin effects. 
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TABLE 1: ALTERNATIVE FINANCING MECHANISMS M COMPENDIUM 

GIUN?S 
~ u n l  h l o p r a w t  ~dmininntioo Water rod Wuto 

Dirpoul -t RPprm 
~ D l e v e ~ t A d m m a m t r o a  

. . Public wortt rrd 
DwdqmmtF&OwtRogrprn 

D ~ p u t m e a t o f H o w i o g d U h ~ t  
-urlirv ~ t B l o c k : O n a U  
Apprl.chirn Regbod (ARC) -d 

Grants 
EPA Grants 
st8teOrtlrti'qmas 
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+ 
FINANCING THE FUTURE: 

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION TO PROMOTE INVESTMENT IN AMERICA'S INFRASTRUCTURE 

Public sector spending on infrastructure in 
America amounts to more than $140 billion 
annually. Projections of the shortfall range from 
another $40 to $80 billion annually to meet critical 
infrastructure needs. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency alone projects the need for 
$200 billion in new finance over the next decade to 
bring communities into compliance with existing 
federal mandates for clean water and clean air. 

Traditional sources of infrastructure finance - 
government grant programs, tax-exempt bonds 
and private capital - all face serious impediments 
in filling the gap. Grants do not leverage enough 
project activity and the Commission found little 
indication that general tax increases of a 
magnitude sufficient to meet forecasted 
infrastructure development needs are likely to be 
forthcoming from federal, state and local sources. 

Current provisions of the tax code discourage 
private capital flows into infrastructure 
development. State and local governments 
seeking to expand issuance of tax-exempt bonds 
for new infrastructure are hampered by federal 
laws, difficulties in finding new revenue sources, 
obtaining satisfactory credit ratings and limited 
enhancement alternatives. Project developers 
face procedural impediments ranging from 
extended permitting periods to a tight construction 
lending market. 

Current infrastructure finance programs can be 
strengthened and made more effective. But as 
federal monies for grant programs become 
increasingly inadequate, states and localities will 
require self-renewing sources of finance built on 
access to large pools of capital, such as the six 
trillion dollars offered by institutional investors, 
including pension funds. For many projects, 
however, particularly projects with the potential to 
be self sustaining, but which fall into lower credit 
categories in the early years, access to these large 
pools of capital will require application of new 
financing techniques. 

The Commission to Promote Investment in 
America's Infrastructure has three major 
recommendations to develop new financing 
options to facilitate access of these projects to 
large pools of capital. 

+ Establish a new, federally-chartered financing 
entity, a national infrastructure corporation. 

+ Create new investment options for institutional 
investors, including securities issued or 
guaranteed by the corporation. 

+ More consistent, uniform federal policy treat- 
ment for private investment in infrastructure 
development. 

The new national infrastructure corporation 
would offer credit enhancement through a 
guarantor subsidiary, subordinated loans and 
other financial assistance. through a lender 
subsidiary and development phase assistance 
through insurance-type arrangements. The 
Commission estimates that each new one billion 
dollars of federal capital in the corporation has the 
immediate potential to prompt $10 billion in 
infrastructure project activity. 

In the second phase, when the Corporation has 
established an operating history and begins 
issuing infrastructure securities to pension fund 
and other investors, each one billion dollars of 
federal infrastructure money would have the 
potential to leverage $18 billion or more in new 
infrastructure project activity. If Congress devotes 
one billion dollars annually to this vehicle for five 
years, the federal government would build a self- 
renewing source of finance with the potential to 
leverage up to $100 billion of infrastructure 
projects. 

These estimates build on three categories of 
recommendations adopted by the Commission 
after reviewing a decade of studies on infra- 
structure needs and hearing testimony from 46 
witnesses in seven public hearings in 1992. The 
alternate financing mechanisms that emerge will 
supplement existing grant and tax-exempt bond 
finance programs and attract the tens of billions of 
new dollars annually needed to finance the future 
infrastructure of America. While the actual 
leverage ratios will vary according to assumptions 
on minimum capital criteria-and other factors, the 
Commission found a clear possibility to leverage 
federal dollars in a self-sustaining program. 

As the six trillion dollars in assets held by 
institutional investors continue to grow, the 
Commission found that investors will seek 
additional investment options. New investment 
opportunities in infrastructure projects, where 
pension funds now do not invest, can further 
diversify the investments that currently make up the 
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majority of portfolio assets. More consistent,uniform 
federal tax policy treatment for private investors in 
infrastructure projects would prompt additional 
capital flows into this sector. 

In making this report to the President of the 
United States and the Congress, the Commission 
meets the charge "to conduct a study on the 
feasibility and desirability of creating a type of 

infrastructure security to permit the investment of 
pension funds in funds used to design, plan, and 
construct infrastructure facilities in the United 
States. Such study may also include an 
examination of other methods of encouraging 
public and private investment in infrastructure 
facilities." The return on this financing of future 
investment will be a more productive, competitive 
and economically strong America. 

RECOMMENDATION 1. 

CREATE A NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE CORPORATION TO LEVERAGE FEDERAL 

DOLLARS AND BOOST INVESTMENT I N  INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS WITH A CAPACITY 

TO BECOME SELF-SUSTAINING THROUGH USER FEES OR DEDICATED REVENUES. 

1.1 

A national infrastructure corporation, in 
partnership with state infrastructure revolving 
funds and other local and private sources of 
capital, would be able to implement national 
infrastructure priorities, leverage more dollars 
with federal funds and employ innovative 
mHg t8ch7ques toget pnonty pqxl3 underway 

A national infrastructure corporation 
will provide new leadership and supplementary 
approaches for the multiple departments, agencies 
and authorities involved in infrastructure finance. 
This federally chartered enterprise will provide a 
focal point for infrastructure that is essential to a 
timely, effective national policy response to the 
infrastructure financing challenge. 

The corporation would be authorized to 
promote infrastructure investment by evaluating 
and offering several forms of financial assistance 
and technical advice to infrastructure projects with 
self-supporting revenue potential. 

An infrastructure insurance company, 
established initially as a subsidiary of the 
corporation, would provide a mix of direct 
insurance and reinsurance to issuers of senior 
debt on infrastructure projects that existing bond 
insurers and other credit enhancers cannot or will 
not insure. Insured debt of projects eligible for tax- 
exempt financing would become more attractive to 
the municipal market. lnsured debt of taxable-rate 
projects would become more attractive to pension 
funds and other fixed-income investors. The com- 
pany would charge premiums and operate on a 
self-supporting basis, similar to the successful 
College Construction Loan Insurance Association 
(Connie Lee). 

An infrastructure finance division of the 
corporation would use funds borrowed by or 
appropriated to lend directly to priority projects 

that have credit-worthy revenue projections, but 
lack historical operating results or to those that may 
not be able to demonstrate sufficient credit strength 
immediately. Such financial assistance would be 
available on a basis subordinated to other lenders 
in a manner similar to that authorized by Congress 
in the lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency 
Act of 1991 (ISTEA), but not yet utilized by the 
states. There are a significant number of startup 
projects seeking f inancing that lack only 
subordinated debt to get underway. 

Subordinated debt would be recycled within a 
few years as projects are constructed, achieve 
operating stability and can be refinanced. Loan 
repayments would allow the corporation to function 
as a revolving loan fund. 

A development insurance service would 
provide insurance, subject to appropriate retention 
of risk by the project sponsor, to cover the initial 
development phase of projects, where permitting, 
financial feasibility and regulatory approvals pose 
specific risks. The corporation would work to 
provide services to public and private project 
sponsors as a domestic version of the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). 

The national infrastructure corporation will seek 
to become self-sustaining by charging fees for its 
services and by receiving project loan repayments. 
Among the other mechanisms the corporation 
would consider are loan guarantees and assistance 
to infrastructure revolving funds and national 
projects where financing is scarce. 

The corporation's funding activities could be 
leveraged further as it issues its own debt 
obligations to investors. This program would 
benefit from a limited line of credit to the U.S. 
Treasury, similar to other federally chartered 
enterprises, to expedite the entry of new investors 
in the near term. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2. 

CREATE A NEW RANGE OF INVESTMENT OPTIONS TO ATTRACT 

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, INCLUDING PENSION FUNDS, AS N E W  

SOURCES OF INFRASTRUCTURE CAPITAL. 

a. 1 

The national infrastructure corpora tion will 
offer institutional investors the opportunity to 
take equity in the infrastructure insurance 
company and to invest in the senior debt in 
taxable projects insured by the company. 

Institutional investors are valuable not only as 
potential sources of capital, but as potential new 
players in infrastructure finance that can bring the 
discipline of investment risk and return evaluations 
to infrastructure decision-making. 

The infrastructure insurance company 
recommended by the Commission would offer 
institutional investors the opportunity to participate 
as equity investors, along with other public or 
private investors, in an insurance business that 
would be maintained at the highest standards, with 
prudent credit criteria, and supported by 
necessary management expertise and financial 
performance to maintain a Triple-A rating. 

As the insurance company evaluated and 
insured project senior debt up to the highest 
investment grade, institutional investors would find 
it easier to participate directly in project finance by 
purchasing long-term, taxable rate debt instru- 
ments with established credit, liquidity and rates of 
return. 

2.2 

The corporation will broaden the market in 
investment grade infrastructure securities to 
attract institutional investors, including four trillion 
dollars in pension fund assets, and to provide 
liquidity for project lenders. 

The Commission's attempt to identify a new 
infrastructure security which would be attractive to 
both project borrowers and pension investors led it 
to consider new options for both taxable and tax- 
exempt rate securities. Pension funds clearly 
indicated the desire to have an option to invest in a 
new infrastructure security paying a competitive, 
taxable, market rate of return. 

The Commission recognizes that project 
sponsors who are eligible for tax-exempt financing 
generally will seek funding in the municipal market, 
rather than the taxable bond market, thereby 
precluding any meaningful participation by 
pension funds and certain other institutional 
investors. However, there are many projects which 
for legal or market reasons will still seek taxable 
debt financing. 

Aside from investing in individual project loans 
guaranteed through the corporation's bond 
insurance program, institutional investors will have 
an opportunity at a later stage to invest in taxable 
debt securities issued directly by the corporation. 
The corporation would use the proceeds to acquire 
project-specific debt, including that insured by the 
infrastructure insurance company. 

Some securities would be general obligations 
when guaranteed by the corporation, while others 
could be pass-through securities. Such obligations 
of the corporation would be of federal agency 
caliber if the corporation had access to a limited 
line of credit of the US. Treasury. The Commission 
does not foresee a need for a full faith and credit 
guarantee from the U.S. government. 

Purchases of these securities would be on a 
purely voluntary basis in accordance with the 
fiduciary duties set forth in the federal ERISA statute 
for private plans and comparable state and local 
laws for state and local government plans. Experts 
indicate that there are no restrictions against such 
investments in infrastructure securities. 

A security whose tax-free benefits flow 
through to fund beneficiaries at the time of 
distribution from retirement plans could attract 
investments from defined contribution pension 
programs, 40 1 (k) plans and individual 
retirement accounts. 

The Commission recommends that Congress 
consider amending federal tax laws to allow part or 
all of the investment earnings attributable to 
infrastructure securities to be distributed tax-free to 
pension plan participants upon retirement. Such a 
tax-free pass-through from a fund to its participants 
would produce a competitive after-tax market rate of 
return for the retirement fund participants, yet allow 
a project to obtain funding at levels commensurate 
with municipal bonds. 

The security could be even more attractive if it 
were structured as a deferred annuity, thereby 
satisfying both early project cash flow requirements 
and the typical payout profiles on pension benefits. 
It is noteworthy that this sort of investment security 
would be particularly appropriate for defined 
contribution and 401(k) plans, which are the fastest 
growing sector of retirement assets. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3. 

STRENGTHEN EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING TOOLS AND PROGRAMS BY 

MAKING FEDERAL INCENTIVES MORE CONSISTENT AND BY PROVIDING UNIFORM 

TREATMENT FOR INVESTMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS. 

3.1 
Reviewing and modifying federal restrictions 
on the use of taxexempt bonds for infrastructure 
projects could stimulate additions1 infra- 
structure bond finance activity 

Tax-exempt bonds are used by more than 
16,000 issuing authorities as primary tools for 
financing infrastructure projects, often supported 
by tolls, user charges and other dedicated funds. 
But the ability to utilize tax-exempt debt is 
circumscribed if the private sector is involved in 
developing or operating new facilities. 

The Congress has reviewed many of these 
contradictory restrictions in recent months. Among 
the specific steps considered favorably by 
Congress in H.R. 4210 and H.R. 11 in 1992, but not 
signed into law, were provisions to increase the 
annual issuance limit for bank-qualified tax-exempt 
bonds and to expand use of private-activity 
redevelopment bonds in areas designated as 
enterprise zones. 

The Commission encourages further Congres- 
sional review and modification of federal 
restrictions on the use of tax-exempt bonds for 
infrastructure projects to broaden the development 
options for these projects and to promote efficient 
allocation of federal tax expenditures. 

To stimulate investment in new transportation 
and environmental projects, the Commission 
encourages consideration of a new class of tax- 
exempt debt, a public benefit bond, in instances 
where the benefits to the general public are 
substantial, notwithstanding private sector 
participation. This would have the effect of 
applying the definition of facilities exempt from 
volume cap restrictions evenly across all 
environmental and transportation projects. 

Among the additional steps recommended to 
the Commission are modifying arbitrage rebate 
rules where proceeds return to support infrastruc- 
ture projects, returning the private involvement 
threshold to 25 percent and changing the definition 
of a qualified small bond issuer for bank investment 
purposes to one which @sues under $25 million per 
year. 

While a full-scale study of the fiscal impact of 
these recommendations is beyond the scope of the 
Commission, the consensus of the Commissioners 
is that new economic activity and the attendant 

potential increase in federal tax revenues over the 
long-term may prove cost-effective from a federal 
budgetary viewpoint, notwithstanding any 
temporary costs in the near-term of actual or 
foregone revenues. Changes of this kind also may 
contribute to greater policy consistency and serve 
to renew cooperative effort among various levels of 
government in infrastructure finance. 

J23 
Reviewing and making incentives for taxable 
infrastructure investment more consistent, 
particularly depreciation rules, would prompt 
additional capital flows into infrastructure 
projects. 

Even with some changes to the private activity 
restrictions on issuance of tax-exempt bonds, the 
Commission concluded that a significant portion of 
America's infrastructure is likely to be financed in 
the future on a taxable-rate basis. The defined 
depreciable life of assets, therefore, should be 
short enough to encourage investments in these 
assets and not penalize infrastructure projects 
which have government participation. The concept 
of a shorter "useful life" may attract new investment 
where emerging technologies hold promise for 
future infrastructure efficiencies. 



" E n a n c i n e  the Future: Report of the 
Commission to Promote lnvestment in America's 
Infrastructure" is only the most current addition to a 
continuing national discussion on infrastructure 
investment and finance. It certainly will not be the 
last word. The debate about infrastructure finance 
and the appropriate roles for different levels of 
government and the private sector is as old as the 
Republic, itself. 

Two hundred years ago the discussion occurred 
among loose and strict constructionists, federalists 
and states-righters over what then were called 
"internal improvements." The earliest prevailing 
view was that a federal role in internal 
improvements might properly exist only when 
projects were beyond the capabilities of the 
individual states and when private finance was not 
available. Serious questions, such as whether the 
Constitutional words, "promote the general 
welfare," could give the federal government 
authority to open roads and canals without the 
permission of states, were resolved politically for 
the first, though hardly the last time. 

In 1802, for example, Congress approved a plan 
that allowed two percent of the net proceeds from 
the sale of public lands in Ohio to be used to 
finance construction of roads to Ohio and another 
three percent for roads within Ohio. When in March 
1806 Congress authorized the beginning of the first 
interstate road from Cumberland, Maryland to the 
Ohio River, it was considered so unique that it was 
named, simply, "The National Road." 

President Thomas Jefferson in a message to 
Congress later that year (December 2, 1806) set 
forth what became the underlying rationale for a 
more active, continuing federal role."By these 
operations new channels of communications will be 
opened between the States; the lines of separation 
will disappear, their interests will be identified, and 
their union cemented by new and indissoluble ties." 

It was a time of innovation in the newly united 
several states, and pragmatists ultimately 
prevailed. The levels of the public sector and the 
private sector began to work in ever shifting 
partnership arrangements to provide the ports and 
docks, then the roads, canals, rail, highways, 
bridges, tunnels, mass transit and airports that 
make up America's infrastructure. Throughout, 
these efforts centered on movement of people and 
goods. Transportation was communications. 

With America's great cities came public 
buildings, streets and sidewalks, housing, health 
facilities, power generation and distribution 

systems, even street lighting and signage. The 
public environmental structures to support a 
growing, spreading population provided safe 
drinking water, sewage systems, solid waste 
disposal and, now, hazardous waste management. 
Public finance and public operation of 
infrastructure facilities became the norm. 

Today ideas move faster than Americans or their 
machines. Fiber optic lines and air waves are 
networks of the future. Still the questions about 
finance and roles and the very definition of 
infrastructure continue. 

No one placed the question of financing the 
infrastructure of the future, not of the past, more 
forcefully than Patricia Eckert of the California 
Public Utilities Commission in the Commission 
hearing of October 30, 1992. "Is it time that we 
reexamine our spending paradigm?" Commissioner 
Eckert asked. "Are we making the most efficient 
spending decisions? Are there alternative 
infrastructure investments that will provide a greater 
return to society as a whole on that investment?" 

"We are already in the third quarter of our 
information age, yet many people still refer to this 
as the impending information age," she continued. 
"The next big infrastructure push should be to build 
the super highways that carry information across 
our country and around the world." 

Stephen Coyle, Chief Executive Officer of the 
AFL-ClO's Pension lnvestment Program, argued 
with similar conviction on October 8, 1992 for a 
broad definition that looks ahead and could include 
even the basic research facilities needed to spawn 
industries of the future. 

Early in its deliberations, the Commission faced 
this need to define infrastructure in a way that 
would allow the Commission to make useful 
recommendations in a timely manner. Since the 
term "infrastructure" has now come to describe not 
only public works and facilities, but even personal 
skills and attitudes, this was, no easy task. As was 
pointed out by John A. Tatom, Vice President of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis on November 19, 
1992, much of America's infrastructure is largely a 
private sector activity, including telecommun- 
ications, utilities and certain forms of transportation. 
But the charge of the Commission was squarely on 
finance and on new responses to financing needs. 

The Commission chose to define infrastructure 
as capital-intensive, long-lived physical assets that 
provide benefits to the general public or promote 
economic development and traditionally have 



benefited from expanding federal grant programs. 
This definition includes highways, bridges and 
tunnels; mass transit, intercity rail and airports; 
waterways, docks and wharves; water, sewer and 
wastewater systems; and solid and hazardous 
waste disposal facilities. 

This definition is not without a downside, 
excluding as it does much of the normal facilities of 
government and significant privately-owned assets 
that serve the public. The Commission certainly 
does not underestimate the needs in other areas, 
such as the estimated $125 billion shortfall in funds 
provided for primary and secondary school facilities 
or the more than $500 billion experts indicate may 
be necessary to link American businesses and 
homes with fiber optic cable. 

But the Commission's ability to say something 
conclusive about infrastructure finance required an 
initial focused look at transportation and, 
importantly, environmental infrastructure project 
finance. The Commission is confident, however, 
that many of its conclusions and recommendations 
will be useful to future arrangements in other areas, 
such as telecommunications and pollution control 
facilities. 

What the Commission found was a significant 
need to facilitate new investment to repair, renew 
and develop these systems for a new century. The 
challenge is made greater by the realization that 
both public and private capital are finite in a slow- 
growing economy. Governments continue to 
reduce the percentage of their resources devoted 
to the task. The global economy focuses on a 
worldwide competition for private capital. 

The processes by which priorities among 
infrastructure needs are defined and political 
decisions made are often arcane and unresponsive. 
These processes discourage innovation, new 
technologies and efficiencies. 

Bureaucracy, legal hurdles and delay have 
become risks, themselves, for project development 
and construction. Americans question the public 
sector's ability to deliver and the private sector's 
motives in wanting to enter the field more 
aggressively. And finally, federal grant programs 
sponsored by leading infrastructure agencies, the 
U.S. Department of Transportation and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, are reaching 
maturity. 

All these developments invite new methods to 
encourage institutional investors, including pension 
funds to bolster our nation's infrastructural integrity. 
The Commission's interest in the potential for 

greater private financing of infrastructure projects 
remained focused on private capital, not on the 
separate and distinct question of privatization of 
existing infrastructure and other public assets. 

At its best, America's infrastructure connects 
Americans, bringing new opportunities, product- 
ivity, competitiveness, pride and satisfaction. The 
Commission set about to produce a report and 
recommendations that would further these goals 
which remain so similar to those of the national 
leadership two hundred years ago - building a 
strong economy and welding a nation. 
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Issues in Privatization 

In this dmpter, we first h e w  the meaning of 
PPVs within the larger context of privatization and 
then review, in general, the major issues surrounding 
cooperative efforts between the public and private 
sectors. Because PWs nccasarily involve a close, 
active contractual relationship and risk-sharing b e  
tween the two sectors, they typically place those 
issws in boldest relief and require a feasible solution 
to them in the negotiating process. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE VENTURES AND OTHER 
FORMS OF PRIVATIZATION 

In the course of our study, we found a wide 
disparity in the usage of the term public-private 
venture (or public-private partnership). To under- 
stand PPVs, we must first understand the dilfer- 
ences in the types of PPVs and then how they differ 
from the other forms of privatization. 

In the broadest sense, privatization involves 
private-sector participation in some activity that 
has traditionally been resemed for the government. 
Such a definition does not fix the activities because 
what governments take responsibility for and do 

. are very much matters of tradition and local choice. 
For example, either the government or the private 
parties may perform many activities such ascollect- 
ing garbage, servicing motor fleets, supplying wa- 
ter, and constructing and maintaining streets. 

On another, more analyttcal level, one might 
view the phases and component parts of a service 
that mightbe provided - its design, financing, and 
operating and the capital requirements - and the 
possible choices between the public or private sec- 
tors performing those services. Along those lines, 
privatization alternatives for a sewice requiring the 
use of facilities (which most do to some d e p )  can 
be dassified by the division of responsibilities into 
the following phases: 

Design and construction of a facility 

Financing of a facility 

Ownership of a fadlity or land 

0 Operation of a facility or the performance of 
a service 

0 Ultimate transfer of a facility to public owner- 
ship and operation. 

A venture is an enterprise that may experience 
a loss and has a chance for gain. Thus, the concept 
of public-priva te ventures has its most precise mean- 
ing when it is applied to the active participation of 
both the public and private sectors in an undertak- 
ing wherein each party experiences risks and has 
the opportunity to be rewarded. To meet the re- 
quirement for active participation, a public entitv 
cannot simply go to the private capital markets to 
secure a loan or license a service to be provided bv 
a private entity; along with its prhrate-sector part- 
ner, it must play an active role in negotiating an 
ag~eement that defines the nature, scope, and costs 
of a facility or service. The nature of the rewards 
and risks is normally, if not necessarily, monetan 
for the private-sector participant. The public par- 
ticipant may or may not realize a monetary rew.ard 
or may or may not reap a public benefit in the 
activity being performed. Thus, as an example, a 
government may sell (or simply give away) excess 
or abandoned property to a private developer sun- 
plv to get it off its books or to encourage beneficial 
d&elopment. The govemment runs the risk that 
the property will not be developed as planned and 
that the asset could have been used more produc- 
tively in an alternative way. If things work out 
according to plan, it realizes the reward of having 
useless or unsightly property attain an economic 
value or be put to a use that is beneficial to the 
public. 

The concept of risks and rewards in an under- 
taking also conveys the fact that, in most cases, 
PPVs are mu1 ti year activities and so are the terms of 
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calculating the gains and losses for both sectors. 
Therefore, the definition of a PPV given in Chapter1 
is appropriate. 

does not involve the private sector. Comer b de- 
notes a pure lease whereby the government oper- 
ates a function in an asset leased from the private 
sector. Comer c is a function that is totally owned 
and operated by the private sector and does not 
involve the government. Finally, comer d denotes 
a commercial activities contract whereby the pri- 
vate sector operates a function at its own risk in a 
government asset and contributes no capital assets 
of it own. You have to move away from the four 
comers to get a mix of public-private risk sharing 
and capital ownership. 

"Design-build" or "turnkey" construction 
projects are a special case under our definition. 
Under such projects, one contractor designs, builds, 
and possibly installs equipment in a facility that is 
turned over to the public sector for operation. The 
concept of mutual benefit and risk is present in such 
an arrangement. However, in most cases, private 
design and construction is merely the provision of 
a service and more a matter of procurement policy 
than one of a multiyear sharing of rewards and 
risks. Therefore, under our definition, design-build 
and turnkey projects are not PPVs. 

A REVIEW OF MAJOR 
PRIVATIZATlON ISSUES 

As a subset of privatization, PPVs share in 
many of the concerns raised about greater levels of 
involvement of the private sector in the delivery of 
services or the provision of facilities. The force of 
those issues depends on how "governmental" the 
nature the activity to be provided is and whether 
the activity is currently being provided by a gov- 
ernment. The major issues are as follows: 

Our definition of PPV is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The vertical axis (the Y-axis) measures the propor- 
tion of the venture's economic value of capital assets 
contributed by the private partner; the horizontal 
axis (the X-axis) measures the proportion of the 
venture'soperations handled by the private partner. 
It is not possible to indicate a specific point on either 
axis that shows where PPVs begin. However, our 
definition of a PPV clearly eliminates the four cor- 
ners of this capital asset contribution square. As 
labeled in Figure 1, comer a is a function that is 
totally owned and operated by the government and 

Responsibility and policy control 

Operational control 

Operating costs 

Government 
operations with 
private capital 

All private 

Capital 
assets 

(private1 
total) 

Public-private ventures 

All government Private opera- 
tions with 

government 
capital 

Operation 
(privatenotal) 

Figure 1. The Boundaries of Public-Private Ventures 
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Capital costs 

Liability and risk 

0 Accountability 

Contractual complexity and monitoring of 
performance 

Special interests 

Disposition of assets. 

We discuss each of these major issues in the follow- 
ing subsections. 

Responsibility and Policy Control 

This issue entails the responsibility and ability 
of the public sector to establish priorities in the 
allocation of resources and the regulation of private 
activity for the public benefit. Activities have his- 
torically fallen to the public sector because of their 
economic characteristics of joint consumption, an 
inability of the market mechanism to operate effec- 
tively, their essentiality, or because they wereviewed 
as socially meritorious. Govemments are unique in 
that they define social objectives and then regulate 
private activities and raise and expend resources to 
attain those objectives. The prime example of the 
latter process is the annual budget, in which trade 
offs are exercised among various forms of raising 
revenues and approving expenditures. 
Privatization of major activities, while not inconsis- 
tent with regulation, may be seen in practice as 
inconsistent with maintaining public responsibilih' 
and retaining public decisions on production and 
pricing. This apparent inconsistency arises when 
the government under contract with a private com- 
pany grants that company latitude for setting its 
own rates or following its own procedures; it may 
also arise when the government gives the private 
company'certain guarantees that limit its (the 
government's) discretion and flexibility. Examples 
are "take or pay" contracts in the area of solid waste 
whereby the government agrees to pay a private 
company for that service whether it is used or not. 
The competition between solid-waste-to-energy 
plants and recycling plants presents another ex- 
ample of potential conflict. On the one hand, the 
waste-to-energy plants seek abundant high-grade 
(energy-rich) waste; on the other, the recyding 

plants wish to reduce the supply of waste. These 
problems are not unique to PPVs, but the activities 
become a matter of contract and less susceptible to 
the political alteration they might face if public 
bodies performed them. 

Opcntiod Control 

Operational control entails the day-today de- 
&ion making on the level and price of a service or 
the operation of a facility. Private control, it may be 
argued, is influenced by a different set of criteria 
and motivations than those found in a public entity. 
In the private sector, emphasis is placed on finan- 
cial results (efficiency and profit maximization), 
whereas in the public sector, emphasis is placed on 
political goals (equity and service satisfaction); thus, 
the array and cost of services will differ depending 
on who provides the service. Under private con- 
trol, costlier inputs will be minimized and unprof- 
itable services will be eliminated. Thus, unless 
contracts are tightly drawn and output regularlv 
inspected, they wiU tend to drive down costs and 
skimp on services to maximize financial results. 
The counterargument is that h s  behavior bv pri- 
vate providers is desirable in that it  reflects the 
"true" market-determined costs of senvice provi- 
sion which are needed to make rational decisions 
about the quantity and price of those senpices. Fur- 
thermore, it is argued that where benefits are to be 
conferred to particular factors of production or 
classes of users, that choice should be addressed 
through redistributive policies not through ineffi- 
cient operational procedures that bury actual costs 
and lead to uneconomic choices. Examples of such 
redistributive policies are abatements of charges to 
the elderly and preferential hiring practices. 

Under a PPV, customer satisfaction need not be 
sacrificed; in fact, it may increase if the contractor's 
revenue is critically dependent on customer satis- 
faction. For this to happen, customers must have 
alternatives from which to choose or they must 
have an explicit way to penalize the contractor 
financially for poor customer service. 

A special area of concern for PPV fachties is 
physical maintenance, especially towards the end 
of the contract period. Given a fixed-length con- 
tract, the private partner has an incentive to mini- 
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mize maintenance expenditures as long as the f a d -  
ity is minimally functional. That attitude is in direct 
contrast to the obptive of the public partner if the 
facility is to be turned over to the government at the 
end of the contract term. 

operating Costs 

Operating cdsts are the costs of maintaining 
and operating a service or a facility. One of the 
major advantages seen in privatization is the incen- 
tive to minimize operating costs, linking the price 
system doser to the provision of public services. 
Operating economies are driven by the desire of the 
private sector to minimize costs to maximize prof- 
its. An advantage frequently touted is that a busi- 
nesslike operation, free from the labor and procure- 
ment policies and restrictions frequently found in 
government, can produce the same or better ser- 
vices at lower costs. Examples of restrictive pro- 
curement policies are those that specrfy quotas for 
certain g~oups (minority and womenswned busi- 
nesses, for example), specify prevailing wage rates 
(as does the Davis Bacon Act), or require certain 
types of labor or materials :as with "buy America" 
requirements or the use o! union labor only). The 
counterargument is that costs that reflect socially 
desirable objectives are appropriate for govem- 
ments and the services they provide. 

Firms specializing in services and facilities also 
claim greater expertise and economies of scale. For 
example, certain forms of managerial and technical 
expertise are too costly to employ on a regular basis 
in individual govemments but can be shared by 
several govemments through a contract. Examples 
are sewer treatment operating contracts whereby 
professional chemists and engineers can oversee 
several installations. 

A major argument in favor of government own- 
ership is that governments are able to provide 
services, especially those that are capital intensive, 
at lower costs because of their acms to capital at 
lower costs, This argument arises from three sources. 
First, governments typically have stronger under- 
Iving credit capacity because of their ability to tap 
d t o  a larger and much more diversified economic 

base than the private sector. Second, govemments 
effectively have natural monopoly positions, regu- 
latory controls, and taxing powers and thus can 
mandate payments to meet obligations. Last, and 
unique to the United States, state and local go\.ern- 
ments can borrow at preferential rates of interest 
because of the t a x e m p t  nature of their debt obli- 
gations. Private businesses, on the other hand, 
need to earn competitive rates on their q u i  ty  and 
must pay higher rates of interest on their equiv 
capital. 

Counterarguments favoring privatization are 
that govemments can conserve their borrowing 
capacity (and lower their bohowing costs) by shift- 
ing part of the load to private-sector capital provid- 
ers and that the private sector will use more capital- 
efficient means of production. Special tax advan- 
tages have been available to private capital em- 
ployed in public-sector activities in the past and 
may reappear. For example, the 1986 Tax Reform 
Act greatly reduced benefits to private firms under- 
taking privatization techniques to finance public 
works. However, groups such as the Anthony 
Commission have argued for restoration of tax 
preferences to encourage privatization.: Another 
argument frequently encountered is that private 
ownership can often acquire and construct facilities 
more rapidly than governments and that this speedy 
construction not only brings the facility on line 
faster but inperiodsof inflation, means a lower cost. 

Liability and Risk 

A major argument advanced in favor of 
privatization has been the notion that PPVs gve the 
two sectors the opportunity to share in the risks of 
new ventures as well as reap their rewards. New 
ventures, especially those employing innovative or 
complicated technologies, carry an assortment of 
risks, and a partitioning of liabilities may lower the 
overall risk to any one party. For example, the 
building of a wasteto-energy plant involves the 
risk of timely completion of construction, of attain- 
ing prescribed lwels of operation, and of a major 

2 Rep. Beryl Anthony, "Preserving the Federal- 
StateLocal Partnership: The Role of Tax-Exempt 
Financing," Anthony Commission of Public Finance, 
1989. 
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W t y .  One common .arrangement is for the 
private party builder to construct, kst, and perhaps 
operate a facility for a limited time before turning it 
over to the government (a turnkey project with 
limited bum-in operating responsibility). Effec- 
tively, the government is protected against design 
m d  construction risk and only absorbs risk when 
the project is completed (and receives the rquired 
pennits). By the same token, the private party is 
guaranteed payment (often with incentives) if it 
completes the project on time. The notion is to affix 
the liability and risk to that party that has control 
m d  can effectively protect against risks. 

C h  the other hand, the equity component is 
usually small in relationship to the overall capitali- 
zation and in most cases, the government with its 
h r  cost of capital is usually able to protect (in- 
sure) against most risks at a lower cost than the 
private entity. 

Another aspect of risk is that of the financial 
stability of the private party and any underlying 
guarantee. Most private parties will limit their 
liability and will retain the right to sell off their 
interests in the facility. If they default, the facility 
will typically revert to the public entity. 

Accountability 

A c o h o n  assertion is that accountability in 
the public sector ultimately rests with the voter- 
consumers, whereas in the private sector, it rests 
with the private owners. That assertion is overly 
simplistic. In the public sector, accountability may 
or may not reside with the elected officials in the 
services area. For example, the level and perfor- 
mance of many services is mandated by superior 
levels of government, with little latitude given to 
the actual operators of the services. In other cases, 
publicly ~ w n e d  facilities may be controlled by 
boards and commissions that are distant if not 
wholly removed from the elected officials. In the 
private sector, providers of finurd.l capital (bond- 
holden) may essentially dictate the bond contract 
basis levels of the pricing, quality, and continuity of 
the m i c e  provided and the condition of the capi- 
tal stock. For example, an independent public 
authority, financed by rwenw bonds, may be es- 
tablished to own and operate the facilities, and its 

operations may be strictly controlled by the terns 
(covenants) of the bond contract. Similarly, in the 
private sector, accountability may be jointly shared 
with public entities through contracts with the host 
or partner government and/or regulation of its 
activities by regulatory bodies other than the hos: 
or partner jurisdiction. An example is wastewater 
utilities. Accountability to the sponsoring public 
body may be obtained through contractual pro\+ 
sions. Howwer, such contract provisions may 
ause the loss of effiaendes or greater uncertainties 
of future operation and pridng policies due to the 
inaeascd restIictiOns. 

Public-private cooperative relationshps in- 
volve the assignment of responsibilities to the pri- 
vate sector through contractual relationships. The 
length and complexity of a contract depends, of 
course, on the degree of control and accountabhn. 
that the public sector wishes toexert, the nature and 
complexity of the service being provided, and the 
distribution of liabilities and risks. Contracts entail 
expense in their drafting and negotiation and also 
in their effective oversight and enforcement by each 
party. Governments in particular tend to be at  a 
disadvantage in drafting and negotiating contracts 
because they have fewer in-house resources and 
skills and they hesitate to incur costs often needed 
for good representation. Examples of the conse- 
quences abound in the private negotiation of sol~d 
waste disposal agreements with local govenunents 
where large, private firms have been able to get 
major concessions from small, rural governments. 
Contracts also entail a cOSt for monitoring to ensure 
the private provider perfonns in accordance wlth 
the agreement. Monitoring can be difficult where 
the service has many dimensions and subjective 
facton are heavily weighted. 

Privatization can meet with problems when ~t 
affects special interest groups, either public or pri- 
vate, sigruhcantly . A major inducement to privatize 
may be tocircumvent governmental labor costs and 
work rules. In areas in which public employee 
unions or the avil m i c e  are skong, privatization 
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may be used as a way to employ lower-wage, less- 
restrictive, more-productive labor. While econo- 
mizing on labor or other costs may lower the cost of 
a particular service, it may threaten the political 
interest groups both in this area and as a matter of 
public policy. 

On the other side of the transaction, 
privatization may be m as a way to acquire 
activities and markets that can be manipulated to 
benefit private interests. For example, private con- 
trol of service levels and acquisition policies of a 
privatized service may be used to earn ancillary 
profits for the operating or other private parties. 
For example, a contract with a private provider 
who uses a proprietary technology may result in a 
monopoly market for subsequent supplies and re- 
placementpartsproduced by that vendor. Ofcourse, 
the problem of selection of a particular system or 
process may be technologically endefnic, whether 
the provider is public or private. Satisfaction or 

preferences for particular groups is not unique to 
privatization but permits the decisions to be further 
removed from public review than would occur 
with public body oversight. 

Disposition of Assets 

Both the public and private p a m e n  contribute 
material capital assets to the venture. The assets 
contributed by the government generally remain 
the property of the government at the end of the 
contract term. However, the assets contributed by 
the private partner may be given or sold to the 
government, given or sold to another private part- 
ner, removed complete1 y, or retained by the private 
partner, depending on the terms of the contract. 
The precise contract terms for disposition of assets 
are not always clear and may be influenced by 
statutes, regulations, or various goals of the 
department's PPV program. 
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ACIR 
The U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) was 

created by the Congress in 1959 to monitor the operation of the American federal 
system and to recommend improvements. ACIR is an independent, bipartisan 
commission composed of 26 members-nine representing the federal government, 14 
representing state and local government, and three representing the general public. 

The President appoints 20 members-three private citizens and three federal 
executive officials directly, and four governors, three state legislators, four mayors, 
and three elected county officials from slates nominated by the National Governors' 
Association, National Conference of State Legislatures, National League of Cities, 
U.S. Conference of Mayors, and National Association of Counties. The three 
Senators are chosen by the President of the Senate and the three Representatives by 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives. Each Commission member serves a 
two-year term and may be reappointed. 

As a continuing body, the Commission addresses specific issues and problems the 
resolution of which would produce improved cooperation among federal, state, and 
local governments and more effective functioning of the federal system. In addition 
to examining important functional and policy relationships among the various 
governments, the Commission extensively studies critical governmental finance 
issues. One of the long-range efforts of the Commission has been to seek ways to 
improve federal, state, and local governmental practices and policies to achieve 
equitable allocation of resources, increased efficiency and equity, and better 
coordination and cooperation. 

In selecting items for research, the Commission considers the relative 
importance and urgency of the problem, its manageability from the point of view of 
finances and staff available to ACIR, and the extent to which the Commission can 
make a fruitful contribution toward the solution of the problem. 

After selecting intergovernmental issues for investigation, ACIR follows a 
multistep procedure that assures review and comment by representatives of all points 
of view, all affected governments, technical experts, and interested groups. The 
Commission then debates each issue and formulates its policy position. 


